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1 Guideline summary
1.1 Algorithm
Figure 1: Low back pain and sciatica management algorithm.
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Figure 2: Algorithm 2

1

2

The description of low back pain which is not due to cancer, fracture, infection or an inflammatory disease process
can include the terms: simple low back pain, mechanical low back pain, musculoskeletal low back pain and nonspecific low back pain. For the purposes of the review questions in this guideline, we have used non-specific low
back pain.
The pathways for the investigation, referral and treatment for people with suspected serious underlying pathology
are outside the scope of this guideline.

Figure 3: Algorithm 3
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Figure 4: Algorithm 4

Figure 5: Algorithm 5

1

The timing of the additional management options in the sciatica pathway, relative to options in the grey box,
depends on the clinical circumstances

2

In people with acute sciatica, the recommendation to consider epidural injections refers to symptoms have been
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present for less than three months.

Figure 6: Algorithm 6

Figure 7: Algorithm 7

1

For recommendations on spinal cord stimulation, please refer to the Spinal cord stimulation for chronic pain of
neuropathic or ischaemic origin technology appraisal TA159.

2

If a person has troublesome symptoms, where the risks and benefits of on-going treatments covered by the
guideline have been considered, it is unlikely that additional modalities of treatments will be of benefit.
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1.2 Full list of recommendations
The term 'low back pain’ is used to include any non-specific low back pain which is not due to cancer,
fracture, infection or an inflammatory disease process.
1.

Consider using risk stratification (for example, the STarT Back risk assessment
tool) at first point of contact with a healthcare professional for each new
episode of low back pain with or without sciatica to inform shared decisionmaking about stratified management.

2.

Based on risk stratification, consider:


simpler and less intensive support for people with low back pain with or
without sciatica likely to improve quickly and have a good outcome
(for example, reassurance, advice to keep active and guidance on
self-management)



more complex and intensive support for people with low back pain with
or without sciatica at higher risk of a poor outcome (for example,
exercise programmes with or without manual therapy or using a
psychological approach).

3.

Do not routinely offer imaging in a non-specialist setting for people with low
back pain with or without sciatica.

4.

Explain to people with low back pain with or without sciatica that if they are
being referred for specialist opinion, they may not need imaging.

5.

Consider imaging in specialist settings of care (for example, a musculoskeletal
interface clinic or hospital) for people with low back pain with or without
sciatica only if the result is likely to change management.

6.

Think about alternative diagnoses when examining or reviewing people with
low back pain, particularly if they develop new or changed symptoms.
Exclude specific causes of low back pain, for example, cancer, infection,
trauma or inflammatory disease such as spondyloarthritis. If serious
underlying pathology is suspected, refer to relevant NICE guidance on:

7.

8.



Metastatic spinal cord compression in adults



Spinal injury



Spondyloarthritis



Suspected cancer

Provide people with advice and information, tailored to their needs and
capabilities, to help them self-manage their low back pain with or without
sciatica, at all steps of the treatment pathway. Include:


information on the nature of low back pain and sciatica



encouragement to continue with normal activities.

Consider a group exercise programme (biomechanical, aerobic, mind–body
or a combination of approaches) within the NHS for people with a specific
episode or flare-up of low back pain with or without sciatica. Take people’s
specific needs, preferences and capabilities into account when choosing the
type of exercise.
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9.

Do not offer belts or corsets for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

10.

Do not offer foot orthotics for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

11.

Do not offer rocker sole shoes for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

12.

Do not offer traction for managing low back pain with or without sciatica.

13.

Consider manual therapy (spinal manipulation, mobilisation or soft tissue
techniques such as massage) for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica, but only as part of a treatment package including exercise, with or
without psychological therapy.

14.

Do not offer acupuncture for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

15.

Do not offer ultrasound for managing low back pain with or without sciatica.

16.

Do not offer percutaneous electrical nerve simulation (PENS) for managing
low back pain with or without sciatica.

17.

Do not offer transcutaneous electrical nerve simulation (TENS) for managing
low back pain with or without sciatica.

18.

Do not offer interferential therapy for managing low back pain with or
without sciatica.

19.

Consider psychological therapies using a cognitive behavioural approach for
managing low back pain with or without sciatica but only as part of a
treatment package including exercise, with or without manual therapy (spinal
manipulation, mobilisation or soft tissue techniques such as massage).

20.

For recommendations on pharmacological management of sciatica, see
NICE’s guideline on neuropathic pain in adults.

21.

Consider oral non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for managing
low back pain, taking into account potential differences in gastrointestinal,
liver and cardio-renal toxicity, and the person’s risk factors, including age.

22.

When prescribing oral NSAIDs for low back pain, think about appropriate
clinical assessment, ongoing monitoring of risk factors, and the use of
gastroprotective treatment.

23.

Prescribe oral NSAIDs for low back pain at the lowest effective dose for the
shortest possible period of time.

24.

Consider weak opioids (with or without paracetamol) for managing acute low
back pain only if an NSAID is contraindicated, not tolerated or has been
ineffective.

25.

Do not offer paracetamol alone for managing low back pain.

26.

Do not routinely offer opioids for managing acute low back pain (see
recommendation 24).

27.

Do not offer opioids for managing chronic low back pain.

28.

Do not offer selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, serotonin–
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors or tricyclic antidepressants for managing
low back pain.
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29.

Do not offer anticonvulsants for managing low back pain.

30.

Consider a combined physical and psychological programme, incorporating a
cognitive behavioural approach (preferably in a group context that takes into
account a person’s specific needs and capabilities), for people with persistent
low back pain or sciatica:


when they have significant psychosocial obstacles to recovery (for
example, avoiding normal activities based on inappropriate beliefs
about their condition) or



when previous treatments have not been effective.

31.

Promote and facilitate return to work or normal activities of daily living for
people with low back pain with or without sciatica.

32.

Do not offer spinal injections for managing low back pain.

33.

Consider referral for assessment for radiofrequency denervation for people
with chronic low back pain when:


non-surgical treatment has not worked for them and



the main source of pain is thought to come from structures supplied by
the medial branch nerve and



they have moderate or severe levels of localised back pain (rated as 5 or
more on a visual analogue scale, or equivalent) at the time of
referral.

34.

Only perform radiofrequency denervation in people with chronic low back
pain after a positive response to a diagnostic medial branch block.

35.

Do not offer imaging for people with low back pain with specific facet join
pain as a prerequisite for radiofrequency denervation.

36.

Consider epidural injections of local anaesthetic and steroid in people with
acute and severe sciatica.

37.

Do not use epidural injections for neurogenic claudication in people who
have central spinal canal stenosis.

38.

Do not allow a person’s BMI, smoking status or psychological distress to
influence the decision to refer them for a surgical opinion for sciatica.

39.

Do not offer disc replacement in people with low back pain.

40.

Do not offer spinal fusion for people with low back pain unless as part of a
randomised controlled trial.

41.

Consider spinal decompression for people with sciatica when non-surgical
treatment has not improved pain or function and their radiological findings
are consistent with sciatic symptoms.

Key research recommendations
1.

What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of codeine with and without
paracetamol for the acute management of low back pain?

2.

What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of benzodiazepines for the acute
management of low back pain?
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3.

What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of image-guided compared with nonimage-guided epidural injections for people with acute sciatica?

4.

What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of radiofrequency denervation for
chronic low back pain in the long term?

5.

Should people with low back pain be offered spinal fusion as a surgical option?

NICE, 2016
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2 Introduction
This guideline covers the assessment and management of low back pain and sciatica in adults over
the age of 16 years.
Serious causes of low back pain are rare (for example, less than 1% of patients presenting with low
back pain in primary care will have cancer as the underlying cause213 and clinicians are usually alerted
to the possibility of serious pathology by using clinical screening tools (‘Red flag screening’).
All clinicians involved in the management of low back pain should be aware of the common ‘red flag’
symptoms and signs and know when to refer patients for further testing. This guidance excludes the
evaluation and management of serious spinal pathology (infection, malignancy and fractures),
inflammatory causes of low back pain and the potentially serious neurological sequelae of sciatica
(progressive neurological deficit and cauda equina syndrome), nor does it cover the onward
management of patients with suspected serious pathology. Common low back pain red flags have
been included in Appendix P.
Low back pain that is not associated with serious or potentially serious pathology has been described
in the literature as ‘non-specific’, ‘mechanical’, ‘musculoskeletal’ or ‘simple’ low back pain. For
uniformity, we have used the term ‘low back pain’ throughout the guideline; however ‘non-specific
low back pain’ was used when formulating the review questions.
A number of spinal structures are supplied by sensory nerves and therefore capable of pain
generation. Despite this, there are no reliable clinical features or imaging findings that allow us to
identify these specific causes with any confidence.
The various terms used to describe low back pain reflect our difficulty in accurately identifying
discrete causes of low back pain and our inability to accurately define which characteristics might
help to identify specific causes.
Low back pain causes more disability, worldwide, than any other condition. Episodes of back pain are
usually transient with rapid improvements in pain and disability seen within a few weeks to a few
months. Whilst the majority of back pain episodes resolve improve with initial primary care
management, without the need for investigations or referral to specialist services, up to one third of
patients report persistent back pain of at least moderate intensity one year after an acute episode
requiring care and episodes of back pain often recur.
One of the greatest challenges remains the identification of risk factors that may predict the
progression from a single back pain episode to a long term, persistent pain condition where quality
of life is often very low and healthcare resource use high.
A complex and variable interplay between biological, psychological and social factors undoubtedly
influences this progression and it is the modification of these factors that has become one of the
mainstays of back pain research and treatment over the last decade or so.
The scope of this guideline is necessarily broad. We have reviewed the evidence for treatments and
interventions individually and when used in combination - from self-management advice and simple
non-invasive interventions to injections, nerve ablation techniques and spinal fusion.
We have reviewed the evidence for treatment stratification and the effectiveness of tailoring
treatments to these stratified groups in the hope that clinicians know which patients are likely to
need more focused and intensive treatment and which patients are likely to improve rapidly with
primary care management alone, without the need for investigations or referral to specialised
services.
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We have moved away from the traditional duration-based classification of low back pain (acute, subacute and chronic) and have considered low back pain to be a continuum where risk of poor outcome
at any time point is almost certainly more important that the duration of symptoms. Recognising this
continuum, and given that many ‘acute’ low back pain episodes may represent symptom recurrence
or exacerbation, we have not separately analysed the results of interventions for acute, sub-acute or
chronic pain unless evidence suggests otherwise as it was considered that the outcomes for a
particular intervention are broadly similar in both the acute and more chronic back pain populations.
In addition to evaluating the evidence for low back pain treatments, we have reviewed the available
treatments for sciatica. ‘Sciatica’ is a term that describes neuropathic pain radiating into the lower
limbs usually caused by compression or irritation of the lumbrosacral nerve roots.
The clinical diagnosis of sciatica is often challenging and it can be difficult to distinguish between true
sciatic pain and somatic referred leg pain (leg pain arising from joints, ligaments and discs rather than
a spinal nerve root). Referred leg pain generally presents as diffuse pain, not radiating below the
knee and patients usually describe back pain as worse than leg pain. In contrast, sciatica usually
radiates dermatomally, is worse than back pain and may be associated with sensory and motor
symptoms or deficits.
The prognosis for patients with sciatica is extremely good and most patients will find that pain and
associated disability improves rapidly without treatment.
This guideline does not cover the evaluation or care of patients presenting with sciatica with
progressive neurological deficit or cauda equina syndrome. All clinicians involved in the management
of patients with sciatica should be aware of these potential neurological emergencies and know
when to refer to an appropriate specialist.
In contrast to the previous NICE guidance on the management of persistent low back pain between 6
weeks and 12 months for adults aged 18 and over (NICE CG88), this document provides guidance on
the assessment and management of both low back pain and sciatica from first presentation onwards
in an adult population aged 16 years and older.
With this broadened scope and using updated NICE methodology to examine the latest research
evidence, we hope to address the inconsistent provision and implementation of the
recommendations of CG88 and to provide patients, carers and healthcare professionals with a
sensible, practical and evidence based framework for the management of this important and
common problem.
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3 Development of the guideline
3.1 What is a NICE clinical guideline?
NICE clinical guidelines are recommendations for the care of individuals in specific clinical conditions
or circumstances within the NHS – from prevention and self-care through primary and secondary
care to more specialised services. We base our clinical guidelines on the best available research
evidence, with the aim of improving the quality of healthcare. We use predetermined and systematic
methods to identify and evaluate the evidence relating to specific review questions.
NICE clinical guidelines can:
 provide recommendations for the treatment and care of people by health professionals
 be used to develop standards to assess the clinical practice of individual health professionals
 be used in the education and training of health professionals
 help patients to make informed decisions
 improve communication between patient and health professional.
While guidelines assist the practice of healthcare professionals, they do not replace their knowledge
and skills.
We produce our guidelines using the following steps:
 guideline topic is referred to NICE from NHS England
 stakeholders register an interest in the guideline and are consulted throughout the development
process
 the scope is prepared by the National Guideline Centre (NGC)
 the NGC establishes a Guideline Development Group
 a draft guideline is produced after the group assesses the available evidence and makes
recommendations
 there is a consultation on the draft guideline
 The final guideline is produced.
The NGC and NICE produce a number of versions of this guideline:
 the ‘full guideline’ contains all the recommendations, plus details of the methods used and the
underpinning evidence
 the ‘NICE guideline’ lists the recommendations
 ‘information for the public’ is written using suitable language for people without specialist
medical knowledge
 NICE Pathways brings together all connected NICE guidance.
This version is the full version. The other versions can be downloaded from NICE at www.nice.org.uk.

3.2 Remit
NICE received the remit for this guideline from NHS England. NICE commissioned the NGC to produce
the guideline.
The remit for this guideline is:
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This is an update of Low back pain: early management of persistent non-specific low back pain (NICE
clinical guideline 88).
 The time cut-off point of 12 months and the restriction to pain that has persisted for 6 weeks
specified in NICE clinical guideline 88 has been removed for the update of the guideline. There
was no restriction on duration of low back pain.
 The population has been expanded to include people with sciatica.
 The age of people covered by the guideline update has been expanded to include people aged 16
and older. This is an additional population not included in NICE clinical guideline 88.

3.3 Epidemiology
Low back pain
Low back pain causes more disability, worldwide, than any other condition. Prevalence and burden
increases with age until around the sixth decade, and worldwide prevalence has been reported to be
highest in Western Europe.229 In a large European-wide survey, Breivik reported a prevalence of
persistent and intrusive pain of 19%.49 Of those, 42% reported back pain - by far the most common
regional site. Prevalence of back pain is (in common with most regional pains) more common in
women than men, and increases with age peaking around the 7th decade.
Exposure to a number of modifiable physical and psychosocial factors increases the risk of an
episode. Physical triggers of an episode of low back pain include lifting heavy loads, awkward
positioning and physical activity. Psychosocial triggers of episode can include distraction while
undertaking a task and fatigue.228,469 High levels of psychological distress have been associated with
back pain onset as has lifestyle factors such as being overweight and smoking.148,367 Work factors
including high job demands, low levels of colleague support and work dissatisfaction have all been
found to increase the risk of back pain onset. These risks associated with physical exposures,
psychosocial factors and lifestyle have been found to partly explain why back pain is more common
amongst persons of lower socioeconomic status.316
Similarly the persistence of an episode of back pain is related to clinical factors, lifestyle, and
psychosocial factors -including distress and fear-avoidance beliefs.270,406
Sciatica
Sciatica is a relatively common condition with a lifetime incidence ranging from 13 to 40%. The
corresponding annual incidence of an episode of sciatica ranges from 1 to 5%. The incidence of
sciatica is related to age - rarely seen before the age of 20, incidence peaks in the fifth decade and
then declines. Modifiable factors associated with a first onset of sciatica include smoking, obesity,
occupational factors and general health status.92

3.4 Who developed this guideline?
A multidisciplinary Guideline Development Group (GDG) comprising health professionals and
researchers as well as lay members developed this guideline (see the list of Guideline Development
Group members and the acknowledgements).
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) funds the National Guideline Centre
(NGC) and thus supported the development of this guideline. The GDG was convened by the NGC and
chaired by Stephen Ward in accordance with guidance from NICE.
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The group met approximately every 4 weeks during the development of the guideline. At the start of
the guideline development process all GDG members declared interests including consultancies, feepaid work, shareholdings, fellowships and support from the healthcare industry. At all subsequent
GDG meetings, members declared arising conflicts of interest. The May 2007 (updated October 2008)
version of the NICE code of practice for declaring and dealing with conflicts of interest policy was
applied to this guideline.
Members were either required to withdraw completely or for part of the discussion if their declared
interest made it appropriate. The details of declared interests and the actions taken are shown in
Appendix B.
Staff from the NGC provided methodological support and guidance for the development process. The
team working on the guideline included a project manager, document editor, systematic reviewers
(research fellows), health economists and information scientists. They undertook systematic
searches of the literature, appraised the evidence, conducted meta-analysis and cost-effectiveness
analysis where appropriate and drafted the guideline in collaboration with the GDG.

3.4.1

What this guideline covers
1. Assessment to identify low back pain and sciatica and any prognostic factors that could guide
management. This would include relevant clinical examination and assessment (for example,
imaging, physiological testing and psychosocial assessment methods).
2. Lifestyle interventions. For example:
 self-management strategies, including education and advice
 workplace interventions and return-to-work interventions (for example, occupational and
ergonomic interventions).
3. Use of pharmacological treatments for low back pain:
 analgesics
 muscle relaxants
 antidepressants
 anticonvulsants
 long-term antibiotics.
Note that guideline recommendations will normally fall within licensed indications; exceptionally,
and only if clearly supported by evidence, use outside a licensed indication (‘off-label use’) may be
recommended. The guideline will assume that prescribers will use a drug’s summary of product
characteristics to inform decisions made with individual patients.
4. Non-pharmacological interventions. These will include but are not limited to:
 exercise therapies (for example, general exercise to manage low back pain, specific exercises for
the lower back; yoga, group-based and individualised exercise programmes)
 postural therapies (for example, Alexander technique)
 manual therapies including massage
 electrotherapy
 orthotics and appliances
 acupuncture
 psychological interventions (for example, cognitive behavioural pain management).
5. Combined non-invasive therapies.
6. The use of invasive procedures. For example:
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 injection therapies
 radiofrequency ablation procedures.
7. Surgery:
 indications for referral for surgery.
 surgical interventions (for example, fusion and disc replacement for low back pain and discectomy
or laminectomy and decompression surgery for sciatica).
For further details please refer to the scope in Appendix A and the review questions in Section 4.1.

3.4.2

What this guideline does not cover
1. Management of:
 conditions with a select and uniform pathology of a mechanical nature (for example,
spondylolisthesis, scoliosis, vertebral fracture or congenital diseases)
 conditions of a non-mechanical nature (for example, ankylosing spondylitis or diseases of the
viscera)
 neurological disorders (including cauda equina syndrome), serious spinal pathology (for example,
neoplasms, infections or osteoporotic collapse).
2. Post-surgery care.
3. Spinal cord stimulation.
4. Pharmacological treatments for sciatica.

3.4.3

Relationships between the guideline and other NICE guidance
This guideline will update and replace the following NICE guidance:
 Low back pain. NICE clinical guideline 88 (2009).
Related NICE technology appraisals: 2
 Percutaneous vertebroplasty and percutaneous balloon kyphoplasty for treating osteoporotic
vertebral compression fractures. NICE technology appraisal guidance 279 (2013).
 Spinal cord stimulation for chronic pain of neuropathic or ischaemic origin. NICE technology
appraisal guidance 159 (2008).
Related NICE interventional procedures guidance: 15
 Insertion of an annular disc implant at lumbar discectomy. NICE interventional procedure
guidance 506 (2014).
 Peripheral nerve-field stimulation for chronic low back pain. NICE interventional procedures
guidance 451 (2013).
 Transaxial interbody lumbosacral fusion. NICE interventional procedures guidance 387 (2011).
 Non rigid stabilisation techniques for the treatment of low back pain. NICE interventional
procedures guidance 366 (2010).
 Interspinous distraction procedures for lumbar spinal stenosis causing neurogenic claudication.
NICE interventional procedures guidance 365 (2010).
 Percutaneous intradiscal laser ablation in the lumbar spine. NICE interventional procedures
guidance 357 (2010).
 Therapeutic endoscopic division of epidural adhesions. NICE interventional procedures guidance
333 (2010).
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 Lateral (including extreme, extra and direct lateral) interbody fusion in the lumbar spine. NICE
interventional procedures guidance 321 (2009).
 Percutaneous intradiscal electrothermal therapy for low back pain. NICE interventional
procedures guidance 319 (2009).
 Prosthetic intervertebral disc replacement in the lumbar spine. NICE interventional procedures
guidance 306 (2009).
 Percutaneous endoscopic laser lumbar discectomy. NICE interventional procedures guidance 300
(2009).
 Percutaneous disc decompression using coblation for lower back pain. NICE interventional
procedures guidance 173 (2006).
 Automated percutaneous mechanical lumbar discectomy. NICE interventional procedures
guidance 141 (2005).
 Percutaneous intradiscal radiofrequency thermocoagulation for lower back pain. NICE
interventional procedures guidance 83 (2004).
 Endoscopic laser foraminoplasty. NICE interventional procedures guidance 31 (2003).
Related NICE guidelines: 7
 Referral for suspected cancer. NICE clinical guideline 27. (2015).
 Osteoarthritis. NICE clinical guideline 177 (2014).
 Neuropathic pain – pharmacological management. NICE clinical guideline 173 (2013).
 Patient experience in adult NHS services. NICE clinical guideline 138 (2012).
 Depression with a chronic physical health problem. NICE clinical guideline 91 (2009).
 Depression in adults. NICE clinical guideline 90 (2009).
 Metastatic spinal cord compression. NICE clinical guidance 75 (2008).
Other related guidance: 2
 Long-term sickness and incapacity for work. NICE public health guidance 19 (2009).
 EOS 2D/3D imaging system. NICE diagnostics guidance 1 (2011).
Related NICE guidance currently in development: 3
 Ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis (non-radiographic) - adalimumab, etanercept
infliximab and. NICE technology appraisal guidance. Publication expected 2016.
 Insertion of an annular disc implant at lumbar discectomy. NICE interventional procedure
guidance. Publication date to be confirmed.
 Spondyloarthritis: diagnosis and management. NICE clinical guideline. Publication expected March
2017.
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4 Methods
This chapter sets out in detail the methods used to review the evidence and to develop the
recommendations that are presented in subsequent chapters of this guideline. This guidance was
developed in accordance with the methods outlined in the NICE guidelines manual, 2012.376
Sections 4.1 to 4.3 describe the process used to identify and review clinical evidence (summarised in
Figure 8), Sections 4.2 and 4.4 describe the process used to identify and review the health economic
evidence, and Section 4.5 describes the process used to develop recommendations.
Figure 8: Step-by-step process of review of evidence in the guideline

4.1 Developing the review questions and outcomes
Review questions were developed using a PICO framework (patient, intervention, comparison and
outcome) for intervention reviews; using a framework of population, index tests, reference standard
and target condition for reviews of diagnostic risk tools; using population, index test and treatment,
comparator test and treatment for test and treat reviews; and using population, presence or absence
of factors under investigation (for example prognostic factors) and outcomes for prognostic reviews.
This use of a framework guided the literature searching process, critical appraisal and synthesis of
evidence, and facilitated the development of recommendations by the GDG. The review questions
were drafted by the NGC technical team and refined and validated by the GDG. The questions were
based on the key clinical areas identified in the scope (Appendix A).
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A total of 23 review questions were identified.
Full literature searches, critical appraisal and evidence reviews were completed for all the specified
review questions.
Table 1:

Review questions

Chapter

Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes

5

Test and treat

In people with suspected (or under
investigation for) sciatica, what is the
clinical and cost effectiveness of clinical
examination compared to history alone
or history with imaging, when each is
followed by treatment for sciatica, in
improving patient outcomes?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

6

Prognostic risk
tools

Which validated risk assessment tools
are the most accurate for identifying
people with low back pain with or
without sciatica at risk of poor
outcome/delayed improvement

 Area under the ROC curve (cindex, c-statistic).
 Sensitivity, specificity,
predictive values, likelihood
ratio.
 Predicted risk versus observed
risk (calibration).
 Other outcomes: e.g. D
statistic, R2 statistic and Brier
score,
 Reclassification

6

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of stratifying management
of non-specific low back pain with or
without sciatica according to outcome of
a risk assessment tool/questionnaire?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
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Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

7

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of performing imaging (Xray or MRI) compared with no
investigation to improve functional
disability, pain or psychological distress
in people with low back pain with or
without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

8

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of self-management
strategies in the management of nonspecific low back pain with or without
sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
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Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

9

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of exercise interventions in
the management of non-specific low
back pain with or without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

10

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of postural therapies in the
management of non-specific low back
pain with or without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
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Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

11

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of orthotics and appliances
in the management of non-specific low
back pain with or without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

12

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of manual therapies in the
management of non-specific low back
pain with or without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
2. Mortality

 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
13

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of acupuncture in the
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Review questions

Outcomes

management of non-specific low back
pain with or without sciatica?

(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
2. Mortality
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

14

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of electrotherapies in the
management of non-specific low back
pain with or without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

15

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of psychological
interventions in the management of
non-specific low back pain with or
without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
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Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

16

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of pharmacological
treatments in the management of nonspecific low back pain with or without
sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

17

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of MBR programmes in the
management of non-specific low back
pain with or without sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
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Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
2. Mortality
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
 Return to work

18

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of return to work
programmes in the management of nonspecific low back pain with or without
sciatica?

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
 Return to work
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

19

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of spinal injections in the
management of non-specific low back
pain

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
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Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

20

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of radiofrequency
denervation in the management of nonspecific low back pain

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

21

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of epidural injections in
the management of sciatica

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
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Outcomes
 Responder criteria (pain and
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

22

Prognostic

Does history of previous fusion surgery,
smoking status, BMI or psychological
distress predict response to surgery in
people with non-specific low back pain?

Critical
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
 Adverse events
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
3. Re-operation rate
Important
 Surgery conversion rate

23

Prognostic

Does image concordant pathology or
presence of radicular symptoms predict
response to surgery in people with
suspected sciatica?

Critical
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
 Adverse events
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
3. Re-operation rate
Important
Surgery conversion rate

24

Intervention

What is the clinical and costeffectiveness of disc replacement
surgery for people with non-specific low

Critical outcomes:
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
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Type of review

Review questions

Outcomes

back pain?

EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important outcomes:
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Mortality
2. Morbidity
 Revision rate
 Failure rate
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

25

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of spinal
fusion/arthrodesis in people with nonspecific low back pain?

Critical
 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Adverse events:
1. post-operative complications
(eg. infection)
2. increased risk of requiring
surgery at adjacent segments
3. Mortality.
 Revision rate
 Failure rate
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

26

Intervention

What is the clinical and cost
effectiveness of spinal decompression in

Critical
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people with sciatica?

 Health-related quality of life
(for example, SF-12, SF-36 or
EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example,
visual analogue scale [VAS] or
numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the
Roland-Morris disability
questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS,
GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (≥30%
improvement in pain or
function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
2. Mortality
 Revision rate
 Failure rate
 Healthcare utilisation
(prescribing, investigations,
hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

4.2 Searching for evidence
4.2.1

Clinical literature search
Systematic literature searches were undertaken to identify all published clinical evidence relevant to
the review questions. Searches were undertaken according to the parameters stipulated within the
NICE guidelines manual.376 Databases were searched using relevant medical subject headings, freetext terms and study-type filters where appropriate. Where possible, searches were restricted to
articles published in English. Studies published in languages other than English were not reviewed. All
searches were conducted in Medline, Embase, and The Cochrane Library. Additional subject specific
databases were used for some questions: CINAHL (lifestyle interventions, combinations of
interventions, non-invasive interventions); PsycINFO (combinations of interventions and
psychological interventions); and AMED (non-invasive interventions). All searches were updated on
15 December2015. No papers published after this date were considered.
Search strategies were quality assured by cross-checking reference lists of highly relevant papers,
analysing search strategies in other systematic reviews, and asking GDG members to highlight any
additional studies. Searches were quality assured by a second information scientist before being run.
The questions, the study types applied, the databases searched and the years covered can be found
in Appendix G.
The titles and abstracts of records retrieved by the searches were sifted for relevance, with
potentially significant publications obtained in full text. These were assessed against the inclusion
criteria.
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All references sent by stakeholders were considered. Searching for unpublished literature was not
undertaken. The NGC and NICE do not have access to drug manufacturers’ unpublished clinical trial
results, so the clinical evidence considered by the GDG for pharmaceutical interventions may be
different from that considered by the MHRA and European Medicines Agency for the purposes of
licensing and safety regulation.

4.2.2

Health economic literature search
Systematic literature searches were also undertaken to identify health economic evidence within
published literature relevant to the review questions. The evidence was identified by conducting a
broad search relating to lower back pain in Medline (OVID), Embase (OVID), the NHS Economic
Evaluations Database (NHS EED), the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) database and the Health
Economic Evaluation Database (HEED) with no date restrictions (NHS EED ceased to be updated after
March 2015; HEED was used for searches up to 29 October 2013 but subsequently ceased to be
available from January 2015). Additionally, the search was run on Medline and Embase using a health
economic filter, from 2013, to ensure recent publications that had not yet been indexed by the
economic databases were identified. This was supplemented by additional searches that looked for
economic papers specifically relating to quality of life on Medline and Embase as it became apparent
that some papers in this area had not been identified by the first search. Where possible, searches
were restricted to articles published in English. Studies published in languages other than English
were not reviewed.
The health economic search strategies are included in Appendix G. All searches were updated on 21
December 2015. No papers published after this date were considered.

4.3 Identifying and analysing evidence of effectiveness
Research fellows conducted the tasks listed below, which are described in further detail in the rest of
this section:
 Identified potentially relevant studies for each review question from the relevant search results
by reviewing titles and abstracts. Full papers were then obtained.
 Reviewed full papers against pre-specified inclusion and exclusion criteria to identify studies that
addressed the review question in the appropriate population, and reported on outcomes of
interest (review protocols are included in Appendix C).
 Critically appraised relevant studies using the appropriate study design checklist as specified in
the NICE guidelines manual.376 Prognostic studies were critically appraised using NGC checklists.
 Extracted key information about interventional study methods and results using ‘Evibase’, NGC’s
purpose-built software. Evibase produces summary evidence tables, including critical appraisal
ratings. Key information about non-interventional study methods and results were manually
extracted onto standard evidence tables and critically appraised separately (evidence tables are
included in Appendix H).
 Generated summaries of the evidence by outcome. Outcome data were combined, analysed and
reported according to study design:
o Randomised data were meta-analysed where appropriate and reported in GRADE profile
tables.
o Observational data were presented as a range of values in GRADE profile tables or metaanalysed if appropriate.
o Prognostic data were meta-analysed where appropriate and reported in GRADE profile tables.
o There were no diagnostic studies identified for inclusion.
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 A sample of a minimum of 10% of the abstract lists of the first 3 sifts by new reviewers and those
for complex review questions (for example, prognostic reviews) were double-sifted by a senior
research fellow and any discrepancies were rectified. All of the evidence reviews were quality
assured by a senior research fellow. This included checking:
o papers were included or excluded appropriately
o a sample of the data extractions
o correct methods were used to synthesise data
o a sample of the risk of bias assessments.

4.3.1

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion and exclusion of studies was based on the criteria defined in the review protocols,
which can be found in Appendix C. Excluded studies by review question (with the reasons for their
exclusion) are listed in Appendix L. The GDG was consulted about any uncertainty regarding inclusion
or exclusion and specific decisions made by the GDG are listed in 4.3.1.1.
The key population inclusion criterion was:
 People aged 16 years or above with low back pain with or without sciatica.
The key population exclusion criterion was:
 Conditions of a non-mechanical nature, including;
o inflammatory causes of back pain (for example, ankylosing spondylitis or diseases of the
viscera)
o serious spinal pathology (for example, neoplasms, infections or osteoporotic collapse)
o neurological disorders (including cauda equina syndrome or mononeuritis)
o adolescent scoliosis
 People aged under 16 years.
Conference abstracts were not included in any of the reviews. Literature reviews, posters, letters,
editorials, comment articles, unpublished studies and studies not in English were excluded.

4.3.1.1
4.3.1.1.1

GDG agreed inclusion and exclusion criteria
Population
Populations included must have low back pain with or without sciatica (or as specified by the review
protocol) at present, specified as the following:
 Low back pain
o Discogenic pain
o Degenerative disc disease
o Lumbar disc herniation
o Secondary to lumbar degenerative disease
o Facet joint pain.
 Sciatica
o Sciatica/lumbago
o Radicular pain/Radiculopathy
o Pain radiating to the leg
o Neurogenic claudication
o Nerve root compression/irritation
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o

Spinal stenosis

Other than the excluded populations listed in the scope (4.3.1), the following exclusions were agreed
by the GDG:








Mixed populations for example, people with low back pain and neck pain (unless the results
presented in the studies are split so data for people with low back pain only is extractable).
Pregnancy-related back pain
Sacroiliac joint dysfunction
Adjacent-segment disease
Failed back surgery syndrome
Spondylolisthesis
Osteoarthritis.

The evidence presented in reviews were split on the basis of the following three strata:




Low back pain alone
Low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed/unclear)
Low back pain with sciatica, or sciatica without low back pain.

Where the primary studies do not mention sciatica in either their inclusion criteria or exclusion
criteria, these have been considered under the strata low back pain with or without sciatica. Studies
which have a population of sciatica with or without low back pain were analysed under the strata low
back pain with sciatica.
4.3.1.1.2

Interventions and comparisons
Sham comparisons
The GDG agreed that where interventions have been compared to sham, the sham must be for the
intervention of interest e.g. a comparison between acupuncture and sham acupuncture would be
accepted however acupuncture compared to sham massage would not.
Usual care
Usual care was considered in this guideline as ‘standard non-invasive care in the NHS’. Waiting-list
control comparisons were also pooled with usual care where possible, in which case a footnote
stating which study had which comparison was inserted under the forest plot.
Due to the overlap between usual care and some of the non-invasive interventions being considered
in this guideline (for example, unsupervised exercise, analgesics), the following was also agreed for a
usual care comparison:


If an intervention which could be considered as standard non-invasive care in the NHS was
given to both groups with one group receiving an additional intervention, this would be
considered a usual care comparison. For example, antibiotics plus advice to stay active versus
advice to stay active would have been considered as antibiotics versus usual care.



If the intervention being given to both groups was above standard non-invasive care in the
NHS (agreed by the GDG), for example, epidural injections plus NSAIDs versus epidural
injections, where epidural injections would not be standard non-invasive care, this would
have been considered as a combination intervention versus a single intervention.
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Exercise interventions
The GDG agreed that supervised exercise interventions would be reviewed under exercise therapies
(chapter 9) and unsupervised exercise interventions under self management strategies (chapter 8).
Where it was unclear whether the participants in a study received supervised or unsupervised
exercised, this was checked with the GDG.
Excluded interventions
Studies were excluded if there was not sufficient description for them or if not all patients received
the same intervention, e.g. if the intervention description was just ‘exercise’, ‘physiotherapy’,
‘manual therapy’, or the group received ‘either aerobic exercise, TENS, NSAIDs’. These interventions
would be excluded as the GDG would not be able to form recommendations based on these.
The GDG agreed for the following interventions to be excluded:


Back school (the GDG considered this to be outdated and no longer in use)



Neuromuscular electrical stimulation



electrical muscle stimulation



Kinesotaping



Spinal cord stimulation

 Reflexotherapy/Neuroreflexotherapy.
The GDG agreed for the following comparators to be excluded:
 Sham of intervention other than the intervention randomised to (as mentioned above)
 Relaxation therapy as an attention control (if the therapy involves tensing then relaxing muscles)
 Intervention not in guideline (when only given to one group)
A combination intervention was given to both groups if considered over and above ‘standard noninvasive care in NHS’ (therefore cannot be classed as usual care).
4.3.1.1.3

Outcomes
The GDG agreed that the data presented in the reviews should be stratified according to two timepoints; equal to or less than 4 months and greater than 4 months. For each time-point, where
appropriate, data were pooled together. Where studies reported an outcome at multiple time-points
within the 4 months’ time-point for example, pain severity at 2 months and 4 months, the outcome
closest to 4 months was extracted. Where studies reported multiple time-points at greater than 4
months, the outcome closest to 12 months was reported for example, between 6 months and 10
months, the 10 months data was extracted. However, in instances where outcomes greater than 12
months were reported, for example, 6 months and 18 months, 18 months data were extracted as
this was the end of trial data and therefore more informative to the GDG.
The GDG agreed that as well as pooling the same outcomes across studies, outcomes measuring pain
severity could be pooled if they were on the same scale, i.e. numeric rating scale (NRS) and visual
analogue scale (VAS) (both reported on a range of 0-10). If VAS was reported on a scale of 0-100, this
was converted to 0-10. The GDG agreed that the McGill pain score should not be pooled with the
above pain scales (reported on a scale of 0-78).
The GDG agreed that the Roland Morris Disability questionnaire (RMDQ) on a scale of 0-24 and
Oswestry Disability index (ODI) on a scale of 0-100 should be pooled together and presented as
standardised mean difference. In order to determine imprecision and clinical importance, the effect
size was converted back on to the RMDQ 0-24 scale.
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The health survey SF-36 was scored such that 8 scale scores are given: physical functioning, role
physical, bodily pain, general health perceptions, vitality, social functioning, role emotional and
mental health. Two summary measures can be calculated from these scales; physical component
score and the mental component score. It was agreed that where possible, all domains would be
extracted for the evidence. If the individual domains were not reported, then just the two summary
measures were extracted. A single overall score would not be extracted as it is not appropriate to
combine the physical and mental domains. It was agreed that SF-36, RAND-36 and SF-12 health
surveys could have been pooled as they are on the same scale.
It was agreed by the GDG that ‘return to work’ should be considered a critical outcome for the return
to work interventions evidence review (see chapter 18). It was also considered an important
outcome for the multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation programmes evidence review due to
the likelihood of such complex programmes incorporating a return to work element.

4.3.2

Type of studies
Randomised trials, non-randomised trials, and observational studies (including diagnostic or
prognostic studies) were included in the evidence reviews as appropriate.
For most intervention reviews in this guideline, parallel randomised controlled trials (RCTs) were
included because they are considered the most robust type of study design that can produce an
unbiased estimate of the intervention effects. Crossover RCTs were excluded, unless post
intervention data was reported prior to the point of crossover, in which case only this data was
extracted. If non-randomised studies were appropriate for inclusion (for example, in prognostic
reviews) the GDG stated a priori in the protocol that the analysis had to adjust for certain variables. If
the study did not fulfil this criterion it was excluded, unless there was no other evidence available.
Non-randomised studies were also included in some reviews if there was insufficient RCT evidence;
this was outlined a priori in the protocols. Please refer to the review protocols in Appendix C for full
details on the study design of studies selected for each review question.
For the diagnostic review question, diagnostic RCTs and cohort studies were considered for inclusion.
For prognostic review questions, prospective and retrospective cohort studies were included. Case–
control studies and cross-sectional studies were not included.
Where data from observational studies were included, the results for each outcome were presented
separately from RCT evidence, and meta-analysis was carried out where possible.

4.3.3
4.3.3.1

Methods of combining clinical studies
Data synthesis for intervention reviews
Where possible, meta-analyses were conducted using Cochrane Review Manager (RevMan5)2
software to combine the data given in all studies for each of the outcomes of interest for the review
question.
All analyses were stratified for population (that is, people with low back pain, low back pain with or
without sciatica, or sciatica), which meant that different studies with predominant population-groups
in different population strata were not combined and analysed together.
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4.3.3.1.1

Analysis of different types of data
Dichotomous outcomes
Fixed-effects (Mantel-Haenszel) techniques (using an inverse variance method for pooling) were used
to calculate risk ratios (relative risk, RR) for the binary outcomes, which included:
 responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain or function)
 healthcare utilisation
 return to work
 re-operation rate
 adverse events
o morbidity
o mortality
o re-operation rate
o post-operative complications
o increased risk of requiring surgery at adjacent segments
 surgical conversion rate
 surgical revision rate
 surgical failure rate.
The absolute risk difference was also calculated using GRADEpro175 software, using the median event
rate in the control arm of the pooled results.
For binary variables where there were zero events in either arm or a less than 1% event rate, Peto
odds ratios, rather than risk ratios, were calculated. Peto odds ratios are more appropriate for data
with a low number of events.
Continuous outcomes
Continuous outcomes were analysed using an inverse variance method for pooling weighted mean
differences. These outcomes included:
 heath-related quality of life (HRQoL)
 pain severity
 function
 psychological distress (assessed by HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI).
Where the studies within a single meta-analysis had different scales of measurement, standardised
mean differences were used (providing all studies reported either change from baseline or final
values rather than a mixture of both); each different measure in each study was ‘normalised’ to the
standard deviation value pooled between the intervention and comparator groups in that same
study.
The means and standard deviations of continuous outcomes are required for a meta-analysis.
However, in cases where standard deviations were not reported, the standard deviation was
calculated using the SE, or the standard error was calculated if the p values or 95% confidence
intervals (95% CI) were reported and then converted to standard deviation. Where p values were
reported as ‘less than’, a conservative approach was undertaken. For example, if a p value was
reported as ‘p≤0.001’, the calculations for standard deviations were based on a p value of 0.001. If
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these statistical measures were not available then the methods described in Section 16.1.3 of the
Cochrane Handbook (version 5.1.0, updated March 2011) were applied.
4.3.3.1.2

Generic inverse variance
If a study reported only the summary statistic and 95% CI the generic inverse variance method in
Cochrane Review Manager 2 software was used to enter data into RevMan5.2 If the control event
rate was reported this was used to generate the absolute risk difference in GRADEpro.175 If
multivariate analysis was used to derive the summary statistic but no adjusted control event rate was
reported no absolute risk difference was calculated.

4.3.3.1.3

Outcomes reported incompletely
Where outcomes were reported incompletely, that is, only means or medians reported, these
outcomes were reported in tables as data that cannot be meta-analysed. These outcomes were
taken into considered by the GDG when reviewing the evidence.

4.3.3.1.4

Heterogeneity
Statistical heterogeneity was assessed for each meta-analysis estimate by considering the chisquared test for significance at p<0.1 or an I-squared (I2) inconsistency statistic (with an I-squared
value of more than 50% indicating significant heterogeneity) as well as the distribution of effects.
Where significant heterogeneity was present, predefined subgrouping of studies was carried out for
either as per determined a priori in the protocols (Appendix C) for example, chronicity of pain.
If the subgroup analysis resolved heterogeneity within all of the derived subgroups, then each of the
derived subgroups were adopted as separate outcomes (providing at least 1 study remained in each
subgroup. For example, instead of the single outcome of ‘pain severity of low back pain, this was
separated into 2 outcomes ‘pain severity for acute low back pain’ and ‘pain severity for chronic low
back pain’. Assessments of potential differences in effect between subgroups were based on the chisquared tests for heterogeneity statistics between subgroups. Any subgroup differences were
interpreted with caution as separating the groups breaks the study randomisation and as such is
subject to uncontrolled confounding.
If all predefined strategies of subgrouping were unable to explain statistical heterogeneity within
each derived subgroup, then a random effects (DerSimonian and Laird) model was employed to the
entire group of studies in the meta-analysis. A random-effects model assumes a distribution of
populations, rather than a single population. This leads to a widening of the confidence interval
around the overall estimate, thus providing a more realistic interpretation of the true distribution of
effects across more than 1 population. These outcomes were also further downgraded in quality
using GRADEpro.

4.3.3.2
4.3.3.2.1

Data synthesis for prognostic reviews
Data synthesis for prognostic risk factors reviews
Odds ratios (ORs), risk ratios (RRs), or hazard ratios (HRs), with their 95% CIs, for the effect of the
pre-specified prognostic factors were extracted from the studies. Studies were only included if the
confounders pre-specified by the GDG were either matched at baseline or were adjusted for in
multivariate analysis. If there was insufficient evidence that met these criteria, then studies with
multivariate analysis that adjusted for other confounders were included.
Studies of lower risk of bias were preferred, taking into account the analysis and the study design. In
particular, cohort studies were preferred if they reported multivariable analyses that adjusted for key
confounders identified by the GDG at the protocol stage for that outcome.
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Data were combined in meta-analyses for prognostic studies where possible.
4.3.3.2.2

Data synthesis for prognostic risk tools reviews
We wished to know how accurate the risk stratification tools were when predicting chronicity of pain
in people with low back pain and sciatica. The risk stratification tool is considered as the “index test”;
and the outcome (risk of poor outcome/delayed improvement) as the “target condition”.
Discrimination and calibration were investigated for each tool. Calibration measures how well the
predicted risks compare to observed risks. Discrimination refers to the ability of the prediction model
to distinguish between those who do or do not experience the event of interest. Discrimination is
typically assessed by calculating the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (cstatistic). In this guideline the following cut-offs have been used:


90%-100% indicates perfect discrimination



70%-89% indicates moderate discrimination



50-69% indicates poor discrimination



<50% not discriminatory at all.

RCTs and cohort studies were considered for this review. Area under the ROC curve, sensitivity,
specificity, predictive values, likelihood ratios, predicted risk versus observed risk (calibration),
reclassification and other metrics/tests/analyses such as D statistic, R2 statistic and Brier score were
extracted from the studies.
4.3.3.3

Data synthesis for diagnostic risk tools reviews
Diagnostic RCTs (sometimes referred to as test and treat trials) are a randomised comparison of 2
diagnostic tests, with study outcomes being clinically important consequences of the diagnosis
(patient-related outcome measures similar to those in intervention trials, such as mortality). Patients
are randomised to receive test A or test B, followed by identical therapeutic interventions based on
the results of the test (so someone with a positive result would receive the same treatment
regardless of whether they were diagnosed by test A or test B). Downstream patient outcomes are
then compared between the 2 groups. As treatment is the same in both arms of the trial, any
differences in patient outcomes will reflect the accuracy of the tests in correctly establishing who
does and does not have the condition. Data were synthesised using the same methods for
intervention reviews (see Section 4.3.3.1.1 above).

4.3.4
4.3.4.1

Appraising the quality of evidence by outcomes
Intervention reviews
The evidence for outcomes from the included RCTs and, where appropriate, observational studies
were evaluated and presented using an adaptation of the ‘Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation (GRADE) toolbox’ developed by the international GRADE working group
(http://www.gradeworkinggroup.org/). The software (GRADEpro175) developed by the GRADE
working group was used to assess the quality of each outcome, taking into account individual study
quality and the meta-analysis results.
Each outcome was first examined for each of the quality elements listed and defined in Table 2.
Table 2:

Description of quality elements in GRADE for intervention studies

Quality element

Description

Risk of bias

Limitations in the study design and implementation may bias the estimates of the
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Description
treatment effect. Major limitations in studies decrease the confidence in the estimate
of the effect. Examples of such limitations are selection bias (often due to poor
allocation concealment), performance and detection bias (often due to a lack of
blinding of the patient, healthcare professional or assessor) and attrition bias (due to
missing data causing systematic bias in the analysis).

Indirectness

Indirectness refers to differences in study population, intervention, comparator and
outcomes between the available evidence and the review question.

Inconsistency

Inconsistency refers to an unexplained heterogeneity of effect estimates between
studies in the same meta-analysis.

Imprecision

Results are imprecise when studies include relatively few patients and few events (or
highly variable measures) and thus have wide confidence intervals around the estimate
of the effect relative to clinically important thresholds. 95% confidence intervals denote
the possible range of locations of the true population effect at a 95% probability, and so
wide confidence intervals may denote a result that is consistent with conflicting
interpretations (for example a result may be consistent with both clinical benefit AND
clinical harm) and thus be imprecise.

Publication bias

Publication bias is a systematic underestimate or overestimate of the underlying
beneficial or harmful effect due to the selective publication of studies. A closely related
phenomenon is where some papers fail to report an outcome that is inconclusive, thus
leading to an overestimate of the effectiveness of that outcome.

Other issues

Sometimes randomisation may not adequately lead to group equivalence of
confounders, and if so this may lead to bias, which should be taken into account.
Potential conflicts of interest, often caused by excessive pharmaceutical company
involvement in the publication of a study, should also be noted.

Details of how the 4 main quality elements (risk of bias, indirectness, inconsistency and imprecision)
were appraised for each outcome are given below. Publication or other bias was only taken into
consideration in the quality assessment if it was apparent.
4.3.4.1.1

Risk of bias
The main domains of bias for RCTs are listed in Table 3. Each outcome had its risk of bias assessed
within each study first. For each study, if there were no risks of bias in any domain, the risk of bias
was given a rating of 0. If there was risk of bias in just 1 domain, the risk of bias was given a ‘serious’
rating of −1, but if there was risk of bias in 2 or more domains the risk of bias was given a ‘very
serious’ rating of −2. A weighted average score was then calculated across all studies contributing to
the outcome, by taking into account the weighting of studies according to study precision. For
example if the most precise studies tended to each have a score of −1 for that outcome, the overall
score for that outcome would tend towards −1.
Table 3:

Principle domains of bias in randomised controlled trials

Limitation

Explanation

Selection bias
(sequence
generation and
allocation
concealment)

If those enrolling patients are aware of the group to which the next enrolled patient
will be allocated, either because of a non-random sequence that is predictable, or
because a truly random sequence was not concealed from the researcher, this may
translate into systematic selection bias. This may occur if the researcher chooses not
to recruit a participant into that specific group because of:
 knowledge of that participant’s likely prognostic characteristics, and
 a desire for one group to do better than the other.

Performance and
detection bias (lack

Patients, caregivers, those adjudicating or recording outcomes, and data analysts
should not be aware of the arm to which patients are allocated. Knowledge of the
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4.3.4.1.2

Limitation

Explanation

of blinding of
patients and
healthcare
professionals)

group can influence:
 the experience of the placebo effect
 performance in outcome measures
 the level of care and attention received, and
 the methods of measurement or analysis
all of which can contribute to systematic bias.

Attrition bias

Attrition bias results from an unaccounted for loss of data beyond a certain level (a
differential of 10% between groups). Loss of data can occur when participants are
compulsorily withdrawn from a group by the researchers (for example, when a perprotocol approach is used) or when participants do not attend assessment sessions. If
the missing data are likely to be different from the data of those remaining in the
groups, and there is a differential rate of such missing data from groups, systematic
attrition bias may result.

Selective outcome
reporting

Reporting of some outcomes and not others on the basis of the results can also lead
to bias, as this may distort the overall impression of efficacy.

Other limitations

For example:
 Stopping early for benefit observed in randomised trials, in particular in the absence
of adequate stopping rules.
 Use of invalidated patient-reported outcome measures.
 Lack of washout periods to avoid carry-over effects in crossover trials.
 Recruitment bias in cluster-randomised trials.

Indirectness
Indirectness refers to the extent to which the populations, interventions, comparisons and outcome
measures are dissimilar to those defined in the inclusion criteria for the reviews. Indirectness is
important when these differences are expected to contribute to a difference in effect size, or may
affect the balance of harms and benefits considered for an intervention. As for the risk of bias, each
outcome had its indirectness assessed within each study first. For each study, if there were no
sources of indirectness, indirectness was given a rating of 0. If there was indirectness in just 1 source
(for example in terms of population), indirectness was given a ‘serious’ rating of −1, but if there was
indirectness in 2 or more sources (for example, in terms of population and treatment) the
indirectness was given a ‘very serious’ rating of −2. A weighted average score was then calculated
across all studies contributing to the outcome by taking into account study precision. For example, if
the most precise studies tended to have an indirectness score of −1 each for that outcome, the
overall score for that outcome would tend towards −1.

4.3.4.1.3

Inconsistency
Inconsistency refers to an unexplained heterogeneity of results for an outcome across different
studies. When estimates of the treatment effect across studies differ widely, this suggests true
differences in the underlying treatment effect, which may be due to differences in populations,
settings or doses. When heterogeneity existed within an outcome (chi-squared p<0.1, or I2>50%), but
no plausible explanation could be found, the quality of evidence for that outcome was downgraded.
Inconsistency for that outcome was given a ‘serious’ score of −1 if the I2 was 50–74%, and a ‘very
serious’ score of −2 if the I2 was 75% or more.
If inconsistency could be explained based on pre-specified subgroup analysis (that is, each subgroup
had an I2<50%), the GDG took this into account and considered whether to make separate
recommendations on new outcomes based on the subgroups defined by the assumed explanatory
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factors. In such a situation the quality of evidence was not downgraded for those emergent
outcomes.
Since the inconsistency score was based on the meta-analysis results, the score represented the
whole outcome and so weighted averaging across studies was not necessary.
4.3.4.1.4

Imprecision
The criteria applied for imprecision were based on the 95% CIs for the pooled estimate of effect, and
the minimal important differences (MID) for the outcome. The MIDs are the threshold for
appreciable benefits and harms, separated by a zone either side of the line of no effect where there
is assumed to be no clinically important effect. If either end of the 95% CI of the overall estimate of
effect crossed 1 of the MID lines, imprecision was regarded as serious and a ‘serious’ score of −1 was
given. This was because the overall result, as represented by the span of the confidence interval, was
consistent with 2 interpretations as defined by the MID (for example, both no clinically important
effect and clinical benefit were possible interpretations). If both MID lines were crossed by either or
both ends of the 95% CI then imprecision was regarded as very serious and a ‘very serious’ score of
−2 was given. This was because the overall result was consistent with all 3 interpretations defined by
the MID (no clinically important effect, clinical benefit and clinical harm). This is illustrated in Figure
9. As for inconsistency, since the imprecision score was based on the meta-analysis results, the score
represented the whole outcome and so weighted averaging across studies was not necessary.
The position of the MID lines is ideally determined by values reported in the literature. ‘Anchorbased’ methods aim to establish clinically meaningful changes in a continuous outcome variable by
relating or ‘anchoring’ them to patient-centred measures of clinical effectiveness that could be
regarded as gold standards with a high level of face validity. For example, a MID for an outcome
could be defined by the minimum amount of change in that outcome necessary for people to feel
their quality of life had ‘significantly improved’. MIDs in the literature may also be based on expert
clinician or consensus opinion concerning the minimum amount of change in a variable deemed to
affect quality of life or health. For binary variables, any MIDs reported in the literature are inevitably
based on expert consensus, as such MIDs relate to all-or-nothing population effects rather than
measurable effects on an individual, and so are not amenable to patient-centred ‘anchor’ methods.
In the absence of values identified in the literature, for imprecision the alternative is to use the
GRADE ‘default’ values, as follows:
 For categorical outcomes the MIDs were taken to be RRs over 0.75 and 1.25. For ‘positive’
outcomes such as ‘patient satisfaction’, the RR of 0.75 is taken as the line denoting the boundary
between no clinically important effect and a clinically significant harm, whilst the RR of 1.25 is
taken as the line denoting the boundary between no clinically important effect and a clinically
significant benefit. For ‘negative’ outcomes such as ‘bleeding’, the opposite occurs, so the RR of
0.75 is taken as the line denoting the boundary between no clinically important effect and a
clinically significant benefit, whilst the RR of 1.25 is taken as the line denoting the boundary
between no clinically important effect and a clinically significant harm.
 For mortality any change was considered to be clinically important and the imprecision was
assessed on the basis of the whether the confidence intervals crossed the line of no effect, that is,
whether the result was consistent with both benefit and harm.
 For continuous outcome variables the MID was taken as half the median baseline standard
deviation of that variable, across all studies in the meta-analysis. Hence the MID denoting the
minimum clinically significant benefit was positive for a ‘positive’ outcome (for example, a quality
of life measure where a higher score denotes better health), and negative for a ‘negative’
outcome (for example, a visual analogue scale [VAS] pain score). Clinically significant harms were
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the converse of these. If baseline values were unavailable, then half the median comparator
group standard deviation of that variable was taken as the MID.
 If standardised mean differences were used, then the MID was set at the absolute value of +0.5.
This follows because standardised mean differences are mean differences normalised to the
pooled standard deviation of the 2 groups, and are thus effectively expressed in units of ‘numbers
of standard deviations’. The 0.5 MID value in this context therefore indicates half a standard
deviation, the same definition of MID as used for non-standardised mean differences.
For this guideline, MIDs were found in the literature for the continuous health related quality of life
outcome SF-36330 which were used to assess imprecision and clinical importance (see section 4.3.5
below). Where an MID was not defined by the GDG, the default values were used as described above
for imprecision only, and clinical importance was determined by consideration of clinical importance
based the point estimate, baseline values (for continuous outcomes), control event rate and absolute
effect.
Figure 9: Illustration of precise and imprecise outcomes based on the 95% CI of dichotomous
outcomes in a forest plot (Note that all 3 results would be pooled estimates, and would
not, in practice, be placed on the same forest plot)

MID indicating clinically
significant benefit
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clinically significant
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serious
imprecision
very serious
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1
Risk ratio (RR)
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Overall grading of the quality of clinical evidence
Once an outcome had been appraised for the main quality elements, as above, an overall quality
grade was calculated for that outcome. The scores (0, −1 or −2) from each of the main quality
elements were summed to give a score that could be anything from 0 (the best possible) to −8 (the
worst possible). However scores were capped at −3. This final score was then applied to the starting
grade that had originally been applied to the outcome by default, based on study design. All RCTs
started as High and the overall quality became Moderate, Low or Very Low if the overall score was
−1, −2 or −3 points respectively. The significance of these overall ratings is explained in Table 4. The
reasons for downgrading in each case were specified in the footnotes of the GRADE tables.
Observational interventional studies started at Low, and so a score of −1 would be enough to take
the grade to the lowest level of Very Low. Observational studies could, however, be upgraded if
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there were all of: a large magnitude of effect, a dose-response gradient, and if all plausible
confounding would reduce the demonstrated effect.
Table 4:

4.3.4.2

Overall quality of outcome evidence in GRADE

Level

Description

High

Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect

Moderate

Further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate
of effect and may change the estimate

Low

Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the
estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate

Very low

Any estimate of effect is very uncertain

Prognostic reviews
The quality of evidence for prognostic studies was evaluated according to the criteria given in Table
5. If data were meta-analysed, the quality for pooled studies was presented. If the data were not
pooled, then a quality rating was presented for each study.
Table 5:

4.3.4.2.1

Description of quality elements for prospective studies

Quality element

Description of cases where the quality measure would be downgraded

Study design

Case–control studies rather than prospective cohort studies

Patient recruitment

If potential for selection bias

Validity of risk factor measure(s)

If non-validated and no reasonable face validity

Validity of outcome measure

If non-validated and no reasonable face validity

Blinding

If assessors of outcome not blinded to risk factor measurement (or vice
versa)

Adequate duration of follow-up
(or retrospective duration)

If follow-up (or retrospective) period inadequate to allow events to
occur, or retrospective period so short that causality is in doubt because
the outcome may have preceded the risk factor

Confounder consideration

If there is a lack of consideration of all reasonable confounders in a
multivariable analysis

Attrition

If attrition is too high and there is no attempt to adjust for this

Directness

If the population, risk factors or outcome differ from that in the review
question

Inconsistency
Inconsistency was assessed as for intervention studies.

4.3.4.2.2

Imprecision
In meta-analysed outcomes, or for non-pooled outcomes, imprecision was determined following the
default methods outlines in 4.3.4.1.4.

4.3.4.2.3

Overall grading
Because prognostic reviews were not usually based on multiple outcomes per study, quality rating
was assigned by study. However, if there was more than 1 outcome involved in a study, then the
quality rating of the evidence statements for each outcome was adjusted accordingly. For example, if
one outcome was based on an invalidated measurement method, but another outcome in the same
study was not, the second outcome was graded 1 grade higher than the first outcome.
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Quality rating started at High for prospective studies, and each major limitation brought the rating
down by 1 increment to a minimum grade of Very Low, as explained for interventional reviews. For
prognostic reviews prospective cohort studies with a multivariate analysis are regarded as the gold
standard because RCTs are usually inappropriate for these types of review for ethical or pragmatic
reasons. Furthermore, if the study is looking at more than 1 risk factor of interest then randomisation
would be inappropriate as it can only be applied to 1 of the risk factors.

4.3.5

Assessing clinical importance
The GDG assessed the evidence by outcome in order to determine if there was, or potentially was, a
clinically important benefit favouring the intervention or comparator, or no clinically important
difference between interventions. To facilitate this, binary outcomes were converted into absolute
risk differences (ARDs) using GRADEpro175 software: the median control group risk across studies was
used to calculate the ARD and its 95% CI from the pooled risk ratio.
The assessment of clinical benefit favouring intervention or comparator, or no benefit was based on
the point estimate of absolute effect for intervention studies, which was standardised across the
reviews. The GDG used MIDs to determine clinical importance. Where there was no published MID in
the literature (as discussed in section 4.3.1.3.4), the GDG were asked to determine MIDs based on
consensus, that would be used as a value that would be used to assess clinical importance on
consensus. This was done when agreeing the protocols, for each outcome. The GDG agreed that for
the outcomes in this guideline MIDs to assess clinical importance would be based on an
improvement of 10% as a measure of clinical benefit e.g. 1 point decrease on a 0-10 scale for pain
severity. It was agreed that for the EQ-5D scale, a value of 0.03 should be used to be consistent with
the published SF-36 values. The values used for imprecision and clinical importance are provided in
Table 6.
Table 6:

MIDs for assessing between group differences

Outcome

MID for imprecision

MID for clinical
importance

Source

Pain measures including
VAS & NRS (0-10 scale)

Default

1

GDG consensus

RMDQ (0-24 scale)

Default

2

GDG consensus

ODI (0-100 scale)

Default

10

GDG consensus

SF-36
(0-100 scale)

Physical component summary: 2
Mental component summary: 3
Physical functioning: 3
Role-physical: 3
Bodily pain: 3
General health: 2
Vitality: 2
Social functioning: 3
Role-emotional: 4
Mental health: 3

User’s manual for the SF36v2 Health Survey,
Third Edition330

EQ5D
(0.0-1.0 scale)

Default

0.03

GDG consensus

Other continuous
outcomes

Default

10% of scale

GDG consensus

VAS = visual analogue scale, NRS = numeric rating scale, RMDQ = Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire, ODI = Oswestry
Disability Index
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This assessment was carried out by the GDG for each critical outcome, and an evidence summary
table was produced to compile the GDG’s assessments of clinical importance per outcome
(considering also the baseline values for continuous outcomes), alongside the evidence quality and
the uncertainty in the effect estimate (imprecision).

4.3.6

Clinical evidence statements
Clinical evidence statements are summary statements that are included in each review chapter, and
which summarise the key features of the clinical effectiveness evidence presented. The wording of
the evidence statements reflects the certainty or uncertainty in the estimate of effect. The evidence
statements are presented by outcome and encompass the following key features of the evidence:
 The number of studies and the number of participants for a particular outcome.
 An indication of the direction of clinical importance (if one treatment has any added benefit
compared to the other or whether there is no difference between the 2 tested treatments).
 A description of the overall quality of the evidence (GRADE overall quality).

4.4 Identifying and analysing evidence of cost-effectiveness
The GDG is required to make decisions based on the best available evidence of both clinical
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. Guideline recommendations should be based on the expected
costs of the different options in relation to their expected health benefits (that is, their ‘costeffectiveness’) rather than the total implementation cost alone.374 Thus, if the evidence suggests that
a strategy provides significant health benefits at an acceptable cost per patient treated, it should be
recommended even if it would be expensive to implement across the whole population.
Health economic evidence was sought relating to the key clinical issues being addressed in the
guideline. Health economists:
 Undertook a systematic review of the published economic literature.
 Undertook new cost-effectiveness analysis in priority areas.

4.4.1

Literature review
The health economists:
 Identified potentially relevant studies for each review question from the health economic search
results by reviewing titles and abstracts. Full papers were then obtained.
 Reviewed full papers against pre-specified inclusion and exclusion criteria to identify relevant
studies (see below for details).
 Critically appraised relevant studies using economic evaluations checklists as specified in the NICE
guidelines manual.376
 Extracted key information about the studies’ methods and results into economic evidence tables
(included in Appendix I).
 Generated summaries of the evidence in NICE economic evidence profile tables (included in the
relevant chapter for each review question) – see below for details.

4.4.1.1

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Full economic evaluations (studies comparing costs and health consequences of alternative courses
of action: cost-utility, cost-effectiveness, cost-benefit and cost-consequences analyses) and
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comparative costing studies that addressed the review question in the relevant population were
considered potentially includable as economic evidence.
Studies that only reported cost per hospital (not per patient), or only reported average costeffectiveness without disaggregated costs and effects were excluded. Literature reviews, abstracts,
posters, letters, editorials, comment articles, unpublished studies and studies not in English were
excluded. Studies published before 1999 and studies from non-OECD countries were also excluded,
on the basis that the applicability of such studies to the present UK NHS context is likely to be too
low for them to be helpful for decision-making.
Remaining health economic studies were prioritised for inclusion based on their relative applicability
to the development of this guideline and the study limitations. For example, if a high quality, directly
applicable UK analysis was available, then other less relevant studies may not have been included.
Where exclusions occurred on this basis, this is noted in the relevant section.
For more details about the assessment of applicability and methodological quality see Table 7 below
and the economic evaluation checklist (Appendix G of the 2012 NICE guidelines manual376) and the
health economics review protocol in Appendix D.
When no relevant health economic studies were found from the economic literature review, relevant
UK NHS unit costs related to the compared interventions were presented to the GDG to inform the
possible economic implications of the recommendations.
4.4.1.2

NICE economic evidence profiles
NICE economic evidence profile tables were used to summarise cost and cost-effectiveness estimates
for the included health economic studies in each review chapter. The economic evidence profile
shows an assessment of applicability and methodological quality for each economic study, with
footnotes indicating the reasons for the assessment. These assessments were made by the health
economist using the economic evaluation checklist from the NICE guidelines manual.376 It also shows
the incremental costs, incremental effects (for example, quality-adjusted life years [QALYs]) and
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) for the base case analysis in the study, as well as
information about the assessment of uncertainty in the analysis. See Table 7 for more details.
When a non-UK study was included in the profile, the results were converted into pounds sterling
using the appropriate purchasing power parity.394
Table 7:

Content of NICE economic evidence profile

Item

Description

Study

Surname of first author, date of study publication and country perspective with a
reference to full information on the study.

Applicability

An assessment of applicability of the study to this guideline, the current NHS
situation and NICE decision-making:(a)
 Directly applicable – the study meets all applicability criteria, or fails to meet 1 or
more applicability criteria but this is unlikely to change the conclusions about
cost-effectiveness.
 Partially applicable – the study fails to meet 1 or more applicability criteria, and
this could change the conclusions about cost-effectiveness.
 Not applicable – the study fails to meet 1 or more of the applicability criteria, and
this is likely to change the conclusions about cost-effectiveness. Such studies
would usually be excluded from the review.

Limitations

An assessment of methodological quality of the study:(a)
 Minor limitations – the study meets all quality criteria, or fails to meet 1 or more
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Description
quality criteria, but this is unlikely to change the conclusions about costeffectiveness.
 Potentially serious limitations – the study fails to meet 1 or more quality criteria,
and this could change the conclusions about cost-effectiveness.
 Very serious limitations – the study fails to meet 1 or more quality criteria, and
this is highly likely to change the conclusions about cost-effectiveness. Such
studies would usually be excluded from the review.

Other comments

Information about the design of the study and particular issues that should be
considered when interpreting it.

Incremental cost

The mean cost associated with one strategy minus the mean cost of a comparator
strategy.

Incremental effects

The mean QALYs (or other selected measure of health outcome) associated with
one strategy minus the mean QALYs of a comparator strategy.

Cost-effectiveness

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER): the incremental cost divided by the
incremental effects (usually in £ per QALY gained).

Uncertainty

A summary of the extent of uncertainty about the ICER reflecting the results of
deterministic or probabilistic sensitivity analyses, or stochastic analyses of trial data,
as appropriate.

(a) Applicability and limitations were assessed using the economic evaluation checklist in Appendix G of the 2012 NICE
guidelines manual376

4.4.2

Undertaking new health economic analysis
As well as reviewing the published health economic literature for each review question, as described
above, new health economic analysis was undertaken by the health economist in selected areas.
Priority areas for new analysis were agreed by the GDG after formation of the review questions and
consideration of the existing health economic evidence.
The GDG identified radiofrequency denervation as the highest priority area for original health
economic modelling. The clinical review showed that radiofrequency denervation is clinically
effective at improving the pain score outcome for individuals that have severe low back pain.
Therefore an economic model was prioritised to assess whether the increase in effectiveness
associated with this intervention justifies its additional costs.
The following general principles were adhered to in developing the cost-effectiveness analysis:
 Methods were consistent with the NICE reference case for interventions with health outcomes in
NHS settings.374,377
 The GDG was involved in the design of the model, selection of inputs and interpretation of the
results.
 Model inputs were based on the systematic review of the clinical literature supplemented with
other published data sources where possible.
 When published data were not available GDG expert opinion was used to populate the model.
 Model inputs and assumptions were reported fully and transparently.
 The results were subject to sensitivity analysis and limitations were discussed.
 The model was peer-reviewed by another health economist at the NGC.
Full methods for the cost-effectiveness analysis for radiofrequency denervation are described in
Appendix N.
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4.4.3

Cost-effectiveness criteria
NICE’s report ‘Social value judgements: principles for the development of NICE guidance’ sets out the
principles that GDGs should consider when judging whether an intervention offers good value for
money.375 In general, an intervention was considered to be cost-effective (given that the estimate
was considered plausible) if either of the following criteria applied:
 the intervention dominated other relevant strategies (that is, it was both less costly in terms of
resource use and more clinically effective compared with all the other relevant alternative
strategies), or
 the intervention cost less than £20,000 per QALY gained compared with the next best strategy.
If the GDG recommended an intervention that was estimated to cost more than £20,000 per QALY
gained, or did not recommend one that was estimated to cost less than £20,000 per QALY gained,
the reasons for this decision are discussed explicitly in the ‘Recommendations and link to evidence’
section of the relevant chapter, with reference to issues regarding the plausibility of the estimate or
to the factors set out in ‘Social value judgements: principles for the development of NICE
guidance’.375
When QALYs or life years gained are not used in the analysis, results are difficult to interpret unless
one strategy dominates the others with respect to every relevant health outcome and cost.

4.4.4

In the absence of economic evidence
When no relevant published health economic studies were found, and a new analysis was not
prioritised, the GDG made a qualitative judgement about cost-effectiveness by considering expected
differences in resource use between options and relevant UK NHS unit costs, alongside the results of
the review of clinical effectiveness evidence.
The UK NHS costs reported in the guideline are those that were presented to the GDG and were
correct at the time recommendations were drafted. They may have changed subsequently before the
time of publication. However, we have no reason to believe they have changed substantially.

4.5 Developing recommendations
Over the course of the guideline development process, the GDG was presented with:
 Evidence tables of the clinical and economic evidence reviewed from the literature. All evidence
tables are in Appendices H and I.
 Summaries of clinical and economic evidence and quality (as presented in Chapters 5-25).
 Forest plots (Appendix K).
 A description of the methods and results of the cost-effectiveness analysis undertaken for the
guideline (Appendix N).
Recommendations were drafted on the basis of the GDG’s interpretation of the available evidence,
taking into account the balance of clinical benefit favouring the intervention or comparator. Evidence
comparing intervention against sham/placebo was given priority over other comparisons when
developing recommendation in order to determine whether the treatment effect was over and
beyond any contextual or placebo effects.
The GDG also considered costs between different courses of action. This was either done formally in
an economic model, or informally. Firstly, the net clinical benefit for the intervention over
comparator (clinical effectiveness) was considered, focusing on the critical outcomes. When this was
done informally, the GDG took into account the clinical effectiveness when one intervention was
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compared with another. The assessment of net clinical benefit was moderated by the importance
placed on the outcomes (the GDG’s values and preferences), and the confidence the GDG had in the
evidence (evidence quality). Secondly, the GDG assessed whether the net clinical benefit justified any
differences in costs between the alternative interventions.
When clinical and economic evidence was of poor quality, conflicting or absent, the GDG drafted
recommendations based on its expert opinion. The considerations for making consensus-based
recommendations include the balance between potential harms and benefits, the economic costs
compared to the economic benefits, current practices, recommendations made in other relevant
guidelines, patient preferences and equality issues. The consensus recommendations were agreed
through discussions in the GDG. The GDG also considered whether the uncertainty was sufficient to
justify delaying making a recommendation to await further research, taking into account the
potential harm of failing to make a clear recommendation (see Section 4.5.1 below).
The GDG considered the appropriate ‘strength’ of each recommendation. This takes into account the
quality of the evidence but is conceptually different. Some recommendations are ’strong’ in that the
GDG believes that the vast majority of healthcare and other professionals and patients would choose
a particular intervention if they considered the evidence in the same way that the GDG has. This is
generally the case if the benefits clearly outweigh the harms for most people and the intervention is
likely to be cost-effective. However, there is often a closer balance between benefits and harms, and
some patients would not choose an intervention whereas others would. This may happen, for
example, if some patients are particularly averse to some side effect and others are not. In these
circumstances the recommendation is generally weaker, although it may be possible to make
stronger recommendations about specific groups of patients.
The GDG focused on the following factors in agreeing the wording of the recommendations:
 The actions health professionals need to take.
 The information readers need to know.
 The strength of the recommendation (for example the word ‘offer’ was used for strong
recommendations and ‘consider’ for weaker recommendations).
 The involvement of patients (and their carers if needed) in decisions on treatment and care.
 Consistency with NICE’s standard advice on recommendations about drugs, waiting times and
ineffective interventions (see Section 9.2 in the 2014 NICE guidelines manual374).
The main considerations specific to each recommendation are outlined in the ‘Recommendations
and link to evidence’ sections within each chapter.

4.5.1

Research recommendations
When areas were identified for which good evidence was lacking, the GDG considered making
recommendations for future research. Decisions about the inclusion of a research recommendation
were based on factors such as:
 the importance to patients or the population
 national priorities
 potential impact on the NHS and future NICE guidance
 ethical and technical feasibility.
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4.5.2

Validation process
This guidance is subject to a 6-week public consultation and feedback as part of the quality assurance
and peer review of the document. All comments received from registered stakeholders are
responded to in turn and posted on the NICE website.

4.5.3

Updating the guideline
Following publication, and in accordance with the NICE guidelines manual, NICE will undertake a
review of whether the evidence base has progressed significantly to alter the guideline
recommendations and warrant an update.

4.5.4

Disclaimer
Healthcare providers need to use clinical judgement, knowledge and expertise when deciding
whether it is appropriate to apply guidelines. The recommendations cited here are a guide and may
not be appropriate for use in all situations. The decision to adopt any of the recommendations cited
here must be made by practitioners in light of individual patient circumstances, the wishes of the
patient, clinical expertise and resources.
The National Guideline Centre disclaims any responsibility for damages arising out of the use or nonuse of this guideline and the literature used in support of this guideline.

4.5.5

Funding
The National Guideline Centre was commissioned by the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence to undertake the work on this guideline.
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5 Clinical examination
5.1 Introduction
Clinical examination of people with back pain or sciatica is routinely performed by primary health
care professionals, therapists, specialist physicians and surgeons. Clinical examination serves a
number of functions such as corroborating or strengthening the diagnosis made on taking a detailed
history. It may also be important for reaching a diagnosis, for example, where the history is unclear
or where imaging would not be expected to clarify a diagnosis. Clinical examination might also be
important for supporting a management plan, assessing prognosis and assessing the response to
treatment.
People consulting healthcare professionals may expect an examination as part of the consultation,
and this contributes to satisfaction with the consultation. It is thought that the repercussions of not
performing an examination would lead to dissatisfaction and unwarranted demand for tests or
further referrals.332
Clinical examination is a skill that needs to be learnt and practiced. Healthcare professionals will
learn their examination skills within varying concepts of care, relevant to the therapy or branch of
medicine that they practice. Therefore, agreement in the clinical findings or their importance across
these different paradigms of care would not be expected. Within a given model, there is considerable
variation in inter-observer and intra-observer variability. However, this variation can be improved
with both training such as inter-observer calibration and skills practice, and with experience.
There is uncertainty as to whether any of the clinical tests that are commonly used in the
examination of people with suspected sciatica are more beneficial than others, or compared to a
taking a comprehensive history. This evidence review intends to investigate whether there is any
evidence to address this uncertainty.

5.2 Review question: In people with suspected (or under investigation
for) sciatica, what is the clinical and cost effectiveness of clinical
examination compared to history alone or history with imaging,
when each is followed by treatment for sciatica, in improving
patient outcomes?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 8:

PICO characteristics of review question

Population

People aged 16 or above with suspected (or under investigation for) sciatica

Intervention(s)

 Clinical tests (+ treatment)
1. straight leg raise (may be referred to as sciatic nerve stretch test)
2. femoral nerve stretch test
3. crossed straight leg raise
4. motor muscle strength
5. dermatome sensory loss
6. reflex impairment
7. slump test
8. combination of above
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Comparison(s)

 history alone (+ treatment)
 history with imaging (+ treatment)
 clinical tests compared to each other (+ treatment).

Outcomes

Critical
 health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D)
 pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS])
 function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index)
 psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI).
Important
 responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain and function)
 adverse events: morbidity
 healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit).

Study design

Diagnostic RCTs (test and treat studies)

5.3 Clinical evidence
A search for diagnostic randomised trials (test and treat studies) comparing the effectiveness of
clinical examination versus history alone or history with imaging, or in comparison to other clinical
examination techniques when each is followed by treatment for sciatica, in improving patient
outcomes in people with suspected (or under investigation for) sciatica was undertaken.
No relevant clinical studies comparing different types of clinical examination with each other or with
history alone or history with imaging (when each is followed by treatment for sciatica) were
identified.
This search was not extended to diagnostic accuracy studies as the GDG agreed that there is no
agreed reference standard for diagnosis of sciatica and such a review would therefore not be
informative for setting guideline recommendations.
Two Cochrane reviews507,508 were identified but they were not included as they included primary
diagnostic studies, not test and treat studies, and therefore did not meet the protocol of this review.

5.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
No relevant economic evaluations were identified.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

5.5 Evidence statements
5.5.1

Clinical
 No relevant clinical studies were identified.

5.5.2

Economic
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified.
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5.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations No recommendation.
Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (for pain and function), adverse events and healthcare utilisation
were also considered as important.
As no relevant clinical studies were identified, no evidence was available for any of
these outcomes.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

No relevant clinical studies were identified for our review which looked for test-and
treat studies. This review type was chosen rather than a diagnostic accuracy review,
because there is no currently agreed reference standard, and because no research
has been done looking at patient outcomes based on clinical examination findings.

Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

No relevant economic studies were identified. The GDG considered stopping
performing clinical examinations might reduce costs but as no clinical evidence was
available it could not be determined whether this would be cost effective.

Quality of evidence

No relevant clinical or economic studies were identified.

Other considerations

The GDG discussed the Cochrane review on clinical examination.507 However, it was
noted that this was a diagnostic accuracy review, which used a combination of
different reference standards including imaging and findings at surgery rather than
patient outcomes.
The GDG agreed that it was not possible to make a recommendation due to the lack
of evidence. The only other studies the GDG were aware of on this topic were based
on clinical opinion using Delphi consensus. The GDG believed that there was
insufficient evidence to recommend a substantial change to normal clinical practice
and therefore agreed not to make a recommendation.
The GDG discussed the possibility of making a recommendation for future research,
due to the lack of evidence in this area. They agreed that feasibility of such a trial
would be an issue, and therefore unlikely to be funded, unlikely to change practice
or add value to the treatment pathway. The group were also aware of a clinical
cohort study that would be published in the near future and concluded that it was
sensible to wait for the results of this rather than making a recommendation for
future research.
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6 Risk assessment tools and stratification
6.1 Introduction
There are recognised risk factors or prognostic features that may make a person more likely to suffer
from chronic, disabling back pain. These include demographic/physical factors, for example older
age, being female, leg pain, psychological factors such as negative beliefs and behaviours, passive
attitude towards treatment, depression and anxiety, and social factors such as poor work
environment, job dissatisfaction and unhelpful social support. These risk factors may not always
become apparent to a health professional when assessing a person with back pain. Therefore, risk
stratification tools that help to support clinical decision-making have emerged. There are a number
of risk assessment tools available including the following:
The Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) is intended to be used in an
occupational health setting with people whose back pain is affecting their ability to work. It consists
of 21 questions that assess mood, attitude towards work, thoughts, beliefs and behaviours.
The STarT Back Screening Tool is a 9 item questionnaire designed to be used in primary care. It
generates an overall score and psychosocial sub-score that divides people into low, medium and high
risk of persistent back pain-related disability. Of equal importance to the tool are the different
treatment packages that are targeted at the 3 risk groups.
The Distress and Risk Assessment Method (DRAM) is a first-stage screening method that helps alert
a clinician to the fact that a person with low back pain might already have psychological distress or
be at risk of it. It uses the Modified Zung Depression Index and the Modified Somatic Perceptions
Questionnaire to generate a combination score to sub-divide people.
The desire to get away from a ’one size fits all’ approach has led to considerable interest in stratified
care strategies. There are many different proposed methods of stratification but in general they
divide patients into one of 3 groups. However, it is important to appreciate that there is likely to be
overlap between these methods:145
Stratification by risk of on-going disability is used to divide patients into different groups on the
basis of whether they have single or multiple risk factors for persistent, disabling back pain. Examples
include the OMPSQ and STarT Back.
Stratification by underlying mechanism for back pain uses many approaches whether based on
anatomy, pathology, pain mechanisms or psychosocial factors, with the purpose of targeting
treatment at the proposed mechanism of pain. An example is the Classification Based Cognitive
Functional Therapy approach which combines patient history, examination findings, psychological
assessment and investigation results to classify patients and thus direct treatment.392
Stratification by likelihood of response to treatment is often achieved using a clinical prediction
rule. Common examples are those patients who might respond to spinal manipulation or spinal
stabilisation.77,217
This chapter intends to address two areas; which tool best predicts delayed improvement or poor
outcome, and secondly, whether management stratified according to the tool is effective. These
questions are inherently interlinked and therefore results for each are presented jointly below.
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6.2 Review question 1: Which validated risk assessment tools are the
most accurate for identifying people with low back pain or sciatica
at risk of poor outcome/delayed improvement?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 9:

PICO characteristics of review question 1

Population

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain
People aged 16 or above with sciatica

Risk tool

Validated risk assessment/clinical prediction tools, including;
 STarT Back
 DRAM
 Örebro

Target condition

Risk of poor outcome/delayed improvement (as reported by study)

Outcomes (in
terms of
predictive test
accuracy,
calibration)







Study types

Cohort studies, RCTs, systematic reviews.

Area under the curve (c-statistic)
Sensitivity, specificity, predictive values (define thresholds)
Predicted risk versus observed risk (calibration)
Other outcomes e.g., D statistic, R2 statistic and Brier score
Reclassification

6.3 Review question 2: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
stratifying management of non-specific low back pain or sciatica
according to outcome of a risk assessment tool/questionnaire?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 10: PICO characteristics of review question 2
Population
Index tests ( risk
assessment tools)

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain
People aged 16 or above with sciatica
Validated risk assessment/clinical prediction tools including:









STarT Back
DRAM
ÖREBRO
Gatchel
Hicks/Delitto
Childs/Flynn
Hancock
O’Sullivan

Comparisons

 Control (no risk tool, receive the same intervention as those who have undergone a
risk tool)
 Tools compared to each other (groups receive the same intervention)

Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
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 Function (for example, the Roland Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit
Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

6.4 Clinical evidence
6.4.1

Risk assessment tools
Sixteen studies reporting evidence for 11 risk tools were included in the
review.34,35,77,78,101,160,212,219,250,321,358,359,382,396,524,547 These are summarised in Table 11 below and in
more detail in Appendix H. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the clinical evidence
summaries below. See also further details of the stratification tools in Appendix P, the study
selection flow chart in Appendix E, area under the curve (AUC) plots in Appendix K and excluded
studies list in Appendix L.

6.4.2

Risk stratification
Six studies (published in 8 papers) were included in the review.18,36 151 220 146,518,539,540 As there was
only one randomised trial identified for the majority of index tests, cohort studies were also searched
for. However, none of the cohort studies identified met the inclusion criteria specified in the
protocol. The 6 included studies are summarised in Table 12 below. Evidence from these studies is
summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile (action flow chart) in Appendix E, study evidence
tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list
in Appendix L.
Table 11: Summary of studies included in question 1
Study

Risk tool

Population

Outcomes

Beneciuk
201334

Fear avoidance
beliefs questionnaire
physical activity scale

Adults between the
ages of 18 and 65
years seeking
physical therapy for
low back pain
Median symptom
duration (IQR): 90
days (30-365).
Acute (≤14 d):
11.8%
Sub-acute (15-90
d): 39.2%
Chronic (≥91 d):
49%

Recovery (RMDQ)
at 6-months
Pain at 6-months

Pain catastrophizing
scale
Eleven-item version
of the tempa scale
kinesophobia
Patient health
questionnaire – 9
(PHQ-9)

n = 146
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Risk tool
STarT Back: overall
score

Population

Outcomes

No of events (n)

Adults between the
ages of 18 and 65
years seeking
physical therapy for
low back pain
Symptom duration
45.5% chronic as
defined by 91 days
or greater.

Recovery (ODI) at
6-months
Pain at 6-months

Not reported

Recovery (50%
improvement on
the ODI) at 1 week
Positive likelihood
ratio
Negative likelihood
ratio

Not reported.

Ability to
distinguish patients
who had
improved/not
improved based on
the global rating of
change.
AUC

Not reported

Functional
improvement
(change of >10 on
the ODI) at 8 weeks

Not reported

STarT Back:
psychosocial subscale
score
Beneciuk
201435

STarT Back: change in
overall score (0-4
weeks)

n = 123
Childs
200477

Spinal manipulation
clinical prediction
rule

Adults aged 18-60
years with low back
pain; median
duration of current
episode = 27 days;
mean (SD) ODI
score = 41.2 (10.4)
Participants
recruited as part of
an RCT. Prognostic
accuracy data was
only reported for
participants in the
intervention group
n = 70

Childs
200578

Functional Rating
Index (FRI)
Oswestry Disability
Questionnaire (ODI)

Consecutive adults
(18-60 years old)
referred for
physical therapy for
low back pain with
or without lower
extremity
symptoms.
Duration of
symptoms: 66% ≤ 6
weeks, 46% ≤ 3
weeks
n = 131

Dagfinrud
2013101

Örebro
musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire
(ÖMSPQ)

Adults ≥ 18 years
(mean = 45.3) with
low back pain;
mean (SD) ODI
score = 35.9 (16.5)
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Risk tool

Population

Outcomes

No of events (n)

Spine functional
index (SFI) at 6months
Pain at 6-months

6% of patients
reported chronic low
back pain at end of
study

Recovery at 12
weeks

31/56 reported
recovered at 12 weeks

Function (RMDQ
≥7) at 6 months

58/74 in high risk
group had poor
outcome

Duration of pain:
Acute (0-2 weeks)
26.7%
Sub-acute (2-12
weeks) 24%
Chronic (3-12
months) 10.7%
Chronic (> 1 year)
38.7%
n = 76
Gabel
2011160

Örebro
Musculoskeletal Pain
questionnaire
(ÖMSPQ)
Modified Örebro
Musculoskeletal
Screening
Questionnaire
(ÖMSPQ)

Adults with
acute/sub-acute
low back pain
Mean duration
(SD): 4.1 weeks
(8.1)
Acute 79%
Sub-acute 13%
Chronic 8%
n = 106

Heneweer
2007212

Dutch translation of
the Acute Low Back
Pain Screening
Questionnaire
(alternative name for
ÖMSPQ)

Adults (21-60)
consulting their
physical therapist
for the first time
with a first or a new
episode of nonspecific low back
pain.
Duration of current
complaint:
<4 weeks 52%
4-6 weeks 27%
7-12 weeks 21%
n = 56

Hill 2008

219

STarT Back

Adults with nonspecific low back
pain in UK primary
care
Duration of
symptoms:
17% <1 month
34% 1-6 months
25% 7 months -3
years
22% >3 years
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Risk tool

Population

Outcomes

No of events (n)

Recovery (patient
self-report) at 1
year

37.6% showed an
unfavourable outcome

Pain at 12-months
Recovery (RMDQ)
at 12-months

Not reported

RMDQ >30 at 3
months (poor
clinical outcome)
Pain being severe
(8-10 on a 10 point
numerical scale) at
3 months

Low risk group Danish
24%, UK 17% poor
clinical outcome

n = 500 (external
validation sample)
Jellema
2007250

Örebro
musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire
(ÖMSPQ)
Low back pain
perception scale

Adults ≥ 18 years
(mean = 42.7) with
low back pain
Mean (range)
duration of current
episode = 12 days
(6-21); mean pain
intensity during the
day (0-10) = 4.9
n =298

Maher
2009321

Örebro
musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire
(ÖMSPQ)

Adults with low
back pain
Duration of
episode:
< 1 week 16%
1-2 week 7%
2-3 week 9%
6-8 week 20.5%
9-11 week 17%
12 week 7%
n = 230

Morso
2013358

STarT Back –
translated into
Danish

Adults with nonspecific low back
pain in Danish and
UK primary care
Duration of pain:
Danish: 44.2% <4
weeks
19.6% 4-12 weeks
36.2% >12 weeks
UK: 38.2% <4
weeks
25.8% 4-12 weeks
33.3% >12 weeks

Medium risk group
Danish 57%, UK 54%
poor clinical outcome
High risk group Danish
64%, UK 78% poor
clinical outcome

n = 1200
Morso
2014359

STarT Back

Adults with low
back pain in
secondary care
n=960; primary
care
n=172
Duration of pain:
< 1 months 5%
1-3 months 15%
>3 months 80%
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Pain at 6-months

69% of patients in
secondary care and
40.2% of patients in
primary care had a
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Risk tool

Population

Outcomes

No of events (n)

Newell
2015A382

STarT Back

Adults aged >16
years presenting to
one of the
chiropractic clinics
with non-specific
low back pain and
diagnosed as
amenable to
chiropractic care.
n=749
Symptom duration
≤3 months: 53%

Pain at 14, 30 and
90 days

Not reported

Page 2015396

STarT Back

Adults aged 16-80
years with nonspecific chronic low
back pain. Chronic
defined as pain
present >12 weeks
and included both
constant and
recurrent patterns
of pain.
n=53
Duration of
symptoms: 130.7
(SD 112.0) months

Pain, function, and
fear of movement
at 6 and 12 months

Not reported

Von Korff
2014524

Chronic pain risk item
set

Adults aged 18 to
64 years who made
a primary care back
pain visit and had
no back pain visits
in the prior year.

Pain at 4-months

Not reported

Pain at 12-weeks

Not reported

Baseline pain
status: 40.8%
acute, 41.1%
intermediate, 18%
chronic.
Mean number of
days with back pain
in last 6 months
66.1 (64.2)
n = 571
Williams
2014547

Hancock CPR (clinical
prediction rule)

Adults with primary
complaint of low
back pain less than
6 weeks in
duration, with or
without leg pain,
with at least
moderate intensity
pain during the
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Risk tool

Population
preceding 24hours
and who were pain
free for at least one
month before the
onset of the
current low back
pain episode.
Participants
recruited as part of
an RCT
investigating the
effectiveness of
paracetamol for
acute low back
pain).

Outcomes

No of events (n)

n = 937

Table 12: Summary of studies included in review question 2
Study
Apeldoorn
201218

Intervention and
comparison
Classification based
physical therapy
(n=74) using an
updated version of
the algorithm by Fritz
et al. 153
(Hicks/Delitto
Classification
system), modified to
fit into the Dutch
healthcare system.
Interventions
included
interventions: spinal
manipulation,
stabilisation exercises
or direction specific
exercises for a
minimum of 4 weeks.

Population
Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=156
1 year follow-up
The Netherlands

Outcomes
Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of Life (SF36, Physical
Component Score,
PCS)
Quality of Life (SF36, Mental
Component Score,
MCS)
Responder Criteria
(Pain and Function)

Comments
Multi-centre trial.
Patients assigned to
the classification based
group were treated
according to their
primary classification
category for a
minimum of 4 weeks.
After this period, the
physical therapist was
allowed to change
treatment strategy
according to the
current Dutch low back
pain guidelines
No concurrent
treatment reported.

Control group with
no risk tool (n=82):
usual physical
therapy care based
on Dutch physical
therapy low back
pain guidelines.

Beneciuk
201536

STarT Back
stratification (n=108)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
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Pain (NRS, 0-10:
patients rated their

2-phase sequential
study evaluating
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
followed by one of 3
treatment pathways
based on risk.
Physical Therapists
(PT) in the stratified
care group were
instructed to provide
treatment for
patients with using
the knowledge and
skills leant into
subsequent
management
strategies for their
patients with low
back pain.

Population
N=109
4 weeks follow-up
USA

Low risk group
Minimal physical
therapy intervention
approach (1-2
sessions per week)
and adherence to the
APTA Orthopaedic
Section CPG’s
Medium risk group
Increased physical
therapy intervention
approach (2-3
sessions per week)
and adherence to the
APTA Orthopaedic
Section CPG’s
High risk group
Increased physical
therapy intervention
approach (2-3
sessions per week)
and adherence to the
APTA Orthopaedic
Section CPG’s and
psychologicallyinformed practice
principles.
Control group with
no risk tool (n=39)
Standard Care Group:
PT in the standard
care group were
instructed to provide
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Outcomes
current pain
intensity as well as
their best and
worst levels of pain
intensity over the
previous 24 hours).
These 3 pain ratings
were averaged and
used as NRS
variable
Function(RMDQ)
Responder Criteria
(Pain and Function)

Comments
feasibility and
generated preliminary
treatment effects.
Based in a secondary
care outpatients
physical therapy
setting
No concurrent
treatment reported
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Study

Foster
2014146,539

Intervention and
comparison
treatment for
patients with low
back pain as they
normally would have
if not participating in
this study
12 months of
stratified care
through STarT Back
risk tool (n=554)
followed by one of 3
treatment pathways
based on risk as
described below:

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Pain (NRS)
Function(RMDQ)
Quality Of Life (EQ5D)
Quality of Life (SF12, Physical
Component Score,
PCS)
Quality of Life (SF12, Mental
Component Score,
MCS)
Psychological
distress (HADS,
anxiety scale)
Psychological
distress (HADS,
depression scale)

IMPaCT study to test
the implementation of
stratified care for low
back pain within a
primary care physician
setting. Results extend
the findings of the
STarT Back trial.

N=922
6 month follow-up
UK

Low risk group
family physicians
gave written
information on selfmanagement and
advice to keep active,
prescribed pain
medications where
appropriate and
reassured patients
about their good
prognosis
Medium and high
risk group: physicians
were encouraged to
refer patients to
physical therapy and
address their backrelated concerns
highlighted by the
stratification tool
6 months of usual
care with no risk tool
(n=368)Usual care
involved family
physician
management
involving assessment,
advice, medication,
sickness certification
and referral for
investigations or
further treatment as
appropriate (e.g. to
community physical
therapy or secondary
care specialists).
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Study prospectively
compared separate
patient cohorts in the 2
phases of study
Multi-centre trial
No concurrent
treatment reported
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Fritz 2003151

Intervention and
comparison
Community based PT
managed patients
using clinical
judgment to
determine the
number and content
of treatment sessions
Classification based
physical therapy
described by Delitto
et al.107
(N=41).Interventions
included joint
mobilisation,
manipulation
techniques, spinal
active range of
motion exercises,
lumbar extension
exercises, trunk
strengthening and
mechanical or autotraction

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Function (ODI)
Quality of Life (SF36, Physical
Component Score,
PCS)
Quality of Life (SF36, Mental
Component Score,
MCS)
Healthcare
utilisation

Multi-centre trial

N=78
1 year follow-up
USA

Control group with
no risk tool (n=37):
usual physical
therapy care based
on low back pain
guidelines.
Interventions
included low stress
aerobic exercise
(treadmill walking or
stationary cycling and
general muscle
reconditioning
exercises after 2
weeks). Subjects also
received advice to
remain as active as
possible
Hill
2011220,540

STarT Back
stratification (n=568)
followed by one of 3
treatment pathways
based on risk.
Physiotherapist
assessment lasting 30
minutes, including
initial treatment with
advice on promoting
appropriate levels of

No results for the
outcome pain reported
despite a self-reported
measure for pain being
described in the
methods of the study
The classification
group was allowed to
be reassessed and the
treatment adjusted on
the basis of changes in
the signs and
symptoms of the
patient, as compared
with consistent,
guideline-based
approach in the
control group
No concurrent
treatment reported.

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Pain (NRS)
Function(RMDQ)

N=851

Quality of life (EQ5D)
Quality of life (SF12, Physical
Component Score,
PCS)
Quality of life (SF-

1 year follow-up
UK
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Multi-centre trial
No concurrent
treatment reported
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Intervention and
comparison
activity, return to
work and a pamphlet
about local exercise
venues and self-help
groups. All were
shown a 15-minute
educational video
and given the Back
Book.

Population

Outcomes
12, Mental
Component Score,
MCS)
Psychological
distress (HADS,
anxiety scale)
Psychological
distress (HADS,
depression scale)

Comments

Low back pain
without sciatica

Pain (PINRS)
Function (ODI)

Single-centre trial

Low risk group only
received above initial
session.
Medium risk group
referred for
standardised
physiotherapy
sessions to address
symptoms and
function.
High risk group
referred for
psychologicallyinformed
physiotherapy
sessions to address
symptoms and
function and also
psychosocial
obstacles to
recovery.
Control group with
no risk tool (n=283)
Current best practice:
physiotherapist
assessment lasting 30
minutes which
included initial
treatment advice and
exercise with the
option for onward
referral for further
physiotherapy, based
on physiotherapist
clinical judgement.
Vibe Fersum
2013518

Classification based
physical therapy,
(CB-CFT) (n=51)

No concurrent
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
developed
incorporating the
bio- psychosocial
model by O’Sullivan
2005(this system is
integrated within the
Quebec classification
system).

Population

Outcomes

N=94
1 year follow-up
Norway

The CB-CFT
intervention had 4
main components 1)
a cognitive
component 2)
specific movement
exercise 3) targeted
functional integration
of activities in their
daily life and 4) a
physical activity
programme tailored
to the movement
classification.
Control group with
no risk tool (n=43):
patients were
treated with joint
mobilisation or
manipulation
techniques applied to
the spine or pelvis
consistent with best
current manual
therapy practice. In
addition, most
patients were given
exercises or a home
exercise programme.
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Comments
treatment reported.

Clinical evidence summary tables: Risk assessment tools
Discrimination
Table 13: Clinical evidence profile: tools for predicting functional improvement (as assessed using a variety of methods including self-report, ODI,
RMDQ, global rating of change)

Risk tool

No of
studies

n

Risk of bias

Inconsistency

Indirectness

Imprecision

Sensitivity

Specificity

Area Under
Curve
Pooled/Medi
an (range)

Quality

Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire

77

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at
threshold 68 at 1 year

1

296

Low

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

26

79

0.61 (0.54 –
0.67)

HIGH

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at
threshold 90 at 1 year

1

296

Low

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

66

52

0.61 (0.54 –
0.68)

HIGH

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at
threshold 99 at 1 year

1

296

Low

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

81

35

0.61 (0.54 –
0.67)

HIGH

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at
threshold 105 at 6 months

1

76

Higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Serious
imprecisionb

78

21

0.58 (0.42 –
0.73)

LOW

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at
threshold 105 at one year

1

296

Low

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

89

28

0.61 (0.54 –
0.68)

HIGH

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at
threshold 113 at 6 months

1

61

Higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Serious
imprecisionb

88

85.7

0.88 (0.780.99)

LOW

Modified Örebro
Musculoskeletal screening
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at

1

106

Higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Serious
imprecisionb

88

85.7

0.88 (0.780.99)

LOW
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Discrimination
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n

Risk of bias

Inconsistency

Indirectness

Imprecision

Sensitivity

Specificity

Quality

Acute Low Back Pain Screening Questionnaire (ALBPSQ) (Alternative Name For ÖREBRO)
1

56

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not estimable

-

-

0.641

LOW

STarT Back – at 12 months
(secondary care)

1

53

Higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.82 (0.61 to
1.0)

MODERA
TE

STarT Back – at 6 months
(secondary care)

2

1013

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.77 (0.69 to
0.84)

LOW

STarT Back – at 6 months
(primary care)

2

672

Low

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

80.1c,d

65.4c,d

0.82 (range
0.73-0.90)

HIGH

STarT Back – Danish
translation at 3 months

1

344

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.71 (0.66 to
0.77)

LOW

STarT Back – UK at 3 months

1

845

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.81 (0.78 to
0.84)

LOW

1

131

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Serious
imprecisionb

-

-

0.93 (0.89 –
0.98)

VERY
LOW

ALBPSQ at 12 weeks
STarT Back

78

Function Rating Index (FRI)
Function rating index (FRI; 4
weeks)
Oswestry Questionnaire
0.93 (0.88 –
Oswestry Disability
1
131
Very higha
No serious
Serious
VERY
b
0.98)
Questionnaire (ODI; 4 weeks)
indirectness
imprecision
LOW
GRADE was conducted with emphasis on AUC as this was the primary measure discussed in decision-making as 95% CI were not available for analysis
a) Risk of bias was assessed using the PROBAST checklist. Where there was more than one study pooled, the overall risk of bias rating was based on the majority of the evidence.
b) The judgement of precision was based on the median AUC value and its 95% CI. The evidence was downgraded by 1 increment if the CI varied across 2 areas (50–90% and 90–100%) and by
2 increments if the individual studies varied across 3 areas (0–50%, 50–90% and 90–100%).
c) Numbers transcribed directly from paper.
d) Sensitivity and specificity data is reported from the larger (N=500) study only (Hill 2008). Data for sensitivity/specificity was not reported in the second, smaller study.
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No of
studies

Discrimination

NICE, 2016

Risk tool
threshold 112 at 6 months

Area Under
Curve
Pooled/Medi
an (range)

Area Under
Curve
Pooled/Me
dian (range)

No of
studies

n

Risk of bias

Inconsistency

Indirectness

Imprecision

Sensitivity

Specificity

STarT Back – at 12 months
(secondary care)

1

53

Higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.71 (0.54
to 0.88)

MODERATE

STarT Back – at 6 months
(secondary care)

2

1013

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.73 (0.72
to 0.73)

LOW

STarT Back – at 6 months
(primary care)

1

172

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Serious
imprecisionb

-

-

VERY LOW

STarT Back – Danish
translation at 3 months

1

344

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.66 (0.46
to 0.85)
0.79 (0.68
to 0.89)

STarT Back – UK at 3 months

2

1594

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

-

-

0.68 (0.55
to 0.81)

LOW

1

571

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

No serious
imprecision

72

70

0.79 (0.75
to 0.83)

LOW

Risk tool

Quality

STarT Back

79

LOW

Chronic pain risk item set
Chronic pain risk item set at 4
months
Hancock CPR

0.60 (0.56No serious
No serious
LOW
0.64)
indirectness
imprecision
GRADE was conducted with emphasis on AUC as this was the primary measure discussed in decision-making as 95% CI were not available for analysis
a) Risk of bias was assessed using the PROBAST checklist. Where there was more than one study pooled, the overall risk of bias rating was based on the majority of the evidence.
b) The judgement of precision was based on the median AUC value and its 95% CI. The evidence was downgraded by 1 increment if the CI varied across 2 areas (50–90% and 90–100%) and by
2 increments if the individual studies varied across 3 areas (0–50%, 50–90% and 90–100%).
Hancock CPR at 12 weeks

1

937

Very higha

-
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Table 14: Clinical evidence profile: tools for predicting pain (as assessed using the NRS, and PGIC scale = Patient’s Global Impression of Change, score
1-7)

Discrimination

NICE, 2016

Note: One study77 at very high risk of bias evaluated the prognostic ability of the spinal manipulation clinical prediction rule to predict a positive or
negative outcome for low back pain (as assessed by 50% change in ODI at 1 week). This study only reported the positive likelihood ratio (13.2%, 95% CI 3.4
– 52.1) and negative likelihood ratio (0.10%, 95% CI 0.03 – 0.41) for a subgroup of participants who received spinal manipulation plus exercise as an
intervention.

Table 15: Clinical evidence profile: tools for predicting functional improvement (as assessed using a variety of methods including self-report, ODI,
RMDQ)

Risk tool

No of
studies

n

Risk of bias

Inconsistency

Indirectness

Imprecision

R2 (95%CI)

Brier score
(95%CI)

D statistic
(95%CI)

Quality

Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire

80

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) – 6
months

1

76

Low

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

15

-

-

HIGH

Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) – 1
year

1

230

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

12.7

-

-

LOW

Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire
Fear avoidance beliefs
questionnaire physical
activity scale at 6 months

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

39.6

-

-

LOW

Fear avoidance beliefs
questionnaire physical work
scale at 6 months

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

41.4

-

-

LOW

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

41.2

-

-

LOW

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

40.4

-

-

LOW

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious

Not

41.2

-

-

LOW

Pain Catastrophizing Scale
Pain catastrophizing scale at
6 months
Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia
Tampa scale of kinesiophobia
(11-item version) at 6
months
Patient Health Questionnaire
Patient health questionnaire-
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Calibration

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

6.4.3.2

estimable

STarT Back screening tool
overall score at 6 months

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

42.3

-

-

LOW

STarT Back screening tool
change in overall score 0-4
weeks at 6 months

1

123

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

Not
estimable

46.3

-

-

LOW

STarT Back screening tool
1
146
Very higha
No serious
Not
44.3
LOW
psychological score at 6
indirectness
estimable
months
a) Risk of bias was assessed using the PROBAST checklist. Where there was more than one study pooled, the overall risk of bias rating was based on the majority of the evidence.

One study 250 reported calibration for the ÖMSPQ (intercept (95% CI) -0.03 (-0.06 - -0.00) and slope (95% CI) 1.09 (1.01 – 1.17)) and low back pain
perception scale (intercept (95% CI) 0.02 (0.02 - 0.03) and slope (95% CI) 0.95 (0.93 – 0.97)) in predicting functional outcome at 1 year with (high risk of
bias).
Table 16: Clinical evidence profile: tools for predicting pain (as assessed using NRS)

81
Risk tool

No of
studies

Risk of bias

Inconsistency

Indirectness

Imprecision

R2 (95%CI)

Brier score
(95%CI)

D statistic
(95%CI)

Quality

230

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

4.2

-

-

LOW

n

Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire
Örebro Musculoskeletal pain
questionnaire (ÖMSPQ) at 1
year

1

Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire
Fear avoidance beliefs
questionnaire physical
activity scale at 6 months

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

17.6

-

-

LOW

Fear avoidance beliefs
questionnaire physical work
scale at 6 months

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

18.9

-

-

LOW

Pain Catastrophizing Scale
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indirectness

STarT Back Screening Tool

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

9 at 6 months

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

17.1

-

-

LOW

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

17.8

-

-

LOW

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

18.6

-

-

LOW

STarT Back screening tool
overall score at 6 months

1

146

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

17.7

-

-

LOW

STarT Back screening tool
change in overall score 0-4
weeks at 6 months

1

123

Very higha

-

No serious
indirectness

-

16.8

-

-

LOW

Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia
Tampa scale of kinesiophobia
(11-item version) at 6 months
Patient Health Questionnaire
Patient health questionnaire9 at 6 months
STarT Back Screening Tool

82

STarT Back screening tool
1
146
Very higha
No serious
8.2
LOW
psychological score at 6
indirectness
months
a) Risk of bias was assessed using the PROBAST checklist. Where there was more than one study pooled, the overall risk of bias rating was based on the majority of the evidence.

One study 547 reported calibration for the Hancock clinical prediction rule (CPR) as the number of observed events versus predicted events of recovery (as
assessed by being pain free). Although no formal calibration statistics were offered authors reported that at 4 and 12 weeks predicted and actual rates of
recovery were less well calibrated with observed rates being typically about 10% less than predicted rates (very high risk of bias).
6.4.3.3

Reclassification
No reclassification data found.
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146

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

1

Pain catastrophizing scale at
6 months

Table 17: Hicks/Delitto classification versus no risk tool

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Stratified treatment
versus non-stratified treatmentHicks/Delitto (95% CI)

83

QoL (SF-36, PCS,0-100) ≤4 months

78
(1 study)
4 weeks

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (SF-36, pcs,0100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
36.8

The mean QoL (SF-36, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
6.2 higher
(8.74 lower to 21.14 higher)

QoL(SF-36,PCS,0-100) > 4 months

234
(2 studies)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean QoL(SF-36,pcs,0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.59 lower
(3.7 lower to 2.52 higher)

QoL (SF-36, MCS,0-100) ≤4 months

78
(1 study)
4 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (SF-36, MCS,0100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
50.6

The mean QoL (SF-36, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.6 higher
(13.34 lower to 16.54 higher)

QoL(SF-36,MCS,0-100) > 4 months

234
(2 studies)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean QoL(SF-36,MCS,0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.94 higher
(2.24 lower to 4.12 higher)

Pain(NRS,0-10) ≤4 months

156
(1 study)
8 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain(NRS,0-10) ≤ 4
months - new subgroup in the
control groups was
6.2

The mean pain(NRS,0-10) ≤ 4 months new subgroup in the intervention groups
was
0.49 lower
(1.34 lower to 0.36 higher)

Pain(NRS,0-10) > 4 months

156
(1 study)
1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain(NRS,0-10) > 4
months - new subgroup in the
control groups was
6.2

The mean pain(NRS,0-10) > 4 months new subgroup in the intervention groups
was
0.13 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Clinical evidence summary tables: Risk stratification

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

6.4.4

234
(2 studies)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
*

156
(1 study)
8 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.81
(0.65 to
1.02)

Moderate

Responder criteria(NRS>30%
improvement)> 4 months

156
(1 study)
1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

RR 1.04
(0.87 to
1.24)

Moderate

Responder criteria(ODI>30% improvement)
≤4 months

156
(1 study)
8 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.81
(0.55 to
1.19)

Moderate

Responder criteria(ODI>30%
improvement)> 4 months

156
(1 study)
1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.19
(0.99 to
1.43)

Moderate

Number of therapy appointments ≤ 4
months

78
(1 study)
4 weeks

Number of therapy appointments > 4
months

78
(1 study)
1 years

84

Responder criteria(NRS>30% improvement)
≤ 4 months

732 per 1000

744 per 1000

451 per 1000

Risk difference with Stratified treatment
versus non-stratified treatmentHicks/Delitto (95% CI)
(0.83 lower to 1.09 higher)
The mean function(ODI,0-100) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.23 higher
(4.09 lower to 4.54 higher)
139 fewer per 1000
(from 256 fewer to 15 more)

30 more per 1000
(from 97 fewer to 179 more)
86 fewer per 1000
(from 203 fewer to 86 more)

683 per 1000

130 more per 1000
(from 7 fewer to 294 more)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean number of therapy
appointments ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
5.7

The mean number of therapy
appointments ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(1.68 lower to 1.08 higher)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean number of therapy
appointments > 4 months in
the control groups was

The mean number of therapy
appointments > 4 months in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function(ODI,0-100) > 4 months *

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
6.7

Risk difference with Stratified treatment
versus non-stratified treatmentHicks/Delitto (95% CI)
0.5 lower
(2.66 lower to 1.66 higher)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
*Control rate not reported in study, only mean difference given.

Table 18: O’Sullivan classification system versus no risk tool classification

85
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with stratified treatment versus
non-stratified treatment-O'Sullivan Classification
(95% CI)

Pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4 months

94
(1 study)
3 months

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
3.8

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.1 lower
(2.83 to 1.37 lower)

Pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months

94
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
in the control groups was
3.8

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(2.33 to 0.67 lower)

Function(ODI,0-100)≤ 4
months

94
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI,0-100)≤ 4
months in the control groups was
18.5

The mean function(ODI,0-100)≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
10.9 lower
(13.94 to 7.86 lower)

Function(ODI,0-100)> 4
months

94
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean function(ODI,0-100)> 4
months in the control groups was

The mean function(ODI,0-100)> 4 months in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias, imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
19.7

Risk difference with stratified treatment versus
non-stratified treatment-O'Sullivan Classification
(95% CI)
9.8 lower
(14.21 to 5.39 lower)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.

Table 19: STarT Back risk tool versus no risk tool classification
Anticipated absolute effects

86

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) ≤4
months

851
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
5.2

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.3 higher
(0.42 to 4.18 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months

851
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
5.2

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.3 higher
(0.73 to 3.87 higher)

QoL (SF-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months

851
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
2.1

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.58 lower to 1.58 higher)

QoL (SF-12, MCS,0-100) > 4
months

851
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
1.2

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.5 higher

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
1 years

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
(1.39 lower to 2.39 higher)

951
(2 studies)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤> 4 months
in the control groups was
2.06

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤> 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.70 lower
(1.01 lower to 0.39 lower)

Pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months

851
(1 study)
12 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
in the control groups was
-2.8

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(0.58 lower to 0.18 higher)

Function(RMDQ/ODI,0-24)≤ 4
months

951
(2 studies)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI,0-24)≤
4 months in the control groups was
-3.7

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI,0-24)≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.34 lower
(0.47 to 0.2 lower)

Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months

851
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months in the control groups was
-3.3

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months in the intervention groups was
1 lower
(1.89 to 0.11 lower)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months

851
(1 study)
4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months in the control groups was
-1.2

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(1.05 lower to 0.05 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months

851
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months in the control groups was
-1.0

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(0.9 lower to 0.3 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,

851

LOWa

The mean psychological distress

The mean psychological distress (HADS,

87

Pain(VAS/NRS,0-10)≤ 4 months
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Anticipated absolute effects

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

851
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21) > 4
months in the control groups was
-0.9

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(1.08 lower to 0.08 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
0.821

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.02 lower
(0.08 lower to 0.03 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

394
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
0.674

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.03 higher
(0.03 lower to 0.09 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
0.474

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
0.11 higher
(0.01 to 0.21 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) > 4 months
(stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4 months
(stratified) - low risk in the control
groups was
0.773

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4 months
(stratified) - low risk in the intervention
groups was
0.01 higher

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months in the control groups was
-1.4

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
depression subscale, 0-21)≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(0.87 lower to 0.27 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21) > 4
months

88

Outcomes
depression subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(1 study)
4 months

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

394
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
0635

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(0.01 lower to 0.12 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4 months
(stratified) - high risk in the control
groups was
0.458

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4 months
(stratified) - high risk in the intervention
groups was
0.08 higher
(0.02 lower to 0.18 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
1.8

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
1.4 higher
(1.31 lower to 4.11 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

394
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
6.4

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
2.7 higher
(0.39 to 5.01 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
15.8

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
2.5 higher
(1.71 lower to 6.71 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
(0.05 lower to 0.08 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

89

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

392
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
5.7

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
3.1 higher
(0.66 to 5.54 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
6.8

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
1.8 higher
(1.66 lower to 5.26 higher)

QoL (SF-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
1

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(4.58 lower to 1.58 higher)

QoL (SF-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

394
(1 study)
4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
1.1

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(2.01 lower to 2.81 higher)

QoL (SF-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa.b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
4.8

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
0.7 higher
(3.01 lower to 4.41 higher)

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
control groups was
2.4

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
intervention groups was
1.6 higher
(1.19 lower to 4.39 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
12 months

90

QoL (SF-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
0.4

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
1.7 lower
(4.55 lower to 1.15 higher)

QoL (SF-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - Medium
risk

394
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
0.1

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
1.1 higher
(1.53 lower to 3.73 higher)

QoL (SF-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months (stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
3.6

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
1.9 higher
(1.83 lower to 5.63 higher)

Pain(VAS/NPRS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - Low-Risk

250
(2 studies)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - low-risk in the
control groups was
-1.2

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - low-risk in the
intervention groups was
0.14 lower
(0.68 lower to 0.4 higher)

Pain(VAS/NPRS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - Medium-risk

437
(2 studies)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - medium-risk in
the control groups was
-1.5

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - medium-risk in the
intervention groups was
0.81 lower
(1.25 to 0.37 lower)

Pain(VAS/NPRS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - High-risk

264
(2 studies)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - high-risk in the
control groups was

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months(stratified) - high-risk in the
intervention groups was

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

91

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
-2.15

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
0.76 lower
(1.43 to 0.1 lower)

221
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - low risk in the control
groups was
-1.7

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - low risk in the intervention
groups was
0 higher
(0.66 lower to 0.66 higher)

Pain(VAS/NPRS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - Medium risk

394
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
-3

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(0.87 lower to 0.27 higher)

Pain(VAS/NPRS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - high risk in the control
groups was
-3.6

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - high risk in the intervention
groups was
0.1 lower
(0.92 lower to 0.72 higher)

Function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4 months
(stratified) - Low-Risk

250
(2 studies)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4
months (stratified) - low-risk in the
control groups was
-3.45

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4
months (stratified) - low-risk in the
intervention groups was
0.22 standard deviations lower
(0.48 lower to 0.05 higher)

Function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4 months
(stratified) - Medium-risk

437
(2 studies)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4
months (stratified) - medium-risk in
the control groups was
-2.1

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4
months (stratified) - medium-risk in the
intervention groups was
0.39 standard deviations lower
(0.59 to 0.18 lower)

Function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4 months

264

VERY LOWa,b,c

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4

The mean function(RMDQ/ODI)≤ 4

92

Pain(VAS/NPRS,0-10)> 4 months
(stratified) - Low Risk

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
months (stratified) - high-risk in the
control groups was
-5.6

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
months (stratified) - high-risk in the
intervention groups was
0.38 standard deviations lower
(0.64 to 0.12 lower)

93

Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-1.2

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.72 lower to 0.92 higher)

Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - Medium
risk

394
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
-3.6

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
1.3 lower
(2.59 to 0.01 lower)

Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-4.8

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
1.1 lower
(2.89 lower to 0.69 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-0.9

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.3 higher
(0.66 lower to 1.26 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

394
(1 study)
4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016
Outcomes
(stratified) - High-risk

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(2 studies)
≤4 months

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-2.2

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)≤ 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
0.6 lower
(1.8 lower to 0.6 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-0.8

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - low risk in the intervention
groups was
0.3 higher
(0.75 lower to 1.35 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - Medium
risk

394
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
-0.6

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(1.58 lower to 0.18 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-1.7

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.71 lower to 0.91 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)≤ 4

221
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21)> 4

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4 months

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
-0.8

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
0.9 lower
(1.68 to 0.12 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

94

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21) ≤4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

394
(1 study)
4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
-1.2

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(1.24 lower to 0.24 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21) ≤4
months(stratified) - High risk

236
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-1.9

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - high risk in the intervention
groups was
1.1 lower
(2.17 to 0.03 lower)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - Low Risk

221
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-0.2

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - low risk in the intervention
groups was
0 higher
(0.96 lower to 0.96 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - Medium
risk

394
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in
the control groups was
-1

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(1.09 lower to 0.49 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,

236

VERY LOWa,b

The mean psychological distress

The mean psychological distress (HADS,

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control
months (stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-0.2

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
(stratified) - low risk in the intervention
groups was
0.1 lower
(1.02 lower to 0.82 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

95

Outcomes
months(stratified) - Low Risk

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
4 months

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Responder criteria(patients with
> 30% improvement in pain)≤ 4
months

100
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 2.25
(1.11 to
4.55)

212 per 1000

265 more per 1000
(from 23 more to 753 more)

Responder criteria(patients with
> 30% improvement in painSTRATIFIED)≤ 4 months - low risk

29
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.93
(0.29 to
3.03)

286 per 1000

20 fewer per 1000
(from 203 fewer to 580 more)

Responder criteria(patients with
> 30% improvement in painSTRATIFIED)≤ 4 months medium risk

43
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 3.87
(1.06 to
14.09)

167 per 1000

478 more per 1000
(from 10 more to 1000 more)

Responder criteria(patients with
> 30% improvement in painSTRATIFIED)≤ 4 months - high
risk

28
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 2.67
(0.4 to
17.74)

143 per 1000

239 more per 1000
(from 86 fewer to 1000 more)

Responder criteria(patients with
> 30% improvement in
function)≤ 4 months

100
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.84
(1.09 to
3.08)

333 per 1000

280 more per 1000
(from 30 more to 693 more)

Responder criteria(% age of
patients with > 30%
improvement in ODISTRATIFIEDI)≤ 4 months - low
risk

29
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.24
(0.58 to
2.68)

429 per 1000

103 more per 1000
(from 180 fewer to 720 more)

Responder criteria(% age of

43

VERY LOWa,b

RR 4.26

167 per 1000

544 more per 1000

Risk with control
(HADS, depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-1.5

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4 months
(stratified) - high risk in the intervention
groups was
1.2 lower
(2.43 lower to 0.03 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

96

Outcomes
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months (stratified) - High risk

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(1 study)
12 months

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
(1.18 to
15.39)

28
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.22
(0.47 to
3.15)

Risk with control

429 per 1000

Risk difference with stratified
treatment versus non-stratified
treatment-STarT Back (95% CI)
(from 30 more to 1000 more

94 more per 1000
(from 227 fewer to 921 more)

a

97

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
c
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because of Heterogeneity, I2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.

Table 20: STarT Back risk tool versus no risk tool classification (IMPaCT cohort)
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months

922
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months in the control group was
3.9

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(2 lower to 1.6 higher)

QoL (SF-12, MCS,0-100) > 4
months

922
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
2.1

The mean QoL (sf-12, MCS,0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(2.05 lower to 1.65 higher)

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care (IMPaCT)

Risk difference with STarT Back Group
(95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Responder criteria(% age of
patients with > 30%
improvement in ODISTRATIFIEDI)≤ 4 months - high
risk

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Risk assessment tools and stratification

NICE, 2016
Outcomes
patients with > 30%
improvement in ODISTRATIFIEDI)≤ 4 months medium risk

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(1 study)
≤4 months

The mean pain(NRS,0-10)> 4 months in
the control groups was
-1.9

The mean pain(NRS,0-10)> 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(0.59 lower to 0.19 higher)

Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4 months

922
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months in the control groups was
-2.7

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(1.27 lower to 0.27 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months

922
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4 months in the
control groups was
-1.2

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(0.8 lower to 0.4 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21) > 4
months

922
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21) > 4 months in
the control groups was
-1.4

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(0.91 lower to 0.11 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

922
(1 study)
2 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
0.809

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0.03 lower to 0.04 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

922
(1 study)
2 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
0.689

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.02 lower
(0.06 lower to 0.02 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - High risk

922
(1 study)
2 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
0.431

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) ≤4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
0.06 higher
(0.01 to 0.12 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) > 4

922

VERY LOWa

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4
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922
(1 study)
6 months

98

Pain(VAS,0-10)> 4 months

months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
0.812

months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.03 lower to 0.04 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

922
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
0.688

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0.03 lower to 0.04 higher)

QoL (EQ-5D,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - High risk

922
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
0.543

The mean QoL (eq-5d,0-1) > 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
0.07 higher
(0.02 to 0.12 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

350
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
2.6

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(2.98 lower to 3.78 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

383
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
4.0

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
1.7 lower
(4.39 lower to 0.99 higher)

QoL (SF-12, PCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - High risk

189
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
6.1

The mean QoL (sf-12, pcs,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
3.8 higher
(0.19 lower to 7.79 higher)

QoL (SF-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

350
(1 study)

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
0.2

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(3.87 lower to 2.07 higher)
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(1 study)
6 months

99

months(stratified) - Low Risk

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
2.0

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.8 higher
(1.95 lower to 3.55 higher)

QoL (SF-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - High risk

189
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
6.4

The mean QoL (sf-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
1.6 higher
(2.78 lower to 5.98 higher)

Pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

350
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-0.8

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(0.43 lower to 0.83 higher)

Pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

383
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
-2.4

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.1 lower
(0.72 lower to 0.52 higher)

Pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - High risk

189
(1 study)
6

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-2.9

The mean pain(VAS,0-10)> 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
1 lower
(1.84 to 0.16 lower)

Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4 months
(stratified) - Low Risk

350
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-0.9

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.15 lower to 1.15 higher)

Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4 months
(stratified) - Medium risk

383
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.1 lower
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QoL (SF-12,MCS,0-100) > 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

(1.37 lower to 1.17 higher)

189
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
-4.8

The mean function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4
months (stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
2.5 lower
(4.3 to 0.7 lower)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

350
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control groups was
-0.6

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.1 higher
(0.79 lower to 0.99 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

383
(1 study)
06 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was
-1.0

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(0.98 lower to 0.58 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - High risk

189
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-2.7

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
anxiety subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
0.6 lower
(2.05 lower to 0.85 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - Low Risk

350
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
control
groups was
-0.6

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - low risk in the
intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(1.06 lower to 0.66 higher)

Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - Medium risk

383
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
control groups was

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - medium risk in the
intervention groups was
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Function(RMDQ,0-24)> 4 months
(stratified) - High risk
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a

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
control groups was
-2.7

The mean psychological distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - high risk in the
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(2.66 to 0.34 lower)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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189
(1 study)
6 months

0 higher
(0.68 lower to 0.68 higher)
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Psychological Distress (HADS,
depression subscale, 0-21)> 4
months(stratified) - High risk

-1.4
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6.4.5
6.4.5.1

Economic evidence
Published literature – Risk assessment tools
No relevant economic evaluations were identified.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

6.4.5.2

Published literature – Risk stratification
Three economic evaluations, reported in 7 papers were identified with the relevant comparison and
have been included in this review17,144,146,220,539-541. These are summarised in the economic evidence
profiles below (Table 21 and Table 22) and the economic evidence tables in Appendix I.
One economic evaluation relating to this review question was identified but was excluded due to
limited applicability and the availability of more applicable evidence.151 This is listed in Appendix M,
with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Apeldoorn
201217
(Netherlands)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations
Potentially
serious
limitations
(b)

Other comments

104

Within-trial (RCT, associated
clinical paper Apeldoorn2012A)
Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
Population: Adults with low back
pain (with or without sciatica)
Two comparators in full analysis:
1. Usual physical therapy care
based on Dutch physical
therapy low back pain
guidelines.
2. Hicks/Delitto classification
based interventions: spinal
manipulation, stabilisation
exercises or direction specific
exercises for a minimum of 4
weeks.
Follow-up: 1 year

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1: Saves
£69 (95% CI:
-£312 to
£226; p=NR)

2-1: 0.02
QALYs (95%
CI: -0.03 to
0.08; p=NR)

Intervention 2
dominates
intervention 1
(lower costs
and higher
QALYs)

(c)

(d)

Uncertainty
Bootstrapping of ICER conducted
but only from a societal
perspective not a health care
provider perspective. Therefore
this is not reported here.
Bootstrapping of costs conducted
and confidence intervals are
presented here.
Additional sensitivity analyses
were conducted (including using a
per-protocol analysis and
complete cases only) however
these were all from a societal
perspective and so are not
reported here.

(a) Dutch resource use data (2008-2010) and unit costs (2009) may not reflect current NHS context. Dutch EQ-5D tariff used. Not all risk stratification tools from the review protocol are
included in this study.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so may not reflect full body of evidence for this comparison; Apeldoorn 2012A is 1 of 2 studies in the clinical review for risk stratification comparing
Hicks/Delitto. Bootstrapping of ICER not undertaken.
(c) 2009 Dutch Euros converted using 2009 purchasing power parities394. Cost components include: Primary care utilisation including: GP contacts, physical and manual therapy, psychologist
and professional home care. Secondary care utilisation including: X-ray, MRI scan, outpatient specialist visit, hospitalisation, herniated nucleus pulposus surgery, outpatient
rehabilitation, epidural injection and facet denervation.
(d) EQ-5D collected baseline and 1 year follow-up. Dutch EQ-5D tariff.

Table 22: Economic evidence profile: STarT Back versus current best practice/usual care
Study

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty
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Table 21: Economic evidence profile: Hicks/Delitto versus usual physical therapy care

Limitations

Other comments

Whitehurst
2012540/Hill
2011220 (UK)

Directly
applicable (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations

Within-trial (RCT, associated
clinical paper Hill 2011)
Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
Population: Adults with low back
pain (with or without sciatica)
Two comparators in full analysis:
 Current best practice: STarT
Back stratification followed by
physiotherapist assessment
lasting 30 minutes which
included initial treatment
advice and exercise with the
option for onward referral for
further physiotherapy, based
on physiotherapist clinical
judgement.
 STarT Back stratification
followed by one of 3 treatment
pathways based on risk.
Physiotherapist assessment
lasting 30 minutes, including
initial treatment with advice on
promoting appropriate levels
of activity, return to work and
a pamphlet about local
exercise venues and self-help
groups. All shown a 15-minute
educational video and given
the Back Book.
- Low risk group only received
above initial session.
- Medium risk group referred for

(b)

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1: saves
£30.64

2-1: 0.039
QALYs

(c)

(d)

Intervention 2
dominates
intervention 1
(lower costs
and higher
QALYs)

Uncertainty
Bootstrapping of ICER undertaken
however this included private
healthcare costs as well as NHS
costs. Therefore this is not
reported here. Sensitivity analyses
were conducted using the
complete case analysis rather than
the primary imputed analysis.
Intervention 2 remained dominant
(lower costs and higher QALYs).
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Study

105

Limitations

Other comments
standardised physiotherapy
sessions.
- High risk group referred for
psychologically-informed
physiotherapy sessions.
Follow-up: 1 year

Whitehurst
2015539,541/Fo
ster
2014144,146
(UK)

Directly
applicable (e)

Potentially
serious
limitations (f)

Within-trial (cohort study,
associated clinical paper Foster
2014)
Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
Population: Adults with low back
pain (with or without sciatica)
Two comparators in full analysis:
 Usual care: Family physician
management involving
assessment, advice,
medication, sickness
certification and referral for
investigations or further
treatment as appropriate,
based on clinical judgement.
Community based physical
therapists managed patients
using clinical judgement to
determine content and
number of treatment sessions.
 STarT Back stratification
followed by one of 3 treatment
pathways based on risk.
- Low risk group: family physician
provided written information on
self-management and advice to

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2−1: saves
£4.89 (g)

2−1: 0.003
QALYs (h)

Intervention 2
dominates
intervention 1
(lower costs
and higher
QALYs)

Uncertainty

Bootstrapping of ICER undertaken
however this included private
healthcare costs as well as NHS
costs and was done by risk group
only. Therefore this is not
reported here. Sensitivity analyses
were conducted using the
complete case analysis rather than
the primary imputed analysis.
Intervention 2 remained dominant
(lower costs and higher QALYs).
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Study

Limitations

107

Other comments
keep active, prescription of pain
medication where appropriate
and reassurance regarding good
prognosis. Single physical
therapy session which included a
minimal package of assessment,
education and support for selfmanagement.
- Medium risk group: Family
physician encouraged to refer
patients to physical therapy and
address their back-related
concerns highlighted by
stratification tool. Physical
therapy intervention focused on
reducing pain and disability using
activity, exercise and manual
therapy and encouraging
patients in early return to work.
- High risk group: Family
physician encouraged to refer
patients to physical therapy and
address their back-related
concerns highlighted by
stratification tool.
Psychologically-informed
physical therapy provided.
Follow-up: 6 months

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty

(a) Not all risk stratification tools from the review protocol are included in this study.
(b) Within-trial analysis: Hill 2011 is 1 of 2 studies included in the clinical review for risk stratification comparing STarT Back. Bootstrapping of ICER from NHS and PSS perspective not
undertaken.
(c) 2008/2009 UK pounds. Cost components include: Intervention cost; primary care utilisation including: GP and nurse contacts; secondary care utilisation including: NHS and private
consultant contacts, X-ray, MRI scan, CT scan, blood tests epidural injections (NHS and private) and private diagnostic tests; other healthcare professional contacts including additional
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(h)
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(d)
(e)
(f)

physiotherapy (NHS and private); out of pocket treatments and prescribed medication. Hill 2011 presented total healthcare costs that included both NHS and private healthcare resource
use, these were recalculated and costs presented here are for NHS only healthcare resource use only.
EQ-5D collected baseline and 12 months follow-up. QALYs were calculated using the area under the curve approach adjusted for baseline utility. UK EQ-5D tariff.
Not all risk stratification tools from the protocol are included in study.
A longer time horizon may be preferable if effects may persist beyond 6 months. Source of unit costs not reported. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available
evidence for this comparison; Foster 2014 is 1 of 2 studies included in risk stratification review comparing STarT Back to usual care. Appropriate bootstrapping of ICER not undertaken.
2008/2009 UK pounds. Cost components include: Primary care utilisation including: GP and nurse contacts; physiotherapy service; secondary care utilisation including: consultant
contacts, admissions, radiograph, MRI scan, CT scan, blood tests epidural injections; other healthcare professional contacts including acupuncture and osteopathy; and prescribed
medication. Foster 2014 presented total healthcare costs that included both NHS and private healthcare resource use, these were recalculated and costs presented here are for NHS only
healthcare resource use only.
EQ-5D collected baseline, 2 and 6 months follow-up. QALYs were calculated using the area under the curve approach adjusted for baseline utility. UK EQ-5D tariff.
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6.5 Evidence statements
6.5.1
6.5.1.1

Clinical
Risk assessment tools
ÖREBRO tool
High to low quality evidence from single studies (n=61 to n=296) showed that the ÖREBRO tool had a
moderate level of discrimination and low calibration for predicting functional improvement.
ÖREBRO tool / Acute low back pain screening questionnaire ÖREBRO
High to low quality evidence from single studies (n=56 to n=296) showed that the ÖREBRO tool had a
moderate level of discrimination and low level of calibration for predicting functional improvement,
and a low level of calibration for predicting pain. There was no discrimination data for pain.
STarT Back tool
High to low quality evidence (n=53 to n=1594) showed that the STarT Back tool had a high level of
discrimination and moderate calibration for predicting functional improvement, and moderate level
of discrimination and low level of calibration for predicting pain.
Functional rating index (FRI) questionnaire
Very low quality evidence from a single study (n=131) showed that the FRI questionnaire had a high
level of discrimination for predicting functional improvement. There was no other data reported for
this tool.
ODI questionnaire
Very low quality evidence from a single study (n=131) showed that the ODI questionnaire had a high
level of discrimination for predicting functional improvement. There was no other data reported for
this tool.
Chronic pain risk item set
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=571) showed that the Chronic pain risk item set had a
high level of discrimination for predicting pain. There was no other data reported for this tool.
Hancock CPR
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=937) showed that the Hancock CPR had a moderate level
of discrimination for predicting pain. There was no other data reported for this tool.
Fear Avoidance Beliefs questionnaire
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=146) showed that the Fear Avoidance Beliefs
questionnaire had a moderate level of calibration for predicting functional improvement, and low
level of calibration for predicting pain. There was no other data reported for this tool.
Pain catastrophising scale
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=146) showed that the Pain catastrophising scale had a
moderate level of calibration for predicting functional improvement, and low level of calibration for
predicting pain. There was no other data reported for this tool.
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Tampa scale of kinesiphobia
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=146) showed that the Tampa scale of kinesiphobia scale
had a moderate level of calibration for predicting functional improvement, and low level of
calibration for predicting pain. There was no other data reported for this tool.
Patient health questionnaire
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=146) showed that the patient heath questionnaire had a
moderate level of calibration for predicting functional improvement, and low level of calibration for
predicting pain. There was no other data reported for this tool.
6.5.1.2

Risk stratification
Hicks/Delitto classification
Evidence from 2 studies demonstrated no clinical difference between the Hicks/ Delitto classification
tool compared with no risk tool for quality of life measured by the mental and physical component
scores of the SF-36 (2 studies, very low quality, n=234) except for the physical component score of
the SF-36 which demonstrated a clinical benefit favouring stratified treatment at ≤ 4 months. There
was no clinical difference between the Hicks/Delitto tools compared to no risk tool for the majority
of outcomes reported (pain, function and healthcare utilisation) although clinical benefit for
stratified treatment for responders to pain improvement at ≤ 4 months was demonstrated in a
single, low quality study (n=156).There was also clinical benefit reported for responders in
improvement in function at > 4 months (1 study, very low quality, n=156).
O’Sullivan classification system
Evidence from one study demonstrated a clinical benefit of stratified treatment using the O’ Sullivan
classification tool when compared with no risk tool for pain in both the short (≤ 4 months) and long
term (> 4 months) and for function in the short term only (low-very low quality, n=94). No clinical
difference was reported between the O’Sullivan classification compared to no risk tool for function at
the >4 months’ time period.
STarT Back risk tool
Overall evidence comparing the STarT Back risk tool with no risk tool demonstrated no clinical
difference for most of the outcomes (quality of life (Mental component score), pain, function,
psychological distress) reported from a single, low quality study (n=851). However, clinical benefit for
quality of life measured by the physical component score of the SF-36 was shown to favour the use
of stratified treatment at both the short (≤ 4 months) and long (>4 months) term time points.
When the individual stratified groups from the STarT Back classification of low, medium and high risk
category patients were compared with no risk tool, a clinical benefit favouring stratified treatment
for quality of life measured by EQ-5D was seen in the high risk category patients at ≤ 4 months ( very
low quality, n=236) and in the medium and high risk category patients at > 4 months (very low
quality, n=394 and n=236).Similarly a clinical benefit favouring stratified treatment for quality of life
measured by the physical component score of the SF-36 was demonstrated in both the medium and
high risk patients at the ≤ 4 months’ time point (very low quality, n=394 and n=236) as well as in the
medium risk patients at > 4 months (very low quality, n=392). There was also clinical benefit in
function favouring stratified treatment for the high risk category patients in the short term (≤4
months) (very low quality, n=236). Lastly, clinical benefit in responder criteria for improvement in
pain and function was seen in the overall group as well each stratified risk group at the ≤ 4 month
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follow up (low-very low quality, n=951). There was no clinical difference between the STarT Back risk
tool compared to no risk tool for all other outcomes reported at any time point.
STarT Back risk tool (IMPaCT cohort)
Overall evidence comparing the STarT Back risk tool with no risk tool demonstrated no clinical
difference for any outcome reported (quality of life, pain, function and psychological distress) from a
single study (very low quality evidence, n=922).
When the individual stratified groups from the STarT Back classification of low, medium and high risk
category patients were compared with no risk tool, a clinical benefit favouring stratified treatment
for quality of life measured by EQ-5D was seen in the high risk category patients at ≤ 4 months and >
4 months’ time points (very low quality, n=922). Clinical benefit for stratified treatment in patients
identified as being at high risk was also demonstrated for quality of life measured by the physical
component score of the SF-36, pain and function at the > 4 month follow-up (very low quality,
n=189). There was no clinical difference between the STarT Back risk tool compared to no risk tool
for all other outcomes reported at any time point.

6.5.2

Economic
No relevant economic evaluations were identified for risk assessment tools.
One cost-utility analysis found that in adults with low back pain (with or without sciatica)
Hicks/Delitto classification based intervention dominated (less costly and more effective) compared
to usual physical therapy care. This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially
serious limitations.
Two cost-utility analyses found that in adults with low back pain (with or without sciatica) STarT Back
stratification based intervention based intervention dominated (less costly and more effective)
compared to current best practice/usual care. These analyses were assessed as directly applicable
with potentially serious limitations.

6.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 1. Consider using risk stratification (for example, the STarT Back risk
assessment tool) at first point of contact with a healthcare professional
for each new episode of low back pain with or without sciatica to inform
shared decision-making about stratified management.
2. Based on risk stratification, consider:
 simpler and less intensive support for people with low back pain with
or without sciatica likely to improve quickly and have a good
outcome (for example, reassurance, advice to keep active and
guidance on self-management)
 more complex and intensive support for people with low back pain
with or without sciatica at higher risk of a poor outcome (for
example, exercise programmes with or without manual therapy or
using a psychological approach).
Relative values of
different outcomes

Risk assessment
For the risk assessment review, the outcomes assessed were grouped together in
terms of the following accuracy measures: discrimination, calibration, and
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reclassification. The GDG agreed that calibration and reclassification were the
outcomes that were critical for decision-making. Discrimination was considered as
important.
Evidence was found for both discrimination (in terms of AUC and sensitivity and
specificity) and for calibration (in terms of R2 values) for the outcomes of pain and
function. No evidence was found for reclassification. All of the studies were
conducted in a low back pain population (2 of which had a mixed population of
people either with or without additional sciatica).
Risk stratification
For the risk stratification review, the GDG agreed that health-related quality of life,
pain severity, function, and psychological distress were the outcomes that were
critical for decision-making. Responder criteria, adverse events (morbidity and
mortality), and healthcare utilisation were also considered as important.
Evidence was found for all of the outcomes except for adverse events (morbidity and
mortality). All of the studies were conducted in a population of low back pain with or
without sciatica.
Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Risk assessment
Data was available for the following tools: ÖREBRO, STarT Back, functional rating
index, ODI, fear avoidance beliefs, pain catastrophising scale, Tampa kinesiophobia
scale, patient health questionnaire, and the Hancock CPR. The evidence for
discrimination was available for the following tools ÖREBRO, STarT Back, functional
rating index and ODI. For calibration there was evidence for ÖREBRO, fear avoidance
beliefs, pain catastrophising scale, Tampa kinesiophobia scale, patient health
questionnaire, STarT Back, and the Hancock CPR.
The GDG noted that there was no data for reclassification, however it was thought
this may be because this is often performed as part of derivation or validation of the
tools, so it may just be unreported in the publications included in this review.
ÖREBRO
The evidence showed moderate discrimination for predicting function at thresholds
of 112 and 113 of the ÖREBRO, however at thresholds lower than this, the
discrimination was poor. There was no pain discrimination data reported. The
evidence for calibration showed that the tool was poor for both function and pain. It
was also noted that this tool consisted of 21 questions, which would take
considerable time to complete, which although feasible in a trial context, would not
be appropriate for routine use in a primary care setting. The GDG therefore
considered that the evidence for the ÖREBRO tool was insufficient and the accuracy
was not good enough to warrant a recommendation
STarT Back
The evidence showed that there was a high- moderate level of discrimination for
predicting pain and function. There was also a moderate level of calibration of 4246% for predicting functional outcome and 8-17% of predicting pain outcomes. The
GDG therefore agreed that there was sufficient evidence and levels of discrimination
and calibration to consider STarT Back as a reasonably useful risk assessment tool
with regards to functional outcome. Additionally this tool only takes a few minutes
to complete, which would be feasible to use in clinical practice.
Functional Rating Index
The evidence showed a high level of discrimination for predicting function, however
there was no evidence for pain, and no calibration data was reported by any of the
studies. The GDG therefore considered that the evidence for the functional rating
index was insufficient to recommend it, despite it being a fairly quick tool to use.
ODI
The evidence showed a high level of discrimination for predicting function, however
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there was no evidence for pain, and no calibration data was reported by any of the
studies. The GDG therefore considered that the evidence for the ODI tool was
insufficient to recommend it, despite it being an easy tool to use.
Fear avoidance beliefs
There was no evidence for discrimination, however, the evidence for calibration
showed a moderate level of calibration for function, but a very low level for pain.
This tool also consists of 11 questions which may take too long to complete for it to
be appropriate for use in clinical practice. The GDG therefore considered that the
evidence for the tool was insufficient to recommend it.
Pain catastrophising scale
There was no evidence for discrimination, however, the evidence for calibration
showed a moderate level of calibration for function, but a very low level for pain.
The GDG therefore considered that the evidence for the tool was insufficient to
recommend it. It was also noted that this tool consisted of 13 questions, which
would take a long time to complete, which although is feasible in a trial context, it
would not be appropriate for clinical practice.
Tampa scale of kinesiophobia
There was no data for discrimination, however, the evidence showed a moderate
level of calibration for predicting function but a very low level for predicting pain.
This tool also consists of 11 questions which may take too long to complete for it to
be appropriate in clinical practice. The GDG therefore considered that the evidence
for this tool was insufficient to recommend it.
Chronic pain risk set
The evidence showed a moderate level of discrimination for predicting pain but
there was no data for function. There was also no calibration data. It was also noted
that this tool consisted of 22 questions, which would take a long time to complete,
which although is feasible in a trial context, it would not be appropriate for clinical
practice. The GDG therefore considered that the evidence for this tool was
insufficient to recommend it.
Patient health questionnaire
There was no data for discrimination; however the evidence showed a moderate
level of calibration for predicting function but a very low level for predicting pain.
The GDG therefore considered that the evidence for this tool was insufficient to
recommend it, despite it being reasonably easy to use.
Hancock CPR
The evidence showed a poor level of discrimination and calibration for predicting
pain, however there was no data for function. The GDG therefore considered that
the evidence for this tool was insufficient to recommend it, despite it being a -an
easy tool to use.
Summary
The GDG discussed that sensitive tests were very important in primary care when
ruling out a diagnosis. The sensitivity of the STarT Back tool was 80% comparing
people of low risk versus those of medium + high risk. Therefore, the false negative
rate was 20%.
In terms of predicting functional outcomes, the AUC results were found to be best
for STarT Back (C-statistic=0.82 in primary care), functional rating index and ODI. In
terms of predicting the outcome of pain intensity, the AUC results were best for
STarT Back (C-statistic=0.66 in primary care), and Hancock CPR.
The GDG noted that in terms of calibration, for all the tools reviewed, the R2 values
were generally low (particularly for pain outcomes). However, the GDG considered
that because no test will be both highly sensitive and highly specific, an R2 value of
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40% (as shown by STarT Back trial for function), would be sufficient for the purposes
of this review.
The GDG considered that for most of the tools there was either no evidence or poor
evidence for the accuracy of either one of the outcomes of function or pain.
However STarT Back had both calibration and discrimination evidence for both of
these outcomes, and several studies reported this tool. The evidence for STarT Back
was also amongst the more accurate of the tools. The GDG considered that people
whose treatment was stratified based on the STarT Back tool fared better when
considering the intervention population as a whole, but noted that some people
would be misclassified by the tool. The GDG therefore reflected this in
recommending that a stratification tool should be considered as an assessment tool
at point of first contact, thereby allowing people re-presenting to be considered for
further treatment. The GDG also reflected the predictive value of the tool by
recommending that the tool should support but not replace clinical decision-making.
Risk stratification
Data was available for the following tools: Hicks/Delitto classification system,
O’Sullivan classification system, and STarT Back. All studies compared stratified care
(based on tools) versus usual care (non-stratified care).
Hicks/Delitto tool
The GDG agreed that the classification tool was based on clinical prediction rules;
combining key information from clinical history and physical examination studies.
However, it was noted that tools discussed in this review were only validated for
people suffering from low back pain and not a sciatica population. There was a
clinically important difference favouring the stratification system for the outcomes
of quality of life (SF-36 physical component) only in the short term but no difference
was reported for the SF-36 mental component, pain or function at any time point.
O’Sullivan tool
The evidence showed a clinically important difference favouring the stratification
system for the outcomes of pain (short and longer term) and for function (ODI) in the
short term, which was not carried through in the longer term.
STarT Back tool
Evidence showed a clinically important effect favouring the risk stratification
(compared to no stratification) for the following:
 Quality of life; SF-12 physical component in both the short term for the overall
population and the medium and high risk stratified groups and in the longer term
for the overall population and the medium risk stratified group. EQ-5D in the short
term for the high risk stratified group and in the longer term for the medium and
high risk stratified groups.
 Responder criteria for improvement in pain and function in the short term for both
the overall population as well as all stratified risk groups.
There were no clinically important differences for the aforementioned outcomes at
the other follow-up times or in the other stratified risk groups. Pain, function (other
measures), psychological distress and the mental component of quality of life also
showed no clinically important difference for the overall population or each of the
stratified risk groups. However, further evidence from an impact study showed a
clinically important effect favouring risk stratification (compared to no stratification)
in the high risk stratified group for quality of life (EQ-5D and SF-12 physical), pain,
and function. All evidence was for the long-term follow-up and none was reported
for the short term. There was no clinically significant difference for the low or
medium risk groups for these outcomes, nor for any of the risk groups in terms of
the mental component of SF-12 and psychological distress. The GDG noted that
although some of the effects were clinically important, the evidence was of very low
quality due to being non-randomised and therefore prone to selection bias and lack
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of blinding to key confounders. The GDG felt it was appropriate that less weight be
placed on evidence from this non-randomised study due to the high risk of bias
attached to the effects.
The GDG were concerned that the intervention in the low risk group might be
misinterpreted as ‘no treatment’ and noted that the low risk group identified in the
RCT assessing STarT Back received a package of care comprising advice and
education (with booklet and video) delivered by a physiotherapist during the course
of a 30 min appointment in addition to usual care. The GDG were concerned that
commissioners and clinicians, by misinterpreting ‘low risk’ as being synonymous with
‘no treatment’ might deny these patients appropriate and effective care.
The GDG considered that if the people stratified to the low risk group continued to
experience pain they may return to their GP (or other healthcare provider) and be
offered clinically appropriate treatment. It was emphasised that STarT Back is a
decision support tool and not a substitute for clinical acumen.
It was also discussed that one of the trials relating to STarT Back is only validated in a
primary care setting at first point of contact. It was clarified that this did not imply
first consultation for low back pain, and may represent a range of durations of pain
for different people and at different stages in the patient pathway. As the
questionnaire is only validated at first point of contact, it was agreed that it was not
appropriate to apply the tool again if the person returned for the same episode. The
second trial however was based on the implementation of STarT Back in a secondary
care outpatient setting. The GDG felt that this range of settings balanced the
evidence. The GDG agreed that one of the strengths of the tool was that it correctly
identified more patients who were in the low risk category compared to non-use of
the tool, thus giving the healthcare provider confidence in the management of the
patient after the first initial treatment. It was acknowledged that avoidance of
overtreatment in patients where it was not required was a real benefit of the tool
with potential to save time and money if implemented correctly.
The GDG also noted that STarT Back performs better than non-use of the tool in
people at high risk compared to medium or low risk groups. The GDG discussed that
the value of the tool may be in identifying those with a poorer prognosis and
ensuring they get more intensive treatment without delay.
Summary
The GDG agreed that an essential part of stratification was not just identifying
subgroups at risk of poor outcome but also informing appropriate management and
therefore agreed it was important to make clear in the recommendation that
management should be tailored as a result of stratification. The GDG was not able to
recommend any specific risk assessment tool or sets of interventions for stratified
management based on the evidence included in this review. However the GDG
agreed that based on risk stratification, simpler and less intensive support should be
considered for people with low back pain or sciatica likely to improve quickly and
have a good outcome (for example, reassurance, advice to keep active and guidance
on self-management), while more complex and intensive support should be offered
to those at higher risk of a poor outcome (for example, exercise programmes with or
without manual therapy or using a psychological approach).
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Three relevant economic evaluations were identified for risk stratification. One costutility analysis found that in adults with low back pain (with or without sciatica)
Hicks/Delitto classification based intervention was dominant (less costly and more
effective) than usual physical therapy care. This analysis was assessed as partially
applicable with potentially serious limitations. The GDG considered this evidence in
conjunction with the clinical evidence for Hicks/Delitto and considered that there
was insufficient evidence of clinical effect to recommend it exclusively.
One cost-utility analysis based on an RCT220,540 found that in adults with low back
pain (with or without sciatica) STarT Back stratification followed by interventions
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based on the risk group was dominant (less costly and more effective) compared to
current best practice/usual care. Another paper based on a cohort study 146,539
reported similar conclusions; however there was greater uncertainty around the
magnitude of cost savings and health gain. The GDG agreed that these studies show
that stratifying people into risk groups and offering intervention based on them is
cost effective, however the details of the interventions to be offered to each risk
group could not be established as studies did not compare alternative options for
each group. These analyses were assessed as directly applicable with potentially
serious limitations. Of note, one analysis was based on an RCT and the other on an
implementation cohort trial of STarT Back.
Based on the clinical and cost-effectiveness evidence, the GDG recommended that a
risk stratification tool should be considered at first consultations in primary care for
stratification and risk-adjusted interventions for people in whom a specific treatment
is being considered. No economic evaluations were identified for risk assessment
tool. The GDG discussed the importance of assessment tools that are easy and quick
to conduct in practice. It was noted that the STarT Back tool is short and can be
completed in a few minutes and was therefore given as an example of the tool that
could be used in the recommendation.
Quality of evidence

Risk assessment
The evidence was rated as low or very low quality for all of the outcomes and risk
assessment tools, except for ÖREBRO which was graded as high quality (for both
discrimination and calibration). The reduction in quality for evidence relating to the
other tools was based upon them being at high risk of bias due to outcome reporting
bias, and attrition bias (using the PROBAST checklist criteria). The evidence for the
tools came mostly from single trials, using a range of cut-off threshold values,
however there were more studies reporting on STarT Back and ÖMSPQ than the
other tools. It was noted that obtaining an adequate sample size is a particular
challenge in conducting a good quality stratification study as sample sizes are usually
required to be 4 times higher to detect differences in subgroups. Most of the studies
included in the review were small, except for those looking at the chronic pain risk
item set, Hancock CPR and STarT Back. However the evidence for chronic pain risk
item set and Hancock CPR came only from single studies, whereas the evidence for
STarT Back came from several studies (most of which were very large).
There was insufficient data reported in the trials to be able to calculate complete 2 x
2 tables for sensitivity and specificity, and that most of the studies reported AUC
values. The GDG noted that AUC data has methodological limitations and is less
robust than calibration data, in terms of assessing the accuracy of a tool at predicting
outcome.
Risk stratification
The evidence was rated as low or very low quality for all of the outcomes, mainly due
to risk of bias (and sometimes due to additional imprecision). The evidence from
randomised studies was at high risk of bias mainly due lack of appropriate blinding to
the key confounders that could influence the outcome. The evidence was mainly
from single studies with a reasonable sample size.
Evidence from a non-randomised study also had selection bias associated with it
which coupled with lack of appropriate blinding meant that there was serious risk of
bias attached to the effects reported from this study.
The GDG also expressed concern regarding the evidence for the O’Sullivan
classification tool versus no risk tool stratification as it was from a single study that
only included people who had already been assessed by the O’Sullivan tool and
stratified into treatment groups accordingly. Information on people that did not
meet the specific inclusion criteria for the risk tool were not reported which led the
GDG to question the applicability of this evidence.
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Other considerations

It was noted that all of the tools are validated in either solely low back pain
populations or mixed populations of people with low back pain and/or sciatica. None
are validated for sciatica specifically.
The group also considered the setting that the assessment tools would be conducted
in. Although some of the studies were conducted in primary care, and the STarT Back
tool was only validated in primary care, in clinical practice the tools are often used by
therapists in secondary care, as well as GPs.
The GDG agreed on that the STarT Back tool over the other clinical prediction tools
included in this review demonstrated superior specificity, sensitivity and usability in
a clinical setting. STarT Back is quick and easy to conduct in practice unlike the
ÖREBRO tool, for example, which is more complicated and less practical to use in a
consultation. It was also the most relevant as it was based and validated in a primary
care setting in the UK. There was also concern raised about the inability of some risk
tools to subgroup the full spectrum of low back pain patients leaving a large portion
of the population unclassified. The evidence for STarT Back exhibited positive results
favouring stratified care for some critical outcomes such as function and was also
supported by an IMPaCT study testing the implementation of stratified care for low
back pain within in a primary care physician setting, although it was noted that this
evidence was of poorer quality due to being from a non-randomised study. The GDG
therefore agreed that stratification should be considered, and that the STarTBack
tool could be given as an example of a tool that may be used.
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7 Imaging
7.1 Introduction
There are several methods that can be used to image the spine. The introduction of MRI scans in the
late 1980s brought a more precise method of studying soft tissue structures including the spinal cord,
ligaments and discs. Previously, X-ray investigations showed bony structures adequately but not soft
tissue. CT myelogram, a more invasive CT with a lumbar puncture administration of intrathecal
contrast was the only way of showing cord or nerve root pathology. Other ways of imaging including
bone densometry and isotope scanning were performed specifically to answer questions of
pathology and osteoporosis.
Simple X-ray of the lumbar spine is non-specific in showing pathology. Although inexpensive and
readily available, it is of limited value to osteoporotic fracture follow-up and post-treatment
measurement of alignment and stability in trauma and deformity. However, it is still the only readily
available dynamic test, where the effect of gravity flexion and extension on the spine can be
determined.
CT scans are the preferred method when investigating bony pathology. With the advancement of
faster and more powerful scanners, 3D reconstructions and multi-directional cuts are easier to obtain
and use. This is useful for assessing trauma, deformity and planning surgery, as well as the follow-up
of the treatment plans. CT scans carry high dose radiation and a simple un-contrasted CT scan of the
lumbar spine equates to approximately 70 chest x-rays.
MRI scans have no radiation hazards and, so far, no documented risks have been shown directly as a
result of the high magnetic field used. It is extremely good at showing soft tissue and pathology of
the cord, disc and ligaments. Although becoming more readily available and cheaper, it is still a
relatively expensive test.
The exact method of imaging should be determined after a careful scrutiny of the individual’s
condition by history taking and examination. It should be directed at posing a specific diagnostic
question rather than as a screening tool.
Whether or not imaging is of benefit in terms of improving patient related outcomes for people with
back pain or sciatica, either at initial presentation or later in the pathway, remains an area of
uncertainty. This review intends to address this uncertainty.

7.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
performing imaging (X-ray or MRI) compared with no investigation
to improve functional disability, pain or psychological distress in
people with low back pain and/or sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 23: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

 People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain
 People aged 16 or above with sciatica

Intervention(s)

 Imaging with MRI (or CT where MRI is contraindicated), X-ray for low back pain
 Imaging with MRI for sciatica
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Comparison(s)

 No initial imaging
 Deferred imaging

Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events: morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

Study design

RCTs/SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies (cohort studies) will be included.

7.3 Clinical evidence
A search for randomised trials comparing the clinical and cost effectiveness of performing imaging (Xray or MRI/CT) versus no investigation in improving functional disability, pain or psychological
distress in people with low back pain and/or sciatica was undertaken.
Nine studies were included in the review reporting results from 5 randomised
trials.111,116,164,165,167,267,268,268,271,272
 Gilbert 2004 and Gillan 2001 are the same study as Gilbert 2004A.164,165,167 Gillan 2001 is a pilot
study performed prior to Gilbert 2004A. 165,167 Gilbert 2004 reports additional healthcare
outcomes from the same study.164
 Kendrick 2001A is the same study as Kendrick 2001; full details of methods, results and discussion
are available from this paper. 267,268
 Kerry 2002 is the same study as Kerry 2000; full details of methods, results and discussion are
available from this paper. 271,272
All randomised trials included mixed populations of people with low back pain with and without
sciatica. One of the trials included an indirect population (including people from 14 years of
age).164,165,167 All trials compared imaging to no imaging; 4 compared X-ray to no
imaging,111,116,267,268,271,272 while one compared MRI to no imaging.164,165,167
The search was extended to cohorts for all comparisons due to insufficient evidence and 4 additional
studies were identified that met the inclusion criteria.178,179,245,532
 Graves 2014 is the same study as Graves 2012; healthcare utilisation data are available from this
paper. 178,179
Most of the cohort studies included a mixed population of people with low back pain with and
without sciatica. One study had a population with low back pain only and another with a sciatica only
population.178,179 Two studies compared imaging (X-ray) to no imaging.267,268,271,272 Two studies
compared imaging to no imaging or deferred imaging; with one comparing MRI only to no imaging or
deferred imaging,178,179 and another comparing X-ray and MRI separately, to no imaging or deferred
imaging.245 One study compared imaging (MRI) to no imaging and to deferred imaging separately.532
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The evidence from Deyo 1987, Djais 2005 and part of the evidence from Kendrick 2001 were
reported in a format that could not be analysed in this report, and has been presented in Table
25.111,116,267,268
Included studies are summarised in Table 24 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in
the clinical evidence summary below (Table 27). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix
E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and
excluded studies list in Appendix L.

7.3.1

Summary of included studies
Table 24: Summary of studies included in the review
Study
Deyo
1987111

Intervention and
comparison
X-ray at index visit
No imaging (X-ray
only if unimproved
after 3 weeks of
conservative
therapy) +
educational
intervention (a 5minutes explanation
by research assistant
of low back pain and
its causes, an
illustration of the
spine and its
associated
structures. Emphasis
on the following
points: small yield of
useful findings; many
of the structures that
give rise to pain not
being visible on Xray; substantial
gonadal irritation;
film obtained if
necessary in 3 weeks)

Djais 2005116

Concomitant
treatment

Population

Outcomes

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Pain severity (selfrated improvement
of pain)
Function, Sickness
Impact Profile (SIP)
Physical dimension
score, Sickness
Impact Profile (SIP)
Psychosocial
dimension score
Healthcare
utilisation (sought
care elsewhere, Xray, hospitalisation,
total physician
visits)

All participants were
also randomised to
receive either 2 days or
7 days bed rest, but
this didn’t affect the
outcomes.

Health-related
quality of life (EQ5D)
Pain severity (VAS
pain score)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care for patients
with low back pain

Health-related

115 (30%) people in

N=621
3 months follow-up
United States of
America

X-ray at baseline
interview

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

No imaging

N=101
>20 and < 55 years
of age
3 weeks follow-up

15 (31%) people in the
control group went on
to receive X-ray versus
88.4% of the X-ray
group by 3 months

Some people in the
control group (number
not given) went on to
receive X-ray as
findings on
radiography are
reported for both
treatment groups

Indonesia
Gilbert

MRI or CT (‘early

Low back pain with
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Study
2004A164,165,1
67

Intervention and
comparison
imaging’, imaging as
soon as practicable)

Population
or without sciatica
N=782

No imaging (‘delayed,
selective imaging’, no
imaging unless a
clear clinical
indication developed)

Graves
2012178,179

MRI within 6 weeks
of injury
No imaging or
deferred imaging
(MRI > 6 weeks of
injury)

24 months followup
United Kingdom

Low back pain with
or without sciatica;
low back pain;
sciatica
N=1226 (Graves
2012), N=1770
(Graves 2014)
1 year follow-up
United States of
America

Jarvik
2015245

X-ray (within 6 weeks
of index visit)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

MRI or CT (within 6
weeks of index visit)

N=5239
1 year follow-up

No imaging within 6
weeks of index visit
(no imaging or
deferred imaging)
matched control for
X-ray

United States of
America

No imaging within 6
weeks of index visit
(no imaging or
deferred imaging)
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Outcomes
quality of life (EQ5D, SF-36)
Pain severity
(Aberdeen Low
Back Pain score
(ALBP))
Healthcare
utilisation (Imaging,
MRI, CT, outpatient
consultation,
physiotherapy,
admission to
hospital, surgery,
injection, primary
care physician
consultation)

Concomitant
treatment
the control group went
on to receive imaging
versus 353 (90%) of
the imaging group by
24 months.
This study was
downgraded for
indirectness as the
study population
included people aged
14 years and above.

Health-related
quality of life (SF36v2 Role-physical
and Physical
functioning)
Pain severity
(Graded chronic
pain scale)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation (MRI, CT,
X-ray, injection,
surgery,
chiropractic,
physical therapy or
occupational
therapy,
outpatients
services)

Low back pain with or
without sciatica group:
a small percentage
(1.4%) of workers who
did not receive an early
MRI received early CT
imaging

Health-related
quality of life (EQ5D index, EQ-5D
VAS)
Pain severity (Brief
Pain Inventory
Interference Scale,
Back Pain
Numerical Rating
Scale, Leg Pain
Numerical Rating
Scale)
Function (RMDQ)

Some patients
assigned to the early
radiograph group could
also have received
early MRI/CT, but only
if the imaging occurred
after their X-ray.
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Study

Kendrick
2001267,268
(RCT)

Intervention and
comparison
matched control for
MRI
X-ray (given a card to
attend an X-ray at
local hospital)

Outcomes

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Health-related
quality of life (EQ5D)
Pain severity (VAS
0-5)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation (hospital
admission,
outpatient
attendance, visit to
doctor, prescribed
drug, over the
counter drug,
physiotherapy,
osteopathy,
acupuncture)

Usual care provided by
the practice for
patients with low back
pain

Health-related
quality of life (EQ5D)
Pain severity (VAS
0-5)
Function (RMDQ)

Not stated

Health-related
quality of life (SF36, EQ-5D VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (HADS)
Healthcare
utilisation
(subsequent
consultation,
referral to
physiotherapist or
other health
professional)

In the RCT, 10 patients
(14%) in the group who
were randomised to no
referral for X-ray did
receive an X-ray in the
12 months after
recruitment

Health-related
quality of life (SF36, EQ-5D VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (HADS)
Healthcare
utilisation
(subsequent
consultation,

45/316 patients (14%)
in the control group
went on to be referred
to X-ray in the 12
months after
recruitment

N=421
No imaging (unless
considered clinically
necessary)

9 months follow-up
United Kingdom

Kendrick
2001267,268
(cohort)

Concomitant
treatment

Population

Patients chose to
have an X-ray

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Patients didn’t
choose to have an Xray

N=55
9 months follow-up

15 (7%) people in the
control group went on
to receive X-ray versus
168 (84%) in the
intervention group by
3 months
25 (13%) people in the
control group went on
to receive X-ray versus
171 (88%) of the X-ray
group by 9 months

United Kingdom
Kerry
2000271,272
(RCT)

X-ray (referral on the
day of
randomisation)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=153

No imaging (patients
could be referred at a
later consultation if
clinically appropriate)

Kerry
2000271,272
(cohort)

X-ray referral

1 year follow-up
United Kingdom

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

No imaging
N=506
1 year follow-up
United Kingdom

NICE, 2016
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Study

Webster
2014532

Intervention and
comparison

MRI (‘early’, within
the first 30 days postonset)

Population

Outcomes
referral to
physiotherapist or
other health
professional)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Healthcare
utilisation
(injection, nerve
testing, advanced
imaging, surgery)

N=3022
Deferred MRI
(‘timely’, 41-180 days
post-onset)
No imaging (2-years
study period)

2 years follow-up
United States of
America

NICE, 2016
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Concomitant
treatment

Not stated

Study
Deyo 1987

Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Pain (self-rated improvement of pain,
0-6) ≤ 4 months

Change score: 2.6

Not given

Change score: 2.6

Not given

Very high

Function (Sickness Impact Profile, 0100) ≤ 4 months

Mean: 12.3

Not given

Mean: 10.3

Not given

Very high

Function (Sickness Impact Profile,
Physical dimension score, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

Mean: 7.3

Not given

Mean: 8.1

Not given

Very high

Function (Sickness Impact Profile,
Psychosocial dimension score, 0-100)
≤ 4 months

Mean: 15.7

Not given

Mean: 10.6

Not given

Very high

Healthcare utilisation (sought care
elsewhere) ≤ 4 months

9.3%

Not given

9.8%

Not given

Very high

Healthcare utilisation (X-ray) ≤ 4
months

88.4%

Not given

29.3%

Not given

Very high

Healthcare utilisation
(hospitalisation) ≤ 4 months

2.3%

Not given

0%

Not given

Very high

Healthcare utilisation (physician
visits) ≤ 4 months

1.07%

Not given

0.42%

Not given

Very high

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D,
0-1) ≤ 4 months

Median (Q1, Q3):
0.63 (0.41, 0.75)

38

Median (Q1, Q3):

38

Very high

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

Median (Q1, Q3): 4
(2, 6)

38

Median (Q1, Q3): 3
(2,5)

38

Very high

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

Median (Q1, Q3):
6.5 (2,10)

38

Median (Q1, Q3):4.5
(2,7)

38

Very high

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D,
0-1) ≤ 4 months

Median (IQR): 0.80
(0.69-0.88)

189

Median (IQR): 0.80
(0.69-0.91)

190

Very high

Outcome
111

124
Djais 2005116

Kendrick 2001267,268
(RCT evidence)
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Table 25: Imaging versus No imaging – data unsuitable for meta-analysis

Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D,
0-1) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 0.80
(0.69-1.00)

180

Median (IQR): 0.80
(0.73-1.00)

189

Very high

Pain severity (VAS, 0-5) ≤ 4 months

Median (IQR): 1 (12)

199

Median (IQR): 1 (0-2)

203

Very high

Pain severity (VAS, 0-5) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 1 (02)

195

Median (IQR): 1 (0-2)

199

Very high

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

Median (IQR): 4 (18)

199

Median (IQR):3 (1-7)

203

Very high

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 3 (07)

195

Median (IQR): 2 (0-6)

199

Very high

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D,
0-1) ≤ 4 months

Median (IQR): 0.80
(0.64-0.84)

28

Median (IQR): 0.76
(0.72-0.91)

22

Very high

27

Median (IQR): 0.83
(0.76-1.00)

20

Very high

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D,
0-1) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 0.80
(0.76-1.00)

Comparison results

Pain severity (VAS, 0-5) ≤ 4 months

Median (IQR): 1 (02)

30

Median (IQR): 1 (1-2)

22

Very high

Pain severity (VAS, 0-5) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 1 (02)

29

Median (IQR): 0 (0-1)

21

Very high

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

Median (IQR): 6.5
(3-14.75)

30

Median (IQR): 3 (27.25)

22

Very high

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 3
(0.5-6.5)

29

Median (IQR): 1 (0-4)

21

Very high

Table 26: Clinical evidence summary: Imaging versus No imaging for Low back pain and/or sciatica (RCTs)
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects
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Kendrick 2001267,268
(Cohort study
evidence)

Outcome

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Study

effect
(95% CI)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

124
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
49

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0 higher
(8.31 lower to 8.31 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
general health perception, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

120
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health
perception, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
67

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health perception,
0-100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2 higher
(6.31 lower to 10.31 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

123
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
46

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
8 higher
(0.93 to 15.07 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
role-physical functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

119
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role-physical
functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
45

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role-physical functioning,
0-100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
4 lower
(19.31 lower to 11.31 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
social functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

124
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
67

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0-100) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups
was
5 higher
(4.78 lower to 14.78 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
mental health, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

123
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) ≤

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) ≤ 4

Risk with control

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

evidence
(GRADE)

Imaging

NICE, 2016
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Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

months in the intervention groups
was
9 higher
(3.46 to 14.54 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
physical functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

121
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
65

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2 higher
(6.31 lower to 10.31 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
role-emotional functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

118
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role-emotional
functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
65

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role-emotional
functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
10 higher
(3.85 lower to 23.85 higher)

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D
VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

121
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
67

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
7 higher
(1.31 lower to 15.31 higher)

Pain severity (Aberdeen Low Back Pain
(ALBP) score, 0-100) > 4 months

692
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness

The mean pain severity (ALBP
score, 0-100) > 4 months in the
control groups was
35.8

The mean pain severity (ALBP score,
0-100) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
4.2 lower
(7.17 to 1.23 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

126
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤
4 months in the control groups
was
6.9

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1 lower
(3.08 lower to 1.08 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

103
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >
4 months in the control groups
was

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

4 months in the control groups
was
65

Imaging

imprecision
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6 weeks

127

122
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Anxiety Score, 0-21) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
7.7

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Anxiety Score, 0-21) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.9 lower
(2.43 lower to 0.63 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS Anxiety
Score, 0-21) > 4 months

99
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Anxiety Score, 0-21) > 4
months in the control groups was
6.7

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Anxiety Score, 0-21) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.4 lower
(2.08 lower to 1.28 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS
Depression Score, 0-21) ≤ 4 months

122
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Depression Score, 0-21) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
5.1

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Depression Score, 0-21) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.4 lower
(1.65 lower to 0.85 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS
Depression Score, 0-21) >4 months

102
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Depression Score, 0-21) > 4
months in the control groups was
4.1

The mean psychological distress
(HADS Depression Score, 0-21) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.3 lower
(1.68 lower to 1.08 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
bodily pain, 0-100) >4 months

792
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
53.1

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
3.97 higher
(0.36 to 7.59 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
mental health, 0-100) >4 months

790
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c,d
due to risk of bias,

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) >

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) > 4

128

Psychological distress (HADS Anxiety
Score, 0-21) ≤ 4 months
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0.2 higher
(1.88 lower to 2.28 higher)
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4.3

months in the intervention groups
was
2.77 higher
(0.03 to 5.51 higher)

129

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
physical functioning, 0-100) >4 months

790
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,e
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
62.9

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.25 higher
(0.6 lower to 7.11 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
social functioning, 0-100) >4 months

794
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
70.4

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0-100) >
4 months in the intervention groups
was
4.25 higher
(0.16 to 8.33 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
role reported health transition, 0-100)
>4 months

692
(1 study)
24 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role reported health
transition, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
49.8

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role reported health
transition, 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.9 higher
(1.77 lower to 5.57 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
vitality, 0-100) >4 months

790
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
47.35

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
3.72 higher
(0.54 to 6.9 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
general health perception, 0-100) >4
months

790
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health
perception, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
60.3

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health perception,
0-100) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.59 higher
(1.76 lower to 4.93 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36

789

VERY LOWa,b,c

The mean health-related quality of

The mean health-related quality of
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4 months in the control groups
was
66.45
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inconsistency,
indirectness,
imprecision

due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

life (SF-36 role-physical
functioning, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
52.6

life (SF-36 role-physical functioning,
0-100) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
4.76 higher
(1.24 lower to 10.75 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
role-emotional functioning, 0-100) >4
months

789
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role-emotional
functioning, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
66.9

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 role-emotional
functioning, 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.54 higher
(0.51 lower to 11.58 higher)

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D, 01) >4 months

692
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d, 0-1) > 4 months in the
control groups was
0.539

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d, 0-1) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.06 higher
(0.01 to 0.11 higher)

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D
VAS, 0-100) >4 months

100
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) > 4 months
in the control groups was
76

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
2 lower
(9.06 lower to 5.06 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (physiotherapy)
≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

LOWe,f
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.16
(0.87 to
1.55)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (acupuncture) ≤
4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.44
(0.11 to
1.67)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (chiropractic) ≤ 4
months

402
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.68
(0.19 to
2.37)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (hospital
admission) ≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

Not
estimabl
e

Moderate

291 per 1000

35 per 1000

30 per 1000

0 per 1000

47 more per 1000
(from 38 fewer to 160 more)
20 fewer per 1000
(from 31 fewer to 23 more)
10 fewer per 1000
(from 24 fewer to 41 more)
-
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role-physical functioning, 0-100) >4
months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.79
(0.3 to
2.09)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (outpatient
attendance) ≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.87
(0.3 to
2.56)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (over the
counter drug) ≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

LOWb,e
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.04
(0.79 to
1.36)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (prescribed
drug) ≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

LOWb,e
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.09
(0.81 to
1.47)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (referral to
physiotherapist or other health
professional) ≤ 4 months

140
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.13
(0.68 to
1.88)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (subsequent
doctor consultation for back pain) ≤ 4
months

542
(2 studies)

VERY LOWb,e,f
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency

RR 1.53
(1.24 to
1.9)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (outpatient
consultation) > 4 months

1176
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

RR 1.24
(1.14 to
1.35)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (physiotherapy)
> 4 months

1176
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness

RR 1.07
(0.95 to
1.19)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (acupuncture) >
4 months

394
(1 study)
9 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.51
(0.05 to
5.58)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (primary care
consultation) > 4 months

717
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness

RR 1.01
(0.92 to
1.11)

Moderate

44 per 1000

35 per 1000

330 per 1000

291 per 1000

282 per 1000

331 per 1000

370 per 1000

367 per 1000

10 per 1000

701 per 1000

9 fewer per 1000
(from 31 fewer to 48 more)
5 fewer per 1000
(from 24 fewer to 55 more)
13 more per 1000
(from 69 fewer to 119 more)
26 more per 1000
(from 55 fewer to 137 more)
37 more per 1000
(from 90 fewer to 248 more)
175 more per 1000
(from 79 more to 298 more)
89 more per 1000
(from 52 more to 130 more)

26 more per 1000
(from 18 fewer to 70 more)
5 fewer per 1000
(from 9 fewer to 46 more)
7 more per 1000
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Healthcare utilisation (osteopathy) ≤ 4
months

534
(2 studies)

VERY LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.87
(0.66 to
1.16)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (referral to
physiotherapist or other health
professional) > 4 months

140
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.97
(0.67 to
1.39)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (chiropractic) > 4
months

394
(1 study)
9 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.22
(0.38 to
3.95)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (hospital
admission) > 4 months

1176
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

RR 1.25
(0.77 to
2.05)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (osteopathy) > 4
months

394
(1 study)
9 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.87
(0.3 to
2.56)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (over the
counter drug) > 4 months

394
(1 study)
9 months

LOWc,e
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.24
(0.92 to
1.65)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (prescribed
drug) > 4 months

394
(1 study)
9 months

LOWc,e
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.17
(0.84 to
1.62)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (CT imaging) > 4
months*

782
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

RR 1.44
(0.83 to
2.49)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (imaging at least
once) > 4 months*

782
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness

RR 3.04
(2.6 to
3.55)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (injection) > 4

782

VERY LOWa,b,c

RR 0.91

Moderate

315 per 1000

465 per 1000

25 per 1000

33 per 1000

35 per 1000

286 per 1000

246 per 1000

51 per 1000

296 per 1000

41 fewer per 1000
(from 107 fewer to 50 more)
14 fewer per 1000
(from 153 fewer to 181 more)
6 more per 1000
(from 16 fewer to 74 more)
8 more per 1000
(from 8 fewer to 35 more)

5 fewer per 1000
(from 24 fewer to 55 more)
69 more per 1000
(from 23 fewer to 186 more)
42 more per 1000
(from 39 fewer to 153 more)
22 more per 1000
(from 9 fewer to 76 more)

604 more per 1000
(from 474 more to 755 more)
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Healthcare utilisation (subsequent
doctor consultation for back pain) > 4
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(from 56 fewer to 77 more)
a,b

due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

(0.68 to
1.22)

195 per 1000

Healthcare utilisation (MRI imaging) >
4 months*

782
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness

RR 3.38
(2.82 to
4.04)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (surgery) > 4
months

782
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness,
imprecision

RR 1.34
(0.76 to
2.34)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (equipment:
back support) ≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.51
(0.16 to
1.67)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (day-case
treatment) ≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Not
estimabl
e

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (aromatherapy)
≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.36
(0.31 to
6)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (social services,
reflexology, massage) ≤ 4 months

402
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.19
(0.41 to
3.48)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (day-case
treatment) > 4 months

394
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 3.06
(0.1 to
74.69)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (aromatherapy)
> 4 months

394
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 5.10
(0.6 to
43.28)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (equipment:
back support) > 4 months

394
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.94
(0.42 to
2.07)

Moderate

244 per 1000

51 per 1000

39 per 1000

0 per 1000

15 per 1000

30 per 1000

0 per 1000

5 per 1000

60 per 1000

18 fewer per 1000
(from 62 fewer to 43 more)

581 more per 1000
(from 444 more to 742 more)
17 more per 1000
(from 12 fewer to 68 more)

19 fewer per 1000
(from 33 fewer to 26 more)
-

5 more per 1000
(from 10 fewer to 75 more)
6 more per 1000
(from 18 fewer to 74 more)
-

20 more per 1000
(from 2 fewer to 211 more)
4 fewer per 1000
(from 35 fewer to 64 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(1 study)
2 years

Imaging

NICE, 2016
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months

VERY LOWa,g
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 7.14
(0.37 to
137.38)

Moderate
0 per 1000

-

a Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
b Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
c Downgraded by 1 increment because the majority of the evidence included an indirect population
d Heterogeneity, I2=66%, p=0.09. Different imaging techniques used in the 2 studies.
e Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
f Heterogeneity, I2=82%, p=0.01
g Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
*Imaging received as part of the intervention is included in this outcome

Table 27: Clinical evidence summary: Imaging versus No imaging for Low back pain with or without sciatica (Cohort studies)
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with No imaging

Healthcare utilisation (advanced
imaging) ≤ 4 months

2599
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
14.64
(7.55 to
28.38)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (nerve testing) ≤
4 months

2599
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
31.75
(13.92
to
72.44)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (injections) ≤ 4
months

2599
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
28.52
(18.62
to
43.68)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (surgery) ≤ 4
months

2599
(1 study)

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
32.53

Moderate

6 per 1000

3 per 1000

12 per 1000

3 per 1000

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)
82 more per 1000
(from 39 more to 164 more)

92 more per 1000
(from 39 more to 214 more)

330 more per 1000
(from 211 more to 512 more)

95 more per 1000

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

394
(1 study)
3 months

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Healthcare utilisation (social services)
> 4 months

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
(13.18
to
80.28)

Risk with No imaging

135

Healthcare utilisation (injections) > 4
months

2599
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
23.89
(16.78
to
34.01)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (surgery) > 4
months

2599
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
26.26
(13.83
to
49.85)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (advanced
imaging) > 4 months

2599
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
21.63
(12.28
to
38.08)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (referral to
healthcare professional) ≤ 4 months

404
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR 1.88
(1.39 to
2.56)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (referral to
healthcare professional) > 4 months

404
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.56
(1.24 to
1.95)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (nerve testing) >
4 months

2599
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR
29.17
(14.87
to
57.22)

Moderate

18 per 1000

6 per 1000

7 per 1000

233 per 1000

374 per 1000

5 per 1000

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)
(from 37 more to 238 more)

412 more per 1000
(from 284 more to 594 more)

139 more per 1000
(from 71 more to 269 more)

144 more per 1000
(from 79 more to 260 more)

205 more per 1000
(from 91 more to 363 more)
209 more per 1000
(from 90 more to 355 more)
141 more per 1000
(from 69 more to 281 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
3 months

a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with No imaging

136

Healthcare utilisation (subsequent
consultation for back pain) ≤ 4 months

404
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.42
(1.06 to
1.91)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (subsequent
consultation for back pain) > 4 months

404
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.55
(1.16 to
2.07)

Moderate

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

347
(1 study)
6 weeks

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
Emotional role, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

294 per 1000

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)
123 more per 1000
(from 18 more to 268 more)

284 per 1000

156 more per 1000
(from 45 more to 304 more)

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
56

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
7 lower
(14.06 lower to 0.06 higher)

332
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 emotional role, 0-100) ≤
4 months in the control groups
was
67

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 emotional role, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
3 higher
(8.42 lower to 14.42 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
general health, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

332
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health, 0-100) ≤
4 months in the control groups
was
68

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1 higher
(3.38 lower to 5.38 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
mental health, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

343
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) ≤
4 months in the control groups
was
68

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
3 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
physical functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

334
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
71

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
8 lower
(15.07 to 0.93 lower)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
physical role, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

329
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical role, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
54

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical role, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
8 lower
(19.42 lower to 3.42 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
social functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

348
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
74

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0-100) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups
was
5 lower
(12.07 lower to 2.07 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

346
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
52

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
2 higher
(2.38 lower to 6.38 higher)

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D
VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

343
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
72

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
2 lower
(6.38 lower to 2.38 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36

315

VERY LOWa,b

The mean health-related quality of

The mean health-related quality of

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with No imaging

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)
(1.38 lower to 7.38 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Imaging

NICE, 2016
137

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with No imaging
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
65

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)
life (SF-36 bodily pain, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
7 lower
(14.06 lower to 0.06 higher)

138

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
Emotional role, 0-100) > 4 months

291
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 emotional role, 0-100) >
4 months in the control groups
was
78

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 emotional role, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.00 higher
(9.56 lower to 11.56 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
general health, 0-100) > 4 months

302
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health, 0-100) >
4 months in the control groups
was
68

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 general health, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1 lower
(7.19 lower to 5.19 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
mental health, 0-100) > 4 months

311
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) >
4 months in the control groups
was
71

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 mental health, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0 higher
(4.37 lower to 4.37 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
physical functioning, 0-100) > 4
months

300
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
74

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 physical functioning, 0100) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
4.00 lower
(11.06 lower to 3.06 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36

297

VERY LOWa

The mean health-related quality of

The mean health-related quality of

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
bodily pain, 0-100) > 4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(1 study)
1 years

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with No imaging
life (SF-36 physical role, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
69

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)
life (SF-36 physical role, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
8.00 lower
(19.43 lower to 3.43 higher)
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Health-related quality of life (SF-36
social functioning, 0-100) > 4 months

315
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
81

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 social functioning, 0-100) >
4 months in the intervention groups
was
4.00 lower
(10.2 lower to 2.2 higher)

Health-related quality of life (SF-36
vitality, 0-100) > 4 months

312
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
56

The mean health-related quality of
life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
3.00 lower
(9.19 lower to 3.19 higher)

Health-related quality of life (EQ-5D
VAS, 0-100) > 4 months

312
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) > 4 months
in the control groups was
75

The mean health-related quality of
life (eq-5d VAS, 0-100) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
3.00 lower
(7.37 lower to 1.37 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

352
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤
4 months in the control groups
was
5.4

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.30 higher
(0.01 lower to 2.61 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

317
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >
4 months in the control groups
was
4.2

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.40 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
physical role, 0-100) > 4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(1 study)
1 years

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with No imaging

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)
(0.08 to 2.72 higher)

140

Psychological distress (HADS Anxiety,
0-21) ≤ 4 months

340
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS anxiety, 0-21) ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
7.3

The mean psychological distress
(HADS anxiety, 0-21) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.10 lower
(1.08 lower to 0.88 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS Anxiety,
0-21) > 4 months

309
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS anxiety, 0-21) > 4 months in
the control groups was
6.5

The mean psychological distress
(HADS anxiety, 0-21) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.20 lower
(1.34 lower to 0.94 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS
Depression, 0-21) ≤ 4 months

341
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS depression, 0-21) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
4.5

The mean psychological distress
(HADS depression, 0-21) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.30 lower
(1.28 lower to 0.68 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS
Depression, 0-21) > 4 months

310
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress
(HADS depression, 0-21) > 4
months in the control groups was
4.1

The mean psychological distress
(HADS depression, 0-21) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.40 lower
(1.29 lower to 0.49 higher)

a Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
b Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 28: Clinical evidence summary: Imaging versus No imaging or deferred imaging for Low back pain with or without sciatica (Cohort studies)

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with No imaging or Deferred
imaging for Low back pain with or
without sciatica

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

3046
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (euroquol
5d index, 0-1) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
0.735

The mean quality of life (euroquol 5d
index, 0-1) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.01 lower to 0.01 higher)

Quality of life (EuroQuol 5D VAS, 0-100)
≤ 4 months

3046
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (euroquol
5d VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
69.75

The mean quality of life (euroquol 5d
VAS, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.63 higher
(0.72 lower to 1.97 higher)

Quality of life (EuroQuol 5D Index, 0-1) >
4 months

3046
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (euroquol
5d index, 0-1) > 4 months in the
control groups was
0.745

The mean quality of life (euroquol 5d
index, 0-1) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0 to 0.02 higher)

Quality of life (EuroQuol 5D VAS, 0-100)
> 4 months.

3046
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency

The mean quality of life (euroquol
5d VAS, 0-100) > 4 months in the
control groups was
70

The mean quality of life (euroquol 5d
VAS, 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.33 higher
(0.01 lower to 2.66 higher)

Pain severity (Back Pain NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months

3046
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (back pain
NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
4.2

The mean pain severity (back pain
NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.09 lower
(0.28 lower to 0.1 higher)

Pain severity (Leg pain NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months

3046
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain
NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
3.68

The mean pain severity (leg pain NRS,
0-10) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.29 lower
(0.5 to 0.08 lower)

Pain severity (Brief Pain Inventory
Interference, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

3046
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (brief Pain
Inventory Interference, 0-10) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was

The mean pain severity (brief Pain
Inventory Interference, 0-10) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Quality of life (EuroQuol 5D Index, 0-1) ≤
4 months

Imaging

NICE, 2016

Follow-up

3046
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (back pain
NRS, 0-10) > 4 months in the
control groups was
3.97

The mean pain severity (back pain
NRS, 0-10) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.17 lower
(0.36 lower to 0.02 higher)

Pain severity (Leg pain NRS, 0-10) > 4
months

3046
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain
NRS, 0-10) > 4 months in the
control groups was
3.53

The mean pain severity (leg pain NRS,
0-10) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.23 lower
(0.44 to 0.02 lower)

Pain severity (Brief Pain Inventory
Interference, 0-10) > 4 months

3046
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (brief Pain
Inventory Interference, 0-10) > 4
months in the control groups was
3.15

The mean pain severity (brief Pain
Inventory Interference, 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.11 lower
(0.29 lower to 0.07 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

3046
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤
4 months in the control groups
was
10.52

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.02 higher
(0.44 lower to 0.49 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

3046
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >
4 months in the control groups
was
9.62

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.3 lower
(0.79 lower to 0.18 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (physical therapy
or occupational therapy) > 4 months

1770
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWc
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physical therapy or occupational
therapy) > 4 months in the control
groups was
6.8

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physical therapy or occupational
therapy) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
11.6 higher

142

Pain severity (Back Pain NRS, 0-10) > 4
months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

was
0 higher
(0.18 lower to 0.17 higher)

Imaging

NICE, 2016

3.345

VERY LOW
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(chiropractic) > 4 months in the
control groups was
13.9

The mean healthcare utilisation
(chiropractic) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.8 higher
(2.46 lower to 4.06 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (outpatient
services) > 4 months

1770
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWc
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(outpatient services) > 4 months in
the control groups was
4.3

The mean healthcare utilisation
(outpatient services) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
7.9 higher
(6.99 to 8.81 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (injections) > 4
months

1770
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWc
due to risk of bias

RR 5.91
(4.96 to
7.43)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (X-ray) > 4 months

1770
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWc
due to risk of bias

RR 1.67
(1.38 to
2.04)

Moderate

1770
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWc,d
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.75
(1.02 to
2.98)

Moderate

1770
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWc
due to risk of bias

RR 5.61
(5.02 to
6.27)

Moderate

1770
(1 study)
12 months

VERY LOWc
due to risk of bias

RR 7.94
(5.39 to
11.7)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (CT) > 4 months

Healthcare utilisation (MRI) > 4 months

Healthcare utilisation (surgery) > 4
months

a Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
b Heterogeneity, I2=81%, p=0.02
c Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of evidence was at very high risk of bias
d Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

69 per 1000

181 per 1000

31 per 1000

178 per 1000

25 per 1000

339 more per 1000
(from 273 more to 444 more)
121 more per 1000
(from 69 more to 188 more)
23 more per 1000
(from 1 more to 61 more)
821 more per 1000
(from 716 more to 938 more)
174 more per 1000
(from 110 more to 268 more)
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1770
(1 study)
1 years
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Healthcare utilisation (chiropractic) > 4
months
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(9.36 to 13.84 higher)
c

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life (SF-36v2 Role-physical, 0100) > 4 months

955
(1 study)
1 years

Quality of life (SF-36v2 Physical
functioning, 0-100) > 4 months

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with No imaging or Deferred
imaging

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
role-physical, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
46

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
role-physical, 0-100) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
7.7 lower
(10.16 to 5.24 lower)

955
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
physical functioning, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
44.7

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
physical functioning, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
7.7 lower
(10.09 to 5.31 lower)

Pain severity (Graded chronic pain scale,
0-10) > 4 months

955
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (graded
chronic pain scale, 0-10) > 4 months
in the control groups was
4.1

The mean pain severity (graded
chronic pain scale, 0-10) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.9 higher
(0.3 to 1.5 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

955
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >
4 months in the control groups was
7.4

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
4.6 higher
(3.25 to 5.95 higher)

Outcomes
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1 Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
2 Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 30: Clinical evidence summary: Imaging versus Deferred imaging for Low back pain with or without sciatica (Cohort studies)

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence

Relative
effect

Risk with Deferred imaging for

Risk difference with Imaging (95%

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow-up
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Table 29: Clinical evidence summary: Imaging versus No imaging or deferred imaging for Low back pain without sciatica (Cohort studies)

(95% CI)

Low back pain with or without
sciatica

Healthcare utilisation (injections) ≤ 4
months

1205
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.3
(1.08 to
1.57)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (advanced
imaging) ≤ 4 months

1205
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.31
(0.84 to
2.04)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (nerve testing) ≤
4 months

1205
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.34
(0.91 to
1.98)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (surgery) ≤ 4
months

1205
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR 2.91
(1.63 to
5.2)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (injections) > 4
months

1205
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.16
(1 to
1.35)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (advanced
imaging) > 4 months

1205
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.34
(0.98 to
1.82)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (nerve testing) >
4 months

1205
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR 1.15
(0.85 to
1.56)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (surgery) > 4
months

1205
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR 2.55
(1.67 to
3.89)

Moderate

a Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
b Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

265 per 1000

62 per 1000

78 per 1000

31 per 1000

362 per 1000

116 per 1000

125 per 1000

57 per 1000

CI)

79 more per 1000
(from 21 more to 151 more)
19 more per 1000
(from 10 fewer to 64 more)
27 more per 1000
(from 7 fewer to 76 more)
59 more per 1000
(from 20 more to 130 more)
58 more per 1000
(from 0 more to 127 more)
39 more per 1000
(from 2 fewer to 95 more)
19 more per 1000
(from 19 fewer to 70 more)
88 more per 1000
(from 38 more to 165 more)
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Follow-up

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life (SF-36v2 Physical
functioning, 0-100) > 4 months

271
(1 study)
1 year

Quality of life (SF-36v2 Role-physical, 0100) > 4 months

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with No imaging or Deferred
imaging

Risk difference with Imaging (95%
CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
physical functioning, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
38

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
physical functioning, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
5 lower
(7.94 to 2.06 lower)

271
(1 study)
1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
role-physical, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
41.2

The mean quality of life (SF-36v2
role-physical, 0-100) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
5.4 lower
(8.35 to 2.45 lower)

Pain severity (Graded chronic pain scale,
0-10) > 4 months

271
(1 study)
1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (graded
chronic pain scale, 0-10) in the
control groups was
4.8

The mean pain severity (graded
chronic pain scale, 0-10) in the
intervention groups was
0.8 higher
(0.15 to 1.45 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

271
(1 study)
1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >
4 months in the control groups was
11.5

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
2.3 higher
(0.58 to 4.02 higher)

Outcomes
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a Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
b Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
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Table 31: Clinical evidence summary: Imaging versus No imaging or deferred imaging for sciatica (Cohort studies)
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7.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
One economic evaluation relating to imaging versus no imaging was identified and has been included
in this review. 164,165 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile below (Table 32) and the
economic evidence table in Appendix I.
Six economic evaluations published in seven different papers relating to this review were identified
but excluded due to applicability issues or selectively excluded due to methodological limitations and
the availability of more applicable evidence271,268,254,340,179,245,532.
These are listed in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Study
GILBERT2004
164
/GILBERT20
04A165 (UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

Within-trial analysis (RCT, same
paper).
Cost-utility analysis (CUA).
Population: Adults with low back
pain (with and without sciatica).
Two comparators in full analysis:
 ‘delayed, selective imaging’ (no
imaging unless a clear clinical
indication developed).
 ‘early imaging’ (MRI or CT as
soon as practicable).
Follow-up: 2 years.
Perspective: UK NHS.
Patient reported outcomes taken
from RCT.
Health-related quality of life (EQ5D) collected at baseline, 8
months and 24 months followup.

(b)

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Mean
incremental
cost: £61.07
(95% CI: –
25.24,
147.36)

Mean
additional
QALYs: 0.04
(95% CI: –
0.015 to
0.10)

Mean
incremental
cost per QALY
of £1,527
when missing
data are
imputed.

Uncertainty
Probability early imaging is costeffective (£20K threshold): 89.7%

148

Bootstrapping of ICER (using
adjusted QALYs) was conducted
from a health care payer
perspective. The results are
presented above. Additional
sensitivity analyses were
conducted to show the effect on
cost per QALY gained from
changing the estimated cost of
imaging. This found as the cost of
imaging increases, the likelihood
that ‘early imaging’ would be costeffective decreases.
Bootstrapping was also conducted
using unadjusted QALYs (no
adjustment for baseline
characteristics). This resulted in
approximately a 98% probability
that early imaging was costeffective.

(a) Discounting only applied to costs at a rate of 6%, as opposed to 3.5% for both costs and effects (NICE reference case). Another issue around applicability is that patients are recruited
between 1996 and 1999 (the period where resource use data are collected), and therefore may not reflect current UK NHS context.
(b) Within-trial analysis, same paper : this is one of several studies included in the clinical review for imaging comparing imaging to no imaging for adults with low back pain, and therefore
may not reflect the full body of evidence. In addition, because of some missing questionnaire data some costs (including staff costs) had to be estimated.
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Table 32: Economic evidence profile: imaging verses no imaging
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7.5 Evidence statements
7.5.1
7.5.1.1

Clinical
Imaging versus no imaging for low back pain with or without sciatica
There was inconsistent evidence for the effect of Imaging on quality of life in people with low back
pain with or without sciatica. One RCT comparing X-ray to no imaging found clinical benefit in some
SF-36 outcomes (general health perception, vitality, social functioning, mental health, emotional
functioning) and in the EQ-5D at ≤ 4 months (low to very low quality; n=153). Similar results were
observed from 2 studies comparing X-ray to no imaging and MRI or CT to no imaging at > 4 months
for some SF-36 outcomes (low to very low quality; n=935; bodily pain, physical functioning, vitality,
role-physical functioning, emotional functioning) and the EQ-5D (1 study; very low quality; n=782).
However, these results were not consistent with cohort study evidence comparing X-ray to no
imaging (very low quality; n=506), which showed no clinical difference or clinical benefit favouring no
imaging for quality of life at both short and longer term follow-ups.
Evidence from 1 RCT comparing MRI or CT to no imaging suggested no clinical difference between
imaging and no imaging for the pain severity outcome at > 4 months (very low quality; n=782).
Function and psychological distress outcomes were reported by an RCT and a cohort paper by the
same study group, comparing X-ray to no imaging (low to very low quality; n=153 and 506
respectively); there was also no clinical difference between imaging and no imaging for these
outcomes at both ≤ 4 and > 4 months.
Evidence from RCTs comparing X-ray to no imaging (1 or 2 studies; low to very low quality; n=153 and
421) suggested that there was no clinical difference for healthcare utilisation outcomes at ≤ 4
months. Fewer subsequent doctor consultations were observed in the group that did not receive
imaging. Individual cohort studies, comparing either X-ray or MRI or CT to no imaging, suggested that
there was clinical benefit favouring no imaging for healthcare utilisation outcomes at ≤ 4 months (2
studies; very low quality; n=506 and 3022). Similarly, evidence from RCTs (3 studies; 2 comparing Xray to no imaging, 1 comparing MRI to no imaging; low to very low quality; range of n=153-782) and
individual observational studies (2 studies; 1 comparing X-ray to no imaging, 1 comparing MRI to no
imaging; very low quality; n=506 and 3022) demonstrated no clinical difference or clinical benefit
favouring no imaging for healthcare utilisation outcomes at > 4 months.
No data were available for responder criteria or adverse events.

7.5.1.2

Imaging versus no imaging or deferred imaging for low back pain with or without sciatica
Evidence from 1 cohort study (within 6 weeks of index visit) showed imaging (X-ray, MRI or CT) to
have no clinically important difference when compared to no imaging or deferred imaging on the
critical outcomes health-related quality of life (EQ-5D), pain severity and function, both at short and
long term follow ups (very low quality; n=5239). The same was true for healthcare utilisation when
comparing imaging and no imaging or deferred imaging, in some cases, healthcare utilisation was
less in the groups that did not receive imaging (1 cohort study, very low quality; n=1770).
No data were available for the critical outcome of psychological distress, responder criteria or
adverse events.

7.5.1.3

Imaging versus no imaging or deferred imaging for low back pain without sciatica
Evidence from a single cohort study comparing MRI (within 6 weeks of injury) to no imaging or
deferred imaging (MRI > 6 weeks of injury) indicated clinical benefit of no imaging or deferred
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imaging in quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning and role-physical) and function outcomes at ≥4
months. No clinical difference between imaging and no imaging or deferred imaging was found in
pain severity at ≥4 months (all outcomes rated as very low quality; n=1226).
No data were available for psychological distress or any of the important outcomes.
7.5.1.4

Imaging versus deferred imaging for low back pain with or without sciatica
Evidence from a single cohort study (n=3022) comparing early MRI (within the first 30 days postonset) to deferred MRI (41-180 days post-onset) suggested clinical benefit of deferred imaging for
most healthcare utilisation outcomes reported at both ≤4 and ≥4 months. No clinical difference
between imaging and deferred imaging was seen in healthcare utilisation of injections at ≤4 months
and nerve testing at > 4 months (very low quality).
No data were available for any critical outcome or any of the other important outcomes.

7.5.1.5

Imaging versus no imaging or deferred imaging for sciatica
Evidence from a single cohort study comparing MRI (within 6 weeks of injury) to no imaging or
deferred imaging (no MRI or MRI after 6 weeks of injury) showed clinical benefit favouring of the
latter for quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning and role-physical) and function at > 4 months (very
low quality, n=1226). No clinically important difference was demonstrated in pain severity at > 4
months.
No data were available for the outcome of psychological distress or any of the important outcomes.

7.5.2

Economic
 One cost-utility analysis found that early imaging is cost effective compared to delayed, selective
imaging (ICER: £1,527 per QALY gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with
potentially serious limitations.

7.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 3. Do not routinely offer imaging in a non-specialist setting for people with
low back pain with or without sciatica.
4. Explain to people with low back pain with or without sciatica that if they
are being referred for specialist opinion, they may not need imaging.
5. Consider imaging in specialist settings of care (for example, a
musculoskeletal interface clinic or hospital) for people with low back
pain with or without sciatica only if the result is likely to change
management.
6. Think about alternative diagnoses when examining or reviewing people
with low back pain, particularly if they develop new or changed
symptoms. Exclude specific causes of low back pain, for example,
cancer, infection, trauma or inflammatory disease such as
spondyloarthritis. If serious underlying pathology is suspected, refer to
relevant NICE guidance on:
 Metastatic spinal cord compression in adults
 Spinal injury
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 Spondyloarthritis
 Suspected cancer
Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health-related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (for pain and function), adverse events and healthcare utilisation
were also considered as important.
There was also no evidence in this review for adverse events or responder criteria for
any of the comparisons.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Low back pain with or without sciatica population
The GDG noted that for the comparison of imaging versus no imaging, a substantial
amount of the evidence came from a single RCT which was carried out in a
secondary care setting. Although there was some evidence of clinical benefit of
imaging from this study, this was contrary to the evidence from cohort studies which
reported imaging to have no clinical benefit over no imaging. The GDG were
surprised at this discrepancy and suggested this could at least in part be due to the
heterogeneous nature of low back pain.
The GDG also noted that the only evidence for the comparison of imaging versus no
imaging or deferred imaging came from 2 cohort studies, with the majority of
outcomes showing imaging to have no substantial benefit over no or deferred
imaging. Furthermore, for the comparison of imaging versus deferred imaging there
was only evidence from a single cohort study, which just reported healthcare
utilisation outcomes, showing clinical benefit of deferred imaging.
Low back pain without sciatica population
All the evidence for the comparison of imaging versus no imaging or deferred
imaging came from a single cohort study. No clinical benefit of imaging was
demonstrated, however clinical benefit on health-related quality of life, pain severity
and function was observed in the group who either did not have any imaging or
deferred imaging, at greater than 4 months.
Sciatica population
The GDG observed that all evidence for the comparison of imaging versus no
imaging, or deferred imaging, came from a single cohort study only reporting
outcomes at > 4 months. There was some clinical benefit observed with no imaging
or deferred imaging compared to early imaging.
Summary
The GDG noted that for most of the comparisons, there was limited evidence from a
small number of studies. Furthermore, the GDG acknowledged that a considerable
amount of evidence came from cohort studies, and discussed the difficulty in
determining cause and effect in interpreting outcomes. A number of further
limitations were noted by the GDG; the available evidence could be outdated, as xrays were the imaging modality studied in most papers, rather than MRI. One RCT
used bed rest as concomitant treatment to imaging. Furthermore, the evidence from
3 studies would not necessarily be applicable to the UK healthcare setting where
data relating to quality of life and healthcare utilisation were collected from US
settings of care (for example, workers’ complaints registers). Therefore the GDG
concluded that there was no clear benefit for imaging all people presenting with low
back pain.
The GDG observed that most of the evidence in favour of imaging was obtained from
a single RCT performed in a secondary setting of care. It was considered that primary
care clinicians might be less likely to be experts in musculoskeletal evaluation
compared to clinicians within specialist settings of care and as such, have a greater
degree of diagnostic uncertainty. As the level of diagnostic uncertainty in specialist
settings is likely to be lower, the GDG agreed that imaging should not be carried out
in primary care but in specialist settings of care only, for example, a musculoskeletal
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interface clinic or hospital. The GDG further discussed that the positive results in this
setting were only from one study and that the findings could not be generalised to
all patients with low back pain and/or sciatica. The GDG agreed that imaging should
be performed based on clinical appropriateness. It was discussed that imaging is
often unable to confirm or refute a provisional diagnosis and that many of the
imaging findings some would associate with low back pain causation (for example;
disc and joint degeneration) are frequently found in asymptomatic individuals. In
view of the limited and conflicting evidence, the GDG agreed that imaging should
only be carried out where it was likely to change future management of the
condition (for example if epidural or spinal surgery was being considered), and not in
response to diagnostic uncertainty.
In instances where imaging was not likely to change management, it was considered
that people might accept the decision not to image more readily from expert
specialist clinicians. It was agreed that the evidence reviewed was sufficient to
recommend advising against the routine use of imaging within a non-specialist
setting in this population.
The GDG noted that people often seek imaging for reassurance, as they lack
confidence in a clinical diagnosis. However, on the basis of the clinical and costeffectiveness evidence reviewed, the GDG discussed that imaging in this
circumstance would not be appropriate.
The GDG were concerned that the recommendation that imaging should only be
performed in specialist settings of care could lead to referrals with the expectation
that imaging would be performed. The GDG therefore advised that health
professionals should make it clear that if they are to refer to a specialist service, they
do so primarily for a clinical opinion and not necessarily for imaging.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

One relevant economic evaluation was included that considered imaging compared
to no imaging/delayed imaging for people with low back pain with or without
sciatica. This was based on the RCT by Gilbert et al. (2004) included in the clinical
review.164,165 This within-trial analysis found that the early imaging with MRI or CT as
soon as practicable increased costs and improved health (increased QALYs)
compared with a delayed selective imaging (no imaging unless a clear clinical
indication developed), with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of £1,527per
QALY gained. The probability that early imaging is cost effective at the £20,000 per
QALY threshold was around 90%. The analysis only reflected the effectiveness
evidence from 1 RCT included in the clinical review whereas other studies were
identified. The GDG noted that the conclusions of this study were not consistent with
cohort studies evidence, which indicated no clinically important difference or
clinically important benefit favouring no imaging. They also noted that in this study
patients received a more accurate test (MRI or CT) compared to other studies where
they received x-rays.
The GDG discussed the opportunity cost of providing imaging with MRI to people
with low back pain, which could result in a longer wait for imaging or treatments for
other conditions. They also discussed the cause for the higher QALY gain in the
imaging arm of the included economic study and concluded that this could be the
alteration in management following from the imaging test. The population of this
study was also discussed; the fact that this was people in a secondary care setting
was considered important as the results may be different for people presenting in a
primary care setting.
For these reasons the GDG considered imaging unlikely to be cost effective in a
primary care setting, while it could be cost effective in those cases where imaging in
specialist settings of care could lead to a change in management.

Quality of evidence

For the majority of evidence in this review, the quality ranged from a GRADE rating
of low to very low. This was due to the high number of drop outs or crossover of
participants from each group resulting in a high risk of bias rating, as well as the
imprecise nature of the results extracted and analysed in this review. For 2 of the
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intervention trials, data were only reported as median and interquartile range for
pain, function and health-related quality of life and therefore conclusions on the
efficacy based on these outcomes could not be made with any degree of certainty. A
considerable amount of evidence was extracted from cohort studies, which scored a
very low GRADE quality rating.
The economic analysis was judged to be partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.
Other considerations

The GDG discussed which people with low back pain should be imaged. The presence
of symptoms or signs suggestive of possible serious underlying pathology (red flags),
including a past history of cancer or trauma may warrant early imaging, however it is
beyond the scope of this guideline to review the use of imaging for these conditions.
The GDG noted that when imaging is requested from primary care, it is often for xray. However, the GDG discussed that MRI is more likely to change management
than x-rays. Thus they debated in which setting (i.e. primary care or secondary care)
and for what reason (e.g. diagnosis or treatment pathway) should imaging be
delivered to people with back pain and agreed it should be in a specialist setting of
care only, for example, a musculoskeletal interface clinic or hospital.
The GDG agreed on the importance of considering alternative diagnoses when
examining and reviewing people with low back pain or sciatica. Similarly, the GDG
recognised that new or changed signs and symptoms could suggest alternative
diagnoses and may be an indication of possible serious underlying pathology. They
discussed that health professionals should make people aware that they should seek
further advice if people developed new or changed symptoms, and agreed to make a
consensus recommendation in this regard.
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8 Self-management
8.1 Introduction
The majority of episodes of low back pain are expected to improve within a few days or weeks with a
return to normal activity. However, if the pain does not resolve and becomes long term, it can impact
on people’s physical condition and their ability to undertake normal activities of daily living. Back
pain can affect their mood and confidence and can become increasingly distressing.
Low back pain is difficult to define accurately and people often have descriptions for their symptoms,
in the manner of a syndrome, rather than a definitive diagnosis. This lack of a clear definition can
result in increasing confusion, distress and, for many people, may result in an inability to adopt
positive coping strategies. This can quickly result in vicious cycles of physical deconditioning, low
mood, withdrawal from normal activity and increased anxiety.
These factors can often place the management of chronic low back pain largely outside the scope of
a biomedical approach. There is often a difficult transition from the familiar ontology of curative
medicine, into the unknown territory of self-management and counter-intuitive ideas such as ‘living
well’ with a long-term health condition.221 The quality of life for people in this situation depends less
on interventions from health professionals and more on the ability of the person to undertake selfmanagement.477,523
This review intends to review the evidence for self-management for low back pain and sciatica and
includes self management advice, self management programmes and the effectives of written
information and unsupervised exercise regimes.

8.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of selfmanagement in the management of non-specific low back pain and
sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 33: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain
People aged 16 or above with sciatica

Intervention(s)

 Self-management programmes (including patient education and reassurance for
example, the Back Book)
 Advice to stay active
 Advice to bed rest
 Unsupervised exercise (including exercise prescription, advice to exercise at home)

Comparison(s)







Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry

Placebo/sham/attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
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disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

8.3 Clinical evidence
8.3.1

Summary of studies included – single interventions
Twenty-eight studies were included in the review, 3 of which included in multiple papers for a total
of 32 papers.37, 47, 73, 72, 74, 129, 166, 186, 188, 206, 209, 216, 225, 227, 242, 274, 310, 315, 323, 395, 402, 411, 416, 424, 448, 451, 464, 491, 527,
545, 546, 560
These are summarised in Table 34 below. Pengel et al. 2007 is also included in the chapter
on Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation programmes (See Chapter 17).402 Evidence from
these studies is summarised in the clinical evidence summaries below. See also the study selection
flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE
tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Five Cochrane reviews on self-management were identified but could not be included for the
following reasons:
 the review was withdrawn from publication;189,218
 the stratification of people with low back pain, low back pain with or without sciatica and sciatica
was unclear;130
 the review included studies in people with thoracic as well as lumbar back pain;517
 the review102 included studies on intraclass comparison, for example a comparison of shorter or
longer bed rest.
The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they matched the
review protocol.

8.3.2

Summary of studies included – combined interventions
Seven studies (1 included into 2 papers for a total of 8papers) 4 7,117,137,182,188,225,310 looking at
combinations of non-invasive interventions (with self-management as the adjunct) were also
included in this review. These are summarised in Table 35below. Evidence from these studies is
summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below. See also the
study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in
Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L. The Ferreira et al.
study and Little et al. are also included in the manual therapy chapter (See Chapter 12).137,225,310

8.3.3

Heterogeneity
For the comparison of self-management programmes versus usual care, there was substantial
heterogeneity between the studies when they were meta-analysed for the following outcomes: Pain
(VAS and VonKorff 0-10) and for function (RMDQ/ODI) at ≤4 months. Pre-specified subgroup analyses
(different within-class modalities, and chronicity of pain) were unable to be performed on this
outcome because the studies were not different in terms of these factors. A random effects meta-

NICE, 2016
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analysis was therefore applied to these two outcomes, and the evidence was downgraded for
inconsistency in GRADE.
Table 34: Summary of studies included in the review – single intervention
Study

Intervention/comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=294
Study duration:
one-off
intervention (1
year follow up)
Usa

Function
(RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(consultation
for back pain)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Booklet
Mckenzie exercises

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=321
Study duration: 1
month treatment
Usa

Function
(RMDQ)

Concurrent
treatment: most
patients taking
medication for low
back pain

Education (booklet + videos)
Acupuncture
Massage

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=262
Study duration:
10 weeks
treatment
Usa

Function
(RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(provider visits;
low back pain
medication fills)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Self-management - bed rest
+ exercise
Self-management unsupervised exercise
Bed rest
Usual care: allowed minor
(muscle relaxants or <8
aspirins/day) or major
(NSAID or >8 aspirins/day)
analgesics.

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=262
Study duration:
median 12 days
Canada

Responder
criteria (no
pain)

Also had a bed rest
group versus usual
care (see Table 4
below)

Self-management (skills
building, problem solving
etc.)
Waiting list

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=109
Study duration: 6
weeks
Usa

Pain (von Korff)
Function (von
Korff)
Quality of life
(SF-36)
Healthcare
utilisation
(consultation
for back pain)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Booklet
Usual care (no pamphlet)

Low back pain
N=489
Study duration:
one-off treatment

Function
(number of
people not
working)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Self-management programmes
Booklet
Cherkin
1996A73
Nurse session + booklet
Usual care (no extra
intervention)

Cherkin 1998
72

Cherkin 2001
74

Gilbert 1985
166

Haas 2005A
186

Hazard 2000
206

NICE, 2016
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Function outcome
was reported in a
format that could
not be metaanalysed

Concurrent
treatment: as for
usual care
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Study

Intervention/comparison

Population
(6 month followup)
Usa

Outcomes

Comments

Hemmila 2002

Exercise+ stretching+
booklet
Manual therapy –
combination of techniques
(manual manipulation
excluding mobilisation +
thermal+ electrotherapy)
Manual therapy mobilisation (bone-setting)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=132
Study duration: 6
weeks
Finland

Function (ODI)
Healthcare
utilisation (visits
to healthcare
centres)

Concurrent
treatment:
Massage, specific
mobilizations, and
manual (nut not
manipulations with
impulse) were
allowed. Individual
autostretching
exercises were
added when
appropriate in the
combined therapy
group. None
mentioned in the
other groups.

Irvine 2015242

Self-management
programme (fitback, online
education and behavioural
strategies with a cognitive
behavioural approach)
Self-management
programme (online; patient
had choice of websites to
visit for education)
Usual care (no treatment
given. Emails sent to
complete assessments)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=597
Study duration: 4
months
Usa

No relevant
outcomes
reported

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Lorig 2002 315

Email discussion group,
booklet and videotape
Usual care (subscription to
non-health magazine)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=580
Study duration: 1
year
Usa

Function
(RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(physician visits
for back pain;
chiropractor
visits for back
pain; physical
therapy visits
for back pain;
hospital days)

Concurrent
treatment: Not
stated

Paatelma
2008 395
(Kilpikoski
2009274)

Counselling from
physiotherapist, avoid bed
rest, early return to work
Mckenzie exercise

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=134
Study duration
unclear
Finland

Pain
Function

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Pengel 2007402

Advice sessions
Sham advice

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica

Pain (VAS)
Function

Advice sessions
aimed to
encourage a graded

209

NICE, 2016
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Intervention/comparison

Population
N=260
6 weeks
treatment
Australia and new
zealand

Outcomes
(RMDQ)

Comments
return to normal
activities. The
physiotherapist
explained the
benign nature of
low back pain,
addressed any
unhelpful beliefs
about back pain,
and emphasized
that being overly
careful and
avoiding light
activity would delay
recovery.
Concurrent
treatment: sham
exercise - the
control for the
exercise
intervention
consisted of sham
pulsed
ultrasonography (5
minutes) and sham
pulsed short-wave
diathermy (20
minutes).

Low back pain
and sciatica
N=126
12 weeks
treatment
Finland

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of life
(15-d)

Concomitant
treatment: both
groups had access
to occupational
health care as usual
during the study
period. The
exercise group also
were encouraged
to participate in
home exercises.

Booklet
Usual care (not stated)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=936
Study duration:
one-off treatment
(1 year follow-up)
Uk

Healthcare
utilisation
(hospitalisation)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Booklet
Yoga
Exercise

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=101
Study duration:
12 weeks
Usa

Responder
criteria (>50%
improvement in
RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication use
in previous

Concurrent
treatment: patients
retained access to
all medical care
provided by their
insurance plan

Note: other
arms/comparisons in this
trial have been included in
the MBR review

Rantonen
2012411

Booklet (back book)
Exercise (biomechanical)
Note: other
arms/comparisons in this
trial have been included in
the MBR review

Roland 1989
424

Sherman 2005
448
(Horng
2006227)

NICE, 2016
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Intervention/comparison

Population

Outcomes
week)

Comments

Sparkes 2012

Booklet
Usual care (waiting list)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=62
Study duration:
one-off treatment
(mean in each
group 17 and 24
days respectively)
Uk

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Education sessions
Usual care (supervised
exercise programme)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=54
Study duration:
12 weeks
China

Pain (VAS)
Function
(RMDQ)
Quality of life
(SF-36)

Concurrent
treatment: usual
care was also given
in the intervention
arm

Advice to stay active
Usual care (GP care)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica on sick
leave
N=457
Study duration:
12 months
Norway

No relevant
outcomes
reported

The only outcome
reported is return
to work (not in the
protocol)
Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Advice to stay active
Advice to bed rest

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=200
Study duration:
14 days
Usa

Days to full
activity

Concurrent
treatment: one
acetaminophen
tablet twice daily

Advice to stay active
Advice to bed rest

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=42
Study duration:
48 hours
Uk

Function
(RMDQ)

Concurrent
treatment:
ibuprofen or, if this
was
contraindicated,
co-proxamol for
analgesia. Subjects
did not receive
physiotherapy
during the trial, and
other treatments,
including selfremedies and
physical therapies
(apart from local
application of
heat), were
discouraged.

464

Zhang 2014560

Advice to stay active
Hagen 2000A
188

Wiesel 1980
545

Wilkinson
1995 546

Advice to bed rest

NICE, 2016
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Intervention/comparison
Bed rest
Usual care: allowed minor
(muscle relaxants or <8
aspirins/day) or major
(NSAID or >8 aspirins/day)
analgesics.

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=262
Study duration:
median 12 days
Canada

Responder
criteria (no
pain)

Concurrent
treatment: as for
usual care

Malmivaaara
1995323

Bed rest
Unsupervised exercise
Usual care (avoid bed rest
and advised to continue
their routines as actively as
possible)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=186
2 days
intervention
Finland

Function (ODI)

Concurrent
treatment: none
given except
unsupervised
exercise group
were given usual
care.
Quality of life
outcome not
suitable for
extraction.

Vroomen
1999 527

Bed rest
Usual care (instructed to be
up and about whenever
possible but to avoid
straining the back or
provoking pain. They were
allowed to go to work, but
bed rest was not
prohibited.)

Low back pain
with sciatica
N=183
Study duration: 2
weeks
Netherlands

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concurrent
treatment: allowed
to take
acetaminophen
(1000 mg three
times a day) for
pain, supplemented
by codeine (10 to
40 mg six times a
day) or naproxen
(500 mg three
times a day) when
necessary.
Temazepam (10 mg
once daily) was
prescribed for
insomnia. Patients
were asked to
record any other
treatments they
used for radicular
symptoms,
although these
were discouraged.

Unsupervised exercise.
Exercise

Low back pain
N=74
Study duration: 3
months
Sweden

Function
(subjective
disability index)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated
Data was provided
in a format that
could not be metaanalysed.

Unsupervised exercise
Usual care

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=13

Function
(Modified ODI
(MODI))

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated
Usual care:

Gilbert 1985
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Unsupervised exercise
Bentsen 1997
37

Brandt 201547

NICE, 2016
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Intervention/comparison

Population
Study duration:
12 weeks
Usa

Outcomes

Comments
continuation of the
subjects’ prestudy
exercise regiment
Data was provided
in a format that
could not be metaanalysed.

HernandezReif 2001 216

Unsupervised exercise
Massage

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=24
Study duration: 5
weeks
Usa

Pain (McGill)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Little
2008A310(Ehrli
ch 2009129,
Hollinghurst
2008225)

Unsupervised exercise plus
usual care
Usual care (no details
reported)
Massage
Alexander technique (6
sessions)
Alexander technique (24
sessions)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=579
Study duration: 3
weeks – 5 months
Uk

Pain (von Korff)
Function
(RMDQ)
Quality of life
(SF-36)(a)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Malmivaaara
1995323

Bed rest
Unsupervised exercise
Usual care (avoid bed rest
and advised to continue
their routines as actively as
possible)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=186
2 days
intervention
Finland

Function (ODI)

Concurrent
treatment: none
given except
unsupervised
exercise group
were given usual
care.
Quality of life
outcome not
suitable for
extraction.

Reilly 1989 416

Unsupervised exercise
Mixed exercise
(biomechanical + aerobic)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=40
Study duration: 6
months
Usa

Pain (number of
pain relapses)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated

Shirado 2010
451

Unsupervised exercise
NSAID

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=201
Study duration: 8
weeks
Japan

Pain (VAS)
Function
(RMDQ)
Quality of life
(Japan low back
pain evaluation
questionnaire)

Concurrent
treatment: not
stated
Data was reported
in a format not
suitable for metaanalysis

Torstensen
1998 491

Unsupervised exercise
Exercise

Low back pain
with or without

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concurrent
treatment: not

NICE, 2016
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Intervention/comparison

Population
sciatica
N=141
Study duration: 3
months
Norway

Outcomes
Return to work

Comments
stated

Table 35: Summary of studies included in the review: combinations of interventions (selfmanagement adjunct)
Study

Intervention/comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Adamczyk
20094

Physical (taping), selfmanagement + exercise
Electrotherapy + exercise

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N= 60
Duration of
intervention and
follow-up not
stated
Poland

Pain severity
(VAS/NRS)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
Data was reported in
a format not suitable
for meta-analysis

Alayat 20147

Electrotherapy (hilt laser) +
self-management
(unsupervised exercise)
Self-management
(unsupervised exercise) +
placebo laser therapy
Electrotherapy (hilt laser
therapy)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=72
4 weeks
intervention + 12
weeks follow up
Saudi arabia

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function
(RMDQ, modi)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Djavid 2007117

Combined non-invasive
interventions:
electrotherapy (laser) + selfmanagement (unsupervised
exercise)
Self-management (exercise
=biomechanical - core
stability)
Electrotherapy (laser)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=61
6 weeks
intervention + 12
weeks follow up
Iran

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Ferreira
2010137

Self-management
(education) + exercise
(biomechanical)
Biomechanical exercise
(motor control)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=34
Study duration: 8
weeks
Australia

Pain (VAS)
Function
(RMDQ)

Gur 2003182

Electrotherapy (laser) +
exercise
Electrotherapy (laser)
Exercise (biomechanical core stability)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=75
4 weeks
intervention
Turkey

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function
(RMDQ;
Modified ODI
(MODI))

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Hagen

Education; self-

Low back pain

Study meets

Concomitant

NICE, 2016
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Concurrent
treatment: not
stated
Other comparisons
included in the
manual therapy
chapter

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Self-management
Study
2000a188

Intervention/comparison
management; home
exercise
Usual care (primary health
care; had at least one visit
to GP to obtain sick leave.)

Population
with or without
sciatica
N=457
Immediate
Norway

Outcomes
all inclusion
criteria for the
review, but
does not
report any
relevant
outcomes

Comments
treatment: not stated

Little 2008a
(ATEAM)
Hollingshurt
2008 225,310

Self-management (exercise
prescription) + 6 sessions
alexander technique
Self-management (exercise
prescription)+ 24 sessions
alexander technique
6 alexander technique
lessons
24 alexander technique
lessons
Self-management (exercise
prescription)manual therapy
(soft tissue techniques –
massage)
Usual care: details not
specified
Manual therapy (massage) +
self-management (home
exercise)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=579
9 months
intervention + 1
year follow up)
Uk

Quality of life
(SF-36 and eq5d)(a)
Pain severity
(von Korff
pain scores)
Function
(RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(primary care
contacts,
number of
prescriptions)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated. For usual
care: no exercise
prescription given

(a) EQ-5D was collected but not reported by study apart from as QALYs in economic analysis (see 8.4))

NICE, 2016
163

Data not suitable for meta-analysis
Table 36: Single interventions
Study
Outcome
Intervention results
Unsupervised exercise versus exercise (core stability)

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

164

Bentsen 1997 37

Function (Subjective
disability index) ≤ 4
months
Unsupervised exercise versus usual care

Mean change score: 5.15

N=28

Mean change score: 6.75

N=40

Very high

Brandt 201547

Function (MODI, 0100) ≤ 4 months
Booklet versus usual care

Mean change score: 4.8

N=6

Mean change score:
+1.7

N=7

Very high

Cherkin 1996A73

Function (RMDQ, 024) ≤ 4 months
Booklet + nurse versus usual care

Mean change score: 5.4

N=100

Mean change score: 5.3

N=93

Very high

Cherkin 1996A73

Function (RMDQ, 024) ≤ 4 months
Unsupervised exercise versus diclofenac

Mean change score: 5.2

N=93

Mean change score: 5.3

N=93

Very high

Shirado 2010 451

Quality of life (Japan
low back pain
evaluation
questionnaire, 0-120)
≤ 4 months

Change score
(median; 25th and
75th percentiles): 0.58 (-0.78 to -0.33)

N=103

Change score
(median; 25th and
75th percentiles): 0.44 (-0.75 to -0.17)

N=98

High

Shirado 2010 451

Pain severity (VAS, 010) ≤ 4 months

Change score
(median; 25th and
75th percentiles): 0.44 (-0.73 to -0.15)

N=103

Change score
(median; 25th and
75th percentiles): 0.35 (-0.67 to -0.02),
0.332

N=98

High

Shirado 2010 451

Function (RMDQ, 0-

Change score

N=103

Change score

N=98

Very high

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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8.3.4

Intervention results
(median; 25th and
75th percentiles): 0.72 (-1.00 to -0.33)

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results
(median; 25th and
75th percentiles): 0.47 (-1.00 to 0)

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Table 37: Combined interventions - Physical (taping) plus self-management plus exercise versus electrotherapy plus exercise
Study
Adamczyk 20094

8.3.5

Outcome

Intervention results

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Pain (VAS, 0-10) at
end of treatment
(duration not stated)

Mean: 0.3333

N=30

Mean: 7.1333

N=30

Very high

Clinical evidence summary tables
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Table 38: Self-management programme versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

49
(1 study)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

Quality of life (SF-36 energy domain,
0-100) > 4 months

Outcomes

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus usual care (95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
63.68

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
27.24 higher
(16.41 to 38.07 higher)

49
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary, 0-100)
≤ 4 months in the control groups was
82.35

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
7.49 higher
(0.16 to 14.82 higher)

80
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,

The mean quality of life (SF-36
energy domain, 0-100) > 4 months in

The mean quality of life (SF-36 energy
domain, 0-100) > 4 months in the

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcome
24) ≤ 4 months

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Study

80
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 wellbeing domain, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
-2.5

The mean quality of life (SF-36 wellbeing domain, 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.5 higher
(0.35 to 16.65 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 general health
domain, 0-100) > 4 months

80
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
general health domain, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
3.2

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general
health domain, 0-100) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
4.4 lower
(11.33 lower to 2.53 higher)

Pain severity (low back pain, VAS 010) ≤ 4 months

106
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency

The mean pain severity (low back
pain, VAS 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
1.54

The mean pain severity (low back pain,
VAS 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.16 lower
(0.81 lower to 0.49 higher)

Pain severity (low back pain, modified
von Korff 0-10) > 4 months

101
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (low back
pain, VAS 0-10) > 4 months in the
control groups was
-0.67

The mean pain severity (low back pain,
VAS 0-10) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.1 lower
(1.07 lower to 0.87 higher)

Function (modified von Korff, 0-100)
>4 months

101
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean Function (modified von
Korff 0-100) >4 months in the control
groups was
-4.2

The mean Function (modified von Korff
0-100) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
8.0 lower
(19.28 lower to 3.28 higher)

Function (number not working) >4

419

VERY LOWa,b

166
RR

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control
the control groups was
-1.6

Moderate

Risk difference with Self-management
versus usual care (95% CI)
intervention groups was
5.9 higher
(4.33 lower to 16.13 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of life (SF-36 well-being
domain, 0-100) > 4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus usual care (95% CI)

59 per 1000

5 more per 1000
(from 29 fewer to 76 more)

167

Function (RMDQ/ODI) ≤ 4 months

106
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,d
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ/ODI) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
12.17

The mean function (RMDQ/ODI) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.02 lower
(0.78 lower to 0.73 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24)> 4 months.

421
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ) >4
months in the control groups was
-1.51

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.26 lower
(2.18 to 0.34 lower)

Responder criteria (no pain) ≤ 4
months

122
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR
1.04
(0.83
to
1.29)

Moderate

Responder criteria (no pain) > 4
months

113
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR
0.89
(0.66
to
1.19)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (consultation for
back pain) > 4 months

1304
(4 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR
0.86
(0.74
to
1.01)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (hospitalisation)

936

VERY LOWa,b

RR

Moderate

717 per 1000

648 per 1000

227 per 1000

29 more per 1000
(from 122 fewer to 208 more)

71 fewer per 1000
(from 220 fewer to 123 more)

32 fewer per 1000
(from 59 fewer to 2 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)
1.09
(0.51
to
2.29)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

421
(1 study)

Healthcare utilisation (chiropractor
visits for back) > 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus usual care (95% CI)
19 fewer per 1000
(from 31 fewer to 5 more)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physician visits for back) > 4 months
in the control groups was
-0.65

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physician visits for back) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.89 lower
(1.63 to 0.15 lower)

421
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(chiropractor visits for back) > 4
months in the control groups was
-0.797

The mean healthcare utilisation
(chiropractor visits for back) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.52 lower
(2.52 lower to 1.47 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (physical
therapist visits for back) > 4 months

421
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physical therapist visits for back) > 4
months in the control groups was
-1.31

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physical therapist visits for back) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.68 lower
(2.16 lower to 0.8 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (hospital days) >
4 months

421
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(hospital days) > 4 months in the
control groups was
0.04

168

42 per 1000

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The mean healthcare utilisation
(hospital days) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.24 lower
(0.48 lower to 0 higher)
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because of heterogeneity, I 2=54%, p=0.14, unexplained by subgroup analysis
Downgraded by 2 increments because of heterogeneity, I 2=74%, p=0.05, unexplained by subgroup analysis

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Healthcare utilisation (physician visits
for back) > 4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)
0.54
(0.26
to
1.13)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
> 4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management versus
sham (95% CI)

131
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain severity (low back pain 0-10) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups was
0.6 lower
(1.2 lower to 0 higher)

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4 months

131
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain severity (low back pain 0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1 lower to 0.2 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

131
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

*

The mean function (RMDQ) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(2.1 lower to 0.3 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

131
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

*

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.6 lower
(1.9 lower to 0.7 higher)

169

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤ 4 months

* Control event rates not given, only mean difference reported by study
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the 95% CI crossed 1 MID, and downgraded by 2 increments if the 95% CI crossed both MIDs

Table 40: Self-management programme versus bed rest in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus bed rest (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Table 39: Self-management programme versus sham in low back pain with or without sciatica

Responder outcome (no pain) ≤ 4
months

119
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Responder outcome (no pain) > 4
months

112
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Anticipated absolute effects

RR
0.96
(0.78
to
1.18)

Moderate

Risk with Control
772 per 1000

Risk difference with Self-management
versus bed rest (95% CI)
31 fewer per 1000
(from 170 fewer to 139 more)

170

RR
Moderate
0.95
604 per 1000
30 fewer per 1000
(0.7 to
(from 181 fewer to 181 more)
1.3)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 41: Self-management programme versus exercise in low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus exercise (95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤
4 months in the control groups was
3.1

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(0.65 lower to 1.45 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
2.9

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1 higher
(0.02 lower to 2.02 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

2 higher
(2.52 lower to 6.52 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
12

The mean function (ODI 0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
2 higher
(3.02 lower to 7.02 higher)

Quality of life (15-D, 0-1) ≤ 4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (15-d, 0-1) ≤
4 months in the control groups was
0.9

The mean quality of life (15-d, 0-1) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.01 lower
(0.04 lower to 0.02 higher)

Quality of life (15-D, 0-1) >4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (15-d, 0-1) >4
months in the control groups was
0.9

171

The mean quality of life (15-d, 0-1) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.02 lower
(0.05 lower to 0.01 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the 95% CI crossed 1 MID, and downgraded by 2 increments if the 95% CI crossed both MIDs

Table 42: Self-management programme versus exercise in low back pain without sciatica
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

180
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

Responder criteria (>50%
improvement in RMDQ) ≤ 4 months

60
(1 study)

LOWb
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.6
(0.31
to
1.15)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (medication

61

VERY LOWa,b

RR

Moderate

Outcomes

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control
The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
4.1

500 per 1000

Risk difference with Self-management
versus exercise (95% CI)
The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(1.3 lower to 1.7 higher)
200 fewer per 1000
(from 345 fewer to 75 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

14
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imprecision

due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Table 43: Self-management programme versus massage in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus massage (95% CI)

160
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
6.3

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.5 higher
(0.65 to 4.35 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

159
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the control groups was
6.8

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(2.23 lower to 1.43 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (provider visits)
> 4 months

159
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(provider visits) > 4 months in the
control groups was
1

The mean healthcare utilisation
(provider visits) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.5 higher
(0.48 lower to 1.48 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (low back pain
medication fills) > 4 months

159
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation (low
back pain medication fills) > 4
months in the control groups was
2.5

172

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

The mean healthcare utilisation (low
back pain medication fills) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.5 higher
(0.52 lower to 3.52 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
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(1 study)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

1.17
500 per 1000
85 more per 1000
(0.74
(from 130 fewer to 430 more)
to
1.86)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
use) > 4 months

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Responder criteria (>50%
improvement in RMDQ) ≤ 4 months

66
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Healthcare utilisation (Medication
use) > 4 months

63
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

RR
0.43
(0.24
to
0.78)

Moderate

Risk with Control
694 per 1000

Risk difference with Self-management
versus yoga (95% CI)
396 fewer per 1000
(from 153 fewer to 528 fewer)

173

RR
Moderate
2.85
206 per 1000
381 more per 1000
(1.38
(from 78 more to 1000 more)
to
5.89)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 45: Self-management versus acupuncture in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus acupuncture (95% CI)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

172
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
7.9

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.9 higher
(1.07 lower to 2.87 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

173
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the control groups was
8

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.6 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Table 44: Self-management programme versus yoga in low back pain without sciatica

Self-management

NICE, 2016

(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Healthcare utilisation (provider visits)
>4 months

173
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(provider visits) >4 months in the
control groups was
1.9

Healthcare utilisation (low back pain
medication fills) > 4 months

173
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation (low
back pain medication fills) > 4
months in the control groups was
4.4

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Self-management
versus acupuncture (95% CI)
(3.51 lower to 0.31 higher)
The mean healthcare utilisation
(provider visits) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.55 lower to 0.75 higher)

174

The mean healthcare utilisation (low
back pain medication fills) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(3.01 lower to 2.21 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 46: Self-management programmes (bed rest plus exercise) versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Responder criteria (No pain) ≤ 4
months

123
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.04
(0.84 to
1.29)

Moderate

Responder criteria (No pain) > 4
months

114
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.95
(0.72 to
1.26)

Moderate

717 per 1000

648 per 1000

Risk difference with Self-management
(bed rest + exercise) versus usual care
(95% CI)
29 more per 1000
(from 115 fewer to 208 more)
32 fewer per 1000
(from 181 fewer to 169 more)
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Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Table 47: Self-management programmes (bed rest plus exercise) versus bed rest in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Responder criteria (No pain) ≤ 4
months

120
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

RR 0.97
(0.79 to
1.18)

Moderate

Responder criteria (No pain) > 4
months

113
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.02
(0.76 to
1.37)

Moderate

772 per 1000

Risk difference with Self-management
(bed rest + exercise) versus bed rest
(95% CI)
23 fewer per 1000
(from 162 fewer to 139 more)

604 per 1000

175

12 more per 1000
(from 145 fewer to 223 more)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 48: Self-management programmes (bed rest plus exercise) versus self-management (exercise); in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Responder criteria (No pain) ≤ 4
months

125
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

RR 1.01
(0.82
to
1.24)

Moderate

Responder criteria (No pain) > 4
months

119
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.07
(0.8 to
1.44)

Moderate

742 per 1000

576 per 1000

Risk difference with Self-management
(bed rest plus exercise) versus selfmanagement (exercise) (95% CI)
7 more per 1000
(from 134 fewer to 178 more)

40 more per 1000
(from 115 fewer to 254 more)
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risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Self-management

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

Table 49: Self-management (exercise, stretching and education) compared to manual therapy combination of techniques (mobilisation and
electrotherapy) in low back pain without sciatica

176

Outcomes
Function (improvement of ODI) ≤ 4
months

68
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (improvement of
ODI) ≤ 4 months in the control groups
was
4

The mean function (improvement of
ODI) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.10 lower
(4.99 lower to 2.79 higher)

Function (improvement of ODI) > 4
months

64
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (improvement of
ODI) > 4 months in the control groups
was
4.4

The mean function (improvement of
ODI) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.20 lower
(6.76 lower to 2.36 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (visits to
healthcare centres) > 4 months

64
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation (visits
to healthcare centres) in the control
groups was
0.2

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Risk with Manual therapy
combination of techniques (manual
manipulation excluding mobilisation
+ thermal+ electrotherapy)

Risk difference with Self-management
(exercise+ stretching+ booklet) (95%
CI)

The mean healthcare utilisation (visits
to healthcare centres) in the
intervention groups was
0.30 higher
(0.12 lower to 0.72 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 50: Self-management programme (exercise plus stretching plus booklet) versus manual therapy (mobilisation) in low back pain without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Relativ

Anticipated absolute effects
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risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Self-management

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

78
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
5.1

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.20 lower
(6.52 lower to 2.12 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

76
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
8.4

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
6.20 lower
(10.78 to 1.62 lower)

Healthcare utilisation (visits to
healthcare centres) > 4 months

76
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(visits to healthcare centres) in the
control groups was
0.4

Risk with Mobilisation (bonesetting)

Risk difference with Self-management
(exercise+ stretching+ booklet) (95%
CI)

177

The mean healthcare utilisation (visits
to healthcare centres) in the
intervention groups was
0.10 higher
(0.33 lower to 0.53 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 51: Advice to stay active versus bed rest in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes
Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
34
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control
The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
3.2

Risk difference with Advice to stay
active versus bed rest (95% CI)

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.7 higher
(0.72 lower to 6.12 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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e
effect
(95%
CI)

Self-management

evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Days to full activity ≤ 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

80
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Bed rest

Risk difference with Advice to stay
active (95% CI)

The mean days to full activity ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
5.23 lower
(5.74 to 4.72 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) The majority of the evidence included an indirect population (downgrade by 1 increment) or a very indirect population (downgrade by 2 increments)

Table 53: Bed rest versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Responder criteria (No pain) ≤ 4
months

117
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.08
(0.87 to
1.33)

Moderate

Responder criteria (No pain) > 4
months

107
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.93
(0.69 to
1.25)

Moderate

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

134
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

178
Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control
717 per 1000

Risk difference with Bed rest versus
usual care (95% CI)
57 more per 1000
(from 93 fewer to 237 more)

648 per 1000

45 fewer per 1000
(from 201 fewer to 162 more)

*

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
3.9 higher
(0.1 to 7.7 higher)

* Control event rates not given, only mean difference reported by study
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

risk of bias
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Self-management
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Table 52: Advice to stay active versus bed rest in low back pain without sciatica

Table 54: Bed rest versus usual care in low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (back pain, VAS 0-10) ≤ 4
months

169
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (back pain,
VAS 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
2.2

The mean pain severity (back pain, VAS
0-10) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.3 lower
(1.8 lower to 0.48 higher)

Pain severity (leg pain, VAS 0-10) ≤ 4
months

169
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain VAS
0-10) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
14

The mean pain severity (leg pain VAS 010) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2 higher
(5.54 lower to 9.54 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

169
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
11

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Bed rest versus
usual care (95% CI)

179

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(3.17 lower to 3.17 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 55: Unsupervised exercise versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
111
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care
*

Risk difference with Unsupervised
exercise (95% CI)
The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
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Self-management
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(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the 95% CI crossed 1 MID, and downgraded by 2 increments if the 95% CI crossed both MID

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Unsupervised
exercise (95% CI)
2.08 lower
(10.66 lower to 6.44 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

111
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.72 lower
(7.38 lower to 8.22 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

111
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.65 lower
(3.62 lower to 0.32 higher)
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* Control event rates not given, only mean difference reported by study
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 56: Unsupervised exercise versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes
Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
119
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

* Control event rates not given, only mean difference reported by study

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
*

Risk difference with Unsupervised
exercise versus usual care (95% CI)
The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.6 higher
(1.6 lower to 6.8 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Table 57: Unsupervised exercise versus Alexander technique in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Unsupervised
exercise versus Alexander technique
(95% CI)
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Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

221
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary, 0-100)
> 4 months in the control groups was
6.93

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
9.03 lower
(17.09 to 0.96 lower)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

221
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary, 0-100)
> 4 months in the control groups was
3.92

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
3.38 lower
(14.34 lower to 7.58 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff, 0-10) > 4
months

221
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (von Korff, 010) > 4 months in the control groups
was
-0.88

The mean pain severity (von Korff, 010) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.57 higher
(0.32 lower to 1.46 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

221
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the control groups was
-2.7

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.15 higher
(0.78 lower to 3.07 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the 95% CI crossed 1 MID, and downgraded by 2 increments if the 95% CI crossed both MIDs

Self-management

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (Back pain, VAS 0-10) ≤ 4
months

116
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (back pain,
VAS 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
3.72

The mean pain severity (back pain, VAS
0-10) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.32 higher
(0.36 to 2.28 higher)

Pain severity (Back pain, VAS 0-10) > 4
months

156
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency

The mean pain severity (back pain,
VAS 0-10) > 4 months in the control
groups was
3.70

The mean pain severity (back pain, VAS
0-10) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.16 higher
(2.55 to 3.77 higher)

Pain severity (Leg pain VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months

116
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain, 010) ≤ 4 months in the control groups
was
1.88

The mean pain severity (leg pain, 0-10)
≤ 4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.64 higher
(0.55 to 2.73 higher)

Pain severity (Leg pain VAS, 0-10) > 4
months

116
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain, 010) > 4 months in the control groups
was
2.12

The mean pain severity (leg pain, 0-10)
> 4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.45 higher
(0.41 to 2.49 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

116
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
46.2

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
6.5 higher
(1.05 to 11.95 higher)

182

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Unsupervised
exercise versus exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Table 58: Unsupervised exercise versus exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) > 4
months in the control groups was
44.1

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
6.5 higher
(0.94 to 12.06 higher)

Number of pain relapses > 4 months

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean number of pain relapses >
4 months in the control groups was
0.25

The mean number of pain relapses > 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.8 higher
(1.95 to 3.65 higher)

Return to work > 4 months

139
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.96
(0.73 to
1.27)

Moderate
594 per 1000

24 fewer per 1000
(from 160 fewer to 160 more)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 2 increments because of heterogeneity, I 2 = 97%, p<0.00001
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed one MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 59: Unsupervised exercise versus massage in low back pain without sciatica
No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

115
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary, 0-100)
> 4 months in the control groups was
-1.45

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.63 lower
(12.03 lower to 10.77 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

115
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary, 0-100)
> 4 months in the control groups was
-2.11

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.83 higher
(8.06 lower to 13.72 higher)

Pain (McGill, 0-78) ≤ 4 months

24

VERY LOWa,b

The mean pain severity (McGill) ≤ 4

The mean pain severity (McGill) ≤ 4

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Unsupervised
exercise versus massage (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

116
(1 study)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
months in the control groups was
4.1

Pain severity (Von Korff, 0-10) > 4
months

115
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (von Korff, 010) > 4 months in the control groups
was
0.29

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

115
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the control groups was
-0.45

Risk difference with Unsupervised
exercise versus massage (95% CI)
months in the intervention groups was
2.3 higher
(2.31 lower to 6.91 higher)
The mean pain severity (von Korff, 010) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.6 lower
(1.86 lower to 0.66 higher)
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The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(3.9 lower to 1.5 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

8.3.6
8.3.6.1

Combinations of interventions – self-management adjunct
Low back pain without sciatica
Table 60: Clinical evidence summary: self-management (exercise prescription) + Alexander technique (6 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) for low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (6 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (6 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) (95% CI)
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Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 09-100) >4
months

115
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
58.1

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
6.49 higher
(2.03 lower to 15.01 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) >4
months

115
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
68.9

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
3.46 lower
(11.41 lower to 4.49 higher)

Pain (Von Korff pain scale) >4 months

115
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the control groups was
4.3

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.64 lower
(1.59 lower to 0.31 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

115
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ) >4
months in the control groups was
7.79

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.54 lower
(3.44 lower to 0.36 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (primary care
contacts) >4 months

115
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean Healthcare utilisation
primary care contacts >4 months in
the control groups was
0.48

The mean Healthcare utilisation
primary care contacts >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.13 lower
(0.45 lower to 0.19 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (prescriptions)
>4 months

115
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean Healthcare utilisation
prescriptions >4months in the control
groups was
0.64

The mean Healthcare utilisation
prescriptions >4months in the
intervention groups was
0.06 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (6 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) (95% CI)
(0.5 lower to 0.38 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by two increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 61: Clinical evidence summary: self-management (exercise prescription) + Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) for low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

186

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (24 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) (95% CI)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) >4
months

114
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
58.1

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
7.39 higher
(1.02 lower to 15.8 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) >4
months

114
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
68.9

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.89 higher
(6.94 lower to 8.72 higher)

Pain (Von Korff pain scale, 0-10) >4
months

114
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the control groups was
4.3

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.19 lower
(2.13 to 0.25 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ) >4
months in the control groups was
7.79

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
2.78 lower
(4.69 lower to 0.87 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (primary care
contacts) >4 months

114
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(primary care contacts) >4 months in
the control groups was
0.48

The mean healthcare utilisation
(primary care contacts) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.11 higher
(0.25 lower to 0.47 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (prescriptions)
>4 months

114
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(prescriptions) >4 months in the
control groups was
0.64
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The mean Healthcare utilisation
prescriptions >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.04 higher
(0.51 lower to 0.59 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 62: Clinical evidence summary: self-management (exercise prescription) + Alexander technique (6 lessons) versus Alexander technique (24
lessons) for low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (6 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (24
lessons) (95% CI)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) >4
months

116
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
67.9

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the intervention groups was
3.3 lower
(11.63 lower to 5.03 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) >4

118
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary) >4
months in the control groups was

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary) >4 months in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

114
(1 study)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Function (RMDQ) >4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain scale, 010) >4 months

118
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the control groups was
3.4

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.26 higher
(0.68 lower to 1.2 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

118
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ) > 4
months in the control groups was
5.09

The mean function (RMDQ) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.16 higher
(0.71 lower to 3.03 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (primary care
contacts) > 4 months

118
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
primary care contacts >4 months in
the control groups was
0.44

The mean healthcare utilisation
primary care contacts >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.09 lower
(0.4 lower to 0.22 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (prescriptions)
>4 months

118
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
prescriptions >4 months in the
control groups was
1.07

Outcomes
months

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
68.54

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (6 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (24
lessons) (95% CI)
3.1 lower
(11.42 lower to 5.22 higher)
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The mean healthcare utilisation
prescriptions >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.49 lower
(1.14 lower to 0.16 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (24 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (24
lessons) (95% CI)
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Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

117
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
67.93

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the intervention groups
was
2.4 lower
(10.62 lower to 5.82 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) > 4
months

117
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
68.54

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.25 higher
(6.96 lower to 9.46 higher)

Pain (Von Korff pain scale, 0-10) > 4
months

117
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the control groups was
3.4

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.29 lower
(1.21 lower to 0.63 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

117
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the control groups was
5.09

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.08 lower
(1.96 lower to 1.8 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (primary care
contacts) > 4 months

117
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(primary care contacts) > 4months in
the control groups was
0.44

The mean healthcare utilisation
(primary care contacts) > 4monthsr in
the intervention groups was
0.15 higher
(0.2 lower to 0.5 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Table 63: Clinical evidence summary: self-management (exercise prescription) + Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (24
lessons) for low back pain without sciatica

Healthcare utilisation (prescriptions)
>4 months

118
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a,b

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (24 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (24
lessons) (95% CI)

The mean healthcare utilisation
prescriptions >4 months in the
control groups was
1.07

The mean healthcare utilisation
prescriptions >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.39 lower
(1.12 lower to 0.34 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Table 64: Clinical evidence summary: self-management (exercise prescription) + Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) + self-management (exercise prescription) for low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander
technique (24 lessons) + selfmanagement (exercise prescription)
versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) + self-management (exercise
prescription) (95% CI)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary, 0-100) >4
months

113
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the control groups was
64.63

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary) >4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.9 higher
(7.56 lower to 9.36 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary, 0-100) >4
months

113
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary) >4 months in
the control groups was

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
4.35 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Self-management
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Anticipated absolute effects

(3.97 lower to 12.67 higher)

Pain (Von Korff pain scale, 0-10) >4
months

113
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the control groups was
3.66

The mean pain (von Korff pain scale)
>4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.55 lower
(1.49 lower to 0.39 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

113
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the control groups was
6.25

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.24 lower
(3.15 lower to 0.67 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (primary care
contacts) > 4months

113
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
primary care contacts >4months in
the control groups was
0.35

The mean healthcare utilisation
primary care contacts >4months in
the intervention groups was
0.24 higher
(0.1 lower to 0.58 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (prescriptions) >
4 months

113
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
prescriptions in the control groups
was
0.58
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The mean healthcare utilisation
prescriptions in the intervention
groups was
0.1 higher
(0.46 lower to 0.66 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

8.3.6.2

Low back pain with or without sciatica
Table 65: Self-management (Home exercise) + electrotherapy (laser) compared to electrotherapy (laser) for low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with laser

Risk difference with Home exercise +
laser (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

65.4

Self-management

NICE, 2016

a,b

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤
4 months in the control groups was
3.15

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

85
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,c,d
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI,0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
27.3

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.63 lower
(1.24 to 0.01 lower)

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
2.82 lower
(5.80 lower to 0.16 higher)
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
Downgraded by 2 increments because of heterogeneity, I 2=86%, p=0.007
Downgraded by 2 increments because of heterogeneity, I 2=73%, p=0.06
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Table 66: Self-management (unsupervised exercise) + electrotherapy (HILT laser) versus electrotherapy (HILT laser) for low back pain with or without
sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Selfmanagement (unsupervised exercise)
+ electrotherapy (HILT laser) versus
electrotherapy (HILT laser) (95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

48
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤
4 months in the control groups was
5.65

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups
was
3.01 lower
(3.66 to 2.36 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

48
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
7.35

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.85 lower
(2.64 to 1.06 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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(2 studies)
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Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

48
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a

LOW
due to risk of bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Selfmanagement (unsupervised exercise)
+ electrotherapy (HILT laser) versus
electrotherapy (HILT laser) (95% CI)

The mean function (MODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
19.05

The mean function (MODI, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
3.91 lower
(5.96 to 1.86 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 67: Self-management (education) + exercise (biomechanical) versus exercise (biomechanical – motor control) for low back pain with or without
sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

21
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤
4 months in the control groups was
4.7

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

21
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
9

Risk difference with Selfmanagement (education) + exercise
(biomechanical) versus exercise
(biomechanical) (95% CI)
The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.70 lower
(2.50 lower to 1.10 higher)

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.64 lower
(7.06 lower to 3.78 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID.
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
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8.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified that included unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription)
as a comparator and has been included in this review.225 This is summarised in the economic
evidence profile below (Table 68) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I. This was a withintrial analysis of the ATEAM RCT also included in the clinical review.310 The analysis included eight
comparators with combinations of usual care, self-management (unsupervised exercise - exercise
prescription), manual therapy (soft tissue techniques – massage) and Alexander technique lessons.
Results are summarised here for the unsupervised exercise comparator as an adjunct to other care
only first (Table 68), followed by the full incremental analysis (Table 69) including all comparator in
the study (this includes other active interventions and also combinations of interventions).
No relevant economic evaluations were identified that included self-management programmes,
advice to stay active or advice for bed rest as a comparator.
One economic evaluation relating to self-management programmes and one relating to unsupervised
exercise were identified but were excluded due to limited applicability.74,208 One economic evaluation
(with two publications) relating to bed rest was identified but was excluded due to serious
methodological limitations.140,302 These are listed in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
Other economic evaluations compared self-management alone with self-management in
combination with other interventions, for example mixed modality manual therapy and
biomechanical exercise (Beam 2004),498 cognitive behavioural approaches (Lamb et al 2010),289
manipulation/mobilisation and biomechanical exercise (Niemisto 2003388/Niemisto 2005387). These
studies are presented in the chapters relevant to the active comparator.
Self-management in combination with other interventions was assessed in other evidence presented
in the relevant chapters. One economic evaluation compared three interventions: biomechanical
exercise, a combination of mixed manual therapy and self-management, and MBR (Critchley 200794),
presented in the MBR and Exercise chapters.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Hollinghurst
2008225 (UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

 within-RCT analysis
(ATEAM310)
 population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (3
months or more)
 eight comparators in full
analysis
 in this comparison:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. UC + exercise
prescription
 follow-up: 1 year

(b)

Incremental
effects

Cost effectiveness

Uncertainty

Groups that did not receive massage or Alexander technique lessons
2 versus 1:
£100

2 versus 1: 0.04
QALYs

2 versus 1: £2847 per
QALY

Probability cost effective
(£5K) >95%
Complete case only
analysis results in
exercise having lower
QALYs than UC.

Groups that received massage or Alexander technique lessons
2 versus 1:
£44

2 versus 1: 0.04
QALYs

2 versus 1: £1096 per
QALY

Probability cost effective
NR

195

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year
(a) Study does not include all available non-invasive treatment options. Resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2005) may not reflect current NHS context.
(b) A longer time horizon may be preferable if effects may persist beyond 1 year. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this intervention; ATEAM is 1
of 6 studies included in the clinical review for unsupervised exercise - although the only one compared to usual care and with EQ5D data.
(c) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts, outpatient appointments, inpatient hospital stays and medication.

Table 69: Economic evidence profile: unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription) – full incremental analysis of all comparators
Study

Applicability

Hollinghurst
2008225 (UK)

Partially
applicablea

Limitation
s
Potentially
serious
limitations
b

Other comments

Costc,d

Effectsc

Increment
al costse

 within-RCT analysis
(ATEAM310)
 population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (3 months
or more)
 eight comparators in full

2. £204

2. -0.01
QALYs

Dominated (1 has lower costs and greater
effects)

1. 0
QALYs

Baseline

3. 0.03
QALYs

Dominated (5 has lower costs and greater
effects)

1. £0
3. £163

Incremental
effectse

Cost
effectivenesse

Uncertainty
 probability cost
effective: NR
 complete case
only QALY
analysis results
in fewer QALYs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Study

Incremental
cost (c)

Self-management

NICE, 2016

Table 68: Economic evidence profile: unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription) + usual care versus usual care comparisons only

Limitation
s

196

Other comments
analysis:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. Soft tissue techniques
(massage 6 sessions)
3. Alexander technique (AT) (6
lessons)
4. AT (24 lessons)
5. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription)
6. Self-management (exercise
prescription) + soft tissue
techniques (massage 6
sessions)
7. Self-management (exercise
prescription) + AT (6
lessons)
8. Self-management (exercise
prescription) + AT (24
lessons)
 Follow-up: 1 year

Increment
al costse

Incremental
effectse

Cost
effectivenesse

5. 0.04
QALYs

5 v 1: £100

0.04 QALYs

£2497 per QALY

4. £556

4. 0.05
QALYs

Dominated (6 has lower costs and greater
effects)

6. £213

6. 0.06
QALYs

Dominated (7 has lower costs and equal
effects)

7. £185

7. 0.06
QALYs

7 v 5: £86

0.02 QALYs

£4280 per QALY

8. £607

8. 0.09
QALYs

8 v 7: £421

0.03 QALYs

£14,042 per
QALY

Costc,d

Effectsc

5. £100

Uncertainty
than usual care
for exercise
prescription,
massage or AT
(6 lessons).

Abbreviations: AT, Alexander technique; RCT, randomised clinical trial; QALY, quality-adjusted life year
(a) Study does not include all available non-invasive treatment options; resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2005) may not reflect current NHS context.
(b) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs - authors suggest that the effects of Alexander technique lessons may be longer lasting than massage or an exercise
prescription. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for all the included comparators. Uncertainty has not been quantified for all analyses. Usual care
not described and unclear if this is was provided also in the massage and AT groups.
(c) Cost/effect over usual care in order of least to most effective intervention.
(d) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts, outpatient appointments, inpatient hospital stays and medication.
(e) Full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has lower costs) or subject to extended
dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and so it would never be the most cost
effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by comparing each to the next most effective
option.
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Unit costs
Relevant unit costs are provided below to aid consideration of cost effectiveness.
For self-management strategies the relevant intervention unit costs will be the personnel time
required to advise the patient regarding the relevant strategy. This will typically take place in primary
care and could be delivered by different healthcare professionals, including GPs, nurses,
physiotherapists and occupational therapists. Unit costs are provided below:
 The cost of a per patient GP contact lasting 11.7 minutes is £45, this cost includes direct care staff
costs and with qualifications (PSSRU 2013).99
 The cost of a per patient nurse (GP practice) contact lasting 15.5 minutes is £13, this cost includes
direct care staff costs and with qualifications (PSSRU 2013).99
 The cost of a one-to-one ‘care contact’ with a community physiotherapist or occupational
therapist is £50 and £76 respectively (NHS reference costs 2012-2013).110
The amount of personnel time required will depend on the specific intervention. It may be that
advice is briefly delivered during the primary consultation or it could be provided in a more
structured way with follow-up appointments required. For example, in the ATEAM study (Little
2008310) the exercise prescription involved a GP visit and up to three nurse follow-up consultations to
provide reinforcement and support. There may also be materials costs e.g. an information booklet.

8.5 Evidence statements
8.5.1
8.5.1.1
8.5.1.1.1

Clinical
Self-management programmes
Self-management programme versus usual care
In people with low back pain with or without sciatica, evidence from 1 study comparing selfmanagement to usual care found clinical benefit for quality of life domains - physical and mental
composites at the short-term follow-up (low and very low quality; n = 49). Evidence from 1 study
reporting at the longer-term time-point confirmed a benefit of self-management compared to usual
care for quality of life in terms of well-being and general health domains of the SF-36, but not for the
energy domain (low to moderate quality; n = 80). Two studies showed no benefit of selfmanagement programmes for reducing pain intensity measured with VAS pain scale in the short
term (very low to moderate quality; n = 106). Another study confirmed no clinical difference in pain
severity measured with von Korff pain scale in the long term (moderate quality; n=101). There was
no benefit in function as measured by different scores: RMDQ/ODI score at either time point (very
low and low quality; n = 106 and 421), modified von Korff scale (low quality; n=101), number of
people not working (very low quality; n=419). No evidence was available for the outcome of
psychological distress.
Evidence from one study found no difference in the responder criteria for pain at either time point
(low quality; n=122 and 113). There was evidence of benefit for all healthcare utilisation outcomes
reported (hospitalisation; physicians and physical therapy visits for back, hospital days) except for
chiropractor visits for back (one study, very low to low quality; n=936, n=1304; n=421).
No evidence was available for the individual low back pain or sciatica populations.
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8.5.1.1.2

Self-management programme versus sham
Evidence from 1 study suggested no clinical benefit of self-management compared with sham for
pain and function in both the short and long-term in people with low back pain with or without
sciatica (low to moderate quality; n = 131).

8.5.1.1.3

Self-management programme versus other non-invasive interventions
One study reported no clinical difference between a self-management programme and bed rest at
either time point in people with low back pain without sciatica (very low to moderate quality; n=119,
n=112).
In those with sciatica, evidence from 1 study (low quality; n=83) suggested no clinical difference of
self-management compared with exercise for quality of life (15-D) and function in both the short and
long-term, and for pain in the short term. However the same study showed evidence of clinical
benefit of exercise over self-management for pain in the long term.
In people with low back pain without sciatica, limited evidence from single studies (range of n = 60180) across a number of comparators (exercise, massage, yoga, acupuncture, manual therapy and
mobilisation plus electrotherapy), demonstrated no clinical benefit of the self-management
programme in terms of function (very low to moderate quality). Indeed, a clinical benefit of the
comparator (massage) compared with self-management was seen for function measured on RMDQ
(very low quality; range of n = 160). No evidence was available for quality of life, pain intensity or
psychological distress. Clinical benefit of the comparator (exercise, yoga) was observed for responder
criteria in function (low to moderate quality; range of n=60-66). Clinical benefit of the comparator
(exercise, massage, yoga) was also reported for healthcare utilisation outcomes (low to moderate
quality; range of n=61-159).

8.5.1.2

Advice to stay active and bed rest
Advice to stay active demonstrated a clinical benefit compared with bed rest for short-term function
on the RMDQ in one study of people with low back pain with or without sciatica (very low quality; n =
34). There was no clinical difference between bed rest and usual care in responder criteria (pain) and
function (low quality; n=134).
One study reported no clinical difference between bed rest and usual care for back pain or function
in the short term for people with low back pain and sciatica however clinical benefit in favour of
usual care versus bed rest was observed in terms of leg pain (low quality; n = 169).
Evidence in people with low back pain without sciatica from 1 study suggested benefit of bed rest
over advice to stay active in the days to full activity outcome at ≤ 4 months (very low quality; n=80).

8.5.1.3

Unsupervised exercise
Across all comparisons and outcomes reported, no clinical benefit of unsupervised exercise was
reported in either people with low back pain alone, or low back pain with sciatica.
In the mixed population with or without sciatica, clinical benefit of supervised exercise versus
unsupervised exercise was demonstrated for back pain in the short term (1 study; moderate quality;
n = 116) and in the long term (2 studies, very low quality; n = 156). The same was observed for leg
pain both in the short and long term (1 study, moderate quality; n=116) and for the number of pain
relapses at > 4 months (1 study, low quality; n=40).
Evidence from 1 study in people with low back pain without sciatica reported clinical benefit of usual
care compared to unsupervised exercise in terms of quality of life – physical component summary
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(very low quality; n=111). One study showed clinical benefit of either 6 or 24 sessions of the
Alexander technique compared to unsupervised exercise at longer-term follow-up for the physical
and mental domains of SF-36 (low quality; n=221).
Further evidence in this population showed no clinical benefit of unsupervised exercise compared
with either massage or usual care for function, pain or quality of life scores (3 studies; low and very
low quality; range of n = 24-115).
No evidence was available for psychological distress, nor for people with sciatica only.
8.5.1.4

Combinations of interventions - self-management adjunct
All evidence from populations with low back pain without sciatica comprised self-management
(exercise prescription) as an adjunct to postural therapy (Alexander technique, given as either 6
lessons or 24 lessons) (1 study, moderate to very low quality; range of n=113 - 118). Outcomes of
pain, function and quality of life (mental and physical) were available in both the short and long
term. For most of the outcomes and comparisons there was no clinical benefit seen. The exceptions
to this were:
 Self-management plus Alexander technique (6 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6 lessons):
there was clinical benefit of comparator for long-term (> 4 months) SF-36 physical composite.
 Self-management plus Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6 lessons):
there was clinical benefit for long-term quality of life (SF-36 physical component summary score),
pain and function.
 Self-management plus Alexander technique (6 lessons) versus Alexander technique (24 lessons):
there was clinical benefit for Alexander technique – 24 lessons for long-term SF-36 physical and
mental composites.
 Self-management plus Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (24 lessons):
there was clinical benefit for Alexander technique – 24 lessons for long-term SF-36 physical
composite.
 Self-management plus Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6 lessons) +
self-management: there was clinical benefit for Alexander technique – 24 lessons long-term SF-36
mental composite.
Very low quality evidence from 2 studies in people with low back pain with or without sciatica (n=85)
showed no clinical benefit on short-term pain and function of self-management (home exercise)
when given as an adjunct to electrotherapy (laser) compared to electrotherapy (laser) alone.
However, when self-management (unsupervised exercise) was given as an adjunct to electrotherapy
(HILT laser) there was clinical benefit seen for short-term pain, but no benefit on function (low
quality, 1 study, n=48).

8.5.2

Economic
 One cost-utility analysis (partially applicable; potentially serious limitations) in people with low
back pain (without sciatica) found:
o The combination of an unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription) with usual care was cost
effective compared to usual care alone (ICER: £2,847 per QALY gained) in those who did not
receive massage or Alexander technique lessons.
o The combination of an unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription) with usual care was cost
effective compared to usual care alone (ICER: £1,096 per QALY gained) in those who received
massage or Alexander technique lessons.
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o When considered amongst a selection of active treatments, the combination of Alexander
technique (24 lessons) with unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription) was the most
effective (highest QALYs) and most cost effective option from usual care, unsupervised
exercise (exercise prescription), soft tissue techniques (massage), exercise prescription +
massage, Alexander technique lessons (6 lessons), exercise prescription + Alexander technique
lessons (6 lessons), Alexander technique (24 lessons), and exercise prescription + Alexander
technique (24 lessons).
 No economic evaluations were identified that compared exercise prescription with usual care for
the management of sciatica.
 No economic evaluations were identified that included self-management programmes, advice to
stay active or advice for bed rest as a comparator for the management of low back pain or
sciatica.

8.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
7. Provide people with advice and information, tailored to their needs and
capabilities, to help them self-manage their low back pain with or
without sciatica, at all steps of the treatment pathway. Include:
 information on the nature of low back pain and sciatica
Recommendations
Relative values of
different outcomes

 encouragement to continue with normal activities.
The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (for pain and function), adverse events and healthcare utilisation
were also considered as important.
The GDG agreed that mortality was not a relevant treatment related adverse event
for this intervention, and therefore it was not included within the review protocol.
No evidence was available for any adverse events for this review; the GDG agreed
that was unsurprising given the nature of the intervention.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The GDG discussed the necessity of a body of evidence to show specific intervention
effects, that is, over and above any contextual or placebo effects. It was therefore
agreed that if placebo or sham-controlled evidence is available, this should inform
decision making in preference to contextual effects. However, if there was a lack of
placebo or sham-controlled evidence, evidence against usual care will be given
priority when decision making.
The GDG noted that when self-management was compared to usual care, clinical
benefit was in most cases observed at the outcomes reported at longer term follow
up (greater than 4 months), but this was not consistent across all outcomes. Some
benefit was seen in quality of life, but not for pain or function. There was evidence
that healthcare utilisation (consultation for back pain, hospitalisation, physician
visits, physiotherapist visits) was reduced by the use of self-management
programmes. However, there was uncertainty about this evidence, as this could in
part be the result of people taking part in a trial, so by nature visiting other
healthcare professionals less during this time. If the reduction in healthcare use was
to continue beyond the trial duration, it would be of more importance.
The GDG noted that there was some evidence that when self-management was
compared to a supervised activity, the latter was more effective. The GDG however
considered that, as both groups received self-management advice, this may just
indicate that contact with a healthcare professional and the associated contextual
effects are providing the additional benefit.
The evidence comparing advice to stay active with bed rest showed clinical benefit of
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advice to stay active in short-term function, but clinical benefit of bed rest in days to
full activity. However the GDG discussed that these were the only outcomes
reported from a single study, and that this was an old study with a population of USA
based combat trainees. Therefore, this was a very specific population which would
not be generalizable to the general population with low back pain in the UK. It was
also noted that the best rest arm was in a hospital setting, and therefore may have
added an incentive to encourage people to get back to their usual activity.
The evidence for bed rest included in this review was considered inconclusive. The
GDG were aware of anecdotal evidence that short term bed rest might be helpful,
but prolonged bed rest might be harmful. Evidence from this review did not inform
that opinion. Except for leg pain, there was no evidence from this review that bed
rest in the short term was harmful, but also no evidence to suggest that it was
beneficial to do so.
The GDG considered that the interventions reported in the review were all forms of
self-management support programmes, and distinct from pain management
programmes. However, it was agreed that interventions where the patient would
take an active role in managing their condition could be considered selfmanagement, and the goal might not be just to improve pain.
Although the direct evidence from this review was far from convincing, the GDG
considered that in part this was perhaps because advice provided in isolation is
unlikely to be very helpful. When considering evidence from the combination and
multidisciplinary programmes reviews and anecdotal evidence from GDG experience,
it was noted that self-management plays an important role in the management of a
variety of chronic conditions.
The GDG therefore agreed that although there was no conclusive evidence in favour
of self-management provided in isolation of other management strategies, it was still
important to provide advice to people about their condition and encourage them to
continue with normal activities. The GDG therefore felt that a good practice
statement to support self-management was justified. The GDG intended selfmanagement to apply as a principal alongside all treatment for people with low back
pain and sciatica as part of routine practice.
It was noted that there is no evidence from this review that a more complex
intervention was any more effective than simple advice.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

One economic evaluation was included which compared exercise prescription in
combination with usual care with usual care alone for the management of low back
pain (without sciatica). This within-trial cost-utility analysis found that the
combination of an exercise prescription with usual care was cost effective compared
to usual care alone in those who did and did not receive massage or Alexander
technique lessons (ICER: £1,096 and £2,847 per QALY gained, respectively). 225
Considering all the other interventions assessed in this study, adding exercise
prescription component to them was always more cost effective than each
intervention alone, that is, the combination of exercise prescription and massage
was more cost effective than massage alone (ICER £128 per QALY), and the
combination of exercise prescription and Alexander technique was more cost
effective than Alexander technique lessons alone (ICER £753 per QALY for 6 lessons
and £1,275 per QALY for 24 lessons).
The GDG considered the unit costs of different healthcare professionals who may be
involved in the delivery of such advice and considered that the provision of advice
would not be a change of practice. Furthermore the GDG noted that the cost of
information leaflets for patients was minimal. For example, the Back Book can be
ordered from the TSO stationery office shop and costs £1.25 per book. 57 The GDG
considered that although the provision of advice and information to promote selfmanagement of low back pain may incur some minimal costs, this is an essential part
of good patient care to ensure patients are adequately informed.
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Quality of evidence

The quality of evidence in this review ranged from moderate to very low. All the
studies included in this review were assessed as having serious or very serious risk of
bias. They all were small trials which could not be pooled due to the variability in trial
design and outcomes reported. A contributing factor to the risk of bias rating was
the difficulty of adequate blinding with such interventions. There was also a lack of
detail provided about the background care that the two study groups received apart
from the intervention; therefore in some cases it was impossible to assess whether
the care in the two groups was comparable. This increases the risk of overestimating
effects in subjective outcomes such as pain and function.
The GDG noted that the included studies were not optimally designed to test selfmanagement. Some studies had methodological limitations due to including only
highly selected populations, for example one study all participants were aged over
60 and were recruited by advertisement, and another was from a military population
with bed rest based in a military hospital.
The economic evidence was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.

Other considerations

The GDG noted the existing recommendation from CG88 relating to selfmanagement should still stand. It was agreed important for clinicians to take into
account people’s concerns about their back pain and sciatica, and tailor the advice to
the individual.
It was noted that there would likely be an overlap with this review and the review of
multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation programmes which also incorporate
a large self-management element (see MBR chapter 17). To distinguish between the
two, this review had focussed on programmes that were solely self-management
education or advice interventions, or advice to rest/stay active. Furthermore,
unsupervised exercise was included within this review, rather than the exercise
review as the GDG agreed that it was more appropriately defined as selfmanagement if there was no supervision involved.
The GDG agreed there was no evidence to suggest sciatica should be treated
differently to low back pain in terms of providing advice to the person with pain.
The GDG was also aware of some existing NICE guidance related to this area: NICE
public health guidance: Managing long term sickness and incapacity to work (PH16)
and NICE guideline CG138 Patient experience in adult NHS services: improving the
experience of care for people using adult NHS services.
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9 Exercise therapies
9.1 Introduction
Exercise therapies make use of various forms of physical exercise to prevent or treat low back pain.
The term ‘exercise therapy’ encompasses a wide range of different exercise types, environments and
theoretical models. What they have in common is the engagement of the person with a programme
of physical exercise that the person is encouraged to perform on a regular basis.
Exercise therapy may be delivered by a range of healthcare professionals, on a one to one basis or in
a group environment. The focus may vary from exercise using specialist gym equipment to exercises
conducted at home or in the outdoor environment. Exercise may be directed at improving a variety
of parameters of fitness and function including muscle strength, timing or endurance, flexibility and
range of motion, precision of movement, cardiovascular fitness, functional task performance and
confidence.
Biomechanical exercise includes any exercise intervention that is primarily directed at altering or
improving spinal mechanics. This includes muscle strengthening, stretching, range of motion
exercise, motor control exercise (including core stability programmes and Pilates) or programmes
aimed at addressing specific problem movements (including McKenzie exercise and the Feldenkrais
method).
Aerobic exercise includes any exercise intervention that is primarily directed at improving
cardiovascular fitness and endurance.
Mind–body exercise includes any exercise intervention that includes a combined physical, mental
and spiritual focus, often with connection to metaphysical and cultural philosophies. Examples
include the various forms of Yoga and Tai Chi.
Mixed modality exercise includes any exercise intervention that incorporates a combination of any
of the previous three categories.

9.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of
exercise therapies in the management of non-specific low back pain
and sciatica?
Table 70: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

 People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain
 People aged 16 or above with sciatica

Intervention(s)

Individual/group exercise:
 Mind-body exercises (Yoga, Tai-Chi)
 Biomechanical (Pilates, core stability, McKenzie, motor control, stretching,
Feldenkrais)
 Aerobics (swimming, walking programme, aerobic exercise)
 Mixed modality exercise (aerobics and/or mind-body and/or biomechanical)

Comparison(s)






Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
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Outcomes

Study design

 Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and systematic reviews (SRs). If insufficient
evidence is identified, observational studies will be included.

9.3 Clinical evidence
9.3.1

Summary of included studies – single interventions
A search was conducted for randomised trials comparing the effectiveness of exercise therapies
(mind-body exercises, biomechanical exercise, aerobic exercise, and mixed modality exercises) with
either placebo, usual care, or other non-invasive treatments in the management of people with low
back pain or sciatica.
Seventy-five randomised trials were identified from a total of 80 papers.
8,12,26,37,55,67,71,72,79,80,84,93,98,104,112,132,134,138,161,168,170,173,180,194,196,199201,211,233,265,277,278,282,295,309,313,317,318,324,325,329,331,334,335,342,348,352,364,124,125,370,371,379,395,400,410,414,416,419,430,436,447449,457-462,466,473

Details of these studies are summarised in Table 71, Table 72, Table 73 and Table 74
below. Evidence from the study is summarised in the clinical evidence summary below (see section
9.3.5 to (a)). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix
H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
The Smeets 2006 trial460 (Smeets 2008459, Smeets 2009457, Smeets 2006461, Smeets 2008458) reported
data from 4 arms (exercise, cognitive behavioural approaches, exercise and cognitive behavioural
approaches/MBR, and waiting list control). The data extracted in this review was for the exercise
versus cognitive behavioural approaches and exercise versus waiting list control. The data for
cognitive behavioural approaches versus waiting list is in the psychological review, and the data for
the combination arm (exercise and cognitive behavioural approaches) is in the MBR review (see
section 17).
Data from Aboagye et al. 2015 was excluded as data was not interpretable due to the number of
participants in each group not being provided, therefore effect size could not be estimated.3
Evidence of cognitive therapy compared to mixed exercise (biomechanical and aerobic), and
behavioural therapy compared to aerobic exercise was identified and analysed in chapter 17.This
review only considered supervised exercise programmes. Unsupervised exercise was considered as
self management, and therefore included in the self management review.
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9.3.2

Summary of included studies – combined interventions (exercise therapy adjunct)
Sixteen studies looking at combinations of non-invasive interventions (with exercise therapy as the
adjunct) were also included in this review.66,97,106,115,115,281,301,309,328,341,342,411,429,479,496,499,535,561 These are
summarised in Table 75 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical
evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below (see section (a)). See also the study selection flow
chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in
Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Ding et al. 2015 had no outcomes relevant to the review protocol to be extracted.115
Szulc et al. 2015 reported data from 3 arms (exercise with self-management and manual therapy,
exercise and self-management, and TENS with laser, massage and self-management). The data
extracted in this review was for the exercise and self-management versus TENS with laser, massage
and self-management comparison. The data for exercise with self-management and manual therapy
versus exercise and self-management, and exercise with self-management and manual therapy
versus TENS with laser, massage and self-management was analysed in chapter 17.
Two Cochrane reviews244,552 were identified but could not be included for the following reasons:
 The review was not limited to RCTs;244
 The population was stratified by chronicity of pain (acute: less than 6 weeks; subacute, 6-12
weeks; chronic, greater than 12 weeks).552
The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they matched the
review protocol.

9.3.3

Summary of included studies
Table 71: Biomechanical exercise
Study
Alp 2014

12

Bentsen
199737

Intervention/
comparison
Self-management Unsupervised
exercise versus
group
biomechanical
exercise - Core
stabilization (4560minutes 3 times
per week).
Back-strengthening
exercises
(frequency unclear)
versus
Unsupervised
exercise

Population
Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=48
Turkey
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 months
Age (range): 36-63
Low back pain without
sciatica
n=74
Sweden
Duration of pain:
minimum 30 days
Mean age: 57 years

Outcomes
Quality of life
(SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ,
timed sit-tostand)

Comments
Concurrent treatment:
not stated.

Function
(subjective
disability index
VAS)

Unsupervised exercise:
Home exercise
programme

Study length: 6 weeks
treatment

Concurrent treatment:
none stated. Both arms
had 9 months of home
exercise after the
intervention.
Study length: 3 months
treatment (+9 months
home exercise)
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Bronfort
201155

Strengthening
exercises (1 hour
session 2x per
week) versus Spinal
manipulation (lowamplitude highvelocity thrust)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=200
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 44.5
years; Control, 45.2
years

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (back pain
severity score)
Function (RMDQ)

Manipulation:
Short-lever, lowamplitude, highvelocity. 1 to 2 sessions
per week for 15 to 30
minutes per session of
SMT.
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Chen 201471

Cherkin
199872

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise –
Stretching (50
minutes 3 times a
week versus usual
care.

McKenzie (9
sessions) versus
Usual care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=127
Taiwan
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 months
Age: Range of means
30.67-37.70

Pain (VAS)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=321
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 7 days
Mean age: 40.7 years

Function (RMDQ)

Usual care: Instructed
to perform usual
activities.
Concurrent
medication/care: None
Duration 6 months
treatment.
Usual care:
Both groups received
an educational booklet
Concurrent treatment:
most patients taking
medication for back
pain.
Study length: 1 month
treatment.

Cho 201480

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise - Core
stability. 30
minutes, 3 times a
week versus usual
care.

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=30
South Korea
Duration of pain: not
stated
Age (range): 38.1-36.5

Pain (VAS)

Usual care: Received
routine care but did
not perform core
stability exercises.
Concurrent treatment:
Not stated.
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Cho 201582

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise Stretching. (30
minutes, thrice a
week) versus usual
care.

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
N=20
South Korea
Duration of pain: 3
months minimum
Age Range: 22-36 years
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Usual care: The low
back pain
rehabilitation program
was conducted for 30
minutes, thrice a week
for 8 weeks. Consisted
of 14 exercises
including flexion and
extension, under the
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supervision of an
expert in a low back
pain treatment room.
Concurrent treatment:
Not stated.
Duration 8 weeks
treatment.
Chok 199984

Davies
1979104

Endurance
strengthening
exercises (3x per
week for 6 weeks)
versus Usual care

Stretching (flexion)
(extension)
(frequency unclear)
versus Usual care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=66
Singapore
Duration of pain: 7
days – 7 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 37.5
years; Control, 34.2
years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=43
United Kingdom
Duration of pain:
between 3 weeks and
6 months
Age range: 15-45 years

Pain (VAS)

Usual care:
Both groups received
an educational booklet
Concurrent treatment:
told to not seek
treatment from any
other practitioner.
Study length: 6 weeks
treatment
Usual care:
Both groups received
short wave diathermy
to the lumbosacral
spine
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Deyo
1990112

Evans
1987132

Stretching (3
relaxation exercises
followed by
stretching
exercises) versus
Usual care

Kendalls flexion
exercises
(frequency unclear)
versus Usual care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
N=145
USA
Duration of pain: not
stated ‘chronic’
Mean age:
Intervention, 50.6
years; Control, 48.1
years

Pain (VAS)
Function (sickness
impact profile)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=127
Canada
Duration of pain: acute
Mean age: 40.6 years

Responder
criteria (no or
mild pain)

Usual care:
Both groups received
sham TENS
Concurrent treatment:
sham TENS
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment
Usual care:
Standard medical care
only
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care
Study length: 6 months
treatment

Eadie

Individual aerobic

Low back pain without
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2013124,125

exercise versus
group
biomechanical
exercise (1 hour
session per week)

sciatica
n=40
United Kingdom
Duration of pain:
3 months
Mean age: 44.9 years

36)
Pain (NRS)
Psychological
distress (HADS)

exercise:
Walking programme
Concurrent treatment:
Given a back book
Study length: 8 weeks
intervention, 6 months
follow-up

Faas 1993134

Core stability (20
minutes sessions 2x
per week) versus
Usual care

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=311
Netherlands
Duration of pain:
3 weeks or less
Age range: 16-65 years

Pain (VAS)
Healthcare
utilisation
(analgesic use,
physiotherapy)

Usual care:
Standard medical care
only
Concurrent treatment:
Access advice from
general practitioner
and analgesics on
demand.
Study length: 5 weeks
treatment

Gladwell
2006168

Goldby
2006170

Pilates (class once a
week and 2
sessions per week
at home) versus
Usual care

Core stability (20
minutes 2x per
week) versus Usual
care

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=49
United Kingdom
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 36.9
years; Control,
35.9 years

Quality of life (SF12)
Pain (RMQ pain
VAS)
Function (ODI)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=473
Netherlands
Duration of pain: less
than 3 weeks
Mean age: 36 years

Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)

Usual care:
Standard pain relief
and normal activities
Concurrent treatment:
not stated.
Study length: 6 weeks
treatment
Usual care:
General information
and advice given to
both groups
Concurrent treatment:
back school.
Study length: 5 weeks

Gunay
2014180

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise –
Stretching versus
mixed exercise Biomechanical +
aerobic. MET
program (3 days
per a week).

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
N=63
Turkey
Duration of pain: 3
months
Age (range): 39.1340.22

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concurrent treatment:
At the end of the
treatment sessions,
hot-pack was applied
to relieve discomfort in
the lower back.
Postural education and
low back care advice
also given.
Study length: 6 weeks.
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Han 2011196

Hansen
1993199

Hydrotherapy (5x
per week) versus
Usual care

Core stability (1
hour 2x per week)
versus Traction

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=27
South Korea
Duration of pain: not
stated, participants
had completed 4
weeks of treatment
Mean age:
Intervention, 61.3
years; Control, 60.8
years

Pain (VAS)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=150
Denmark
Duration of pain: not
stated
’chronic/subchronic’
Mean age: 21-64 years

Pain (0-9 visual
intensity scale)

Usual care:
Standard medical care
only
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study duration: 10
weeks treatment

Traction:
Resting for 20 minutes
on semi-hot packs,
followed by
intermittent gradual
traction with 10% body
weight force
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Harts
2008200

Huber
2011233

Core stability
(frequency unclear)
versus Waiting-list

Core stability
(frequency unclear)
versus Usual care

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=44
Netherlands
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 44 years;
Control, 41 years

Quality of life (SF36)
Function (RMDQ)

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=52
Poland
Duration of pain: not
stated
Mean age: 35 years

Pain (VAS)

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 8 weeks
Usual care:
Both groups offered
analgesics and
myorelaxants for 14
days prior to
intervention. Control
group advised to
reduce spinal loading
Concurrent treatment:
offered analgesics and
myorelaxants for first
14 days post onset of
acute pain (before
study intervention
started)
Study length: 20 days
treatment
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Kell 2009 265

Kim 2015278

Group
biomechanical
exercise (resistance
training) versus
usual care

Low back pain without
sciatica
N = 33
Canada
Duration of pain: 3
months minimum
Age (mean) Ex group:
40.1(8.7), UC group:
35.3(7.3)

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of life (SF36)

Concurrent treatment:
not stated

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise - Core
stability. 30
minutes, 5 times a
week versus usual
care.

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=73
South Korea
Duration of pain: 3
months minimum
Age (mean) Ex group:
29.7 (3.9), UC group:
28.6 (3.2).

Pain (VAS)

Usual care: 20 minutes
TENS and 15 minutes
hot packs 5 times a
week.

Usual care: Patients
advised to continue
with their regular
exercise training and
levels of physical
activity, for the
duration of the study
period.

Concurrent
medication/care: 20
minutes TENS and 15
minutes hot packs 5
times a week.
Study length: 8 weeks
intervention, 2 months
follow up

Lawand
2015295

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise Stretching (12,
weekly, 60 minute
sessions & then
followed-up for a
further 12 weeks)
versus usual care.

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=61
Brazil
Duration of pain:
minimum 3 months

Quality of life
(SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication use)

Usual care: no
treatment
Concurrent treatment:
Up to 3.0g
acetaminophen per
day as first choice for
back pain or up to
150mg of diclofenac as
secondary choice if
needed.
Study length: 24 weeks
(12 weeks of
treatment).

Ljunggren
1992313

Machado
2010318

Core stability (20
minutes per day)
versus Traction

McKenzie
(frequency unclear)
versus usual care

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=50
Norway
Duration of pain:
acute, hospitalised due
to sciatica
Mean age: 41.6 years

No outcomes
relevant to review
protocol

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=146

Pain intensity
rating (0-10)
Function (RMDQ)
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Traction:
Manual traction by
therapist
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 1 week
treatment
Usual care:
Both groups received
advice to remain
active, paracetamol
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Australia
Duration of pain: less
than 6 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 47.5
years; Control, 45.9
years

and possibly nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care.
Study length: 3 weeks
treatment

Masharawi
2013331

Core stabilization
(2x per week)
versus usual care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=40
Israel
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Age range: 45-65 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
unclear
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Mcilveen
1998335

Miyamoto
2013342

Hydrotherapy (2x
per week) versus
usual care

Pilates (1 hour 2x
per week) versus
Usual care

Overall low back pain
(with or without
sciatica)
n=109
Australia
Duration of pain: not
stated ‘chronic’
Mean age:
Intervention 57.2
years; Control 58.4
years

Pain (McGill pain
question present
pain intensity)
Function (ODI)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=86
Brazil
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 38.3
years; Control, 40.7
years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
not stated.
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Usual care:
Both groups received
advice and education.
Control group also
received telephone
calls for clarification of
instructions
Concurrent treatment:
about half of patients
were having either
physiotherapy or
medication
Study length: 6 weeks
treatment

Moon
2015352

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise - Core
stability versus
usual care.

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=16
South Korea
Duration of pain: Not
reported
Mean age: Ex: 45.1
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No relevant
outcomes
reported

Usual care: no details
provided.
Concurrent treatment:
Not stated
Study length: 8 weeks
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(2.23), Con: 41.6
(4.27).
Myounggi
2015364

Natour
2015379

treatment.

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise –
McKenzie (5 times
a week) versus
electrotherapy Interferential
therapy.

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=90
South Korea
Duration of pain: not
reported
Age range: 34.2-35.2
years

Pain (VAS)

Group
biomechanical
exercise – Pilates
(50 minutes twice a
week) versus usual
care.

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=60
Brazil
Duration of pain: 12
months minimum
Age range: 47.7948.08.

Quality of life
(SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation (NSAID
use)

Concurrent treatment:
None given
Study length: 2 weeks
treatment

Usual care: no
intervention.
Concurrent
medication/care: Use
of non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs
(NSAIDS). Instructed to
use 50mg of sodium
diclofenac at intervals
no shorter than 8h
when needed. Patients
recorded the number
of pills taken per day
throughout the study
on a chart.
Study length: 90 days
treatment + 90 days
follow up.

Paatelma
2008395

McKenzie (10-15
repetitions every 1
to 2 hours) versus
self-management

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=134
Finland
Duration of pain: not
stated ‘acute or
chronic’
Mean age: 44 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Self-management:
45-60 minutes
counselling from a
physiotherapist advice to avoid bed
rest and continue
normal activity
including exercise as
much as possible; 2page back booklet
provided
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: Unclear –
possibly 6 weeks

Park 2013400

Core stability (3x
per week)versus
Usual care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=24
South Korea
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
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Quality of life
(RAND-36)
Pain (VAS)

Usual care:
Both groups received
physical therapy (
could consist of hot
pack, interferential
current therapy and
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Mean age: 44 years

deep heat with
ultrasound
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care
Study length: 8 weeks
treatment

Quinn
2011410

Pilates (One hour
per week) versus
usual care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=29
Irish Republic
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 43 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 8 weeks
treatment

Rasmussenbarr 2009414

Risch
1993419

Core stability (45
minutes sessions
weekly and at
home 15 minutes
daily) versus usual
care

Core stability (2x
per week) versus
usual care

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=71
Sweden
Duration of pain:
minimum 8 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 37 years;
Control, 40 years

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=54
United Kingdom
Duration of pain:
minimum 1 year
Mean age: 45 years

Psychological
distress (mental
health inventory)

Usual care:
Both groups
encouraged to exercise
at home daily
Concurrent treatment:
not stated.
Study length: 8 weeks
treatment
Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 10 weeks
treatment

Rydeard
2006430

Shaughnessy
2004447

Pilates (3x 1 hour
sessions per week)
versus usual care

Core stability
(frequency unclear)
versus
Placebo/Sham

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=39
Hong Kong (China)
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 37 years;
Control, 34 years

Pain (pain
intensity score)
Function (RMDQ)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=41
Irish Republic
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks

Quality of life (SF36)
Function (RMDQ)
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Usual care:
Standard medical care
only
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment
Usual care:
No active intervention
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
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Mean age:
Intervention, 43 years;
Control, 34 years

Steele 2013
466

Individual
biomechanical
exercise (core
stability, full range
of motion) versus
Usual care

Low back pain without
sciatica
N = 31
UK
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks

Study length: 10 weeks
treatment
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Individual
biomechanical
exercise (core
stability, limited
range of motion)
versus Usual care

Concurrent treatment:
Participants continued
with any current
treatments or training
they were receiving.
Participants were,
instructed to avoid
beginning any other
resistance training
exercises designed to
address the lower
back.
Usual care:
Participants did not
train
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Torstensen
1998491

Core stabilization (1
hour 3x per week)
versus
Unsupervised
exercise

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=141
Norway
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 37 years;
Control, 34 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Unsupervised exercise:
Patients asked to walk
for 1 hour, 3 times a
week for 12 weeks
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Vincent
2014521

Individual
Biomechanical
exercise Stretching (3 times
a week for one-onone training
sessions) versus
usual care.

Low back pain without
sciatica
N=60
USA
Duration of pain: 6
months minimum
Age: 60-85
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Pain (NRS)
Function (RMDQ)
Adverse events

Usual care: received
normal medical care
and follow-up during
the four month study,
with no resistance
exercise intervention.
Concurrent
medication/care:
Educational
recommendations
from the Centres for
Disease Control and
Prevention and the
American Heart
Association regarding
physical activity and
diet were provided and
reviewed with each
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participant as part of
standard care.
Study length: 4 months
treatment.
Core stability (2x
per week) versus
Usual care

Zylbergold
1981564

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=28
Canada
Duration of pain: not
stated
Mean age:
Intervention, 49.1
years; Control, 46
years

Function
(problem
oriented index
functional
assessment)
Pain (VAS)

Usual care: Both
groups received homecare instruction in back
and body mechanics
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Table 72: Aerobic exercise evidence
Study
Chan 2011

67

Intervention/
comparison
Aerobics exercise
(3x per week)
versus Usual care

Population
Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=46
Hong Kong (China)
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 37 years;
Control, 34 years

Outcomes
Pain (VAS)
Function
(Aberdeen Low
Back Pain
Disability Scale
[ALBPS])

Comments
Usual care: Both
groups were provided
with conventional
physiotherapy
treatments that are
commonly used
clinically for chronic
low back pain
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care.
Study length: 8 weeks
treatment

Cuestavargas
201298

Ferrell
1997138

Aerobic exercise
(deep water
running 3x per
week) versus Usual
care

Group walking (1
hour 4x per week)
versus Usual care
versus Selfmanagement

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=58
Spain
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 38.6
years; Control, 37.8
years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=29
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 73 years

Pain (‘patient
pain
questionnaire’)
Function (SF-36)
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Usual care:
Both groups received
an educational booklet
Concurrent treatment:
GP intervention
Study length: 4 months
treatment
Usual care group:
Standard medical care
as well as friendly
phone call from
investigator (to reduce
attrition)
Self-management
group:
90 minute education
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Exercise therapies
session with weekly
telephone calls to
reinforce advice
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 6 weeks
treatment
Hartvigsen
2010201

Group walking (45
minutes 2x per
week) versus
Unsupervised
exercise versus
Self-management

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=151
Denmark
Duration of pain:
minimum 8 weeks

Quality of life
(EQ5D) - paper
states outcome
was recorded but
no data reported
Pain (low back
pain rating scale
0-60)

Unsupervised exercise:
Participants received
instruction on Nordic
Walking as well as
Nordic Walking poles
and were left to
perform exercise as
much as they wanted
at home
Self-management:
Participants received
information about
active living and
exercise, and about
maintaining daily
function level
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 8 weeks
treatment

Henchoz
2010211

Group aerobics (2x
per week) versus
Usual care

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=105
Switzerland
Duration of pain: not
stated ‘subacute or
chronic’
Mean age:
Intervention 41 Control
39.25

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Usual care:
‘Routine follow-up’
(participants in both
groups had completed
a functional
multidisciplinary
rehabilitation
programme)
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care
Study length: 3 months
treatment

Kell 2009 265

Group aerobic
exercise (3x per
week) versus usual
care

Low back pain without
sciatica
N = 33
Canada
Duration of pain: 3
months minimum
Age (mean, SD)

NICE, 2016
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Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of life (SF36)

Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Usual care: Patients
advised to continue
with their regular
exercise training and
levels of physical

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
Intervention: 36.7(8.9),
Control: 35.3(7.3)

activity, for the
duration of the study
period.
Study length: 16 week
treatment

Koldas
dogan
2008282

Aerobics exercise
(3x per week)
versus usual care

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=40
Turkey
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 37 years;
Control, 34 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (BDI)

Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care
Study length: 6 weeks
treatment

Mannion
1999a/
Mannion
01324,325

Group exercise
(aerobic) versus
group
exercise
(biomechanical
core stabilization)
Both 2x per week.

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N=99
Finland
Duration of pain: >3
months

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Marshall
2013 329

Group stationary
cycling versus
Pilates (1 hour 3x
per week for each)

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=64
Australia
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 48 years;
Control, 51 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=56
n=57
United Kingdom
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 48 years;
Control, 51 years
8 weeks treatment

Quality of life
(EQ5D)
Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=50
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 months
Mean age: 44 years

Pain (McGill
Questionnaire)
Psychological
distress (Centre
for
Epidemiological
studies
depression scale

Mcdonough
2013334

Turner
1990496

Walking
programme
(frequency unclear)
versus usual care

Group walking (2
hours weekly)
versus Waiting-list

NICE, 2016
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Usual care:
Both groups given
advice on home
exercise regimen

Concomitant
treatment: not stated.
Study length: 3 months
Intervention + 6
months follow up

Both groups received
active intervention
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 8 weeks
treatment
Usual care:
Both groups received
advice and education
with “The Back Book”
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
not stated

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
CESD)

Study length: 8 weeks
treatment

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=40
South Korea
Duration of pain: Not
reported
Age: ‘in their 20s’

Pain (VAS)

Duration 4 weeks.
Concurrent
medication/care: None
stated

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=20
United Kingdom
Duration of pain: with
past 18 months
Mean age:
Intervention, 39 years;
Control, 51 years

Quality of life (SF12 EQ5D)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication use,
GP visits,
physiotherapy
visits)

Usual care: Both
groups received an
educational booklet

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=22
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 6 months
Mean age: not stated

Function (ODI)

Usual care: Standard
medical care only.
Offered yoga therapy
at the end of study
period

Table 73: Mind-body exercise evidence
Study
Cho 2014

81

Cox 201093

Galantino
2004161

Intervention/
comparison
Individual Mindbody exercise - Taichi versus
individual
Biomechanical
exercise –
Stretching (both 3
times per week, for
one hour).
Group yoga
(viniyoga 75
minutes per week)
versus Usual care

Group yoga (Hatha
1 hour 2x per week)
versus Usual care

Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 6 weeks
treatment

Hall 2011194

Kim 2014277

Group tai-chi (40
minutes 2x per
week) versus Usual
care

Individual Mindbody exercise Yoga (30 minute
virtual reality-based
yoga program using
Wii Fit 12 sessions)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=160
Australia
Duration of pain: not
stated
Mean age:
Intervention, 43.4
years; Control, 44.3
years

Psychological
distress (BDI)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=30
South Korea
Duration of pain: 2

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI &
RMDQ)

NICE, 2016
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Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list to receive
intervention at end of
study
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 10 weeks
treatment
Concurrent treatment:
Not reported
Study length: 4 weeks.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies

Monro
2015348

versus
individual
Biomechanical
exercise - Core
stability.

months minimum
Mean age (range):
44.33-50.46 years

Group mind-body
exercise - Group
Yoga. (two or more
group classes per
week for 2 weeks
asked to continue
daily at home)
versus usual care.

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=61
India
Duration of pain:
Age range: 20-45 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

NB. Specific population
with presence of at
least 1 disc extrusion or
bulge

Usual care: Continued
with their normal
medical care, pain
killers and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory
medication. Education
classes were offered as
a compensation for not
having yoga, after 2
weeks the attendance
was less than 30% and
classes were
discontinued.
Concurrent
medication/care:
Worst pain in past 2 w.
- Mild/nil (13%)
Moderate (63%)
Severe (23%)
Duration 3 months.

Nambi
2014370

Group mind-body
exercise - Group
Yoga (1 hour per
week also asked to
practice yoga at
home (30 minutes,
5 days a week)
versus individual
Biomechanical
exercise Stretching (asked to
practice them for 3
days a week)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=60
India
Duration of pain: 3
months
Age range: 43.66-44.26

Pain (VAS)

Concurrent treatment:
Received lecture of 1
hour on physical
therapy education
regarding CLBP, 2
weeks prior to the
commencement of the
program. Instructional
hand-outs were given
to help subjects use
the information they
received.
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment.

Saper
2009436

Group yoga (Hatha
75 minutes per
week) versus Usual
care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=30
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 44 years

Pain (NRS)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication use)
Function (RMDQ)
Responder
criteria (≥30%
improvement in
function)

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
30-40% of patients
used non-study
treatments.
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
Sherman
2005448

Group yoga
(viniyoga) versus
Biomechanical plus
Aerobic (75
minutes a week
each)
versus Selfmanagement

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=101
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 44 years

Responder
criteria (≥50%
improvement in
function)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication use)

Self-management:
Participants were sent
a copy of "the back
book"
Concurrent treatment:
access to all medical
care provided by their
insurance plan
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Sherman
2011449

Group yoga
(viniyoga) versus
Biomechanical plus
Aerobic (75
minutes a week
each)
versus Selfmanagement

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=228
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 48.4 years

Responder
criteria (30%
improvement in
function)
Function (RMDQ)

Self-management:
Participants were sent
a copy of "The Back
Book"
Concurrent treatment:
access medical care as
required
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Tilbrook
2011
Tilbrook
2014489)488

Group yoga (“yoga
for healthy lower
backs” 75 minutes
a week) versus
Waiting-list

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=313
United Kingdom
Duration of pain: not
stated
Mean age: 46 years

Quality of life
(EQ5D/SF-12)
Pain Severity
(Aberdeen back
pain scale)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
back pain educational
booklet (the back
book) and continued
their usual care (not
specified)
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Vincent
2010520

Tai-chi (weekly)
versus
Placebo/sham

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=50
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks

Pain (VAS) no
data reported

Placebo/Sham:
Attention control.
Participants received
25-30 minutes full
attention from an
investigator in which
both engaged in
conversation.
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Williams
2005550

Group yoga
(Iyengar 90 minutes
weekly) versus

Low back pain Without
sciatica

NICE, 2016
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Pain (VAS)
Healthcare

Usual care:
Participants continued

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
Usual care

n=60
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 48 years

utilisation
(decreased or
stopped
medication)

usual medical care
Concurrent treatment:
two educational
lectures on low back
pain, weekly
newsletters on back
care and were
permitted to continue
with their usual
medical care.
Study length: 16 weeks
treatment

Williams
2009549

Group yoga
(Iyengar 90 minutes
2x per week) versus
Waiting-list

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=90
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 48 years

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Psychological
distress (BDI)

Usual care:
Participants continued
usual medical care
Concurrent treatment:
not stated.
Study length: 24 weeks
treatment

Table 74: Mixed exercise evidence
Study
Baena-beato
201427

Intervention/
comparison
Mixed exercise Biomechanical +
aerobic. 40
sessions, five days
per week
versus Usual care Waiting-list.

Population
Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=49
Spain
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Age: range: 46.2-50.9.

Outcomes
Quality of life
(SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Comments
Intervention. Aquatic
therapy (resistance
exercise, aerobic
exercise, stretching
exercises)
Waiting-list. Received
different
recommendations
about adequate
posture, healthy
lifestyle and
information about
exercises
contraindicated for
chronic low back pain.
Concurrent treatment:
Encouraged to
maintain normal
dietary habits and
physical activity level.
Asked not to change
medication during the
two-month
intervention period.

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
Study length: 2
months.
Goren
2010173

Little 2014
309

Machado
2007317

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Usual care:
No additional
treatment

Individual
biomechanical
(stretching and
strengthening
exercise) plus
aerobic (lowintensity cycling
exercises) exercise
(5 days a week)
versus waiting list

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=50
Turkey
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 53.2 years

Group mixed
exercise
(biomechanical +
aerobic) versus
usual care

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N = 28
UK

Pain (von Korff
scale)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
3 months intervention
+ 12 months follow up

Group
biomechanical plus
Aerobic (40
minutes 2x per
week) versus
cognitive therapy

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=33
Setting unknown
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 42.4
years; Control, 44.6
years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (BDI)

Cognitive therapy:
Non-directive
counselling in groups
of up to 10 patients. 80
minute sessions twice
a week for 9 weeks.

Concurrent treatment:
allowed paracetamol
Study length: 3 weeks
treatment

Concurrent treatment:
not stated.
Study length: 3 weeks
treatment

Nassif
2011371

Reilly
1989416

Biomechanical plus
Aerobic (60
minutes 3x per
week) versus Usual
care

Biomechanical plus
Aerobic (4x per
week) versus
Unsupervised
exercise

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=65
France
Duration of pain: not
stated “chronic”
Mean age:
Intervention, 45.1
years; Control, 45.3
years

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=40
USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 48 years;
Control, 51 years

Pain (VAS)

Usual care:
No active intervention
Concurrent treatment:
not stated.
Study length: 2 months
treatment

Unsupervised exercise:
Unsupervised,
participants were given
a predesigned exercise
programme (flexibility,
strength and aerobic),
to be done 4 times a
week for 6 months
Concurrent treatment:
as for usual care
Study length: 6 months

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
treatment
Smeets
2006460
(Smeets
2008459,
Smeets
2009457,
Smeets
2006461,
Smeets
2008458)

Biomechanical +
Aerobic (105
minutes 3x per
week) versus
Waiting-list
versus cognitive
behavioural
approaches
versus combination
(exercises +
cognitive
behavioural
approaches)
NOTE: only data for
the exercise
comparisons have
been reported in
this review. The
combination arm
data has been
reported in the
MBR review.

Storheim
2000473

Storheim
2003474

Aerobic plus Mindbody plus
Biomechanical (75
minutes 2x per
week) versus
Waiting-list

Biomechanical plus
Aerobic (1 hour 3x
per week) versus
Usual care

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)*
n=104
Netherlands
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention
42.7Control 40.6

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (BDI)
Healthcare
utilisation

Usual care:
Participants on
waiting-list
Concurrent treatment:
None.
Study length: 10 weeks
treatment

*NOTE: the population
in this study has been
classified as low back
pain ‘with or without
sciatica’ because they
have included leg pain,
with no way of
knowing whether or
not the patients have
nerve root entrapment
(the study says it has
excluded people with
nerve root involvement
but does not specify if
this was determined on
the basis of MRI).
Low back pain without
sciatica
n=29
Norway
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 45.4
years; Control, 48.3
years

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Psychological
distress (HADS)

Low back pain without
sciatica
n=59
Norway
Duration of pain: 8-12
weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 42.3
years; Control, 48.9
years

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (self-efficacy
score for pain)
Function (selfefficacy for
function)

NICE, 2016
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Usual care:
Participants continued
usual medical care
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 15 weeks
treatment
Usual care:
Participants continued
usual medical care
Concurrent treatment:
not stated
Study length: 15 weeks
treatment

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
Vad 2007503

Mind-body plus
Biomechanical (15
minutes 3x per
week) versus Usual
care

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=46
Qatar, USA
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age:
Intervention, 48 years;
Control, 51 years

Pain (NRS)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care:
Participants continued
usual medical care
Concurrent treatment:
Celecoxib (200 mg) and
hydrocodone (5 mg)
with acetaminophen
(500 mg) as needed,
and all participants
wore a lumbar
cryobrace for
15 minutes before
bedtime
Study length: 1 year
treatment

Table 75: Combinations of interventions – exercise adjunct
Study
Celestini
200566

Intervention/
comparison
Exercise
(biomechanical –
core stability) +
orthotics (corset)
Orthotics (corset)

Population
Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N=48
Italy

Outcomes
Responder
criteria (remission
of pain)

Comments
Concomitant
treatment: not stated
90 days intervention +
1 year follow-up

Del PozoCruz
2013a106

Exercise + selfmanagement
(education)
Self-management
programme

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N=100
Spain

Quality of life
(number of
people improving
on EQ-5D-3L
utility)
Function (Number
of patients
improving on
RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: participants
were asked not to
attend another
treatment facility over
study time
9 months intervention

Ding 2015115

Acupuncture +
electrotherapy (low
frequency device) +
manual therapy
(massage)
Acupuncture +
electrotherapy (low
frequency device) +
manual therapy
(massage) +
exercise
(biomechanical)

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=128
China

No relevant
outcomes

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
2-3 week intervention

Kofotolis
2008281

Electrotherapy
(TENS) + exercise
Electrotherapy
(TENS)

Low back pain without
sciatica
N=92
Greece

Pain severity
(Borg verbal pain
rating scale)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
4 weeks intervention +
8 weeks follow up

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
Sham
electrotherapy
(TENS)
Individual exercise
(biomechanical
exercise - Core
stability)
Lewis
2005301

Group exercise
(mixed) + manual
therapy
(manipulation) +
education
individual exercise
+ manual therapy
(manipulation) +
self-management
(education)

Low back pain without
sciatica
N=80
UK

Healthcare
utilisation (people
taking analgesics)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
8 weeks intervention +
1 year follow up

Little 2014

Mixed exercise
(biomechanical +
aerobic) +
Alexander
technique
Alexander
technique

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N = 69
UK

Pain (von Korff
scale)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
3 months intervention
+ 12 months follow up

Individual
biomechanical
exercise (core
stability) + manual
therapy
(manipulation)
Self-management
(advice to stay
active) + manual
therapy
(manipulation)

Low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
n=50
New Zealand
Duration of pain:
minimum 12 weeks
Mean age: 36.5 years

Quality of life (SF12)
Pain (McGill pain
questionnaire
sensory and
affective)

Self-management:
Participants provided
with advice to stay
active and an
information sheet on
exercises to perform

309

Marshall
2008 328

Spinal manipulation
(high-velocity lowamplitude thrusts) by
registered
chiropractors and
manipulative
physiotherapists for 4
weeks prior to
intervention.
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Mirovsky
2006341

Exercise + manual
therapy (traction)
Manual therapy
(traction)

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N=84
Israel

Pain severity
(VAS)
NB Results only
reported
graphically with
no SDs therefore
cannot be
included in
review

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
28 days intervention +
1 year follow up

Miyamoto

Exercise
(biomechanical –

Low back pain without

Pain severity

Concomitant
treatment: people

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
2013a342

Pilates) + selfmanagement
(education)
Self-management
(education)

sciatica
N=86
Brazil

(NRS)
Function (RMDQ)

instructed not to
undergo treatment
elsewhere during study
period; allowed to
keep taking medication
as prescribed by
doctor.
6 weeks intervention +
6 months follow up

Rantonen
2012411

Exercise
(biomechanical) +
self-management
(home exercise)
Exercise + selfmanagement
(education)
Self-management
(self-care advice
based on the Back
Book)

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N=126
Finland

Quality of life
(15D)
Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (RMD 18
items, ODI)
Psychological
distress
(Depression
Scale)

Concomitant
treatment: All subjects
had access to OH care
as usual during the
study period.
Exercise + selfmanagement arm of
the trial excluded due
to insufficient
description of the
exercise programme.
Psychological distress
not eligible (DEPS
score)
12 weeks intervention
+ 4 years follow up

Ryan 2010429

Exercise +
psychological
intervention
(cognitive
behavioural
approaches) + selfmanagement
(education)
Psychological
intervention
(cognitive
behavioural
approaches) + selfmanagement
(education)

Low back pain without
sciatica
N=38
UK

Pain severity
(NRS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
8 weeks intervention +
3 months follow up

Szulc 2015479

Exercise
(biomechanical) +
self-management
(unsupervised
exercise)
TENS + laser +
massage + selfmanagement
(unsupervised
exercise)

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=6Poland

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (revised
ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
2 weeks intervention +
3 months follow up

Turner
1990496

Exercise (aerobic) +
psychological
intervention
(behavioural

Low back pain without
sciatica
N=96
USA

Pain severity
(McGill Pain
Questionnaire)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
Psychological distress
reported as CES-D so

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Exercise therapies
therapy)
Exercise (group
aerobic)
Psychological
intervention
(behavioural
therapy)
Waiting list control
(usual care not
specified)

not eligible
1 year intervention +
follow up

UK BEAM
Trail Team
2004499

Self-management
Self-management +
exercise
(biomechanical)
Self-management
+manual therapy
(mixed modality)
Self-management +
exercise
(biomechanical) +
manual therapy
(mixed modality)

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N=1334
12 weeks intervention
+ 12 months follow up
UK

Quality of life (SF36 and EQ-5D)
Pain severity (Von
Korff)
Function (RMDQ
and Von Korff)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Weiner
2008535

Electrotherapy
(PENS) + exercise
Exercise
(biomechanical +
aerobic) + sham
electrotherapy
(PENS)
Electrotherapy
(PENS)
Sham
electrotherapy
(PENS)

Low back pain without
sciatica
N=200
USA

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain severity
(VAS; McGill pain)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (Geriatric
depression scale)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
Depression score not
eligible (not a protocol
defined outcome)
6 weeks intervention +
6 months follow up

Zhang
2015561

Manual therapy
(massage) +
exercise (core
stability)
Manual therapy
(massage)

Low back pain with or
without sciatica
N=92
China

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (ODI)
Responder
criteria (pain free
period of at least
30 days)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
8 weeks intervention +
1 year follow up

NICE, 2016
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Table 76: Group exercise
Study
Intervention /comparison
Group exercise versus usual care

Outcome

Intervention results

Comparison results

Risk of bias

Hartvigsen 2010201

Pain (Lower Back Pain Rating
Scale: 0 – 60*) at ≤4 months
*high is good outcome

Mean improvement: 8.8

Mean improvement: 4.8

High

Pain (Lower Back Pain Rating
Scale: 0 – 60*) at ≤4 months
*high is good outcome

Mean improvement: 8.8

Mean improvement: 3.4

High

Study
Intervention /comparison
Core stability versus placebo/sham

Outcome

Intervention results

Comparison results

Risk of bias

Chok 199984

Core stability versus
placebo/sham
 Overall low back pain (with or
without sciatica)

Pain (VAS 0-10) at ≤4 months

Mean (range): 0.81 (09.5)

Mean (range): 2.1 (0-8.1)

Very high

Hansen 1993199

Core stability versus
placebo/sham
 low back pain (without sciatica)

Pain (visual interval pain score,
0-9) at ≤4 months for men and
women of moderate/hard
workload

Median (IQR): 3 (1, 5)

Median (IQR): 4 (1,7)

Very high

Hansen 1993199

Core stability versus
placebo/sham
 low back pain (without sciatica)

Pain (visual interval pain score,
0-9) at > 4 months for men and
women of sedentary/light
workload

Median (IQR): 2 (1, 4)

Median (IQR): 4 (2,5)

Very high

Group walking versus
Usual care (advice)
 Overall low back pain (with or
without sciatica)

Group exercise versus single intervention
Hartvigsen 2010201

Supervised group walking versus
Unsupervised walking
 Overall low back pain (with or
without sciatica)
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Table 77: Biomechanical exercise

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Data unsuitable for meta-analysis

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

9.3.4

Outcome

Intervention results

Comparison results

Risk of bias

Core stability versus
placebo/sham
 low back pain with sciatica

Function (RMDQ) at ≤4 months

Median 6.0

Median 6.0

Very high

Chok 199984

Core stability versus
placebo/sham
 Overall low back pain (with or
without sciatica)

Function (RMDQ) at ≤4 months

Mean 4.5 (range 0-19)

Mean 7.4 (range 0-21)

Very high

Albert 20128

Core stability versus
placebo/sham
 low back pain with sciatica

Function (RMDQ) at > 4 months

Median difference 3.5 (IQR 1, 10)

Very high

Albert 2012

Core stability versus usual care
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9.3.5
9.3.5.1

Rasmussen-barr
2009414

Core stability versus Usual Care
 low back pain (without sciatica)

Pain (VAS 0-10) at > 4 months

Median change (IQR): 1.2 (-3.5, -0.3)

Median change (IQR): -1.2 (2.2, 0)

Very high

Rasmussen-barr
2009414

Core stability versus Usual Care
 low back pain (without sciatica)

Function (ODI) at > 4 months

Median change (IQR): 10 (-20, -2)

Median change (IQR): -2 (12, 2)
p=0.025 between groups

Very high

Rasmussen-barr
2009414

Core stability versus Usual Care
 low back pain (without sciatica)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical) at
> 4 months

Median change (IQR): 13
(7, 16)

Median change (IQR): 8 (0,
10)

Very high

Biomechanical exercise evidence
Clinical evidence summary: Individual Biomechanical exercise
Table 78: Individual biomechanical exercise versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Intervention /comparison
8

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Study

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

230

Overall - Quality of life individual (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months - general
health

57
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - quality of
life individual (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months general health in the control
groups was
50

The mean overall - quality of life
individual (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months - general health in the
intervention groups was
14.13 higher
(5.56 to 22.7 higher)

Overall - Quality of life individual (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months - vitality

57
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - quality of
life individual (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months vitality in the control groups
was
49.5

The mean overall - quality of life
individual (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months - vitality in the intervention
groups was
12.33 higher
(3.4 to 21.25 higher)

Overall - Quality of life pain score (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months - bodily
pain

57
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall - quality of
life pain score (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months bodily pain in the control
groups was
32.13

The mean overall - quality of life pain
score (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months - bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
19.05 higher
(12.5 to 25.61 higher)

Overall - Quality of life individual (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months - physical
role limitation

57
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - quality of
life individual (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months physical role limitation in
the control groups was
45.56

The mean overall - quality of life
individual (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months - physical role limitation in the
intervention groups was
21.44 higher
(10.21 to 32.75 higher)

Overall - Quality of life individual (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months emotional role limitation

57
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - quality of
life individual (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months emotional role limitation in
the control groups was
63.5

The mean overall - quality of life
individual (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months - emotional role limitation in
the intervention groups was
12.25 higher
(1.34 to 23.16 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

231

Overall - Quality of life individual (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months - social
functioning

57
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall - quality of
life individual (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months - social
functioning in the control
groups was
50.31

The mean overall - quality of life
individual (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months - social functioning in the
intervention groups was
20.27 higher
(11.27 to 29.27 higher)

Overall - Quality of life individual (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months
(unexplained heterogeneity) - physical
functioning

57
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean overall - quality of
life individual (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months
(unexplained heterogeneity)
- physical functioning in the
control groups was
48.06

The mean overall - quality of life
individual (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months (unexplained heterogeneity) physical functioning in the
intervention groups was
12.68 higher
(7.94 lower to 33.3 higher)

Overall - Quality of life individual (SF36/RAND-36 0-100) ≤4 months
(unexplained heterogeneity) - mental
health

57
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,d
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean overall - quality of
life individual (SF-36/rand36 0-100) ≤4 months
(unexplained heterogeneity)
- mental health in the
control groups was
66.25

The mean overall - quality of life
individual (SF-36/rand-36 0-100) ≤4
months (unexplained heterogeneity) mental health in the intervention
groups was
2.88 higher
(14.38 lower to 20.15 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - Pain

317
(5 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - pain
in the control groups was
3.6

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - pain in the intervention
groups was
0.74 lower
(1.12 to 0.36 lower)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - Pain
at rest

30
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - pain
at rest in the control groups
was
3.76

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - pain at rest in the
intervention groups was
1.61 lower
(2.21 to 1.01 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - Pain
during movement

30
(1 study)
≤4 months

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - Painchair rise

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - pain
during movement in the
control groups was
5.71

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - pain during movement in the
intervention groups was
2.07 lower
(2.55 to 1.59 lower)

32
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) ≤4 months pain- chair rise in the
control groups was
1.3

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - pain- chair rise in the
intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.86 lower to 1.066 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - Pain
walking

32
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - pain
walking in the control
groups was
2.6

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - pain walking in the
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(3.38 lower to 0.38 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - Pain
stair climb

32
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) ≤4 months - pain
stair climb in the control
groups was
1.4

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - pain stair climb in the
intervention groups was
0.3 higher
(1.42 lower to 2.02 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months> 4
months

99
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) > 4 months> 4
months in the control
groups was
3

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months> 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.08 lower
(1.53 lower to 1.37 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ/ODI) ≤4 months

253
(5 studies)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - function
(RMDQ/ODI) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
17.74

The mean overall - function
(RMDQ/ODI) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.31 standard deviations lower

Outcomes

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

232

Overall - Function (RMDQ/ODI) > 4
months> 4 months

159
(2 studies)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Overall - Psychological distress (mental
health inventory 24-142)

54
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

233

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
(2.47 to 0.15 lower)

The mean overall - function
(RMDQ/ODI) > 4 months> 4
months in the control
groups was
18.78

The mean overall - function
(RMDQ/ODI 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.32 standard deviations lower
(0.66 lower to 0.01 higher)

The mean overall The mean overall - psychological
psychological distress
distress (mental health inventory 24(mental health inventory
142) in the intervention groups was
24-142) in the control
11.3 lower
groups was
(26.48 lower to 3.88 higher)
70.3
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Heterogeneity, I2=84%, unexplained by subgroup analysis
Heterogeneity, I2 = 80%, unexplained by subgroup analysis

Table 79: Individual biomechanical exercise versus usual care in low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes
With sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
52
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care
The mean with sciatica pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
6.9

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
The mean with sciatica - pain (VAS 010) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.70 lower
(2.33 to 1.07 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Table 80: Individual biomechanical exercise versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

234

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - Functional capacity

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - functional capacity
in the control groups was
53.8

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - functional
capacity in the intervention groups
was
1.1 lower
(13.47 lower to 11.27 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - Pain

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - pain in the control
groups was
40.9

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - pain in the
intervention groups was
11.5 higher
(2.25 to 20.75 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - General health

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - general health in
the control groups was
60.9

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - general health
in the intervention groups was
6.9 higher
(3.54 lower to 17.34 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - Vitality

60
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - vitality in the
control groups was
48.5

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - vitality in the
intervention groups was
15.6 higher
(6.35 to 24.85 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - Social aspects

60
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - social aspects in

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - social aspects
in the intervention groups was

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

60
(1 study)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - physical

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

235

Risk with Usual care
the control groups was
64.6

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
14.4 higher
(3.27 to 25.53 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - emotional aspects
in the control groups was
56.7

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - emotional
aspects in the intervention groups was
19 higher
(0.68 lower to 38.68 higher)

99
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - physical in the
control groups was
59.9

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - physical in the
intervention groups was
13.54 higher
(4.08 to 22.99 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - mental

99
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - mental in the
control groups was
69.9

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) ≤4 months - mental in the
intervention groups was
12.63 higher
(5.72 to 19.53 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - Functional capacity

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - functional capacity
in the control groups was
57.7

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) > 4 months - functional
capacity in the intervention groups
was
5.4 higher
(6.11 lower to 16.91 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - Pain

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - pain in the control
groups was
42.5

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) > 4 months - pain in the
intervention groups was
8.5 higher
(0.05 to 16.95 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4

60

VERY LOWa,b

The mean without sciatica -

The mean without sciatica - quality of

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - Emotional aspects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

60
(1 study)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - Social aspects

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
life (SF-36) > 4 months - general health
in the intervention groups was
5.2 higher
(5.57 lower to 15.97 higher)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - vitality in the
control groups was
50.2

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) > 4 months - vitality in the
intervention groups was
14 higher
(4.39 to 23.61 higher)

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - social aspects in
the control groups was
66.5

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) > 4 months - social aspects
in the intervention groups was
8.1 higher
(4.55 lower to 20.75 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - Emotional aspects

60
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - emotional aspects
in the control groups was
51.6

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) > 4 months - emotional
aspects in the intervention groups was
27.3 higher
(9.55 to 45.05 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - Physical

60
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - physical in the
control groups was
44.7

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) > 4 months - physical in the
intervention groups was
22.4 higher
(3.4 to 41.4 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - Mental health

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - mental health in
the control groups was
61.8

The mean without sciatica - quality of
life (SF-36) > 4 months - mental health
in the intervention groups was
10.3 higher
(0.02 to 20.58 higher)

236

Risk with Usual care
quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - general health in
the control groups was
59.2

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - Vitality

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
months - General health

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

32
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciaticafunction (RMDQ) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
6.3

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS
0-85) > 4 months> 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.9 higher
(1.46 lower to 5.26 higher)

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24)
≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

86
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean without sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.7 lower
(4.4 to 1 lower)

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) >
4 months

86
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean without sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.54 lower
(3.1 lower to 0.03 higher)

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤
4 months

418
(4 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control
groups was
6.38

The mean without sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.96 lower
(1.95 lower to 0.04 higher)

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) >
4 months

60
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months in the control
groups was
11.4

The mean without sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.3 lower
(6.29 to 0.31 lower)

Without sciatica - Function (change score,
ODI) ≤4 months - Full range of motion

17
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica function (change score, ODI)
≤4 months - full range of
motion in the control

The mean without sciatica - function
(change score, ODI) ≤4 months - full
range of motion in the intervention
groups was

237

Without sciatica- Function (RMDQ) ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

14
(1 study)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months ≤ 4months

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

238

Risk with Usual care
groups was
6.87

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
1.52 lower
(2.17 to 0.86 lower)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica function (change score, ODI)
≤4 months - limited range of
motion in the control
groups was
6.87

The mean without sciatica - function
(change score, ODI) ≤4 months limited range of motion in the
intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(1.53 to 0.26 lower)

246
(4 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica pain (VAS 0-10) ≤ 4months
in the control groups was
2.78

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS
0-10) ≤ 4months in the intervention
groups was
1.14 lower
(1.61 to 0.67 lower)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months

146
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months
in the control groups was
5.55

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS
0-10) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.05 lower
(1.76 to 0.35 lower)

Without sciatica - Pain (0-85) ≤4 months
(change score)
Scale from: 0 to 85.

260
(4 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica pain (0-85) ≤4 months
(change score) in the
control groups was
-27

The mean without sciatica - pain (085) ≤4 months (change score) in the
intervention groups was
0.00 higher
(6.6 lower to 6.6 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-85) > 4
months
Scale from: 0 to 85.

271
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without sciatica pain (VAS 0-85) > 4 months
in the control groups was
-27

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS
0-85) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1 higher
(4.48 lower to 6.48 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (change score VAS

17

LOWa

The mean without sciatica -

The mean without sciatica - pain

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without sciatica - Function (change score,
ODI) ≤4 months - Limited range of motion

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

14
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

without sciatica-adverse events
(morbidity)≤4 months

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

RR 7
(0.38 to
127.32)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care
pain (change score VAS 010) ≤4 months - full range of
motion in the control
groups was
6.71

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
(change score VAS 0-10) ≤4 months full range of motion in the
intervention groups was
3.70 lower
(5.64 to 1.76 lower)

The mean without sciatica pain (change score VAS 010) ≤4 months - limited
range of motion in the
control groups was
6.71

The mean without sciatica - pain
(change score VAS 0-10) ≤4 months limited range of motion in the
intervention groups was
2.3 lower
(3.67 to 0.93 lower)

0 per 1000

-

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 81: Individual biomechanical exercise versus self-management in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Selfmanagement (advice
to stay active)

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without sciatica - Pain (change score VAS
0-10) ≤4 months - Limited range of motion

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
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Outcomes
0-10) ≤4 months - Full range of motion

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Selfmanagement (advice
to stay active)

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
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Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

77
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(2 lower to 0.6 higher)

Overall - Leg pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

77
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - leg pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(2.2 lower to 0.6 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months -

71
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.7 lower to 0.9 higher)

Overall - Leg pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months

71
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
inconsistency

*

The mean overall - leg pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1 lower
(2.3 lower to 0.3 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months

77
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
1 lower
(4 lower to 2 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months

71
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) >
4 months in the intervention groups was
3 lower
(6 lower to 0 higher)

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

With sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0-100) <4
months - physical component

191
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica
- quality of life (SF-36
0-100) <4 monthsphysical component in
the control groups was
48

The mean with sciatica - quality of life (SF36 0-100) <4 months- physical component
in the intervention groups was
1.7 higher
(0.5 lower to 3.9 higher)

With sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0-100) <4
months- mental component

191
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica
- quality of life (SF-36
0-100) <4 monthsmental component in
the control groups was
57.2

The mean with sciatica - quality of life (SF36 0-100) <4 months- mental component in
the intervention groups was
2 lower
(3.91 to 0.09 lower)

With sciatica - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) > 4
months - physical component

164
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica
- quality of life (sf-12 0100) > 4 months physical component in
the control groups was
48.4

The mean with sciatica - quality of life (sf12 0-100) > 4 months - physical component
in the intervention groups was
2 higher
(0.33 lower to 4.33 higher)

With sciatica - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) > 4
months - mental component

164
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with sciatica
- quality of life (sf-12 0100) > 4 months mental component in
the control groups was
55.2

The mean with sciatica - quality of life (sf12 0-100) > 4 months - mental component
in the intervention groups was
1.3 lower
(3.77 lower to 1.17 higher)

With sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

191

LOWa

The mean with sciatica

The mean with sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10) <4

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with SMT (lowamplitude highvelocity)

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Table 82: Individual biomechanical exercise versus spinal manipulation (high-velocity low-amplitude thrust) in low back pain with sciatica

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

(c) Heterogeneity, I2=80%, unexplained by subgroup analysis

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with SMT (lowamplitude highvelocity)
- pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the control
groups was
2.9

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
months in the intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(0.87 lower to 0.27 higher)
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With sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months

164
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica
- pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the control
groups was
3.3

The mean with sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(1.17 lower to 0.17 higher)

With sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months

191
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with sciatica
- function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months in the
control groups was
3.8

The mean with sciatica - function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.1 higher
(1.22 lower to 1.42 higher)

With sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months

164
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with sciatica The mean with sciatica - function (RMDQ 0- function (RMDQ 0-24) 24) > 4 months in the intervention groups
> 4 months in the
was
0.2 lower
control groups was
(1.72 lower to 1.32 higher)
5.1
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 83: Individual biomechanical exercise versus individual interferential therapy in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Individual

Risk difference with Individual

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

60
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall-pain
The mean overall-pain (VAS 0-10) <4
(VAS 0-10) <4 months
months in the intervention groups was
in the control groups
1.2 lower
was
(1.55 to 0.85 lower)
7
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias or by 2 increment if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Clinical evidence summary: Group Biomechanical Exercise
Table 84: Group biomechanical exercise versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Overall-Pain (VAS) >4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

127
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean overall-pain
(VAS) >4 months in the
control groups was
3.48

Risk difference with Group
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
The mean overall-pain (VAS) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.34 lower
(1.9 to 0.78 lower)

Overall-Pain (VAS) <4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

127
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean overall-pain
(VAS) <4 months in the
control groups was
3.46

The mean overall-pain (VAS) <4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.52 lower
(1.12 lower to 0.08 higher)

Overall - Pain <4 months - stretching
Scale from: 0 to 10.

122
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

*

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months - core
stability

40
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

*

The mean overall - pain <4 months stretching in the intervention groups was
0.09 higher
(0.8 lower to 0.98 higher)
The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months - core stability in the intervention
groups was
2.2 lower
(2.96 to 1.44 lower)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months

40

LOWa,b

The mean overall - function

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Overall-Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

biomechanical (95% CI)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
9.3.5.2

interferential therapy
a

60
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care
(RMDQ 0-24) <4 months in
the control groups was
14.37

Risk difference with Group
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)
<4 months in the intervention groups
was
5.06 lower
(8.65 to 1.47 lower)

The mean overall-NSAID
use >4 months in the
control groups was
13.73

The mean overall-NSAID use >4 months
in the intervention groups was
7.13 lower
(14.5 lower to 0.24 higher)

(* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 85: Group biomechanical exercise versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Without sciatica - Quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) <4 months - Mental
component

18
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) <4
months - mental
component in the control
groups was
41.56

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
composite scores (SF-36 0-100) <4
months - mental component in the
intervention groups was
9.04 higher
(6.57 to 11.51 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) <4 months - Physical
component

18
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean without sciatica quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) <4
months - physical
component in the control

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
composite scores (SF-36 0-100) <4
months - physical component in the
intervention groups was
8.3 higher

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Overall-NSAID use >4 months

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)
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Without sciatica - Quality of life individual
scores (SF-12) <4 months - general health

34
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life individual
scores (sf-12) <4 months general health in the
control groups was
0

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
individual scores (sf-12) <4 months general health in the intervention groups
was
0.10 higher
(0.51 lower to 0.71 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life individual
scores (SF-12) <4 months - physical
functioning

34
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life individual
scores (sf-12) <4 months physical functioning in the
control groups was
3.1

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
individual scores (sf-12) <4 months physical functioning in the intervention
groups was
0.1 higher
(0.19 lower to 0.39 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life individual
scores (SF-12) <4 months - physical role
limitation

34
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life individual
scores (sf-12) <4 months physical role limitation in
the control groups was
3

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
individual scores (sf-12) <4 months physical role limitation in the
intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(0.31 lower to 0.71 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life individual
scores (SF-12) <4 months - bodily pain

34
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life individual
scores (sf-12) <4 months bodily pain in the control
groups was
3.9

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
individual scores (sf-12) <4 months bodily pain in the intervention groups
was
0.5 lower
(1.11 lower to 0.11 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life individual
scores (SF-12) <4 months - social functioning

34
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica quality of life individual
scores (sf-12) <4 months social functioning in the
control groups was
3.4

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
individual scores (sf-12) <4 months social functioning in the intervention
groups was
0.1 higher
(0.31 lower to 0.51 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life individual
scores (SF-12) <4 months - health perception

34
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk

The mean without sciatica quality of life individual

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
individual scores (sf-12) <4 months -

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(5.3 to 11.3 higher)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

groups was
39.1

health perception in the intervention
groups was
0.3 lower
(0.84 lower to 0.24 higher)

The mean without sciatica pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months
in the control groups was
3.6

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 010) <4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.87 lower
(1.27 to 0.46 lower)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

52
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Without sciatica - Function (ODI 0-100) <4
months

52
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without sciatica - The mean without sciatica - function (ODI
function (ODI 0-100) <4
0-100) <4 months in the intervention
months in the control
groups was
groups was
13.67 lower
28.6
(16.08 to 11.25 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 86: Group biomechanical exercise versus self-management (unsupervised exercise) in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
Unsupervised
exercise

Risk difference with Group biomechanical
exercise (95% CI)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

170
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall
- pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months in the
control groups
was
2.3

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(1.53 to 0.07 lower)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months

141
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean overall
- pain (VAS 0-10)
> 4 months in the

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.45 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

scores (sf-12) <4 months health perception in the
control groups was
2.8

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

of bias,
imprecision

Risk with
Unsupervised
Risk difference with Group biomechanical
Outcomes
exercise
exercise (95% CI)
control groups
(2.2 to 0.7 lower)
was
5.5
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

9.3.6
9.3.6.1

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Aerobic exercise evidence
Clinical evidence summary: Individual aerobic exercise
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Table 87: Individual aerobic exercise versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual aerobic
exercise (95% CI)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

46
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) <4 months
in the control groups
was
3.45

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(1.52 lower to 0.92 higher)

Overall - Function(ALBPS 0-100) <4 months

46
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean overall function (albps 0-100)
<4 months in the
control groups was
20.8

The mean overall - function (ALBPS 0-100)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(9.24 lower to 5.64 higher)

Overall - Function (ALBPS 0-100) > 4 months

46

LOWa,b

The mean overall -

The mean overall - function (RMDQ/ALBPS)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Table 88: Individual aerobic exercise versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (EuroQol
weighted health index 0.59-1) > 4 months

56
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(euroqol weighted
health index 0.59-1) > 4
months in the control
groups was
0.69

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(EuroQol weighted health index 0.59-1) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.06 lower
(0.19 lower to 0.07 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (EuroQol VAS
0-100) > 4 months

57
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(euroqol VAS 0-100) > 4
months in the control
groups was
62.5

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(EuroQol VAS 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
9.6 higher
(3.69 lower to 22.89 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months (deep water
running)

49
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010) <4 months (deep
water running) in the
control groups was
3.29

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months (deep water running) in the
intervention groups was
1.49 lower
(2.35 to 0.63 lower)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months -

37

VERY LOWa,b

The mean without

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10)
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual aerobic
exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

function (RMDQ/albps) > 4 months in the intervention groups was
> 4 months in the
5.6 lower
control groups was
(14.36 lower to 3.16 higher)
24
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(1 study)

due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

sciatica - pain (VAS 010) <4 months
(treadmill running) in
the control groups was
3.36

<4 months (treadmill running) in the
intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(1.62 lower to 1.72 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months
(deep water running)

49
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010) > 4 months (deep
water running) in the
control groups was
3.6

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10)
> 4 months (deep water running) in the
intervention groups was
2.6 lower
(3.28 to 1.92 lower)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months
(walking)

57
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010) > 4 months
(walking) in the control
groups was
4.1

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10)
> 4 months (walking) in the intervention
groups was
0.3 lower
(1.77 lower to 1.17 higher)

Without sciatica - Function (RMQD 0-24) <4
months

86
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) <4
months in the control
groups was
9.2

The mean without sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.6 lower
(4.21 to 0.99 lower)

Without sciatica - Psychological distress (BDI
0-63) <4 months

37
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - psychological
distress (BDI 0-63) <4
months in the control
groups was
12.5

The mean without sciatica - psychological
distress (BDI 0-63) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(5.57 lower to 5.97 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(1 study)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
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Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months (treadmill running)

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Outcomes
Overall - Function (ODI 0-100) <4 months

52
(1 study)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
Individual
biomechanical
exercise

Risk difference with Individual aerobic exercise
(95% CI)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision
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The mean
The mean overall - function (ODI 0-100) <4 months
overall in the intervention groups was
function (ODI
3.5 higher
0-100) <4
(3.91 lower to 10.91 higher)
months in the
control groups
was
19.1
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 90: Individual aerobic exercise versus group biomechanical exercise in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Group biomechanical
exercise

Risk difference with Individual aerobic
exercise (95% CI)

Quality of life: SF-36, Physical
Component Score, 0-100

30
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life: sf-36, physical
component score, 0-100 in the control
groups was
1.16

The mean quality of life: sf-36, physical
component score, 0-100 in the
intervention groups was
2.27 lower
(8.67 lower to 4.13 higher)

Quality of life: SF-36, Mental
Component Score, 0-100

30
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean quality of life: sf-36, mental
component score, 0-100 in the control
groups was

The mean quality of life: sf-36, mental
component score, 0-100 in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 89: Individual aerobic exercise versus individual biomechanical exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica

30
(1 study)
6 months

Psychological distress: HADS,
Depression, 0-21

30
(1 study)
6 months

Pain severity: NRS average back pain
<4 months, 0-10

30
(1 study)
6 months

Pain severity: NRS average back pain
>4 months, 0-10

30
(1 study)
3 months

Pain severity: NRS average leg pain
<4 months, 0-10

30
(1 study)
6 months

Pain severity: NRS average leg pain
>4 months, 0-10

30
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision
VERY LOWa,b

Risk with Group biomechanical
exercise
3.54

Risk difference with Individual aerobic
exercise (95% CI)
3.63 lower
(11.94 lower to 4.68 higher)

The mean psychological distress: hads,
anxiety, 0-21 in the control groups was
-0.89

The mean psychological distress: hads,
anxiety, 0-21 in the intervention groups
was
1.16 higher
(1.54 lower to 3.86 higher)

The mean psychological distress: hads,
depression, 0-21 in the control groups
was
-0.11

The mean psychological distress: hads,
depression, 0-21 in the intervention
groups was
0.32 higher
(2.97 lower to 3.61 higher)

The mean pain severity: nrs average
back pain <4 months, 0-10 in the control
groups was
-0.68

The mean pain severity: nrs average back
pain <4 months, 0-10 in the intervention
groups was
0 higher
(1.68 lower to 1.68 higher)

The mean pain severity: nrs average
back pain >4 months, 0-10 in the control
groups was
-1

The mean pain severity: nrs average back
pain >4 months, 0-10 in the intervention
groups was
1.1 higher
(0.67 lower to 2.87 higher)

The mean pain severity: nrs average leg
pain <4 months, 0-10 in the control
groups was
0.43

The mean pain severity: nrs average leg
pain <4 months, 0-10 in the intervention
groups was
0.07 higher
(2.07 lower to 2.21 higher)

The mean pain severity: nrs average leg
pain >4 months, 0-10 in the control

The mean pain severity: nrs average leg
pain >4 months, 0-10 in the intervention

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Psychological distress: HADS,
Anxiety, 0-21

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Group biomechanical
exercise
groups was
0.81

Risk difference with Individual aerobic
exercise (95% CI)
groups was
0.04 lower
(2.29 lower to 2.21 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

9.3.6.2

Clinical evidence summary: Group aerobic exercise
Table 91: Group aerobic exercise versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

252

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36
mental component 0-100) <4 months

109
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 mental
component 0-100) <4
months in the control
groups was
43.98

The mean without sciatica - quality of life (SF36 mental component 0-100) <4 months in
the intervention groups was
3.86 higher
(2.19 to 5.53 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36
physical component 0-100) <4 months

109
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 physical
component 0-100) <4
months in the control
groups was
39.55

The mean without sciatica - quality of life (SF36 physical component 0-100) <4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.26 higher
(0.02 to 4.5 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36
physical functioning 0-100) <4 months

20
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life

The mean without sciatica - quality of life (SF36 physical functioning 0-100) <4 months in

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group aerobic exercise
(95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
3 months

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36
physical role limitation 0-100) <4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

20
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 physical role
limitation 0-100) <4
months in the control
groups was
22.5

The mean without sciatica - quality of life (SF36 physical role limitation 0-100) <4 months
in the intervention groups was
17.5 higher
(13.2 lower to 48.2 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (McGill Questionnaire
0-78) <4 months

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - pain (McGill
questionnaire 0-78) <4
months in the control
groups was
20.95

The mean without sciatica - pain (McGill
questionnaire 0-78) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.43 lower
(9.9 lower to 3.04 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

119
(3 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010) <4 months in the
control groups was
5.42

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
0.1 lower
(0.64 lower to 0.44 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months

83
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010) > 4 months in the
control groups was
3.766

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10) >
4 months in the intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(1.07 lower to 1.16 higher)

Without sciatica - Function (ODI 0-100) <4
months

106
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk

The mean without
sciatica - function (ODI

The mean without sciatica - function (ODI 0100) <4 months in the intervention groups

Outcomes
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care
(SF-36 physical
functioning 0-100) <4
months in the control
groups was
43

Risk difference with Group aerobic exercise
(95% CI)
the intervention groups was
15.5 higher
(4.55 lower to 35.55 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias,
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Without sciatica - Function (ODQ 0-100) > 4
months

89
(1 study)

Without sciatica - Psychological distress
(CESDS 0-60) <4 months - without sciatica

40
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - function (odq
0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
27.16

The mean without sciatica - function (ODI 0100) > 4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.84 lower
(8.67 lower to 4.99 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - psychological
distress (cesds 0-60)
<4 months - without
sciatica in the control
groups was
7.03

The mean without sciatica - psychological
distress (CESDS 0-60) <4 months - without
sciatica in the intervention groups was
0.35 higher
(2.64 lower to 3.34 higher)
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Risk with Usual care
0-100) <4 months in
the control groups was
33.58

Risk difference with Group aerobic exercise
(95% CI)
was
2.99 lower
(5.47 to 0.52 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 92:

Group aerobic exercise versus self-management in low back pain with or without sciatica
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Overall - Pain (0-10) <4 months

18
(1 study)

Overall - Pain over preceding week (0-100) <4

18

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Selfmanagement (advice to
stay active)

Risk difference with Group aerobic
exercise (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(0-10) <4 months in the
control groups was
7.02

The mean overall - pain (0-10) <4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.85 lower
(3.76 lower to 0.06 higher)

VERY LOWa,b

The mean overall - pain

The mean overall - pain over preceding

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias,
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

over preceding week (010) <4 months in the
control groups was
6.37

week (0-10) <4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.2 lower
(3.12 lower to 0.725 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 93: Group aerobic exercise versus group biomechanical exercise in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95%
CI)

a,b

Risk with Group biomechanical exercise

Risk difference with Group aerobic
exercise (95% CI)
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Without - Pain(VAS 0-10) <4
months

64
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without - pain(VAS 0-10) <4
months in the control groups was
-1.9

The mean without - pain(VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
1.1 higher
(0.15 to 2.05 higher)

Without - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months

64
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the control groups was
-1.6

The mean without - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(0.55 lower to 1.35 higher)

Without - Function (ODI 0-100)
<4 months

64
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without - function (ODI 0-100)
<4 months in the control groups was
-10.4

The mean without - function (ODI 0-100)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
6.5 higher
(1.27 to 11.73 higher)

Without - Function (ODI 0-100) >
4 months

64
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without - function (ODI 0-100)
> 4 months in the control groups was
-10.4

The mean without - function (ODI 0-100) >
4 months in the intervention groups was
4.5 higher
(0.39 lower to 9.39 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 94: Group aerobic exercise versus group biomechanical exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(1 study)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

months

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months

91
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the control groups was
3.1

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.3 higher
(0.58 lower to 1.18 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months

83
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the control groups was
2.9

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.3 higher
(0.65 lower to 1.25 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months

91
(1 study)

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months in the control groups was
6.8

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(2.52 lower to 1.52 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24)
> 4 months

83
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
> 4 months in the control groups was
5.8

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) >
4 months in the intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(1.63 lower to 2.43 higher)

Risk with Group biomechanical exercise

Risk difference with Group aerobic
exercise (95% CI)
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(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

9.3.7
9.3.7.1

Mind-body exercise evidence
Clinical evidence summary: individual mind-body
Table 95: Individual mind-body exercise versus individual biomechanical exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Individual mind-body
exercise versus individual biomechanical
exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

effect
(95%
CI)

Exercise therapies

evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Overall-Function (RMDQ, 024) <4 months

30
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall-function (RMDQ)
<4 months in the control groups was
12.64

The mean overall-function (RMDQ) <4 months in
the intervention groups was
5.18 lower
(9.27 to 1.09 lower)

Tai Chi, overall-Pain (VAS 010) <4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean overall-pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the control groups was
2.8

The mean overall-pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(1.01 to 0.39 lower)

Yoga, overall-Pain (VAS 010) <4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

30
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean yoga, overall-pain (VAS 010) <4 months in the control groups
was
4.63

The mean yoga, overall-pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
2.63 lower
(3.48 to 1.24 lower)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Individual mind-body
exercise versus individual biomechanical
exercise (95% CI)

Risk with Control

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

9.3.7.2

Clinical evidence summary: Group mind-body exercise
Table 96: Group mind-body exercise versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Overall - Quality of life (EQ-5D 0-1) <4
months

325
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care
The mean overall quality of life (eq-5d
0-1) <4 months in the
control groups was
0.379

Risk difference with Group mind-body
exercise (95% CI)
The mean overall - quality of life (eq-5d 0-1)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
0.06 higher
(0.01 to 0.1 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Outcomes

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

The mean overall quality of life (eq-5d
0-1) > 4 months in
the control groups
was
0.744

The mean overall - quality of life (eq-5d 0-1)
> 4 months in the intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(0.03 lower to 0.07 higher)

Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) <4
months - Physical component

326
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall quality of life (sf-12 0100) <4 months physical component
in the control groups
was
4.09

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) <4 months - physical component in the
intervention groups was
1.12 higher
(1.1 lower to 3.34 higher)

Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) <4
months - Mental component

326
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall quality of life (sf-12 0100) <4 months mental component in
the control groups
was
0.26

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) <4 months - mental component in the
intervention groups was
2.05 higher
(0.47 lower to 4.56 higher)

Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) > 4
months

313
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall quality of life (sf-12
physical component
0-100) > 4 months in
the control groups
was
2.2

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) > 4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.79 higher
(1.49 lower to 3.07 higher)

Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) > 4
months

313
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall quality of life (sf-12
mental component 0100) > 4 months in
the control groups
was
0.41

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) > 4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.42 higher
(2.16 lower to 3 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

313
(1 study)
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Overall - Quality of life (EQ-5D 0-1) > 4
months

The mean overall pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months - hatha yoga
in the control groups
was
1.71

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months - hatha yoga in the intervention
groups was
0.88 lower
(2.61 lower to 0.85 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months Iyengar yoga

90
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months - Iyengar yoga
in the control groups
was
3.74

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months - Iyengar yoga in the intervention
groups was
0.43 lower
(1.21 lower to 0.35 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months Hatha yoga

23
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months - hatha yoga
in the control groups
was
4.5

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months - hatha yoga in the intervention
groups was
0.6 lower
(1.34 lower to 0.14 higher)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months lyengar yoga

90
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months - lyengar
yoga in the control
groups was
3.85

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months - lyengar yoga in the intervention
groups was
1.08 lower
(1.93 to 0.23 lower)

Overall - Pain (Aberdeen pain scale 0100) <4 months

313
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall pain (Aberdeen pain
scale 0-100) <4
months in the control
groups was
-1.2

The mean overall - pain (Aberdeen pain scale
0-100) <4 months in the intervention groups
was
2.42 lower
(5.21 lower to 0.37 higher)

Overall - Pain (Aberdeen pain scale 0100) > 4 months

313
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall pain (Aberdeen pain
scale 0-100) > 4

The mean overall - pain (Aberdeen pain scale
0-100) > 4 months in the intervention groups
was
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due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

82
(2 studies)
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Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months Hatha yoga

516
(6 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall function (RMDQ/ODI)
<4 months - yoga in
the control groups
was
10.75

The mean overall - function (RMDQ/ODI) <4
months - yoga in the intervention groups
was
0.34 standard deviations lower
(0.52 to 0.17 lower)

Overall - Function (RMDQ/ODI) > 4
months

426
(3 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall function (RMDQ/ODI)
> 4 months in the
control groups was
8.3

The mean overall - function (RMDQ/ODI) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.3 standard deviations lower
(0.5 to 0.11 lower)

Overall- Psychological distress (BDI 0-63)
<4 months (Hatha)

16
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overallpsychological distress
(BDI 0-63) <4 months
(hatha) in the control
groups was
17.3

The mean overall- psychological distress (BDI
0-63) <4 months (hatha) in the intervention
groups was
10.18 lower
(19.68 to 0.68 lower)

Overall- Psychological distress (BDI 0-63)
<4 months (Iyengar)

90
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overallpsychological distress
(BDI 0-63) <4 months
(Iyengar) in the
control groups was
8.1

The mean overall- psychological distress (BDI
0-63) <4 months (Iyengar) in the
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(3.94 lower to 0.94 higher)

Overall - Psychological distress (BDI 063) > 4 months

90
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall psychological distress
(BDI 0-63) > 4 months
in the control groups
was
7.5

The mean overall - psychological distress
(BDI 0-63) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.6 lower
(4.7 to 0.5 lower)

Overall - Responder criteria

160

MODERATEa
due to risk of

150 per 1000

312 more per 1000

260

Overall - Function (RMDQ/ODI) <4
months - Yoga

RR 3.08
(1.74 to
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0.72 lower
(3.53 lower to 2.09 higher)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

months in the control
groups was
-2.51

bias

5.47)

Overall - Responder criteria
(improvement in function) <4 months

160
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

RR 2.11
(1.34 to
3.3)

Overall - Healthcare utilisation - GP visits
<4 months

14
(1 study)

Overall - Healthcare utilisation - Practice
nurse visits <4 months

(from 111 more to 670 more)

261

238 per 1000

264 more per 1000
(from 81 more to 546 more)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall healthcare utilisation GP visits <4 months in
the control groups
was
1.33

The mean overall - healthcare utilisation - GP
visits <4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.73 lower
(2.49 lower to 1.03 higher)

14
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall healthcare utilisation practice nurse visits
<4 months in the
control groups was
0.11

The mean overall - healthcare utilisation practice nurse visits <4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.11 lower
(0.44 lower to 0.22 higher)

Overall - Healthcare utilisation Physiotherapist visits <4 months

14
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall healthcare utilisation physiotherapist visits
<4 months in the
control groups was
0.33

The mean overall - healthcare utilisation physiotherapist visits <4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.33 lower
(1.33 lower to 0.67 higher)

Overall - Healthcare utilisation Medication use <4 months (Viniyoga)

14
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.2
(0.63 to
2.27)

667 per 1000

133 more per 1000
(from 247 fewer to 847 more)

Overall - Healthcare utilisation Medication use <4 months (Hatha)

30
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.18
(0.05 to
0.68)

733 per 1000

601 fewer per 1000
(from 235 fewer to 697 fewer)

Overall - Healthcare utilisation Reduced or stopped medication <4

44
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of

RR 2.8
(1.32 to

250 per 1000

450 more per 1000
(from 80 more to 1000 more)
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(improvement in pain) <4 months

42
(1 study)

5.93)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.73
(0.43 to
1.24)

682 per 1000

184 fewer per 1000
(from 389 fewer to 164 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 97: Group mind-body exercise versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months

42
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010) <4 months in the
control groups was
2.1

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
1.1 lower
(2.18 to 0.02 lower)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months

42
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010) > 4 months in the
control groups was
2

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10)
> 4 months in the intervention groups was
1.4 lower
(2.4 to 0.4 lower)
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Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mind-body
exercise (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 98: Group mind-body exercise versus self-management in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months -

191

LOWa

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Self-management
(advice to stay active)

Risk difference with Group mindbody exercise (95% CI)

*

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) <4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Overall - Healthcare utilisation Reduced or stopped medication > 4
months

bias

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

months

191
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

Without - Responder criteria
(improvement in function) <4 months

125
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Healthcare utilisation - medication use >
4 months - without sciatica

63
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Self-management
(advice to stay active)

Risk difference with Group mindbody exercise (95% CI)
months - without sciatica in the
intervention groups was
2.78 lower
(3.76 to 1.81 lower)

*

The mean without - function (RMDQ
0-24) > 4 months - without sciatica
in the intervention groups was
2.6 lower
( 4.34 to 0.85 lower)

RR 1.67
(1.17 to
2.38)

Not estimatable

Not estimatable

RR 0.35
(0.17 to
0.73)

586 per 1000

381 fewer per 1000
(from 158 fewer to 487 fewer)

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(c) Heterogeneity, I2=88%, unexplained by subgroup analysis.

Table 99: Group mind-body exercise versus group mixed exercise in low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4

228

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
Group mixed
exercise
*

Risk difference with Group mind-body
exercise (95% CI)
The mean without sciatica - function (RMDQ
0-24) <4 months in the intervention groups

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months - without sciatica

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
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Outcomes
without sciatica

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
(2 studies)

bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months

229
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Without sciatica - Responder criteria
(improvement in function) < 4 months

162
(1 study)

LOW a,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Without sciatica - Healthcare utilisation medication use > 4 months

66
(1 study)

LOW a,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

was
0.89 lower
(2.32 lower to 0.55 higher)
*

The mean without sciatica - function (RMDQ
0-24) > 4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.72 lower
(1.68 lower to 0.24 higher)

RR 1.06
(0.87 to
1.29)

Not
estimatable

Not estimatable

RR 0.41
(0.2 to
0.87)

500 per 1000

295 fewer per 1000
(from 65 fewer to 400 fewer)
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* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 100: Group mind-body exercise versus individual biomechanical exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Group mind-body
exercise versus individual biomechanical
exercise (95% CI)

Overall-Pain (VAS, 0-10) - <4
months

60
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall-pain (VAS) - <4
months in the control groups was
5.3

The mean overall-pain (VAS) - <4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(1.96 to 1.04lower)

Overall-Pain (VAS, 0-10) - > 4
months

60
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall-pain (VAS) - > 4
months in the control groups was
3.8

The mean overall-pain (VAS) - > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
2 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(2 studies)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Group mind-body
exercise versus individual biomechanical
exercise (95% CI)
(2.47 to 1.53 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

9.3.8
9.3.8.1

Mixed exercise evidence
Clinical evidence summary: Individual mixed exercise
Table 101: Individual mixed exercise versus waiting list in low back pain with sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Waiting list

Risk difference with Individual mixed
exercise (95% CI)

With sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

30
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias

The mean with sciatica pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
0.4

The mean with sciatica - pain (VAS 010) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.34 lower
(4.02 to 0.66 lower)

With sciatica - Leg pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months

30
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica - leg
pain (VAS 0-10) in the
control groups was
0.53

The mean with sciatica - leg pain (VAS
0-10) in the intervention groups was
3 lower
(5.06 to 0.94 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias.
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

40
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk difference with Individual mixed
exercise (95% CI)

Risk with Unsupervised exercise
The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the control groups was
8

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
4.65 lower
(5.44 to 3.86 lower)

(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 103: Individual mixed exercise versus biomechanical exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Overall-function (ODI, 0-100)<4
months

63
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean overall-function (ODI)<4
months in the control groups was
21.09

The mean overall-function (ODI)<4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.8 lower
(5.52 to 0.08 lower)

Overall-Pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months

63
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean overall-pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the control groups was
2.56

The mean overall-pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(0.83 lower to 0.23 higher)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk difference with Individual mixed exercise
versus biomechanical (95% CI)

Risk with Control

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

9.3.8.2

Clinical evidence summary: Group mixed exercise
Table 104: Group mixed exercise versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcomes

No of Participants

Quality of the

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 102: Individual mixed exercise versus unsupervised exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica

effect
(95% CI)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

162
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
1.15 lower
(1.8 to 0.49 lower)

Overall-Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months - Pain at
flexion

38
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall-pain
(VAS) <4 months - pain
at flexion in the
control groups was
6.83

The mean overall-pain (VAS) <4 months pain at flexion in the intervention groups
was
5.21 lower
(5.48 to 4.94 lower)

Overall-Pain (VAS, 0-10) <4 months - Pain at
rest

38
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall-pain
(VAS) <4 months - pain
at rest in the control
groups was
6.42

The mean overall-pain (VAS) <4 months pain at rest in the intervention groups was
4.05 lower
(4.31 to 3.79 lower)

Overall - Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months

92
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean overall pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the control
groups was
5.77

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.55 lower
(6.73 lower to 1.64 higher)

Overall - Pain (von Korff 0-100) <4 months
[mean difference from control]

27
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (von Korff 0-100)
<4 months [mean difference from control]
in the intervention groups was
0.88 lower
(2.26 lower to 0.5 higher)

Overall - Pain (von Korff 0-100) > 4 months
[mean difference from control]

27
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (von Korff 0-100)
> 4 months - pain (von Korff 0-100) in the
intervention groups was
0.15 higher
(1.34 lower to 1.63 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months

162
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
2.02 lower

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
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(studies)
Follow up

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months

52
(1 study)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months
[mean difference from control)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)
(3.48 to 0.55 lower)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall function (RMDQ 0-24)
> 4 months in the
control groups was
10.6

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
> 4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.57 lower
(3.45 lower to 2.31 higher)

27
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months [mean difference from control)
in the intervention groups was
1.91 lower
(5.41 lower to 1.6 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months
[mean difference from control]

27
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
> 4 months [mean difference from
control] in the intervention groups was
3 lower
(6.88 lower to 0.88 higher)

Overall- SF-36 (0-100) <4 months - Physical

38
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean overall- SF36 (0-100) <4 months physical in the control
groups was
52.9

The mean overall- SF-36 (0-100) <4
months - physical in the intervention
groups was
1 lower
(2.1 lower to 0.1 higher)

Overall- SF-36 (0-100) <4 months - Mental

38
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall- SF36 (0-100) <4 months mental in the control
groups was
39.2

The mean overall- SF-36 (0-100) <4
months - mental in the intervention
groups was
4.5 higher
(2.89 to 6.11 higher)

Overall - Psychological distress (BDI 0-63) <4
months

102
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - psychological distress
(BDI 0-63) in the intervention groups was
2.09 lower
(3.86 to 0.32 lower)

Outcomes

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

268

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(c) Heterogeneity, I2=97% unexplained by subgroup analysis

Table 105: Group mixed exercise versus usual care in low back pain with sciatica
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

With sciatica - Pain (VAS/NRS 0-10) <4
months - Pain at rest

53
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with sciatica
- pain (VAS/NRS 0-10)
<4 months - pain at
rest in the control
groups was
5.25

The mean with sciatica - pain (VAS/NRS 010) <4 months - pain at rest in the
intervention groups was
2.59 lower
(3.11 to 2.07 lower)

With sciatica - Pain (VAS/NRS 0-10) <4
months - Pain on movement

53
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with sciatica
- pain (VAS/NRS 0-10)
<4 months - pain on
movement in the
control groups was
6.83

The mean with sciatica - pain (VAS/NRS 010) <4 months - pain on movement in the
intervention groups was
2.47 lower
(3 to 1.94 lower)

With sciatica - Pain (NRS 0-10) <4 months

50
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica
- pain (NRS 0-10) <4
months in the control
groups was
7.1

The mean with sciatica - pain (NRS 0-10)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(1.48 lower to 0.08 higher)

With sciatica - Pain (NRS 0-10) > 4 months

44
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica
- pain (NRS 0-10) > 4
months in the control
groups was

The mean with sciatica - pain (NRS 0-10) >
4 months in the intervention groups was
2.3 lower
(3.17 to 1.43 lower)
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Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

4.1
a,b

With sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months

44
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with sciatica
- function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the
control groups was
13.4

The mean with sciatica - function (RMDQ
0-24) <4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.2 higher
(0.43 to 1.97 higher)

With sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months

44
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with sciatica
- function (RMDQ 024) > 4 months in the
control groups was
15.7

The mean with sciatica - function (RMDQ
0-24) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
6.6 higher
(5.77 to 7.43 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 106: Group mixed exercise versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0100) <4 months - general health

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4
months - general
health in the control
groups was
-2.9

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months - general health
in the intervention groups was
3.8 higher
(2.31 lower to 9.91 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0100) <4 months - vitality

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4
months - vitality in the
control groups was

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months - vitality in the
intervention groups was
0.1 higher
(9.47 lower to 9.67 higher)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

3.9
a,b
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Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0100) <4 months - physical functioning

36
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4
months - physical
functioning in the
control groups was 6

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months - physical
functioning in the intervention groups
was
0.5 higher
(5.88 lower to 6.88 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life score (SF-36
0-100) <4 months - Pain

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
score (SF-36 0-100) <4
months - pain in the
control groups was
12.6

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
score (SF-36 0-100) <4 months - pain in
the intervention groups was
2.1 higher
(6.92 lower to 11.12 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0100) <4 months - physical role limitation

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4
months - physical role
limitation in the
control groups was
18.1

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months - physical role
limitation in the intervention groups was
12.7 higher
(53.17 lower to 78.57 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0100) <4 months - emotional role limitation

36
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4
months - emotional
role limitation in the
control groups was
11.5

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months - emotional role
limitation in the intervention groups was
7.4 higher
(12.66 lower to 27.46 higher)

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0100) <4 months - social functioning

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months - social
functioning in the intervention groups

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4
months - mental
health in the control
groups was
5.6

The mean without sciatica - quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months - mental health
in the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(6.94 lower to 5.14 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months

29
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

*

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10, change
score) <4 months

59
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Without sciatica - Function (ODI/RMDQ,
change score) <4 months

88
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Without sciatica - Psychological distress
(HADS 0-21) <4 month - anxiety score

29
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean without
sciatica - pain (VAS 010, change score) <4
months in the control
groups was
-10
The mean without
sciatica - function
(ODI/RMDQ, change
score) <4 months in
the control groups was
4.87
The mean without
sciatica - psychological
distress (HADS 0-21)

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 010) <4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.95 lower
(1.1 to 0.8 lower)
The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 010, change score) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.9 lower
(15.73 lower to 5.93 higher)

Risk with Usual care
months - social
functioning in the
control groups was
9.5

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)
was
1.2 lower
(11.2 lower to 8.8 higher)

The mean without sciatica - function
(ODI/RMDQ, change score) <4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.66 lower
(1.09 to 0.22 lower)
The mean without sciatica - psychological
distress (HADS 0-21) <4 month - anxiety
score in the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without sciatica - Quality of life (SF-36 0100) <4 months - mental health
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Outcomes

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

29
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean without
sciatica - psychological
distress (HADS 0-21)
<4 month - depression
score (copy) in the
control groups was
-0.08

The mean without sciatica - psychological
distress (HADS 0-21) <4 month depression score (copy) in the
intervention groups was
0.99 lower
(2.39 lower to 0.41 higher)

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months

125
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean without sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.99 lower
(2.96 to 1.02 lower)

Risk with Usual care
<4 month - anxiety
score in the control
groups was
-0.38

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)
0.55 lower
(2.21 lower to 1.11 higher)

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 107: Group mixed exercise versus self-management in low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Without sciatica - Responder criteria (improvement in
function) <4 months

125
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,

RR 1.58
(1.1 to
2.27)

Risk with Selfmanagement
(advice to stay
active)

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

Not estimatable

Not estimatable

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without sciatica - Psychological distress
(HADS 0-21) <4 month - depression score
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Outcomes

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

164
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Without sciatica - Healthcare utilisation - medication use > 4
months

61
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.85
(0.54 to
1.35)

*

The mean without sciatica - function
(RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months - without
sciatica in the intervention groups was
1.65 lower
(2.72 to 0.57 lower)

586 per 1000

88 fewer per 1000
(from 270 fewer to 205 more)

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 108: Group mixed exercise versus cognitive therapy in low back pain without sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
a,b

Risk with
Placebo/sh
am

Risk difference with Group mixed exercise (95% CI)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

21
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10) <4
months in the intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(5.16 lower to 1.56 higher)

Without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) 4 months - 1
year> 4 months

27
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean without sciatica - pain (VAS 0-10) 4 months
- 1 year> 4 months in the intervention groups was
1.3 lower
(4.4 lower to 1.8 higher)

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months - without sciatica

21
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean without sciatica - function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months - without sciatica in the intervention groups
was
4.9 lower
(9.08 to 0.72 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months without sciatica

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

imprecision

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean without sciatica - psychological distress
(BDI 0-63) <4 months in the intervention groups was
6.3 lower
(18.7 lower to 6.1 higher)

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 109: Group mixed exercise versus cognitive behavioural approaches in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with cognitive
behavioural
approaches

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

107
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean with or without sciatica pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.56 lower
(1.48 lower to 0.36 higher)

With/without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) >4 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean with or without sciatica pain (VAS 0-10) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.09 lower
(1.02 lower to 0.84 higher)

With/without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months

107
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean with or without sciatica function (RMDQ) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.62 lower
(2.4 lower to 1.16 higher)

With/without sciatica - Function (RMDQ 0-24) >4 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean with or without sciatica function (RMDQ) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.46 lower
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With/without sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10) <4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

21
(1 study)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Without sciatica - Psychological distress (BDI 0-63)
<4 months

With/without sciatica - Psychological distress (BDI 0-63)
<4 months

107
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean with or without sciatica psychological distress (BDI 0-63) <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.55 higher
(1.46 lower to 2.56 higher)

With/without sciatica - Psychological distress (BDI 0-63)
>4 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean with or without sciatica psychological distress (BDI 0-63) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.15 higher
(0.9 lower to 3.2 higher)

With/without sciatica - HC use (general practice - visits) >4
months

104
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean with or without sciatica - hc
use (general practice - visits) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.30 lower
(2.27 lower to 1.67 higher)

With/without sciatica - HC use (specialist care - visits) >4
months

104
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with or
without sciatica - hc
use (specialist care visits) >4 months in
the control groups
was
1.12

The mean with or without sciatica - hc
use (specialist care - visits) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.58 higher
(0.35 lower to 1.51 higher)

With/without sciatica - HC use (radiography - visits) >4
months

104
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with or
without sciatica - hc
use (radiography visits) >4 months in
the control groups

The mean with or without sciatica - hc
use (radiography - visits) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.10 lower
(0.24 lower to 0.04 higher)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with cognitive
behavioural
approaches

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)
(2.28 lower to 1.36 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Outcomes

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

With/without sciatica - HC use (occupational physician visits) >4 months

104
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean with or
without sciatica - hc
use (occupational
physician - visits) >4
months in the control
groups was
0.24

The mean with or without sciatica - hc
use (occupational physician - visits) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.14 lower
(0.42 lower to 0.14 higher)

With/without sciatica - HC use (psychologist - visits) >4
months

104
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with or
without sciatica - hc
use (psychologist visits) >4 months in
the control groups
was
0.29

The mean with or without sciatica - hc
use (psychologist - visits) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.28 higher
(0.64 lower to 1.2 higher)

With/without sciatica - HC use (therapist -sessions) >4
months

104
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean with or
without sciatica - hc
use (therapist sessions) >4 months
in the control groups
was
9.03

The mean with or without sciatica - hc
use (therapist -sessions) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
4.62 lower
(10.23 lower to 0.99 higher)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with cognitive
behavioural
approaches
was
0.16

* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported.
(a) The majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias due to lack of blinding
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Risk difference with Group mixed
exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Outcomes

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Low back pain without sciatica population
Table 110: Exercise (biomechanical) plus electrotherapy (TENS) compared to electrotherapy (TENS) for low back pain without sciatica
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (Borg verbal pain
rating scale, 0-10) ≤4 months

44
(1 study)
8 weeks

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

44
(1 study)
8 weeks

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)
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Risk with TENS

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical) + TENS (95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain (Borg verbal pain
rating scale 0-10) - <4 months in
the control groups was
-0.31

The mean pain (borg verbal pain rating scale
0-10) - <4 months in the intervention groups
was 0.16 lower
(0.21 to 0.11 lower)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI 0-100) <4 months in the control groups
was
-4.2

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - <4 months
in the intervention groups was MD 3.2 lower
(4.4 to 2 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 111: Exercise (biomechanical plus aerobic) plus electrotherapy (PENS) compared to sham electrotherapy (PENS) for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with sham PENS

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical + aerobic) + PENS (95%
CI)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component summary score, 0-100)
≤4 months

93
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOW
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
mental component summary score
in the control groups was
-0.1

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
mental component summary score in the
intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(4.72 lower to 4.32 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component summary score, 0-100)
>4 months

93
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
mental component summary score
in the control groups was
1.2

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
mental component summary score in the
intervention groups was
1.4 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

9.3.9.1

Combinations – exercise therapy adjunct

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

9.3.9

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary score, 0-100)
≤4 months

93
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
physical component summary score
in the control groups was
5.9

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
physical component summary score in the
intervention groups was
2 lower
(12.11 lower to 8.11 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary score, 0-100) >4 months

93
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
physical component summary score
in the control groups was
5.1

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
physical component summary score in the
intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(10.87 lower to 9.47 higher)

Pain severity (McGill, 0-78) ≤4
months.

93
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill) - <4 months
in the control groups was
-2.3

The mean pain (McGill) - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(4.79 lower to 1.19 higher)

Pain severity (McGill, 0-78) >4
months

93
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain (McGill) - >4 months
in the control groups was
-3.3

The mean pain (McGill) - >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(3.84 lower to 2.84 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

93
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (Roland Morris) <4 months in the control groups was
-2.7

The mean function (Roland Morris) - <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.1 higher
(1.62 lower to 1.82 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months.

93
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Roland Morris) >4 months in the control groups was
-3

The mean function (Roland Morris) - >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.9 higher
(0.93 lower to 2.73 higher)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with sham PENS

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical + aerobic) + PENS (95%
CI)
(6.52 lower to 3.72 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Outcomes

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
a,b

Risk with PENS

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical + aerobic) + PENS (95%
CI)
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Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component summary score, 0-100) ≤
4 months

92
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOW
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
mental component summary score
in the control groups was
1.5

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
mental component summary score in the
intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(6.58 lower to 2.98 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component summary score, 0-100) >4 months

92
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
mental component summary score
in the control groups was
-1.8

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
mental component summary score in the
intervention groups was
1.6 higher
(4.37 lower to 7.57 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary score, 0-100)
≤4 months:

92
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
physical component summary score
in the control groups was
-1.1

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4 months:
physical component summary score in the
intervention groups was
5 higher
(4.58 lower to 14.58 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary score, 0-100)
>4 months:

92
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
physical component summary score
in the control groups was
-5.9

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4 months:
physical component summary score in the
intervention groups was
10.3 higher
(0.78 to 19.82 higher)

Pain severity (McGill, 0-78) ≤4
months.

92
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill) - <4 months
in the control groups was
-2.9

The mean pain (McGill) - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(4.76 lower to 2.36 higher)

Pain severity (McGill, 0-78) >4
months

92
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain (McGill) - >4 months
in the control groups was
-3.4

The mean pain (McGill) - >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.4 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 112: Exercise (biomechanical plus aerobic) plus electrotherapy (PENS) compared to electrotherapy (PENS) for low back pain without sciatica

92
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOW
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (Roland Morris) <4 months in the control groups was
-2.6

The mean function (Roland Morris) - <4
months in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.86 lower to 1.86 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

92
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (Roland Morris) >4 months in the control groups was
-2.1

The mean function (Roland Morris) - >4
months in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.74 lower to 1.74 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 113: Group exercise (biomechanical + aerobic) plus self-management (education) plus manual therapy (manipulation) compared to individual
exercise (biomechanical) plus self-management (education) plus manual therapy (manipulation) for low back pain without sciatica
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Outcomes
Healthcare utilisation (analgesic use)
≤4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

62
(1 study)
8 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with individual
exercise (biomechanical) +
education + manipulation

RR 1.9
(0.83 to
4.36)

Moderate
207 per 1000

Risk difference with Group exercise
(biomechanical + aerobic) + education +
manipulation (95% CI)
186 more per 1000
(from 35 fewer to 696 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 114: Exercise (aerobic) + psychological intervention (behavioural therapy) compared to psychological intervention (behavioural therapy) for low
back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with behavioural therapy

Risk difference with Exercise (aerobic) +
behavioural therapy (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

(3.75 lower to 2.95 higher)
a

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill) - <4
months in the control groups was
17.71

The mean pain (McGill) - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.93 lower
(10.62 lower to 4.76 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 115: Exercise (aerobic) + psychological therapy (cognitive behavioural approaches) + self-management (education) compared to psychological
therapy (cognitive behavioural approaches) + self-management (education) for low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects
No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10)
≤4 months

27
(1 study)
3 months

Function (RMDQ, 0-24)
≤4 months

27
(1 study)
3 months

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
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Risk with cognitive behavioural
approaches + education

Risk difference with Exercise (aerobic) +
cognitive behavioural approaches +
education (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (0-10 NRS
converted to 0-10) - <4 months in
the control groups was
2.26

The mean pain (0-100 NRS converted to 010) - <4 months in the intervention groups
was 0.35 lower
(2.34 lower to 1.64 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Roland Morris
0-24) - <4 months in the control
groups was
4.3

The mean function (Roland Morris 0-24) <4 months in the intervention groups was
2.1 higher
(1.41 lower to 5.61 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 116: Exercise (biomechanical – Pilates) + self-management (education) compared to self-management for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) ≤4
months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

86
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with self-management

Risk difference with Pilates + education +
(95% CI)

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) - <4
months in the control groups was
5.2

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) - <4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.1 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

36
(1 study)
8 weeks

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Pain severity (McGill, 0-78)
≤4 months

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) >4
months

86
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) - >4
months in the control groups was
5.3

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) - >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(1.75 lower to 0.15 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months

86
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Roland Morris
0-24) - <4 months in the control
groups was
7.1

The mean function (Roland Morris 0-24) <4 months in the intervention groups was
3.5 lower
(5.48 to 1.52 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months

86
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Roland Morris
0-24) - >4 months in the control
groups was
6.7

The mean function (Roland Morris 0-24) >4 months in the intervention groups was
2.2 lower
(4.35 to 0.05 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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9.3.9.2

Low back pain with sciatica population
Table 117: Exercise (biomechanical) + self-management (unsupervised exercise) compared to TENS + laser + massage + self-management (unsupervised
exercise)
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical) + selfmanagement (unsupervised
exercise) (95% CI)

With sciatica - Pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months

40
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean overall - pain
(VAS 0-10) <4 months
in the control groups
was
5.29

The mean overall - pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.19 lower
(3.95 to 2.43 lower)

With sciatica - Function
(revised ODI 0-100) < 4
months

40
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean overall function (revised ODI
0-100) < 4 months in

The mean overall - function
(revised ODI 0-100) < 4 months in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(3.07 to 1.13 lower)

a,c

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

imprecision

Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
the control groups was
28.26

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical) + selfmanagement (unsupervised
exercise) (95% CI)
18.21 lower
(23.07 to 13.35 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

9.3.9.3

Low back pain with or without sciatica population
Table 118: Exercise + orthotics (orthoses) compared to orthotics (orthoses) for low back pain with or without sciatica

284

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Responder criteria (remission
of pain) - >4 months

48
(1 study)

Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

RR 1
(0.38 to 2.66)

Moderate

Risk with
orthoses
250 per 1000

Risk difference with Exercise + orthoses
(95% CI)
0 fewer per 1000
(from 155 fewer to 415 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 119: Exercise + self-management (education) compared to self-management for low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Responder: Number improving
on Disability index - >4 months

90
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

RR 5.42
(1.71 to 17.22)

Moderate

Risk with selfmanagement
68 per 1000

Risk difference with Exercise +
education (95% CI)
301 more per 1000
(from 48 more to 1000 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

RR 3.59
(2.21 to 5.82)

Moderate
273 per 1000

707 more per 1000
(from 330 more to 1000 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 120: Exercise + self-management (mixed modality - home exercise + education) + relaxation compared to self-management (education) for low
back pain with or without sciatica

285

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Function (Roland Morris 0-24) <4 months

239
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (roland morris 0-24) <4 months in the control groups was
-1.1

The mean function (roland morris 0-24) - <4
months in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.48 lower to 0.48 higher)

Function (Roland Morris 0-24) >4 months

239
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (roland morris 0-24) >4 months in the control groups was
-1.6

The mean function (roland morris 0-24) - >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.05 lower to 0.25 higher)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with education

Risk difference with Exercise + home
exercise + relaxation + education (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 121: Exercise (biomechanical) + self-management (home exercise) compared to self-management (self-care advice based on the Back Book)) for
low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of life (15D 0 to 1) - <4
months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (15d 0 to 1) - <4
months in the control groups was
0.89

The mean quality of life (15d 0 to 1) - <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0.02 lower to 0.04 higher)

Quality of life (15D 0 to 1) - >4

83

LOWa,b

The mean quality of life (15d 0 to 1) - >4

The mean quality of life (15d 0 to 1) - >4

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical) + home exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

LOWa
due to risk of bias

90
(1 study)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Responder: Number improving
on Quality of life index - >4
months

due to risk of
bias, imprecision

months in the control groups was
0.88

months in the intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(0.01 lower to 0.05 higher)

Pain (0-100 VAS converted to 010) - <4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain (0-100 VAS converted to
0-10) - <4 months in the control groups
was
3.5

The mean pain (0-100 VAS converted to 010) - <4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.4 lower
(1.45 lower to 0.65 higher)

Pain (0-100 VAS converted to 010) - >4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain (0-100 VAS converted to
0-10) - >4 months in the control groups
was
3.9

The mean pain (0-100 VAS converted to 010) - >4 months in the intervention groups
was
1 lower
(2.02 lower to 0.02 higher)

Function (Roland Morris 18
item) - <4 months

83
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (roland morris 18
item) - <4 months in the control groups
was
4

The mean function (roland morris 18 item)
- <4 months in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.94 lower to 1.94 higher)

Function (Roland Morris 18
item) - >4 months

83
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (roland morris 18
item) - >4 months in the control groups
was
5

The mean function (roland morris 18 item)
- >4 months in the intervention groups was
1 lower
(3.15 lower to 1.15 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 122: Exercise (biomechanical – core stability) + manual therapy (massage) compared to manual therapy (massage) for low back pain with or
without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) < 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

92
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with manual
therapy (massage)
The mean pain
severity (VAS, 0-10)
< 4 months in the
control groups was

Risk difference with Exercise (biomechanical - core
stability) + manual therapy (massage) versus
manual therapy (massage) (95% CI)
The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) < 4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.39 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(1 study)

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016
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months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function (ODI, 0-100) < 4 months

92
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Responder criteria (pain free interval >
30 days)

85
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with manual
therapy (massage)
2.85
The mean function
(ODI, 0-100) < 4
months in the
control groups was
18.39

RR 1
(0.96 to
1.05)

Risk difference with Exercise (biomechanical - core
stability) + manual therapy (massage) versus
manual therapy (massage) (95% CI)
(1.9 to 0.88 lower)
The mean function (ODI, 0-100) < 4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.19 lower
(6.46 to 3.92 lower)

Moderate
1000 per 1000

0 fewer per 1000
(from 40 fewer to 50 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 123: Exercise (core stability) + manual therapy (manipulation) compared to self-management (advice to stay active) + manual therapy
(manipulation) for low back pain with or without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) <4
months - Physical

25
(1 study)

Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) <4
months - Mental

25
(1 study)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Self-management
(advice to stay active) +
manipulation

Risk difference with Exercise (core
stability) + manipulation (95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean overall - quality
of life (sf-12 0-100) <4
months - physical in the
control groups was
43.2

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) <4 months - physical in the
intervention groups was
9.3 higher
(3.12 to 15.48 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall - quality
of life (sf-12 0-100) <4
months - mental in the
control groups was
50.2

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) <4 months - mental in the
intervention groups was
2.6 higher
(5.51 lower to 10.71 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

LOWa
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall - quality
of life (sf-12 0-100) > 4
months - physical in the
control groups was
48.8

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) > 4 months - physical in the
intervention groups was
3.4 higher
(1.94 lower to 8.74 higher)

Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) > 4
months - Mental

25
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall - quality
of life (sf-12 0-100) > 4
months - mental in the
control groups was
45.1

The mean overall - quality of life (sf-12 0100) > 4 months - mental in the
intervention groups was
8.3 higher
(0.59 to 16.01 higher)

Overall - Pain (McGill - sensory, 0-33) <4
months

25
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(McGill - sensory, 0-33) <4
months in the control
groups was
7.1

The mean overall - pain (McGill - sensory,
0-33) <4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.5 lower
(6.9 to 0.1 lower)

Overall - Pain (McGill - sensory, 0-33) > 4
months

25
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(McGill - sensory, 0-33) > 4
months in the control
groups was
6.3

The mean overall - pain (McGill - sensory,
0-33) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.3 lower
(5.48 lower to 0.88 higher)

Overall - Pain (McGill - affective, 0-12)
<4 months

25
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(McGill - affective, 0-12) <4
months in the control
groups was
3.3

The mean overall - pain (McGill - affective,
0-12) <4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.9 lower
(4.97 lower to 1.17 higher)

Overall - Pain (McGill - affective, 0-12) >
4 months

25
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall - pain
(McGill - affective, 0-12) > 4
months in the control
groups was
1.4

The mean overall - pain (McGill - affective,
0-12) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.6 lower
(1.74 lower to 0.54 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

25
(1 study)

Exercise therapies
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Overall - Quality of life (SF-12 0-100) > 4
months - Physical

Overall - Function (RMDQ 024) <4 months

30
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Risk with Alexander technique

Risk difference with Mixed exercise +
Alexander technique (95% CI)

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the control groups was
5.57

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months in the intervention groups was
1.28 higher
(2.8 lower to 5.36 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 125: Exercise (individual biomechanical) + self management compared to self management

289
Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Self management

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise + self management
(95% CI)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) - < 4 months

481
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - < 4
months in the control groups was
6.83

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - < 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.36 lower
(2.15 to 0.57 lower)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) - > 4 months

464
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - > 4
months in the control groups was
6.13

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.39 lower
(1.24 lower to 0.46 higher)

Pain (Von Korf 0-10) - < 4 months

443
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain (von korf 0-10) - < 4
months in the control groups was
4.932

The mean pain (von korf 0-10) - < 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.46 lower
(0.85 to 0.07 lower)

Pain (Von Korf 0-10) - > 4 months

435

LOWa

The mean pain (von korf 0-10) - > 4

The mean pain (von korf 0-10) - > 4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Exercise therapies
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Table 124: Mixed exercise (biomechanical + aerobic) + Alexander technique compared to Alexander technique for low back pain with or without
sciatica

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Self management
months in the control groups was
4.844

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise + self management
(95% CI)
in the intervention groups was
0.69 lower
(1.18 to 0.2 lower)

418
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: physical component in the
control groups was
43.94

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: physical component in the
intervention groups was
2.41 higher
(1.13 to 3.69 higher)

Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - > 4
months: Physical component

415
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: physical component in the
control groups was
42.84

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: physical component in the
intervention groups was
1.55 higher
(0.14 lower to 3.24 higher)

Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - < 4
months: Mental component

418
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: mental component in the
control groups was
46.49

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: mental component in the
intervention groups was
0.75 higher
(1.04 lower to 2.54 higher)

Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - > 4
months: Mental component

415
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: mental component in the
control groups was
46.44

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: mental component in the
intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.86 lower to 2.52 higher)

Function (Von Korff disability, 0-100)
- < 4 months

444
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (von korff disability,
0-100) - < 4 months in the control groups
was
3.473

The mean function (von korff disability, 0100) - < 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.5 lower
(0.94 to 0.06 lower)

Function (Von Korff disability, 0-100)

437

LOWa

The mean function (von korff disability,

The mean function (von korff disability, 0-
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Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - < 4
months: Physical component
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Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Self management
0-100) - > 4 months in the control groups
was
3.429

Risk difference with Individual
biomechanical exercise + self management
(95% CI)
100) - > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.46 lower
(0.91 to 0.01 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

- > 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)
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9.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified that included mind and body exercise as a comparator and
has been included in this review.87 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile below (Table
126) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
One economic evaluation was identified that included mixed modality exercise as a comparator and
has been included in this review.457 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile below (Table
127) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
No relevant economic evaluations were identified that included biomechanical exercise or aerobic
exercise compared to placebo or sham, usual care or other single active interventions in the
protocol. Three economic evaluations were identified that included biomechanical exercise as a
comparator (Critchley 2007,94 Beam 2004,498 and Niemisto 2003 and 2005387,388) and this was part of
the following interventions: 1) biomechanical exercise in combination with self-management or selfmanagement and manual therapy (mixed modality), or self-management, biomechanical exercise
and manual therapy (mixed modality) compared to self-management alone (Beam 2004498); 2)
biomechanical exercise compared to mixed modality manual therapy plus self-management or
compared to MBR programme ( Critchley 200794) 3) biomechanical exercise in combination with
manual therapy (manipulation/mobilisation) and self-management compared to self-management
alone (Niemisto 2003388/2005387).
One economic evaluation relating to biomechanical exercise, one relating to a mixed exercise
intervention, and one relating to mind-body exercise were identified but excluded due to limited
applicability and/or potentially serious methodological concerns.3,210,444 These are listed in Appendix
M, with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

NICE, 2016
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Chuang
201287 (UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (Tilbrook
2011488)
 Population: mixed (with and
without sciatica)
 Two comparators:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. UC + yoga (group)
 Follow-up: 1 year

(b)

2-1: £507

(c)

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1: 0.037
QALYs

2 versus 1:
£13,606 per
QALY gained

Uncertainty
 Probability intervention 2 costeffective (£20K/30K threshold):
72%/~87%.
 Conclusion robust to sensitivity
analyses.

293

(a) Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options. The EQ5D tariff used is not stated although as this is a UK study it is judged likely to be the UK tariff.
(b) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs - authors suggest that if participants continue to practice yoga it might continue to have an impact on their back
function and they noted that 60% of participants in the yoga arm who answered the question continued practising yoga at home. Medication costs are not included. Within-trial analysis
and so does not reflect full body available evidence for this comparison - Tilbrook is 1 of 7 studies that included this comparison. One other study (Cox) reported EQ-5D with a smaller
benefit at 12 weeks but is a much smaller study with only short term outcomes. For other outcomes where Tilbrook reports data the overall estimate of effect is largely driven by this
study as it is the largest. Therefore it is considered likely to reasonably reflect the overall body of evidence.
(c) 2008/9 costs. Cost components incorporated: Intervention, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, physiotherapist and other) and secondary care contacts (emergency service,
outpatient appointments, inpatient hospital stays, physiotherapist, other).

Table 127: Economic evidence profile: Mixed modality exercise interventions
Study
Smeets 2009
457

(Netherlands)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

 With-RCT analysis (Smeets
2006a461)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: mixed (with or
without sciatica) (> 3 months
resulting in disability (RDQ >3)
and ability to walk at least
100m)
 Three comparators in full

(b)

Incremental
cost
2-1: £908

(c)

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1: 0.03
QALYs lost

cognitive
behavioural
approaches is
dominant
(lower costs
and higher
QALYs)

Uncertainty
 Uncertainty not reported for
cost effectiveness
 Cost and QALY CIs not reported

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Study

Incremental
cost

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 126: Economic evidence profile: Mind/body exercise interventions

Limitations

Other comments
analysis:
1. cognitive behavioural
approaches
2. Mixed modality exercise
(biomechanical + aerobic;
group)
3. MBR (2 core elements:
physical, psychological).
Combination of interventions
1 and 2.
 Follow-up: 62 weeks

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty

(a) Dutch resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2003) may not reflect current NHS context. Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this intervention; Smeets 2006a is 1 of 7 studies included in the clinical review for mixed

modality exercise; 1 of 5 where the mix was biomechanical + aerobic; although is the only one compared with cognitive behavioural approaches.
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(c) 2003 Netherlands euros converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: Interventions, GP, medical specialist including radiology, occupational physician,

physiotherapist, manual therapist, Cesar or Mensensieck therapist, psychologist, medication, hospitalisation, medical procedures.

Table 128: Economic evidence profile: biomechanical exercise
Incremental
costs (b)

Increment
al effects

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Study

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

Beam 2004498
(UK)

Partially
applicable (c)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (UK
BEAM48,499)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with
and without sciatica) (1-2
months)
 Four comparators in full
analysis
1. Best care (selfmanagement –

1. £346

1. 0.618
QALYs

Baseline

2. 0.635
QALYs

Dominated by 4

Prob. CE:
~7%/~7%

(d)

(e)

2. £486
(e)

4. £471
(e)

3. £541
(e)

(b)

Uncertainty
Prob. CE: 0%/0%

4. 0.651
QALYs

4 versus1:
£126 (e)

0.033
QALYs

£3800 per QALY
gained

Prob.
CE:~38%/~37%

3. 0.659
QALYs

3 versus 4:
£70 (e)

0.008
QALYs

£8700 per QALY
gained

Prob. CE:
~54%/~57%
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Applicability

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Study

Applicability

Limitations

295

Other comments
programme & advice to
stay active [SM])
2. Best care + ‘Back to
fitness programme’ (SM
+ biomechanical
exercise)
3. Best care + spinal
manipulation therapy
(SM + mixed modality
manual therapy)
4. Best care + ‘Back to
fitness programme’+
spinal manipulation
therapy (SM +
biomechanical exercise
+ mixed modality
manual therapy)
 Follow-up: 1 year
 Subanalysis manipulation
not available:
1. Best care
2. Best care + ‘Back to
fitness programme’

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

(b)

2-1:£140 (e)

2-1: 0.017
QALYs

Cost
effectiveness (b)

2 versus 1:
£8300 per QALY
gained

Uncertainty

Probability
intervention 2
cost-effective
(£20K/30K
threshold):
~60%/~70%
Increasing cost of
manipulation to
that of private
provider did not
change
conclusions.
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Study

Increment
al effects

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

Incremental
costs (b)

Economic evidence profile: biomechanical exercise
Incremental
costs (b)

Increment
al effects
(b)
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Study

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Cost (a)

Effects
(a)

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Critchley
200794 (UK)

Partially
applicable
(c)

Potentially
serious
limitations
(d)

 Within-RCT analysis (same
paper)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with
and without sciatica) (>12
weeks)
 Three comparators in full
analysis
1. Biomechanical exercise
2. Combination: Mixed
modality manual
therapy plus selfmanagement.
3. MBR programme (3
elements: physical,
psychological,
education)
 Follow-up: 18 months

3. £165
(e)

3. 1.00
QALYs

Baseline

1. £379
(e)

1. 0.90
QALYs

Dominated by 3

Prob. CE: ~0%/
~0%

2. £474
(e)

2. 0.99
QALYs

Dominated by 3

Prob. CE:
~33%/~35%%

Uncertainty
Prob. CE:
67%/65%
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Table 129:

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; Prob. CE= Probability intervention is cost-effective at a
£20,000/£30,000 threshold.
(a) When more than two comparators, Intervention number in order of least to most effective in terms of QALYs. When there are two comparators it will be blank.
(b) When more than two comparators, this is a full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has
lower costs) or subject to extended dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and
so it would never be the most cost effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by
comparing each to the next most effective option. The most cost effective option is that with the highest QALYs with an ICER below £20,000 per QALY gained.
(c) Resource use data (1999-2002) and unit costs (2000/01) may not reflect the current NHS context. Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(d) A longer time horizon may be preferable given than interventions continued to show benefit at 12 months. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for
this intervention; although is the only study with these exact comparison of combinations.
(e) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, physiotherapist, other), secondary care contacts (hospital admissions and outpatient
appointments).

Table 130: Economic evidence profile: biomechanical exercise
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Study

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Niemisto
2003388/
Niemisto
2005387
(Finland)

Partially
applicable (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (same
paper)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with or
without sciatica) (>3 months
with ODI >16%)
 Two comparators in full
analysis
1. Self-management
programme
2. Combination: selfmanagement programme,
manipulation and
biomechanical exercise
 Follow-up: 1 year / 2 years

(b)

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1:
£25/£56 (c)

12 months:
See clinical
review

n/a

24 months:
 VAS (MD)
4.97
 ODI (MD):
1.24
 15D:
Authors
report no
difference

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year

Uncertainty
Incremental costs were reported
as not statistically significant.
VAS (24m) 95% CI: 4.83 to 5.12
ODI (24m) 95% CI: 1.18 to 1.30

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

available evidence for this comparison; Critchley 2007 is one of several studies included in the clinical review for exercise.
(e) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, physiotherapist, other), secondary care contacts (hospital admissions and outpatient
appointments).

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; NR = not reported; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; Prob. CE= Probability intervention is costeffective at a £20,000/£30,000 threshold.
(a) Cost/effect in order of least to most costly intervention.
(b) Full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has lower costs) or subject to extended
dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and so it would never be the most cost
effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by comparing each to the next most effective
option.
(c) Resource use data (2002-2005) and unit costs (2003/3) may not reflect the current NHS context. EQ-5D tariff used is not stated (although as UK study judged likely to be UK tariff). Study
does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(d) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs if benefits persist beyond 18 months. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

a non-comparable valuation method (VAS) from the Finnish population. QALYs were not calculated using area under the curve only mean difference in 15D reported.
Discounting was not applied (24 month analysis). Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Niemisto 2003 is 1 of several studies included in the clinical review for
individual combinations. Limited sensitivity analysis.2005 Finland converted to UK pounds.394
(c) Cost components incorporated: Visits to physicians, visits to physiotherapy, outpatient visits, inpatient care and x-ray examinations. Note: paper reported societal
perspective; here only healthcare costs have been presented.

Exercise therapies

NICE, 2016

(a) Finnish resource use data (1999-2001) and unit costs (2000) may not reflect the current NHS context. Non-NICE reference case utility measure used (15D) and this uses
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Unit costs
Biomechanical and aerobic exercise interventions are generally conducted in group or individually by
a physiotherapist. The relevant unit costs are provided below to aid consideration of costeffectiveness.
Table 131: Unit costs of healthcare professionals
Healthcare professional

Costs per hour

Hospital physiotherapist (band 5)

£32

Community physiotherapist (band 5)

£30

Source: PSSRU 201399

The unit costs of community physiotherapists do not account for travel costs, such as mileage and
travel time. As a result, these estimates are probably an underestimate.
Mind and body exercise interventions are not currently provided by the NHS. These types of
interventions are conducted by a therapist (for example, yoga instructor) rather than a
physiotherapist. No published unit costs were identified.
Mind and body exercise interventions are not currently provided by the NHS. These types of
interventions are conducted by a therapist (for example, yoga instructor) rather than a
physiotherapist. No published unit costs were identified although the economic evaluation included
in the review estimated the costs of yoga per person in the study to be £292.61. This included
teaching and equipment costs for up to 12 group sessions (maximum 15 participants) of 75 minutes.
They also noted that costs would be reduced if an NHS physiotherapist ran the class.
The cost of exercise interventions will be based on:
 The number of sessions required
 The length of each session
 The number of people each session is for
 The cost of the person who would provide the session
 The cost of any equipment or facilities required as part of the intervention.

9.5 Evidence statements
9.5.1
9.5.1.1

Clinical
Individual biomechanical exercise versus usual care
In the mixed population, individual biomechanical exercise showed a clinically important
improvement compared with usual care for improvement of quality of life scores on all but one of
the reported domains (2 studies; low and very low quality; n = 57), and psychological distress (1
study; very low quality; n = 54). No clinically important benefit was seen for short term pain in 5
studies (moderate quality; n = 317), however there was a clinically important benefit in pain at rest,
pain during movement, and pain when walking (3 studies; moderate, moderate and very low quality;
n = 30, 30 and 32 respectively). No clinical benefit was seen for longer term pain intensity (1 study;
low quality; n = 99), function long term (2 studies; low quality; n = 159), or short term function (5
studies; low quality; n=253).
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For this comparison in people with sciatica, there was a clinically important improvement in shortterm pain (1 study; very low quality; n = 52) in those in the exercise group, but no other outcomes
were reported that were relevant to this review.
In people without sciatica, there was a clinically important improvement in short term physical and
mental quality of life in those undertaking biomechanical exercise compared with usual care (2
studies; low quality; n = 99). Evidence also showed a clinically important benefit for 5 other quality of
life domains in the short term, and all quality of life domains in the long term (low and very low
quality; 1 study; n = 60). There was a clinically important benefit in terms of short term pain from 6
studies, which could not be meta-analysed (very low and low quality; n = 17-246), however 4 studies
found no benefit for this outcome (low quality; n = 260). A clinically important benefit was observed
for long term pain (very low quality; 2 studies; n = 146), however further evidence that could not be
pooled in the meta-analysis showed no clinically important benefit (low quality; 1 study; n = 271).
Evidence for function was mixed, with evidence for a clinically important benefit for short term and
long term function (2 studies; moderate quality evidence; n = 86 and very low quality; n = 60,
respectively). However, evidence from 8 studies demonstrated no clinically important benefit for
function at short term and long term (low and very low quality; n = 17 – 418). No evidence was
available for psychological distress. Fewer adverse events were reported in those that received usual
care than biomechanical exercise although only from 1 small study (very low quality; n= 40).
9.5.1.2

Individual biomechanical exercise versus active control
Evidence for individual biomechanical exercise compared with self-management, spinal
manipulation, and interferential therapy was identified, mostly from small individual studies and of
low or very low quality. The evidence only showed clinical benefit for biomechanical exercise for
long-term leg pain (1 study; low quality; n = 71) and long-term function (1 study; very low quality; n=
71) when compared to self-management. The evidence also showed a clinical benefit of
biomechanical exercise for long term, but not short term, physical quality of life when compared to
spinal manipulation (1 study; low quality; n = 164). Clinical benefit of biomechanical exercise was also
seen for short-term pain (1 study; moderate quality; n= 60) when compared to interferential therapy.

9.5.1.3

Group biomechanical exercise versus usual care
In the mixed population, when compared to usual care, a clinically important benefit of
biomechanical exercise was demonstrated for pain in evidence from 1 study in the long term, but not
in the short term (very low quality, n = 127). However, a short term clinically important benefit of
pain for biomechanical exercise was suggested using core stability (1 study; moderate quality, n =
40).
In the population with low back pain without sciatica, a clinically important benefit of biomechanical
exercise was found for physical and mental quality of life, when compared with usual care (1 study;
moderate quality; n = 18). No clinical difference was demonstrated for short term pain, however
there was a clinically important benefit for function (2 studies; very low quality; n = 52).
No evidence was available for psychological distress.

9.5.1.4

Group biomechanical exercise versus active comparators
One study compared supervised with unsupervised exercise in the mixed population, and
demonstrated a clinical benefit of the supervised sessions for reducing pain intensity in the longer
term but not the short term (very low quality; n = 170 and 141 for short and long term).
No evidence was available for other comparisons, populations or outcomes.
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9.5.1.5

Individual aerobic exercise versus usual care
In the mixed population no clinical benefit was observed for pain or function (low quality; 1 study; n
= 46). Other outcomes were not reported. However, in people without sciatica a clinical benefit of
exercise was seen in terms of reducing pain intensity in the short and longer term in 1 study of deep
water running (low and moderate quality; n = 49), but not in studies of treadmill walking or running
(very low and low quality; n = 37 and 57). Aerobic exercise was also shown by 2 studies to improve
short-term function (low quality; n = 86), but not psychological distress or quality of life (very low and
low quality; n = 37and 57).
No evidence was available for the placebo comparison, nor for the sciatica population.

9.5.1.6

Individual aerobic exercise versus active comparators
One study compared individual aerobic exercise with individual biomechanical exercise in the mixed
population and demonstrated no clinically important benefit for function (low quality; n = 52).
Another small study compared individual aerobic exercise to group biomechanical exercise showing
benefit for group biomechanical exercise at less than or equal to 4 months for SF-36 both physical
and mental components, and greater than 4 months for average back pain (very low quality, n=30).
No clinically significant difference was observed for depression or anxiety measured using HADS or
other pain outcomes at either short or longer-term measures.
No evidence was available for other comparisons, populations or outcomes.

9.5.1.7

Group aerobic exercise versus usual care
A clinically important benefit of physical and mental quality of life was observed for group aerobic
exercise when compared with usual care in people with low back pain without sciatica (2 studies;
very low quality; n = 109). A clinical benefit was also found for two of the individual quality of life
domains (very low quality; n = 20). No clinical benefit was observed for any exercise in any other the
other critical outcomes (low and very low quality; range of n = 40-119).
No evidence was available for the placebo comparison or for the sciatica population.

9.5.1.8

Group aerobic exercise versus active comparators
When compared with self-management, a clinically important improvement in pain in the overall
population was observed (1 study; very low quality; n = 18). No other outcomes were reported.
When compared to group biomechanical exercise, no clinical benefit of group aerobic exercise was
found for any of the critical outcomes (very low quality, n = 83-91).
One further study in the low back pain population without sciatica compared group aerobic exercise
with group biomechanical exercise reported evidence demonstrating a clinical benefit for pain in the
short term but not the long term for the group receiving aerobic exercise. No clinical benefit was
found for function in either the short-term or long term (low quality; n = 64).
No evidence was available for other comparisons, populations or outcomes.

9.5.1.9

Individual mind-body exercise versus biomechanical exercise
Evidence from 1 small study showed short-term clinical benefit of yoga when compared to
biomechanical exercise on pain and function (low quality; n= 30), whereas another study
demonstrated no clinically important difference between tai chi and biomechanical exercise on
short-term pain outcome (low quality; n= 40).
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9.5.1.10

Group mind-body exercise versus usual care
In the people with low back pain with or without sciatica, evidence from 2 studies suggested a
benefit in terms quality of life on EQ-5D for group mind-body exercise when compared with usual
care at the short term (low quality; n = 325), but further evidence did not demonstrate benefit in the
longer term (1 study; moderate quality; n = 313) and no clinical difference was seen at either time
point when quality of life was assessed by SF12 in the same studies (moderate quality; n = 326, 313).
In terms of pain, a clinical benefit with Iyengar yoga was seen when compared to usual care at
greater than 4 months, but no clinical difference at less than or equal to 4 months (1 study; very low
quality, n= 90). The same applied when hatha yoga was compared to usual care at either short term
(2 studies, very low quality; n= 82) or longer-term (low quality; n=23). A benefit was seen for
psychological distress for hatha (low and very low quality; n = 46 and 16) but not lyengar yoga
(moderate to very low quality; n = 418 and 96). Whereas no clinical difference of yoga was seen was
by 6 studies for short-term function time points (low quality; n= 516) or by 3 studies for longer term
time points (low quality; n= 426).
For the population without sciatica, a clinically important benefit in pain reduction in the short and
longer term was found for group mind-body exercise when compared with usual care in a single
study (very low quality; n = 42).
No evidence was available for the placebo comparison or for the population with sciatica.

9.5.1.11

Group mind-body exercise versus active comparators
In the low back pain population without sciatica, when compared with self-management, a clinically
important benefit in short-term and long-term function was identified (2 studies; low and very low
quality; n = 164). When compared with group mixed exercise, no clinically important difference
between treatments was demonstrated for this outcome (2 studies; moderate and very low quality;
n = 164).
In a mixed population of people with low back pain with or without sciatica, group mind-body
exercise showed clinical benefit for pain at both short and long term when compared to individual
biomechanical exercise in a single study (moderate quality, n= 60)

9.5.1.12

Individual mixed exercise versus waiting list
For this comparison in people with sciatica, there was a clinically important improvement in shortterm back pain and leg pain (1 study; low quality; n = 30) in those in the exercise group. No other
relevant outcomes were reported.

9.5.1.13

Individual mixed exercise versus active comparators
Evidence for individual mixed exercise compared to unsupervised exercise from a single study in the
overall population demonstrated a clinically important reduction in pain for individual mixed exercise
in the longer-term (low quality; n = 40). No other outcomes or time-points for the comparison of
individual mixed exercise compared to unsupervised exercise were reported.
No clinical difference between mixed exercise or biomechanical exercise was observed in terms of
short term pain or function (1 study; moderate quality; n= 63).

9.5.1.14

Group mixed exercise versus usual care
When compared with usual care in the low back pain population there was no clinical benefit for
function (2 studies; very low quality; n = 88). There was evidence of no clinical benefit of short term
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pain (1 study, low quality; n = 29), however a clinical benefit in favour of mixed exercise compared to
usual care was observed (1 study; very low quality; n = 59). A benefit in terms of psychological
distress measured using the HADS depression score, but not for the HADS anxiety score was
observed (very low quality; n = 29). Additionally, 3 of the 8 domains of quality of life (general health,
physical role and emotional role) showed a benefit of group mixed exercise (1 study; very low and
low quality; n = 36).
When compared with usual care in the population with sciatica, the evidence was conflicting. A
benefit of group mixed was seen for pain in the long-term, but for function in the short and long
term a benefit was seen for usual care (1 study; low and very low quality; n = 44).
In people with low back pain with or without sciatica, clinical benefit in favour of exercise was
demonstrated compared with usual care in the short and long-term for pain from small studies of
population size less than 100 (moderate to very low quality), clinical benefit was also seen for
function at less than or equal to 4 months from 2 small studies (low quality; n= 52). One study
showed no clinical benefit for psychological distress (low quality; n = 29). Another small study (n= 38)
demonstrated conflicting evidence for quality of life, with clinical benefit of mixed exercise on SF-35
mental (moderate quality) but no difference on SF-36 physical (low quality) when compared to usual
care.
9.5.1.15

Group mixed exercise versus active comparators
In the population with low back pain without sciatica, evidence from 1 study suggested a clinical
benefit for group mixed exercise for short term function (low quality; n = 21), psychological distress
(low quality; n = 21), and both long term (very low quality; n = 27) and short term pain (very low
quality; n = 21), when compared with cognitive therapy. Quality of life was not reported. There was
no placebo/sham evidence for the mixed or sciatica populations. No clinically important benefits for
mixed exercise were found when compared with self-management for function (2 studies; moderate
to low quality; n = 125 and 164) or when compared with cognitive behavioural approaches in the
overall population for pain, function or psychological distress (1 study; low and very low quality; n =
104).
No evidence was available for other comparisons, populations or outcomes.

9.5.1.16

Combinations of interventions – exercise therapy adjunct
The evidence (ranging from very low to moderate quality) showed that there was no clinical
difference for nearly all outcomes and nearly all combinations of non-invasive interventions that had
exercise therapy as an adjunct, with a few exceptions.
A single study in a low back pain population comparing exercise (biomechanical and aerobic) and
electrotherapy (PENS) compared to sham electrotherapy (PENS) demonstrated evidence of clinical
benefit favouring sham PENS for quality of life outcomeSF-36 physical, but clinical benefit for shortterm pain ( low quality; n=93). Comparing exercise (biomechanical and aerobic) and electrotherapy
(PENS) to electrotherapy (PENS) showed clinical benefit for short and longer-term quality of life SF-36
physical outcomes in a single study in a low back pain population (very low quality; n= 92).
A study in a low back pain population demonstrated clinical benefit of cognitive behavioural
approaches and self-management (education) over aerobic exercise, cognitive behavioural
approaches and self-management (education) on short-term function (very low quality; n= 27).
Combining biomechanical exercise with self-management in a low back pain population showed
clinical benefit when compared to self-management on short-term pain (1 study; very low quality; n=
86) and, short and long-term function (1 study; very low quality; n= 86).
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In a mixed population of people with low back pain with or without sciatica, combining exercise with
self-management demonstrated clinical benefit on long-term number improving on function (1
study; low quality; n= 90), quality of life index (1 study; low quality; n= 90), short term physical
quality of life (1 study; low quality; n = 418) and long-term pain (low quality; 1 study; n= 83) when
compared to self-management. Benefit of biomechanical exercise and manual therapy was seen over
manual therapy alone in a single study on short-term pain (low quality; n= 92), and over combined
self-management and manual therapy in one study on physical quality of life, long term mental
quality of life and short term but not long term sensory and affective pain (very low quality, n = 25).
In the population with sciatica, the combination of biomechanical exercise with self-management
(unsupervised exercise) demonstrated a clinically important benefit for short term pain and function,
when compared to a combination of TENS, laser, massage and self-management (1 study; moderate
quality; n = 40).

9.5.2

Economic
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to individual mind-body exercise in
people with low back pain or sciatica.
 One cost-utility analysis found that group mind-body exercise + usual care was cost effective
compared to usual care alone for low back pain (with or without sciatica) (ICER: £13,606 per QALY
gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to individual or group aerobic exercise
in people with low back pain or sciatica.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to individual or group biomechanical
exercise in people with low back pain or sciatica.
One cost-utility analysis found that group mixed modality exercise (biomechanical + aerobic) was
dominated (more costly and less effective) by cognitive behavioural approaches for treating low
back pain (with or without sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with
potentially serious limitations.
No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to individual mixed modality exercise in
people with low back pain or sciatica.
 One cost-utility analysis found that biomechanical exercise was dominated (more effective and
less costly) by a 3 element MBR programme (physical, psychological, educational) for treating low
back pain (without or without sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with
potentially serious limitations.
 One cost-utility analysis for the treatment of low back pain without sciatica found that:
o the combination of manual therapy and self-management was the most cost-effective
compared to a combination of biomechanical exercise, mixed modality manual therapy and
self-management, biomechanical exercise in combination with self-management, and selfmanagement alone (ICER: £8,700 per QALY gained when compared to the combination of selfmanagement, biomechanical exercise, and manual therapy). It also found that the
combination of biomechanical exercise and self-management was dominated (more effective
and less costly) by the combination of biomechanical exercise, manual therapy and selfmanagement.
o if manual therapy (manipulation) is not available, the combination of biomechanical exercise
and self-management was cost effective compared to self-management alone (ICER: £8,300
per QALY gained).
This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with minor limitations.
 One cost-consequence analysis was identified relating to mixed modality manual therapy in
combination with self-management and biomechanical exercise in people with low back pain or
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sciatica: the combination did not show any statistically significant increase in costs or outcomes
compared to self-management (education and advice to stay active). This was assessed as
partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.

9.6 Recommendations and link to evidence

Recommendations

8. Consider a group exercise programme (biomechanical, aerobic, mind–
body or a combination of approaches) within the NHS for people with a
specific episode or flare-up of low back pain with or without sciatica.
Take people’s specific needs, preferences and capabilities into account
when choosing the type of exercise.

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that the most critical outcomes for decision making would be
health-related quality of life; with pain severity, function and psychological distress
being individually critical outcomes as well as components of quality of life
measures.
Adverse events were considered important for decision making because experience
of adverse events may outweigh the possible benefits gained from an exercise
therapy, similarly, any differences in healthcare utilisation was considered an
important outcome likely to reflect any benefits in quality of life experienced.
Mortality was not considered as a relevant treatment related outcome for this
review and so was not included in the protocol.
The GDG discussed the importance of responder criteria as an outcome and agreed
that although important in decision making, due to the inherent difficulties in
dichotomising continuous outcomes this was not a critical outcome.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The GDG discussed the necessity of a body of evidence to show specific intervention
effects, that is, over and above any contextual or placebo effects. It was therefore
agreed that if placebo or sham-controlled evidence is available, this should inform
decision making in preference to contextual effects. However, if there was a lack of
placebo or sham-controlled evidence, evidence against usual care will be given
priority when decision making.
Although some trials were identified that had sham exercise as a comparator, on
consideration of these, the GDG agreed none met the protocol criteria for
appropriate sham interventions for this review. Some shams were interventions
being considered elsewhere within the guideline, and are considered under the
relevant comparators, whereas others were comparing different forms of exercise
and have been excluded. There was consequently no evidence available for exercise
compared to placebo/sham.
The GDG noted that there was some evidence of benefit for all exercise types
compared to usual care or other active comparators, but no clear evidence for one
type being superior to another and benefits were seen inconsistently across critical
outcomes. The GDG agreed that there are known benefits to general health and
wellbeing from exercise and whilst data on adverse events was very limited there
was no evidence of harm and exercise, conducted appropriately, should be safe. The
GDG agreed that there was both uncertainty around the effect size and the clinical
importance of the comparisons supporting aerobic exercise for low back pain with or
without sciatica. They discussed and agreed that aerobic exercise has many
additional health benefits and therefore, would not discourage anyone from
partaking in such exercise programmes, but were not able to support a
recommendation for aerobic exercise alone to be specifically offered by the NHS
ahead of other forms of exercise as a treatment for low back pain or sciatica from
the evidence reviewed.
Mind-body exercise, such as yoga, showed some clinically important benefits in pain
and function but with inconsistency across trials, outcome measures and time
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points. As with individual biomechanical exercise, some improvements in quality of
life were observed, but due to methodological concerns regarding the trial designs,
the GDG were not confident in the effect. No evidence was found for the use of
mind-body exercise in the sciatica population.
Similarly for mixed exercise, some clinically important benefits in pain, function and
quality of life were found compared to usual care/waiting list. The evidence for the
sciatica population was inconsistent, showing a benefit in pain reduction, but
deterioration in function.
Overall, the GDG felt that there was evidence of clinically important effects for
critical outcomes, such as health-related quality of life, pain and function although
noted the variability in comparators and study designs made it difficult to clearly
determine which form of exercise was most beneficial. The GDG considered that the
effect of exercise compared with usual care or self-management could be due, at
least in part, to an imbalance of therapeutic attention inherent to such trials and
may not necessarily or solely reflect a specific effect of the exercises given,
particularly when waiting list controls were used as the comparator groups.
The GDG agreed that there was insufficient evidence that one form of exercise was
superior to another and a recommendation for a specific exercise modality was not
supported from the current evidence base. However they agreed that the evidence
compared to usual care did show that exercise is likely to be of value, although with
some uncertainty about the effect size. In the absence of a feasible sham control, the
GDG agreed that this was sufficient evidence for a recommendation to consider
exercise should be made for people with low back pain with or without sciatica.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Individual mind-body exercise
No economic evaluations were identified. The cost of providing this intervention will
largely depend on the number of sessions provided but individual sessions will be
more costly that group sessions. There was no evidence regarding the clinical benefit
of individual sessions either compared to usual care or group sessions.
Group mind-body exercise
One relevant economic evaluation was included that considered yoga as an adjunct
to usual care in a mixed population of low back pain with or without sciatica. This
was based on the RCT reported by Tilbrook and colleagues included in the clinical
review. This within-trial analysis found that the addition of yoga to usual care
increased costs and improved health (increased QALYs) with an incremental costeffectiveness ratio of £13,606 per QALY gained. The probability cost effective was
72% at a £20,000 cost effectiveness threshold. This study suggests that group mindbody exercise may be a cost-effective intervention for the NHS because, compared
with usual care, the additional health benefits appear to justify the additional costs.
However, other treatment options (for example, other exercise modalities,
acupuncture, spinal manipulation and pharmacological treatment) are not included
in the analysis and so we cannot tell from this if yoga is the most cost-effective
option available.
The economic evaluation included in the review estimated the costs of yoga per
person in the study to be £292.61. This included teaching and equipment costs for
up to 12 group sessions (maximum 15 participants) of 75 minutes. They also noted
that if the yoga teaching fee in the trial was replaced with the cost of teaching by a
physiotherapist (£38 per hour) with a resulting cost per patient of £63, assuming the
participant buys their own yoga mat, manual and CD, the probability of yoga
intervention being cost effective increased from 72% to 88%.
This analysis only reflects the effectiveness evidence from one RCT of mind-body
exercise whereas a number were included in the clinical review. In this study people
received up to 12 group sessions of yoga (75 minutes, maximum 15 participants)
over 12 weeks and benefits to patients in terms of QALYs were evaluated over one
year. Across the studies included in the clinical review the majority of studies had a
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similar intensity (range 4 to 48 sessions) and treatment duration (range 4 to 24
weeks). One other study (reported by Cox and colleagues) also reported EQ-5D with
a smaller benefit at 12 weeks but is a much smaller study with only short term
outcomes.
Biomechanical exercise
One relevant economic evaluation was included that compared biomechanical
exercise to manual therapy plus self-management and to MBR in a mixed population
of low back pain with or without sciatica. In this study MBR was the least costly and
more effective strategy, therefore biomechanical exercise was a dominated option.
Some evidence was available for biomechanical exercise in combination. The
economic evaluation based on the UK BEAM study found that biomechanical
exercise in combination with self-management was cost effective compared to usual
care.498 However, when compared to other active interventions spinal manipulation
plus self-management was the most cost effective option. This suggests that
biomechanical exercise may be cost effective if spinal manipulation is not an option
but when both are available spinal manipulation would be a more cost effective
treatment than biomechanical exercise (in combination with self-management).
Individual aerobic exercise
No economic evaluations were identified. The cost of providing this intervention will
largely depend on the number of sessions provided but individual sessions will be
more costly than group sessions. As the clinical evidence did not show any clear
benefit for individual aerobic exercise, the GDG considered this intervention unlikely
to be cost effective.
Group aerobic exercise
No economic evaluations were identified. The cost of providing this intervention will
largely depend on the number of sessions and the number of people per group. The
clinical evidence did not show any clear benefit for group aerobic exercise, however
considering the lower cost of group exercise compared to individual exercise, the
GDG concluded there was uncertainty around the cost effectiveness of this
intervention and it could be recommended as part of an exercise programme.
Individual mixed exercise
No economic evaluations were identified. The cost of providing this intervention will
largely depend on the number of sessions provided but individual sessions will be
more costly that group sessions. The clinical evidence showed no benefit associated
with this intervention, therefore the GDG considered it unlikely to be cost effective.
Group mixed exercise
One relevant economic evaluation (Smeets 2009457 based on the clinical trial Smeets
2006A461) was included that considered group mixed modality exercise
(biomechanical + aerobic) was dominated (more costly and less effective) by
cognitive behavioural approaches for treating low back pain (with or without
sciatica). This analysis only reflects the effectiveness evidence from one RCT of mixed
modality exercise comprising biomechanical and aerobic exercise. The rest of the
body of evidence showed some clinical benefit for group mixed exercise for pain
when compared with placebo/sham. When compared to usual care there was
benefit for both long and short term pain, short term function, HADs depression and
for 3 of the 8 domains of quality of life. There was also evidence of some benefit on
pain at both short and long-term, and function at short-term over usual care in the
mixed population.
When compared with usual care in the population with sciatica, there was a clinically
important benefit in pain in the long-term, but not short term, and benefit favouring
usual care for function in the short and long term. In the overall population, clinical
benefit was demonstrated in the short and long-term for pain, and in the short-term
for function. For this reason, the GDG considered that group mixed exercise could be
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cost effective compared to usual care.
Summary
The GDG concluded that there was uncertainty about the cost effectiveness of
exercise programmes. There will be a cost to the NHS of providing exercise
programmes for people with low back pain and sciatica; this will largely depend on
the number of sessions provided and whether delivered as a group or individually. If
exercise programmes are effective, upfront costs may be offset by downstream cost
savings due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified due to the benefits
to the patient. As described in the previous section, the GDG concluded that overall
exercise programmes were likely to be of benefit to people with low back pain and
that while the evidence varied between specific types of exercise they did not feel
that the evidence was sufficient to support a strong recommendation with regards
the optimal type, dose or duration of any exercise programme. They also noted that
exercise has well established benefits to health beyond any effect seen in the
outcomes for treating low back pain. Given this the GDG concluded that despite the
uncertainties it was likely that the benefits of exercise to people with a specific
episode or flare-up of low back pain with or without sciatica would justify the costs.
Costs of delivering group exercise will be lower than costs of delivering individual
exercise therapy. Given the additional cost and uncertainties regarding benefits of
individual exercise, it was considered appropriate to recommend group exercise.
Quality of evidence

Quality of evidence in the review ranged from a GRADE rating of moderate to very
low. No studies included in the review were assessed as being at low risk of bias,
reflecting the inherent difficulty of ensuring plausible blinding to exercise
interventions and therefore, the risk of overestimating effects in subjective
outcomes, such as pain, function and quality of life. It was also noted that the trials
were relatively short term in nature, with the average exercise intervention lasting
just 9.5 weeks.
In relation to the difficulties of ensuring blinding in such trials, the quality of
evidence could be considered as the best possible for these interventions. The GDG
considered the likelihood of effects occurring in exercise groups due to contextual
factors, such as the attention given by the therapist or the expectation of success of
an active treatment that might explain, at least in part, the observed effects to the
likelihood of over-estimating the effect. There were also comparisons with waiting
list controls included in the review, which were further down-graded for risk of bias
due to the likelihood of over-estimating the effect.
The GDG recognised the difficulties in splitting the comparisons, as well as the group
and individual exercise programmes, thereby creating numerous comparisons and
outcomes with fewer studies in each. However, the GDG agreed that the pooling of
studies with widely differing interventions, despite strengthening the body of
evidence, would make it difficult to draw a conclusion about what type of exercise to
offer, and to which populations.
The economic evidence was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.

Other considerations

For recommendations on manual therapy, psychological interventions and
multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation programmes, please see chapters 12,
15, and 17, respectively.
The GDG noted that currently exercise is offered within the NHS, most commonly
delivered by physiotherapists. The type of exercise currently offered to people is
very variable and depends on the person’s preferences, their health care
professional’s preferences, the local availability of different exercise interventions as
well as local commissioning policy. The local provision may include elements of some
or all of the types of exercise considered in this review, and may be delivered
individually or in a group environment. The recommendation to consider offering
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exercise in a group environment was based on the likely cost savings of that
approach and the lack of clear evidence for the superior efficacy of individually
delivered exercise. However the GDG discussed that there are various instances
where group exercise may not be suitable or acceptable for the patient and the GDG
recognised the need for clinicians to be sensitive to this, for example cultural,
psychological or functional ability.
The GDG considered the evidence pertaining to exercise that came from the review
of combinations of non-invasive interventions. Exercise was given both as an
intervention and in some instances as a comparator.
The GDG found it difficult to tease out which type of exercise modality was effective
and the frequency and duration of the exercise to be given. They agreed that it
would be useful to recommend an intervention that the person with back pain would
be likely to participate in and that promotes self-management.
This review was unable to inform on the intensity of exercise programme, and the
GDG agreed it was important to consider tailoring the programme to the individual,
including taking into account an intensity that was feasible for the individual to be
able to undertake and sustain. It was noted that the majority of exercise considered
in this review was delivered by clinical providers.
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10 Postural therapies
10.1 Introduction
Postural therapies aim to prevent or reduce low back pain by focusing on the correction of postures
that are theorised to be suboptimal and place excessive or damaging loads upon the spine. They
generally involve the encouragement of postures considered by the therapist or discipline to be
healthier with a focus on education regarding which postures are considered optimal and
detrimental. Postural therapy also focuses on exercises and practice at adopting the postures and
movements that are considered healthy. There are various disciplines of postural therapy and, while
they share similarities, they may differ on aspects of what are considered optimal and suboptimal
postures and the techniques used to address this.
The Alexander technique is a specific approach to postural therapy delivered to patients in an
individualised form. It involves tailored education, movement and breathing retraining over a
number of treatment sessions with an instructor, supplemented by practice with a focus on reducing
muscle tension and spinal load.310
This evidence review will look at the evidence for the use of such postural therapies in the
management of people with low back pain and / or sciatica.

10.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
postural therapies in the management of non-specific low back pain
and sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 132: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 years or above with non-specific low back pain
People aged 16 years or above with sciatica.

Intervention(s)

Postural therapies:
 Postural education/exercise
 Alexander technique

Comparison(s)







Outcomes

Critical
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (≥30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:

Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
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1. morbidity

 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Study design

RCTs and SRs.
If evidence limited, cohort studies will be considered.

10.3 Clinical evidence
10.3.1

Summary of studies included – single interventions
Randomised trials comparing the effectiveness of postural therapies (postural education/exercise
and Alexander technique) with either placebo, usual care, or other non-invasive treatments in the
management of people with low back pain or sciatica were searched for.
Two randomised trials were identified comparing Alexander technique lessons (of various durations)
with usual care, massage or mixed exercise in people with a recurrent episode of low back pain, in a
population without sciatica,310 and an overall population with or without sciatica.309 Details of these
studies are summarised in Table 133 below. Evidence from the study is summarised in the GRADE
clinical evidence profile and clinical evidence summary below (Section 10.3.3). See also the study
selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K,
GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Having only identified 2 RCTs, a further search for cohort studies was conducted, from which 2
studies were identified and full copies ordered. Both these cohorts were excluded, the first due to
inappropriate outcomes (physiological measures of muscle activity) and the second due to the study
design (non-comparative study).

10.3.2

Summary of studies included – combined interventions (postural therapy adjunct)
Three studies looking at combinations of non-invasive interventions (with postural therapy as the
adjunct) were also included in this review. 309,311,361 These are summarised in Table 134. Evidence
from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile and clinical evidence
summary (Section 10.3.3). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence
tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list
in Appendix L.
Table 133: Summary of studies included in the review – single interventions
Study
310

Little 2008
(ATEAM trial)

Subsidiary papers
Ehrlich 2009129,
Hollinghurst
2008225

Intervention/comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Factorial design

Aged 18-65
Back pain
(excluding
radicular pain)
for ≥3 weeks
with previous
back pain
episode, scoring
4 or more on
the Roland
disability scale
at time of
recruitment.
n=579

Quality of life (SF36 score)(b)
Von Korff pain
scale
Function (Roland
Disability score)
Healthcare
utilisation
(prescriptions)
Adverse events
(Primary care
contacts)

Usual care not
described. No
sham or
attention
control. High
rate of loss to
follow-up, but
low differential
rate.

Patients randomised to:
 Usual care (9 months)(a)
 Massage (6 weeks)
 6 lessons of Alexander
technique (4 weeks)
 24 lessons of Alexander
technique (20 weeks +
revision lessons at 7 and
9 months)
Then subsequently
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Study

Intervention/comparison
randomised to receive
either exercise prescription
or usual care

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Von Korff pain
scale
Function (Roland
Disability score)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated

Treatment +
follow-up: 1
year

Concomitant treatment =
not stated
Little 2014309
(ASPEN feasibility
trial)

Patients randomised to:
 Usual care
 Alexander technique (10
sessions)
 Group mixed exercise
(stretching,
strengthening, aerobic
exercise)

Aged 18-65
years
Back pain for ≥3
weeks with
previous back
pain episode,
currently
scoring 4 or
more on the
Roland disability
scale
n = 51
Treatment +
follow-up: 1
year

Usual care
group: No
treatment or
exercise
prescribed.

(a) Usual care details were not specified in the published paper
(b) EQ-5D was collected but not reported by study apart from as QALYs in economic analysis (see 10.4)

Table 134: Summary of studies included in the review – combined interventions (postural therapy
adjunct)
Study

Intervention/comparison

Population

Moustafa
2015361

Combination of
intervention:
Multidisciplinary
biopsychosocial
rehabilitation (MBR)
physical + psychological +
educational + postural
therapy

Low back pain
with sciatica
n=154
2 years treatment
Egypt

MBR physical +
psychological + educational
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Outcomes
Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)

Comments
MBR 3 element:
 Physical = mixed
modality
individual and
group exercise
(after 6 weeks
participants carry
out exercise at
home)
 Psychological =
group cognitive
behavioural
approaches
 Education =
group sessions
about low back
pain, selfmanagement
strategies and
coping strategies
for stress and
catastrophizing
thoughts,
relaxation
techniques
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Study

Intervention/comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
Combination
interventions:
 MBR as for
intervention
groups
 Postural therapy
(postural control)
Concomitant
treatment:
avoidance of other
exercise programs
that could interfere
with the results.

Little 2008 310
(ATEAM trial)
Subsidiary
papers Ehrlich
2009129,
Hollinghurst
2008225

Factorial design
Patients randomised to:
 Usual care (9 months)(a)
 Massage (6 weeks)
 6 lessons of Alexander
technique (4 weeks)
 24 lessons of Alexander
technique (20 weeks +
revision lessons at 7 and 9
months)
Then subsequently
randomised to receive
either exercise prescription
or usual care

Aged 18-65
Back pain
(excluding
radicular pain) for
≥3 weeks with
previous back
pain episode,
scoring 4 or more
on the Roland
disability scale at
time of
recruitment.
n=579
Treatment +
follow-up: 1 year

Quality of life
(SF-36 score)(b)
Von Korff pain
scale
Function
(Roland
Disability
score)
Healthcare
utilisation
(prescriptions)
Adverse
events
(Primary care
contacts)

Usual care not
described. No sham
or attention
control. High rate
of loss to follow-up,
but low differential
rate.

Aged 18-65 years
Back pain for ≥3
weeks with
previous back
pain episode,
currently scoring
4 or more on the
Roland disability
scale
n = 52
Treatment +
follow-up: 1 year

Von Korff pain
scale
Function
(Roland
Disability
score)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated

Concomitant treatment =
not stated
Little 2014309
(ASPEN
feasibility trial)

Alexander technique (10
sessions) + group mixed
exercise (stretching,
strengthening, aerobic
exercise) versus usual care
Alexander technique (10
sessions) + group mixed
exercise (stretching,
strengthening, aerobic
exercise) versus group
mixed exercise (stretching,
strengthening, aerobic
exercise)
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Usual care group:
No treatment or
exercise prescribed.

Clinical evidence summary tables
Alexander technique versus usual care (without sciatica population)
Table 135: Clinical evidence summary: Alexander technique (6 lessons) versus usual care (> > 4 months )

314

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of life (SF-36 physical,
0-100) (1 year)

118
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
control groups was
56.1

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
2.04 higher
(5.58 lower to 9.66 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental,
0-100) (1 year)

118
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
control groups was
64.8

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
4.1 higher
(3.27 lower to 11.47 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain
scale, 0-10) (1 year)

118
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the control groups was
4.74

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the intervention groups was
0.44 lower
(1.31 lower to 0.43 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) (1
year)

118
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean roland morris disability scale
(1 year) in the control groups was
9.23

The mean roland morris disability scale (1
year) in the intervention groups was
1.44 lower
(3.34 lower to 0.46 higher)

Primary care contacts

118
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean primary care contacts in the
control groups was
0.43

The mean primary care contacts in the
intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(0.25 lower to 0.35 higher)

Prescriptions

118
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean prescriptions in the control
groups was
0.85

The mean prescriptions in the intervention
groups was
0.21 lower

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(6 lessons) versus usual care (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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10.3.3

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(6 lessons) versus usual care (95% CI)
(0.72 lower to 0.3 higher)

Risk with control

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 136: Clinical evidence summary: Alexander technique (10 lessons) versus usual care (overall population)

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow-up

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months [mean
difference from control]

28
(1 study)

Overall - Pain (von Korff 0-100) <4 months [mean difference
from control]

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk difference with Alexander technique (10
lessons) versus usual care (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months [mean difference from control] in the
intervention groups was
1.38 lower
(4.82 lower to 2.07 higher)

28
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (von Korff 0-100) <4
months [mean difference from control] in the
intervention groups was
0.63 lower
(1.99 lower to 0.73 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months [mean
difference from control]

28
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months [mean difference from control] in the
intervention groups was
2.86 lower
(6.53 lower to 0.81 higher)

Overall - Pain (von Korff 0-100) > 4 months [mean
difference from control]

28
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (von Korff 0-100) > 4
months [mean difference from control] in the
intervention groups was
0.09 higher
(1.35 lower to 1.52 higher)
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Control
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

316

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of life (SF-36 physical,
0-100) (1 year)

121
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
control groups was
56.1

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
11.83 higher
(4.42 to 19.24 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental,
0-100) (1 year)

121
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
control groups was
64.8

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
3.74 higher
(3.56 lower to 11.04 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain
scale, 0-10) (1 year)

121
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year)
in the control groups was
4.74

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
1.34 lower
(2.2 to 0.48 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) (1
year)

121
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean roland morris disability scale
(1 year) in the control groups was
9.23

The mean roland morris disability scale (1
year) in the intervention groups was
4.14 lower
(6.01 to 2.27 lower)

Primary care contacts

121
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean primary care contacts in the
control groups was
0.43

The mean primary care contacts in the
intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0.28 lower to 0.3 higher)

Prescriptions

121
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean prescriptions in the control
groups was
0.85

The mean prescriptions in the intervention
groups was
0.22 higher
(0.48 lower to 0.92 higher)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(24 lessons) versus usual care (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
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* No control group risk reported, study only reports mean difference
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 138: Clinical evidence summary: Alexander technique (6 lessons) versus self-management (exercise prescription) (> > 4 months )
Anticipated absolute effects
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of life (SF-36 physical,
0-100) (1 year)

109
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
control groups was
54.02

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
4.12 higher
(5.17 lower to 13.41 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental,
0-100) (1 year)

109
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
control groups was
65.52

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
3.38 higher
(5.2 lower to 11.96 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain
scale, 0-10) (1 year)

109
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the control groups was
4.43

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the intervention groups was
0.13 lower
(1.15 lower to 0.89 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) (1
year)

109
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean roland morris disability scale
(1 year) in the control groups was
7.58

The mean roland morris disability scale (1
year) in the intervention groups was
0.21 higher
(1.76 lower to 2.18 higher)

Primary care contacts

109
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean primary care contacts in the
control groups was
0.5

The mean primary care contacts in the
intervention groups was
0.02 lower
(0.38 lower to 0.34 higher)

Prescriptions

109
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean prescriptions in the control
groups was
0.88

The mean prescriptions in the intervention
groups was
0.24 lower
(0.76 lower to 0.28 higher)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(6 lessons) versus exercise prescription
(95% CI)
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(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(24 lessons) versus exercise prescription
(95% CI)
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Quality of life (SF-36 physical,
0-100) (1 year)

112
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
control groups was
54.02

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
13.91 higher
(4.79 to 23.03 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental,
0-100) (1 year)

112
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
control groups was
65.52

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
3.02 higher
(5.91 lower to 11.95 higher

Pain severity (Von Korff pain
scale, 0-10) (1 year)

112
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year)
in the control groups was
4.43

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the intervention groups was
1.03 lower
(2.04 to 0.02 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) (1
year)

112
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean roland morris disability scale
(1 year) in the control groups was
7.58

The mean roland morris disability scale (1
year) in the intervention groups was
2.49 lower
(4.43 to 0.55 lower)

Primary care contacts

112
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean primary care contacts in the
control groups was
0.5

The mean primary care contacts in the
intervention groups was
0.06 lower
(0.41 lower to 0.29 higher)

Prescriptions

112
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean prescriptions in the control
groups was
0.88

The mean prescriptions in the intervention
groups was
0.19 higher
(0.52 lower to 0.9 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 140: Clinical evidence summary: Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6 lessons) (> > 4 months )

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6
lessons) (95% CI)

319

Quality of life (SF-36 physical,
0-100) (1 year)

119
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
control groups was
58.14

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
9.79 higher
(18.08 to 1.5 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental,
0-100) (1 year)

119
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
control groups was
68.9

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
0.36 lower
(7.47 higher to 8.19 lower)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain
scale, 0-10) ( 1 year)

119
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean von Korff pain scale ( 1 year)
in the control groups was
4.3

The mean von Korff pain scale ( 1 year) in
the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(0.03 higher to 1.83 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) (1
year)

119
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean roland morris disability scale
(1 year) in the control groups was
7.79

The mean roland morris disability scale (1
year) in the intervention groups was
2.7 lower
(0.83 to 4.57 lower)

Primary care contacts

119
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean primary care contacts in the
control groups was
0.48

The mean primary care contacts in the
intervention groups was
0.04 lower
(0.29 higher to 0.37 lower)

Prescriptions

119
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean prescriptions in the control
groups was
0.64

The mean prescriptions in the intervention
groups was
0.43 higher
(1.07 higher to 0.21 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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10.3.3.3

Table 141: Clinical evidence summary: Alexander technique (6 lessons) versus massage (> > 4 months )

320

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of life (SF-36 physical,
0-100) (1 year)

122
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
control groups was
54.65

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
3.49 higher
(4.96 lower to 11.94 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental,
0-100) (1 year)

122
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
control groups was
62.69

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
6.21 higher
(1.58 lower to 14 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain
scale, 0-10) (1 year)

122
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year)
in the control groups was
5.03

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the intervention groups was
0.73 lower
(1.67 lower to 0.21 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) (1
year)

122
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean roland morris disability scale
(1 year) in the control groups was
8.78

The mean roland morris disability scale (1
year) in the intervention groups was
0.99 lower
(2.84 lower to 0.86 higher)

Primary care contacts

122
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean primary care contacts in the
control groups was
0.67

The mean primary care contacts in the
intervention groups was
0.19 lower
(0.6 lower to 0.22 higher)

Prescriptions

122
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean prescriptions in the control
groups was
0.77

The mean prescriptions in the
intervention groups was
0.13 lower
(0.63 lower to 0.37 higher)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(6 lessons) versus massage (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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10.3.3.4

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of life (SF-36 physical,
0-100) (1 year)

125
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
control groups was
54.65

The mean SF-36 physical (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
13.28 higher
(5.02 to 21.54 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental,
0-100) (1 year)

125
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
control groups was
62.69

The mean SF-36 mental (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
5.85 higher
(2.32 lower to 14.02 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain
scale, 0-10) (1 year)

125
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the control groups was
5.03

The mean von Korff pain scale (1 year) in
the intervention groups was
1.63 lower
(2.56 to 0.7 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) (1
year)

125
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean roland morris disability scale
(1 year) in the control groups was
8.78

The mean roland morris disability scale (1
year) in the intervention groups was
3.69 lower
(5.51 to 1.87 lower)

Primary care contacts

125
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean primary care contacts in the
control groups was
0.67

The mean primary care contacts in the
intervention groups was
0.23 lower
(0.63 lower to 0.17 higher)

Prescriptions

125
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean prescriptions in the control
groups was
0.77

The mean prescriptions in the intervention
groups was
0.3 higher
(0.39 lower to 0.99 higher)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with control

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(24 lessons) versus massage (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
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Table 142: Clinical evidence summary: Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus massage (> > 4 months )

Overall - Function (RMDQ 024) <4 months

29
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Risk with Control
The mean overall - function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the control groups was
5.45

Risk difference with Alexander technique
(10 lessons) versus mixed exercise (95% CI)
The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.12 higher
(3.06 lower to 3.3 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

10.3.3.5

Combined interventions: MBR + Postural therapy versus MBR (with sciatica population)
Table 144: Clinical evidence summary: Combined intervention Postural therapy + MBR versus MBR only (< 4 months)
Anticipated absolute effects

322

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Back pain severity (NRS, 0-10)
< 4 months

154
(1 study)
2 years

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean back pain severity (NRS, 0-10)
< 4 months in the control groups was
3.1

The mean back pain severity (NRS, 0-10) < 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.1 higher
(0.3 lower to 0.5 higher)

Leg pain severity (NRS, 0-10) <
4 months

154
(1 study)
2 years

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean leg pain severity (NRS, 0-10) <
4 months in the control groups was
4.4

The mean leg pain severity (NRS, 0-10) < 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(0.34 lower to 0.74 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) < 4
months

154
(1 study)
2 years

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) < 4
months in the control groups was
19.4

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) < 4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.8 lower
(4.63 to 0.97 lower)

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with MBR programme 3 elements:
physical + psychological + education

Risk difference with combined intervention:
Postural therapy + MBR programme 3
elements: physical + psychological +
education (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
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No of
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(studies)
Follow-up
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Table 143: Alexander technique (10 sessions) versus mixed exercise (overall population)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
Usual
care

Risk difference with Alexander techniques (6 lessons) +
self management (exercise prescription) (95% CI)

323

Function (RMDQ 0-24) - Function (RMDQ 0-24)

143
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - function (rmdq 0-24) in
the intervention groups was
2.98 lower
(4.88 to 1.08 lower)

Pain (Von Korff scale 0-10) - Pain (Von Korff
scale 0-10)

143
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain (von korff scale 0-10) - pain (von korff
scale 0-10) in the intervention groups was
1.08 lower
(1.96 to 0.2 lower)

Quality of life: SF-36 mental - Quality of life: SF36 mental

143
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean quality of life: sf-36 mental - quality of life: sf36 mental in the intervention groups was
0.64 higher
(6.79 lower to 8.07 higher)

Quality of life: SF-36 physical - Quality of life:
SF-36 physical

143
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean quality of life: sf-36 physical - quality of life: sf36 physical in the intervention groups was
8.53 higher
(0.86 to 16.2 higher)

* No control group risk reported, study only reports mean difference
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 146: Combined interventions: Alexander technique (24 lessons) + self-management (exercise prescription) versus usual care (without sciatica)

Outcomes
Function (RMDQ 0-24) - Function (RMDQ 0-24)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

143
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
Usual
care
*

Risk difference with Alexander techniques (24 lessons)
+ self management (exercise prescription) (95% CI)
The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - function (rmdq 0-24) in
the intervention groups was
4.22 lower
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
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Table 145: Combined interventions: Alexander technique (6 lessons) + self-management (exercise prescription) versus usual care (without sciatica)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
Usual
care

Risk difference with Alexander techniques (24 lessons)
+ self management (exercise prescription) (95% CI)
(6.13 to 2.31 lower)

a,b

324

Pain (Von Korff scale 0-10) - Pain (Von Korff
scale 0-10)

143
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain (von korff scale 0-10) - pain (von korff
scale 0-10) in the intervention groups was
1.63 lower
(2.49 to 0.77 lower)

Quality of life: SF-36 mental - Quality of life:
SF-36 mental

143
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean quality of life: sf-36 mental - quality of life: sf36 mental in the intervention groups was
4.99 higher
(2.31 lower to 12.29 higher)

Quality of life: SF-36 physical - Quality of life:
SF-36 physical

143
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean quality of life: sf-36 physical - quality of life: sf36 physical in the intervention groups was
9.43 higher
(1.88 to 16.98 higher)

* No control group risk reported, study only reports mean difference
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 147: Combined interventions: Alexander technique (10 sessions) + mixed exercise versus usual care (overall population)

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months [mean
difference from control]

28
(1 study)

Overall - Pain (von Korff 0-100) <4 months [mean

28

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with
Control

Risk difference with Alexander technique (10
lessons) + mixed exercise versus usual care (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) <4 months
[mean difference from control] in the intervention
groups was
0.75 lower
(4.21 lower to 2.72 higher)

LOWa,b

*

The mean overall - pain (von Korff 0-100) <4 months
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Anticipated absolute effects
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

[mean difference from control] in the intervention
groups was
1.27 lower
(2.63 lower to 0.1 higher)

Overall - Function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months [mean
difference from control]

28
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months
[mean difference from control] in the intervention
groups was
2.51 lower
(6.21 lower to 1.19 higher)

Overall - Pain (von Korff 0-100) > 4 months [mean
difference from control]

28
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean overall - pain (von Korff 0-100) > 4 months
[mean difference from control] in the intervention
groups was
0.59 lower
(2.04 lower to 0.86 higher)

* No control group risk reported, study only reports mean difference
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 148: Combined interventions: Alexander technique (10 sessions) + mixed exercise versus mixed exercise (overall population)

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

Overall - Function (RMDQ 024) <4 months

29
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Alexander technique (10
sessions) + mixed exercise versus mixed
exercise (95% CI)

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the control groups
was
5.45

The mean overall - function (RMDQ 0-24) <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.45 higher
(3.4 lower to 4.3 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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difference from control]
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10.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified that included Alexander technique lessons as a comparator
and has been included in this review.225 This is summarised in the economic evidence profiles below
(see Table 149 and Table 150) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
This is a within-trial economic analysis of the ATEAM RCT, also included in the clinical review.310 The
analysis included 8 comparators with combinations of usual care, self-management (unsupervised
exercise - exercise prescription), manual therapy (soft tissue techniques – massage) and Alexander
technique lessons. Results are summarised for the Alexander technique comparators as an adjunct to
other care first (Table 149) followed by the full incremental analysis including all comparator in the
study (this includes other active interventions and also combinations of interventions) (Table 150).
No economic evaluations were identified that included other postural education/exercise as a
comparator.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

NICE, 2016
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Hollinghurst
2008225 (UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicablea

327

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitationsb

 Within-RCT analysis
(ATEAM310)
 Population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (>3
months)
 Eight comparators in full
analysis (see Table 69)
 In this comparison:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. UC + AT (6 lessons)
3. UC + AT (24 lessons)
 Follow-up: 1 year

Incremental
effects

Cost effectiveness

Uncertainty

Groups that did not receive exercise prescription
2 v 1: £163
3 v 2: £392

2 v 1: 0.03 QALYs
3 v 2: 0.02 QALYs

2 v 1: £5899 per QALY
3 v 2: £20,993 per QALY

Probability cost
effective: NR
Assuming 100%
adherence increased
ICER 3 versus 2 to
£26,550

Groups that received exercise prescription
2 v 1: £86
3 v 2: £421

2 v 1: 0.02 QALYs
3 v 2: 0.03 QALYs

2 v 1: £5332 per QALY
3 v 2: £13,914 per QALY

Probability cost
effective: NR for full
analysis shown (for 3v2
only: ~95%)
Complete case only
analysis results in 6 AT
lessons having lower
QALYs that normal care.

Combined groups with and without exercise prescription
2 v 1: £124
3 v 2: £407

2 v 1: 0.02 QALYs
3 v 2: 0.02 QALYs

2 v 1: £5704 per QALY
3 v 2: £17,454 per QALY

Probability cost
effective: NR

Abbreviations: AT, Alexander technique; ICER, incremental cost effectiveness ratio; RCT, randomised clinical trial; QALY, quality-adjusted life year
(a) Study does not include all available non-invasive treatment options; resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2005) may not reflect current NHS context.
(b) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs - authors suggest that the effects of Alexander technique lessons may be longer lasting than massage or an exercise
prescription. Uncertainty has not been quantified for all analyses.
(c) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts, outpatient appointments, inpatient hospital stays and medication.
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Incremental
costc
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Table 149: Economic evidence profile: Alexander technique studies – normal care comparisons only

Applicability

Hollinghurst
2008225 (UK)

Partially
applicablea

Limitation
s
Potentially
serious
limitations
b
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Other comments

Costc,d

Effectsc

Increment
al costse

 Within-RCT analysis
(ATEAM310)
 Population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (3 months
or more)
 Eight comparators in full
analysis:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. UC + soft tissue techniques
(massage 6 sessions)
3. UC + AT (6 lessons)
4. UC + AT (24 lessons)
5. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription)
6. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription) +
soft tissue techniques
(massage 6 sessions)
7. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription) + AT
(6 lessons)
8. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription) + AT
(24 lessons)
 Follow-up: 1 year

2. £204

2. -0.01
QALYs

Dominated (1 has lower costs and greater
effects)

1. 0
QALYs

Baseline

3. £163

3. 0.03
QALYs

Dominated (5 has lower costs and greater
effects)

5. £100

5. 0.04
QALYs

5 v 1: £100

4. £556

4. 0.05
QALYs

Dominated (6 has lower costs and greater
effects)

6. £213

6. 0.06
QALYs

Dominated (7 has lower costs and equal
effects)

7. £185

7. 0.06
QALYs

7 v 5: £86

0.02 QALYs

£4280 per QALY

8. £607

8. 0.09
QALYs

8 v 7: £421

0.03 QALYs

£14,042 per
QALY

1. £0

Incremental
effectse

0.04 QALYs

Cost
effectivenesse

£2497 per QALY

Uncertainty
 Probability cost
effective: NR
 Complete case
only QALY
analysis results
in fewer QALYs
than usual care
for exercise
prescription,
massage or AT
(6 lessons).

Abbreviations: AT, Alexander technique; RCT, randomised clinical trial; QALY, quality-adjusted life year
(a) Study does not include all available non-invasive treatment options; resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2005) may not reflect current NHS context.
(b) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs - authors suggest that the effects of Alexander technique lessons may be longer lasting than massage or an exercise
prescription. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for all the included comparators. Uncertainty has not been quantified for all analyses.
(c) Cost/effect over usual care in order of least to most effective intervention.
(d) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts, outpatient appointments, inpatient hospital stays and medication.
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Table 150: Economic evidence profile: Alexander technique studies – full incremental analysis of all comparators
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(e) Full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has lower costs) or subject to extended
dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and so it would never be the most cost
effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by comparing each to the next most effective
option.
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Unit costs
Alexander technique lessons are not currently provided by NHS employees. An estimate of their cost
was made based on expert opinion and was in the region of £40-£80 per hour.

10.5 Evidence statements
10.5.1
10.5.1.1

Clinical
Postural exercise/education
No evidence was identified relating to the effectiveness of this intervention.

10.5.1.2

Alexander technique versus placebo/sham
No evidence was identified relating to this comparison.

10.5.1.3

Alexander technique versus usual care, exercise prescription or massage
In the people without sciatica, the same pattern of findings was seen in one study for all 3
comparisons. A programme of 6 Alexander technique lessons showed a clinically important benefit in
quality of life, but not for pain intensity or function (moderate to low quality; n = 118, 109 or 122).
When 10 lessons of the Alexander technique were compared to usual care in people with low back
pain with or without sciatica, a clinically important benefit of long term, but not short term, function
was demonstrated (1 study; low to very low quality; n = 28). However, no clinically important benefit
was found for pain at any time points. When the number of Alexander technique lessons was
increased to 24, improvements were seen for each of quality of life, pain and function (low to
moderate quality; n = 111, 112 or 122). No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of
Alexander technique in terms of psychological distress.

10.5.1.4

Alexander technique (24 lessons) versus Alexander technique (6 lessons)
When 6 and 24 lessons of Alexander technique were compared directly in one study in people
without sciatica, 24 lessons showed a clinically important benefit for the physical domain of quality
of life and for function as measured by the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (low quality; n =
118). However, no clinically important difference was seen for the mental health domain of quality of
life or for pain intensity (moderate to low quality; n = 118). No evidence was available to assess
clinical benefit in terms of psychological distress.

10.5.1.5

Alexander technique (10 lessons) versus group mixed exercise
In the mixed population of low back pain with or without sciatica, no clinically important benefit of
10 lessons of Alexander technique compared to group mixed exercise was found for short term
function (1 study; very low quality; n = 29). No other outcomes were measured.

10.5.1.6

Combined interventions (postural therapy adjunct)
No clinically important difference in back pain, leg pain or function was observed when postural
therapy was combined with 3 element MBR (physical, psychological and education components)
compared with 3 element MBR alone, in the population with sciatica (1 study; moderate quality;
n=154).
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In the population without sciatica, a combination of 6 lessons of Alexander technique and exercise
prescription showed a clinically important benefit for pain, function and physical quality of life
compared to usual care (1 study; low quality; n = 143). The combination of 24 lessons and exercise
prescription demonstrated a clinically important benefit for pain, function, mental and physical
quality of life compared to usual care (1 study; low-moderate quality; n = 143). When compared with
usual care, the combination of 10 lessons of Alexander technique and mixed group exercise in the
mixed population of low back pain with or without sciatica, demonstrated a clinically important
benefit for long term function (1 study; low and very low quality; n = 28). However, no clinically
important benefit was found for short term function or pain at any time points.
The combination of 10 lessons of Alexander technique and mixed group exercise demonstrated no
clinically important benefit for short term function when compared to group mixed exercise in the
population with or without sciatica (1 study; very low quality; n = 29). No other outcomes were
measured.

10.5.2

Economic
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to postural exercise/education in
people with low back pain or sciatica.
 One cost-utility analysis (partially applicable; potentially serious limitations) in people with low
back pain (without sciatica) found:
o Compared to usual care, Alexander technique lessons were cost effective (both alone and as
an adjunct to an exercise prescription). There was some uncertainty (depending on concurrent
treatment) but 24 lessons is probably the most cost effective option (over 6 lessons).
o When considered amongst a selection of active treatments, the combination of Alexander
technique (24 lessons) with unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription) was the most
effective (highest QALYs) and most cost effective option from usual care, unsupervised
exercise (exercise prescription), soft tissue techniques (massage), exercise prescription +
massage, Alexander technique lessons (6 lessons), exercise prescription + Alexander technique
lessons (6 lessons), Alexander technique (24 lessons), and exercise prescription + Alexander
technique (24 lessons).
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to Alexander technique in people with
sciatica.

10.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations No recommendation.
Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health-related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision-making.
Responder criteria, healthcare utilisation and adverse events were also considered as
important outcomes. Within adverse events, it was acknowledged that the
Alexander technique and other postural therapies are recognised as safe
interventions in general, and therefore morbidity was a less relevant outcome in this
case. The GDG agreed that mortality was not relevant as an outcome for this review
and so was not included within the review protocol.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Postural exercise/education
No RCT or observational study evidence was identified relating to the effectiveness
of postural education/exercise and so the GDG agreed a recommendation should not
be made.
Alexander technique
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No evidence was identified for Alexander technique compared to placebo or sham
therapy. When compared with usual care in people with low back pain (without
sciatica), a programme of 6 Alexander technique lessons showed a clinically
important improvement in quality of life. This was accompanied by only a very small
reduction in pain and improvement in function as well as a small increase in primary
care contacts and a reduction in prescription use. However, these differences were
considered too small to be clinically important.
When 10 lessons of Alexander technique was provided in the people with low back
pain (with or without sciatica), a clinically important benefit of long term function
was demonstrated compared to usual care. However, no other clinically important
benefits were demonstrated. The GDG noted that this evidence was from a
feasibility trial with a small number of participants.
When 24 Alexander technique lessons were provided however, an improvement in
physical quality of life, pain and function was demonstrated. This was agreed by the
GDG to be clinically important and was accompanied by a very small increase in
healthcare utilisation. The GDG considered the benefits of a longer course of
treatment to outweigh the harms.
Active interventions
When compared with provision of an exercise prescription, a programme of 6
Alexander technique lessons showed a small improvement in quality of life, pain, and
function, and only the change in pain and quality of life was considered to be
clinically meaningful, together with a very small improvement in healthcare
utilisation. The programme of 24 lessons of Alexander technique, again, showed an
improvement in quality of life, pain and function at the longer term follow-up, which
was considered by the GDG to be clinically important and to outweigh the very small
increase in prescriptions associated. In the overall population, no benefit for short
term function was found for 10 lessons of Alexander technique compared to mixed
exercise, however no other outcomes were measured.
When compared with massage sessions, a programme of 6 Alexander technique
lessons showed a small improvement in quality of life, pain and function, although
only the change in quality of life was considered a clinically appreciable difference,
together with a very small improvement in healthcare utilisation. While the
programme of 24 lessons of Alexander technique showed a small increase in
prescriptions, the clinically important benefit in improvement of quality of life, pain,
and function outweighed this.
Although no evidence was reported in the included study on occurrence of adverse
events, the GDG highlighted that the Alexander technique was a low risk treatment
for patients, and serious adverse events were unlikely.
Combinations of interventions
Three studies were identified looking at postural therapies in combination with
other interventions. One study investigated the effects of combing postural therapy
with a package of treatment including physical, psychological and educational
components, however postural therapy showed no clinically important additional
benefit.
In people with low back pain without sciatica, a combination of 6 or 24 Alexander
lessons plus exercise prescription demonstrated a clinical benefit for pain, function
and quality of life when compared to usual care.
In the mixed population of low back pain with or without sciatica, the Alexander
technique was combined with mixed exercise, a clinically important benefit of long
term function was found, compared with usual care. However, no benefits were
found for pain.
When Alexander technique and mixed exercise were compared with mixed exercise,
no clinically important benefit was observed.
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The GDG agreed that the evidence reviewed was promising in terms of potential
quality of life for people with low back pain, however the evidence in favour of the
Alexander technique was taken from a single study. The GDG agreed that further
research was warranted to test this further.
It was highlighted that there was no evidence for people with sciatica.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Postural exercise/education
No economic evaluations were identified relating to postural education/exercise.
Alexander technique
A cost-utility analysis based on the ATEAM RCT (the only study included the clinical
review) suggested that Alexander technique lessons may be cost effective for the
NHS. However, the GDG concluded that the evidence of cost-effectiveness was only
relevant if they were confident in the evidence for effectiveness of the Alexander
technique from the ATEAM RCT and this was not the case for the reasons described
in other sections of this table. While there is evidence of effectiveness for the
Alexander technique, this was based only on a single trial and since recommending
the intervention would lead to a significant change in practice, the GDG decided
more evidence was required before making a recommendation.

Quality of evidence

Three pragmatic RCTs met the criteria for inclusion in this review. The quality of the
evidence for all outcomes reported by these 3 studies ranged from moderate to very
low quality due to high risk of bias and in some cases significant imprecision in the
effect estimate. The reason for the high risk of bias included the absence of a
description of usual care, a high rate of missing data (>20%), and difficulties
surrounding the issue of adequate blinding with such interventions. The GDG noted
that for the usual care comparisons it is not possible to tell if it is the technique itself
or simply the contact with a teacher that is causing any effects seen. All the data
reported from this trial were longer-term follow-up data (more than 4 months ), and
none of the outcomes were measured at up to 4 months.
It was recognised that the nature of the intervention itself may preclude designing
an adequate placebo-controlled study, however, it was agreed that concurrence of
results in more than one pragmatic trial with clear descriptions of comparator
interventions and intention to treat analyses would give greater confidence to the
GDG in recommending the intervention than the single trial currently available.
Although the GDG acknowledge that the improvement in function, pain and quality
of life scores demonstrated in the intervention group of 24 lessons of Alexander
technique were clinically significant and represent a very promising finding in favour
of the Alexander technique, it was felt that to recommend a therapy not currently
available on the NHS (and so to recommend a significant change in practice) based
on limited evidence was not appropriate. Further, given that a second study did not
support these results, and the fact that all evidence came from single studies of a
small sample size, it was decided that no recommendation would be given for
postural therapies.
The economic analysis was judged to be partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations. The latter largely due to the limitations in the reporting of uncertainty
within the analysis. However, the available information does suggest that the
conclusion is probably reasonable robust.

Other considerations

Overall the GDG concluded that while the evidence for the Alexander technique was
promising they were not sufficiently confident in the effectiveness of the
intervention to make a recommendation.
Given the potential benefit demonstrated for the Alexander technique in the
evidence reviewed, the GDG considered making a research recommendation on this
therapy to be conducted in order to re-evaluate its use in the future. It was however
noted that following completion of the ASPEN feasibility trial (included in this
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review), it is likely that a larger trial will follow and therefore a research
recommendation was not prioritised for this topic.
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11 Orthotics and appliances
11.1 Introduction
Orthotics are commonly insoles placed in shoes with the aim of altering the biomechanics of the
foot. Orthotics can be generic or bespoke following the assessment of an individual’s foot posture or
leg length. There is a broad range of products, and the materials used vary, with soft, semi-rigid and
rigid orthotics available. Similar but distinct from orthotics are specialised footwear. An example of
these is rocker sole shoes.
Orthotics and specialist footwear may be used for a number of reasons to treat or prevent back pain.
This includes the correction of proposed leg length or foot posture abnormalities, with the goal of
normalising or altering lower limb, pelvis and trunk mechanics and load, training and enhancing
balance and proprioception or reducing the lumbar lordosis.431
There is also a wide range of lumbar corset, belts and supports available, which are considered as
appliances or devices. Devices vary widely in design, materials, the degree of rigidity and the area to
which they are designed to provide support. The devices are commonly used with the aim of
providing support to or reducing the load on the lower back and/or pelvic joints.509 They can also be
used to attempt to correct deformity, limit motion or provide a type of massage or heat to the
area.365
This review intends to ascertain the evidence base for these in the management of low back pain and
sciatica.

11.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
orthotics and appliances in the management of non-specific low
back pain and sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 151: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 years or above with non-specific low back pain
People aged 16 years or above with sciatica

Intervention(s)

 Orthopaedic shoes
 Belts/corsets

Comparison(s)







Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
Disability Index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)

Placebo/sham/attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
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Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

11.3 Clinical evidence
11.3.1
11.3.1.1

Summary of studies included
Single interventions
A search was undertaken for randomised trials comparing the effectiveness of orthotics and
appliances with either placebo, usual care, or other non-invasive treatments in the management of
people with low back pain or sciatica.
Twelve randomised controlled trials were included in the review.6,11,59,62,65,118,230,319,357,408,425,437 These
are summarised in Table 152 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical
evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below (Section 11.3.3 – 11.3.4). See also the study
selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K,
GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Three of the trials compared foot orthotics to placebo, sham or usual care.65, 425,62 Seven of the trials
compared a variety of corsets and belts to either usual care,11,59,357,437 analgesics,118 massage230,408 or
manual therapy.118,230,408 Each trial was investigating the effectiveness of orthotics and appliances in
people with low back pain with or without sciatica.
Of the twelve included studies, the outcomes from 2 of the studies could not be included in the
analysis as they were incompletely reported in the publications.5,437
Due to the limited data available from randomised trials included in this review, the search was
widened to include cohort studies. One cohort study relevant to the protocol was identified which
compared foot orthotics and usual care and has been included in the review.136 Another study
comparing plaster corsets with usual medicinal care was also included but the relevant outcomes
could not be analysed due to incomplete reporting.563

11.3.1.2

Combined interventions
One study looking at combinations of non-invasive interventions (with orthotics as the adjunct) was
also included in this review.207 This study is summarised in Table 153 below. Evidence from this is
summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below (Section 1.3.5).
See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest
plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Five Cochrane reviews 249,431,509,510,517 were identified but they could not be included for the following
reasons:
 the review combined data from RCTs with observational studies and therefore could not
be included;249,511
 the review included cross-over studies;431
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 the review included interventions which were not relevant to the review (not orthotics/appliances
specified in the protocol);517
 unclear whether sciatic was included/excluded.509
The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they
matched the review protocol.
For evidence on electrotherapies, please see section 14.
Table 152: Summary of studies included in the review – single interventions
Intervention/
comparison

Study

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Back belt/usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=60,
USA

Responder
criteria (pain:
completely
improved)

Control group received
no intervention
Study length 3 months

Calmels 2009 59

Lumbar belt/usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=197
France

Pain (Visual
analogue scale)
Function (EIFELFrench version
of the Roland
Morris disability
questionnaire)

Control group received
no intervention
Study length 3 months

Cambron 2011 62

Foot orthotics/usual
care

Low back pain
with sciatica
Overall n=50
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Control group were on
a waiting list for the
intervention. Foot
orthotics were
provided by Foot
levelers Inc.
Study length 6 weeks

Castro-mendez
2013 65

Foot orthotics/placebo

Low back pain
with sciatica
Overall n=60
Spain

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Control group received
placebo foot orthotics
Study length 4 weeks

Doran 1975 118

Corset/manual therapy
Corset/non-opioid
analgesics

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=456
UK

Responder
criteria (pain
markedly and
completely
improved –
combined)

The non-opioid
analgesics group were
given paracetamol.
Manual therapy group
received any sort of
manual therapy at
discretion of
manipulator.
Any type of corset was
used. The manual
therapy group and
corset group were
allowed to take
paracetamol if they
needed for pain relief.
Study length 3 weeks

Alexander 1995

11
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Study

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes
Function (ODI)

Comments

Ferrari 2013136

Foot orthotics/usual
care

Low back pain
with sciatica
Overall n=64,
Canada

Hsieh 1992 230

Lumbosacral
corset/massage
Lumbosacral
corset/manual therapy

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n= 53
USA

Function (ODI)

Massage group
received hot packs and
gentle stroking
massage of the whole
back area and no deep
tissue massage.
Manual therapy group
received hot packs and
manipulation of the
lumbar and/or
sacroiliac joint areas.
Study length 3 weeks

MacRae 2013320

Foot orthotics/usual
care

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=115
UK

Function
(RMDQ)
Pain (NRS)
Quality of life
(EQ-5D-3L)
Anxiety (HADS)
Depression
(HADS)

All participants
received exercise, 1
hour session once a
week for 4 weeks, as
well as either rocker
sole shoes or flat sole
shoes.
Intervention time 6
weeks, follow-up 1
year

Morrisette
2014357

Extensible
corsets/usual care
Inextensible
corsets/usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=98
USA

Function (ODI)
Pain (NRS)

Patients in all groups
received standard
medicinal and physical
therapy.
Study length 2 weeks

Pope 1994408

Lumbosacral
corset/massage
Lumbosacral
corset/manual therapy

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=164
USA

Pain (VAS)

Massage group
received soft tissue
massage.
Manual therapy group
received spinal
manipulation of the
lumbar spine and/or
sacroiliac joint.
Study length 3 weeks

Rosner 2014 425

Foot orthotics/sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=46

Pain (quadruple
NRS)
Function

All orthotics,
equipment and
funding for this study
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Study

Intervention/
comparison

Population
USA

Zomalheto 2015

Corsets/usual care

563

Low back pain
without sciatica
Overall n=67
Nigeria

Outcomes
(RMDQ)

Comments
was provided by Foot
Levelers Inc.
Control group received
sham foot orthotics.
Both groups also
received chiropractic
manipulation
Study length 4 weeks

Function (EIFEL
scale Functional
Disability Scale
for the
Evaluation of
Low Back Pain)
Pain (VAS)

Both groups received
usual medical drugs
(analgesics, antiinflammatory and
myorelaxant).
Outcomes presented in
graph form only with
no associated variance.
Study length 30 days
with 6 month followup

Table 153: Summary of studies included in the review –combination of interventions (orthotics
adjunct)
Study
He 2006207

Intervention/compariso
n
Orthotics (corset) +
manual therapy (traction
+ massage)
+electrotherapy
Manual therapy (Traction
+ massage) +
electrotherapy

Population
Low back pain
with or
without
sciatica
N=60
4 weeks
intervention
China
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Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS)
Function (Lumbar
disease grade)

Comments
Concomitant
treatment:
Information about
disc disease and
instructions about
daily activities

Clinical evidence summary tables
Belts/corsets
Table 154: Clinical evidence summary: belts versus usual care ≤4 months (low back pain population)

340

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Function
EIFEL (French version of RMDQ). Scale from:
0 to 24.

190
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function in the
control groups was
-7.6

The mean function in the
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(2.8 to 0.2 lower)

Pain severity
Pain visual analogue scale. Scale from: 0 to
10.

190
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity in the
control groups was
3.2

The mean pain severity in the
intervention groups was
0.95 lower
(1.54 to 0.36 lower)

Responder criteria (pain completely
improved)

59
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

103 per 1000

63 more per 1000
(from 60 fewer to 532 more)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

RR 1.61
(0.42 to
6.14)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Belts/corsets
(95% CI)

(a)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 155: Clinical evidence summary: corsets versus usual care ≤4 months (low back pain population)

Outcomes
Change in function (all corsets)
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

127
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Corsets/belts
v. usual care (95% CI)

The mean change in function
(all corsets) in the control
groups was

The mean change in function (all
corsets) in the intervention groups
was
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Change in function - Inextensible orthotics
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.

66
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean change in function inextensible orthotics in the
control groups was
2.4

The mean change in function inextensible orthotics in the
intervention groups was
11.6 higher
(4.47 to 18.73 higher)

Change in function - Extensible orthotics
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.

61
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean change in function extensible orthotics in the
control groups was
2.4

The mean change in function extensible orthotics in the
intervention groups was
5.7 higher
(1.03 lower to 12.43 higher)

Change in pain (all corsets)
NRS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

137
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean change in pain (all
corsets) in the control groups
was
2.4

The mean change in pain (all
corsets) in the intervention groups
was
0.9 higher
(0.09 lower to 1.89 higher)

Change in pain - Inextensible orthotics
NRS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

76
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean change in pain inextensible orthotics in the
control groups was
2.4

The mean change in pain inextensible orthotics in the
intervention groups was
0.9 higher
(0.47 lower to 2.27 higher)

Change in pain - Extensible orthotics
NRS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

61
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean change in pain extensible orthotics in the
control groups was
2.4

The mean change in pain extensible orthotics in the
intervention groups was
0.9 higher
(0.53 lower to 2.33 higher)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
2.4

Risk difference with Corsets/belts
v. usual care (95% CI)
8.48 higher
(3.59 to 13.38 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function
Revised ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.

38
(1 study)
3 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function in the
control groups was
10.15

The mean function in the
intervention groups was
10.85 higher
(1.77 to 19.93 higher)

Pain severity
Pain visual analogue scale 1-10. Scale from:
0 to 100.

90
(1 study)
3 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity in the
control groups was
-2.41

The mean pain severity in the
intervention groups was
0.82 higher
(0.43 lower to 2.65 higher)

Responder criteria (improved pain)

191
(1 study)
3 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

449 per 1000

157 fewer per 1000
(from 22 fewer to 251 fewer)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

RR 0.65
(0.44 to
0.95)

Risk with Manipulation

Risk difference with Belts/corsets
(95% CI)

342

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 157: Clinical evidence summary: belts/ corsets versus massage ≤4 months (low back pain population)
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function
Revised ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)
3 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function in the
control groups was
32.67

The mean function in the
intervention groups was
11.67 lower
(23.69 lower to 0.35 higher)

Pain severity
Pain visual analogue scale. Scale from: 0 to
100.

57
(1 study)
3 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity in the
control groups was
-1.72

The mean pain severity in the
intervention groups was
0.13 higher
(1.24 lower to 1.5 higher)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Massage

Risk difference with Belts/corsets
(95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 156: Clinical evidence summary: belts/ corsets versus spinal manipulation ≤4 months (low back pain population)

Responder criteria (improved pain)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

193
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.88
(0.58 to
1.34)

Risk with Control
330 per 1000

Risk difference with Corsets
versus paracetamol (95% CI)
40 fewer per 1000
(from 139 fewer to 112 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

11.3.2.2

Foot orthotics
Table 159: Clinical evidence summary: foot orthotics versus placebo/sham ≤4 months (low back pain with sciatica population)

343

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Placebo/sham

Risk difference with Foot
orthotics (95% CI)

Function
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100

51
(1 study)
4 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean function in the
control groups was
21.64

The mean function in the
intervention groups was
12.95 lower
(17.88 to 8.02 lower)

Pain severity
Pain visual analogue scale. Scale from: 0 to
100.*

51
(1 study)
4 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity in the
control groups was
6.64

The mean pain severity in the
intervention groups was
3.47 lower
(4.43 to 2.51 lower)

*Error in the study: reports 0-100 pain scale for
pain but should be 0-10
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 160: Clinical evidence summary: rocker sole shoes versus placebo (flat sole shoes) (low back pain population)
Outcomes

No of
Participants

Quality of the
evidence

Relative
effect

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Control

Risk difference with Foot orthotics
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Table 158: Clinical evidence summary: corsets versus non-opioid analgesic ≤4 months (low back pain population)

100
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function ≤4 months
in the control groups was
6.1

The mean function ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(3.07 lower to 0.67 higher)

Function > 4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

93
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function > 4 months
in the control groups was
4.8

The mean function > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(2.8 lower to 1.2 higher)

Pain ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

100
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain ≤4 months in
the control groups was
4.9

The mean pain ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.30 lower
(1.2 lower to 0.6 higher)

Pain > 4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

93
(1 study)
12 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain > 4 months in
the control groups was
4.2

The mean pain > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.25 lower to 1.25 higher)

Anxiety ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 21.

100
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean anxiety ≤4 months
in the control groups was
6.1

The mean anxiety ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.3 higher
(0.62 lower to 3.22 higher)

Anxiety > 4 months

93
(1 study)
12 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean anxiety > 4 months
in the control groups was
6.0

The mean anxiety > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.3 higher
(1.59 lower to 2.19 higher)

Depression ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 21.

100
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean depression ≤4
months in the control groups
was
3.2

The mean depression ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.9 higher
(0.81 lower to 2.61 higher)

Depression > 4 months

93
(1 study)
12 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean depression > 4
months in the control groups
was

The mean depression > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.8 higher

versus usual care (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

(95% CI)

Orthotics and appliances
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(GRADE)
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(studies)
Follow-up

(0.94 lower to 2.54 higher)

EQ-5D ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 1.

99
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean eq-5d ≤4 months in
the control groups was
0.7

The mean eq-5d ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.1 lower
(0.24 lower to 0.04 higher)

EQ-5D > 4 months
Scale from: 0 to 1.

93
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean eq-5d > 4 months in
the control groups was
0.8

The mean eq-5d > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.10 lower
(0.24 lower to 0.4 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 161: Clinical evidence summary: foot orthotics versus usual care ≤4 months (low back pain with sciatica population)
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 50.

48
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function in the
control groups was
20.4

The mean function in the
intervention groups was
8 lower
(14 to 2 lower)

Pain severity
Pain visual analogue scale. Scale from: 0 to
10.

48
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity in the
control groups was
4.1

The mean pain severity in the
intervention groups was
1.3 lower
(2.69 lower to 0.09 higher)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Foot
orthotics (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 162: Clinical evidence summary (non-randomised study): foot orthotics versus usual care ≤4 months (low back pain with sciatica population)

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Time frame is 8 weeks
Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Foot
orthotics (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

3.5

Orthotics and appliances
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a,b

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function in the
control groups was
16.2

The mean function in the
intervention groups was
6.9 lower
(12.2 to 1.6 lower)
No clinical benefit

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

11.3.2.3
11.3.2.3.1

Combinations of interventions – orthotics adjunct
Low back pain with or without sciatica
Table 163: Orthotics (corset) + electrotherapy + manual therapy (mixed modality -massage + traction) compared to electrotherapy + manual therapy
(mixed modality -massage + traction) for low back pain with or without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10 scale) ≤4 months

58
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10 scale) - <4
months in the control groups
was
2.383

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10 scale) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.02 lower
(1.7 to 0.33 lower)

Function (Japanese Orthopaedics Academic
Association) lumbar disease grade (0-29) ≤4 months

58
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (Japanese
orthopaedics academic
association) lumbar disease
grade (0-29) - <4 months in the
control groups was
21.5

The mean function (Japanese
orthopaedics academic
association) lumbar disease grade
(0-29) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.17 higher
(1.5 to 4.84 higher)

346
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with electrotherapy +
massage + traction

Risk difference with Corset +
electrotherapy + massage +
traction (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

64
(1 study)
8 weeks

Orthotics and appliances
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Function
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.
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11.4 Economic evidence
No relevant economic evaluations were identified.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
Unit costs
Relevant unit costs for back and foot orthotics from the NHS supply chain catalogue are provided
below to aid consideration of cost effectiveness. For foot orthotics, the least and most expensive full
length insole is listed to provide a range of unit costs.
Table 164: Unit costs of orthotics
Item

Brand/Manufacturer

Unit cost

Lumbar/sacral spine orthotics

Chris Hanley & Partners

£144

Full length insoles (pair)

Footmedics Basics Superflex

£2

Full length insoles (pair)

Equiflex

£49

Source: NHS supply chain code April 20141

Custom made orthotics will be more expensive. In addition to the cost of the orthotics, people may
be referred for a fitting. This would typically be one appointment with a podiatrist, orthotist or
physiotherapist. The cost of a non-admitted face to face first attendance in podiatry is £52, and a
follow-up attendance costs £36 (NHS reference costs 2012-2013).110

11.5 Evidence statements
11.5.1
11.5.1.1
11.5.1.1.1

Clinical
Belts/corsets
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
Very low quality evidence from single studies (n = 38, 90, 190 and 456) reporting on the short term
(less or equal to 4 months) use of lumbar corsets compared with usual care, spinal manipulation or
paracetamol, demonstrated no clinically important benefit for function or pain severity. However,
compared with massage, 1 study demonstrated that the short-term use of lumbosacral belts had a
clinically important benefit on function (very low quality; n =27), although no clinically important
benefit for improving pain severity compared with massage was observed in another single study
(low quality; n = 57). Low quality evidence from 1 very short term study (2 weeks; n=127) comparing
both inextensible and extensible corsets with standard care showed no clinically important benefit
for improving function for corsets in general and extensible corsets, however when focusing on
inextensible corsets a small clinical benefit was observed. However there is serious imprecision
associated with this result. No benefit was observed for any corset type with respect to improvement
in pain severity.
No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of belts/corsets in terms of quality of life, nor
in the population of people with sciatica. No comparison with sham or placebo was available.
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11.5.1.2
11.5.1.2.1

Foot orthotics
Low back pain population (with sciatica)
When compared with placebo insoles, evidence from 1 study (n = 51) demonstrated a clinical benefit
of wearing customised insoles on pain severity (moderate quality) and function (low quality). There
was also low quality evidence from 1 study (n = 48) to suggest the use of foot orthotics has a clinically
important benefit on pain severity when compared to usual care; however, no clinically important
difference in function was observed (very low quality).
No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of foot orthotics in terms of quality or life or
psychological distress. No comparison with sham was available.

11.5.1.2.2

Low back pain population (without sciatica)
There was no clinically important benefit observed with rocker sole shoes when compared with flat
sole shoes for function, pain, anxiety or depression at either short or longer term (low to moderate
quality; 1 study; n = 100). Additionally, low quality evidence from the same study suggested a
clinically important benefit favouring the flat sole shoes, rather than rocker sole shoes, for healthrelated quality of life in both the short and longer term. One non-randomised study also found no
clinical benefit of foot orthotics compared with usual care for function (very low quality; n = 48).
No comparison with usual care was available in this population.

11.5.1.3
11.5.1.3.1

Combinations – orthotics
Low back pain population (with or without sciatica)
When compared with electrotherapy and mixed modality manual therapy, evidence from 1 study (n
= 58) demonstrated a clinical benefit of using orthotics (corsets) as an adjunct on pain and function
(low quality) at less or equal to 4 months. No other relevant outcome measures were reported.

11.5.2

Economic
No relevant economic evaluations were identified.

11.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
9. Do not offer belts or corsets for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.
10.Do not offer foot orthotics for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

Recommendations
Relative values of
different outcomes

11.Do not offer rocker sole shoes for managing low back pain with or
without sciatica.
The most critical outcomes for decision-making agreed by the GDG for this review
question were pain severity, function, psychological distress and health-related
quality of life. Responder criteria for pain and function, healthcare utilisation and
adverse events were considered important to decision-making, but no evidence was
identified for these outcomes.
Mortality was not considered a relevant outcome for this review by the GDG and
therefore wasn’t included as an outcome in the review protocol.
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Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Belts/corsets
All of the evidence identified in the review was for people with low back pain rather
than sciatica. Overall, the GDG concluded that there was very limited evidence of
clinical benefit for belts or corsets. The majority of evidence did not demonstrate a
difference between treatments including usual care, spinal manipulation and
paracetamol for pain or function. The only benefit observed was for lumbosacral
belts when compared to massage in terms of function but not pain. The evidence for
the use of corsets when given as part of a combined treatment with electrotherapy,
massage and traction did indicate some benefit for pain and function. However the
GDG considered that this evidence was all from single small studies.
The GDG therefore agreed there was insufficient evidence to support a positive
recommendation for the use of belts or corsets as a treatment for low back pain, and
no evidence for their use in people with sciatica. The evidence identified was agreed
as sufficient to recommend that belts and corsets should not be used for the
management of low back pain with or without sciatica.
Foot orthotics
The GDG noted that there was some evidence of benefit from the use of customised
insoles compared to placebo in improving pain and function for people with low back
pain and sciatica. However, it was noted that this evidence was from a small single
study. There was evidence to suggest the use of foot orthotics may have a clinically
important benefit on pain severity when compared to usual care in patients with low
back pain and sciatica, however the evidence was of low quality and from a single
study and no clinically important difference in function was observed.
When rocker sole shoes were compared with flat sole shoes no benefit was observed
favouring rocker sole shoes for any of the reported outcomes in either the short or
long term follow-up. It was noted that health-related quality of life was in fact, worse
in the rocker sole group at both the short and longer term time points.
The GDG therefore agreed that there was no good evidence that foot orthotics or
rocker soles were of benefit to people with low back pain with or without sciatica,
and recommended against their use.

Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. The GDG
noted that orthotics are currently often purchased by the patient. However, if
prescribed by the NHS, there will be a cost associated with the orthotics themselves
and potentially healthcare professional time if a referral is made to a podiatrist,
orthotics or similar. If orthotics are effective, upfront costs may be offset by
downstream cost savings due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified
due to the benefits to the patient. Given the lack of sufficient evidence of clinical
benefit for belt/corset, intervention costs were not considered justified. Although
some indications of possible benefit were seen for foot orthotics, overall the GDG
concluded that it was insufficient to support a conclusion of clinical benefit and thus
also insufficient to justify intervention costs.

Quality of evidence

The quality of evidence in this review ranged from moderate to very low. All the
studies included in this review were assessed as having serious or very serious risk of
bias. A contributing factor to the risk of bias rating is the difficulty of adequate
blinding with such interventions. There was also a lack of detail provided about the
care that the 2 study groups received apart from the intervention, and therefore, it
was not possible in some cases to assess whether the care in the 2 groups was
comparable. This introduces a risk of overestimating effects on subjective outcomes
such as pain and function. The attempt to achieve blinding by the use of a placebo
foot insole in one study was considered insufficient to resolve this risk of bias due to
the explicit visual differences between the placebo and customised foot insoles that
would have a negative impact on the blinding of participants. There was a possible
error in outcome reporting when comparing foot orthotics to placebo. In this study
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pain severity appears to be reported on a scale of 0-10, but reported as a scale of 0100. In this review we have assumed the outcome to be reported on a scale of 0-10.
Other considerations

The GDG agreed that a research recommendation was not a priority for this
intervention.
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12 Manual therapies
12.1 Introduction
Manual therapy interventions use passive or active assisted movements, usually delivered by the
hands of the practitioner. Typically, they aim to act on the neuromusculoskeletal system focussing on
joints and soft tissues to improve mobility and function, and to decrease pain. Techniques include
spinal manipulation (a gapping motion of a synovial joint within a spinal segment in response to a
force of typically short duration), spinal mobilisation (joint movement within the normal range of
movement) and soft tissue techniques (manual manipulation/mobilisation of soft tissues).133
Mobilisation and soft tissue techniques are performed by a wide variety of practitioners; whereas
spinal manipulation is usually performed by chiropractors or osteopaths, and by doctors or
physiotherapists who have undergone additional training in spinal manipulation. Manual therapists
often combine a range of techniques in their approach and may also include exercise interventions
and advice about self-management.
Research into manual therapy often uses pragmatic trials to determine effectiveness. This reflects
the complex nature of the intervention, the inability to blind the practitioner, and the challenges of
blinding participants and designing suitable sham or placebo controls.
In addition to the descriptions above, the GDG classified interventions as mixed modality manual
therapy where they included more than one type of manual therapy.

12.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
manual therapies in the management of non-specific low back pain
and sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 165: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

 People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain
 People aged 16 or above with sciatica.

Intervention(s)

 Soft tissue technique
 Traction
 Manipulation/mobilisation (including Spinal Manipulation Therapy (SMT) and
Maitland Technique))
 Mixed modality manual therapy (soft tissue technique +/- traction +/manipulation/mobilisation)

Comparison(s)







Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).

Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
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 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index)
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. morbidity
2. mortality
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

12.3 Clinical evidence
12.3.1
12.3.1.1

Summary of studies included
Single interventions
Forty eight studies, of which 3 reported in multiple studies for a total of 55 papers, were included in
the review.5,41-43,46,52-54,60,61,74,76,119,129,137,152,154,163,185,187,197,198,203,224-226,231,236-238,258,275,280,303305,307,344,345,354,360,393,397,408,412,434,440,442,445492,506,522,528,562,564
These are summarised in Table 166 below.
Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence
summary below (Table 171). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence
tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list
in Appendix L. A comparison between electrotherapy and manual therapy 538 is included in the
electrotherapy chapter (See Chapter 14). Other comparisons from the Little et al. 311 and Ferreira et
al. 137 can be found in the self-management chapter (See Chapter 8). Other comparisons from
Zylbergold et al.344,564 and Petersen et al.404 are included in the exercise chapter (See Chapter 9).
Seven Cochrane reviews were identified on manual therapies but could not be included for the
following reasons:
 the review was withdrawn from publication;20
 the review excluded spinal manipulation interventions if not in combination with other
interventions, and included comparator interventions that were not considered in this guideline,
for example nutritional advice;530
 the review included intra-class comparison and applied no language restrictions to the included
studies; 88,158,534
 the stratification of people with low back pain, low back pain with or without sciatica and sciatica
did not match the guideline stratification 426,427 were not included.
The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they matched the
review protocol.

12.3.1.2

Combination of interventions
Eighteen studies, of which 5 reported in multiple reports for a total of 25 papers looking at
combinations of non-invasive interventions (with manual therapy as the adjunct) were also included
in this review.24,45,50,77,113,131,155,195,199,311,386,388,389,405,418,439,479,498,499 Evidence from Szulc et al. 344,479 and
from UK BEAM Trail Team 2004499 is also included in the exercise chapter (See Chapter 9). These are
summarised in Table 167 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical
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evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below (Table 201) See also the study selection flow chart
in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in
Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
12.3.1.3

Heterogeneity
For the comparison of manipulation/mobilisation versus usual care, in the mixed population, there
was substantial heterogeneity between the studies when they were meta-analysed for the outcome
of function (RMDQ) at ≤4 months. Pre-specified subgroup analysis (different within-class modalities,
i.e. high velocity thrust; spinal adjusting – mobilisation; traction gap spinal manipulation) explained
the heterogeneity; however, this was because there was only 1 study in each of these modalities. The
other pre-specified subgroup analysis (chronicity of pain) was unable to be performed on this
outcome because the studies were not different in terms of this factor.
For the comparison of mixed modality manual therapy versus sham, in the mixed population, there
was substantial heterogeneity between the studies when they were meta-analysed for the outcome
of pain (NRS) at > 4 months. Pre-specified subgroup analysis (different within-class modalities)
explained the heterogeneity; however this was because there was only 1 study in each of these
modalities. The other pre-specified subgroup analysis (chronicity of pain) was unable to be
performed on this outcome because the studies were not different in terms of this factor.
Table 166: Summary of studies included in the review: single intervention
Study

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Soft tissue
techniques (massage:
myofascial release 24
sessions)
Shamras

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
duration
n=80
India
8 weeks
treatment

Pain (McGill score)
Function (Quebec
Back Pain Disability
scale)

Sham massage: hands
placed gently over
treatment areas

Soft tissue
techniques (massage
- including Swedish,
deep-tissue,
neuromuscular and
trigger-point
techniques for up to
10 sessions)
acupuncture
Self-management

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=262
USA
10 weeks
treatment

Function (RMDQ)

Soft tissue
techniques (massage
- structural massage
consisting of
myofascial,
neuromuscular and
other soft-tissue
techniques for 10
sessions)

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=401
USA
10 weeks
treatment

Quality of life (SF-36)
Function (RMDQ)

Soft tissue techniques
Ajimsha 20145

Cherkin
200174

Cherkin 2011
76
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All participants were
advised to take
medications only when
there were any
exacerbations.
Self-management:
education session
Acupuncture:
Traditional Chinese
Medicine Acupuncture

Usual care:
Standard care with
medical practitioner
permitted
At each visit, therapists
could recommend up
to 3 home exercises
from a predefined list
of 7 exercises, 6 of
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Study

Geisser 20051163

Intervention/
comparison
Usual care

Population

Outcomes

Comments
which were common
to both treatments.

Soft tissue
techniques (massage
- manual therapy
consisting muscle
energy technique
primarily)
Usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=50
USA
6 weeks
treatment

Pain (VAS)/(McGill
score)
Function (Quebec
Back Pain Disability
Score)

Usual care: both
groups received
specific exercises
(designed to help
improve specific
musculoskeletal
dysfunctions)
Some patients received
a special adjunct
exercise program
designed to help
improve specific
musculoskeletal
dysfunctions observed
during the
standardised manual
medicine screening
evaluation. Patients in
both groups were
asked to do stretches
and/or self-corrections
twice daily (usually 10
repetitions each day).

Geisser 20052163

Soft tissue
techniques (massage
- manual therapy
consisting muscle
energy technique
primarily)
Usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=50
USA
6 weeks
treatment

Pain (VAS)/(McGill
score)
Function (Quebec
Back Pain Disability
Score)

Usual care: both
groups received nonspecific exercises(not
targeted at particular
dysfunction, general
back strengthening and
stretching)

Little 2008
(ATEAM
trial)310

Soft tissue
techniques (massage
- various methods)
Usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
treatment

Quality of life (SF-36
score)*
Pain (Von Korff pain
scale)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care: Usual care
with medical
practitioner (+/exercise prescription)

Subsidiary
papers Ehrlich
2009129,
Hollinghurst
2008225

Factorial design (+/exercise prescription)

*EQ-5D was collected but not reported by study apart from as QALYs in economic analysis (see 12.4 Economic evidence)

Traction
Beurskens
199742
(Beurskens
199541)

Traction (mechanical
traction using 3550% body weight
force for 12 sessions)
sham

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
>6 weeks
n=151
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Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare utilisation

Sham traction: force
limited to 20% body
weight. Tightening
brace used to give
impression of traction
force
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Study

Borman
200346

Cambron
200663

Fritz 2008152

Intervention/
comparison

Population
Netherlands
(Radiation
below the knee:
traction 36%,
sham traction
30%)
5 weeks
treatment

Outcomes

Comments
Patients were allowed
to continue taking pain
medication they had
used before entry into
the study, that is, nonnarcotic analgesic or
NSAIDs.

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
>6 months
n=42
Turkey
(Patients with
radiation:
traction 67%,
usual care 62%)
2 weeks
treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Usual care: both
groups received
standard
physiotherapy
(consisting of hot
packs, ultrasound
therapy, active
exercise programme)

Traction (Flexiondistraction
procedures by a
chiropractor up to 16
sessions)
mixed exercise

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
>3 months
n=235
USA
(Radiculopathy
at baseline:
flexion
distraction 18%,
mixed exercise
21%)
4 weeks
treatment

Healthcare utilisation
(visits to other health
professionals)

Mixed exercise

Traction (Mechanical
traction using 4050% body weight
force for up to 12
sessions)
usual care

Low back pain
with sciatica
n=64
USA
6 weeks
treatment

Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)

Usual care: both
groups received
extension-oriented
treatment

Traction (mechanical
traction using up to
50% body weight
force for 10 sessions)
usual care
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All patients had
received instructions
on correct posture and
ergonomic principles in
activities of daily living,
associated with
descriptions of
recommended
therapeutic exercises.

Both groups also
received ultrasound
and cryotherapy as
well as instructions for
self-care.

During treatment
sessions, subjects also
received a series of 10
to 20 grade 3 or 4
oscillations of posterior
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Study

Kim 2013275

Moret 1998
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Olah 2008393

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
to anterior
mobilisation.

Traction (inversion
traction to 60
degrees with
motorised
gravitational
machine) 32 sessions
sham

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
>3 months
n=47
South Korea
8 weeks
treatment

Pain (VAS)

Sham: participants
strapped to
gravitational machine
but not inverted,
instead lay supine

Traction (vertical
traction 4 (45
minutes) or 6 (30
minutes) times a day
for 2 weeks + bed
rest
bed rest

Sciatica only
n=16
The
Netherlands
2 weeks
treatment

Outcomes reported
inadequately for
pooling/analysis
(mean value only
with no SD or CI)

Traction (weightbath
traction) for 15
sessions
usual care

Low back pain
with sciatica
n=36
Hungary
Unclear
treatment
duration

Concomitant
treatment not
specified.
Usual care: both
groups were
prescribed bed rest,
and were allowed
medications
If the patients
attending physician
insisted on physical
therapy, the therapist
was allowed to give
instructions concerning
the best way to use the
back only.
If the physician wished
to prescribe pain
medication, an
analgesic was
prescribed first. In case
of severe pain NSAIDs
could be prescribed. If
the effect of the NSAID
was not sufficient, the
physician could add
diazepam, or they
could then change to
an alternative NSAID.
Finally the physician
was allowed to
prescribe an opioid.
Quality of life (SF-36)
Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)

Usual care: both
groups received
Mckenzie exercises,
electrotherapy and
continued their usual
medications
All subjects continued
on their previously
prescribed medication

NICE, 2016
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Pal 1986397

Schimmel
2009440

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
at unchanged doses.
No adjustment of the
dosage of analgesic
and anti-inflammatory
drugs was allowed
after day 3 before the
start of treatment.
When necessary,
paracetamol was used
as a rescue analgesic.

Continuous traction
as in-patient (tilted
bed with pelvic
harness using foot
weights of 5.5 to
8.2kg)
sham

Low back pain
with sciatica
(hospitalised)
n=41
UK
(Patients with
neurological
deficits in their
legs:
intervention
group 50%,
control group
73%)
Unclear
treatment
duration

Outcomes reported
inadequately for
pooling/ analysis
(median values and
interquartile ranges)

Sham:
1.4-1.8 kg of traction
only

Traction (mechanical
traction using AccuSpina device with up
to 50% body weight
force) over 20
sessions
sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=60
The
Netherlands
6 weeks
treatment (12
weeks graded
activity)

Pain (VAS)

Sham: traction with
the same apparatus
using only 10 lb/<10%
body weight force

Mixed

Outcomes reported

Concomitant
treatment not
specified.

All patients received
standard conservative
therapeutic care
(graded activity) and
20 sessions in the
Accu-SPINA device.
This program consisted
of 1-h training for 2
days per week during a
total of 12 weeks. In
addition to the
traction, the AccuSPINA device
accomplished a
massage, heat, blue
relaxing light and
music during the
treatment sessions in
both groups.

Manipulation/mobilisation
Bialosky

Mobilisation (2 times

NICE, 2016
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201443

Bronfort
199052

Bronfort
199653

Bronfort
201454

Intervention/
comparison
on each side; 6
sessions over 2
weeks)
Placebo/sham
Enhanced
placebo/sham
Usual care

Population
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
n=36
USA
2 weeks
treatment

Outcomes
inadequately for
pooling/analysis

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
>6 weeks
n=16
USA
4 weeks
treatment

No relevant
outcomes reported

Manipulation (Spinal
manipulation, most
commonly shortlever high-velocity
low-amplitude
thrust; 10 x 15
minute sessions over
5 weeks)
NSAIDs

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
>6 weeks
n=174
USA
(Radiating pain:
manipulation
54.9%, NSAID
53.8%)
5 weeks
treatment (+ 6
weeks exercise)

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Manipulation and
mobilisation (highvelocity, low
amplitude thrust
procedures or lowvelocity, variable
amplitude
mobilisation
manoeuvres) plus
self-management; 20
visits were allowed,
each 10 to 20
minutes.

Low back pain
with sciatica
n=192
USA
12 weeks
Treatment

Pain (NRS)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of Life (SF-36)
Adverse events

Manipulation
(chiropractic
adjustive therapy –
10 x 1-hour
treatment sessions
over 4 weeks)
sham

Comments
treatment not
specified.
Sham = motion of
spine mimicking
intervention but
differing
biomechanically
Enhanced sham =
sham mobilisation
provided with
instructional set to
enhance expectation
Sham:
Sham adjustments plus
both groups received
high intensity
strengthening
exercises (45 minutes
in each session)
Concomitant
treatment not
specified.
NSAIDs: Naproxen
500mg twice daily
No adjunctive
physiotherapy was
allowed, except for
brief pre-treatment
heat and manual
muscle relaxation
techniques.

NOTE: Light soft-tissue
techniques (active and
passive muscle
stretching and
ischemic compression
of tender points) and
hot or cold packs were
used to facilitate
manipulation therapy
if needed
Usual care given to

NICE, 2016
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Intervention/
comparison
Usual care (home
exercise and advice).

Population

Outcomes

Comments
both arms
Concomitant
treatment: patients
were instructed in
methods for
developing spine
posture awareness
related to their
activities of daily living.
Information about
pain-management
techniques were
provided along with
printed material about
exercises. To facilitate
adherence, providers
called or emailed
patients 3 times (1, 4, 9
weeks) to reaffirm
main messages and
answer questions.

Dougherty
2014B119

Manipulation /
mobilisation (highvelocity, lowamplitude spinal
manipulation, and/or
flexion distraction
therapy and/or
mobilisation).
2x/week for 4 weeks.
Placebo/sham
(detuned ultrasound

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=136
USA
4 weeks
Treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of life (SF-36)

Concomitant
treatment not
specified.

Ferreira
2010137

Manipulation
Exercise
(biomechanical motor control)
Combination of
interventions
(exercise plus
education)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
8 weeks
intervention
N=34
Australia

Pain severity (NRS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Manipulation (two
sessions of
manipulation
consisting of thrusts
as described by Flynn
et al and Delitto et al)
Also included lowstress aerobic activity
(goal 10
minutes/day)
usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=131
USA
4 weeks
treatment

Function (ODI)

Fritz 2005154

NICE, 2016
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Exercise versus
combination of
interventions is
included in the selfmanagement chapter
Usual care: both
groups received three
sessions of stabilisation
exercises
Subjects in both groups
completed a home
exercise program on
the days they did not
attend a therapy
session. All subjects
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Haas 2014187

Hancock
2007197

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
were advised to
maintain their usual
activity within the
limits of pain.

Manipulation (Highvelocity lowamplitude thrust to
the lumbar and
transition thoracic
regions for 12
sessions). 18
treatment visits
3/week for 6 weeks.
12 visits for SMT + 6
visits for light
massage. Each
session was 15
minutes long with 5
minutes of hot pack,
5 minutes
manipulation and 5
minutes of very low
dose (sham)
ultrasound
sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=391
USA
6 weeks
treatment

Quality of life
(Euroqol, SF-12)
Pain severity (VonKorff Pain scale)
Function (Von Korff
disability scale)

Sham:
Sham manipulation
consisted of light
massage (effleurage)
and petrissage

Manipulation (spinal
manipulation
therapy)
NSAIDs (Diclofenac
twice daily for 2
weeks)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=119
Australia
2 weeks
intervention +
12 weeks follow
up

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Participants received a
hot pack for 5 minutes
to relax spinal muscles
prior to intervention.
The visit was
completed with 5
minutes of very lowdose pulsed ultrasound
(20% duty cycle with
0.5 watts/cm2).

Concomitant
treatment in
intervention group:
usual care
(paracetamol and
advice) and placebo for
diclofenac
Concomitant
treatment in NSAIDs
group: usual care
(paracetamol and
advice) and sham
manipulation

Hoiriis 2004224

Hondras
2009226

Manipulation
(chiropractic
adjustments using
specific high-velocity
low-amplitude
thrusts). 7
chiropractic visits
over 2 weeks.
sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
2- 6 weeks
n=192
USA
2 weeks
treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Psychological distress
(Zung depression
score)

Manipulation (highvelocity lowamplitude thrust
group extracted only)

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without

Quality of life (SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

NICE, 2016
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Sham: participants in
same position on table
as treatment group,
light pressure applied
only
All subjects received
acetaminophen as a
rescue medication.
Usual care:
Minimal conservative
medical care. Both
groups received 30
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Hsieh 2002231

Intervention/
comparison
for a maximum of 12
sessions (not to
exceed 3/week for
first 2 weeks, 2/week
for third and fourth
weeks, and
once/week for fifth
and sixth week.
usual care

Manipulation (joint
manipulation
consisting of highvelocity lowamplitude thrusts to
the lumbar and/or
sacroiliac regions)
Massage
Manipulation and
myofascial therapy
techniques

Population
sciatica
>4 weeks
n=240
USA
(Radiating pain:
manipulation
33.4%, usual
care 38.8%)
6 weeks
Treatment

Outcomes

Low back pain
without sciatica
6 months
intervention +
follow up
N=200
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Comments
minutes instruction for
home exercise, and
met medical provider
at least 3 times during
the 6 weeks during
week 1, 3 and 6.`
If medications were
deemed necessary at
any visit, the first
option was
paracetamol
(acetaminophen). If
the participant was
unsuited to
paracetamol, NSAIDs
were considered next.
Muscle relaxants were
only considered if the
pain was associated
with significant muscle
spasm.
Concomitant
treatment: participants
advised to avoid any
unusual activities,
were discouraged from
using any other
treatments for the low
back including external
applications and pain
medication
Fourth arm of trial
participants
randomised to receive
“back school” training.
This data not extracted
as not a relevant
comparator
If necessary, only over
the counter
medications, such as
acetaminophen, were
used.

Hurley 2004236

Maitland Technique
(manipulation or
mobilisation as
described by
Maitland or Cyriax)
over 4-10 sessions

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
4 - 12 weeks

NICE, 2016
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Quality of life (SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Electrotherapy:
Interferential therapy
Study participants
were requested to
continue normal
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Hurwitz
2002237

Hussain
2013238

Koes 1992280

Intervention/
comparison
electrotherapy

Population
n=240
UK
8 weeks
Treatment

Outcomes

Comments
activities and to avoid
other forms of
treatment for the
duration of the study,
apart from routine
physical management
and analgesics. All
subjects received the
Back Book from their
treating
physiotherapist, who
reinforced its positive
messages during the
first visit, by
encouraging low
impact activities such
as walking, swimming
and cycling.

Manipulation
(diversified
technique or another
spinal-adjusting
technique, for
example,
mobilization).
Number of sessions
at discretion of
therapist
usual care

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
n=681
USA
(Leg pain below
knee:
manipulation
34.9%, usual
care 32.9%)
Unclear
Treatment
duration

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare utilisation

Usual care: medical
care only including
instruction in back care
and back exercises,
prescriptions for
analgesics, antiinflammatories, muscle
relaxants and other
medications

Manipulation/mobilis
ation (according to
Maitland); 2 or 3
treatments/week, for
a maximum of 12
treatments over 4
weeks.
exercise

Mixed
population:
with or without
sciatica
“acute”
n=60
Pakistan
4 weeks
Treatment

Outcomes reported
inadequately for
pooling/ analysis

Manipulation/mobilis
ation (no details of
duration of sessions
and number of
sessions is reported
but placebo
treatment was
twice/week for 6
weeks)
“physiotherapy”

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
>6 weeks
n=256
The
Netherlands
3 months

No suitable
outcomes reported

NICE, 2016
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Concomitant
treatment not
specified.

Exercise: Individual
Biomechanical exercise
Concomitant
treatment not
specified.

Concomitant
treatment not
specified.
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Mohsenibandpei
2006345

Morton
1999360

Pope1994408

Rasmussen
2008412

Intervention/
comparison
standard GP care
sham ultrasound

Population
Treatment

Outcomes

Comments

Maitland Technique
for 2-7 sessions
(mean 4 sessions
attended over 2
weeks).
electrotherapy

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=120
Iran
2 weeks
Treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Electrotherapy:
ultrasound therapy
using frequency of
1mHz

Manipulation (L1-L5
or L5-S1 traction-gap
manipulation); 8
sessions (ie.
twice/week) over 4
weeks
usual care

Mixed
population: low
back pain with
or without
sciatica
≤4 weeks
n=29
Australia
4 weeks
Treatment

Function (RMDQ)

Manipulation (short
lever high-velocity
low-amplitude
thrust); 3
sessions/week for 3
weeks.
Massage
corset

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=70
USA
3 weeks
Treatment

Pain (VAS)

Manipulation (highvelocity lowamplitude thrust at
the level of
dysfunction); 3
sessions at 0, 2 and 4
weeks.
usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=72
Denmark
(Extension of
pain into the
leg:
manipulation
54%, usual care
78%)
1 day

Both groups were
given a written
program of back
exercises generated by
PhysioTools computer
package (PhysioTools,
Finland). The
physiotherapist chose
exercises most
appropriate for each
individual patient’s
condition.
Usual care: both group
received exercise
therapy with aid of
biofeedback
Analgesics and NSAIDs
were allowed.

Massage: soft tissue
massage or effleurage
Corset:
Freeman lumbosacral
corset
Concomitant
treatment not
specified.

NICE, 2016
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Outcomes reported
inadequately for
pooling/ analysis
(median values)

Usual care:
Both groups were
instructed in two
simple extension
exercises (as often as
possible every day; at
least once/hour)
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Senna 2011445

Schneider
2015442

Intervention/
comparison

Population
Treatment

Outcomes

Manipulation
(techniques as
described by Herbst
and Plaughter) 5
days/week, each
session lasting 5
minutes, for up to 20
sessions over 1
month.
sham

With sciatica
(hospitalised)
<10 days
n=102
Italy
1 months
Treatment

Manipulation (highvelocity thrusts) for
12 sessions, 3
times/week over 4
weeks.
sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
>6 months
n=93
Egypt
4 weeks
Treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Manipulation –
manual (high
velocity, low
amplitude thrust); 8 x
15 minute sessions,
twice/week for 4
weeks
Usual care
(analgesics including
NSAIDs, advice to
stay active and avoid
prolonged bed rest; 3
visits, 15-30 minutes
each at week 2 and
week 4.
The third arm
(Mechanical-assisted
manipulation) has

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=112
USA
4 weeks
Treatment

Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)
Responder criteria
(>30% and >50%
reduction in function,
ODI)

Quality of life (SF-36)
Responder criteria
(pain)
Pain and adverse
events outcomes
reported
inadequately for
pooling/ analysis

Comments
Sham: soft muscle
pressing apparently
similar to
manipulations but not
following any specific
patterns and not
involving rapid thrusts
Each patient received
an ad hoc diary in
which to record
number and type of
NSAIDs and number of
prescription drugs
(opiates and steroids
were not allowed).
Sham: manually
applied forces of
diminished magnitude.
Patients in all
treatment groups were
instructed in a pelvic
tilt ROM exercise after
sham/manipulation.
Patients were
instructed to perform
10 repetitions after
each manipulation and
10 repetitions 3 times
daily on the days they
did not attend the
session.
Usual care: only given
to the UC arm.
Concomitant
treatment: all patients
received a copy of the
same education
booklet (information
on proper posture and
movements during
activities of daily
living).
NOTE: in the UC arm
Patients were free to
pursue rehabilitation
or manipulative
treatment after the 4

NICE, 2016
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Triano 1995492

Von heymann
2013522

Waagen
1986528

Intervention/
comparison
been excluded from
this review as it does
not meet the
protocol for manual
therapy.

Population

Outcomes

Comments
weeks.

Manipulation (highvelocity lowamplitude thrust
spinal manipulation)
for 12 sessions, 6
days/ week for two
weeks
self-management
sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
>6 weeks
n=200
USA
2 weeks
Treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Self-management:
education sessions

Manipulation (highvelocity lowamplitude thrust);
duration of
treatment not
reported.
sham

Mixed
population:
with or without
sciatica
<2 days
n=101
Germany
Unclear
Treatment
duration

Function (RMDQ)

Manipulation
(chiropractic spinal
adjustive therapy
with full-spine
adjustments
administered to each
patient); 2-3 times/
week for 2 weeks.
sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=29
USA
2 weeks
Treatment

Outcomes reported
inadequately for
pooling/ analysis

Sham: low-force highvelocity thrust
Concomitant
treatment not
specified.
Sham:
HVLA technique,
however, at an
‘incorrect’ position
All subjects were
supplied with
paracetamol 500mg
tablets to be taken
whenever needed, but
no more than 6 tablets
a day.
Sham: adjustment
using minimal force
and drop-piece on
adjusting table set to
minimal tension
No adjunctive or
concurrent therapy,
either chiropractic or
medical, was given
during the trial.

Mixed modality manual therapy
Cambron
201461

Manual therapy
(flexion-distraction
technique plus
mobilisation and
traction, 20
minutes/session
Sham (Laser light
away from body and
sham manipulation)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=60
USA
6 weeks
Treatment

Pain (Swiss Spinal
Severity Score 0-10)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: Hot and/or
cold packs were
permitted to be used
before or after the F-D
treatment for a
maximum of 8
minutes.

Hawk 2000203
Factorial
design
(interventions

Manual therapy
(flexion-distraction
technique plus
trigger-point therapy

Low back pain
without sciatica
>4 weeks
n=32

Outcomes reported
inadequately for
pooling/analysis
(median values and

Concomitant
treatment not
specified.

NICE, 2016
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are compared
singly and in
combination
against
control
intervention)

Hsieh 2002231

Juni 2009258

Intervention/
comparison
Manipulation
(flexion-distraction
technique)
Massage (triggerpoint therapy)
sham [all over 14
sessions]
ALL: 3 sessions/week
for the first week and
2/week thereafter.
Duration 6 weeks

Population
USA
6 weeks

Outcomes
interquartile ranges)

Comments

Manual therapy
(combination of
manipulation using
diversified technique
and myofascial
therapy); 9 sessions
(3/week for 3 weeks)
manipulation (using
diversified
technique); 9
sessions (3/week for
3 weeks)
massage (myofascial
therapy)

Low back pain
without sciatica
3 weeks - 6
months
n=200
USA
3 weeks
Treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Fourth arm of trial
participants
randomised to receive
“back school” training.
This data not extracted
as not a relevant
comparator

Manual therapy
(Combination of high
velocity low
amplitude thrusts,
spinal mobilisation
and muscle energy
techniques) for a
maximum of 5
sessions over 2
weeks
usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
≤4 months
n=104
Switzerland
2 weeks
Treatment

If necessary, only over
the counter
medications, such as
acetaminophen, were
used.

NICE, 2016
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Outcomes reported
inadequately for
pooling/ analysis

Usual care: general
advice on return to
normal activities and
avoidance of bed rest,
use of paracetamol,
diclofenac and
dihydrocodeine as
required

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Manual therapies
OSTEOPATHIC
trial:
Licciardone
2013303307
Factorial
design

Manual therapy
(combination of
techniques including
HVLA thrusts,
myofascial therapy,
stretching); 6 x 15
minute sessions over
8 weeks (sessions
given at weeks 0, 1,
2, 4, 6, and 8)
sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=455
USA
8 weeks

Quality of life (SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Responder criteria
(>30% reduction in
pain)

Sham:
Hand contact, active
and passive range of
motion

Zheng 2012562

Manual therapy
(combination of deep
massage to tender
points for 8-10
minutes and
intermittent traction
for 20mins using
forces of 40-50%)
twice/week for 3
weeks.
Traction

Low back pain
without sciatica
>3 months
n=64
China
3 weeks

Pain (VAS)

Traction: using 40-50%
total body weight

Manual therapy
(combination of
rotational
mobilisations
posterior-anterior
pressures and
manual traction)
Exercise
(biomechanical)
Usual care
The third arm of this
trial (biomechanical
exercise versus home
care) has been
included in the
exercise review

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=28
Canada
1 month

Pain (Melzack pain
score)

Zylbergold
1981564,
Moffett 2000
344

Patients were allowed
to receive their usual
low back pain care and
other co-treatments
during the study with
the exception of
manual therapies.
Patients could selfinitiate low back pain
co-treatments, such as
non-prescription drugs
and complementary
and alternative
medicine therapies.

Concomitant
treatment not
specified.

Exercise: Individual
biomechanical exercise
All participants
received education on
back care and proper
body mechanics as
background care
(before
randomisation).

Table 167: Summary of studies included in the review: combinations – manual therapy adjunct
Study
Aure 2003

24

Intervention and
comparator(s)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Manual therapy
(manipulation/mobili
sation) + selfmanagement (home
exercise)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=49
8 weeks

Pain severity
(VAS/NRS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: No
restriction on
medication. Other
forms of treatment

NICE, 2016
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Intervention and
comparator(s)
Exercise + selfmanagement (home
exercise)

Population
intervention + 1
year follow-up
Norway

Outcomes

Comments
e.g. acupuncture,
chiropractic or
alternative
medicine was not
allowed during
treatment period
but there were no
restrictions during
follow up period.
For the control
group, group
training and
massage were not
allowed during the
treatment period.

Bishop 201045

Manual therapy
(manipulation) + selfmanagement
(advice) +
pharmacological
therapy (NSAIDs)
Usual care

Acute low back
pain with or
without sciatica
N=88
4 weeks
intervention +
16 and 24 weeks
follow-up
Canada

Quality of life (SF-36)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care: advised
of their diagnosis
and referred back
to their family
physician with a
letter explaining
the protocol of the
present study.
Family physicians
were provided with
a standardised
consultation report
containing
information that
confirmed a
diagnosis of acute
mechanical low
back pain. Family
physicians were not
offered specific
treatment
recommendations
but were simply
advised to treat at
their own
discretion.
Concomitant
treatment: not
stated.

Brennan
200650

Manual therapy
(Manipulation) +
exercise
Individual exercise
(Biomechanical –
Stretching)
Individual exercise –
(Biomechanical Core

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=123
4 weeks
intervention + 1
year follow-up
USA

Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated

NICE, 2016
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Intervention and
comparator(s)
stability)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Bronfort
199653

Manipulation/mobilis
ation (spinal
manipulative
therapy, SMT) +
exercise (trunk
strengthening
exercises, TSE)
Pharmacological
treatment (NSAID) +
exercise (trunk
strengthening
exercises, TSE)
Manipulation/mobilis
ation (spinal
manipulative
therapy, SMT) +
exercise (trunk
stretching exercise)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=174
11 weeks
intervention + 1
year follow-up
USA

Pain severity
(VAS/NRS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: no
adjunctive
physiotherapy
allowed except
brief premanipulation heat
and manual muscle
relaxation
techniques. No
other prescription
NSAIDs or
analgesics allowed.

Childs 200477

Manual therapy
(manipulation) +
exercise
Exercise
(biomechanical Core stability)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=131
4 weeks
intervention + 6
months followup
USA

Function (ODI)
Healthcare utilisation
(medications for back
pain in last week,
currently seeking
treatment for back
pain)

Concomitant
treatment: advice
to maintain usual
activity within limits
of pain
Function was
reported only as
mean (95% CI)
difference in
change scores

Diab 2013113

Manual therapy
(traction) + exercise
(biomechanical –
stretching) + physical
(infra-red)
Exercise
(biomechanical –
stretching) + physical
(infra-red)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=80
10 weeks
intervention =
up to 6 months
follow up
Egypt

Pain severity (NRS)
Function (ODI)
Healthcare utilisation
(medication use)

Concomitant
treatment:
avoidance of other
exercise
programme

Erhard 1994131

Manipulation +
exercise
(biomechanical –
McKenzie)
Individual exercise
(biomechanical –
McKenzie)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=24
7 days
intervention + 1
month follow up
USA

Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated
Results only shown
graphically – data
not suitable for
meta-analysis

Geisser
2005163

Manual therapy +
exercise

Low back pain
without sciatica

Pain severity (VAS;
McGill)

Concomitant
treatment: usual
use of pain

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Manual therapies

Study

Intervention and
comparator(s)
(biomechanical)
Manual therapy +
exercise (aerobic)
Individual exercise –
(biomechanical Core stability) + sham
manual therapy
Exercise (aerobic) +
sham manual
therapy

Population
N=100
6 weeks
intervention +
follow up
USA

Outcomes
Function
(Multidimensional
Pain Inventory
Interference subscale;
Quebec Pain disability
scale)

Comments
medications, with
no change in their
usage during the
course of the study.

Hallegraeff
2009195

Manual therapy +
physiotherapy + selfmanagement
(education + advice
to stay active)
Physiotherapy + selfmanagement
(education +advice to
stay active)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=64
2.5 weeks follow
up
Netherlands

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated

Hansen
1993199

Manual therapy +
exercise + selfmanagement
(education)
Individual exercise
(biomechanical McKenzie)
Sham

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=180
4 weeks
intervention + 1
year follow up
Denmark

Pain severity
(VAS/NRS)
Function (disability
days in last year)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated
Data was reported
in a format not
suitable for metaanalysis

Hawk 2005204

Manual therapy +
massage
Sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=111
3 weeks
intervention
USA

Pain severity (Pain
disability index)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: no other
types of manual
therapy during
study

Hurley 2004236

Manual therapy
(manipulation) +
electrotherapy
(interferential
therapy)
Manual therapy
(Manipulation)
Electrotherapy
(Interferential)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=240
5 weeks
intervention + 1
year follow up
UK

Quality of life (EQ-5D;
SF-36)
Pain severity (VAS;
McGill)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment:
participants
requested to
continue normal
activities and avoid
other forms of
treatment for the
duration of the
study, apart from
routine physician
management and
analgesics. All
subjects received
the Back Book from
the

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Manual therapies

Study

Intervention and
comparator(s)

Population

Outcomes

Comments
physiotherapists,
who reinforced its
message of early
return to normal
activities and
participation in low
impact activities
such as walking,
swimming and
cycling.

Little 2008a
(ATEAM)
Hollingshurt
2009 225,310

Self-management
(exercise
prescription) + 6
sessions Alexander
technique
Self-management
(exercise
prescription)+ 24
sessions Alexander
technique
6 Alexander
Technique lessons
24 Alexander
Technique lessons
Self-management
(exercise
prescription)Manual
therapy (soft tissue
techniques –
massage)
Usual care: details
not specified
Manual therapy
(massage) + selfmanagement (home
exercise)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=579
9 months
intervention + 1
year follow up)
UK

Quality of life (SF-36
and EQ-5D)(a)
Pain severity (Von
Korff pain scores)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare utilisation
(Primary care contacts,
number of
prescriptions)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated. For usual
care: no exercise
prescription given
Comparisons
available : EXERCISE
+ 6 SESSIONS
ALEXANDER versus
USUAL CARE
EXERCISE + 24
SESSIONS
ALEXANDER versus
USUAL CARE
Outcomes reported
as mean difference
from usual care
group, not final
score or change
from baseline

Niemisto
2003388 +
Niemisto
2004,
Niemisto
2005, Riipinen
2005386,389,418

Self-management +
Manual therapy (
(manipulation/mobili
sation) + exercise
(biomechanical)
Self-management

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=204
4 weeks
intervention + 1
year follow up
Finland

Quality of life (HRQoL
15D)
Pain severity (VAS)
Function (ODI) s
Psychological distress
(DEPS)
Healthcare utilisation
(visit to physician; visit
to physio or other
therapists)

Concomitant
treatment: during
follow up, patients
free to use other
health care services
for low back pain
Depression
outcome not
eligible (DEPS not a
listed outcome)

Peterson

Manual therapy

Low back pain

Quality of life (SF-36)

Concomitant

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Manual therapies

Study
2013,
Petersen 2015
404,405

Schenk
2003439

Intervention and
comparator(s)
(Manipulation) +
exercise + selfmanagement
(education)
Exercise + selfmanagement
(education)

Manual therapy
(manipulation) +
postural therapy
(education -postural
correction) + exercise
(aerobic)
Postural therapy
(education - postural
correction) + exercise
(mixed:
biomechanical McKenzie + aerobic)

Population
with or without
sciatica
N=350
12 weeks
intervention + 1
year follow up
Denmark

Outcomes
Pain severity
(VAS/NRS)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare utilisation
(contact to healthcare
in previous two
months)
Responder criteria
("Success" (decrease 5
points or absolute
score below 5 points
on RMDQ)

Comments
treatment: if
considered
necessary,
instruction in
stabilising and
strengthening
home exercises
provided at end of
treatment period.
All patients
educated in selfadministered
mobilising,
stretching,
stabilising and/or
strengthening
exercises; patients
instructed to
continue the
exercises at home
or in the gym for
minimum 2 months
after completion of
treatment at the
back centre.
Patients
encouraged not to
seek any other kind
of treatment for
the 2 months
period of selfadministered
exercises. Manual
vertebral
mobilisation
(including high
velocity thrust) not
allowed in the
intervention group.
No SDs given for
quality of life scores

Low back pain
with sciatica
N=25
Intervention: 3
visits (time
between visits
not stated)
USA

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Manual therapies

Study

Szulc 2015
344,479

UK BEAM Trail
Team
2004155,498,499

(i)

Intervention and
comparator(s)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Manual therapy (soft
tissue techniques –
muscular energy
technique) +
biomechanical
exercise (McKenzie) +
self-management
(unsupervised
exercise)
Biomechanical
exercise (McKenzie) +
self-management
(unsupervised
exercise)
Standard care
(massage +laser +
TENS) + selfmanagement

Low back pain
with sciatica
N=60
2 weeks
intervention + 3
months follow
up
Poland

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (ODI)

The comparison
between exercise
and standard care
is reported in the
exercise chapter
Concomitant
treatment: not
stated

Self-management
Self-management +
exercise
(biomechanical)
Self-management
+manual therapy
(mixed modality)
Self-management +
exercise
(biomechanical) +
manual therapy
(mixed modality)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=1334
12 weeks
intervention +
12 months
follow up
UK

Quality of life (SF-36
and EQ-5D)
Pain severity
(VAS/NRS)
Function (disability
scores)
Responder criteria (for
RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated

EQ-5D was collected but not reported by the study apart from as QALYs in the economic analysis (Hollinghurst).

NICE, 2016
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Table 168: Spinal manipulation versus sham for low back pain with sciatica population
Study

Outcome

Results

Risk of bias

Santilli 2006

Pain (VAS 0-10, back pain) at ≤4
months

Mean difference between groups: -1.8

HIGH

Adverse events at > 4 months

No adverse events in either group.

LOW

Table 169: Mixed modality manual therapy versus sham for low back pain without sciatica population
Outcome

Results

Risk of bias

OSTEOPATHIC trial:
Licciardone 2013303-307

Pain (NRS 0-10) at ≤4 months
Change score [median (IQR)]

Manipulation group: -1.8 (-3.1 to 0). Sham group: -0.9 (-2.5 to 0.3)

LOW

Function (RMDQ 0-24) at ≤4 months
[median (IQR)]

Manipulation group: 2 (1-6). Sham group: 3 (1-7)

LOW

375

Study

Quality of life (SF-36, general health
domain) at ≤4 months [median (IQR)]

Manipulation group: 72 (52-87). Sham group: 72 (57-87)

LOW

Table 170: Combination interventions – manual therapy adjunct
Outcome

Intervention
results

Manual therapy + exercise +
education versus Mckenzie: Pain
severity > 4 months

Throughout the observation period, a significant (p<0.01) reduction of pain
was registered within all three treatment groups but no significant
differences between groups at any time.

VERY HIGH

Hansen 1993199

Manual therapy + exercise +
education versus Sham: Pain severity
> 4 months

Throughout the observation period, a significant (p<0.01) reduction of pain
was registered within all three treatment groups but no significant
differences between groups at any time.

VERY HIGH

Hansen 1993199

Manual therapy + exercise +
education versus Mckenzie: Function
(days of disability in the last year) > 4
months

Mean (IQR): 3 (015)

VERY HIGH

Study
Hansen 1993

199

Intervention
group (n)

59

Comparison results

Mean (IQR): 0.3 (010)

Comparison
group (n)

60

Risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Data unsuitable for meta-analysis

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

12.3.1.4

59

Mean (IQR): 0.4 (014)

61

VERY HIGH

Peterson 2011,
Petersen 2015 404,405

Combined non-invasive
interventions: manipulation +
massage + exercise (biomechanical) +
self-management versus exercise
(McKenzie) + self-management:
Quality of life (SF36 general health
domain, 0-100) < 4 months

Mean: 66.6

161

Mean: 70.4

168

HIGH

Peterson 2011,
Petersen 2015 404,405

Combined non-invasive
interventions: manipulation +
massage + exercise (biomechanical) +
self-management versus exercise
(McKenzie) + self-management:
Quality of life (SF36 mental health
domain, 0-100) < 4 months

Mean: 73.5

161

Mean: 76.5

168

HIGH

Peterson 2011,
Petersen 2015 404,405

Combined non-invasive
interventions: manipulation +
massage + exercise (biomechanical) +
self-management versus exercise
(McKenzie) + self-management:
Quality of life (SF36 general health
domain, 0-100) > 4 months

Mean: 65.3

163

Mean: 69.5

161

HIGH

Peterson 2011,
Petersen 2015 404,405

Combined non-invasive
interventions: manipulation +
massage + exercise (biomechanical) +
self-management versus exercise
(McKenzie) + self-management:
Quality of life (SF36 mental health
domain, 0-100) > 4 months

Mean: 73.8

163

Mean: 76.2

161

HIGH

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Mean (IQR): 3 (015)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Manual therapy + exercise +
education versus Sham: Function
(days of disability in the last year) > 4
months

376

Hansen 1993199

Clinical evidence summary tables
Soft tissue technique
Table 171: Clinical evidence summary: soft tissue technique versus sham in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Soft tissue
technique versus sham (95% CI)

72
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) <4 months in the
control groups was
3.86

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.01 lower
(2.03 lower to 0.02 higher)

Pain severity (McGill score, 0-78) ≤4 months

146
(3 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(McGill score 0-78) <4
months in the control
groups was
19.47

The mean pain severity (McGill score 078) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
4.73 lower
(7.56 to 1.9 lower)

Function (Quebec Disability Score, 0-100) ≤4 months

146
(3 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (Quebec
disability score 0-100) <4
months in the control
groups was
36.09

The mean function (Quebec disability
score 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.3 lower
(8.28 to 0.32 lower)

377

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 172: Clinical evidence summary: Soft tissue technique versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Soft tissue
technique versus usual care (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

12.3.2.1

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

12.3.2

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(von Korff scale 0-10) ≤4
months in the control
groups was
4.62

The mean pain severity (von Korff scale
0-10) <4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.41 lower
(0.91 lower to 0.09 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff scale 0-10) > 4 months

231
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(von Korff scale 0-10) > 4
months in the control
groups was
4.54

The mean pain severity (von Korff scale
0-10) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.01 lower
(0.65 lower to 0.63 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical component summary score, 0100) ≤4 months

473
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean quality of life
composite scores (SF-36 0100) <4 months physical
component in the control
groups was
46.4

The mean quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months physical component in the intervention
groups was
0.53 lower
(1.62 lower to 0.56 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental component summary score, 0100) ≤4 months

473
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
composite scores (SF-36 0100) <4 months - mental
component in the control
groups was
56.7

The mean quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months mental component in the intervention
groups was
2.43 higher
(0.71 to 4.14 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36physical component summary score, 0100) > 4 months

474
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
composite scores (SF-36 0100) >4 months physical
component in the control
groups was
47.05

The mean quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) > 4 months
physical component in the intervention
groups was
0.08 higher
(1.15 lower to 1.31 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental component summary score, 0100) > 4 months

474
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
composite scores (SF-36 0100) > 4 months - mental
component in the control
groups was
58.55

The mean quality of life composite
scores (SF-36 0-100) > 4 months mental component in the intervention
groups was
0.41 higher
(1.66 lower to 2.48 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

223
(1 study)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016
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Pain severity (Von Korff scale 0-10) <4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
9.19

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.27 lower
(3.07 to 1.47 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

474
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) >4 months in the
control groups was
7.74

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.35 lower
(1.22 lower to 0.51 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment because of heterogeneity, I2=42%, p=0.19

Table 173: Clinical evidence summary: Soft tissue technique versus acupuncture in low back pain without sciatica

379
Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Soft tissue
technique versus acupuncture (95% CI)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

166
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
7.9

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.6 lower
(3.44 lower to 0.24 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

166
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) > 4 months in the
control groups was
8

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(3.12 lower to 0.72 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 174: Clinical evidence summary: Soft tissue technique versus self-management in low back pain without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

473
(2 studies)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Soft tissue
technique versus self-management
(95% CI)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

160
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
8.8

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.5 lower
(4.35 to 0.65 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

159
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) > 4 months in the
control groups was
6.4

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(1.43 lower to 2.23 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

evidence
(GRADE)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
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Table 175: Clinical evidence summary: Traction versus sham in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Traction versus
sham (95% CI)

150
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The pain severity (VAS 010) ≤4 months
(mechanical traction) in
the control groups was
3.73

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10)
≤4 months (mechanical traction) in
the intervention groups was
0.56 higher
(0.46 lower to 1.58 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months (inversion traction)

29
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
(inversion traction) in the
control groups was
2.29

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10)
≤4 months (inversion traction) in the
intervention groups was
1.59 lower
(2.44 to 0.74 lower)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

148
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) > 4 months in
the control groups was
2.01

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >
4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.37 higher
(0.84 lower to 1.58 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

150
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function
(RMDQ 0-24) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
4.3

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.10 higher
(1.8 lower to 2 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

148
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean function
(RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months
in the control groups was
4

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.7 higher
(1.1 lower to 2.5 higher)

381

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months (mechanical traction)
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Traction

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

12.3.2.2

Anticipated absolute effects

150
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR
1.37
(0.82
to
2.28)

Study population

Healthcare utilisation (other medical treatments sought) >
4 months

148
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

RR
1.07
(0.74
to
1.55)

Study population

Risk with Control
247 per 1000

417 per 1000

Risk difference with Traction versus
sham (95% CI)
91 more per 1000
(from 44 fewer to 316 more)

29 more per 1000
(from 108 fewer to 229 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 176: Clinical evidence summary: Traction versus sham in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
60
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Traction versus
sham (95% CI)

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) <4 months in
the control groups was
3.6

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.40 lower
(1.76 lower to 0.96 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 177: Clinical evidence summary: Traction versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Healthcare utilisation (other medical treatments sought)
≤4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

39
(1 study)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months.

39
(1 study)

Risk difference with Traction versus
usual care (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) <4 months - in
the control groups was
3.6

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.5 higher
(0.57 lower to 1.57 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 024) <4 months in the
control groups was
19.7

The mean function (ODI 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
4 higher
(2.78 lower to 10.78 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 178: Clinical evidence summary: Traction versus usual care in low back pain with sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Traction versus
usual care (95% CI)

Quality of Life (SF-36- General health, 0-100) ≤4 months

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months general health in the
control groups was
35.44

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - general health in the
intervention groups was
21.91 higher
(6.82 to 37 higher)

Quality of Life (SF-36 - Physical function, 0-100) ≤4 months

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months physical function in the
control groups was
53.33

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - physical function in the
intervention groups was
14.91 higher
(1.22 lower to 31.04 higher)

Quality of Life (SF-36 - Physical role limitation, 0-100) ≤4
months

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months physical role limitation in

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - physical role limitation in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

Risk with Control

Manual therapies

evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk with Control
the control groups was
31.94

Risk difference with Traction versus
usual care (95% CI)
26.88 higher
(1.46 to 52.3 higher)

384

Quality of Life (SF-36- Bodily pain, 0-100) ≤4 months

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months bodily pain in the control
groups was
48.11

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
16.07 higher
(3.91 to 28.23 higher)

Quality of Life (SF-36 – Vitality, 0-100) ≤4 months

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months vitality in the control
groups was
56.33

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - vitality in the intervention
groups was
20.67 higher
(3.08 to 38.26 higher)

Quality of Life (SF-36- Social function, 0-100) ≤4 months

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months social function in the
control groups was
56.33

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - social function in the
intervention groups was
18.55 higher
(0.43 to 36.67 higher)

Quality of Life (SF-36 - Mental health, 0-100) ≤4 months

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months mental health in the
control groups was
53

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - mental health in the
intervention groups was
20.65 higher
(2.17 to 39.13 higher)

Quality of Life (SF-36 - Emotional role limitation, 0-100) ≤4
months.

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months emotional role limitation in
the control groups was
27.72

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0-100)
≤4 months - emotional role limitation
in the intervention groups was
36.87 higher
(9.13 to 64.61 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

100
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean function (ODI 0100) <4 months in the

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control
control groups was
48.97

Risk difference with Traction versus
usual care (95% CI)
5.98 higher
(0.82 lower to 12.77 higher)

Pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months (mechanical traction)

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months in the control
groups was
3

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.20 lower
(1 lower to 1.40 higher)

Pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months (weightbath traction)

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-10)
<4 months in the control
groups was
5.39

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
2.98 lower
(4.51 to 1.45 lower)

385

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 179: Clinical evidence summary: Traction versus biomechanical exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Healthcare utilisation - visited other healthcare
practitioners > 4 months

191
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

RR 0.72
(0.52 to
0.98)

Risk with Control
Moderate
536 per 1000

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

12.3.2.3

Manipulation/mobilisation
Table 180: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus sham in low back pain without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Risk difference with Traction versus
biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

150 fewer per 1000
(from 11 fewer to 257 fewer)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

a

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
sham (95% CI)

386

Quality of life (Euroqol health state 0-100) ≤4 months

174
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(euroqol health state 0100) ≤4 months - euroqol
health state in the control
groups was
73.5

The mean quality of life (euroqol
health state 0-100) ≤4 months euroqol health state in the
intervention groups was
4.4 higher
(0.42 lower to 9.22 higher)

Quality of life (Euroqol health state 0-100) > 4 months

166
(1 study)

HIGH

The quality of life (euroqol
health state 0-100) > 4
months - euroqol health
state in the control groups
was
74.8

The mean quality of life (euroqol
health state 0-100) > 4 months
euroqol health state in the
intervention groups was
2.5 higher
(2.43 lower to 7.43 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12/SF36 - Physical composite score 0-100) ≤4
months

174
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf12/sf36 0-100) ≤4 months physical composite score
in the control groups was
45.5

The mean quality of life (sf-12/sf36 0100) ≤4 months - physical composite
score in the intervention groups was
4.1 higher
(1.29 to 6.91 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12/SF36 - Mental composite score 0-100) ≤4
months

174
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf12/sf36 0-100) ≤4 months mental composite score in
the control groups was
50.2

The mean quality of life (sf-12/sf36 0100) ≤4 months - mental composite
score in the intervention groups was
2.4 lower
(5.64 lower to 0.84 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12/SF36 - Pain subscale 0-100) ≤4 months

136
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf12/sf36 0-100) ≤4 months pain subscale in the
control groups was
6.62

The mean quality of life (sf-12/sf36 0100) ≤4 months - pain subscale in the
intervention groups was
0.11 higher
(0.48 lower to 0.7 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12/SF36 - Physical function subscale 0-100)
≤4 months

136
(1 study)

LOWb
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (sf12/sf36 0-100) ≤4 months physical function subscale

The mean quality of life (sf-12/sf36 0100) ≤4 months - physical function
subscale in the intervention groups

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

evidence
(GRADE)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of life (SF-12 - Physical composite score 0-100) > 4
months

166
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (sf12 0-100) > 4 months physical composite score
in the control groups was
50.7

The mean quality of life (sf-12 0-100) >
4 months - physical composite score in
the intervention groups was
1.9 higher
(1.51 lower to 5.31 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 - Mental composite score 0 -100) > 4
months

166
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (sf12 0-100) > 4 months mental composite score in
the control groups was
51.3

The mean quality of life (sf-12 0-100) >
4 months - mental composite score in
the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(4.46 lower to 3.06 higher)

Pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

533
(5 studies)

MODERATEb
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (VAS 0-10)
≤4 months in the control
groups was
3.17

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.30 lower
(0.56 to 0.04 lower)

Pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months

229
(2 studies)

HIGH

The mean pain (VAS 0-10)
> 4 months in the control
groups was
3.77

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(0.67 lower to 0.26 higher)

Function (ODI 0-100) ≤4 months

374
(4 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (odI 0100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
23.9

The mean without sciatica - function
(ODI 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.91 lower
(6.47 to 1.34 lower)

Function (Von Korff, 0-100) < 4 months

174
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (Von
Korff, 0-100) < 4 months in
the control group was

The mean function (Von Korff, 0-100) <
4 months in the intervention was
7.2 lower

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control
in the control groups was
1.93

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
sham (95% CI)
was
0.01 lower
(0.18 lower to 0.16 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

387

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

29.2

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
sham (95% CI)
(13.82 to 0.58 lower)

a

Risk with Control

Function (ODI 0-100) > 4 months

63
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0100) > 4 months in the
control groups was
37.4

The mean function (ODI 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.53 lower
(8.85 lower to 3.79 higher)

Function (Von Korff, 0-100) > 4 months

166
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (Von
Korff, 0-100) > 4 months in
the control group was
28

The mean function (Von Korff, 0-100) >
4 months in the intervention group
was
5.6 lower
(12.45 to 1.25 lower)
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(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 181: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus sham in low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes
Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 - Physical
functioning) >4 months

96
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 physical functioning) >4 months in the
control groups was
60.5

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 - physical
functioning) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
6.9 higher
(1.23 lower to 15.03 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 - Physical
role limitation) >4 months.

96
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 physical role limitation) >4 months in
the control groups was
29.1

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 - physical
role limitation) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
2 higher

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Risk with Sham

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

96
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 bodily pain) >4 months in the control
groups was
31.9

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 - bodily
pain) >4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.9 higher
(3.33 lower to 7.13 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 - General
health) >4 months

96
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 general health) >4 months in the
control groups was
57.5

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 - general
health) >4 months in the intervention groups
was
3.7 lower
(11.09 lower to 3.69 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 - Vitality)
>4 months

96
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 vitality) >4 months in the control
groups was
52.1

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 - vitality)
>4 months in the intervention groups was
5.6 higher
(0.52 lower to 11.72 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 - Social
functioning) >4 months.

96
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 social functioning) >4 months in the
control groups was
52.1

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 - social
functioning) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
5.7 higher
(0.31 lower to 11.71 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 Emotional role limitation) >4 months

96
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 emotional role limitation) >4 months
in the control groups was
37.4

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 emotional role limitation) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
7.2 higher
(9.72 lower to 24.12 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 - Mental
health) >4 months

96
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 mental health) >4 months in the
control groups was
70.2

The mean quality of life (sf-36 0-100 - mental
health) >4 months in the intervention groups
was
3.3 higher

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation (95% CI)
(13.04 lower to 17.04 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of life (SF-36 0-100 - Bodily
pain) >4 months.

Risk with Sham

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016
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Outcomes

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Outcomes
Responder criteria (>30% VAS pain Local back pain) > 4 months

96
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 5
(1.55
to
16.16)

Moderate

Responder criteria (>30% VAS pain Radiating pain) > 4 months

96
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 2.9
(1.6 to
5.27)

Moderate

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation (95% CI)
(3.04 lower to 9.64 higher)

Risk with Sham

63 per 1000

252 more per 1000
(from 35 more to 955 more)

208 per 1000

395 more per 1000
(from 125 more to 888 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 182: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

390
Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
usual care (95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

921
(2 studies)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.03 higher
(0.55 lower to 0.61 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

681
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >
4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.22 higher
(0.25 lower to 0.69 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months (high velocity thrust)

145
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

*

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months (high velocity thrust) in the

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

339
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months (spinal adjusting mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
0.75 higher
(0.29 lower to 1.79 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months (traction gap
manipulation)

29
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months (traction gap manipulation)
in the intervention groups was
3.31 lower
(4.83 to 1.79 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

240
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.3 lower
(2.9 lower to 0.3 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Physical function, 0-100) ≤4 months

240
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean quality of life (SF-36 0100) ≤4 months - physical function
in the intervention groups was
4.3 higher
(1.2 lower to 9.8 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of healthcare visits) ≤4
months

338
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean mixed
population - healthcare
utilisation ≤4 months number of healthcare
visits in the control

The mean healthcare utilisation ≤4
months - number of healthcare
visits in the intervention groups was
1.5 higher
(1.22 to 1.78 higher)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
usual care (95% CI)
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(3.10 lower to 0.10 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months (spinal adjusting mobilisation)

391

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

330
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Adverse events ≤4 months

145
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control
groups was
1.7
The mean mixed
population - healthcare
utilisation > > 4 months number of healthcare
visits in the control
groups was
2.9

RR 1.28
(0.42 to
3.86)

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
usual care (95% CI)

The mean healthcare utilisation > 4
months - number of healthcare
visits in the intervention groups was
2.4 higher
(1.63 to 3.17 higher)

Moderate
82 per 1000

23 more per 1000
(from 47 fewer to 233 more)

*No control rate reported in study, only mean difference given
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 183: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus usual care in low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
192
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control
The mean pain severity
(0-10) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
4.6

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
usual care (95% CI)
The mean pain severity (0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.9 lower
(2.57 lower to 0.77 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Healthcare utilisation (number of healthcare visits) > 4
months

392

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(0-10) > 4 months in the
control groups was
4.6

The mean pain severity (0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.4 lower
(2.15 lower to 1.35 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36- Physical health composite, 0-100) ≤4
months

192
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36) ≤4 months physical health
composite in the control
groups was
40.8

The mean quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - physical health composite
in the intervention groups was
3.4 higher
(3.23 lower to 10.03 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36- Mental health composite, 0-100) ≤4
months

192
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36) ≤4 months mental health composite
in the control groups was
52.4

The mean quality of life (SF-36) ≤4
months - mental health composite
in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(4.76 lower to 4.76 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Physical health composite, 0-100) > 4
months

192
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36) > 4 months physical health
composite in the control
groups was
41.7

The mean quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - physical health composite
in the intervention groups was
1.5 higher
(4.85 lower to 7.85 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36- Mental health composite, 0-100) > 4
months

192
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36) > 4 months mental health composite
in the control groups was
50.9

The mean quality of life (SF-36) > 4
months - mental health composite
in the intervention groups was
0.7 higher
(4.88 lower to 6.28 higher)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4 months

192
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function
(RMDQ 0-24) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
10.4

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
2.5 lower
(6.27 lower to 1.27 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

192
(1 study)

Manual therapies
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Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Adverse events ≤4 months

192
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function
(RMDQ 0-24) > 4 months
in the control groups was
10.2
RR 0.72
(0.49 to
1.07)

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.3 lower
(5.07 lower to 2.47 higher)

Moderate
816 per 1000

229 fewer per 1000
(from 416 fewer to 57 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 184: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

394

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
usual care (95% CI)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) ≤4 months

72
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(NRS 0-10) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
3.9

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10)
≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.2 lower
(2.26 to 0.14 lower)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) > 4 months

72
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(NRS 0-10) > 4 months in
the control groups was
3.4

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) >
4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.9 lower
(1.98 lower to 0.18 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

197
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI
0-100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
24.5

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
6.43 lower
(10.93 to 1.93 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

72

VERY LOWa,b

The mean function (ODI

The mean function (ODI 0-100) > 4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

192
(1 study)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

Responder criteria (>30% reduction ODI) ≤4 months

0-100) > 4 months in the
control groups was
22.1

72
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.66
(1.23 to
2.23)

Moderate

72
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.89
(1.21 to
2.95)

Moderate

72
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.56
(1.06 to
2.29)

Moderate

571 per 1000

400 per 1000

486 per 1000

months in the intervention groups
was
2.3 lower
(9.14 lower to 4.54 higher)
377 more per 1000
(from 131 more to 703 more)

356 more per 1000
(from 84 more to 780 more)

272 more per 1000
(from 29 more to 627 more)
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LOWa,b
RR 1.28 Moderate
due to risk of
(0.77 to 400 per 1000
112 more per 1000
bias,
2.14)
(from 92 fewer to 456 more)
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Responder criteria (>50% reduction ODI) ≤4 months

72
(1 study)

Table 185: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus soft tissue technique (massage) in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
191
(2 studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

LOW
due to risk of
bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
soft tissue technique (95% CI)

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) <4 months in
the control groups was
0.53

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.36 lower
(0.98 lower to 0.26 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Responder criteria (>50% reduction pain) ≤4 months

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016
Responder criteria (>30% reduction pain) ≤4 months

(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
soft tissue technique (95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

87
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) > 4 months in
the control groups was
2.99

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.59 lower
(1.58 lower to 0.4 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

94
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) <4 months in the
control groups was
5.8

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.38 lower
(3.41 lower to 0.65 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean function (RMDQ The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
due to risk of
0-24) > 4 months in the
months in the intervention groups was
bias,
control groups was
1.77 lower
imprecision
5.06
(3.76 lower to 0.22 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

88
(1 study)
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Table 186: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus belts/corset in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
90
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control
The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) <4 months in
the control groups was
-1.59

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
belts/corsets (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.82 lower
(2.07 lower to 0.43 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by two increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
exercise (95% CI)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) ≤4 months

24
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(NRS 0-10) <4 months in
the control groups was
4

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.08 lower
(2.76 lower to 0.6 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) < 4 months

24
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) <4 months in the
control groups was
7.36

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
3.21 lower
(7.38 lower to 0.96 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
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risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 188: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus interferential therapy in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed
population)

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
interferential therapy (95% CI)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) ≤4 months

128
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life eq5d (0-1) <4 months in the
control groups was
0.16

The mean quality of life eq-5d (0-1) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.22 lower to 0.22 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) > 4 months

107
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life eq5d (0-1) > 4 months in the
control groups was

The mean quality of life eq-5d (0-1) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.05 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 187: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

(0.23 lower to 0.13 higher)

128
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months general health in the
control groups was
-0.87

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- general health in the intervention
groups was
0.38 lower
(6.05 lower to 5.29 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Physical function, 0-100) ≤4 months

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months physical function in the
control groups was
10.62

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- physical function in the intervention
groups was
4.64 higher
(20.63 lower to 29.91 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Physical role limitation, 0-100) ≤4
months

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months physical role limitation in
the control groups was
31.37

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- physical role limitation in the
intervention groups was
2.79 lower
(16.97 lower to 11.39 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36- Bodily pain, 0-100) ≤4 months

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months bodily pain in the control
groups was
22.68

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- bodily pain in the intervention groups
was
0.21 higher
(7.61 lower to 8.03 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 – Vitality, 0-100) ≤4 months

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months vitality in the control
groups was
6.32

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- vitality in the intervention groups
was
1.85 higher
(4.73 lower to 8.43 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Social function, 0-100) ≤4 months

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months -

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- social function in the intervention

398

Quality of life (SF-36 General health, 0-100) ≤4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

0.20

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

a

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months mental health in the
control groups was
1.54

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- mental health in the intervention
groups was
2.35 higher
(3.01 lower to 7.71 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Emotional role limitation, 0-100) ≤4
months

128
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) <4 months emotional role limitation in
the control groups was
18.03

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) ≤4 months
- emotional role limitation in the
intervention groups was
7.83 lower
(22.61 lower to 6.95 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - General health, 0-100) > 4 months

107
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months general health in the
control groups was
-0.87

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) > 4
months - general health in the
intervention groups was
1.66 lower
(10.42 lower to 7.1 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Physical function, 0-100) > 4 months

107
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months physical function in the
control groups was
10.62

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) > 4
months - physical function in the
intervention groups was
1.26 lower
(9.65 lower to 7.13 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Physical role limitation, 0-100) > 4
months

107
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months physical role limitation in
the control groups was
37.7

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) > 4
months physical role limitation in the
intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(17.79 lower to 16.19 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Bodily pain, 0-100) > 4 months

107

VERY LOWa,b

The mean quality of life

The mean quality of life individual
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Quality of life (SF-36 - Mental health, 0-100) ≤4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

groups was
3.05 higher
(5.74 lower to 11.84 higher)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

social function in the
control groups was
12.51

domain score (SF-36 0-100) > 4
months - bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
6.6 lower
(15.86 lower to 2.66 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 – Vitality, 0-100) > 4 months

107
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months vitality in the control
groups was
9.4

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) > 4
months - vitality in the intervention
groups was
1.83 higher
(5.86 lower to 9.52 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Social function, 0-100) > 4 months

107
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months social function in the
control groups was
16.1

The mean mixed population - quality
of life individual domain score (SF-36
0-100) > 4 months social function in
the intervention groups was
8.3 higher
(4.97 lower to 21.57 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - Mental health, 0-100) > 4 months

107
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months mental health in the
control groups was
0.84

The mean mixed population - quality
of life individual domain score (SF-36
0-100) > 4 months - mental health in
the intervention groups was
3.88 higher
(2.86 lower to 10.62 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Emotional role limitation, 0-100) > 4
months

107
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life
individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months emotional role limitation in
the control groups was
18.7

The mean quality of life individual
domain score (SF-36 0-100) > 4
months - emotional role limitation in
the intervention groups was
2.6 higher
(11.98 lower to 17.18 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) < 4 months

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) < 4 months in
the control groups was
-2.14

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) < 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.15 higher
(0.71 lower to 1.01 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

107

VERY LOWa,b

The mean pain severity

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) > 4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

individual domain score
(SF-36 0-100) > 4 months bodily pain in the control
groups was
30.4

Manual therapies

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

NICE, 2016

(1 study)
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(VAS 0-10) > 4 months in
the control groups was
-2.65

months in the intervention groups was
0.83 higher
(0.19 lower to 1.85 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

128
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ
0-24) <4 months in the
control groups was
-3.56

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.97 lower
(2.64 lower to 0.7 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

128
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
0-24) > 4 months in the
months in the intervention groups was
control groups was
0.19 higher
-4.9
(1.68 lower to 2.06 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 189: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus ultrasound therapy in low back pain without sciatica

401
Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
ultrasound therapy (95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

112
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) <4 months in
the control groups was
-2.51

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.65 higher
(0.63 to 2.67 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

73
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(VAS 0-10) > 4 months in
the control groups was
-2.28

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.51 higher
(0.1 to 2.92 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

112
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0100) <4 months in the
control groups was
-10.10

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
7.8 higher
(2.41 to 13.19 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
ultrasound therapy (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean function (ODI 0- The mean function (ODI 0-100) > 4
due to risk of
100) > 4 months in the
months in the intervention groups was
bias,
control groups was
5.2 higher
imprecision
-11.5
(2.65 lower to 13.05 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

73
(1 study)

Table 190: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus self-management in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

(1 study)

HIGH

*

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10)
≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.18 lower
(0.92 lower to 0.56 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

77
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0100) <4 months in the
control groups was
11.4

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
5.4 lower
(10.32 to 0.48 lower)

402
Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
self- management (95% CI)

*No control rate reported in study, only mean difference given
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by t2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

115
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

115
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
NSAIDs (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) <4 months in the control
groups was
0

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(0.89 lower to 0.49 higher)

The mean function (RMDQ 0The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
24) <4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
0.4 lower
-0.1
(2.06 to 1.26 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
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Table 192: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus NSAIDs in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

96
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

171
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
NSAIDs (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) <4 months in the control
groups was
3.5

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.80 lower
(1.66 lower to 0.06 higher)

The mean function (RMDQ 0The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
24) <4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
1.96 lower
0.13
(3.92 to 0.62 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 191: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus NSAIDs in low back pain without sciatica

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

23
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Manipulation/mobilisation versus
combination of interventions (exercise
+ education) (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) <4 months in the control
groups was
4.7

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.78 lower
(3.22 to 0.34 lower)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean function (RMDQ 0The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
due to risk of
24) <4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
bias,
groups was
4.85 lower
imprecision
9
(8.88 to 0.82 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

404
12.3.2.4

23
(1 study)

Mixed modality manual therapy
Table 194: Clinical evidence summary: Mixed modality manual therapy versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (melzak pain scale, 0-5) ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
18
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus usual care
(95% CI)

The mean pain severity
(melzack pain score 0-5) ≤4
months in the control group
was
-0.6

The mean pain severity (melzack pain
score 0-5) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(1.4 lower to 0.39 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 193: Clinical evidence summary: Manipulation/mobilisation versus combination of interventions (exercise + education) in low back pain with or
without sciatica (mixed population)

Table 195: Clinical evidence summary: Mixed modality manual therapy versus sham in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Responder criteria (pain) ≤4 months

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
455
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus sham (95%
CI)

a

MODERATE
due to
imprecision
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RR
Moderate
1.38
*
(1.16
to
1.64)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 196: Clinical evidence summary: Mixed modality manual therapy versus sham in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus sham (95% CI)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) ≤4 months

29
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean pain severity (NRS 010) <4 months in the control
groups was
5.66

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.28 higher
(0.46 lower to 1.02 higher)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) > 4 months

29
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) > 4 months in the control
groups was
6.14

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.32 lower
(1.24 lower to 0.60 higher)

Function (ODI change score 0-100) ≤4 months

29
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to

The mean function (odI change
score 0-100) <4 months in the

The mean function (odI change score
0-100) ≤4 months in the intervention

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by one increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

29
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk with Control
control groups was
-2.78

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus sham (95% CI)
groups was
2.03 lower
(8.54 lower to 4.48 higher)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (ODI
The mean function (ODI change score
change score 0-100) >4
0-100) > 4 months in the intervention
months in the control groups
groups was
was
1.26 lower
-1.45
(8.44 lower to 5.92 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
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Table 197: Clinical evidence summary: Mixed modality manual therapy versus manipulation/mobilisation in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus
manipulation/mobilisation (95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

93
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS,
0-10) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
2.58

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.54 lower
(1.89 lower to 0.81 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

89
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) > 4 months in the control
groups was
2.4

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.16 lower
(1.1 lower to 0.78 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

93
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the control
groups was

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.69 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function (ODI change score 0-100) > 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

89
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ 0The mean function (RMDQ 0-24)> 4
24) > 4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
0.27 higher
4.73
(1.48 lower to 2.02 higher)
(a) Downgraded by one increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by two increments if the majority of the evidence was at very
high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 198: Clinical evidence summary: Mixed modality manual therapy versus soft tissue technique (massage) in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus soft tissue
technique (95% CI)

97
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) <4 months in the control
groups was
2.78

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.74 lower
(1.38 to 0.1 lower)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4 months

96
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) > 4 months in the control
groups was
2.99

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.75 lower
(1.61 lower to 0.11 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

97
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the control
groups was
5.8

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.07 lower
(3.86 to 0.28 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24)> 4 months

95
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision
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Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

The mean function (RMDQ 0The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) > 4
24) > 4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
1.5 lower
5.06
(3.18 lower to 0.18 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

(2.48 lower to 1.1 higher)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

4.42
a

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

60
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus traction (95%
CI)

a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0- The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
10) <4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
1 lower
5.9
(1.66 to 0.34 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 200: Clinical evidence summary: Mixed modality manual therapy versus biomechanical exercise in low back pain without sciatica
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Outcomes
Pain severity (Melzak pain score, 0-5) ≤4 months

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mixed modality
manual therapy versus biomechanical
exercise (95% CI)

a,b

The mean pain severity (VAS 0- The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
10) <4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
0.5 lower
-1
(1.03 lower to 0.03 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

12.3.2.5

18
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Combinations – manual therapy adjunct
Table 201: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (spinal manipulation) + self-management (education) + exercise (aerobic) compared to selfmanagement (education) + exercise (aerobic + McKenzie) for low back pain with sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 199: Clinical evidence summary: Mixed modality manual therapy versus traction in low back pain without sciatica

25
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

25
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS
change score) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-2.1

The mean pain severity (VAS change
score) - ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.9 lower
(2.49 lower to 0.69 higher)

The mean function (ODI, 0The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
100) ≤4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
2.86 higher
-9.06
(4.44 lower to 10.16 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Table 202: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (soft tissue techniques – muscular energy technique) + biomechanical exercise (McKenzie) + selfmanagement (unsupervised exercise) compared to biomechanical exercise (McKenzie) + self-management (unsupervised exercise) for low
back pain with sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up
40
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Risk with biomechanical
exercise (McKenzie) + selfmanagement (unsupervised
exercise)

Risk difference with Manual therapy
(soft tissue techniques – muscular
energy technique) + biomechanical
exercise (McKenzie) + selfmanagement (unsupervised exercise)
versus biomechanical exercise
(McKenzie) + self-management
(unsupervised exercise) (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS,
0-10) - ≤4 months in the
control groups was
2.1

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.1 lower
(0.72 lower to 0.52 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10, change score) ≤4 months

Risk with education + exercise
(aerobic + McKenzie)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
education + exercise (aerobic) versus
self-management (education) +
exercise (aerobic + McKenzie) (95% CI)

Manual therapies

evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (ODI) - ≤4
The mean function (ODI) - ≤4 months
months in the control groups
in the intervention groups was
was
0.86 lower
10.5
(4.12 lower to 2.4 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 203: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (soft tissue techniques – muscular energy technique) + biomechanical exercise (McKenzie) + selfmanagement (unsupervised exercise) compared to standard treatment (TENS + laser + massage) + self-management for low back pain with
sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with standard treatment
(TENS + laser + massage) +
self-management

Risk difference with Manual therapy
(soft tissue techniques – muscular
energy technique) + biomechanical
exercise (McKenzie) + selfmanagement (unsupervised exercise)
versus standard treatment (TENS +
laser + massage) + self-management
(95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS,
0-10) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
5.29

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
3.29 lower
(4.03 to 2.55 lower)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (ODI) ≤4
The mean function (ODI) ≤4 months in
months in the control groups
the intervention groups was
was
19.07 lower
28.36
(24.26 to 13.86 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

40
(1 study)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Risk with Control

Risk difference with manual therapy
(Soft tissue technique – massage) +
self-management (exercise
prescription) versus postural therapy
(Alexander technique - 6 lessons)
(95% CI)

411

Quality of life (SF-36 physical component summary score,
0-100) >4 months

114
(1 study)
1 year

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary
score, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
58.14

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary score, 0100) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.59 higher
(7.27 lower to 10.45 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental component summary score,
0-100) >4 months

114
(1 study)
1 year

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary
score, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
68.9

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score, 0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.37 lower
(9.31 lower to 6.57 higher)

Pain severity (Von Korff pain scale, 0-10) >4months

114
(1 study)
1 year

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (von
Korff pain scale) >4months in
the control groups was
4.3

The mean pain severity (von Korff pain
scale) >4months in the intervention
groups was
0.22 lower
(1.19 lower to 0.75 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

114
(1 study)
1 year

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ) >
4 months in the control groups
was
7.79

The mean function (RMDQ) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.93 lower
(2.84 lower to 0.98 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (primary care contacts) >4months

114
(1 study)
1 year

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean Healthcare
utilisation (primary care
contacts) >4months in the
control groups was
0.48

The mean Healthcare utilisation
(primary care contacts) >4months in
the intervention groups was
0.16 lower
(0.47 lower to 0.15 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 204: Clinical evidence summary: manual therapy (soft tissue technique - massage) + self-management (exercise prescription) versus postural
therapy (Alexander technique - 6 lessons) for low back pain without sciatica

Healthcare utilisation (prescriptions) >4months

114
(1 study)
1 year

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with manual therapy
(Soft tissue technique – massage) +
self-management (exercise
prescription) versus postural therapy
(Alexander technique - 6 lessons)
(95% CI)

a

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean Healthcare
The Healthcare utilisation
utilisation (prescriptions)
(prescriptions) >4months in the
>4months in the control
intervention groups was
groups was
0.04 lower
0.64
(0.55 lower to 0.47 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Table 205: Clinical evidence summary: manual therapy (soft tissue technique - massage) + self-management (exercise prescription) versus Postural
therapy (Alexander technique - 24 lessons) for low back pain without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Soft tissue
technique + self-management
(exercise prescription) versus
Alexander technique (24 lessons)
(95% CI)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical component summary score,
0-100) >4 months

117
(1 study)
1 year

LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary
score, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
67.93

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score, 0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
8.47 lower
(17.15 lower to 0.21 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental component summary score,
0-100) >4 months

117
(1 study)
1 year

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary
score, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score, 0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.01 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

(9.32 lower to 7.3 higher)

413

Pain severity (Von Korff pain scale, 0-10) >4 months

118
(1 study)
1 year

LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity (von
Korff pain scale) >4 months in
the control groups was
3.4

The mean pain severity (von Korff pain
scale) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.68 higher
(0.28 lower to 1.64 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

117
(1 study)
1 year

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ) >4
months in the control groups
was
5.09

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.77 higher
(0.11 lower to 3.65 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (primary care contacts) > 4 months

117
(1 study)
1 year

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean Healthcare
utilisation (primary care
contacts) > 4 months in the
control groups was
0.44

The mean Healthcare utilisation
(primary care contacts) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.12 lower
(0.42 lower to 0.18 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (prescriptions) >4 months

93
(1 study)
1 year

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean Healthcare
The mean Healthcare utilisation
utilisation (prescriptions) >4
(prescriptions) >4 months in the
months in the control groups
intervention groups was
was
0.49 lower
1.07
(1.14 lower to 0.16 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 206: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (manipulation) + exercise (biomechanical - McKenzie) compared to exercise (biomechanical core stability) for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with exercise
(biomechanical - core
stability)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (biomechanical - McKenzie)
(95% CI)

86
(1 study)
4 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0-100)
≤4 months in the control
groups was

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
4 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

68.54

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

a,b

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

86
(1 study)
1 year

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Risk with exercise
(biomechanical - core
stability)
21.9

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (biomechanical - McKenzie)
(95% CI)
(11.34 lower to 3.34 higher)

The mean function (ODI 0-100) The mean function (ODI 0-100) > 4
> 4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
3.7 lower
20.5
(11.46 lower to 4.06 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 207: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (Manipulation) + exercise (biomechanical - McKenzie) + compared to exercise (biomechanical –
stretching) for low back pain without sciatica
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Outcomes
Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

77
(1 study)
4 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Risk with stretching

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (McKenzie) + (95% CI)

The mean function (ODI 0-100)
≤4 months in the control
groups was
20.6

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.7 lower
(10.29 lower to 4.89 higher)

77
LOWa,b
The mean function (ODI 0-100) The mean function (ODI 0-100) - > 4
(1 study)
due to risk of
> 4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
12
groups
was
2 higher
bias, imprecision
months
14.8
(5.46 lower to 9.46 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

33
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Function (Quebec back pain disability scale, 20-100) ≤4
months

33
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with exercise (aerobic)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (aerobic) (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) - ≤4 months in the control
groups was
4.29

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(2.68 lower to 0.88 higher)
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The mean function (Quebec
The mean function (Quebec back pain
back pain disability scale) - ≤4
disability scale) - ≤4 months in the
months in the control groups
intervention groups was
was
10.7 lower
42.5
(23.45 lower to 2.05 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 209: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (Manipulation) + exercise (aerobic) compared to exercise (biomechanical) for low back pain
without sciatica
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

33
(1 study)
6 weeks

Function (Quebec back pain disability scale, 20-100) ≤4
months

33
(1 study)
6 weeks

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with exercise
(biomechanical)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (aerobic) (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) - ≤4 months in the control
groups was
3.46

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.07 lower
(1.64 lower to 1.5 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (Quebec
back pain disability scale 0100) - ≤4 months in the control

The mean function (Quebec back pain
disability scale 0-100) - ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 208: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (Manipulation) + exercise (aerobic) compared to exercise (aerobic) for low back pain without
sciatica

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with exercise
Risk difference with Manipulation +
(biomechanical)
exercise (aerobic) (95% CI)
groups was
1.48 lower
33.28
(14.26 lower to 11.3 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed one MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
Outcomes

Table 210: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (Manipulation) + exercise (biomechanical) compared to exercise (aerobic) for low back pain
without sciatica
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Function (Quebec back pain disability scale, 20-100) ≤4
months

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with exercise (aerobic)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (biomechanical) (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) - ≤4 months in the control
groups was
4.29

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.89 lower
(3.4 to 0.38 lower)

The mean function (Quebec
The mean function (Quebec back pain
back pain disability scale 0disability scale 0-100) - ≤4 months in
100) - ≤4 months in the control the intervention groups was
groups was
11.45 lower
42.5
(23.54 lower to 0.64 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Function (Quebec back pain disability scale, 0-100) ≤4
months

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with exercise
(biomechanical)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (biomechanical) (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
3.46

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.06 lower
(2.32 lower to 0.2 higher)
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The mean function (Quebec
The mean function (Quebec back pain
back pain disability scale 0disability scale 0-100) ≤4 months in
100) ≤4 months in the control
the intervention groups was
groups was
2.23 lower
33.28
(14.36 lower to 9.9 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 212: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (Manipulation) + exercise (biomechanical) compared to manual therapy (manipulation) +
exercise (aerobic) for low back pain without sciatica
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

36
(1 study)
6 weeks

Function (Quebec back pain disability scale, 0-100) ≤4
months

36
(1 study)
6 weeks

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with manipulation +
exercise (aerobic)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (biomechanical) (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 010) - ≤4 months in the control
groups was
3.39

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.99 lower
(2.52 lower to 0.54 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (Quebec
back pain disability scale 0-100)
≤4 months in the control

The mean function (Quebec back pain
disability scale 0-100) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 211: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (Manipulation) + exercise (biomechanical) compared to exercise (biomechanical) for low back
pain without sciatica

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with manipulation +
Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (aerobic)
exercise (biomechanical) (95% CI)
groups was
0.75 lower
31.8
(12.99 lower to 11.49 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Outcomes

Table 213: Clinical evidence summary: Manual therapy (spinal manipulation + soft tissue technique-massage) compared to sham for low back pain
without sciatica

418

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (Pain disability index) ≤4 months

106
(1 study)
3 weeks

HIGH

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

106
(1 study)
3 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

Risk with sham
The mean pain severity (pain
disability index) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-8.2

Risk difference with Manipulation +
soft tissue techniques - massage (95%
CI)
The mean pain severity (pain disability
index) - ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.6 lower
(4.26 lower to 3.06 higher)

The mean function (RMDQ, 0The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
24) ≤4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
groups was
0.5 higher
-2.1
(0.74 lower to 1.74 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed one MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 214: Manual therapy (manipulation/mobilisation) + self-management (home exercise) compared to self-management (home exercise) + exercise
for low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

48
(1 study)

Pain severity (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) > 4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (0-100
VAS converted to 0-10) - <4
months in the control groups
was
2.2

The mean pain severity (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.7 higher
(0.55 to 2.85 higher)

49
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (0-100
VAS converted to 0-10) - >4
months in the control groups
was
2.1

The mean pain severity (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - > > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.4 higher
(0.26 to 2.54 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

48
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI 0-100)
<4 months in the control
groups was
18

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
12 higher
(4.5 to 19.5 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

49
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI 0-100)
- >4 months in the control
groups was
17

419

Risk difference with Manual therapy
+ home exercise (95% CI)

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - > > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
9 higher
(1.19 to 16.81 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 215: Manual therapy (traction) + physical (infra-red) + exercise (biomechanical–stretching) compared to physical (infra-red) + exercise
(biomechanical – stretching) for low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Pain severity (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) ≤4 months

Risk with home exercise +
exercise

Manual therapies

evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

71
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (NRS
0-10) <4 months in the
control groups was
3.5

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.3 lower
(0.91 lower to 0.31 higher)

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) > 4 months

67
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (NRS
0-10) >4 months in the
control groups was
3.5

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10)
> 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.9 lower
(1.45 to 0.35 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) - ≤4 months

71
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI 0100) - <4 months in the
control groups was
23.4

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
1.6 lower
(3.11 to 0.09 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

67
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI 0100) >4 months in the control
groups was
27.1

The mean function (ODI 0-100) > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
3.3 lower
(4.66 to 1.94 lower)

Healthcare utilisation (Medication use) ≤4 months

71
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.79
(0.36 to
1.73)

Moderate

68
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.66
(0.24 to
1.82)

Moderate

Risk with infra-red + stretch

420

297 per 1000

229 per 1000

Risk difference with Traction +
infra-red + stretch (95% CI)

62 fewer per 1000
(from 190 fewer to 217 more)

78 fewer per 1000
(from 174 fewer to 187 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) - ≤4 months

Healthcare utilisation (Medication use) > 4 months

effect
(95% CI)

Manual therapies

evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Table 216: Manual therapy (Manipulation) + electrotherapy (interferential) compared to electrotherapy (interferential) for low back pain with or
without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with interferential

Risk difference with Manipulation +
interferential (95% CI)

131
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (eq-5d)
<4 months in the control
groups was
0.16

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.01 lower
(0.15 lower to 0.13 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) > 4 months

106
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (eq-5d)
>4 months in the control
groups was
0.2

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(0.06 lower to 0.16 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical functioning, 0-100) - ≤4
months:

131
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: physical functioning in
the control groups was
10.62

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:
physical functioning in the
intervention groups was
3.69 higher
(3.56 lower to 10.94 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical functioning, 0-100) > 4
months

106
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: physical functioning in
the control groups was
11.71

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
physical functioning in the
intervention groups was
9.69 higher
(0.32 to 19.06 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role physical, 0-100) ≤4 months

131
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: role physical in the
control groups was
31.37

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:
role physical in the intervention
groups was
1.36 lower
(15.64 lower to 12.92 higher)

421

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) ≤4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: role physical in the
control groups was
37.7

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
role physical in the intervention
groups was
11.4 higher
(6.1 lower to 28.9 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily pain, 0-100) ≤4 months

131
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: bodily pain in the
control groups was
22.68

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:
bodily pain in the intervention groups
was
0.48 lower
(8.33 lower to 7.37 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily pain, 0-100) > 4 months

106
(1 study)

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: bodily pain in the
control groups was
30.4

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
bodily pain in the intervention groups
was
6 higher
(3.8 lower to 15.8 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General health, 0-100) ≤4 months

131
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: general health in the
control groups was
-0.87

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:
general health in the intervention
groups was
1.89 higher
(3.87 lower to 7.65 higher)

Quality of life (SF-General health, 0-100) > 4 months

106
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: general health in the
control groups was
-2.69

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
general health in the intervention
groups was
3.43 higher
(4.21 lower to 11.07 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality, 0-100) ≤4 months

131
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: vitality in the control
groups was
6.32

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:
vitality in the intervention groups was
0.89 higher
(5.72 lower to 7.5 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality, 0-100) > 4 months

106
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: vitality in the control
groups was
9.4

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
vitality in the intervention groups was
7 higher
(0.89 lower to 14.89 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social functioning, 0-100) ≤4 months

131

VERY LOWa,b

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

106
(1 study)

422

Quality of life (SF-36 Role physical, 0-100) > 4 months

social functioning in the intervention
groups was
2.88 higher
(5.96 lower to 11.72 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social functioning, 0-100) > 4 months

106
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: social functioning in
the control groups was
16.1

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
social functioning in the intervention
groups was
8.1 higher
(5.44 lower to 21.64 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role emotional, 0-100) ≤4 months

131
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: role emotional in the
control groups was
18.03

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:
role emotional in the intervention
groups was
4.02 higher
(10.94 lower to 18.98 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role emotional, 0-100) > 4 months

106
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: role emotional in the
control groups was
18.7

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
role emotional in the intervention
groups was
10.8 higher
(4.34 lower to 25.94 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental health domain, 0-100) ≤4
months

131
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: mental health domain
in the control groups was
1.54

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months:
mental health domain in the
intervention groups was
4.81 higher
(0.78 lower to 10.4 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental health domain, 0-100) > 4
months

106
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: mental health domain
in the control groups was
0.84

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months:
mental health domain in the
intervention groups was
9.46 higher
(2.53 to 16.39 higher)

Pain severity (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) ≤4 months

131
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (0-100
VAS converted to 0-10) - <4
months in the control groups
was
-2.138

The mean pain severity (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.33 lower
(1.2 lower to 0.54 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

months: social functioning in
the control groups was
12.51

Manual therapies

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

NICE, 2016

(1 study)

423

The mean pain severity (0-100
VAS converted to 0-10) - >4
months in the control groups
was
-2.65

The mean pain severity (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.08 higher
(0.97 lower to 1.13 higher)

Pain severity (McGill Pain Rating Index, range not stated)
≤4 months

131
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (McGill
pain rating index (range not
stated)) <4 months in the
control groups was
-5.87

The mean pain severity (McGill pain
rating index (range not stated)) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.77 lower
(4.41 lower to 2.87 higher)

Pain severity (McGill Pain Rating Index, range not stated) >
4 months

106
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (McGill
pain rating index (range not
stated)) >4 months in the
control groups was
-8.32

The mean pain severity (McGill pain
rating index (range not stated)) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(5.21 lower to 3.41 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

131
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 024) - <4 months in the control
groups was
-3.56

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.09 lower
(2.75 lower to 0.57 higher)

LOWa,b
The mean function (RMDQ, 0The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) - > 4
due to risk of
24) - >4 months in the control
months in the intervention groups was
bias,
groups was
1.6 lower
imprecision
-4.9
(3.51 lower to 0.31 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

106
(1 study)

Table 217: Manual therapy (manipulation) + exercise (strength) compared to exercise (strength) for low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed
population)

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with exercise
(strength)

Risk difference with Manipulation + exercise
(strength) (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

106
(1 study)

424

Pain severity (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) > 4 months

Function (ODI 0-100) >4 months

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

92
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.61
(0.39 to
0.94)

92
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

Risk with exercise
(strength)

Risk difference with Manipulation + exercise
(strength) (95% CI)

Moderate
600 per 1000

234 fewer per 1000
(from 36 fewer to 366 fewer)
The mean function (ODI 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
10.3 higher
(4.3 to 16.3 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 218: Manual therapy (manipulation) + exercise (strength) compared to pharmacological (NSAIDs) + exercise (strength) for low back pain with or
without sciatica (mixed population)

425
Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with NSAIDs + exercise
(strength)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (strength) (95% CI)
The mean pain severity (11-box scale
0-10) - ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.8 lower
(1.66 lower to 0.06 higher)

Pain severity (11-box scale 0-10) - ≤4 months

96
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (11-box
scale 0-10) - <4 months in the
control groups was
3.5

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

96
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 024) <4 months in the control
groups was
20.9

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
5.8 lower
(12.77 lower to 1.17 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Medication use - >4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Manual therapies
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with NSAID + exercise
(strength)

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (stretch) (95% CI)
The mean pain severity (11-box scale
0-10) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.2 lower
(1.21 lower to 0.81 higher)

Pain severity (11-box scale 0-10) ≤4 months

76
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (11-box
scale 0-10) <4 months in the
control groups was
3.5

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

76
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Function (RMDQ, 024) <4 months in the control
groups was
20.9

426

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
2.5 lower
(10.18 lower to 5.18 higher)
(a) a Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 220: Mixed modality manual therapy + self-management compared to self-management for low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed
population)

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical component summary
score, 0-100) ≤4 months

486
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management

Risk difference with Manipulation
+ self-management (95% CI)

The mean SF-36 (physical
component summary score 0100) - <4 months: in the
control groups was
44.04

The mean SF-36 (physical
component summary score 0-100)
≤4 months: in the intervention
groups was
2.52 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Table 219: Manual therapy (manipulation) + exercise (stretch) compared to pharmacological (NSAID) + exercise (strength) for low back pain with or
without sciatica (mixed population)

473
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (physical
component summary score 0100) - >4 months: in the
control groups was
42.5

The mean SF-36 (physical
component summary score 0-100)
> 4 months - physical component
summary score in the intervention
groups was
1.68 higher
(0.08 to 3.28 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component summary
score, 0-100) ≤4 months

486
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: mental component
summary score in the control
groups was
46.77

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental component
summary score in the intervention
groups was
2.87 higher
(1.26 to 4.48 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component summary
score, 0- 100) > 4 months:

473
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: mental component
summary score in the control
groups was
46.41

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months: mental component
summary score in the intervention
groups was
1.68 higher
(0.32 lower to 3.68 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-10) ≤4 months

688
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (EQ5D 0-10) <4 months in the
control groups was
0.626

The mean quality of life (EQ-5D 010) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(0.01 to 0.09 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-10) > 4 months

688
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (EQ5D 0-10) >4 months in the
control groups was

The mean quality of life (EQ-5D 010) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management

Risk difference with Manipulation
+ self-management (95% CI)
(1.23 to 3.81 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical component summary
score, 0-100) > 4 months

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

427

Pain severity (Modified Von Korff scale, 0-100
converted to 0-10) > 4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Manipulation
+ self-management (95% CI)
0.04 higher
(0.01 to 0.08 higher)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(modified von Korff scale 0100 converted to 0-10) - ≤4
months in the control groups
was
4.959

The mean pain severity (modified
von Korff scale 0-100 converted to
0-10) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.87 lower
(1.3 to 0.44 lower)

499
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(modified von Korff scale 0100 converted to 0-10) >4
months in the control groups
was
4.756

The mean pain severity (modified
von Korff scale 0-100 converted to
0-10) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.59 lower
(1.04 to 0.13 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) - ≤4 months

543
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ 024) <4 months in the control
groups was
6.66

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24)
<4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.57 lower
(2.37 to 0.77 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

521
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ 024) >4 months in the control
groups was
6.16

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24)
>4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.01 lower
(1.84 to 0.18 lower)

Function (Modified Von Korff scale, 0-100 converted to
0-10) ≤4 months

514
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (Modified
Von Korff scale 0-100
converted to 0-10) <4 months
in the control groups was

The mean function (Modified Von
Korff scale 0-100 converted to 010) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was

428

Risk with self-management
0.629

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

514
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

Pain severity (Modified Von Korff scale 0-100,
converted to 0-10) ≤4 months

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

497
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Responder criteria (≥30% improvement in RMDQ ) ≤4
months

480
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management
3.511
The mean Function (Modified
Von Korff scale 0-100
converted to 0-10) >4 months
in the control groups was
3.55

429

RR 1.47
(1.27 to
1.70)

Risk difference with Manipulation
+ self-management (95% CI)
0.4 lower
(0.83 lower to 0.03 higher)
The mean Function (Modified Von
Korff scale 0-100 converted to 010) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.57 lower
(0.99 to 0.14 lower)

Moderate
46 per 1000

221 more per 1000 (from 123
more to 333 more)

VERY LOWa,b
RR 1.21
Moderate
due to risk of
(1.06 to
560 per 1000j
118 more per 1000
bias and
1.39)
(from 34 more to 219 more)
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Responder criteria (≥30% improvement in RMDQ ) > 4
months

480
(1 study)

Table 221: Mixed modality manual therapy + exercise (biomechanical) + self-management compared to self-management for low back pain with or
without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management

Risk difference with
Manipulation + cognitive
behavioural approaches +
exercise + self-management (95%
CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

Function (Modified Von Korff scale, 0-100 converted to
0-10) > 4 months

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management

Risk difference with
Manipulation + cognitive
behavioural approaches +
exercise + self-management (95%
CI)

485
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean Pain severity
(modified Von Korff 0-100
converted to 0-10 scale) <4
months in the control groups
was
4.896

The mean pain severity (modified
von Korff 0-100 converted to 0-10
scale) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.82 lower
(1.26 to 0.38 lower)

Pain (modified Von Korff 0-100, converted to 0-10
scale) > 4 months

480
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean Pain severity
(modified Von Korff 0-100
converted to 0-10 scale) >4
months in the control groups
was
4.639

The mean pain severity (modified
von Korff 0-100 converted to 0-10
scale) - > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.67 lower
(1.13 to 0.21 lower)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical component summary
score, 0-100) ≤4 months

458
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: physical component
summary score in the control
groups was
43.91

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: physical component
summary score in the intervention
groups was
2.55 higher
(1.22 to 3.88 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical component summary
score, 0-100) >4 months

442
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: physical component
summary score in the control
groups was
42.58

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months: physical component
summary score in the intervention
groups was
2.53 higher
(0.78 to 4.28 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component summary
score, 0-100) ≤4 months

458
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - <4
months: mental component
summary score in the control
groups was

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental component
summary score in the intervention
groups was

430

Pain severity (modified Von Korff 0-100, converted to
0-10 scale) ≤4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

442
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: mental component
summary score in the control
groups was
46.71

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months: mental component
summary score in the intervention
groups was
1.3 higher
(0.75 lower to 3.35 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-10) ≤4 months

648
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean eq-5d (0-10) ≤4
months <4 months in the
control groups was
0.626

The mean eq-5d (0-10) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.03 higher
(0.00 to 0.07 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-10) > 4 months

648
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (eq5d)
>4 months in the control
groups was
0.639

The mean eq-5d (0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.05 higher
(0.00 to 0.10 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

514
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 024) <4 months in the control
groups was
36.71

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.87 lower
(2.65 to 1.09 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

505
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 024) >4 months in the control
groups was
6.02

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24)
>4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.3 lower
(2.12 to 0.48 lower)

Function (modified Von Korff 0-100 converted to 0-10

485

LOWa

The mean function (modified

The mean function (modified von

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management
46.59

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component summary
score, 0-100) >4 months

431

Outcomes

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk difference with
Manipulation + cognitive
behavioural approaches +
exercise + self-management (95%
CI)
2.3 higher
(0.68 to 3.92 higher)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Function (modified Von Korff 0-100 converted to 0-10
scale) > 4 months

481
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Responder criteria (≥30% improvement in RMDQ ) ≤4
months

480
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with self-management
von Korff 0-100 converted to
0-10 scale) <4 months in the
control groups was
3.456
The mean function (modified
von Korff 0-100 converted to
0-10 scale) >4 months in the
control groups was
3.48

RR 1.45
(1.25 to
1.68)

The mean function (modified von
Korff 0-100 converted to 0-10
scale) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.67 lower
(1.11 to 0.23 lower)

Moderate
490 per 1000

221 more per 1000 (from 123 more to
333 more)

VERY LOWa,b
RR 1.31
Moderate
due to risk of
(1.14 to
560 per 1000
174 more per 1000 (from 78 more to
bias and
1.49)
275 more)
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Responder criteria (≥30% improvement in RMDQ ) > 4
months

480
(1 study)

Table 222: Mixed modality manual therapy + exercise (biomechanical) compared to exercise (biomechanical) + self-management for low back pain with
or without sciatica (mixed population)
Outcomes

No of

Quality of

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

432

Outcomes
scale) - ≤4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias

Risk difference with
Manipulation + cognitive
behavioural approaches +
exercise + self-management (95%
CI)
Korff 0-100 converted to 0-10
scale) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.55 lower
(0.97 to 0.14 lower)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
(1 study)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) - < 4 months

512
(1 study)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) - > 4 months

Risk difference with Exercise + self
management (95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - < 4 months
in the control groups was
5.47

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - < 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.38 lower
(1.17 lower to 0.41 higher)

489
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - > 4 months
in the control groups was
5.74

The mean function (rmdq 0-24) - > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.59 lower
(1.42 lower to 0.24 higher)

Pain (Von Korff 0-10) - < 4 months

479
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain (von korff 0-10) - < 4 months
in the control groups was
4.47

The mean pain (von korff 0-10) - < 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.38 lower
(0.83 lower to 0.06 higher)

Pain (Von Korff 0-10) - > 4 months

464
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain (von korff 0-10) - > 4 months
in the control groups was
4.15

The mean pain (von korff 0-10) - > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0.46 lower to 0.49 higher)

Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - < 4
months: Physical component

450
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: physical component in the control
groups was
46.35

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: physical component in the
intervention groups was
0.21 higher
(1.08 lower to 1.5 higher)

Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - > 4
months: Physical component

446
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: physical component in the control
groups was
44.39

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: physical component in the
intervention groups was
0.21 lower
(1.85 lower to 1.43 higher)

Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - < 4
months: Mental component

450
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: mental component in the control
groups was
47.24

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - < 4
months: mental component in the
intervention groups was
2.4 higher
(0.69 to 4.11 higher)

433

Risk with self management + manual
therapy

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

the evidence
(GRADE)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Participants
(studies)
Follow up

446
(1 study)

Function (Von Korff 0-10) - < 4 months

Function (Von Korff 0-10) - > 4 months

434

Risk with self management + manual
therapy

Risk difference with Exercise + self
management (95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: mental component in the control
groups was
46.77

The mean quality of life (sf36 0-100) - > 4
months: mental component in the
intervention groups was
1.32 higher
(0.77 lower to 3.41 higher)

480
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (von korff 0-10) - < 4
months in the control groups was
2.973

The mean function (von korff 0-10) - < 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.14 higher
(0.29 lower to 0.57 higher)

464
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (von korff 0-10) - > 4
months in the control groups was
2.973

The mean function (von korff 0-10) - > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0.43 lower to 0.45 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 223: Manual therapy (manipulation/mobilisation) + exercise (biomechanical) + self-management compared to self-management for low back
pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Risk with self-management

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (biomechanical) + selfmanagement (95% CI)

Quality of life (15D 0 to 1) > 4 months

130
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (15d 0
to 1) >4 months in the control
groups was
0.9

The mean quality of life (15d 0 to 1) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.01 lower
(0.03 lower to 0.01 higher)

Pain severity (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) > 4 months

196
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean pain severity (0-100
VAS converted to 0-10) - >4
months in the control groups

The mean pain severity (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - > 4 months in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of life (SF36 0-100) - > 4
months: Mental component

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk difference with Manipulation +
exercise (biomechanical) + selfmanagement (95% CI)
0.65 lower
(1.3 lower to 0 higher)

Risk with self-management
was
3.22

435

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months

196
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0-100) >4 months in the control groups
was
16.5

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
2.8 lower
(6.05 lower to 0.45 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (Visits to physicians) > 4 months

196
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean visits to physicians >4 months in the control groups
was
2.4

The mean visits to physicians - > 4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.3 lower
(1.13 lower to 0.53 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (Visits to physiotherapy or other
therapies) > 4 months

196
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean visits to physiotherapy
or other therapies - >4 months
in the control groups was
6

The mean visits to physiotherapy or
other therapies - > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.6 higher
(0.5 lower to 3.7 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 224: Mixed modality manual therapy (spinal manipulation plus soft tissue technique-massage) + exercise (biomechanical) + self-management
compared to exercise (McKenzie) + self-management for low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with exercise
(McKenzie) + selfmanagement

Risk difference with Manipulation +
massage + exercise (biomechanical) +
self-management (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with exercise
(McKenzie) + selfmanagement

Risk difference with Manipulation +
massage + exercise (biomechanical) +
self-management (95% CI)

436

Pain severity (back and leg pain 0-60) ≤4 months

329
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(back and leg pain 0-60)
- <4 months in the
control groups was
14.4

The mean pain severity (back and leg
pain 0-60) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.4 lower
(4.14 lower to 1.34 higher)

Pain severity (back and leg pain 0-60) > 4 months

324
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity
(back and leg pain 0-60)
- >4 months in the
control groups was
15

The mean pain severity (back and leg
pain 0-60) - > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.8 lower
(5.77 lower to 0.17 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

329
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function
(RMDQ, 0-24) <4
months in the control
groups was
6.7

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(2.76 to 0.24 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

324
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The function (RMDQ, 024) >4 months in the
control groups was
7.1

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(2.87 to 0.13 lower)

Healthcare utilisation (Contact with healthcare in
previous 2 months) ≤4 months

330
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.24
(0.95 to
1.62)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (Contact with healthcare in
previous 2 months) > 4 months

325
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

RR 1.02
(0.83 to
1.24)

Moderate

"Success" (decrease 5 points or absolute score below 5

329

MODERATEa

RR 0.83

Moderate

353 per 1000

537 per 1000

85 more per 1000
(from 18 fewer to 219 more)

11 more per 1000
(from 91 fewer to 129 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
(0.7 to
0.97)

Risk with exercise
(McKenzie) + selfmanagement

Risk difference with Manipulation +
massage + exercise (biomechanical) +
self-management (95% CI)

714 per 1000

121 fewer per 1000
(from 21 fewer to 214 fewer)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

RR 0.88
(0.75 to
1.03)

Moderate
702 per 1000

84 fewer per 1000
(from 175 fewer to 21 more)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

437

Table 225: Manual therapy (manipulation) + self-management (education + advice to stay active) + exercise compared to exercise + self-management
(education + advice to stay active) for low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Outcomes
Pain severity (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
64
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with education +
exercise + selfmanagement

Risk difference with Manipulation +
education + exercise + self-management
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity
(0-100 VAS converted to
0-10) - <4 months in the
control groups was
2.48

The mean pain severity (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.58 lower
(1.49 lower to 0.33 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean function (ODI) - The mean function (ODI) - ≤4 months in
due to risk of
<4 months in the control
the intervention groups was
bias,
groups was
0 higher
imprecision
14
(7.25 lower to 7.25 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
Function (ODI, 0-100) - ≤4 months

64
(1 study)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

324
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects

Manual therapies

"Success" (decrease 5 points or absolute score below 5
points on RMDQ) > 4 months

NICE, 2016
Outcomes
points on RMDQ) ≤4 months

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
(1 study)

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function (RMDQ change score, 0-24) < 4 months

72
(1 study)
16 weeks

Function (RMDQ change score, 0-24) > 4 months

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Manipulation + selfmanagement + NSAIDS (95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function
(RMDQ, 0-24 change
score) < 4 months in the
control groups was
0.04

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24 change
score) < 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.54 lower
(4.37 to 0.71 lower)

71
(1 study)
24 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function
(RMDQ, 0-24 change
score) > 4 months in the
control groups was
0.06

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24 change
score) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.58 lower
(4.41 to 0.75 lower)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily Pain change score, 0-100) < 4
months

72
(1 study)
16 weeks

LOWa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 bodily pain change
score) < 4 months in the
control groups was
6.55

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily pain
change score) < 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.83 higher
(3.54 lower to 7.2 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical Function change score, 0-100)
< 4 months

72
(1 study)
16 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life
(SF-36 Physical Function
change score, 0-100)< 4
months in the control
groups was
7.41

The mean quality of life (SF-36 Physical
Function change score, 0-100)< 4 months
in the intervention groups was
4.77 higher
(1.96 lower to 11.5 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily Pain change score, 0-100) > 4
months

71
(1 study)
24 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean Quality of life
(SF-36 Bodily Pain change
score, 0-100) > 4 months
in the control groups was

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily Pain
change score, 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.38 higher

Outcomes

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Table 226: Manual therapy (manipulation) + self-management (advice) + pharmacological therapy (NSAIDs) compared to usual care for acute low back
pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

438

LOWa
due to
imprecision

The mean Quality of life
(SF-36 Physical Function
change score, 0-100) > 4
months in the control
groups was
11.67

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
Function change score, 0-100) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
3 lower
(9.73 lower to 3.73 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

71
(1 study)
24 weeks

(1.99 lower to 8.75 higher)

Manual therapies

NICE, 2016

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical Function change score, 0-100)
> 4 months

4.71

439

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Manual therapies

12.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified that included soft tissue techniques as a comparator and
has been included in this review.225 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile below (Table
227) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I. This was a within-trial analysis of the ATEAM
RCT also included in the clinical review.310 The analysis included eight comparators with combinations
of usual care, self-management (unsupervised exercise - exercise prescription), manual therapy (soft
tissue techniques – massage) sessions and Alexander technique lessons. Results are summarised
here for the soft tissue technique comparator as an adjunct to other care only. Other comparators
are presented as part of the relevant sections of the non-invasive interventions review. The full
incremental analysis including all comparators in the study is presented in Table 228 below.
One economic evaluation was identified that included manipulation/mobilisation as a comparator
and has been included in this review.516 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile below
(Table 229) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
One economic evaluation was identified that compared manipulation/mobilisation in combination
with biomechanical exercise and self-management compared to self-management alone (Niemisto
2003388/Niemisto 2005387). In addition, two economic evaluations were identified that included
mixed manual therapy – one includes mixed manual therapy in combination with self-management
and in combination with both self-management and biomechanical exercise compared to selfmanagement alone and a combination of self-management and biomechanical exercise (Beam
2004498) and the other looks at biomechanical exercise, a combination of mixed manual therapy and
self-management, and an MBR programme.94 These are summarised in the economic evidence
profile below (Table 230 and Table 231) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
No relevant economic evaluations were identified that included traction or mixed modality manual
therapy as a comparator.
One economic evaluation relating to soft tissue techniques, four relating to
manipulation/mobilisation and one relating to mixed modality manual therapy were identified but
excluded due to limited applicability.74,85,91,208,284,444 One economic analysis (with two publications)
relating to traction was identified but excluded due to serious methodological limitations.140,302 A
further two economic evaluations relating to manipulation/mobilisation were identified but
selectively excluded due to a combination of limited applicability and methodological limitations.96,150
These are listed in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
One economic evaluation was identified that included manipulation/mobilisation as a comparator
but compared to injection therapies.405 This study was therefore considered as part of the injection
therapy review as per the protocol.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Table 227: Economic evidence profile: soft-tissue techniques – usual care comparisons only
Study
Hollinghurst
2008225 (UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis
(ATEAM310)
 Population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (3
months or more)
 In this comparison:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. UC + soft tissue
techniques (massage)
(STT)
 Follow-up: 1 year

(b)

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost effectiveness

Uncertainty

Groups that did not receive exercise prescription
2 v 1: £204

2 v 1: -0.01 QALYs

(c)

Massage dominated by
usual care (higher cost
and worse health
outcome)

Probability cost effective
(£5K) ~30%

Groups that received exercise prescription
2 versus 1:
£113 (c)

2 versus 1: 0.02
QALYs

2 versus 1: £5304 per
QALY

Probability cost effective
(£5K) >90%

Combined groups with and without exercise prescription
2 versus 1:
£158 (c)

2 versus 1: 0.015
QALYs

2 versus 1: £10,793 per
QALY

Probability cost
effective: NR

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year
(a) Study does not include all available non-invasive treatment options. Resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2005) may not reflect current NHS context.
(b) A longer time horizon may be preferable if effects may persist beyond 1 year. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; ATEAM is 1
of 4 included studies comparing massage to usual care (although no others collected EQ-5D). Uncertainty has not been quantified for all analyses.
(c) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts, outpatient appointments, inpatient hospital stays and medication.

Table 228: Economic evidence profile: soft-tissue techniques – full incremental analysis of all comparators
Study

Applicability

Hollinghurst
2008225 (UK)

Partially
applicablea

Limitation
s
Potentially
serious
limitations
b

NICE, 2016

Other comments

Costc,d

Effectsc

Increment
al costse

 Within-RCT analysis
(ATEAM310)
 Population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (3 months
or more)
 Eight comparators in full

2. £204

2. -0.01
QALYs

Dominated (1 has lower costs and greater
effects)

1. 0
QALYs

Baseline

3. 0.03
QALYs

Dominated (5 has lower costs and greater
effects)

1. £0
3. £163

Incremental
effectse
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Cost
effectivenesse

Uncertainty
 Probability cost
effective: NR
 Complete case
only QALY
analysis results
in fewer QALYs
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Study

Applicability

Limitation
s

Other comments
analysis:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. UC + soft tissue techniques
(massage 6 sessions)
3. UC + AT (6 lessons)
4. UC + AT (24 lessons)
5. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription)
6. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription) +
soft tissue techniques
(massage 6 sessions)
7. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription) + AT
(6 lessons)
8. UC + self-management
(exercise prescription) + AT
(24 lessons)
 Follow-up: 1 year

Increment
al costse

Incremental
effectse

Cost
effectivenesse

5. 0.04
QALYs

5 v 1: £100

0.04 QALYs

£2497 per QALY

4. £556

4. 0.05
QALYs

Dominated (6 has lower costs and greater
effects)

6. £213

6. 0.06
QALYs

Dominated (7 has lower costs and equal
effects)

7. £185

7. 0.06
QALYs

7 v 5: £86

0.02 QALYs

£4280 per QALY

8. £607

8. 0.09
QALYs

8 v 7: £421

0.03 QALYs

£14,042 per
QALY

Costc,d

Effectsc

5. £100

Uncertainty
than usual care
for exercise
prescription,
massage or AT
(6 lessons).

Abbreviations: AT, Alexander technique; RCT, randomised clinical trial; QALY, quality-adjusted life year
(a) Study does not include all available non-invasive treatment options; resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2005) may not reflect current NHS context.
(b) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs - authors suggest that the effects of Alexander technique lessons may be longer lasting than massage or an exercise
prescription. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for all the included comparators. Uncertainty has not been quantified for all analyses.
(c) Cost/effect over usual care in order of least to most effective intervention.
(d) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts, outpatient appointments, inpatient hospital stays and medication.
(e) Full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has lower costs) or subject to extended
dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and so it would never be the most cost
effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by comparing each to the next most effective
option.
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Vavrek
2014516 (USA)

Applicability
Partially
applicable(a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations(b)

 Within-trial analysis (Haas
2014187)
 Population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (at least 3
months)
 In this comparison:
1. Sham
2. SMT 12 session
 Follow-up: 1 year

2-1: £296

(c)

(adjusted
analysis:
cost ratio
1.18)

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

0.02 QALYs

£14,800 per
QALY gained

(adjusted
analysis:
unclear,
range 0.0 to
0.02 QALYs)

(adjusted
analysis: NR)

Uncertainty

443

 Uncertainty not reported for
ICER
 Cost CI: NR; Adjusted cost ratio
95% CI: (0.64 to 2.18)
 QALYs CI NR but reported as no
significant difference between
groups and QALY difference
from adjusted analysis
potentially lower than in
unadjusted analysis
 A sensitivity analysis was
conducted where the weeks not
covered by patient reports were
excluded from the cost analysis.
The results were similar to the
base case.

Abbreviations: ICER, incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a, not available; RCT, randomised clinical trial; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; SMT, spinal manipulation therapy
(a) Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options. USA resource use data (2007-2011) and unit costs (2009) may not reflect current NHS context. Cost per QALY results were not
reported (although QALYs were estimated); here the ICER has been calculated based on the reported unadjusted cost and QALY result however authors undertake a regression analysis to
adjust costs and QALYs. EQ-5D tariff used unclear.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Haas 2014 is 1 of 8 included studies comparing manipulation/mobilisation to sham. A full
incremental analysis was not presented and only minimal sensitivity analyses were carried out to quantify uncertainty.
(c) 2009 US dollars converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: Interventions, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, physiotherapist, other), secondary care contacts
(surgeon/neurologist and psychologist/psychiatrist consultations, emergency department visits and other), chiropractic manipulation, massage therapy and patient reported medication
for low back pain.

Table 230: Economic evidence profile: spinal manipulation therapy and self-management versus self-management
Incremental
costs (b)
Study

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

Increment
al effects
(b)

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Uncertainty

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Study

Incremental
cost

Manual therapies
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Table 229: Economic evidence profile: manipulation/mobilisation studies – usual care comparisons only

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

Beam 2004498
(UK)

Partially
applicable (c)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (UK
BEAM48,499)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with
and without sciatica) (1-2
months)
 Four comparators in full
analysis
1. Best care (selfmanagement –
programme & advice to
stay active [SM])
2. Best care + ‘Back to
fitness programme’ (SM
+ biomechanical
exercise)
3. Best care + spinal
manipulation therapy
(SM + mixed modality
manual therapy)
4. Best care + ‘Back to
fitness programme’+
spinal manipulation
therapy (SM +
biomechanical exercise
+ mixed modality
manual therapy)
 Follow-up: 1 year

1. £346

1. 0.618
QALYs

Baseline

2. 0.635
QALYs

Dominated by 4

Prob. CE:
~7%/~7%

0.033
QALYs

£3800 per QALY
gained

Prob.
CE:~38%/~37%

(d)

444

 Subanalysis exercise not
available:
1. Best care

(e)

2. £486
(e)

4. £471
(e)

3. £541
(e)

(b)

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Study

Uncertainty
Prob. CE: 0%/0%

4. 0.651
QALYs

4 vs1: £126

3. 0.659
QALYs

3 versus 4:
£70 (e)

0.008
QALYs

£8700 per QALY
gained

Prob. CE:
~54%/~57%

2-1:£195 (e)

2-1: 0.041
QALYs

2 versus 1:
£4800 per QALY
gained

Probability
intervention 2
cost-effective

(e)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Increment
al effects
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Incremental
costs (b)

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments
2. Best care + manual
therapy

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

(b)

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Uncertainty
(£20K/30K
threshold):
>95%/100%
Increasing cost of
manipulation to
that of private
provider did not
change
conclusions.
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 Subanalysis manipulation
not available:
1. Best care
2. Best care + ‘Back to
fitness programme’

2-1:£140 (e)

2-1: 0.017
QALYs

2 versus 1:
£8300 per QALY
gained

Probability
intervention 2
cost-effective
(£20K/30K
threshold):
~60%/~70%
Increasing cost of
manipulation to
that of private
provider did not
change
conclusions.

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; Prob. CE= Probability intervention is cost-effective at a
£20,000/£30,000 threshold.
(a) When more than two comparators, Intervention number in order of least to most effective in terms of QALYs. When there are two comparators it will be blank.
(b) When more than two comparators, this is a full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has
lower costs) or subject to extended dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and
so it would never be the most cost effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by
comparing each to the next most effective option. The most cost effective option is that with the highest QALYs with an ICER below £20,000 per QALY gained.
(c) Resource use data (1999-2002) and unit costs (2000/01) may not reflect the current NHS context. Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(d) A longer time horizon may be preferable given than interventions continued to show benefit at 12 months. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for
this intervention; although is the only study with these exact comparison of combinations.
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Incremental
costs (b)
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Study

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Niemisto
2003388/
Niemisto
2005387
(Finland)

Partially
applicable (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (same
paper)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with or
without sciatica) (>3 months
with ODI >16%)
 Two comparators in full
analysis
1. Self-management
programme
2. Combination: selfmanagement programme,
manipulation and
biomechanical exercise
 Follow-up: 1 year / 2 years

(b)

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1:
12 months:
£25(c)

12 months:
See clinical
review

n/a

24 months:
£56(c)

24 months:
 VAS (MD)
4.97
 ODI (MD):
1.24
 15D:
Authors
report no
difference

Uncertainty
Incremental costs were reported
as not statistically significant.
VAS (24m) 95% CI: 4.83 to 5.12
ODI (24m) 95% CI: 1.18 to 1.30

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year
(a) Finnish resource use data (1999-2001) and unit costs (2000) may not reflect the current NHS context. Non-NICE reference case utility measure used (15D) and this uses

a non-comparable valuation method (VAS) from the Finnish population. QALYs were not calculated using area under the curve only mean difference in 15D reported.
Discounting was not applied (24 month analysis). Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Niemisto 2003 is 1 of several studies included in the clinical review for
individual combinations. Limited sensitivity analysis.
2005 Finland converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: Visits to physicians, visits to physiotherapy, outpatient visits, inpatient care and x-ray examinations.
Note: paper reported societal perspective; here only healthcare costs have been presented.
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Table 231: Economic evidence profile: manual therapy versus self-management programme
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(e) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, physiotherapist, other), secondary care contacts (hospital admissions and outpatient
appointments).

Increment
al effects

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

Critchley
200794 (UK)

Partially
applicable (c)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (same
paper)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with
and without sciatica) (>12
weeks)
 Three comparators in full
analysis
1. Biomechanical exercise
2. Combination: Mixed
manual therapy plus
self-management.
3. MBR programme (3
elements: physical,
psychological,
education)
 Follow-up: 18 months

3. £165

3. 1.00
QALYs

Baseline

1. 0.90
QALYs

Dominated by 3

Prob. CE: ~0%/
~0%

2. 0.99
QALYs

Dominated by 3

Prob. CE:
~33%/~35%%

(d)

(e)

1. £379
(e)

2. £474
(e)

(b)

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Study

Uncertainty
Prob. CE:
67%/65%
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ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; NR = not reported; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; Prob. CE= Probability intervention is costeffective at a £20,000/£30,000 threshold.
(a) Cost/effect in order of least to most costly intervention.
(b) Full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has lower costs) or subject to extended
dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and so it would never be the most cost
effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by comparing each to the next most effective
option.
(c) Resource use data (2002-2005) and unit costs (2003/3) may not reflect the current NHS context. EQ-5D tariff used is not stated (although as UK study judged likely to be UK tariff). Study
does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(d) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs if benefits persist beyond 18 months. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of

available evidence for this comparison.

(e) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, physiotherapist, other), secondary care contacts (hospital admissions and outpatient
appointments).
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Table 232: Economic evidence profile: mixed manual therapy plus self-management
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Unit costs
Relevant unit costs are provided below to aid consideration of cost effectiveness.
For manual therapy interventions the relevant unit costs will be personnel time. An appointment
with a physiotherapist would be required. The cost of a non-admitted face to face first attendance in
physiotherapy costs £51, and a follow-up attendance costs £39 .110 Other healthcare professionals
may provide these interventions including an osteopath, chiropractor or muscular skeletal physician.

12.5 Evidence statements
12.5.1
12.5.1.1

Clinical
Soft-tissue techniques
Evidence for soft-tissue techniques was exclusively from a population of low back pain without
sciatica. Data from 1 study (2 distinct populations) suggested a borderline clinically important
reduction in pain as measured by VAS at 4 months for soft-tissue techniques (massage) when
compared with sham (very low quality; n = 72). However, this benefit was not demonstrated by
further evidence from 2 studies using the McGill pain scale (very low quality; n = 146) nor was any
difference between soft tissue techniques (massage) and sham observed for function at less than 4
months (low quality; n = 146). When compared with usual care, no clinically important improvement
was seen in quality of life (2 studies; very low quality; n = 473) or pain (1 study; moderate quality;
range of n = 223 - 231), at either short or long term. There was a clinically important improvement in
function (RMDQ) at less or equal to 4 months, but this was not sustained at greater than 4 months (2
studies; very low quality; range of n = 473 - 474). When soft tissue techniques (massage) was
compared with acupuncture and with self-management, no clinical difference in function (RMDQ)
was observed for the acupuncture comparison (1 study; very low to low quality; n = 166); however,
there was clinical benefit of soft tissue techniques (massage) over self-management at less or equal
to 4 months but not in the longer-term follow up (1 study; very low to low quality; range of n = 159 160).
No data were identified for other outcomes in these comparisons.

12.5.1.2

Traction
When compared with sham, evidence demonstrated a clinically important reduction in pain at less
than 4 months for patients receiving inversion traction in a mixed population of people with low back
pain with or without sciatica (1 study; moderate quality; n = 29), but not among those who received
mechanical traction (1 study; moderate quality n=150), nor in the longer term (1 study; high quality;
n=148). Similarly, no clinically important difference was observed for function (1 study; moderate
and high quality; range of n= 148-150). Use of other medical treatments was increased in the traction
group compared to sham treatment in the short term, but this between group difference was not
sustained at the longer term follow-up (1 study; low-moderate quality; range of n= 148-150).
Additionally, the benefit for pain intensity was not replicated for those without sciatica (1 study;
moderate quality; n=60).
When compared with usual care, a clinically important benefit in each individual quality of life
domain score was demonstrated for people with low back pain and sciatica in favour of traction, but
only in the subgroup of participants who received weight-bath traction (1 study; very low quality; n =
36) and not mechanical traction (1 study; very low quality; n=64), and no clinical benefit was seen for
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function measured with ODI (2 studies, low quality; n = 100). Similarly, no clinical benefit was seen
for traction compared with usual care in 1 small study for pain or function (very low quality; n = 39)
in a mixed population with low back pain with or without sciatica.
In comparison with biomechanical exercise, evidence from 1 study suggested that there was a lower
number of visits to other healthcare practitioners in those receiving traction (moderate quality;
n=191).
No data were identified for other outcomes in these comparisons.
12.5.1.3

Manipulation/mobilisation
In the population of low back pain without sciatica, no clinically important difference between
manipulation/mobilisation and sham was demonstrated for pain in the short term (5 studies;
moderate quality; n = 533) or long term (2 studies; high quality; n=229), function in the short (ODI: 4
studies; low quality; n = 374. Von Korff: 1 study; moderate quality; n=174) and long term (ODI: 1
study; moderate quality; n=63. Von Korff: 1 study; moderate quality; n=166), or quality of life at any
time point (very low to high quality), with the exception of SF-36 physical composite at less or equal
to 4 months (moderate quality, 1 study, n=174). No data for other outcomes were identified. When
spinal manipulation was compared to sham in the population of low back pain with sciatica, a single
study showed long-term clinical benefit of spinal manipulation for quality of life in the majority of
domains, except for the general health domain, where a clinical benefit of sham was observed, and
the role physical and bodily pain domains, where no difference between groups was observed (1
study, moderate-high quality evidence; n=98). Evidence from the same study also showed clinical
benefit of spinal manipulation in terms of responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain) in the long
term (low quality; n-98).
For the population of low back pain with or without sciatica, evidence mainly from individual studies
suggested clinical benefit with uncertainty around the effect size for manipulation/mobilisation when
compared with usual care on function (RMDQ at less or equal to 4 months, only in the subgroup
receiving traction gap manipulation: 1 study; low quality; n=29) and quality of life (physical function
domain at less or equal to 4 months: 1 study; low quality; n=240). No improvement in pain between
the groups was seen at either time point (very low to moderate quality; range of n = 681 - 921). The
number of healthcare visits was increased in the population receiving spinal manipulation compared
to usual care in both the short and long term (1 study, low-moderate quality, n= 330 - 338). No data
were identified for other outcomes.
When manipulation/mobilisation was compared with usual care in people with low back pain and
sciatica, one study (very low quality; n=192) showed no clinical benefit for pain and quality of life
(except for the physical health composite), but fewer adverse events were reported in the spinal
manipulation group. The same study showed clinical benefit for function at less or equal to 4 months
but not at greater than 4 months (very low quality, n=192).
For people with low back pain only (without sciatica), no clinically important differences were seen
compared to usual care for function at either short (2 studies, very low quality, n=197,) or long term
(1 study; very low quality; n=72), pain (1 study; low quality; n=72) or occurrence of adverse events (1
study, n =72, low quality) in the long term. However, clinically important benefits in terms of pain at
less or equal to 4 months (1 study; low quality; n=72) and responder criteria (pain and function) were
demonstrated (1 study; low quality; n = 72).
When compared with other active treatments (soft tissue technique (massage), belts/corsets,
interferential therapy, ultrasound, self-management, NSAIDs), the majority of outcomes
demonstrated no clinically important difference. In the population of low back pain with or without
sciatica, evidence showed clinical benefit of manipulation/mobilisation compared to exercise in pain
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and function at less or equal to 4 months (1 study; very low quality; n=24). When
manipulation/mobilisation was compared to interferential therapy in the population of low back pain
with or without sciatica, some evidence showed a clinically important improvement in quality of life
in the group receiving manual therapy (SF-36 domains of physical function and social function at less
than 4 months; bodily pain, social function and mental health at greater than 4 months; 1 study;
very low to low quality; n= 107 - 128); however, there was also evidence favouring interferential
therapy (EQ-5D greater than 4 months; 1 study; low quality; n=128). In people with low back pain
without sciatica, there was clinical benefit for pain (but not function) both in the short and long term
when manipulation/mobilisation was compared to ultrasound (1 study; very low quality; n = 73 112). When manipulation/mobilisation was compared to a combination of interventions (exercise +
education) in low back pain with or without sciatica, clinical benefit was reported by a small study for
pain and function at less or equal to 4 months (very low quality; n=23).
12.5.1.4

Mixed modality manual therapy
Evidence from one small study comparing mixed modality manual therapy to usual care in a
population with low back pain showed clinical benefit for pain severity (n=18; very low quality).
Mixed modality manual therapy compared with sham treatment in people without sciatica
demonstrated a clinically important benefit in the responder criteria (pain reduction) at less or equal
to 4 months (moderate quality, n=455). In the mixed population of low back pain with or without
sciatica there was no clinical benefit in terms of pain or function (1 study; moderate quality; n=29). In
the population with low back pain only (without sciatica), mixed modality manual therapy showed a
benefit for pain at less than 4 months, when compared to traction (1 study, very low quality n=60)
and when compared to biomechanical exercise (1 study, very low quality, n=18). Single studies
comparing mixed modality manual therapy to spinal manipulation and soft tissue technique
(massage) did not show any clinically important difference (very low to low quality; range of n=89 –
97).

12.5.1.5

Combinations of interventions – manual therapy adjunct
The evidence (ranging from very low to high quality) showed that there was no clinical benefit or
difference between active treatments for the majority of outcomes and nearly all combinations of
non-invasive interventions that had manual therapy as an adjunct, with a few exceptions as detailed
below.

12.5.1.5.1

Low back pain with sciatica
The combination of manual therapy (soft tissue techniques – muscle energy technique) plus
biomechanical exercise (McKenzie) plus self-management (unsupervised exercise) compared to a
combination of massage, TENS, laser and self-management showed a benefit for pain and function at
less than 4 months (1 study; very low quality; n=40).

12.5.1.5.2

Low back pain without sciatica
Manual therapy (massage) with self-management (exercise prescription) versus postural therapy
(Alexander technique – 24 lessons) showed long-term benefit in terms of quality of life favouring
postural therapy (1 study, low quality, n=117). For manual therapy (manipulation) plus exercise
(either biomechanical or aerobic) versus exercise, clinical benefit favouring the addition of spinal
manipulation was observed for short term pain (spinal manipulation plus biomechanical exercise
versus aerobic or biomechanical exercise, very low quality, 1 study, n=39) and for short term function
(spinal manipulation plus biomechanical or aerobic exercise versus aerobic exercise, very low quality,
1 study, n=36).
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12.5.1.5.3

Low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)
Manual therapy (manipulation/mobilisation) plus self-management (home exercise) compared to
self-management plus exercise showed clinical benefit of the comparator (self-management plus
exercise) for pain when measured both at short and long term follow up, and function only in the
short-term (moderate quality, 1 study, n=48).
No benefit was seen when traction was combined with infra-red therapy and exercise except for a
reduction in medication use both in the short and long term (1 study, very low quality, n=71).
Manual therapy (manipulation) plus electrotherapy (interferential) compared with electrotherapy
(interferential) showed clinical benefit for several quality of life measures (low quality, 1 study, n=106
or n=131) but these differences were inconsistent across domains and in terms of whether they
occurred in the short or long term. No difference between treatments in terms of pain or function
was observed for this comparison.
A decrease in medication use and an improvement in function was observed when manual therapy
(manipulation) plus biomechanical exercise was compared to biomechanical exercise in 1 study
(n=92, very low quality).
Mixed modality manual therapy when combined with either self-management, or when combined
with biomechanical exercise and self-management demonstrated clinical benefit for quality of life
measures - EQ-5D in the short and long-term (low quality, 1 study, n=543-688), SF-36 physical
composite in the short and long term (including biomechanical exercise, low quality, 1 study, n=442458), and SF-36 physical composite in the short term (without biomechanical exercise, low quality, 1
study, n=486) when compared against self-management. No difference was seen in critical outcomes
for pain or function, but responder criteria for improvement in function demonstrated a benefit in
both comparisons in the short and long term (1 study, low-very low quality, n=480-515). No
difference was seen in any outcomes when mixed modality manual therapy combined with selfmanagement was compared against biomechanical exercise combined with self-management
(moderate quality, 1 study, n=49).
When manual therapy (spinal manipulation plus massage) was compared against self-management
and exercise (biomechanical – McKenzie), a benefit in the responder criteria for improvement in
function in the short term favouring self-management and exercise was observed (1 study; moderate
quality; n=329).
Manual therapy (manipulation) with self-management (advice) and pharmacological therapy
(NSAIDs) demonstrated clinical benefit on short and long-term function, short term quality of life (SF36 physical function domains) and long term quality of life (SF-36 bodily pain domain) (low and
moderate quality, 1 study, n=71 or 72) when compared to usual care.

12.5.2

Economic
 One cost-utility analysis (partially applicable; potentially serious limitations) in people with low
back pain (without sciatica) found:
o Compared to usual care, soft tissue techniques (massage) in combination with usual care was
not cost effective (lower QALYs and higher costs), but was cost effective when used as an
adjunct to unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription).
o When considered amongst a selection of active treatments (each in combination with usual
care), the combination of Alexander technique (24 lessons) with unsupervised exercise
(exercise prescription) was the most effective (highest QALYs) and most cost effective option
from usual care, unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription), soft tissue techniques
(massage), exercise prescription with massage, Alexander technique lessons (6 lessons),
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exercise prescription and Alexander technique lessons (6 lessons), Alexander technique (24
lessons), and exercise prescription with Alexander technique (24 lessons).
 One cost–utility analysis found that spinal manipulation (12 sessions) was cost effective compared
to sham spinal manipulation for treating low back pain (without sciatica) (ICER: £14,800 per QALY
gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 One cost-consequence analysis was identified relating to mixed modality manual therapy in
combination with self-management and biomechanical exercise compared to self-management
alone in people with low back pain or sciatica: the combination did not show any statistically
significant increase in costs or outcomes. This was assessed as partially applicable with potentially
serious limitations.
 One cost-utility analysis found that mixed modality manual therapy plus self-management was
cost-effective compared to a combination of mixed modality manual therapy, biomechanical
exercise and self-management, self-management in combination with biomechanical exercise,
and self-management alone for the treatment of low back pain without sciatica (ICER: £8,700 per
QALY gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with minor limitations.
 One cost-utility analysis found that manual therapy plus self-management was dominated (more
effective and less costly) by a 3 element MBR programme (physical, psychological, educational)
for treating low back pain (without or without sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially
applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to soft tissue techniques or
manipulation/mobilisation in people with sciatica.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to traction in people with low back
pain or sciatica.

12.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
12.Do not offer traction for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

Recommendations
Relative values of
different outcomes

13.Consider manual therapy (spinal manipulation, mobilisation or soft
tissue techniques such as massage) for managing low back pain with or
without sciatica, but only as part of a treatment package including
exercise, with or without psychological therapy.
The GDG agreed that the most critical outcome for decision making were healthrelated quality of life, pain severity, function and psychological distress. It was noted
that the latter 3 were individually critical outcomes as well as components of quality
of life measures.
Adverse events were considered important for decision making because experience
of adverse events may outweigh the possible benefits gained from manual therapy.
Similarly, any difference in healthcare utilisation was considered an important
outcome likely to reflect any benefits in quality of life experienced.
The GDG discussed the importance of responder criteria as an outcome and agreed
that although important in decision making, due to the inherent difficulties in
dichotomising continuous outcomes this was not a critical outcome.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The GDG discussed the necessity of a body of evidence to show specific intervention
effects, that is, over and above any contextual or placebo effects. It was therefore
agreed that if placebo or sham-controlled evidence is available, this should inform
decision making in preference to contextual effects. However, if there was a lack of
placebo or sham-controlled evidence, evidence against usual care will be given
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priority when decision making.
There was mixed evidence for the effectiveness of manual therapy modalities,
particularly with function outcomes not correlating with quality of life outcomes. It
was also difficult to assess evidence from a wide variety of interventions for traction,
and for manipulation/mobilisation.
The GDG discussed that there was some albeit limited evidence of benefit of soft
tissue techniques, spinal manipulation and mixed modality manual therapies
compared to sham treatments in terms of improving pain or quality of life. Where
these benefits were observed in the short term follow up they were somewhat
inconsistent, and were not maintained in the longer term. Evidence compared to
usual care was conflicting and did not consistently show benefit when manual
therapy was offered as a single treatment. However, when offered in combination
with self-management and exercise, evidence from a large multicentre study
demonstrated benefits in terms of quality of life and in terms of responder criteria
for function. The GDG agreed the benefits seen by the package of therapy including
mixed modality manual therapy was supportive of the evidence observed from
evidence of mixed modality manual therapy from smaller trials in the review.
For the critical outcomes where manual therapy was a single intervention, there was
little effect seen beyond four months. One mixed modality trial in combination with
other treatments did report positive outcomes for quality of life in both short and
longer term and similarly for responder analysis for functional improvement. The
GDG discussed whether the passive nature of manual therapies might explain why
effects were not usually seen beyond four months.
Adverse events were common, minor and transient, consisting mainly of muscle
soreness for a few days following treatment. No serious events attributable to
manual therapy were reported by the studies reviewed. The GDG were aware of
possible serious but very rare adverse events that may be related to spinal
manipulation and took this into account when making a recommendation.
The GDG discussed that when considered alongside the body of evidence for softtissue techniques, manipulation/mobilisation or mixed modality manual therapies,
there was very limited evidence of benefit for traction as a single therapy. Some
benefit was observed in people with low back pain and sciatica when compared to
usual care, but the GDG did not consider this as sufficient evidence of effect as it was
from a small single study (n=36) and the evidence was rated as very low quality.
Further benefits were seen from a group who received weight-bath traction when
compared to usual care (separated from a group receiving mechanical traction).
However, it was discussed that all of the participants in this trial were inpatients
admitted due to sciatica and therefore were unlikely to be representative of the
broader population with sciatica. Furthermore, there was also an indication from
one study in people with low back pain with or without sciatica that healthcare
utilisation was increased in the group that received traction compared to sham
treatment in the short term. Although when compared to biomechanical exercise
the converse was true, the GDG noted that this healthcare utilisation data should be
interpreted with care as it did not include the resource use associated with provision
of the intervention itself. Therefore the GDG agreed that traction should not be
offered for low back pain or sciatica.
Combinations of interventions
The majority of the evidence for combinations of interventions was from a mixed
population of those with low back pain with or without sciatica.
The GDG noted that evidence suggested manual therapy was possibly potentiated
when provided in combination with exercise in terms of providing benefit in pain and
function for people with low back pain. However, it was noted that the evidence for
this was limited and mostly came from single studies.
The evidence for these combined interventions was challenging to unravel, because
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the combinations themselves and the comparator groups differed widely in terms of
the intervention that they comprised. The studies used any one (or a combination) of
a number of different modalities/types of manual therapy. The interventions were
also often given in combination with other interventions, which differed in each trial,
and were also compared to single or combinations of various different interventions.
It was therefore very difficult to pick out which type of adjunct and combination of
interventions was most effective. However, there was some inconsistent evidence
of clinical benefit (in terms of pain, function, quality of life or responder criteria)
when the intervention contained mixed modality manual therapy or a spinal
manipulation component. The large multicentre study in particular showed that
mixed modality manual therapy demonstrated clinical benefit for quality of life (SF36 physical and EQ-5D) as well as for responder criteria (improvement in RMDQ
function) in both the short and longer term. The GDG noted that the responder
evidence for mixed manual therapy came from post-hoc analyses of 2 trials. In
addition one of these trials demonstrated benefit in terms of responder analysis for
pain, but not for function, whereas the other trial only presented the (positive)
results of responder analysis for function; demonstrating a lack of consistency across
important outcomes. Post hoc analyses present a further risk of bias. The GDG felt
that, for these reasons, the evidence from the responder analyses should be
considered with caution.
Summary
Overall the GDG concluded that there was mixed evidence for the effectiveness of
manual therapy modalities. For soft-tissue techniques, the evidence was based on
massage. Considering that a comparison with usual care should result in a greater
effect estimate than the specific effect of the intervention (as demonstrated in
placebo comparisons), the GDG felt that the absence of a clinically important
improvement in quality of life and pain in this comparison indicated sufficient
evidence of absence of effect to recommend against the use of soft tissue
techniques (massage) on its own. Similarly, based on the limited clinical benefit seen
for mobilisation/manipulation, the GDG felt this form of manual therapy could not
be recommended for low back pain or sciatica as an independent intervention.
The GDG concluded that soft-tissue techniques (e.g. massage) and
manipulation/mobilisation should only be considered as part of treatment packages,
where benefits were observed and seen to be maintained in the longer term. The
GDG were aware of possible risk of adverse events, and due to the conflicting nature
of the evidence, the GDG agreed that this recommendation should be to consider
manual therapy as part of treatment package, rather than to offer manual therapy
alone as a sole intervention to all people with low back pain with or without sciatica.
The GDG did not feel that manual therapy should be a mandatory component of a
treatment package, but that it is one optional modality that might be considered
alongside exercise.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Soft tissue techniques
One relevant economic evaluation was included that considered soft tissue
techniques (massage) in a population with low back pain without sciatica. This was
based on the RCT reported by Little et al. included in the clinical review. This withintrial analysis found that, compared to usual care, soft tissue techniques (massage)
was found not to be cost effective when given alone (it had lower QALYs and higher
costs), but was cost effective when used as an adjunct to self-management
(unsupervised exercise - exercise prescription). Given the wide use of selfmanagement in low back pain these results suggest uncertainty in the cost
effectiveness of massage. In addition, when considered amongst a selection of active
treatments, the combination of Alexander technique (24 lessons) with unsupervised
exercise (exercise prescription) was found to be the most cost effective option from
usual care, unsupervised exercise (exercise prescription), soft tissue techniques
(massage), exercise prescription with massage, Alexander technique lessons (6
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lessons), exercise prescription and Alexander technique lessons (6 lessons),
Alexander technique (24 lessons), exercise prescription with Alexander technique
lessons (24 lessons). Given the uncertainty around cost effectiveness from this study
and the overall lack of evidence relating to soft tissue techniques from the clinical
review, the GDG concluded there was insufficient evidence to conclude that it would
be cost effective for the NHS.
Traction
No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. Use of
traction will be associated with costs relating to the equipment and personnel time
required to deliver the therapy. If effective, upfront costs may be offset by
downstream cost savings due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified
due to the benefits to the patient. Although some indications of possible benefit
were seen for traction in a sciatica population, overall the GDG concluded that it was
insufficient to support a conclusion of evidence of clinical benefit and thus also
insufficient to justify intervention costs.
Manipulation/mobilisation
One relevant economic evaluation was included that considered
manipulation/mobilisation in a population with low back pain without sciatica. This
was based on the RCT reported by Haas et al. 2014 included in the clinical review.
This within-trial analysis suggests, based on unadjusted data, that manipulation (12
sessions) may be cost-effective (£14,800 per QALY gained). It used a sham
comparator but note that the cost of providing the sham is appropriately not
included in this calculation. However, the authors also undertook a regression
analysis to adjust costs and QALYs and in this analysis the QALY gain was reduced –
this is not fully reported but appears that it may be as low as no difference – this
would potentially reduce the cost effectiveness estimate. However, also of note the
sham comparator would be expected to underestimate treatment benefits
compared to a usual care comparator and this may improve cost effectiveness.
Uncertainty around cost effectiveness was not reported. The adjusted costs analysis
reported the difference as not statistically significant however this analysis excluded
the intervention costs. QALY differences were also reported as not statistically
significant. The study limitations include the setting which is the USA – this has low
applicability to the UK due to the differences in the health care systems which can
translate to differences in resource use and costs. Overall, while this study suggests
that manipulation could potentially be cost effective but there are a large number of
uncertainties in this evidence.
One study by Niemisto et al (2003) compared manual therapy as part of a
combination manual therapy, self-management, and biomechanical exercise with
self-management alone. The authors reported no difference in health-related quality
of life at 2 years between the two interventions and the increase in costs with the
combination intervention was £25 after 1 year and £56 after 2 years. However this
increase was reported as not statistically significant. Therefore it was not possible to
make any definite conclusions from this study.
Mixed modality manual therapy
In the UK BEAM analysis, the self-management and mixed modality manual therapy
arm had most QALYs and the most costs. Sub-analysis showed that with mixed
modality manual therapy unavailable it would be cost-effective to add exercise and
vice versa. This study was deemed to have minor limitations. Another UK study
showed that mixed manual therapy plus self-management is more cost effective
than biomechanical exercise alone; however when all the comparisons evaluated in
the study were considered, a three-element MBR programme with physical,
psychological and education components was the cheapest and more effective
option.
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The GDG considered the uncertainty in the economic evidence and felt that manual
therapy may not be cost effective as a standalone intervention; however, the GDG
considered that cost effectiveness might be more likely if manual therapy is provided
as part of a treatment package including exercise with or without psychological
therapy.
Quality of evidence

The majority of the evidence on soft tissue techniques was of low to very low quality.
The quality was downgraded in most cases due to a combination of imprecision of
the effect estimate and the risk of bias, which in most cases was high due to unclear
allocation concealment and lack of blinding for subjective outcomes.
The majority of the evidence informing the comparison of traction with sham was of
moderate to high quality. The quality was downgraded in most cases due to
imprecision of the effect estimate while the risk of bias was felt to be low. The
evidence for traction compared with usual care or other active therapies ranged
from low to very low quality, in most cases this was due to imprecision of effect
estimate along with a high risk of bias.
The majority of the evidence informing the comparison of spinal manipulation with
sham was of moderate to high quality. Quality was downgraded in most cases due to
imprecision of the effect estimate while the risk of bias was felt to be low. The
evidence for spinal manipulation compared with usual care or other active therapies
ranged from moderate to very low quality, in most cases this was due to imprecision
of effect estimate along with a high risk of bias.
The majority of the evidence for mixed modality manual therapy was of low to very
low quality. In most cases quality was downgraded due to a high risk of bias (e.g.
selection bias, lack of blinding), and in some cases was further downgraded due to
imprecision of the effect estimate.
The GDG noted that a large trial included in the combinations evidence was helpful
in informing the manual therapy recommendation, because this large study showed
clinical benefit of mixed modality manual therapy. However, the GDG did note that
the evidence from this study was mostly rated as low quality (due to high drop-out
rates and lack of blinding) and that the clinical benefit for function came from a post
hoc analysis of the data.
The responder analyses for pain and function from two large trials of manual therapy
informed the GDG's recommendation. The trials had evidence varying from medium
to very low quality, and with some uncertainty about the magnitude of the
differences between the groups. The GDG were aware of the limitations of
responder analyses: responder analyses have reduced power to detect differences
compared to analyses on the original scales, that there is a natural recovery rate
observed in both intervention and comparator arms and 'responders' have not
necessarily improved due to the intervention, and that the distribution functions of
the dependent variables are similar in both groups. The GDG considered that the cutoffs chosen for the responder analyses reflected clinically important differences in
the mean responses between the groups but were mindful that some patients may
have had worse outcomes in both the intervention group and comparator groups. As
well as the concerns of responder criteria, the GDG further noted that 2 of these
were post-hoc analyses which raised further concerns about the reliability of this
analysis. The GDG discussed that the post hoc nature of the responder analyses in
these 2 trials introduces a risk of bias due to the potential for data mining. The GDG
reflected their concerns about responder analyses in the strength of their
recommendation and chose to advise 'consider' manual therapies as part of a
treatment package.
The GDG were aware of the difficulties with providing adequate patient blinding to
manual therapy treatments as sham or placebo interventions may have contextual
or primary therapeutic effects, which may reduce the differences between groups.
Conversely, subjects may be able to detect if they are receiving sham treatment and
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this may amplify a true difference between groups because subjects in the sham
group may be adversely affected psychologically.
Other considerations

For recommendations on exercise therapies, psychological interventions, and
multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation, please see chapters 9, 15 and 17,
respectively.
It was noted that the evidence was mixed as to whether it related to people with low
back pain only, low back pain and sciatica, or mixed populations with or without
sciatica, with the exception of soft-tissue therapies offered in isolation where
evidence was only identified for people without sciatica.
The GDG agreed that there was sufficient evidence to assume the effects for a
combination of therapies would apply equally to those with low back pain with or
without sciatica and therefore recommended these should be considered for either
condition.
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13 Acupuncture
13.1 Introduction
Acupuncture originated in China approximately 2000 years ago, and the explanation of how it works
has changed over time, as world views have evolved. In the 1950s, all these explanations were
combined into the system currently known as ‘traditional Chinese acupuncture’. This approach uses
concepts that cannot be explained by conventional physiology, but remains the most common form
of acupuncture practised throughout the world. In the UK, doctors, physiotherapists and manual
therapists are increasingly using acupuncture on the basis of neurophysiological mechanisms, known
as ‘Western medical acupuncture’.
Acupuncture involves treatment with needles, and is most commonly used for pain relief. The
needles are either manipulated to produce a particular ‘needle sensation’, or stimulated electrically
(electroacupuncture) for up to 20 minutes. Some practitioners also use moxa, a dried herb which is
burned near the point to provide heat. A course of treatment usually consists of six or more sessions
during which time, if a response occurs, pain relief gradually accumulates.
The proposed mechanisms of action of acupuncture are complex in terms of neurophysiology, and
involve various effects including the release of endogenous opioids. There has been considerable
research into the use of acupuncture for pain relief; however uncertainty remains as to the benefit of
acupuncture in the management of low back pain and sciatica. This review therefore intends to
investigate the evidence for its use in these conditions.

13.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of
acupuncture in the management of non-specific low back pain and
sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 233: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

 People aged 16 years or above with non-specific low back pain
 People aged 16 years or above with sciatica

Intervention(s)

Acupuncture

Comparison(s)







Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D)
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS])
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index)
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)

Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
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 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
2. Mortality
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Study design

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and systematic reviews (SRs) will be included in the
first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a recommendation is found, nonrandomised studies will be included

13.3 Clinical evidence
13.3.1

Summary of studies included – single interventions
Twenty nine RCTs (reported in 32 papers) were included in the review. These are summarised in
Table 234 below.51,74,75,83,90,128,177,181,184,202,241,243,269,287,299,300,312,327,337,347,363,450,485 483,486,493,515,537,551,557-559
Evidence from these studies is summarised in the clinical evidence summary below (See also the
study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in
Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L).
Coan 198090,90 and Lehmann 1986299 were included in this review, however these studies had no
relevant outcomes to the protocol, therefore they could not be analysed.
Itoh et al. 2009 243, Grant et al. 2009177, Lehman et al. 1986299 and Tsukayama et al. 2002493 are also
included in the electrotherapy chapter (See Chapter 14) as the comparator interventions are relevant
to both reviews.
Two Cochrane reviews were identified but could not be included since the stratification of the
population, i.e. low back pain only, low back pain with or without sciatica and low back pain with
sciatica, did not match that of the review protocol.157,159 However the studies included in the
Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they matched the review protocol.

13.3.2

Summary of studies included – combined interventions (acupuncture adjunct)
Three studies looking at combinations of non-invasive interventions (with acupuncture as the
adjunct) were also included in this review. 234,243,555 These are summarised in Table 235 below.
Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence
summary below (Section 0). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence
tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list
in Appendix L.

13.3.3

Heterogeneity
For the comparison of Acupuncture versus sham/placebo, there was substantial heterogeneity for
the following outcomes:
 Quality of life SF-36/SF12 physical composite measure at less or equal to 4 months.
 Quality of life SF-36/SF12 mental composite measure at greater than 4 months.
The pre-specified subgroups (chronic back pain, and type of acupuncture) did not explain this
heterogeneity as both studies were conducted in a chronic population and used similar types of
acupuncture.51,184 A random effects meta-analysis was therefore applied, and the outcomes were
downgraded in the GRADE quality rating for inconsistency.
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13.3.4

Sensitivity analysis
An individual patient data (IPD) meta-analysis was identified that was relevant to this review, but did
not meet the protocol criteria for inclusion.519 However, as individual patient data was available for
some outcomes relevant to this review for a number of studies, a sensitivity analysis was carried out
for the outcomes where this data was available (pain for acupuncture versus sham and acupuncture
versus usual care, for populations without sciatica and mixed with and without sciatica). The results
of these sensitivity-analyses are reported in the forest plots in Appendix K.9.
Table 234: Summary of studies included in the review
Study name
Acupuncture
Randomized
Trial in Low
Back Pain trial:
Brinkhaus
2006A51

Intervention/
comparison
Acupuncture
(12 sessions)
Placebo/sham
Usual care

Population
n=301
Low back pain
without sciatica
for >6 months
Mean age: 58.8
years (SD 9.1)
Germany

Outcomes
Quality of life (SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (Hannover
functional ability
questionnaire (FFbHR))
Function (pain
disability index, PDI)
Psychological distress
(depression)
Adverse effects
Healthcare utilisation
(days with analgesics)

Comments
Placebo/sham:
non-acupuncture points
were needled bilaterally
using superficial insertion of
fine needles), not in the
area of the lower back
where patients were
experiencing pain; de qi and
manual stimulation were
avoided
Usual care: Waiting list no acupuncture for 8 weeks
Concurrent Treatment: oral
NSAID if required but not
corticosteroids or central
nervous system (CNS) painrelieving drugs
Study length: 8 weeks
treatment (follow-up at 1
year)

Cherkin
200975

Acupuncture
Placebo/sham
Usual care

n=638
Low back pain
without sciatica
for 3–12
months
Mean age: 47
years (SD 13)
USA

Pain (pain
bothersomeness
scale 0-10)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare utilisation

Placebo/sham:
simulated acupuncture
using a toothpick in a needle
guide tube, including
tapping and twisting at
acupuncture points
Usual care:
no study-related care, only
care (if any) that the patient
and their physicians chose
(mostly medications,
primary care and physical
therapy)
Concurrent Treatment: selfcare book with information
on managing flare-ups,
exercise and lifestyle
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Study name

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
modifications.
Study length: 7 weeks
treatment

Cho 201383

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
Placebo/sham

n=130
Mean age: 42
years (SD 14)
South Korea

Quality of life (SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODQ)
Psychological distress
(BDI)

Placebo/Sham:
use of a semi-blunt needle
on non-acupuncture points
without penetration
Concurrent Treatment:
exercise manual with
appropriate postures and
exercises for low back pain,
to be done every day.
Study length: 6 weeks
treatment

Coan 198090

Edelist 1976128

Acupuncture
(mean 11.4
treatments)
Usual care

Acupuncture (3
treatments)
Placebo/sham

n=50
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica)
Mean age: 47
years; range
18–67 years
USA

Responder criteria
(inadequate
definition:
‘improvement’)

n=30
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica)
Mean age: not
reported
Canada

Responder criteria
(inadequate
definition: ‘global
evaluation’)

Usual care: waiting list.
Delayed acupuncture
(around 15 weeks after
enrolment)
Concurrent treatment: not
stated
Study length: 10–15 weeks
treatment
Placebo/sham:
needles inserted at nonacupuncture points); Te Chi
not searched for; electrical
stimulation as for true
acupuncture group
Concurrent Treatment: not
stated
Study length: 6 days
treatment

GERAC trial:
Haake 2007184

Acupuncture
(10 sessions)
Placebo/sham
Usual care

n=1162
Low back pain
without sciatica
>6 months
Mean age: 50
years (SD 15)
Germany

Quality of life (SF-12)
Pain (Von Korff
Chronic Pain Grade
Scale)
Function (FFbH-R)
Adverse effects
Responder criteria
(inadequate
definition: ‘treatment
response’)
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Study name

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
physician/physiotherapist
who administered
physiotherapy and exercise
Concurrent Treatment:
NSAIDs or pain medication
up to maximum daily dose.
Study length: 6–9 weeks
treatment

Grant 1999177

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
Electrotherapy

n=60
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) >6
months
Mean age: 73.5
years
UK

Pain (unable to
analyse data:
reported as median
values and
interquartile range)

Electrotherapy:
Transcutaneous electrical
nerve stimulation (TENS)
Concurrent Treatment:
Advised to continue existing
medication but not start
new analgesics or physical
treatment
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Gunn 1980181

Acupuncture
(maximum of 15
treatments)
Usual care

n=56
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) >3
months
Mean age: 40.6
years
Canada

Quality of life

Usual care:
standard clinic regimen:
physiotherapy, exercise,
occupational therapy and
industrial assessment
Concurrent treatment: As
for usual care.
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Hasegawa
2014202

Acupuncture (5
sessions)
Placebo/sham

n=80
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) acute
pain <1 months
Mean age: 46
years
Brazil

Quality of life (SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Placebo/sham:
non-penetrating sessions of
30 minutes each (only the
handle came into contact
with the skin at the same
points)
Concurrent Treatment:
50 mg sodium diclofenac
every 8 hours for lumbar
pain if needed, but not
other medications or
therapies.
Study length: 5 sessions
(Treatment duration
unclear)

NICE, 2016
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Study name

Intervention/
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
VAS pain was measured at
28 days before the last
acupuncture session.

Inoue 2006241

Acupuncture
Placebo/sham

n=31
Low back pain
without sciatica
Mean age: 69
years (SD 7)
Japan

Pain (VAS)

Placebo/sham:
Therapist tapped the end of
a guide tube on the skin at
the most painful point
without a needle, then
acted as though they were
inserting a needle there.
Concurrent Treatment: not
stated
Study length: One-off
Treatment

Itoh 2009243

Acupuncture
(frequency
unclear)
Electrotherapy
Usual care

n=32
Low back pain
without sciatica
>6 months
Age range:61–
81 years
Japan

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Electrotherapy:
TENS treatment for 15
minutes
Usual care:
no specific treatment except
topical poultice containing
methylsalicylic acid if
necessary.
Concurrent Treatment: No
co-interventions (except
drugs at stable doses).
Study length: 5 weeks
treatment

Kennedy
2008269

Acupuncture
(3–12 sessions)
Placebo/sham

n=48
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) for >3
months
Mean age: 45.5
years (SD 11)
UK

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Placebo/Sham:
Western medical approach;
non-penetrating sham
needles that only touched
the skin; 30 minutes per
treatment; guide tube
0.3 mm x 40 mm.
Concurrent Treatment:
Continue normal activities;
avoid other forms of
treatment apart from
routine physician
management and
analgesics. Advice to remain
active (The Back Book).
Study length: 4–6 weeks

NICE, 2016
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Study name
Kwon 2007287

Intervention/
comparison
Acupuncture
(12 sessions)
Placebo/sham

Population

Outcomes

Comments
treatment

n=50
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) for >3
months
Mean age: 45.5
years (SD 11)
South Korea

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Adverse effects

Placebo/sham:
needles inserted into nonacupuncture points (10–
20 mm away from acupoints
used in acupuncture group);
no manual stimulation; no
qi.
Concurrent treatment: not
stated.
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Leibing
2002300

Acupuncture
(20 sessions)
Placebo/sham
Usual care

n=131
Low back pain
without sciatica
>6 months
Mean age:48.1
years (SD 9.7)
Germany

Pain (VAS)
Function (Pain
disability index)
Psychological distress
(HADS)

Placebo/sham:
needles inserted
superficially 10–20 mm
distant to acupuncture
points, outside meridians;
not stimulated;
Usual care:
standardised active
physiotherapy of 26
sessions (each 30 minutes)
over 12 weeks.
Concurrent treatment: as
for usual care.
Study length: 12 weeks
treatment

Lehmann
1986299

Liu 2010312

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
electrotherapy

Acupuncture
(Once a day)
Acupuncture
plus NSAIDs
NSAIDs

n=54
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) acute
pain for <3
months
Mean age: 40
years; range,
25–55 years
USA

No relevant
outcomes reported

n=69
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) acute
pain for <2
weeks
Mean age: 36.5

Pain (NRS)
Function (RMDQ)

Electrotherapy: TENS over
centre of pain
Concurrent treatment: not
stated.
Study length: 3 weeks
treatment

NICE, 2016
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Pharmacological therapy:
Diclofenac sodium orally
50 mg twice a day.
Concurrent treatment: not
stated.
Study length: 5 days

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Acupuncture

Study name

Marignan
2014327

Intervention/
comparison

Acupuncture
(ear, verum
auriculotherapy
; electrical at 5
points
performed
once)
Placebo

Population
years
China

Outcomes

Comments
treatment

N=12
Low back pain
>2 years
Mean age: not
reported
France

Pain (VAS)

Placebo: same procedure as
acupuncture group, but
given at non-acupuncture
points of the ear

Data reported as
mean and range, so
unable to include in
meta-analysis

All participants were male
Concurrent treatment: not
stated.
Study length: immediate
follow-up (post-treatment)

Meng 2003337

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
Usual care

n=66
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) for >6
weeks
Mean age: 71
years
USA

Function (RMDQ)

Usual care:
both groups received
standard therapy: NSAIDs,
aspirin and non-narcotic
analgesics allowed; patients
asked to stay on same
medications and not start
new ones.
Concurrent treatment: as
for usual care.
Study length: 6 weeks

Molsberger
2002347

Acupuncture
(12 sessions 3x
per week)
Placebo/sham
Usual care

n=186
Low back pain
without sciatica
for > 3 months
Mean age: 50
years (SD 7)
Germany

Pain (VAS)
Responder criteria –
inappropriate
definition of
response (50%
improvement)

Placebo/sham:
Needles applied superficially
(<1 cm) at non-acupuncture
points of the lumbar region
(5 on either side of the
back)
Usual care:
physiotherapy, physical
exercise, back school, mud
packs, infra-red heat
therapy; on demand they
received 50 mg diclofenac
three times a day.
Concurrent treatment: as
for usual care.
Study length: 4 weeks

Muller 2005

363

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
Non-opioid
analgesics
Manual therapy

n=115
Low back pain
without sciatica
for > 13 weeks
Median age: 39

Quality of life (SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
(unable to analyse
data: reported as
median value and

NICE, 2016
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Pharmacological therapy:
patients given celecoxib
unless celecoxib had
previously been tried; the
next drug of choice was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Study name

Intervention/
comparison

Population
years
Australia

Outcomes
interquartile range)

Comments
rofecoxib, followed by
paracetamol
Manual therapy:
high-velocity low-amplitude
spinal manipulative thrust
to a joint was performed as
judged safe.
Concurrent treatment: none
stated.
Study length: 9 weeks

Shin 2013

450

Acupuncture (1
20 minute
session)
NSAID

n=58
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) acute
for < 4 weeks
Mean age: 38
years (SD 8)
South Korea

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODQ)
Healthcare utilisation

Pharmacological therapy:
intramuscular injection of
diclofenac sodium (75 mg in
gluteal region).
Concurrent treatment:
Advice to remain active if
possible within the range of
non-aggravation of
symptoms.
Study length: One-off
treatment follow up at 4
weeks

Thomas
2006483,485,486

Tsukayama
2002493

Vas 2012515

Acupuncture
(up to 10
sessions)
Usual care

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
Electrotherapy

Acupuncture (5
sessions)
Placebo/sham
(different sham
types)
Usual care

n=241
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) acute
for 4 weeks - 1
year
Mean age: 43
years
UK

Pain (McGill)
Function (ODQ)
Quality of life (SF-36)
Quality of life (EQ5D)

n=20
Low back pain
without sciatica
for >2 weeks
Mean age: 45
years
Japan

Pain (VAS)
Adverse effects
Function (Japanese
orthopaedic
association [JOA]
score)

Electrotherapy: TENS

n=275
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) acute
for <2 weeks
Mean age: 43

Adverse effects
Responder criteria
(improvement in
RMDQ function
>35%)

Sham 1: non-specific points
selected and punctured as
for true acupuncture group
Placebo 2: Points selected
and momentary pressure
applied with semi-blunted
needle fitted with guide

Usual care: NHS treatment
according to GP assessment
of need.
Concurrent treatment: not
stated
Study length: 3 months
treatment

NICE, 2016
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Concurrent treatment: not
stated.
Study length: 2 weeks
treatment

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Study name

Intervention/
comparison

Population
years
Spain

Outcomes

Comments
tube.*
Usual care: conventional
treatment (analgesics,
NSAIDs, myorelaxant drugs,
posture recommendations).
Concurrent treatment: as
for usual care.
Study length: 2 weeks
*The placebo and sham
groups were defined
separately in the study, but
have been combined in the
review as per our protocol

Weiss 2013537

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
Usual care

n=156
Mixed
population
(with or without
sciatica) for > 6
months
Mean age: 51
years (SD 8)
Germany

Quality of life (SF-36)

Usual care:
standardised 21-day
inpatient rehabilitation
programme according to
current guidelines.
Concurrent treatment: as
for usual care.
Study length: 3 weeks

Witt 2006

551

Yun 2012558

Acupuncture
(Maximum of
15 sessions)
Usual care

Acupuncture
(Every other
day)
Usual care

n=3093
Low back pain
with/without
sciatica for >6
months
Mean age: 53
years (SD 14)
Germany

Quality of life (SF-36)
Function (Hannover
Functional Ability
Questionnaire
[HFAQ])
Pain (low back pain
rating scale)
Healthcare utilisation
(prescription for
analgesics)

Usual care: waiting list.

n=187
Low back pain
without sciatica
for >3 months
Mean age: 34
years (SD 11)
Participants
recruited from
army health
care delivery
system.
China

Pain (VAS)
Function(RMDQ)

Usual care: both groups
received massage, physical
therapy and medication
(mostly NSAIDs).

Concurrent treatment: use
additional conventional
treatments as needed.
Study length: 6 months

Concurrent treatment: as
for usual care + all groups
received additional self-care
book with information
about managing flare-ups,
exercise and lifestyle
modification.

NICE, 2016
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Study name

Yun 2012557

Intervention/
comparison

Acupuncture
(Every other
day)
Usual care

Population

Outcomes

Comments
Study length: 7 weeks
treatment

n=236
Low back pain
without sciatica
for 3–12
months
Mean age: 33
years (SD 11)
Country: China

Pain (VAS)
Function(RMDQ)

Usual care: both groups
received massage and
physical therapy.
Concurrent treatment: as
for usual care + all groups
received self-care book with
information on managing
flare-ups, exercise and
lifestyle modification. Usual
care also allowed to
continue medication
(ibuprofen).
Study length: 4 weeks
treatment

Zaringhalam
2010559

Acupuncture (2x
per week)
Acupuncture
plus baclofen
baclofen

n=84
Low back pain
without sciatica
for >2 weeks
Mean age: 45
years
Japan

Pain (VAS)
Function(RMDQ)

Usual care 1: no treatment pharmacological therapy:
both groups received
Baclofen 30 mg/day orally
(15 mg twice daily).
Usual care 2: waiting list
Concurrent treatment: As
for usual care plus advised
to maintain normal lifestyle
and not start new
medications.
Study length: 5 weeks
treatment

Table 235: Combined interventions - acupuncture adjunct
Study name
Hunter
2012234

Intervention/
comparison
Acupuncture +
exercise
(biomechanical
+ aerobic) +
selfmanagement
(education –
Back Book +
unsupervised
exercise)
Exercise
(biomechanical
+ aerobic) +

Population
Low back pain
without sciatica
N=52
12 weeks
intervention + 6
months follow
up
UK

Outcomes
Quality of life (EQ5D)
Pain severity (VAS)
Function (ODI)

NICE, 2016
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Comments
Frequency of acupuncture
sessions unclear
Concomitant treatment:
advised to continue normal
daily activities and
medication.
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Study name

Intervention/
comparison
selfmanagement
(education –
Back Book +
unsupervised
exercise)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Itoh 2009243

Acupuncture +
electrotherapy
(TENS)
Acupuncture
Electrotherapy
(TENS)
Usual care: No
specific
treatment
except allowed
to use topical
poultice
containing
methylsalicylic
acid.

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=32
5 weeks
intervention +
10 weeks follow
up
Japan

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant treatment:
allowed to continue
medication if no change in
dose for 1 month or longer

Yip 2004555

Acupuncture +
manual therapy
(massage)
Usual care:
"Conventional
treatment" not
further defined

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=61
3 weeks
intervention + 1
week follow up
China

Pain severity
(proportion of
baseline value)

Concomitant treatment: not
stated

NICE, 2016
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Data unsuitable for meta-analysis
Table 236: Acupuncture (ear) versus placebo (low back pain with or without sciatica)
Study
MARIGNAN 2014

327

Intervention
group (n)

Outcome

Intervention results

Pain (VAS 0–10, change from
baseline) at ≤ 4 months

-0.6 (range +1 to -3),
p>0.28

6

Pain (VAS 0–10) at > 4 months

Median (IQR): 3.9 (1.8–
6.1),

6

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

-4.3 (range -1 to -6),
p<0.002

6

VERY HIGH

Median (IQR): 3.7 (1.4–
6.8)

6

VERY HIGH

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

28

HIGH

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Comparison results

Table 237: Acupuncture versus TENS (low back pain with or without sciatica)
Study
GRANT 1999

177

Intervention results

Pain (VAS 0–10) at ≤ 4 months

Median (IQR): 3 (1.5 5.9)

470

Outcome

Intervention
group (n)
32

Comparison results
Median (IQR): 3.2 (1.3–
5.5)

Table 238: Acupuncture versus spinal manipulation (low back pain without sciatica)
Intervention
group (n)

Study

Outcome

Intervention results

MULLER 2005

Pain (VAS 0–10) at > 4 months

Median (IQR): 3.9 (1.8–
6.1),

36

Median (IQR): 3.7 (1.4–
6.8)

36

VERY HIGH

Function (ODI) at > 4 months

Median (IQR): 13 (2–
33)

36

Median (IQR): 16 (6–
30)

36

VERY HIGH

Quality of life (SF-36) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 55 (40–
76)

36

Median (IQR): 77 (54–
86)

36

VERY HIGH

363

Comparison results

Table 239: Acupuncture versus non-opioid analgesics (low back pain without sciatica)
Study

Outcome

Intervention results

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

MULLER 2005

Pain (VAS 0–10) at > 4 months

Median (IQR): 3.9 (1.8–

36

Median (IQR): 3.9 (2 –

43

VERY HIGH

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Acupuncture
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13.3.5

Intervention results
6.1),

Function (ODI) at > 4 months

Median (IQR): 13 (2–
33)

36

Quality of life (SF-36) > 4 months

Median (IQR): 55 (40–
76)

36

363

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Median (IQR): 24 (8–
42)

43

VERY HIGH

Median (IQR): 66 (29–
78)

43

VERY HIGH

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Comparison results
6.4)

Table 240: Acupuncture versus waiting list (low back pain with/without sciatica)

Study
Witt 2006

551,551

471

Outcome

Intervention results
Percentage reduction
(95% CIs)

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results
Percentage reduction
(95% CIs)

Function (HFAQ) at ≤ 4 months

33.3 (31.4, 35.3

1350

11.3 (9.5, 13.1)

1244

HIGH

Function (HFAQ) at > 4 months

32.4 (30.3, 34.4)

1309

28.6 (26.5, 30.8)

1183

HIGH

Pain (low back pain rating scale)
at ≤ 4 months

37 (35.2, 38.9)

1350

9.8 (7.9, 11.7)

1244

HIGH

Pain (low back pain rating scale)
at > 4 months

33.5 (31.4, 35.7)

1309

30.8 (28.7, 33)

1183

HIGH

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Intervention
group (n)

Outcome

Acupuncture
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Clinical evidence summary tables
Table 241: Clinical evidence summary: Acupuncture versus sham/placebo in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Placebo/sham

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)

952
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score 0–100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
37.7

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score 0–100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.44 higher
(0.65 lower to 5.54 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component
summary score 0–100) ≤4 months

952
(2 studies)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score 0–100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
50.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score 0–100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.13 lower
(1.25 lower to 1.51 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary score 0–100) > 4
months

950
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score 0–100) > 4
months in the control groups was
37.8

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score 0–100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
2.24 higher
(0.92 to 3.56 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component
summary score 0–100) > 4 months

950
(2 studies)

MODERATEb
due to
inconsistency

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score 0–100) > 4
months in the control groups was
4.05

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score 0–100) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.23 higher
(2.14 lower to 4.6 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General health 0–
100) ≤4 months

80
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
63.4

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.6 higher
(4.37 lower to 15.57 higher)

472

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component summary score 0–100) ≤4
months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
function 0–100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
70.9

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
function 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
13.1 higher
(3.81 to 22.39 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical role
limitation 0–100) ≤4 months

80
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
role limitation 0–100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
55.8

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
role limitation 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
23 higher
(7.57 to 38.43 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily pain 0–100)
≤4 months

290
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
53.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.85 higher
(3.58 to 14.12 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality 0–100) ≤4
months

80
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 vitality
0–100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
58.8

The mean quality of life (SF-36 vitality 0–
100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
10.8 higher
(0.46 to 21.14 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social function 0–
100)≤4 months

80
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 social
function 0–100)≤4 months in the
control groups was
82.5

The mean quality of life (SF-36 social
function 0–100)≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
7.2 higher
(2.47 lower to 16.87 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental health 0–
100) ≤4 months

80
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
65.2

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.2 higher
(8.73 lower to 11.13 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

80
(1 study)
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Quality of life (SF-36 Physical function
0–100) ≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to
inconsistency,
imprecision

The median pain severity (VAS 0–10)
≤4 months in the control groups was
4.18

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(1.29 to 0.32 lower)

Pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4 months

1458
(5 studies)

HIGH

The median pain severity (VAS 0–10) >
4 months in the control groups was
3.52

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.26 lower
(0.51 lower to 0.01 lower)

474

Function (ODI) ≤4 months [change
score]

115
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) ≤4 months
[change score] in the control groups
was
-0.28

The mean function (ODI) ≤4 months
[change score] in the intervention
groups was
0.15 lower
(0.30 lower to 0.00 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Emotional role
limitation 0–100) ≤4 months

80
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
emotional role limitation 0–100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
76.7

The mean quality of life (SF-36
emotional role limitation 0–100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
5 higher
(9.64 lower to 19.64 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily pain 0–100)
> 4 months

205
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
44

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.4 higher
(1.71 to 15.09 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0–24) >4 months

299
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) >4
months in the control groups was
6.2

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.20 lower
(1.52 lower to 1.12 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4 months

391
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
inconsistency

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
6.7

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.38 lower
(6.08 lower to 3.31 higher)

Function (ODI) > 4 months [change
score]

116
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months
[change score] in the control groups
was
-0.24

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months
[change score] in the intervention
groups was
0.2 lower
(0.5 lower to 0.1 higher)

Function (FFbH-R/HFAQ) <4 months

959

HIGH

The mean without sciatica - function

The mean without sciatica - function

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

1670
(8 studies)
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Pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4 months

(ffbh-r/hfaq) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.05 higher
(1.22 to 6.88 higher)

475

Function (FFbH-R/HFAQ) >4 months

958
(2 studies)

HIGH

The mean without sciatica - function
(ffbh-r/hfaq) >4 months in the control
groups was
62.65

The mean without sciatica - function
(ffbh-r/hfaq) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.22 higher
(1.32 to 7.13 higher)

Function (PDI) ≤4 months

295
(2 studies)

HIGH

The mean function (PDI) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
5.9 mix of change and final value

The mean function (PDI) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
3.17 lower
(6.3 to 0.05 lower)

Function (PDI) > 4 months

310
(2 studies)

HIGH

The mean function (PDI) >4 months in
the control groups was
7.25

The mean function (PDI) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.58 lower
(5.82 lower to 0.67 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI) ≤4 months

115
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (BDI)
≤4 months in the control groups was
-0.18

The mean psychological distress (BDI) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.18 lower
(0.38 to 0.02 lower)

Psychological distress (BDI) > 4 months

116
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean psychological distress (BDI) >
4 months in the control groups was
-0.36

The mean psychological distress (BDI) >
4 months in the intervention groups was
0.08 lower
(0.31 lower to 0.15 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS) ≤ 4
months

85
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean psychological distress
(HADS) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-1.4

The mean psychological distress (HADS)
≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
2.60 lower
(4.86 to 0.34 lower)

Psychological distress (HADS) > 4
months

85
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean psychological distress
(HADS) > 4 months in the control
groups was
-2.1

The mean psychological distress (HADS)
> 4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.5 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(ffbh-r/hfaq) <4 months in the control
groups was
62.1

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

(2 studies)

205
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (ces-d)
> 4 months in the control groups was
50.7

The mean psychological distress (ces-d)
> 4 months in the intervention groups
was
2.5 lower
(5.26 lower to 0.26 higher)

Days with analgesics <4 months

210
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean days with analgesics <4
months in the control groups was
4.9

The mean days with analgesics <4
months in the intervention groups was
2.9 lower
(5 to 0.8 lower)

Responder criteria (50%)

88
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

RR
2.62
(1.59
to
4.32)

293 per 1000

475 more per 1000
(from 173 more to 973 more)

Serious adverse events (not treatment
related)

984
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR
1.19
(0.63
to
2.25)

Moderate

Adverse effects (possibly related to
treatment)

530
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

57 per 1000

11 more per 1000
(from 21 fewer to 71 more)

RR
Moderate
2.19
86 per 1000
102 more per 1000
(0.09
(from 78 fewer to 1000 more)
to
53.93)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(b) I2 >75%; unexplained heterogeneity. Random effects analysis used

Table 242: Clinical evidence summary: Acupuncture versus sham/placebo in low back pain with or without sciatica (overall population)

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Placebo/sham

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

476

Psychological distress (CES-D) > 4
months

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

(3.63 lower to 0.63 higher)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a

Risk with Placebo/sham

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)

Pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4 months

90
(2 studies)

MODERATE
due to
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
3.8

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.52 lower
(1.27 lower to 0.24 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4 months

90
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
6.31

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.83 lower
(2.97 lower to 1.31 higher)

Responder criteria (improvement
in function >35%) <4 months

205
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

701 per 1000

35 more per 1000
(from 109 fewer to 142 more)

OR 1.19
(0.62 to
2.28)

477

MODERATEa
RR 0.95
43 per 1000
2 fewer per 1000
due to
(0.29 to
(from 30 fewer to 89 more)
imprecision
3.08)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Adverse effects possibly related to
treatment

256
(2 studies)

Table 243: Clinical evidence summary: acupuncture versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
component score 0–100) ≤4 months

945
(2 studies)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component score 0–100) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
35

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
component score 0–100) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
5.11 higher
(2.83 to 7.39 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
component score 0–100) ≤4 months

1011
(3 studies)

MODERATEb
due to

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component score 0–100) ≤4 months in

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
component score 0–100) ≤4 months in

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100)≤4 months in the control
groups was
39.9

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100)≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
18.9 higher
(13.37 to 24.43 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 Physical
component score 0–100) > 4 months

737
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical
component score 0–100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
35.8

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical
component score 0–100) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
5.8 higher
(4.36 to 7.24 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 Mental
component score 0–100) > 4 months

737
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental
component score 0–100) > 4 months in
the control groups was
49.2

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental
component score 0–100) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.5 higher
(0.15 lower to 3.15 higher)

Pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4 months

1334
(8 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
5.73

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.61 lower
(2.23 to 0.99 lower)

Pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4 months

950
(3 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4
months in the control groups was
4.5

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.90 lower
(1.35 to 0.45 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4 months

633
(5 studies)

MODERATEb
due to

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4
months in the control groups was

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was

Risk with Usual care
the control groups was
11.55

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)
the intervention groups was
1.74 higher
(0.29 to 3.19 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

214
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily pain 0–
100)≤4 months

478

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care
8.9

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)
2.26 lower
(2.74 to 1.77 lower)

569
(3 studies)

MODERATEd
due to
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) >4
months in the control groups was
7.7

The mean function (RMDQ, 0–24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.14 lower
(1.60 lower to 0.68 higher)

Function (FFbH-R) ≤4 months

214
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean function (FFbH-r) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
57.7

The mean function (FFbH-r) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
9.10 higher
(3.65 to 14.55 higher)

Function (PDI) ≤4 months

300
(2 studies)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean function (PDI) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
12.25 mix of change and final scores

The mean function (PDI) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
9.38 lower
(12.48 to 6.28 lower)

Function (PDI) > 4 months

86
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean function (PDI) 4 months in
the control groups was
2.3

The mean function (PDI) 4 months in the
intervention groups was
6.7 lower
(11.53 to 1.87 lower)

Function (HFAQ, 0-100) <4 months

734
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean without sciatica - function
(hfaq, 0-100) <4 months in the control
groups was
-56

The mean without sciatica - function
(hfaq, 0-100) <4 months in the
intervention groups was
9.4 lower
(12.65 to 6.15 lower)

Function (FFbH-R) > 4 months

701
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean function (HFAQ) > 4 months
in the control groups was
-55.7

The mean function (HFAQ) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
11.10 lower
(14.49 to 7.71 lower)

Psychological distress (CES-D 0–100) ≤

214

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean psychological distress (ces-d
0–100) ≤ 4 months in the control

The mean psychological distress (ces-d
0–100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention

479

Function (RMDQ, 0–24) >4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (HADS
0–42) ≤ 4 months in the control groups
was
-1.2

The mean psychological distress (HADS
0–42) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.8 lower
(4.91 to 0.69 lower)

Psychological distress (HADS 0–42) > 4
months

86
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (HADS
0–42) > 4 months in the control groups
was
-1.3

The mean psychological distress (HADS
0–42) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.3 lower
(4.48 to 0.12 lower)

Serious adverse events (not treatment
related) > 4 months

988
(2 studies)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

Days with analgesics ≤ 4 months

214
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Responder criteria (50%)

83
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

RR
0.93
(0.52
to
1.67)

RR
4.75
(2.05
to
10.99)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care
groups was
49.7

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)
groups was
0.8 lower
(3.6 lower to 2 higher)

Moderate
68 per 1000

5 fewer per 1000
(from 33 fewer to 46 more)

The mean days with analgesics ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
6.3

The mean days with analgesics ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
4.3 lower
(6.44 to 2.16 lower)

Moderate
139 per 1000

521 more per 1000
(from 146 to 1000 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

86
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Psychological distress (HADS 0–42) ≤ 4
months

480

Outcomes
4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

risk of bias
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Heterogeneity, I2=81%, unexplained by subgroup analysis.
Heterogeneity, I2 >50% and ≤75%; unexplained by subgroup analysis.
Heterogeneity, I2 >75%; unexplained by subgroup analysis.

Table 244: Clinical evidence summary: acupuncture versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica (overall population)

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)

481

Quality of life (EQ5D 0–1) ≤4 months

138
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (eq5d 0–1) ≤4
months in the control groups was
0.655

The mean quality of life (eq5d 0–1) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.1 higher
(0.01 to 0.19 higher)

Quality of life (EQ5D 0–1) > 4 months

213
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (eq5d 0–1) > 4
months in the control groups was
0.726

The mean quality of life (eq5d 0–1) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.01 higher
(0.05 lower to 0.08 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General health
0–100) ≤4 months

143
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-9.4

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
7.4 higher
(1.35 to 13.45 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical role
limitation 0–100) ≤4 months

143
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
role limitation 0–100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-13.3

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
role limitation 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
14.9 higher
(1.58 to 28.22 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 bodily pain 0–
100) ≤4 months

357
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily pain
0–100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
function 0–100) ≤4 months

143
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
function 0–100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-11.8

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
function 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.2 higher
(1.54 to 14.86 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality 0–100)
≤4 months

143
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 vitality
0–100) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
-7.3

The mean quality of life (SF-36 vitality 0–
100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
10.1 higher
(3.19 to 17.01 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social
functioning 0–100) ≤4 months

143
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning 0–100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-8

The mean quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
7.2 higher
(0.77 lower to 15.17 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental health
0–100) ≤4 months

143
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-6.1

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
health 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.6 higher
(2.39 lower to 11.59 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Emotional role
limitation 0–100) ≤4 months

143
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
emotional role limitation 0–100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
-24.1

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional
role limitation 0–100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
13.4 higher
(0.11 lower to 26.91 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily pain 0–
100) > 4 months

212
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain 0–100) > 4 months in the control

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily pain
0–100) > 4 months in the intervention

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk with Usual care
29.5

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)
5.12 higher
(0.22 to 10.03 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016
482

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Usual care
groups was
57.8

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95%
CI)
groups was
6.1 higher
(0.6 lower to 12.8 higher)

483

Pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4 months

45
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
3.02

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.28 lower
(2.09 to 0.47 lower)

Pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4 months

192
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4
months in the control groups was
1.53

The mean pain severity (VAS 0–10) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.1 lower
(0.4 lower to 0.2 higher)

Function (RMDQ 0–24) ≤4 months

100
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ 0–24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
2.8

The mean function (RMDQ 0–24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.24 lower
(3.43 to 1.06 lower)

Function (ODI) >4 months

191
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI) >4 months in
the control groups was
19.6

The mean function (ODI) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.0 higher
(4.16 lower to 6.16 higher)

Overall - Responder criteria
(improvement in function >35%) <4
months

138
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

OR
443 per 1000
292 more per 1000
3.49
(from 133 more to 408 more)
(1.71
to
7.15)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

a,b

Risk with Waiting list

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95% CI)

484

Overall SF36 (change scores, <4
months) - Physical
Scale from: 0 to 100.

2594
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean overall sf36 (change scores,
<4 months) - physical in the control
groups was
2.3

The mean overall sf36 (change scores, <4
months) - physical in the intervention
groups was
4.7 higher
(4 to 5.4 higher)

Overall SF36 (change scores, <4
months) - Mental
Scale from: 0 to 100.

2594
(1 study)

MODERATE a
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall sf36 (change scores,
<4 months) - mental in the control
groups was
0.3

The mean overall sf36 (change scores, <4
months) - mental in the intervention
groups was
2.1 higher
(1.4 to 2.8 higher)

Overall SF36 (change scores, >4
months) - Physical
Scale from: 0 to 100.

2492
(1 study)

MODERATE a
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall sf36 (change scores,
>4 months) - physical in the control
groups was
6.3

The mean overall sf36 (change scores, >4
months) - physical in the intervention
groups was
0.6 higher
(0.2 lower to 1.4 higher)

Overall SF36 (change scores, >4
months) - Mental
Scale from: 0 to 100.

2492
(1 study)

MODERATE a
due to risk of
bias

The mean overall sf36 (change scores,
>4 months) - mental in the control
groups was
1.3

The mean overall sf36 (change scores, >4
months) - mental in the intervention
groups was
0.2 higher
(0.6 lower to 1 higher)

Prescription of analgesics

2594
(1 study)

MODERATE a
due to risk of
bias

RR 0.93
(0.81 to
1.08)

Moderate
227 per 1000

16 fewer per 1000
(from 43 fewer to 18 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Table 245: Clinical evidence summary: acupuncture versus waiting list control in low back pain with/without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a,b

Risk with TENS

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95% CI)

485

Pain (VAS 0–10) ≤4 months

32
(2 studies)

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
6.5

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.54 lower
(3.43 lower to 0.36 higher)

Function (RMDQ 0–24) ≤4
months

13
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ 0–24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
7.5

The mean function (RMDQ 0–24) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(5.38 lower to 3.78 higher)

Functional ability; stratum
= without sciatica; outcome
≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 20.

20
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean functional ability; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
2.222

The mean functional ability; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.42 lower
(3.09 lower to 0.25 higher)

Adverse events ≤4 months

20
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1
(0.26 to
3.81)

Moderate
300 per 1000

0 fewer per 1000
(from 222 fewer to 843 more)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 247: Clinical evidence summary: acupuncture versus NSAIDs in low back pain with or without sciatica (overall population)

Outcomes
Pain (VAS 0–10) intramuscular
diclofenac ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
58
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

LOW
due to risk of

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with NSAIDs

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95% CI)

The mean pain (VAS 0–10)
intramuscular diclofenac ≤4 months

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) intramuscular
diclofenac ≤4 months in the intervention

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Table 246: Clinical evidence summary: acupuncture versus TENS in low back pain without sciatica

44
(1 study)

Pain (VAS 0–10) > 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

486

Risk with NSAIDs
in the control groups was
4.91

Risk difference with Acupuncture (95% CI)
groups was
1.5 higher
(0.11 to 2.89 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) oral
diclofenac ≤4 months in the control
groups was
3.02

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) oral diclofenac
≤4 months in the intervention groups was
0.37 lower
(0 to 0.47 higher)

58
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) > 4
months in the control groups was
6.84

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(1.33 lower to 0.93 higher)

Function (ODI/RMDQ) ≤4 months

102
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI/RMDQ) ≤4
months in the control groups was
26.05

The mean function (ODI/RMDQ) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.39 higher
(0.01 lower to 0.78 higher)

Function (ODI 0–100) > 4 months

58
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0–100) > 4
months in the control groups was
80.83

The mean function (ODI 0–100) > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
7.6 lower
(16.47 lower to 1.27 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (Inpatient care) >
4 months

58
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Healthcare utilisation (duration of
hospital stay) > 4 months

58
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.7
(0.53
to
0.93)

Moderate
931 per 1000

279 fewer per 1000
(from 65 fewer to 438 fewer)

The mean healthcare utilisation
(duration of hospital stay) > 4
months in the control groups was
17.96

The mean healthcare utilisation (duration
of hospital stay) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.38 lower
(10.73 to 0.03 lower)
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Pain (VAS 0–10) oral diclofenac ≤4
months

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Combined interventions – acupuncture adjunct
Table 248: Acupuncture + electrotherapy (TENS) compared with usual care for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain (VAS, 0–10 0–10) ≤ 4
months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
13
(1 study)
10 weeks

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with usual care
The mean pain (0–100 VAS converted to
0–10) - ≤4 months in the control groups
was
5.81

Risk difference with Acupuncture + TENS
(95% CI)
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The mean pain (0–100 VAS converted to 0–
10) - ≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.89 lower
(3.18 lower to 1.4 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean function (roland morris 0–24)
The mean function (roland morris 0–24) due to risk of
- ≤4 months in the control groups was
≤4 months in the intervention groups was
bias,
1.2 lower
7.7
imprecision
(4.84 lower to 2.44 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
Function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤ 4
months.

13
(1 study)
10 weeks

Table 249: Acupuncture + Electrotherapy (TENS) compared with electrotherapy (TENS) for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with TENS

Risk difference with Acupuncture + TENS
(95% CI)
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risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Acupuncture
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(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (0–100 VAS converted to
0–10) - ≤4 months in the control groups
was
5.8

The mean pain (0–100 VAS converted to 0–
10) - ≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.88 lower
(2.95 lower to 1.19 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean function (roland morris 0–24)
The mean function (roland morris 0–24) due to risk of
- ≤4 months in the control groups was
≤4 months in the intervention groups was
bias,
1 lower
7.5
imprecision
(4.15 lower to 2.15 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
Function (RMDQ, 0–24) ≤ 4
months

12
(1 study)
10 weeks

Table 250: Acupuncture + manual therapy (massage) compared with usual care for low back pain without sciatica
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Outcomes
Pain (VAS, 0–10, proportion of
baseline value) ≤ 4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

51
(1 study)
4 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with usual care

Risk difference with Acupuncture +
massage (95% CI)

The mean pain (proportion of baseline
value) - ≤4 months in the control groups
was
0.99

The mean pain (proportion of baseline
value) - ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.38 lower
(0.55 to 0.21 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 251: Acupuncture + exercise (biomechanical + aerobic) + self-management compared with exercise (biomechanical + aerobic) + self-management
for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with exercise (biomechanical +
aerobic)

Risk difference with Acupuncture +
exercise (biomechanical + aerobic) (95%
CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

12
(1 study)
10 weeks

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Pain severity (VAS, 0–10) ≤ 4
months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
0.11

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) - ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.06 lower
(0.23 lower to 0.11 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0–1)>4 months

51
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) - >4
months in the control groups was
0.26

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) - >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.11 higher
(0 to 0.22 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0–10) ≤ 4 months

51
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) - ≤4 months
in the control groups was
-2.12

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) - ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.19 higher
(0.34 lower to 2.72 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0–10) > 4 months

51
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) - > 4 months
in the control groups was
-1.79

The mean pain (VAS 0–10) - > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.29 lower
(1.87 lower to 1.29 higher)

Function (ODI, 0–100) ≤4 months

51
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-7.46

The mean function (ODI) - ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.36 higher
(4.45 lower to 7.17 higher)

LOW1,2a,b
The mean function (ODI) - > 4 months in The mean function (ODI) - > 4 months in
due to risk of
the control groups was
the intervention groups was
bias,
4 lower
-6.67
imprecision
(12.41 lower to 4.41 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
Function (ODI, 0–100) > 4 months

51
(1 study)
6 months
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51
(1 study)
3 months

Acupuncture
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Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0–1) ≤ 4
months.
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13.4 Economic evidence
One economic evaluation (with two related publications) was identified that included acupuncture as
a comparator and has been included in this review.415,484 This is summarised in the economic
evidence profile below (Table 252) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
Four economic evaluations relating to acupuncture were identified but were excluded due to limited
applicability.74,276,480,551 These are listed in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Ratcliffe
2006415/Thom
as 2005484
(UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicable(a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious(b)

 Within-RCT analysis (Thomas
2006485/Thomas 2005484)
 Population: mixed (with and
without sciatica) (4–52 weeks)
 Two comparators:
1. Usual care (UC)
2. UC + acupuncture
 Follow-up: 2 years

2-1: £255

(c)

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1: 0.071
QALYs(d)

2 versus 1:
£3,598 per
QALY gained

Uncertainty
 ICER 95% CI: £188 to £22,149
 ICER using SF-6D utility data
£4241 per QALY gained;
probability cost-effective ~97%
 ICER reduced to £2,104 per
QALY when those permanently
unable to work were excluded

491

(a) Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options. Resource use data (1999–2002) and units costs (2002/3) may not reflect the current NHS context.
(b) A longer time horizon may be preferable given that benefits continued to accrue over time (0.012 QALYs at 1 year; 0.027 QALYs at 2 years).Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full
body of available evidence for this comparison; Thomas 2005/Thomas2006 RCT is 1 of several included studies comparing acupuncture to usual care. The probability of intervention being
cost effective is not reported for the EQ-5D-based analysis.
(c) 2002/3 costs; cost components incorporated: intervention, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, non-study intervention NHS acupuncture, chiropractic, osteopathy) and secondary
care contacts (emergency service, inpatient hospital stays, outpatient appointments [generic, pain clinic, physiotherapy], physiotherapy at GP surgery).
(d) Estimated using EQ-5D, UK tariff

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Study

Incremental
cost

Acupuncture

NICE, 2016

Table 252: Economic evidence profile: Acupuncture versus usual care
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Unit costs
Acupuncture could be provided by a physiotherapist, private acupuncture practitioner or in some
pain clinics by any trained member of staff from nurse to consultant. The unit cost of a
physiotherapist is provided below to aid consideration of cost effectiveness. A GDG member noted
that acupuncture is a post-graduate course for physiotherapist and so provision is likely to be at band
6, possibly band 7.
Table 253: Unit costs of healthcare professionals
Healthcare professional

Costs per hour

Hospital physiotherapist (band 5/6/7)

£37/£46/£56

Community physiotherapist (band 5/6/7)

£36/£45/£55

Source: PSSRU 2014100; including qualifications.

The unit costs of community physiotherapists do not account for travel costs, such as mileage and
travel time. As a result, these estimates are probably an underestimate.
There will also be some costs associated with acupuncture equipment.

13.5 Evidence statements
13.5.1

Clinical
No data were available for any of the comparisons regarding the population of low back pain with
sciatica.

13.5.1.1
13.5.1.1.1

Acupuncture versus sham/placebo
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
Evidence from 1 study demonstrated a clinically important benefit of acupuncture in all but one
(mental health) of the individual domain scores of SF-36 for short-term follow-up (moderate and high
quality; n=80). Data from 2 large trials also demonstrated a clinically important benefit for the
composite physical score for short- and long-term follow-up in favour of acupuncture, but not for the
composite mental health score (Moderate and high quality; n = 952).
There was evidence from 1 study for a clinically important benefit of acupuncture for depression as
measured by HADS in the short term, but not in the long term (high quality; n = 95), and further
evidence did not demonstrate a clinical benefit for depression at either time point using the CES-D
and BDI measures (high to moderate quality; 2 studies; n = 210 and 116). Similarly, high quality
evidence showed no clinically significant difference for pain severity in both the short and long term
(8 studies, n = 1670; and 5 studies, n = 1458 respectively). A sensitivity analysis for pain severity was
carried out using IPD which also showed no clinically significant difference between acupuncture and
sham in both the short and long term (8 studies, n = 1670; and 5 studies, n = 1450 respectively).
Benefit of acupuncture was also seen in the short term for healthcare utilisation (days with
analgesics) in 1 study (moderate quality; n=210) and in responder criteria in another study (moderate
quality, n=88). Evidence from 6 studies showed acupuncture to have no benefit over sham for
function, using a range of measures (very low to high quality). No difference in terms of treatment
related and not treatment related adverse events was observed (low quality; 2 studies; n = 530 and
low quality; 2 studies; n = 984, respectively).
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13.5.1.1.2

Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
Evidence was available from 3 studies in this population and no clinical difference was found across
any of the reported outcomes: pain severity and function (moderate quality; n = 90), and treatmentrelated adverse events (low quality; n = 256). A sensitivity analysis was carried out using IPD for pain
severity at less than or equal to 4 months which also showed no clinical difference between
acupuncture and sham treatments (moderate quality; n = 90).

13.5.1.2
13.5.1.2.1

Acupuncture versus usual care
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
A clinically important benefit in favour of acupuncture compared with usual care was demonstrated
for quality of life in terms of SF-36 physical composite score (high quality; 2 studies; n = 945) and by 1
study in terms of the ‘bodily pain’ domain (moderate quality; n = 214) up to 4 months follow-up. A
benefit of acupuncture over usual care was shown for pain intensity (very low quality; 8 studies; n =
1334) at less or equal to 4 months, but not a later follow-up by 3 studies (low quality; n = 950). A
sensitivity analysis was carried out for the pain severity outcomes using IPD, similar results were
observed with clinical benefit of acupuncture seen in short term (very low quality; 8 studies; n =
1334) but not long term time points (low quality; n = 959).
Benefit of acupuncture was also seen in the short term for healthcare utilisation (days with
analgesics) in 1 study (moderate quality; n=210) and short-term responder criteria in another study
(moderate quality, n=83).
Results for function varied depending on the measure used, with a suggestion of a benefit from
acupuncture in the short term based on very low to moderate quality evidence when assessed using
the RMDQ (5 studies; n = 633), PDI (2 studies; n = 300) or HFAQ (1 studies; n = 734). Of all of these
measures, a benefit from acupuncture in the longer term was only seen for FFbH-R in evidence from
a single study (moderate quality; n = 701). There was no clinically significant benefit of acupuncture
compared with usual care for psychological distress based on individual studies for either the CES-D
(moderate quality; n = 214) or HADS (low quality; n = 86). No clinical difference was observed in
adverse events (1 study; low quality; n=988).

13.5.1.2.2

Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
A clinically important improvement in quality of life with acupuncture compared with usual care was
demonstrated in the short term, mostly by single studies, across all domains and measures (low to
very low quality; total n = 495). In the longer term, 1 study demonstrated no clinical difference on
EQ-5D (moderate quality; n = 213), while another study demonstrated a clinical benefit of
acupuncture for the bodily pain domain of SF-36 (very low quality; n = 212).
Similarly, very low quality evidence suggested a short-term improvement in pain intensity (1 study; n
= 45) and function (2 studies; n = 100), but this was not sustained in the longer term. A sensitivity
analysis was carried out using IPD for pain severity at greater than 4 months which also showed no
clinical difference between acupuncture and usual care (very low quality quality; n = 40). Short term
benefit was also seen in responder criteria (improvement in function of greater than 35%) in a single
study (moderate quality, n=138).
One study comparing acupuncture to waiting list control found short term benefit for acupuncture
on quality of life in terms of SF-36 physical composite score, however this was not maintained at
longer term. There was also no difference in clinical benefit for quality of life in terms of SF-36
mental composite score at either time point, or for healthcare utilisation at ≤4 months (moderate to
low quality; n=3093).
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13.5.1.3

Acupuncture versus active comparisons
There were no data on quality of life or psychological distress for this comparison. Low to very low
quality evidence, mainly from single studies, demonstrated no clinically important difference
between acupuncture and the active comparison for nearly all pain and function outcomes assessed
by the studies, regardless of the active comparison that was used (TENS, NSAIDs). The exception was
2 studies demonstrating a clinically important reduction in pain severity for acupuncture when
compared with the use of TENS at less than 4 months in the low back pain (without sciatica)
population (low quality, n= 32), and 1 study demonstrating an improvement in pain severity
favouring NSAIDs compared to acupuncture in people with low back pain with or without sciatica
(low quality; n=58). No clinically important difference between acupuncture and the active
comparison was observed for adverse events or healthcare utilisation.

13.5.1.4
13.5.1.4.1

Combination of interventions - acupuncture adjunct
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
Very low quality evidence from a very small study showed no clinical benefit of acupuncture plus
TENS versus usual care or TENS alone for both pain and function (n=12 and n=13). When
acupuncture was combined with manual therapy (massage) however, there was clinical benefit over
usual care in terms of pain (low quality, n=51). When acupuncture was combined with exercise
versus exercise alone, low quality evidence from a single trial (n=51) suggested benefit for exercise
alone for short-term quality of life (EQ-5D), but in favour of acupuncture plus exercise in the long
term. Short term pain benefits also favoured exercise alone, but in the longer term follow up there
was no clinical difference between either intervention. In terms of function there was also no
difference from the addition of acupuncture at either time-point.

13.5.2

Economic
 One cost–utility analysis found that acupuncture plus usual care was cost effective compared with
usual care alone for treating low back pain (with or without sciatica) (ICER: £3,958 per QALY
gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.

13.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations

14.Do not offer acupuncture for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that the most critical outcome for decision making was healthrelated quality of life; with pain severity, function and psychological distress being
individually critical outcomes as well as components of quality of life measures.
Adverse events were considered important for decision making because experience
of adverse events may outweigh the possible benefits gained from acupuncture.
Similarly, any differences in healthcare utilisation were considered an important
outcome likely to reflect any benefits in the quality of life experienced.
The GDG discussed the importance of responder criteria as an outcome and agreed
that although important in decision making, due to the inherent difficulties in
dichotomising continuous outcomes, this was not a critical outcome. Although many
studies quoted responder criteria as an outcome, only one study used a definition of
response matched that as agreed by the GDG ≥30% improvement in pain or
function).

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The GDG first discussed the necessity of a body of evidence to show specific
intervention effects, that is, over and above any contextual or placebo effects. It was
therefore agreed that if placebo-controlled evidence (or sham acupuncture) is
available, this should inform decision making in preference to contextual effects, but
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that the effect sizes compared with usual care would be important to consider if
effectiveness relative to placebo, or sham, has been demonstrated. This approach is
consistent with that taken in the recent osteoarthritis NICE guideline.
Acupuncture versus placebo/sham in low back pain without sciatica
For the placebo/sham controlled evidence in the low back pain population, the GDG
agreed that no clinical benefit was seen for pain or function. Heterogeneity was
observed in the meta-analysis that was unexplained by pre-specified subgroup
analysis of type of acupuncture or duration of pain. A clinically important benefit was
demonstrated in all but one (mental health) of the individual domain scores of SF-36
quality of life for short-term follow-up (below 4 months) in the group who received 5
sessions of acupuncture. It was however highlighted that this was from one study of
80 participants who had acute low back pain of less than 1 month’s duration and
were recruited from an emergency department and therefore may not be
generalisable. Data from 2 large trials (total n 952) in people with chronic low back
pain (over 6 months of duration) also demonstrated a clinically important benefit for
the composite physical score but not for the composite mental health score. There
was evidence of a clinically important benefit for depression as measured by HADS in
the short term, but not in the long term and not on CES-D or BDI measures. It was
also noted that there was no difference between groups in terms of adverse events.
Acupuncture versus placebo/sham in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed
population)
In the mixed population of low back pain with or without sciatica, the GDG agreed
that no clinically significant improvements were demonstrated for any of the
outcomes reported (pain, function, adverse events, and responder criteria).
Acupuncture versus usual care (or waiting list) in low back pain without sciatica
and in low back pain with or without sciatica (mixed population)
For the comparison with usual care in people with low back pain without sciatica, the
GDG agreed that clinically important benefits in terms of improvements in quality of
life were observed in evidence from a number of studies. However, it was
highlighted that one of these only reported the bodily pain domain and was not
specific enough regarding the effects on low back pain. Benefit was also observed in
pain and function at ≤4 months, identified from a large body of evidence. The
benefits for pain were not sustained beyond 4 months, neither were they for
function with the exception of that assessed by the Hannover functional ability
questionnaire (FFbH-R), but it was noted this was from one study only.
The results were similar for the mixed population of low back pain with or without
sciatica, with clinically important benefits were demonstrated for quality of life (EQ5D and most of the SF-36 domains) as well as for pain and function (RMDQ) in the
short term, but not for EQ-5D and pain in the longer-term. The evidence
demonstrating benefit was from studies with varying populations and treatment
regimens and usual care descriptions. All of the data for SF-36, with the exception of
bodily pain at greater than 4 months, was from a single study performed in an
inpatient rehabilitation programme and are therefore not necessarily generalizable
to the general population. One of the larger studies did demonstrate benefits in
quality of life for SF36 bodily pain at > 4 months from a study of 3 months in duration
consisting of up to 10 sessions of acupuncture, but the EQ5D benefits were only
observed in the short term follow-up. Furthermore, the GDG noted caution with
interpreting the SF36 results as only one domain had been reported by the study.
The quality of life benefits from this study were also not supported by their
outcomes for pain or function. Benefits in pain at short term follow-up (with
uncertainty about the clinical importance) were seen from one study of people with
acute low back pain of less than two weeks duration and who received acupuncture
sessions every day for 5 days. Improvements in function in the short term (with
uncertainty about the clinical importance) were observed both in outcomes from
this study and another study of five weeks duration in people who had had low back
pain for at least 6 weeks.
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Evidence from one large study in patients with low back pain for greater than 6
months who were given 15 sessions of acupuncture demonstrated short term
benefit in SF-36 for the physical composite score when compared to waiting list
control. However this was not maintained in the long-term follow-up and there was
no clinical benefit observed for SF-36 mental composite score.
Many of the observed benefits were not sustained beyond 4 months, however the
study treatment durations were a maximum of 15 weeks and the GDG debated
whether a long term follow up would be expected from a shorter course of
treatment.
It was noted that 4 of the included studies had a ‘waiting list’ group as their usual
care comparison. It was considered that this may over-estimate the effects of
treatment as people may become disheartened in the comparison group whilst
waiting to start active treatment. This may be a cause for the observed
heterogeneity in the meta-analysis. It was also noted that people within the control
group of many of the usual care studies received management that was not
representative of UK primary care practice. It’s possible that in some cases this group
represents people for whom standard care has been insufficient to manage their
pain and are therefore receiving more than usual care. It is noted this applies to all
reviews with usual care comparators and has been taken into account equally across
interventions reviewed in this guideline.
Sensitivity analysis for acupuncture versus sham and usual care
A sensitivity analysis was carried out using individual patient data (IPD) reported in
Vickers 2012 for the pain severity outcomes in acupuncture versus sham and
acupuncture versus usual care comparisons where this data were available. The GDG
noted that incorporating IPD did not change the clinical importance of the outcomes
for any of the meta-analyses carried out using data from the original studies. The
GDG noted that where IPD were available, the mean differences in the sensitivity
analyses were less favourable towards acupuncture. It is likely that this difference is
due to the fact that the IPD was analysed using ANCOVA adjusting for baseline
values. It is possible that had IPD been available for all studies, the overall effect size
would have been even smaller, however given the lack of data (IPD only available for
1 study per meta-analysis in this review) the GDG were unable to speculate further.
The GDG agreed that the sensitivity analysis did not change their conclusion to
recommend against the use of acupuncture in a NHS setting but did add strength to
this recommendation.
Acupuncture versus active comparisons
The GDG also considered the evidence for acupuncture compared with active
interventions (TENS and NSAIDs). The evidence was of low quality from studies of
small sample size, with conflicting results and uncertainty regarding the clinical
importance for the outcomes assessed by the studies, regardless of the active
comparison that was used.
No evidence was identified for people who had low back pain with sciatica, although
some of the included studies did not state that people with sciatica were explicitly
excluded.
Acupuncture in combination with other treatments
The GDG discussed that the majority of evidence of acupuncture combined with
other treatments (exercise, massage, self-management or TENS) didn’t show any
additional benefit of the addition of acupuncture, with the exception quality of life
(EQ-5D) at long term follow up when acupuncture was combined with exercise and
self-management. This benefit was not observed at the short term follow up and it
was also noted that the acupuncture was applied to the ear. The GDG expressed
doubts about the validity of this evidence, and considered that as the EQ5D result
was in conflict with the other outcomes, no firm conclusions could be drawn from
this evidence. Short term benefit was also seen for acupuncture combined with
massage over usual care for pain, however this was a single outcome of low quality
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from a small study.
Summary
The GDG discussed that despite a large number of trials reporting pain as an
outcome and the inclusion of trials with large numbers of patients for these and
other outcomes, there was still not compelling and consistent evidence of a
treatment-specific effect for acupuncture. Where clinically important effects were
demonstrated, these were usually short-term. The GDG noted that although
comparison of acupuncture with usual care demonstrated improvements in pain,
function and quality of life in the short term, comparison with sham acupuncture
showed no consistent clinically important effect, leading to the conclusion that the
effects of acupuncture were probably the result of contextual effects. As stated
above, the GDG agreed that across all reviews if placebo-controlled evidence (or
sham acupuncture) is available, this should inform decision making in preference to
contextual effects. They agreed in this case the lack of evidence of effect for
improving pain or function compared to sham acupuncture was therefore more
informative for recommendation making than any evidence compared to usual care,
and on this basis acupuncture should not be recommended. Although acupuncture
was considered a relatively safe intervention, it was acknowledged that lack of detail
on the nature of the adverse events as reported by the trials is a concern with regard
to interpreting results appropriately.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

One relevant economic evaluation was included that considered acupuncture as an
adjunct to usual care in a mixed population of low back pain with or without sciatica.
This was based on the RCT reported by Thomas and colleagues included in the
clinical review.484,485 This within-trial analysis found that the addition of acupuncture
to usual care increased costs and improved health (increased QALYs) with an
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of £3,598 per QALY gained. Uncertainty was not
reported in the analysis using EQ-5D but in the analysis using SF-6D (which had a
similar ICER) the probability of acupuncture being cost effective was around 97%.
The analysis only reflects the effectiveness evidence from one RCT of acupuncture
whereas many were identified. In this study people received up to 10 sessions of
acupuncture and benefits to patients in terms of QALYs were evaluated over two
years. Across the studies included in the clinical review the total number of sessions
ranged from 1 to 24 and the treatment duration from a one off treatment to
treatment over a period of 15 weeks.
It is widely accepted that large pragmatic randomised trials (such as the study
carried out by Thomas and colleagues) are the best study design on which to base an
economic evaluation, as this will capture the cost-effectiveness of an intervention as
it would be used in practice (that is, the real world impact on the patient and the
NHS). However, before this is considered the GDG decided to ascertain if the
intervention has treatment-specific effects over and above the contextual or placebo
effects, and the best comparator to prove this would be a placebo or sham. The GDG
concluded that there was insufficient evidence of an overall treatment-specific effect
to support a recommendation for acupuncture and so consideration of costeffectiveness was not considered relevant. In addition, the GDG noted that while the
study provided evidence of a clinically important difference in EQ-5D quality of life,
the trial did not show a benefit for pain, function or distress, and this therefore led
them to question the mechanism by which quality of life would be improved.

Quality of evidence

The quality of evidence informing the usual care and other active comparisons
ranged from high to very low. The high rating was only observed in outcomes with a
sham comparator. In the outcomes with a usual care comparison, lack of patient
blinding was the primary reason for a significant risk of bias for subjective outcomes
and the quality rating was downgraded accordingly. In addition blinding of the
treating therapist was not achieved in many trials due to the nature of the sham
technique employed.
Pre-specified subgroup analysis was carried out where heterogeneity was present,
and if the data allowed for separating as determined a priori in the protocol,
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however this information was frequently unavailable from the included studies. The
evidence for pain and function was informed by several studies with a number of
meta-analyses showing substantial heterogeneity. Subgroup analyses according to
type of acupuncture and chronicity of pain did not explain this heterogeneity. It was
considered in the usual care comparison, this may in part be due to variations in the
usual care comparator.
The GDG discussed the variability in the different sham comparators that were used
in the studies. It was considered that if there is inadequate patient, therapist or
outcome assessor blinding, there is a risk of studies demonstrating inflated effect
sizes, particularly on subjective outcomes when the patient is not blinded to the
treatment group. The GDG considered that blinding within the studies reviewed was
not equally effective, and therefore this was taken into account when the quality of
evidence was reviewed. It was further considered that this may contribute to the
inconsistency in the evidence and effects observed, however this cannot be tested
by this review.
The economic evaluation was judged to be partially applicable with potentially
serious limitations. The latter was largely due to the fact that this analysis is based
on only one of a number of RCTs that contribute to the evidence base for the clinical
effectiveness of acupuncture. In addition uncertainty was not reported for the
analysis using EQ-5D, but given that the analysis using SF-6D had a similar ICER and
very low uncertainty this was not considered a significant concern.
Other considerations

The GDG considered whether it was acceptable to recommend an intervention that
was thought unlikely (on the basis of reported results) to have a specific treatment
effect but was thought to be acting through contextual mechanisms. The GDG
acknowledged that this was a controversial issue. The GDG considered that other
treatments reviewed in the guideline had specific and clinically important treatment
effects, beyond contextual effects, although acknowledged that for treatments
where no “sham” comparison was available it was not possible to distinguish specific
and effects. The majority view of the group was to recommend “do not offer”
acupuncture.
The GDG noted the lack of effect of acupuncture on pain outcomes in the shamcontrolled trials and the inconsistent effect on quality of life in these trials. The GDG
discussed that if there was a specific treatment effect, this would be likely to be
mediated through pain reduction. Therefore the GDG thought that it was more likely
that contextual effects rather than pain reduction were driving the observed
outcomes for acupuncture.
The GDG discussed whether acupuncture could be considered for those not
responding to other treatment options, rather than as a routine treatment.
However, the GDG did not find any evidence to support treatment in such subgroups and chose not to make a recommendation in this regard.
The GDG noted that access and provision of acupuncture for low back pain and
sciatica in the NHS is currently very variable, in spite of the recommendation in the
previous guideline. The GDG considered the potentially considerable cost impact for
the NHS if acupuncture was recommended and this would need to be underpinned
by a strong evidence base of clinical and cost-effectiveness, which the GDG did not
feel had been demonstrated.
The GDG discussed whether acupuncture treatment might discourage selfmanagement or participation in activity and exercise. The GDG agreed that this
possibility would not be detected in the trials reviewed and that, within NHS
settings, Western medical acupuncture provision is usually integrated into a care
pathway which involves self-management and activity advice.
The GDG considered that there was a substantial body of evidence relating to
acupuncture in this review and that further research was unlikely to alter
conclusions.
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14 Electrotherapies
14.1 Introduction
Electrotherapy is an umbrella term that defines a variety of interventions with the common feature
that they all involve the application of forms of energy to the body. These all aim to produce various
physiological effects with the goal of improving symptoms or recovery.
Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) involves the use of pads placed on the skin, and
a battery operated device delivering a small current to them to produce a tingling
sensation. Mechanisms for TENS-induced pain relief are thought to be multifactorial and due to the
effect of controlling the activity of the peripheral, spinal and supra-spinal nervous systems.
Percutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (PENS) uses the same principle as TENS, but electrode
needles are inserted through the skin into the subcutaneous tissue and current from a stimulator
device is sent to produce a sensation in the tissue itself. One or several sets of treatment may be
administered in an outpatient setting.
Interferential therapy involves application of medium frequency electrical currents to affected
tissues. Treatment is usually achieved by placing several electrodes on the skin over the affected
area, sometimes with the use of suction cups. It is used to stimulate local nerves with the aims of
modulating pain, reducing swelling, stimulating local muscles or to promote healing.531 It is usually
administered by a physiotherapist during several treatment sessions, but portable devices are now
available for home use.
Low level laser therapy (LLLT) involves the non-invasive application of a single wavelength of light to
the skin over the injured area using a probe. One or a series of treatments may be administered in an
outpatient setting. There are various laser devices and probe configurations in clinical use. The light
is absorbed in the tissues and it is hypothesised that this results in local heating and effects on local
chemical activity and cellular behaviour. It is through those effects that laser therapy is purported to
have an anti-inflammatory effect and promote tissue repair.556
Therapeutic ultrasound involves the delivery of mechanical energy in the form of high frequency
sound waves to the site of injury, usually through a probe applied to the skin. This penetrates the
tissues at varying depths, depending on the frequency used. Delivered continuously it has a heating
effect on the tissues. It is proposed that this thermal or mechanical stimulation may generate
improved blood flow and may also facilitate the inflammatory process and tissue healing.531

14.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
electrotherapy (non-invasive interventions) in the management of
non-specific low back pain and sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 254: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain
People aged 16 or above with sciatica

Intervention(s)

Electrotherapy
 TENS (Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation)
 PENS (Percutaneous Electric Nerve Stimulation)
 interferential therapy
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 laser therapy
 therapeutic ultrasound
Comparison(s)

 Placebo/Sham/Attention control
 Usual care/waiting list
 To each other: other interventions within the same class but not the same type (for
example, TENS versus PENS, but not TENS versus another type of TENS)
 Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
 Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline

Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D)
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS])
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index)
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI).
Important
 Responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. morbidity
2. mortality.
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit).

Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

14.3 Clinical evidence
14.3.1
14.3.1.1

Summary of studies included
Single interventions
Forty studies were included in the review.
16,25,29,56,69,70,112,117,122,126,135,139,156,173,177,182,215,231,235,236,243,246,279,281,285,286,299,305,307,326,336,408,463,487,490,493,501,504,5
35,536,538

The populations included adults with acute, subacute or chronic low back pain, with or without
sciatica. Interventions included TENS, PENS, interferential therapy, laser and ultrasound. These were
compared with each other, with placebo/sham or usual care, or with other interventions including
exercise, manual therapies such as massage, traction and manipulation, appliances such as corsets,
and acupuncture. Outcomes are reported by strata (with sciatica, without sciatica or mixed
populations with or without sciatica) and separated by time-point the outcome is reported, either
less than or equal to, or more than 4 months.
Evidence from these studies is summarised in Table 255 below and in the GRADE clinical evidence
profile below (Section 14.3.5). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence
tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list
in Appendix L.
Due to the limited number of high quality randomised trials included in this review the search was
extended to non-randomised studies. No non-randomised controlled trials relevant to the protocol
were identified.
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Evidence for electrotherapy versus acupuncture can also be found in the acupuncture chapter (See
Chapter 13).
14.3.1.2

Combined interventions
Thirteen studies looking at combinations of non-invasive interventions (with electrotherapy as the
adjunct) were also included in this review. 7,117,123,126,173,182,183,236,243,281,504,535,554 These are summarised
in Table 256 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence
profile/clinical evidence summary below (Section 14.3.6). See also the study selection flow chart in
Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in
Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Two Cochrane reviews 127,556 were identified but they were not included for the following reasons:
 It was unclear whether sciatica was included in the population and studies in people with acute
low back pain were excluded;127
 The population had thoracic as well as low back pain;556
The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they matched the
review protocol.

For evidence on orthotics and appliances, please see section 11.

14.3.2

Heterogeneity
For the comparison of electrotherapy (TENS) plus exercise (biomechanical) versus exercise
(biomechanical) and for electrotherapy (laser) plus self-management (home exercise) versus selfmanagement (home exercise), there was substantial heterogeneity between the studies when they
were meta-analysed for the outcomes of pain and function at greater than 4 months. Pre-specified
subgroup analyses (different within-class modalities, and chronicity of pain) were unable to be
performed on this outcome because the studies were not different in terms of these factors. A
random effects meta-analysis was therefore applied to these 2 outcomes, and the evidence was
downgraded for inconsistency in GRADE.
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Table 255: Summary of included studies – single interventions
Study

Intervention and
comparison

TENS versus Sham
TENS
Buchmuller
26
2012
Placebo/sham

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=236
Intervention 3
months
France

Quality of life (SF36)
Function( RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated
Pain centres

Cheing
19998

TENS
Placebo/sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=30
1 intervention
session only
China

Pain (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment = no
physiotherapy or
medication allowed for
previous 2 weeks
Secondary care

Deyo 19909

TENS
TENS + exercise
Placebo/sham tens
Placebo/sham tens +
exercise

Overall
N=145
4 weeks and 3
months follow-up
USA

Pain (VAS and
mean sickness
impact profile :
results reported for
tens and tens +
exercise groups
combined versus
sham tens and
sham tens +
exercise groups
combined; adjusted
for baseline values
and for effect of
exercise )
Healthcare
utilisation
(prescribing
medication : results
reported for tens
and tens + exercise
groups combined
versus sham tens
and sham tens +
exercise groups
combined; adjusted
for baseline values
and for effect of
exercise)

Concomitant
treatment = twiceweekly visits. At these
visits, all the subjects
received moist-heat
treatment (hot packs),
adjustments in the
placement of the tens
electrodes, and written
and oral advice
concerning lifting,
standing, and resting
positions. The authors
also loaned the
subjects electric
heating pads for home
use and advised them
to apply the pads to
painful areas for 10
minutes twice a day

Herman
199417

TENSPlacebo/sham

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=58
Intervention 4
weeks
Canada

Pain(VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment = back
rehabilitation
programme
Workers'
compensation board
back program

Jarzem

TENS

Low back pain

Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
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Study
200520

Intervention and
comparison
Acu-TENS
Biphasic TENSSham

Population
without sciatica
N=349
Intervention 3
months
Canada

Outcomes

Comments
treatment = not stated
Secondary care

Kofotolis
2008281

4 arm trial
Electrotherapy
(TENS)
Sham electrotherapy
(sham TENS)
electrotherapy
(TENS) + exercise
(also included in the
comparison
TENSversus usual
care in this review)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=92
4 weeks
intervention + 8
weeks follow-up
Greece

Pain severity (borg
verbal pain rating
scale)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Krammer
2015286

TENS
Sham

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=40
4 week follow-up
New zealand

Pain (patient
specific functional
scale(psfs), NRS)data reported
graphically which
rendered it unusable
Function (ODI)data reported
graphically which
rendered it unusable

Concomitant
treatment = content of
each session was
determined by
physician: typically
manipulation,
mobilisation, advice
and exercise; singularly
or in combination.
Patients also received
physiotherapy
treatment twice per
week for up to 4
weeks.

Lehmann
198624

TENS
Electroacupuncture
Placebo/sham
TENS

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=53
3 week
intervention and 6
months follow-up
USA

Pain VAS, results
shown graphically
which made the
data un-usable)

Concomitant
treatment =
comprehensive
multidisciplinary
educational
programme and twice
daily exercise training
sessions
Inpatients at
rehabilitation
programme

Marchand
199327

TENS
Placebo/sham
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=42
Intervention 10
weeks and followup at 6 months
Canada

Pain (VAS, results
reported as means
and post hoc
dunnet tests
values which made
data un-usable)

Concomitant
treatment =not stated
Community setting

Thompson
200833

TENS
Placebo/sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=58

Pain (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment = usual dose
regimen of opioid
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Topuz
200434

Intervention and
comparison

TENS Low frequency
TENS
Placebo/sham TENS
4 arm trial (also
included in PENS
versus sham in this
review)

TENS versus usual care
TENS
Hsieh
2002232
Usual care:
medication including
NSAID (diclofenac
potassium) and
muscle relaxant
(mephenoxalone)
and antacid
(Wellpine) +
educational material
3 arm trial (also
included in PENS
versus other
treatment and PENS
versus usual care
comparisons in this
review)

Population
Intervention of
single treatment
and follow-up 1
week
United kingdom

Outcomes

Comments
analgesic and/or nonopioid analgesic
(usually NSAID)
provided dosage kept
constant and within
bnf guidelines
Secondary care

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=60
Intervention 2
weeks
Turkey

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated
Secondary care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=133
1 week follow-up
China

Pain (VAS)
Function (Quebec
back pain disability
scale)

Concomitant
treatment =Medication
including NSAID
(diclofenac potassium)
and muscle relaxant
(mephenoxalone) and
antacid (Wellpine) +
educational material

Itoh 2009243

Electrotherapy
(TENS)
Usual care: No
specific treatment
except allowed to
use topical poultice
containing
methylsalicylic acid.
4 arm trial (also
included in TENS
versus other
treatment
comparison in this
review)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=32
5 weeks
intervention + 10
weeks follow-up
Japan

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: allowed to
continue medication if
no change in dose for 1
month or longer

Kofotolis
2008281

Electrotherapy
(TENS)
Usual care: individual
exercise
(biomechanical

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=92
4 weeks
intervention + 8

Pain severity (Borg
verbal pain rating
scale)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
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Intervention and
comparison
exercise - Core
stability)
4 arm trial ( also
included in TENS
versus sham
comparison in this
review as well as
combination adjunct)

Population
weeks follow-up
Greece

Outcomes

Comments

TENS versus Other treatment
Melzack
198328

TENS (+ exercise
concomitant)
Massage

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=41
Canada
Intervention up to
5 weeks (mean 3
weeks)
Secondary care

Pain( McGill)
Responder criteria
(Pain)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated
for massage group

Pope 199431

TENS
Manipulation
Massage

Overall (acute,
chronic) without
sciatica
N=150
USA
Intervention 3
weeks
Spine research
centre

Pain (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated

Facci 201129

TENS
Inferential
Waiting list

Overall
N=150
Intervention 2
weeks
Brazil

Pain (VAS, McGill
Pain Questionnaire:
results given as
means only with no
corresponding
statistics, therefore
data is un-usable)
Function (RMDQ,
results given as
means only with no
corresponding
statistics, therefore
data is un-usable)

Concomitant
treatment = guidance
about vertebral
column care
Secondary care

Low back without
sciatica
N=34
Intervention 6
weeks and followup 3 months
USA

Pain( VAS)

 Concomitant
treatment = Physical
therapy: physical
reconditioning,
management of pain
flares, stretching,
education
 Community

Low back pain
without sciatica

Quality of life (SF36)

 Concomitant
treatment = not

PENS versus Placebo/Sham
PENS
Weiner
200337
Placebo/sham

Weiner
200838

PENS
Sham PENS
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Topuz
200434

Intervention and
comparison
4 arm trial ( also
included in PENS
versus other
treatment
comparison in this
review as well as
combination adjunct)
PENS
Placebo/sham PENS
4 arm trial ( also
included in PENS
versus other
treatment
comparison in this
review as well as
combination adjunct)

PENS versus usual care
PENS
Hsieh
232
2002
Usual care:
medication including
NSAID (diclofenac
potassium) and
muscle relaxant
(mephenoxalone)
and antacid
(Wellpine) +
educational material
3 arm trial (also
included in TENS
versus usual care and
PENS versus other
treatment
comparisons in this
review)
PENS versus other treatment
PENS
Hsieh
2002232
TENS
3 arm trial (also
included in PENS
versus usual care and
TENS versus usual
care comparisons in
this review)
Topuz
200434

PENS
TENS
4 arm trial ( also
included in PENS
versus sham in this
review)

Population
N=200
Intervention 6
weeks and followup 6 months
USA

Outcomes
Function (RMDQ)

Comments
stated
 Secondary care

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=60
Intervention 2
weeks
Turkey

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

 Concomitant
treatment = not
stated
 Secondary care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=133
1 week follow-up
China

Pain (VAS)
Function (Quebec
back pain disability
scale)

Concomitant
treatment =Medication
including NSAID
(diclofenac potassium)
and muscle relaxant
(mephenoxalone) and
antacid (Wellpine) +
educational material

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=133
1 week follow-up
China

Pain (VAS)
Function (Quebec
back pain disability
scale)

Concomitant
treatment =Medication
including NSAID
(diclofenac potassium)
and muscle relaxant
(mephenoxalone) and
antacid (Wellpine) +
educational material

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=60
Intervention 2
weeks
Turkey

Quality of life(SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated
Secondary care
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Intervention and
comparison

Inferential therapy versus sham
Inferential therapy
Fuentes
13
2014
Sham

Inferential therapy versus usual care
Inferential therapy
Hurley
2001235
Usual care (as for
concomitant
treatment)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=117
Intervention single
treatment only
Canada

Pain (NRS)

Concomitant
treatment = Limited (5
minute) interaction
with therapist (brief
introduction to
purpose of treatment);
therapist left the room,
returned at 15 and 30
minutes
Community

Low back pain with
or without Sciatica
N=60
Intervention 1
week and follow-up
3 months
United Kingdom

Quality of life( EQ5D; results
reported as
medians which
denied metaanalysis)
Pain(McGill Pain
Questionnaire,
results reported as
medians which
denied metaanalysis)
Function (RMDQ;
results reported as
medians which
denied metaanalysis)

Concomitant
treatment = The Back
Book patient education
encouraging early
return to normal
activities and
participation in low
impact activities such
as walking, swimming
and cycling
Secondary care

Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated

Quality of life (EQ5D, SF-36; results
reported as mean
scores only with no
corresponding
statistics which
denied metaanalysis)
Pain(VAS, results
reported as mean
scores only with no
corresponding
statistics which
denied meta-

Concomitant
treatment = none
reported
Secondary care

Inferential therapy versus other treatment
Inferential therapy
Overall
Werners
199939
Traction (manual
N=147
therapy)
Germany
Intervention 3
weeks and followup to 3 months
Primary care
Hurley
2004236

Inferential therapy
Maitland technique
(manual therapy)
Inferential + Maitland

Overall
N=240
Intervention 8
weeks and followup 12 months
UK
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Intervention and
comparison

Laser versus sham
Laser therapy
Ay 20104
Sham

Population

Outcomes
analysis)
Function (RMDQ;
results reported as
mean scores only
with no
corresponding
statistics which
denied metaanalysis)

Comments

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=80
3 weeks follow-up
Turkey

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment = All groups
received hot-pack
therapy for 20 minutes

Basford
19995

Laser therapy
Sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=61
1 month follow-up
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated

Djavid
200710

Laser therapy
Sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=41
Intervention 6
weeks and followup at week 12
Iran

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment = Exercise:
first session with
physiotherapist then
exercises at home
Secondary care

Klein 199021

Laser
Placebo/sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=20
Intervention 4
weeks
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment =
standardised home
exercise programme of
50 full-forward flexion
exercises (standing)
and 25 extension
exercises twice daily;
walk briskly 20 minutes
each day; 2 sets of
knee flexion coupled
with hip abduction
exercises each day
Secondary care

Konstantino
vic 201023

Laser
Placebo/sham
Nimesulide

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=546
Intervention 3
weeks
Serbia and
Montenegro

Pain (VAS)
Responder criteria
(function)

Concomitant
treatment =
Nimesulide
Secondary care
(inpatient or
outpatient)

Soriano

Laser

Low back pain

Responder criteria

Concomitant
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Study
199832

Intervention and
comparison
Placebo/sham

Population
without sciatica
N=85
Intervention 2
weeks
Argentina

Outcomes
(pain)

Comments
treatment = No
analgesic drugs or
physical therapy
allowed
Secondary care

Laser versus usual care
Gur 200316

Laser (+ exercise
concomitant
treatment)
Usual care
3 arm trial ( also
included in laser
versus other
treatment
comparison in this
review)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=75
4 weeks
intervention and 1
month follow-up
Turkey

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care consisted
of: exercise only
(exercise as for laser +
exercise group)
Secondary care

Konstantino
vic 201023

Laser
Nimesulide
3 arm trial ( also
included in laser
versus sham
comparison in this
review)

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=546
Serbia and
Montenegro
Intervention 3
weeks

Pain (VAS)
Responder criteria
(function)

Concomitant
treatment =
Nimesulide
Secondary care
(inpatient or
outpatient)

Vallone
2014504

Diode laser therapy
Usual care: Sham applications of the
laser therapy were
delivered by the
same hand piece, the
therapist moved the
hand piece at the
same rate and
pressure as for the
intervention group +
exercise

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=100
3 week follow-up
Italy

Pain (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment for both
groups = Exercise
program including
posterior pelvic tilts,
sit-ups, bridging,
quadruped exercises,
hip and knee muscle
stretching. Instructed
to perform the
exercises daily, the
stretching before the
strengthening. After
completion of all
treatment sessions
patients were asked to
continue exercising
daily at home for a
further 3 weeks

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=75
4 weeks
intervention and 1
month follow-up

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Usual care consisted
of: exercise only
(exercise as for laser +
exercise group)
Secondary care

Laser therapy versus other treatment
Gur 200316

Laser (+ exercise
concomitant
treatment)
Biomechanical
exercise
3 arm trial ( also
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Intervention and
comparison
included in laser
versus usual care in
this review)

Population
Turkey

Outcomes

Comments

Bertocco
20026

Laser therapy
Individual
Biomechanical
exercise - Core
stability

Overall (acute,
chronic) without
sciatica
N=21
3 weeks
intervention
Italy

Pain (VAS, result
reported as mean
only with no
corresponding
statistics; therefore
could not be metaanalysed)

Concomitant
treatment = All walked
1 hour per day, 5 days
a week for 3 weeks
Secondary care

Unlu 200836

Laser
Ultrasound
Traction (manual
therapy)

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=60
Intervention 3
weeks, follow-up 3
months
Turkey

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment = Cointerventions not
allowed
Secondary care

Fiore 201112

Laser
Ultrasound

Overall (acute,
chronic) without
sciatica
N=30
Intervention 3
weeks
Italy

Pain (VAS; result
reported as median
therefore could not
be meta-analysed)
Function (ODI;
result reported as
median therefore
could not be metaanalysed)

Concomitant
treatment = No other
physical therapy;
instructed to avoid
analgesic/antiinflammatory drugs
and abstain from
painful activities
involving the lumbar
spine
Secondary care

Ultrasound versus sham
Ansari 20063

Ultrasound:
Sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=15
3-4 weeks followup
Iran

Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment = Continue
existing treatment but
not start any new
analgesic or treatment,
no exercise
programme

Ebadi 201230

Ultrasound
Placebo/sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=50
4 weeks treatment
and 1 month
follow-up
Iran

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment = Semisupervised exercise
programme: pamphlet
describing exercise
programme (stretching
and strengthening)
with figures, checked
by therapist at each
treatment session;
patients asked to
perform exercises daily
during 4 weeks
ultrasound treatment
plus 1 month after.

NICE, 2016
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Goren
201014

Licciardone
201325

Population

Outcomes

Comments
Requested not to take
pain medication or
participate in other
exercise or treatment
programme

Ultrasound
Placebo/sham

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=34
Intervention 3
weeks
Turkey

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Healthcare
utilisation
(paracetamol use)

Concomitant
treatment = Exercise in
Rehabilitation
Department: stretching
and strengthening plus
low-intensity cycling
Secondary care

Ultrasound
Placebo/sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=455
Intervention 8
weeks and followup to 12 weeks
USA

Responder criteria
(pain)

Concomitant
treatment = could selfinitiate low back pain
co-treatments, such as
non-prescription drugs
and complementary
and alternative
medicine therapies.
Patients could also
independently receive
low back pain usual
care (any cotreatments except
OMT, other manual
therapies, or UST) at
any time from
physicians not
associated with the
study. 2 x 2 factorial
design, so half the
patients in each group
also received
orthopaedic manual
treatment (OMT) and
the other half sham
treatment.
Community

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=60
Intervention at 6
weeks
Turkey

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Psychological
distress (BDI)

Usual care consisted
of: Exercise: 60 minute
back and abdominal
exercises (motion,
flexibility,
strengthening,
posture, dynamic body
balance, coordination,
relaxation) with warmup and cool-down
period 10 minutes
stretching exercises 3
days a week

Ultrasound versus usual care
Durmus
201311

Ultrasound + usual
care
Usual care

NICE, 2016
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
Secondary care

Ultrasound versus other treatment
Charlusz
20107

Laser therapy
Ultrasound

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=94
Poland

Pain (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment = not stated
Day rehabilitation
centre

Unlu 200836

Ultrasound
Laser
Traction (manual
therapy)

low back pain with
sciatica
n=60
intervention 3
weeks, follow-up 3
months
Turkey

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment = Cointerventions not
allowed
Secondary care

Table 256: Summary of included studies – combination of interventions (electrotherapy adjunct)
Study
Alayat 20147

Intervention and
comparison
Electrotherapy (High
Intensity Laser
Therapy) + selfmanagement
(unsupervised
exercise)
Self-management
(unsupervised
exercise) + placebo
laser therapy
Electrotherapy (HILT
Laser therapy)

Population
Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=72
4 weeks
intervention + 12
weeks follow-up
Saudi Arabia

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ,
MODQ)

Comments
Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Djavid
2007117

Combined noninvasive
interventions:
electrotherapy (laser)
+ exercise
Exercise
(biomechanical Core stability)
Electrotherapy
(Laser)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=61
6 weeks
intervention + 12
weeks follow-up
Iran

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Durmus
2010123

Electrotherapy
(TENS) + exercise
Electrotherapy
(ultrasound) +
exercise
Exercise
(biomechanical Core stabilisation)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=68
6 weeks
intervention and
follow-up
Turkey

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain severity (Pain
disability index)
Function (ODI)
Psychological
distress (BDI/)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Electrotherapy
(ultrasound) +

Low back pain
without sciatica

Pain severity (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment: no pain

Ebadi
2012126

NICE, 2016
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Some SF-36 scores
presented as median
(range) not mean (SD)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Electrotherapies

Study

Intervention and
comparison
exercise + selfmanagement
exercise + selfmanagement

Population
N=50
4 weeks
intervention + 1
month follow-up
Iran

Outcomes

Comments
medication, no
participation in other
exercise or treatment
programme.

Goren
2010173

Electrotherapy
(ultrasound) +
exercise
Exercise
(biomechanical +
aerobics)
Waiting list control:
Instructed not to
take NSAIDs or
muscle relaxants but
allowed maximum of
500mg paracetamol
3 times a day in case
of intense pain

Low back pain with
sciatica
N=34
3 weeks
intervention +
follow-up
Turkey

Pain severity (Back
pain VAS, Leg pain
VAS)
Function (ODI)
Healthcare
utilisation
(Analgesic use paracetamol)

Concomitant
treatment: instruction
not to take NSAIDs or
muscle relaxants, but
max 500mg
paracetamol 3
times/day in case of
intense pain

Gur 2003182

Electrotherapy
(Laser) + exercise
Electrotherapy
(Laser)
Exercise
(biomechanical - core
stability)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=75
4 weeks
intervention
Turkey

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ;
MODQ)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Gyulai
2015183

Electrotherapy
(BEMER (Bio-ElectroMagnetic-EnergyRegulation) + TENS) +
exercise + manual
therapy (massage)
Electrotherapy
(placebo BEMER +
TENS) + exercise +
manual therapy
(massage)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=25
15 weeks follow-up
Hungary

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain severity
(exercise VAS,
resting VAS)
Function (OD)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Hurley
2004236

Manual therapy
(manipulation) +
electrotherapy
(interferential
therapy)
Manual therapy
(Manipulation)
Electrotherapy
(Interferential)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=240
5 weeks
intervention + 1
year follow-up
UK

Quality of life (EQ5D; SF-36)
Pain severity (VAS;
McGill)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: participants
requested to continue
normal activities and
avoid other forms of
treatment for the
duration of the study,
apart from routine
physician management
and analgesics. All
subjects received the
Back Book from the
physiotherapists, who
reinforced its message

NICE, 2016
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
of early return to
normal activities and
participation in low
impact activities such
as walking, swimming
and cycling.

Itoh 2009243

Acupuncture +
electrotherapy
(TENS)
Acupuncture
Electrotherapy
(TENS)
Usual care: No
specific treatment
except allowed to
use topical poultice
containing
methylsalicylic acid.

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=32
5 weeks
intervention + 10
weeks follow-up
Japan

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Concomitant
treatment: allowed to
continue medication if
no change in dose for 1
month or longer

Kofotolis
2008281

Electrotherapy
(TENS) + exercise
Electrotherapy
(TENS)
Sham electrotherapy
(sham TENS)
Individual exercise
(biomechanical
exercise - Core
stability)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=92
4 weeks
intervention + 8
weeks follow-up
Greece

Pain severity (Borg
verbal pain rating
scale)
Function (ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

Vallone
2014504

Electrotherapy
(Laser) + exercise +
self-management
(education)
Exercise + selfmanagement
(education)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=100
3 weeks
intervention
Italy
Non-specific low
back pain >6
months; age >18
years

Pain severity (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment: patients
were requested not to
take any pain
medication during
study period and not
to engage in any other
exercise or treatment
programme.

Weiner
2008535

Electrotherapy
(PENS) + exercise
Exercise
(biomechanical +
aerobics) + sham
electrotherapy
(PENS)
Electrotherapy
(PENS)
Sham electrotherapy
(PENS)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=200
6 weeks
intervention + 6
months follow-up
USA

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain severity (VAS;
McGill pain)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (Geriatric
Depression Scale)

Concomitant
treatment: not stated
Depression score not
eligible (not a protocol
defined outcome)

Yeung
2003554

Electroacupuncture +
exercise + self-

low back pain with
or without sciatica

pain severity (NRS)
function (Aberdeen

Concomitant
treatment: patients

NICE, 2016
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Electrotherapies

Study

Intervention and
comparison
management
(education + home
exercise)
Exercise + selfmanagement
(education + home
exercise)

Population
N=52
4 weeks
intervention + 3
months follow-up
Hong Kong

NICE, 2016
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Outcomes
Low Back Pain
scale)
healthcare
utilisation
(analgesic
consumption)

Comments
were asked not to
undergo any other
types of therapy for
low back pain during
the study

Data unsuitable for meta-analysis
Combinations of interventions (electrotherapy adjunct)
Study
Durmus 2010

Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

516

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

TENS + exercise versus exercise:
Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
function, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

Median (range):
97.5 (80-100)

24

Median (range): 90
(70-100)

23

Very high

TENS + exercise versus exercise:
Quality of life (SF-36 Pain, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

Median (range):
88.0 (55-100)

24

Median (range): 77.0
(65-100)

23

Very high

TENS + exercise versus exercise:
Quality of life (SF-36 Social function,
0-100) ≤ 4 months

Median (range):
88.0 (70-100)

24

Median (range): 77.0
(44-88)

23

Very high

TENS + exercise versus exercise:
Quality of life (SF-36 Physical role, 0100) ≤ 4 months

Median (range):
100.0 (50-100)

24

Median (range):
100.0 (50-100)

23

Very high

TENS + exercise versus exercise:
Quality of life (SF-36 Emotional role,
0-100) ≤ 4 months

Median (range):
100.0 (66-100)

24

Median (range):
100.0 (33-100)

23

Very high

Ultrasound + exercise: Quality of life
(SF-36 Physical function, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

Median (range)
90.0 (65-100)

21

Median (range): 90.0
(70-100)

23

Very high

Ultrasound + exercise: Quality of life
(SF-36 Pain, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

Median (range)
88.0 (66-99)

21

Median (range) 77.0
(65-100)

23

Very high

Ultrasound + exercise: Quality of life
(SF-36 Social function, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

Median (range)
77.0 (55-88)

21

Median (range) 77.0
(44-88)

23

Very high

Ultrasound + exercise: Quality of life
(SF-36 Physical role, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

Median (range)
100.0 (75-100)

21

Median (range)
100.0 (50-100)

23

Very high

Outcome
123

Comparison results

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

14.3.3.1

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

14.3.3

21

Median (range)
100.0 (33-100)

23

Very high

Clinical evidence summary tables
Table 257: TENS versus sham in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with TENS versus
sham (95% CI)

27
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical
function; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-3.75

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - physical function;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
19.41 higher
(5.79 to 33.03 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Social function;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - social function;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-6.87

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - social function; outcome
≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
17.70 higher
(5.97 to 29.43 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Physical role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-16.66

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - physical role limitation;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
52.76 higher
(23.03 to 9 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Emotional role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - emotional role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months in

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - emotional role limitation;
outcome ≤4 months in the

517

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Physical function;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.
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14.3.4

Median (range)
100.0 (66-100)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Ultrasound + exercise: Quality of life
(SF-36 Emotional role, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control
the control groups was
-22.26

Risk difference with TENS versus
sham (95% CI)
intervention groups was
33.36 higher
(11.14 to 55.58 higher)

518

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Mental health;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - mental health;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-2.33

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - mental health; outcome
≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
7.39 higher
(0.32 to 14.46 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Vitality; outcome
≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - vitality;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
0.41

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - vitality; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
4.25 higher
(2.61 lower to 11.11 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Bodily pain;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - bodily pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-2.25

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - bodily pain; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
14.98 higher
(7.56 to 22.4 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - General health
perception; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

27
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - general health
perception; outcome ≤4 months
in the control groups was
-2.91

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - general health perception;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
10.51 higher
(3.51 to 17.51 higher)

Back pain % of baseline; stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months.

30
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean back pain % of
baseline; stratum = without

The mean back pain % of baseline;
stratum = without sciatica;

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
96.73

Risk difference with TENS versus
sham (95% CI)
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
33.62 lower
(53.27 to 13.97 lower)

519

Back pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

102
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean back pain; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
0.105

The mean back pain; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.5 lower
(0.53 to 0.47 lower)

Function, RMDQ; stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

490
(3 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function, RMDQ;
stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
9.7

The mean function, RMDQ; stratum
= without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.36 lower
(1.4 lower to 0.68 higher)

Function, ODI 0-100; stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

44
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function, ODI 0-100;
stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
0.2

The mean function, ODI 0-100;
stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.40 lower
(5.07 to 3.73 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 258: TENS versus sham in low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of

Relati

Anticipated absolute effects
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Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with TENS versus
sham (95% CI)

520

SF-36 Composite scores; stratum +/- sciatica Physical composite; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

174
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 composite
scores; stratum +/- sciatica physical composite; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
34.2

The mean SF-36 composite scores;
stratum +/- sciatica - physical
composite; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1 higher
(1.25 lower to 3.25 higher)

SF-36 Composite scores; stratum +/- sciatica Mental composite; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

174
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 composite
scores; stratum +/- sciatica mental composite; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
39.1

The mean SF-36 composite scores;
stratum +/- sciatica - mental
composite; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(3.29 lower to 3.69 higher)

Back pain (VAS cm); stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

41
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean back pain (VAS cm);
stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
3.59

The mean back pain (VAS cm);
stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was 0.01 lower
(1.75 lower to 1.73 higher)

Back pain VAS: improvement of ≥50% from baseline;
stratum = +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months.

208
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

67 per 1000

182 more per 1000
(from 46 more to 483 more)

Function; stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

41
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
9.9

The mean function; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1 lower
(4.53 lower to 2.53 higher)

Function, RMDQ: improvement of 4 points (median
15 at baseline); stratum = +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4
months.

222
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

250 per 1000

12 more per 1000
(from 82 fewer to 162 more)

RR
3.71
(1.69
to
8.18)

RR
1.05
(0.67

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

the evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Participan
ts
(studies)

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain VAS; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

70
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain VAS; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
3.69

The mean pain VAS; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was0.45 higher
(0.37 to 0.53 higher)

Function RMDQ final values; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

26
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function RMDQ final
values; stratum = without
sciatica;, outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
7.2

The mean function RMDQ final
values; stratum = without sciatica;,
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was 0.20 lower
(3.08 lower to 2.68 higher)

Function ODI 0-100 change scores; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

44
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with TENS versus
usual care (95% CI)

521

The mean function ODI 0-100
The mean function ODI 0-100
change scores,; stratum = without change scores,; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
the control groups was
intervention groups was 6.80 higher
-14.2
(5.17 to 8.43 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 259: TENS versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica
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Relati Anticipated absolute effects
ve
effect
Quality of
the evidence (95%
Risk difference with TENS versus
Outcomes
Risk with Control
(GRADE)
CI)
sham (95% CI)
to
imprecision
1.65)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes
Pain VAS; stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

102
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain VAS; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-1.75

Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

102
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean Quebec back pain
disability scale; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-14.45

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with TENS versus
usual care (95% CI)
The mean pain VAS; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.25 lower
(1.06 lower to 0.56 higher)

522

The mean Quebec back pain
disability scale; stratum +/- sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.85 higher
(5.21 lower to 6.91 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 261: TENS versus corset in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

44
(1 study)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control
The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-1.59

Risk difference with TENS versus
corset (95% CI)

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.63 higher
(1.07 lower to 2.33 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Table 260: TENS versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with TENS versus
manipulation (95% CI)

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-2.41

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.45 higher
(0.09 lower to 2.99 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 263: TENS versus massage in low back pain without sciatica

523
Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with TENS versus
massage (95% CI)

Pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
-1.72

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was 0.76 higher
(0.95 lower to 2.47 higher)

Pain rating index change (%); stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months

41
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain rating index
change (%); stratum +/- sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-37.2

The mean pain rating index change
(%); stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was 32.3 lower
(36.58 to 28.02 lower)

LOWa
RR 2.23
381 per 1000
469 more per 1000
due to risk
(1.25 to
(from 95 more to 1000 more)
of bias
3.97)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
Responder: >50% decrease in pain; outcome ≤4
months

41
(1 study)
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)
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Table 262: TENS versus spinal manipulation in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)

Pain rating index change (%); stratum +/- sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months

41
(1 study)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control
The mean pain rating index
change (%); stratum +/- sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-37.2

Risk difference with TENS versus
massage (95% CI)
The mean pain rating index change
(%); stratum +/- sciatica; outcome
≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
32.3 lower
(36.58 to 28.02 lower)

LOWa
RR 2.23 381 per 1000
469 more per 1000
due to risk of (1.25 to
(from 95 more to 1000 more)
bias
3.97)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
Responder: >50% decrease in pain; outcome ≤4
months

41
(1 study)

524

Table 265: PENS versus sham in low back pain without sciatica
No of
Participa
nts
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

SF-36 Composite scores; stratum = without sciatica Mental composite; chronic low back pain; outcome
>4 months.

184
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 composite scores;
stratum = without sciatica - mental
composite; chronic low back pain;
outcome >4 months in the control
groups was
1.35

The mean SF-36 composite scores;
stratum = without sciatica mental composite; chronic low
back pain; outcome >4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.38 lower
(6.34 lower to 1.57 higher)

SF-36 Composite scores; stratum = without sciatica Physical composite; chronic low back pain; outcome
>4 months.

184
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 composite scores;
stratum = without sciatica physical composite; chronic low

The mean SF-36 composite scores;
stratum = without sciatica physical composite; chronic low

Outcomes

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with

Risk difference with PENS versus
sham (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Table 264: TENS versus massage in low back pain with or without sciatica
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(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica Physical function; chronic low back pain; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica physical function; chronic low back
pain; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-3.75

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica physical function; chronic low back
pain; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
27.98 higher
(15.18 to 40.78 higher)

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica Social function; chronic low back pain; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica - social
function; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-6.87

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica - social
function; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
26.87 higher
(15.32 to 38.42 higher)

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica Physical role limitation; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica physical role limitation; chronic
low back pain; outcome ≤4 months
in the control groups was
-16.66

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica physical role limitation; chronic
low back pain; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
55.76 higher
(28.34 to 83.18 higher)

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica Emotional role limitation; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica emotional role limitation; chronic
low back pain; outcome ≤4 months

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica emotional role limitation; chronic
low back pain; outcome ≤4

Outcomes

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with
back pain; outcome >4 months in
the control groups was
6.8

Risk difference with PENS versus
sham (95% CI)
back pain; outcome >4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.23 lower
(8.28 lower to 5.82 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016
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No of
Participa
nts
(studies)

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica Mental health; chronic low back pain; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica - mental
health; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-2.33

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica mental health; chronic low back
pain; outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.48 higher
(1.69 to 15.27 higher)

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica Vitality; chronic low back pain; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica vitality; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
0.41

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica vitality; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
11.89 higher
(3.82 to 19.96 higher)

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica Bodily pain; chronic low back pain; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica - bodily
pain; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-2.25

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica - bodily
pain; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
21.05 higher
(14.04 to 28.06 higher)

SF-36 Domain scores; stratum = without sciatica General health perception; chronic low back pain;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

25
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica general health perception; chronic
low back pain; outcome ≤4 months
in the control groups was

The mean SF-36 domain scores;
stratum = without sciatica general health perception; chronic
low back pain; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups

Outcomes

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with
in the control groups was
-22.26

Risk difference with PENS versus
sham (95% CI)
months in the intervention groups
was
68.42 higher
(44.07 to 92.77 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016
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No of
Participa
nts
(studies)

Pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months.

59
(2
studies)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
5.99

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.33 standard deviations lower
(1.92 to 0.75 lower)

Pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome >4
months.

184
(2
studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome >4 months in the
control groups was
-3.2

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.05 standard deviations lower
(0.34 lower to 0.24 higher)

Function (ODI, change score); stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24 or 0-50.

25
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b,c
due to risk
of bias,
inconsistenc
y

The mean function (ODI, change
score); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
2.16

The mean function (ODI, change
score); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
11.69 lower
(14.92 to 8.46 lower)

Function (RMDQ, final value); stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months.

34
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, final
value); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
12.18

The mean function (RMDQ, final
value); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.93 lower
(6.11 lower to 0.25 higher)

Function (RMDQ, final value); stratum = without
sciatica; outcome >4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24 or 0-50.

184
(2
studies)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
inconsistenc
y

The mean function (RMDQ, final
value); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome >4 months in the control
groups was
-2.9

The mean function (RMDQ, final
value); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.81 higher

Outcomes

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with
-2.91

Risk difference with PENS versus
sham (95% CI)
was
24.23 higher
(15.63 to 32.83 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies
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No of
Participa
nts
(studies)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk difference with PENS versus
Outcomes
Risk with
sham (95% CI)
(0.53 lower to 2.15 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(c) Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because heterogeneity, I 2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.

Table 266:

PENS versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

528

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain VAS; stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

102
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain VAS; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-1.75

Function, Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale; stratum
+/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

102
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quebec back pain
disability scale; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-14.45

Risk with Control

Risk difference with PENS versus
usual care (95% CI)
The mean pain VAS; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.05 lower
(0.95 lower to 0.85 higher)

The mean Quebec back pain
disability scale; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.62 lower
(7.75 lower to 4.51 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 267: PENS versus TENS in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with PENS versus
TENS (95% CI)
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Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies
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No of
Participa
nts
(studies)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Physical function;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical function;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
15.66

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical
function; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
8.57 higher
(6.78 lower to 23.92 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Social function;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - social function;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
10.83

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - social function;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
9.17 higher
(0.08 lower to 18.42 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Physical role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
36.1

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
3.00 higher
(25.48 lower to 31.48 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Emotional role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - emotional role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
11.1

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - emotional role
limitation; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
35.06 higher
(15.13 to 54.99 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Mental health;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - mental health;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
5.06

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - mental health;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.09 higher
(3.26 lower to 5.44 higher)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with PENS versus
TENS (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

a

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with PENS versus
TENS (95% CI)

530

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Vitality; outcome
≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - vitality; outcome
≤4 months in the control groups
was
4.66

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - vitality; outcome
≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
7.64 higher
(0.58 to 14.7 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Bodily pain;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - bodily pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
12.73

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - bodily pain;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
6.07 higher
(2.76 lower to 14.9 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - General health
perception; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

28
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - general health
perception; outcome ≤4 months in
the control groups was
7.6

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - general health
perception; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
13.72 higher
(3.74 to 23.7 higher)

Pain VAS; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

28
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain VAS; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
-2.8

The mean pain VAS; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
0.81 lower
(2.29 lower to 0.67 higher)

Function; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 50.

28
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
-6.6

The mean function; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention groups
was
2.93 lower
(6.84 lower to 0.98 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Table 268: PENS versus TENS in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain VAS; stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

102
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Function; stratum +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

102
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
The mean pain VAS; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
-2

Risk difference with PENS versus
TENS (95% CI)
The mean pain VAS; stratum +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(0.65 lower to 1.05 higher)

531

VERY
The mean function; stratum +/The mean function; stratum +/LOWa,b
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
due to risk
control groups was
the intervention groups was
of bias,
2.47 lower
-13.6
imprecision
(8.36 lower to 3.42 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 269: Inferential therapy versus sham in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Back pain NRS cm; stratum = without sciatica

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

117
(2 studies)

HIGH

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
The mean back pain NRS cm;
stratum = without sciatica in the
control groups was
-1.63

Risk difference with
Interferential therapy versus
placebo/sham (95% CI)
The mean back pain NRS cm;
stratum = without sciatica in the
intervention groups was
0.85 lower
(1.14 to 0.56 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

Function; outcome ≤4 months

128
(1 study)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a

LOW
due to risk
of bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Interferential versus traction
(95% CI)

The mean function; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
21.7

The mean function; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.6 lower
(5.68 lower to 4.48 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 271: Laser versus sham in low back pain with sciatica

532

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Back pain; stratum = with sciatica - final score;
outcome at ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

80
(2 studies)

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
inconsistenc
y

The mean back pain; stratum = with
sciatica - final score; outcome at ≤4
months in the control groups was
2.33

The mean back pain; stratum =
with sciatica - final score;
outcome at ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.35 higher
(0.28 lower to 0.98 higher)

Back pain; stratum = with sciatica - change score;
outcome at ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

364
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean back pain; stratum = with
sciatica - change score; outcome at
≤4 months in the control groups
was
-1.57

The mean back pain; stratum =
with sciatica - change score;
outcome at ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.43 lower
(1.56 to 1.3 lower)

Function; stratum = with sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

80
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,

The mean function; stratum = with
sciatica; outcome at ≤4 months in
the control groups was

The mean function; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months in the intervention

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Laser versus
sham (95% CI)
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
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Table 270: Inferential therapy versus traction in low back pain without sciatica

364
(1 study)

groups was
1.14 lower
(3.31 lower to 1.04 higher)

HIGH

RR 1.54
538 per 1000
291 more per 1000
(1.33 to
(from 178 more to 425 more)
1.79)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(c) Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because heterogeneity, I 2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.

Table 272: Laser versus sham in low back pain without sciatica
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Back pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

57
(2 studies)

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
inconsistenc
y

The mean back pain; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
3.55

The mean back pain; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.80 standard deviations lower
(1.73 lower to 0.12 higher)

Back pain (max pain in last 24hrs); stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

61
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean back pain (max pain in
last 24hrs); stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.6 lower
(2.8 to 0.37 lower)

Responder (pain improvement >60%): stratum =
without sciatica - Chronic low back pain; outcome
≤4 months.

71
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

364 per 1000

345 more per 1000
(from 69 more to 804 more)

Function (RMDQ/ODI); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months

57
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk

The mean function (RMDQ/ODI);
stratum = without sciatica; outcome

The mean function (RMDQ/ODI);
stratum = without sciatica;

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)
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RR 1.95
(1.19 to
3.21)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Laser versus
sham (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Responder (function improvement); stratum = with
sciatica; outcome at ≤4 months.

8.95

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

imprecision

61
(1 study)

≤4 months in the control groups
was
13.5

outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.62 standard deviations lower
(2.55 lower to 1.32 higher)

LOWa, b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function (ODI)=
without sciatica < 4 months in
the intervention groups was
8.2 lower
(13.6 to 2.8 lower)

* No control group risk reported, study only reports mean difference
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(c) Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because heterogeneity, I 2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.

Table 273: Laser versus usual care in low back pain with sciatica
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Back pain; stratum = with sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

364
(1 study)

HIGH

Function improvement; stratum = with sciatica;
outcome at ≤4 months.

364
(1 study)

HIGH
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
The mean back pain; stratum = with
sciatica; outcome at ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-2.081

The mean back pain; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.92 lower
(1.05 to 0.78 lower)

RR 4.58
(3.34 to
6.27)

181 per 1000

649 more per 1000
(from 424 more to 956 more)

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects

Table 274: Laser versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of

Risk difference with Laser versus
usual care (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function (ODI) = without sciatica < 4 months.

of bias,
imprecision

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Scale from: 0 to 0-100.

effect
(95% CI)

Pain VAS; stratum: +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

150
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain VAS; stratum: +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
3.49

Function; Roland Disability Questionnaire; stratum:
+/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

50
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean Roland Disability
Questionnaire; stratum: +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
5.5

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Laser versus
usual care (95% CI)
The mean pain VAS; stratum: +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.26 lower
(1.74 to 0.78 lower)

The mean Roland Disability
Questionnaire; stratum: +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.8 higher
(1.06 lower to 2.66 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 275: Laser versus exercise in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain VAS; stratum: +/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

50
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain VAS; stratum: +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
2.9

The mean pain VAS; stratum: +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1 lower
(1.75 to 0.25 lower)

Function; Roland Disability Questionnaire; stratum:
+/- sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

50
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Roland Disability
Questionnaire; stratum: +/- sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
5.5

The mean Roland Disability
Questionnaire; stratum: +/sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.1 higher
(0.59 lower to 2.79 higher)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Laser versus
exercise (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

the
evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Participan
ts
(studies)

Table 276: Laser versus traction in low back pain with sciatica
No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Back pain; stratum = with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean back pain; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
in the control groups was
3.13

The mean back pain; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.13 lower
(1.16 lower to 0.9 higher)

Radicular pain; stratum = with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean radicular pain; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
in the control groups was
2.95

The mean radicular pain; stratum
= with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.59 lower
(1.66 lower to 0.48 higher)

Function; stratum = with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function; stratum = with
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
8.9

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Laser versus
traction (95% CI)
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The mean function; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
2.2 lower
(4.84 lower to 0.44 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 277: Ultrasound versus placebo/sham in low back pain with sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

effect
(95% CI)

Back pain (VAS cm); stratum = with sciatica;
outcome at ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

30
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean back pain (VAS cm);
stratum = with sciatica; outcome at
≤4 months in the control groups
was
-1.94

The mean back pain (VAS cm);
stratum = with sciatica; outcome
at ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.06 lower
(2.1 lower to 1.98 higher)

Function; stratum = with sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

30
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function; stratum = with
sciatica; outcome at ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-7.8

The mean function; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
3.86 higher
(2.48 lower to 10.2 higher)

Paracetamol use; stratum = with sciatica; outcome
at ≤4 months.

30
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean paracetamol use; stratum
= with sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months in the control groups was
16

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Ultrasound
versus placebo/sham (95% CI)

The mean paracetamol use;
stratum = with sciatica; outcome
at ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
7.67 lower
(21.37 lower to 6.03 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 278: Ultrasound versus placebo/sham in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Back pain (VAS cm); stratum = without sciatica;
outcome at ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
39
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Ultrasound
versus placebo/sham (95% CI)

The mean back pain (VAS cm);
stratum = without sciatica; outcome
at ≤4 months in the control groups
was

The mean back pain (VAS cm);
stratum = without sciatica;
outcome at ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

the evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016
537

Participant
s
(studies)

Moderate (>30%) pain reduction; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4 months.

455
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

Function; stratum = without sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

49
(2 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

RR 1.02
(0.86 to
1.2)

Risk with Control
2.55
541 per 1000

Risk difference with Ultrasound
versus placebo/sham (95% CI)
0.22 higher
(0.55 lower to 0.99 higher)
11 more per 1000
(from 76 fewer to 108 more)

The mean function; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months in the control groups was
35.2
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The mean function; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome at ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was 7.46 lower
(13.54 to 1.38 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 279: Ultrasound versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Ultrasound
versus usual care (both groups
had exercise) (95% CI)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Physical function
domain; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - physical function domain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
89.75

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical
function domain; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
2.75 lower
(9.72 lower to 4.22 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Mental health
domain; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - mental health domain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - mental health
domain; outcome ≤4 months in

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
groups was
74.1

Risk difference with Ultrasound
versus usual care (both groups
had exercise) (95% CI)
the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(7.64 lower to 6.24 higher)

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - pain domain; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
77.45

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - pain domain;
outcome ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.25 lower
(7.67 lower to 7.17 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - General health
domain; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - general health domain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
66.75

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - general health
domain; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
5.75 lower
(15.34 lower to 3.84 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Social function
domain; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - social function domain;
outcome ≤4 months in the control
groups was
86.1

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - social function
domain; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.75 lower
(9.54 lower to 6.04 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Physical role
limitation domain; outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - physical role limitation
domain; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
90.75

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - physical role
limitation domain; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
6 higher
(1.55 lower to 13.55 higher)

SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Emotional role
limitation domain; outcome ≤4 months

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - emotional role limitation

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - emotional role
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SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Pain domain;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
domain; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
89.05

Risk difference with Ultrasound
versus usual care (both groups
had exercise) (95% CI)
limitation domain; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
7 higher
(2.2 lower to 16.2 higher)
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SF-36; stratum = without sciatica - Energy domain;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36; stratum = without
sciatica - energy domain; outcome
≤4 months in the control groups was
72.5

The mean SF-36; stratum =
without sciatica - energy
domain; outcome ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
3.5 lower
(11.53 lower to 4.53 higher)

Pain; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain; stratum = without
sciatica; outcome ≤4 months in the
control groups was
3.05

The mean pain; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
1.7 lower
(2.57 to 0.83 lower)

Function; stratum = without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 50.

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
5.55

The mean function; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.6 lower
(2.8 lower to 1.6 higher)

Depression; stratum = without sciatica; outcome
≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 63.

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean depression; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the control groups was
4.65

The mean depression; stratum =
without sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.75 lower
(3.01 lower to 1.51 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
Scale from: 0 to 100.

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Table 280: Ultrasound versus laser in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Laser

Risk difference with Ultrasound
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean back pain; stratum +/The mean back pain; stratum +/due to risk of
sciatica in the control groups was
sciatica in the intervention
bias,
groups was 0.37 lower
4.37
imprecision
(1.53 lower to 0.79 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Back pain; stratum +/- sciatica
Scale from: 0 to 10.

62
(1 study)
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Table 281: Ultrasound versus traction in low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Ultrasound
versus traction (95% CI)

Back pain; stratum = with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

40
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean back pain; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome ≤4 months
in the control groups was
3.13

The mean back pain; stratum =
with sciatica; outcome ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.44 lower
(1.42 lower to 0.54 higher)

Function RMDQ SMD; stratum = with sciatica;
outcome ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 24.

40
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function RMDQ smd;
stratum = with sciatica; outcome
≤4 months in the control groups
was
8.9

The mean function RMDQ smd;
stratum = with sciatica; outcome
≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.3 lower
(3.46 lower to 2.86 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

14.3.5

14.3.5.1

Combination of interventions – electrotherapy adjunct
Low back pain with sciatica
Table 282: Electrotherapy (Ultrasound) + exercise (biomechanical + aerobics) compared to waiting list control for low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with waiting list control

Risk difference with Exercise
(biomechanical + aerobics) +
ultrasound (95% CI)

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
0.4

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was 2.6 lower (4.27 to
0.93 lower)

Pain (Leg pain VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
0.53

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was 2 lower (3.73 to 0.27
lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
-3.6

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 0.34 lower
(7.27 lower to 6.59 higher)
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Pain (Back pain VAS 0-10) ≤4 months.

LOWa,b
The mean medication use - ≤4
The mean medication use - ≤4
due to risk of
months in the control groups was
months in the intervention
bias,
groups was 22.27 lower
30.6
imprecision
(38.26 to 6.28 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Healthcare utilisation (medication use Paracetamol intake) ≤4 months

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with exercise (biomechanical
+ aerobics)

Risk difference with Ultrasound
+ exercise (biomechanical +
aerobics) (95% CI)

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
-1.94

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was 0.26 lower
(2.3 lower to 1.78 higher)

Pain (Leg pain VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
-2.47

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was 1.00 higher
(1.44 lower to 3.44 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months.

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
-7.8

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 3.86 higher
(2.48 lower to 10.2 higher)
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Pain (Back pain VAS 0-10) ≤4 months

LOWa,b
The mean medication use - ≤4
The mean medication use - ≤4
due to risk of
months in the control groups was
months in the intervention
bias,
groups was 7.67 lower
16
imprecision
(21.37 lower to 6.03 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Healthcare utilisation (Medication use - Use of
paracetamol) ≤4 months

14.3.5.2

30
(1 study)
3 weeks

Low back pain without sciatica
Table 284: Electrotherapy (Laser) + self-management (education) + exercise (biomechanical) compared to self-management (education) + exercise
(biomechanical) for low back pain with and without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with education + exercise

Risk difference with Laser +
education + exercise

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Table 283: Electrotherapy (Ultrasound) + exercise (biomechanical + aerobics) compared to exercise (biomechanical + aerobics) for low back pain with
sciatica

100
(1 study)
3 weeks

(biomechanical)

(biomechanical) (95% CI)

LOW
The mean pain (0-10 VAS) - ≤4
The mean pain (0-10 VAS) - ≤4
due to risk of
months in the control groups was
months in the intervention
bias,
groups was 1.64 lower
-2.32
imprecision
(2.42 to 0.86 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 285: Electrotherapy (TENS) + acupuncture compared to acupuncture for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with acupuncture

13
(1 study)
10 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
4.33

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

13
(1 study)
10 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (roland-morris
0-24) - ≤4 months in the control
groups was
6.7
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Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

Risk difference with TENS +
acupuncture (95% CI)
The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.59 higher
(1.48 lower to 2.66 higher)

The mean function (rolandmorris 0-24) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(3.98 lower to 3.58 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 286: Electrotherapy (TENS) + exercise (biomechanical) compared to sham TENS for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with sham TENS

Risk difference with TENS +
exercise (biomechanical) (95%
CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

CI)
a,b

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

(studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (borg verbal pain
rating scale 0-10) - ≤4 months in the
control groups was
0.19

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

42
(1 study)
8 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
0.2

The mean pain (borg verbal pain
rating scale 0-10) - ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.66 lower
(0.7 to 0.62 lower)

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
MD 7.60 lower (8.77 to 6.43
lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 287: Electrotherapy (TENS) + exercise (biomechanical) compared to exercise (biomechanical) for low back pain without sciatica

545
Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with exercise (biomechanical)

Risk difference with TENS +
exercise (biomechanical) (95%
CI)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Mental health
SF-36. Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental health in the
control groups was
71.75

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental health in the
intervention groups was
6.95 higher
(0.44 lower to 14.34 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: General health
SF-36. Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: general health in the
control groups was
64.25

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: general health in the
intervention groups was
6.15 higher
(5.3 lower to 17.6 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Energy
SF-36. Scale from: 0 to 100.

40
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: energy in the control
groups was
67.75

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: energy in the
intervention groups was
16.05 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

42
(1 study)
8 weeks

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

Pain severity (Borg verbal pain rating scale, 0-10)
≤4 months

84
(2 studies)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency
, imprecision

The mean pain (borg and PDI converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
0

The mean pain (borg and PDI converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.15 higher
(0.54 lower to 0.85 higher)

Function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4 months
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.

84
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency
, imprecision

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
0

The mean function (ODI 0-100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.63 higher
(5.61 lower to 4.86 higher)

Psychological distress: Beck Depression Inventory
(0-63) - ≤4 months
BDI. Scale from: 0 to 63.

40
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress:
beck Depression Inventory (0-63) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
4.85
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The mean psychological distress:
beck Depression Inventory (063) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.5 lower
(3.68 lower to 0.68 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment for I2 >50% - 74% and 2 increments for I2 >75%.

Table 288: Electrotherapy (PENS) + exercise (biomechanical + aerobics) compared to sham electrotherapy (PENS) + exercise (biomechanical + aerobics)
for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component summary
score, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
89
(1 study)
6 weeks

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with sham PENS + exercise
(biomechanical + aerobics)
The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental component
summary score in the control
groups was
2.8

Risk difference with PENS +
exercise (biomechanical +
aerobics) (95% CI)
The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental component
summary score in the
intervention groups was
3.1 lower
(8.34 lower to 2.14 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Pain (Borg and PDI -converted to 0-10) - ≤4
months
Scale from: 0 to 10.

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

(7.72 to 24.38 higher)
a,b,c

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : mental component
summary score in the control
groups was
1.5

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : mental component
summary score in the
intervention groups was
1.7 lower
(7.44 lower to 4.04 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical component
summary score, 0-100) ≤4 months:

89
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: physical component
summary score in the control
groups was
6.9

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: physical component
summary score in the
intervention groups was
3 lower
(13.09 lower to 7.09 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical component
summary score,0-100) - > 4 months :

89
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : physical component
summary score in the control
groups was
8.5

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : physical component
summary score in the
intervention groups was
4.1 lower
(15.06 lower to 6.86 higher)

Pain severity (McGill, 0-78) ≤4 months

89
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
-3.1

The mean pain (McGill) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
1 lower
(4.34 lower to 2.34 higher)

Pain severity (McGill, 0-78) - > 4 months

89
(1 study)
6 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (McGill) - > 4
months in the control groups was
-3.1

The mean pain (McGill) - > 4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.7 lower
(4.04 lower to 2.64 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

89
(1 study)
6 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (roland-morris)
- ≤4 months in the control groups
was
-3

The mean function (rolandmorris) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(1.53 lower to 2.33 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

89

LOWa

The mean function (roland-morris)

The mean function (roland-

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

89
(1 study)
6 months
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Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component summary
score, 0-100) > 4 months :

- > 4 months in the control groups
was
-2.8

morris) - > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.7 higher
(1.31 lower to 2.71 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 289: Electrotherapy (Ultrasound) + exercise compared to exercise (biomechanical) for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with exercise (biomechanical)

Risk difference with Ultrasound
+ exercise (95% CI)

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental health in the
control groups was
71.75

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental health in the
intervention groups was 1.3
higher
(6.09 lower to 8.69 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General health, 0-100) ≤4
months:

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: general health in the
control groups was
64.25

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: general health in the
intervention groups was 1.27
higher
(9.07 lower to 11.61 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Energy, 0-100) ≤ 4 months:

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: energy in the control
groups was
67.75

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: energy in the
intervention groups was
0.93 higher
(8.36 lower to 10.22 higher)

Pain severity (pain disability index 0-50) ≤4
months

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (pain disability
index 0-50) - ≤4 months in the
control groups was
6.5

The mean pain (pain disability
index 0-50) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was 0.29
lower
(3.07 lower to 2.49 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

39

VERY LOWa,b

The mean function (ODI 0-100) - ≤4

The mean function (ODI 0-100) -
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Quality of life (SF-36 Mental health, 0-100) ≤4
months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

(1 study)
6 months

months in the control groups was
8.4

39
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean depression (beck
Depression Inventory (0-63)) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
4.85

≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.28 higher
(2.03 lower to 2.59 higher)

The mean depression (beck
Depression Inventory (0-63)) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.91 lower
(3.05 lower to 1.23 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 290: Electrotherapy (Ultrasound) + exercise + self-management compared to exercise + self-management for low back pain without sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with exercise + selfmanagement

Pain (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months
VAS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

39
(1 study)
2 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
2.55

Function (Functional Rating Index) - ≤4 months
Scale from: 0 to 40.

39
(1 study)
2 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (functional
rating index) - ≤4 months in the
control groups was
30.5

Risk difference with Ultrasound
+ exercise + self-management
(95% CI)
The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.22 higher
(0.55 lower to 0.99 higher)

The mean function (functional
rating index) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
7.7 lower
(14.13 to 1.27 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016
Psychological distress (Beck Depression
Inventory,0-63)) ≤4 months

(1 study)
6 weeks

Table 291: Electroacupuncture + self-management (mixed modality – education + home exercise) + exercise compared to self-management (mixed
modality - education + home exercise) + exercise for low back pain with or without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with education + exercise +
home exercise

Risk difference with
Electroacupuncture + education
+ exercise + home exercise (95%
CI)

49
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the control groups was
5.27

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was 1.81 lower
(3.07 to 0.55 lower)

Function (Aberdeen low back pain scale 0-100
converted to 0-10 scale) - ≤ 4 months

49
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Aberdeen low
back pain scale 0-100 converted to
0-10 scale) - ≤4 months in the
control groups was
2.582

The mean function (Aberdeen
low back pain scale 0-100
converted to 0-10 scale) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was 0.6 lower
(1.25 lower to 0.06 higher)
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Pain (NRS 0-10) - ≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
RR 0.5
Moderate
due to risk of
(0.1 to
154 per 1000
77 fewer per 1000
bias,
2.5)
(from 138 fewer to 231 more)
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Analgesic consumption - ≤4 months

52
(1 study)

Table 292: Electrotherapy (interferential) + manual therapy (manipulation) compared to manual therapy (manipulation) for low back pain with or
without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with manipulation

Risk difference with
Interferential + manipulation
(95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Low back pain with or without sciatica

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

14.3.5.3

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
0.16

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.01 lower
(0.15 lower to 0.13 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D) - > 4 months

103
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) >4 months in the control groups
was
0.15

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.1 higher
(0.01 lower to 0.21 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Physical functioning

129
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: physical functioning in
the control groups was
15.26

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: physical functioning in
the intervention groups was
0.95 lower
(8.27 lower to 6.37 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : Physical functioning

103
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: physical functioning in
the control groups was
9.36

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : physical functioning in
the intervention groups was
12.04 higher
(2.6 to 21.48 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Role physical

129
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: role physical in the
control groups was
28.58

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: role physical in the
intervention groups was
1.43 higher
(12.96 lower to 15.82 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : Role physical

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: role physical in the
control groups was
36.9

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : role physical in the
intervention groups was
12.2 higher
(5.48 lower to 29.88 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Bodily pain

129
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: bodily pain in the control
groups was
22.89

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
0.69 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

129
(1 study)

551

Quality of life (EQ-5D) - ≤4 months

103
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: bodily pain in the control
groups was
23.81

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
12.59 higher
(2.65 to 22.53 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: General health

129
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: general health in the
control groups was
-1.25

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: general health in the
intervention groups was
2.27 higher
(3.56 lower to 8.1 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : General health

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: general health in the
control groups was
-2.53

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : general health in the
intervention groups was
3.27 higher
(4.58 lower to 11.12 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Vitality

129
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: vitality in the control
groups was
8.17

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: vitality in the
intervention groups was
0.96 lower
(7.64 lower to 5.72 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : Vitality

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: vitality in the control
groups was
11.23

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : vitality in the
intervention groups was
5.17 higher
(2.93 lower to 13.27 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Social functioning

129
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: social functioning in the
control groups was
15.56

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: social functioning in the
intervention groups was
0.17 lower
(9.05 lower to 8.71 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : Social functioning

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: social functioning in the
control groups was

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : social functioning in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

552

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : Bodily pain

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

(8.86 lower to 7.48 higher)
a

0.2 lower
(13.99 lower to 13.59 higher)

553

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Role emotional

129
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: role emotional in the
control groups was
10.2

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: role emotional in the
intervention groups was
11.85 higher
(3.38 lower to 27.08 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : Role emotional

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: role emotional in the
control groups was
21.3

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : role emotional in the
intervention groups was
8.2 higher
(7.21 lower to 23.61 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4 months: Mental health domain

129
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental health domain in
the control groups was
3.89

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - ≤4
months: mental health domain in
the intervention groups was
2.46 higher
(3.06 lower to 7.98 higher)

SF-36 (0-100) - > 4 months : Mental health
domain

103
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - >4
months: mental health domain in
the control groups was
4.72

The mean SF-36 (0-100) - > 4
months : mental health domain
in the intervention groups was
5.58 higher
(1.53 lower to 12.69 higher)

Pain (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) - ≤ 4 months

129
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-1.988

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.48 lower
(1.35 lower to 0.39 higher)

Pain (0-100 VAS converted to 0-10) - > 4 months

103
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - >4 months in
the control groups was
-1.82

The mean pain (0-100 VAS
converted to 0-10) - > 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.75 lower
(1.81 lower to 0.31 higher)

Function (Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire)
- ≤4 months

129
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean function (RolandMorris Disability Questionnaire) -

The mean function (RolandMorris Disability Questionnaire) -

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

24.4

Electrotherapies

NICE, 2016

imprecision

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RolandMorris Disability Questionnaire) >4 months in the control groups
was
-4.71

≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.12 lower
(1.78 lower to 1.54 higher)

The mean function (RolandMorris Disability Questionnaire) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.79 lower
(3.77 lower to 0.19 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 293: Electrotherapy (laser) + self-management (home exercise) compared to self-management (home exercise) for low back pain with or without
sciatica
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Outcomes
Pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up
87
(2 studies)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with home exercise
The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the control groups
was
3.6

Risk difference with Laser +
home exercise (95% CI)
The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.99 lower
(2.85 lower to 0.87 higher)

VERY LOWa,b,c
The mean function (ODI 0-100) The mean function (ODI 0-100) due to risk of
≤4 months in the control groups
≤4 months in the intervention
bias,
groups was
was
inconsistency,
4.00 lower
29.6
imprecision
(11.23 lower to 3.23 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Function (Oswestry disability index 0-100) - ≤4
months

87
(2 studies)
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103
(1 study)

≤4 months in the control groups
was
-4.53
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Function (Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire)
- > 4 months

bias

Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with HILT laser +
self-management (unsupervised
exercise) compared to placebo
HILT laser + self-management
(unsupervised exercise) for low
back pain (95% CI)
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Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

52
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS, 010) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
3.71

The mean pain severity (VAS, 010) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.07 lower
(1.77 to 0.37 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

52
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24)
≤ 4 months in the control groups
was
6.92

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24)
≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.42 lower
(1.95 to 0.89 lower)

Function (MODQ, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

52
(1 study)
12 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (modq, 0100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
18.75

The mean function (modq, 0-100)
≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.61 lower
(5.62 to 1.6 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 295: Electrotherapy (BEMER + TENS) + exercise + manual therapy (massage) compared to placebo BEMER + TENS + exercise + manual therapy
(massage) for low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Table 294: Electrotherapy (HILT laser) + self-management (unsupervised exercise) compared to placebo HILT laser + self-management (unsupervised
exercise) for low back pain with or without sciatica

Electrotherapies
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(c) Downgraded by 1 increment for I2 >50% - 74% and 2 increments for I2 >75%.

effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
a,b

Risk difference with BEMER +
TENS+ exercise + manual
therapy (massage) versus
placebo BEMER + TENS + manual
therapy (massage) (95% CI)
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Quality of life (SF-36 Physical functioning, 0-100)
≤ 4 months

26
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
-1.03

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention
groups was
0.15 lower
(3.95 lower to 3.65 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role physical, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

28
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
role physical, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
0.64

The mean quality of life (SF-36
role physical, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
5.63 lower
(13.72 lower to 2.46 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

33
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
-2.44

The mean quality of life (SF-36
bodily pain, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
4.01 lower
(8.86 lower to 0.84 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General health, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

26
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
general health, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
-2.17

The mean quality of life (SF-36
general health, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention
groups was
1.40 lower
(5.18 lower to 2.38 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

22
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
0.25

The mean quality of life (SF-36
vitality, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.6 lower
(11.13 to 0.07 lower)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

31
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean quality of life (SF-36
social functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4

The mean quality of life (SF-36
social functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

evidence
(GRADE)

Electrotherapies
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Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

months in the intervention
groups was
0.98 lower
(8.25 lower to 6.29 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role emotional, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

28
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
role emotional, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
-1.86

The mean quality of life (SF-36
role emotional, 0-100) ≤ 4
months in the intervention
groups was
3.5 lower
(16.38 lower to 9.38 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental health, 0-100) ≤ 4
months

24
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental health, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
-3.84

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental health, 0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.52 lower
(6.71 lower to 5.67 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical component
summary score, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

16
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary
score, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
-2.06

The mean quality of life (SF-36
physical component summary
score, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.93 lower
(6.38 lower to 4.52 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental component
summary score, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

16
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary
score, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
-1.31

The mean quality of life (SF-36
mental component summary
score, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.66 lower
(15.29 to 2.03 lower)

Pain severity (exercise VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

37
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (exercise
VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
1.126

The mean pain severity (exercise
VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.42 higher
(0.99 lower to 1.83 higher)

Pain severity (resting VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

37
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean pain severity (resting
VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the

The mean pain severity (resting
VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months in the
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months in the control groups was
-0.56
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bias,
imprecision
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15 weeks
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control groups was
0.874

37
(1 study)
15 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤
4 months in the control groups
was
4.68

intervention groups was
0.72 higher
(0.6 lower to 2.04 higher)

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤
4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.19 higher
(7.02 lower to 9.40 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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bias,
imprecision
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Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

15 weeks
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14.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
No relevant economic evaluations were identified. One economic evaluation relating to TENS was
identified but excluded due to limited applicability.407 This is listed in Appendix M, with the reason for
exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
Unit costs
Relevant unit costs are provided below to aid consideration of cost effectiveness.
TENS devices may either be provided on loan to people with low back pain and sciatica or purchased
by the individuals themselves. The unit cost of a TENS device varies depending on the model and is
between £34 and £191.1
Unit costs relating to PENS devices have not been identified.
Interferential therapy, laser therapy and ultrasound therapy units are a shared resource which would
already be available in most physiotherapy departments and therefore would not be a new
investment for the NHS. Of note, based on the NHS supply chain catalogue April 2014, an
interferential therapy unit costs £1128, a laser therapy unit costs between £955 and £1609
depending on the model, and an ultrasound therapy unit costs between £853 and £2159 depending
on the model.1 For these interventions, an appointment with a physiotherapist would be required.
The cost of a non-admitted face to face first attendance in physiotherapy is £51, and a follow-up
attendance costs £39 based on the NHS reference costs 2012-2013.109

14.5 Evidence statements
14.5.1
14.5.1.1

Clinical
TENS versus usual care or sham
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
Evidence demonstrated a clinical benefit of TENS compared with sham for all SF-36 quality of life
domains at ≤4 months (1 study; low quality; n = 27) and for pain reduction at ≤4 months (2 studies;
moderate quality; n = 102). However, there was conflicting evidence for short term function, with 3
studies showing no clinical benefit in terms of RMDQ score (moderate quality; n = 490), while
another study showed a clinical benefit of TENS on the ODI score (moderate quality; n = 44).
Additionally, when compared with usual care no benefit of TENS was seen for pain (2 studies; low
quality; n = 70) or function as measured by RMDQ (2 studies; very low quality; n = 26) and harm was
observed in one study assessing function with the ODI score (moderate quality; n = 44). No evidence
was available to assess the clinical benefit of TENS in terms of psychological distress.
Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
Evidence from single studies demonstrated no clinical benefit of TENS compared to sham or usual
care for any of the outcomes reported (quality of life, pain, and function) in this population (very low
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to moderate quality; n = 41–222). No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of TENS in
terms of psychological distress.
Sciatica population
No evidence was available.
14.5.1.2

TENS versus active comparators
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
No clinical benefit of TENS was seen when compared with corset, spinal manipulation or massage,
and in some cases harm was seen (benefit for the comparator intervention).
Specifically, no clinical benefit was found in single studies in terms of reducing pain when TENS was
compared with corset (very low quality; n = 44) or with massage (very low quality; n = 40), and in fact
a benefit for spinal manipulation over TENS was reported for this outcome (very low quality; n =63).
No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of TENS in terms of quality of life or
psychological distress.
Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
In contrast to findings in the low back pain population, a clinical benefit was seen in 1 study for TENS
compared with massage pain and for pain reduction (low quality; n = 41). No evidence was available
to assess the clinical benefit of TENS in terms of function, quality of life or psychological distress.
Sciatica population
No evidence was available.

14.5.1.3

PENS versus usual care or sham
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
When compared with sham, 1 study demonstrated a clinically important benefit for the quality of life
domain scores at ≤4 months (low quality; n = 25), but another study did not show a clinical benefit
for the quality of life composite scores at the longer term follow-up (moderate to low quality; n =
184). Similarly, 2 studies suggested a clinical benefit for the pain and function outcomes at less than
4 months (very low and low quality; n = 59), but not after 4 months (very low and moderate quality;
n = 184). No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of PENS in terms of psychological
distress.
Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
Evidence from 1 study that compared PENS with usual care found no clinical benefit for improving
pain and function (low quality; n = 102). No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of
PENS in terms of function, quality of life or psychological distress.
Sciatica population
No evidence was available.
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14.5.1.4

PENS versus conventional TENS
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
Evidence from 1 study suggested a clinical benefit for PENS for most of the quality of life domains, as
well as for function, but not for pain intensity (very low and low quality; n = 28). No evidence was
available to assess the clinical benefit in terms of psychological distress.
Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
The evidence demonstrated no clinical difference between TENS and PENS for pain or function (very
low quality; n = 102). No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit in terms of quality of life
or psychological distress.
Sciatica population
No evidence was available.

14.5.1.5

Interferential therapy
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
When compared with sham, high quality evidence did not demonstrate a clinically important benefit
of inferential therapy for pain (2 studies; n = 117). A further study reported no clinical benefit for
function when interferential therapy was compared with traction (low quality; n = 128). No evidence
was available to assess the clinical benefit in terms of quality of life or psychological distress, nor for
the comparison with usual care.
Sciatica population
No evidence was available.

14.5.1.6

Laser therapy versus usual care or sham
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
There was conflicting evidence for the benefit of laser therapy compared with sham. Two studies
suggested no clinical benefit of laser therapy for pain on VAS (low quality; n = 57), while further
individual studies suggested a benefit of laser therapy for reduced pain intensity in the last 24 hours
(low quality; n =61) or for pain improvement greater than 60% (very low quality; n = 70). No evidence
was available to assess the clinical benefit in terms of function, quality of life or psychological
distress.
Sciatica population
As with the population without sciatica there was inconsistency between the findings. Two studies
reported no clinical benefit of laser therapy compared with sham for pain intensity or function on the
RMDQ score (low quality; n = 80), while a further large study reported a benefit of laser therapy over
sham for pain intensity and improvement in function (moderate and high quality; n = 364). This same
large study also showed a benefit of laser therapy compared with usual care for function
improvement but not for pain intensity (high quality; n = 364). No evidence was available to assess
the clinical benefit terms of quality of life or psychological distress.
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Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
Two studies (overall low quality; n=150) showed a benefit of laser therapy for pain intensity but no
benefit for function assessed by RMDQ was seen in one study( very low quality; n=50) No evidence
was available to assess the clinical benefit in terms of quality of life or psychological distress.
14.5.1.7

Laser therapy versus exercise
Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
One study showed a benefit of laser therapy compared with exercise for pain intensity but not for
function assessed by RMDQ (very low and low quality; n = 50).
No evidence was available for other critical outcomes or populations.

14.5.1.8

Laser therapy versus traction
Sciatica population
One study showed no clinical benefit of laser therapy compared with traction for pain intensity,
whereas a clinical benefit was suggested for function assessed by RMDQ (very low quality; n = 40).
No evidence was available for other critical outcomes or populations.
Therapeutic ultrasound (all comparisons)
Evidence mostly from small, individual studies of low or very low quality demonstrated no clinical
benefit on any outcome for ultrasound compared with sham (in both the with sciatica and the
without sciatica populations), usual care (without sciatica population), traction (with sciatica
population), or laser (a mixed population of people with or without sciatica). The sole exception was
evidence from 1 study demonstrating a clinical benefit in reducing pain compared with usual care in
the low back pain population without sciatica (low quality; n = 40).

14.5.1.9

Combinations of non-invasive interventions – electrotherapy adjunct
Low back pain with sciatica
Low and very low quality evidence from a single small study (n=30) showed clinical benefit for pain in
the short and long term when ultrasound was combined with exercise (biomechanical and aerobics)
compared to waiting list control. There was no benefit on pain (and clinical harm in the long term)
when the same combination was compared to exercise alone. There was no benefit for either
comparison on function and healthcare utilisation (medication use). No other outcomes were
reported.
Low back pain without sciatica population
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=100) showed clinical benefit for pain in the short and
long term when laser therapy was given as an adjunct to self-management and exercise
(biomechanical) compared to self-management and exercise (biomechanical) alone. No other
outcomes were reported.
When electrotherapy (TENS) was given as an adjunct to acupuncture versus acupuncture or to
exercise versus sham TENS, there was no clinical benefit seen for short-term pain or function in single
studies (low and very low quality, range n=13 to n=84). No other outcomes were reported. There was
however, clinical benefit for SF-36 domains when compared to exercise.
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Low and moderate quality evidence from a single study (n=89) for PENS as an adjunct to exercise
(biomechanical + aerobics) showed clinical harm (ie. favoured sham + exercise) for SF-36 physical and
mental composites in the short term. However there was no difference in the longer term or for any
of the other outcomes (pain and function).
Very low quality evidence from a single small study (n=39) for ultrasound as an adjunct to exercise
showed no clinical benefit for pain, function or quality of life. However, when given as an adjunct to
exercise + self-management, there was clinical benefit for function in the short-term, but not for
pain.
Mixed population (low back pain with or without sciatica)
Low and very low quality evidence from a single small study (n=49) showed a clinical benefit of
electroacupuncture as an adjunct to self-management (mixed modality – education and home
exercise) with exercise in terms of pain and analgesic consumption, however there was no benefit for
function.
When inferential therapy was combined with manual therapy (manipulation), there was clinical
benefit in the longer term for quality of life (EQ-5D and several SF-36 domains) but not in the short
term. There was no clinical benefit at other time-point for pain or function (low quality, single
studies, n=103 or n=129).
Evidence for laser therapy as an adjunct to self-management (home exercise) showed no benefit
compared to self-management alone for pain and function (very low quality, 2 studies, n=87). When
HLIT laser was used as the adjunct to exercise, there was clinical benefit to short-term pain but not in
function (very low quality, 1 study, n=52). No other outcomes were reported.
There was evidence for mixed modality electrotherapy (BEMER + TENS) as part of a triple
combination of non-invasive interventions (exercise + manual therapy) compared to these
interventions alone with a sham electrotherapy. There was either clinical harm (benefit to the nonadjunct arm) or no benefit for quality of life (SF-36 domains), and no benefit for pain and function
(very low quality, 1 study, range of n = 16 to n=37).

14.5.2

Economic
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified.

14.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
15.Do not offer ultrasound for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.
16.Do not offer percutaneous electrical nerve simulation (PENS) for
managing low back pain with or without sciatica.
17.Do not offer transcutaneous electrical nerve simulation (TENS) for
managing low back pain with or without sciatica.

Recommendations

18.Do not offer interferential therapy for managing low back pain with or
without sciatica.

Research
recommendations

1. What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of laser therapy in the
management of low back pain and sciatica?
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Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that the most critical outcomes for decision-making were healthrelated quality of life, pain severity, function and psychological distress.
Adverse events were considered important for decision-making because experience
of adverse events may outweigh any possible benefits gained. Similarly, any
difference in healthcare utilisation was considered an important outcome likely to
reflect any benefits in quality of life experienced.
The GDG discussed the importance of responder criteria as an outcome and agreed
that although important in decision-making, due to the inherent difficulties in
dichotomising continuous outcomes this was not a critical outcome.
No data were identified for the outcome of responder criteria that were relevant to
the review protocol.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

TENS
Sham or usual care
When TENS was compared to sham TENS or usual care in a mixed population of
people with or without sciatica, no clinical benefit was observed for any of the
outcomes reported (quality of life, pain or function). However, for those without
sciatica clinically important benefit in favour of TENS compared to sham was
demonstrated for all of the quality of life domain scores however there was
conflicting evidence for pain and function for sham and usual care comparisons.
Active interventions
. When compared to the use of a corset or massage, no difference was observed
between interventions in those without sciatica in terms of reducing pain and when
compared to manipulation, pain was reduced by a greater amount in the manual
therapy group.
Conversely in people with or without sciatica a benefit was seen favouring TENS
compared to massage in terms of pain. However it was noted this was from a single
small study.
There was some evidence of improvement in the short-term for quality of life when
TENS was given in addition to exercise, however there was no benefit when in
combined with some other interventions and this was from a single small study.
The GDG concluded that the evidence was conflicting and overall there was
insufficient evidence of clinical benefit to support a recommendation for the use of
TENS for low back pain or sciatica.
PENS
Sham or usual care
When compared with sham, a clinically important benefit for the individual quality of
life domains was demonstrated for people without sciatica, but no clinical benefit
was demonstrated for the quality of life composite scores. It was noted that the
individual domain scores are more informative in terms of what aspect of quality of
life has improved and benefits may have been seen in separate domains even when
the overall composite score does not demonstrate benefit. Clinical benefit for pain
and function was observed at less than 4 months, but no clinical benefit after 4
months.
When compared to usual care in a mixed population of people with or without
sciatica, no clinical benefit was found for PENS in improving pain and function.
Active interventions
When compared to TENS in people with sciatica, benefits favouring PENS were
observed for function and quality of life, but not for pain. No difference was
observed in a mixed population of those with or without sciatica.
In terms of quality of life (mental and physical components), there was some
evidence that PENS in addition to exercise was less beneficial than exercise with
sham PENS.
The GDG discussed whether there should be concern regarding possible adverse
events given that PENS involved penetrating the skin. However, it was felt that the
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risks would be similar to acupuncture which has an acceptable safety profile.
Overall, the GDG noted that, while the evidence was in places positive for people
with low back pain it was of low quality with low patient numbers. It was highlighted
that PENS is currently not widely used and so a recommendation for its use would be
a significant change in practice. It was thus concluded that there was insufficient
evidence of clinical benefit to support a recommendation for the use of PENS for low
back pain or sciatica.
Interferential therapy
No difference between interventions was observed when comparing interferential
therapy with sham or traction in people with low back pain without sciatica. The
same was true when combined with education, exercise and self-management. No
evidence was identified for people without sciatica.
Overall, the GDG concluded that there was a lack of evidence of clinical benefit to
support a recommendation for the use of Interferential therapy as a treatment for
low back pain or sciatica.
Laser therapy
Conflicting evidence was found comparing laser with sham and usual care for pain
and function outcomes. The same was true when comparisons were made with
active interventions of exercise and traction.
Evidence from combined treatments did demonstrate some benefits when provided
in combination with self-management in terms of pain, but not function. No
difference was observed in combination with acupuncture or exercise however.
The GDG noted the key evidence of benefit was from the sham comparison in a
group of people with acute low back pain with sciatica. They highlighted that overall
while the sham evidence was conflicting; this evidence of clinical benefit was of
moderate quality in a reasonably large patient group whereas the evidence of no
benefit was of lower quality and in smaller patient groups. However, this was
conducted in an inpatient setting in Serbia; there were concerns of the applicability
of this evidence to a UK healthcare context. The GDG felt that currently the body of
evidence was conflicting and the evidence of clinical benefit from this study was
insufficient to base a recommendation on. However, it was considered an area
where future research may be of benefit, addressing the methodological concerns in
the existing studies to help inform future guidance.
Therapeutic ultrasound
Sham
No difference between groups was observed when ultrasound was compared to
sham, usual care, traction or laser, with the one exception of an improvement in
terms of pain when compared to usual care.
In combination with other treatments some benefit in terms of pain for people with
low back pain and sciatica) was observed when ultrasound was combined with
exercise, however this was from a small study compared to a waiting list control and
no difference was observed in other reported outcomes. There was also no clinical
benefit observed from the addition of ultrasound to exercise when compared to
exercise alone in pain, function or healthcare utilisation. When combined with both
exercise and self-management, there was some evidence of clinical benefit for
function, however, no benefit was observed for other outcomes, this was also from a
single small trial.

Trade-off between
net clinical effects

Overall, the GDG concluded that there was a lack of sufficient evidence of clinical
benefit to support a recommendation for the use of ultrasound as a treatment for
low back pain or sciatica. The only evidence of benefit was of low quality and based
on low patient numbers; for the majority outcomes no benefit was seen.
TENS
No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. The GDG
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Quality of evidence

noted that TENS machines are currently often purchased by the patient; however,
they may also be provided on loan to the patient at a cost to the NHS in terms of the
machine itself and also related personnel time explain how to use it. If effective,
upfront costs may be offset by downstream cost savings due to reduced healthcare
utilisation or may be justified due to the benefits to the patient. However, given the
conflicting evidence on its clinical benefit, the cost of providing this intervention
were not considered justified.
PENS
No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. Use of PENS
will be associated with costs relating to the equipment and personnel time required
to deliver the therapy. If effective, upfront costs may be offset by downstream cost
savings due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified due to the benefits
to the patient. Although some indications of possible benefit were seen for PENS,
overall the GDG concluded that it was insufficient to support a conclusion of clinical
benefit and thus also insufficient to justify intervention costs. In addition, PENS is not
widely used and might require higher implementation costs.
Interferential therapy
No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. Use of
interferential therapy will be associated with costs relating to the equipment and
personnel time required to deliver the therapy, although the GDG noted that
interferential therapy units are a shared resource which would already be available
in most physiotherapy departments. If effective, upfront costs may be offset by
downstream cost savings due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified
due to the benefits to the patient. However, given the lack of evidence of clinical
benefit for interferential therapy, intervention costs were not considered justified.
Laser therapy
No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. Use of laser
therapy will be associated with costs relating to the equipment and personnel time
required to deliver the therapy, although the GDG noted that laser therapy units are
a shared resource which would already be available in most physiotherapy
departments. If effective, upfront costs may be offset by downstream cost savings
due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified due to the benefits to the
patient. Although some indications of possible benefit were seen for laser therapy,
overall the GDG concluded that it was insufficient to support a conclusion of clinical
benefit and thus also insufficient to justify intervention costs. In addition they
highlighted that even if laser therapy was clinically effective, the regimen in the key
trial was very intensive (5 daily sessions for 3 weeks) and cost effectiveness may
depend on whether or not clinical benefit is maintained when treatment stops which
was unclear from the current evidence.
Therapeutic ultrasound
No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. Use of
ultrasound therapy will be associated with costs relating to the equipment and
personnel time required to deliver the therapy, although the GDG noted that
ultrasound therapy units are a shared resource which would already be available in
most physiotherapy departments. If effective, upfront costs may be offset by
downstream cost savings due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified
due to the benefits to the patient. However, given the lack of evidence of clinical
benefit for ultrasound therapy, intervention costs were not considered justified.
The majority of the evidence for TENS versus massage, TENS versus manipulation,
TENS versus corset and TENS versus usual care was of low or very low quality, mainly
due to risk of bias. For these comparisons, common contributing factors to the risk of
bias rating included the difficulty of adequate blinding with such interventions, high
drop out and switching rates, difficulties with selection bias, such as inadequate
sequence generation and allocation concealment, and issues with comparability of
care. However there were some moderate quality evidence for several of the
outcomes within the sham comparisons.
The majority of the evidence for the comparison PENS versus sham was of moderate
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to very low quality, mainly due to risk of bias. The GDG also highlighted problems
with the sham for PENS and TENS. An issue regarding the credibility of sham
conditions specifically for TENS studies was whether the sham condition that is
employed controls adequately for all aspects of the treatment experience. Various
types of sham TENS have been proposed including deactivated units that are
identical in appearance but deliver no actual stimulation to devices where an initial
brief period of stimulation at the start of use is delivered and then faded out. To
enhance blinding in these paradigms the information given to participants is often
limited regarding what they should feel when the device is switched on. However it
is clear that there are substantial threats to the credibility of these shams when
compared to active stimulation that elicits strong sensations. Given that the
effectiveness of TENS and PENS is widely thought to be related to the intensity of the
stimulus a true sham that establishes robust blinding of participants is not
achievable. Nonetheless this represents a risk of bias to sham controlled trials of
TENS and PENS.
For PENS versus conventional TENS the evidence was of low to very low quality, due
to risk of bias and imprecision of the effect estimate. The evidence for the
comparison PENS versus usual care was of low quality due to risk of bias.
The evidence for the comparisons laser versus sham and versus usual care came
from mainly single, large trials that ranged from high to very low quality overall; the
evidence for the comparison laser versus exercise was of low quality due to risk of
bias; and for the comparison laser versus traction was of very low quality due to risk
of bias and imprecision of the effect estimate.
The GDG noted that the positive evidence for laser versus sham was of moderate
quality and based on a reasonably large patient group, although from a single study.
They noted that this study was very intensive with 5 sessions daily for 3 weeks and
80% of people were hospitalised and this raised concerns regarding the applicability
of the study and its relevance to decision-making.
The majority of the evidence for therapeutic ultrasound was of low or very low
quality, due to risk of bias and imprecision of the effect estimate.
The evidence informing the comparison of interferential versus sham was of high
quality, and was low quality for the comparison with traction
Other considerations

TENS
The GDG highlighted that in trials of TENS, a problem affecting all studies is that the
intervention only works while in progress providing temporary relief rather than
intending to have long term benefits, however the trials are not designed to look at
this when they record outcomes at later follow-up times.
Laser therapy
The positive results for laser interventions are largely driven by one study that the
GDG has concerns regarding the applicability of, and there is conflicting evidence
from other sources (albeit of lower quality). The GDG therefore concluded that while
they did not want to dismiss the evidence of clinical benefit entirely, it should be
treated with caution and hence a research recommendation was produced.
The GDG were aware of existing NICE interventional procedure guidance for
Peripheral nerve-field stimulation for chronic low back pain which recommends
special arrangement for clinical governance, consent, audit and research. 378 This
specific therapy has therefore been excluded from this review. If its use is being
considered for people with low back pain and/or sciatica, the existing guidance
should be followed.
Interventional procedures guidance for Percutaneous intradiscal electrothermal
therapy for low back pain (IPG319) was being updated during development of this
guideline, details of the updated is available at the following link:
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/indevelopment/gid-ip2803. No evidence on this
procedure was identified within this review and therefore the updated guidance for
this procedure should be followed for people with low back pain.
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Research recommendation
Laser therapy involves the non-invasive application of a single wavelength of light to
the skin over the painful area using a probe. There are various laser devices and
probe configurations in clinical use. The light is absorbed in the tissues and it is
hypothesised that this results in local heating and effects on local chemical activity
and cellular behaviour. It is through those effects that laser therapy is purported to
have an anti-inflammatory effect and promote tissue repair.556
Conflicting evidence was found comparing laser with sham and usual care for pain
and function outcomes. While evidence of clinical benefit was observed in some
comparisons for pain and function there were concerns with the quality and
applicability of the evidence (see the LETR for electrotherapies in section 14.6).
There remains uncertainty regarding the efficacy and effectiveness of laser therapy,
though there is some promising evidence. There is therefore a need for high quality
trials into the effectiveness and cost effectiveness of laser therapy for low back pain
with and without sciatica.
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15 Psychological interventions
15.1 Introduction
The initial work of psychologists studying pain in the 1960s was rooted in operant behavioural
psychology. There was concern about the validity and reliability of self-reported pain symptoms, so
the proposal to focus on the presentation of pain as a behaviour provided an opportunity for
empirical assessment. This not only introduced the possibility of objective measurement of
observable specific ‘pain-related behaviour’, but also suggested that such behaviours were open to
change or modification. It was proposed that use of behavioural methods could reduce disability
related pain or ‘illness behaviour’ and encourage ‘well behaviour’ and a return to normal
function.142,143
Cognitive behavioural approaches emerged in the late 1970s and 1980s. This was particularly evident
in the work of Sternbach, Gottlieb et al. and Turk, Meichenbaum and Genest who demonstrated the
key role of cognitive processes such as beliefs in the experience of pain and their effects on
associated disabilities or pain-related behaviours.174,472,494 Cognitive behavioural approaches have
played an increasingly central role in the management of chronic pain. Cognitive approaches are
aimed at altering unhelpful or inappropriate beliefs as a basis for changing behaviour, such as painassociated disability. Specific psychological constructs such as ‘Catastrophising’ in relation to pain
have also been identified as key cognitive variables to be targeted for intervention.477
Mindfulness, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) and Compassion Focused Therapy (CFT)
emerged in the 1990s, as a co-called ‘third wave’ of psychological approaches, building on the
cognitive behavioural approach. The approaches emphasise the importance of experiencing
undesirable thoughts and feelings, in the absence of influence of ‘judgemental, evaluative and
analytic thought content’.482 The approaches aim to enhance what has been termed ‘psychological
flexibility’.205 Group-based programmes and individual approaches aimed at people with chronic low
back pain have subsequently been developed.

15.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
psychological therapies in the management of non-specific low back
pain and sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 296: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 years or above with non-specific low back pain
People aged 16 years or above with sciatica

Interventions

Psychological interventions:
 Behavioural therapies
 Cognitive therapies
 Cognitive behavioural approaches
 Mindfulness
 Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT)

Comparisons






Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
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 Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index)
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

15.3 Clinical evidence
15.3.1

Summary of studies included – single interventions
Twenty-one RCTs (reported in twenty-five papers) were included in the review, these are
summarised in Table 297 below.28,64,141,147,169,248,283,288-290,298,308,338,355,356,381,391,433,452,457461,474,476,495,496,496,497,500
Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence
profile/clinical evidence summary below (section 15.3.4). See also the study selection flow chart in
Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in
Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Due to there being limited RCT evidence, the search was also extended to cohort studies for
mindfulness and acceptance and commitment therapy, but no relevant cohort studies were
identified.
The Smeets 2006 trial460 (Smeets 2008459, Smeets 2009457, Smeets 2006461, Smeets 2008458) reported
data from 4 arms (exercise, cognitive behavioural approaches, exercise plus cognitive behavioural
approaches/MBR, and waiting list control). The data extracted in this review was for the cognitive
behavioural approaches versus waiting list control. The data for cognitive behavioural approaches
versus exercise is in the exercise review, and the data for the combination arm (exercise plus
cognitive behavioural approaches) is in the MBR review (See Chapter 17).
One Cochrane review214,214 on psychological interventions was identified but it was not included as
the stratification of people with low back pain, low back pain with or without sciatica and sciatica
was unclear and did not match our guideline stratification. The studies included in this Cochrane
review were individually assessed and included if they matched the review protocol.

15.3.2

Summary of studies included – combined interventions (psychological therapy adjunct)
Three studies (reported in six papers) looking at combinations of non-invasive interventions (with
psychological therapy as the adjunct) were also included in this review. 147,288,496 These are
summarised in Table 298 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical
evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below (Section (a)). See also the study selection flow
chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in
Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
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15.3.3

Heterogeneity
For the comparison of mindfulness versus usual care/waiting list, there was substantial
heterogeneity between the studies when they were meta-analysed for the outcome of pain (McGill)
at under or equal to 4 months. Pre-specified subgroup analyses (different within-class modalities,
and chronicity of pain) were unable to be performed on this outcome because the studies were not
different in terms of these factors. A random effects meta-analysis was therefore applied to this
outcome, and the evidence was downgraded for inconsistency in GRADE.
Table 297: Summary of studies included in the review – single interventions
Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Cognitive behavioural approaches
Carpenter
201264

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=164
Study length 3
weeks
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Cognitive behavioural
approaches: the wellness
workbook - an on-line selfhelp intervention
consisting of a mind/body
treatment rationale, pain
education and cognitive
behavioural approach
techniques including
cognitive restructuring,
stress management,
relaxation training,
mindfulness and valesbased behavioural
activation.
Wait list control group:
were informed they would
receive access to the
wellness workbook in 3
weeks

Gohner
2006169

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Usual care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=47
Study length 6
months
Germany

Pain (10 point
scale)

3 x cognitive behavioural
approach sessions lasting
50 minutes
Usual care: not reported

Jellema
2005 248

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Usual care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=314
Study length 1 year
Netherlands

Quality of life (SF36)
Quality of life (eq5d)a
Functionb (RMDQ)
Painb (0-10)

Cognitive behavioural
approaches: exploration
phase: the GP explored
the presence of
psychological prognostic
factors by asking
standardised questions.
Information phase: the GP
provided general
information on the cause,
course, and possibilities of
treatments of low back
pain and included the
patient’s cognitions,
emotions and behaviour.
Self-care phase: the GP
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
and patient set specific
goals on resuming
activities or work and
discussed time contingent
use of analgesic drugs, and
the doctor gave the
patient a booklet based on
the back book.
Usual care: following a
wait and see policy for
acute low back pain, with
analgesics and gradual
uptake of activities, and
advice on reactivation and
home exercises. For
subacute low back pain (>
6 weeks), referral for
exercise therapy,
physiotherapy, or manual
therapy in the case of
persistent functional
disability.

Kole-snijders
1999283

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Behavioural
therapy
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=148
6 weeks
intervention time, 1
year study length
Netherlands

Outcomes not
adequately
reported

Cognitive therapy: operant
behavioural treatment and
cognitive coping skills
training.
Placebo/sham: operant
behavioural therapy and
group discussions.
Waiting list: no treatment.

Leeuw
2008298

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Behavioural
therapy

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=85
Study length 1 year
Netherlands

Pain (VAS)
Function (quebec
back pain disability;
RMDQ)

Cognitive behavioural
approaches: exposure in
vivo (cognitive therapy,
education, engaging in
fear-provoking activities)
for approximately 16
sessions
Behavioural therapy:
operant graded activity
(positive reinforcement of
healthy behaviours,
education, activity quotas)

Linden
2014308

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Usual care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=107
Study length 21
days
Germany

Pain (VAS)
Function(pain
disability index,
PDI)

Cognitive behavioural
approaches: designed in
reference to the grip and
the pain and illness
management programme
with additional cognitive
behavioural approaches
interventions which aim at
stress reduction and
problem solving, selfmonitoring, pain
management, change in
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
dysfunctional cognitions,
reduction of avoidance
behaviour, and wellbeing
therapy. Cognitive
behavioural approach
group also given usual
care.
Usual care: general
orthopaedic inpatient
treatment (regularly seen
by physicians, got
medication as needed and
participated on a daily
basis in sport therapy and
physiotherapy,
balneotherapy, massages,
or electrotherapy. They
also got occupational
therapy to support their
reintegration in work.
There were also general
patient education sessions
with information on how
to understand and cope
with the illness.

Menzel
2006338

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=32
Study length 12
weeks
USA

Pain (VAS)

Cognitive behavioural
approach: 6 x 1 hour
sessions
Control group: waiting list.

Newcomer
2008381

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Placebo/sham

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=220
Study length 1 year
USA

Pain (pain and
impairment
relationship scale)
Function (ODI)

Cognitive behavioural
approaches: videotape
given with education
component and elements
targeting beliefs and selfmanagement skills. Lasting
20 minutes to be watched
at home at least once
every 3 months.
Placebo: 20 minute video
using traditional education
approach emphasizing
information and technical
skills. To be watched at
home at least once every
three months.

Sanderson
2012433

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Usual care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=47
Study length 3
months
USA

Pain (patient
centred outcomes
questionnaire 0100)

Brief individualised
cognitive behavioural
approaches and opioid
medication. Length of
therapy varied across
patients, each session was
1 hour in length
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Smeets
2006/2006A
Smeets
2006460
(Smeets
2008459,
Smeets
2009457,
Smeets
2006461,
Smeets
2008458)

Cognitive
behavioural
approaches
Exercise
(biomechanical
+aerobic)
Combination MBR
(cognitive
behavioural
approaches +
exercise)
Waiting list
Note: only data
for the cognitive
behavioural
approaches
versus waiting list
comparison has
been reported in
this review. The
study only reports
≤4 month data for
waiting list
comparison and
not for >4 months
(which is reported
for all active
treatment
comparisons). The
cognitive
behavioural
approaches
versus exercise
data has been
reported in the

Population

Outcomes

Comments
performed by therapists
trained in cognitive
behavioural approaches
for chronic pain. Each
session consisted of a
combination of skill and
homework review, as well
as new skill acquisitions.
Patients were also taught
adaptive coping skills, such
as activity pacing, and a
variety or relaxation
techniques.
Usual care: opioid
medication varied
according to individual
prescription (in both
arms).

Low back pain with
or without sciatica*
N=211
Study length 10
weeks
Netherlands
*note: the
population in this
study has been
classified as low
back pain ‘with or
without sciatica’
because they have
included leg pain,
with no way of
knowing whether
or not the patients
have nerve root
entrapment (the
study says it has
excluded people
with nerve root
involvement but
does not specify if
this was
determined on the
basis of MRI).

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (BDI)
Healthcare
utilisation (number
visits to: GP,
medical specialist
care, radiology,
occupational
physician,
psychologist and
number of
therapist sessions
(physiotherapist,
manual therapy,
cesar or
mensendieck).

Cognitive behavioural
approaches consisting of
operant behavioural
graded activity training
and problem solving
training. Graded activity
training was 3 group
sessions followed by a
max of 17 individual
sessions of 30 minutes.
Problem solving started
with 3 explanatory
sessions, the next 6 were
teaching sessions and a
course book was provided.
Groups were a max of 4
people. Homework
assignments were given.
Mixed exercise:
biomechanical + aerobic.
Group of a max of 4
people, 3 minutes of
training on a bike and 75
minutes of strength and
endurance training of
lower back and upper leg
muscles, 3 times a week
during 10 weeks.
Supervised by 2
physiotherapists.
Usual care - waiting-list.
Instructed to wait 10
weeks, after which they
were offered a regular
individual rehabilitation
treatment.
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
exercise review,
and the
combination arm
data has been
reported in the
MBR review.

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Behavioural therapy
Fordyce
1986141

Behavioural
therapy
Usual care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=107
Study length 1 year
Usa

Function (modified
activity form score)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication,
hospitalisation, and
treatment visits)

Behavioural therapy:
interventions on a time
contingent basis- analgesia
prescribed at fixed times
and prescription not
renewable, activity
prescribed of specified
intervals, with determined
and fixed exercise content.
Return visit set at 2 weeks.
Usual care: intervention
on a pain contingent basis.
Analgesia prescribed as
required and repeat
prescriptions allowed;
activities limits decided by
patient on when pain
subsided sufficiently, and
the exercises prescribed
wither to be undertaken
according to how much
pain was being
experienced. Repeat visits
to clinician allowed as
required, but always at
start and 2 weeks.

Nouwen
1983391

Behavioural
therapy
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=20
Study length 3
weeks
Netherlands

Pain (back pain log,
a modification of
budzinsky 1973, to
rate the intensity of
the pain on a 5point scale each
waking hour of the
day)

Behavioural therapy: emg
biofeedback (15 sessions
over 3 weeks)
Usual care: waiting-list.
Patients were told that 9
weeks of measurement
were required before
treatment could be given.

Stuckey
1986 476

Behavioural
therapy
Placebo

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=24
Study length
unclear, 8 sessions
of intervention
Usa

Pain (pain rating
during the function
test 0-100)

Emg biofeedback (n=8);
relaxation (n=8); placebo
(n=8, same physical set up
but no feedback from the
emg electrodes and no
instructions in specific
relaxation techniques)
Placebo/sham: subjects in
this condition were placed
in the same physical setup as those in intervention
group. These subjects
received no feedback from
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
the emg electrodes and no
instructions in specific
relaxation techniques for
the first 8 sessions. They
received a detailed
description of the value of
relaxation for pain relief
and how the egg-crate
mattress and the bed
position would facilitate
relaxation. They were
encouraged to relax more
deeply at home in their
daily relaxation-practice
sessions, but they were
not given instructions on
how to relax.

Turner
1988495

Behavioural
therapy
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=55
Study length 8
weeks
Usa

Pain (mcgill pain
questionnaire)

Behavioural therapy:
Operant behavioural
therapy- patients and
spouses educated, and
advised to set goals for
physical exercise and
monitor results and
obstacles. Spouses asked
to reinforce good
behavioural patterns. 8 x 2
hour weekly sessions
Usual care: waiting list

Turner
1990496

Behavioural
therapy
Waiting list

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=96
Study length 1 year
Usa

Pain (mcgill pain
questionnaire)

Behavioural therapy:
operant conditioning
(fordyce), participation of
spouses, group discussion,
role playing, feedback; 2
hour/week.
Usual care: waiting list

Mindfulness
Usual care

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=88
Study length 8
weeks
Iran

Pain (mcgill pain
questionnaire)
Quality of life (SF36)

Mindfulness: conducted in
a private physiatrist clinic
near to physiotherapy
centres. A mbsr program
administered 1 session per
week for explaining
techniques, practice, and
feedback and share their
experience for 8 weeks
beside 30–45 minutes’
daily home practice.
Meditation transformed
the patients’ awareness
through the techniques of
breathing and
mindfulness.
Usual care: normal

Mindfulness
Banth
201528
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Morone
2008355

Morone
2009356

Population

Outcomes

Comments
routines in healthcare
including physiotherapy
and medicine

Mindfulness
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=37
Intervention time 8
weeks, follow-up 3
months
Usa

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (mcgill pain
questionnaire)
Function (RMDQ)

Mindfulness: MBSR
programme. 8 weekly 90
minute mindfulness
meditation sessions and
meditation homework
assignments.
Usual care: waiting list

Mindfulness
Placebo/sham

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=35
Intervention time 8
weeks, follow-up 4
months
Usa

Quality of life (SF36)*
Pain (mcgill pain
questionnaire)*
Function (RMDQ)*

Mindfulness: MBSR
programme. Meditation
delivered weekly for 90
minutes (1 hour
meditation and 30
minutes discussion)
including three methods
of mindfulness
meditation: 1) the body
scan, where in a lying
position, the participant is
guided to place their
attention nonjudgementally on each
area of the body from the
toes to the top of the
head; 2) sitting practice,
where the participant is
guided to focus their
attention on breathing
while sitting on a chair;
and 3) walking meditation,
where the participant is
guided in mindful slow
walking with focused
attention on body
sensation and/or
breathing.
Placebo/sham: active
control: controlled for
time, group size and
facilitator time. Included
lectures, group discussion,
and homework
assignments based on the
health topics discussed.
Subjects were given
materials to promote
participation and
retention in the program
including the use of a
nintendo ds 'brain age'
game and encouraged to
do this as daily homework

* only reported in
graphical form - no
data available.
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
as well as homework
assignments from the
book 'keep your brain
alive'. Each class had
45-60 minutes lecture by a
health professional and
30-45 minutes class of
brain exercise and
discussion.

Cognitive therapy
Siemonsma
2013452

Cognitive therapy
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=156
Study length 18
weeks
Netherlands

Function (quebec
back pain disability
scale)

Cognitive treatment of
illness perception (ctip)
10-14 one-hour individual
treatment sessions
provided weekly by a
single physical therapist or
occupational therapist.
Usual care: waiting list

Storheim
2003474

Cognitive therapy
Usual care
Exercise

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=93
Intervention 15
weeks, total study
length 18 weeks.
Norway

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

Cognitive therapy:
explanation of pain
mechanisms. The
questionnaire completed
at inclusion was discussed
once more in-depth.
Functional examination
with individual feedback
and advice. Instruction in
activation of deep
stabilizing muscles (i.e.
The transverse abdominal
muscle) and advice on
how to use it actively in
functional and demanding
tasks of daily life.
Instruction in the squat
technique when lifting is
required. How to cope
with new attacks.
Reassure and emphasize
that it is safe to move and
to use the back without
restriction.
Usual care: patient treated
by their GP with no
restrictions of treatments
or referral.

Turner
1993497

Cognitive therapy
Waiting list

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=102
Study length 13
months
Usa

Pain (VAS)
Psychological
distress (BDI)

Cognitive therapy:
patients first learned to
identify negative emotions
related to pain and
stressful events and to
identify associated
maladaptive thoughts.
Next, they were taught
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Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
how to generate more
adaptive thoughts to
‘counter’ automatic
negative cognitions.
Usual care: waiting list

(a) EQ-5D was collected but not reported by study apart from as QALYs in economic analysis (see Section 15.5 Economic
evidence)
(b) Data for these outcomes only reported as median and IQR, therefore could not be meta-analysed.

Table 298: Summary of studies included in the review – combination of interventions
(psychological adjunct)
Study
Friedrich
1998147

Lamb 2012,
2010a,
2010b,
Underwood
2011288290,500

Turner
1990496

Intervention and
comparison
Psychological
(cognitive
behavioural
approach) +
exercise
Exercise (mixed:
biomechanical +
aerobic)

Population
Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=93
12 months
intervention +
follow up
Austria

Outcomes
Pain severity (NRS)
Function (low back
outcome scale
questionnaire)

Psychological
(cognitive
behavioural
approach) + selfmanagement
Self-management

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=701
3 months
intervention + 1
year follow up
Uk

Quality of life (eq5d, sf-12)
Pain severity
(modified von Korff
pain)
Function (RMDQ,
modified von Korff
disability)

Exercise (aerobic)
+ psychological
intervention
(behavioural
therapy)
Exercise (group
aerobic)
Psychological
intervention
(behavioural
therapy)
Waiting list
control (usual
care not
specified)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=96
1 year intervention
+ follow up
Usa

Pain severity (mcgill
pain questionnaire)
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Comments
concomitant treatment:
not stated

Concomitant treatment:
not stated

Table 299: Cognitive behavioural approach versus placebo/sham in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Pain severity (pain and
impairment relationship
scale) >4 months

118
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (pain and
impairment relationship scale) >4
months in the control groups was
7.5

Function (ODI, 0-100) >4
months

118
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
14.3

Risk difference with cognitive behavioural
approach versus placebo/sham (95% CI)
The mean pain severity (pain and
impairment relationship scale) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.90 higher
(3.6 lower to 5.41 higher)

580

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.7 higher
(4.81 lower to 6.21 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 300: Cognitive behavioural approach versus usual care/ waiting list in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with cognitive
behavioural approach versus usual
care/waiting list (95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

458
(6 studies)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

*

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.66 lower
(1.01 to 0.31 lower)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4 months

47
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,

*

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.02 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Clinical evidence summary tables

Psychological interventions
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15.3.4

(0.99 lower to 0.95 higher)

581

Function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4 months

240
(2 studies)

LOW
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) -with
or without sciatica ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.95 lower
(4.26 to 1.65 lower)

Function (pain disability index, PDI, 0-70)
≤4 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (pain disability
index, PDI, 0-70 final value) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
21.14

The mean function (pain disability index,
PDI, 0-70 final value ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.20 lower
(6.44 lower to 4.04 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI 0-63) ≤4
months

109
(1 study)

LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean psychological distress (BDI,
final value) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.65 lower
(3.42 lower to 0.12 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 perceived general
health, 0-5) ≤4 months

314
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life - SF-36
perceived general health ≤4 months in
the control groups was
2.6

The mean quality of life - SF-36
perceived general health ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.18 lower to 0.18 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 perceived general
health, 0-5) >4 months

314
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life - SF-36
perceived general health >4 months in
the control groups was
2.7

The mean quality of life - SF-36
perceived general health >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.19 lower to 0.19 higher)

*No control rate reported in study, only mean difference given
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high

risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment because of heterogeneity, I 2 >50%
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

a
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imprecision

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a

Risk with Control

Risk difference with cognitive behavioural
approach versus behavioural therapy (95%
CI)

77
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
4.407

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.03 lower to 0.96 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months

73
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
4.045

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.07 higher
(0.95 lower to 1.09 higher)

Function (Quebec pain
disability scale, 0-100) >4
months

73
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (Quebec pain
disability scale, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
41.94

The mean function (Quebec pain disability
scale, 0-100) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.94 lower
(12.17 lower to 6.29 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months

73
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the control groups was
-4.23

582

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
2.11 lower
(4.71 lower to 0.49 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by one increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 302: behavioural therapy versus placebo/sham in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain severity (VAS,
0-10) ≤4 months

24
(2 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Behavioural therapy
versus placebo (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months in the control groups was

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Psychological interventions

NICE, 2016

Table 301: Cognitive behavioural approach versus behavioural therapy in low back pain with or without sciatica

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Behavioural therapy
Outcomes
Risk with Control
versus placebo (95% CI)
1.44 lower
4.44
(2.88 lower to 0 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 303: behavioural therapy versus usual care/waiting list in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Behavioural therapy
versus usual care/waiting list (95% CI)

583

Pain intensity (Back pain log) ≤4 months

20
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity (Back pain log)
≤4 months in the control groups was
19.14

The mean pain intensity (Back pain log)
≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
4.80 lower
(15.84 lower to 6.24 higher)

Pain intensity (McGill questionnaire, 078) ≤4 months

122
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity - ≤4 months
(McGill questionnaire) in the control
groups was
21.55

The mean pain intensity - ≤4 months
(McGill questionnaire) in the intervention
groups was
3.42 lower
(8.08 lower to 1.24 higher)

Function (Modified activity form score)>4 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Modified activity
form score) >4 months in the control
groups was
6.25

The mean function (Modified activity
form score) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.41 lower
(2.66 to 0.16 lower)

Healthcare utilisation - Estimated
medication costs in last month, at 9-12
months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,

The mean healthcare utilisation estimated medication costs in last
month, at 9-12 months in the control

The mean healthcare utilisation estimated medication costs in last
month, at 9-12 months in the

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Psychological interventions

NICE, 2016

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

intervention groups was
0.42 lower
(0.92 lower to 0.08 higher)

584

Healthcare utilisation - Number of
hospitalisations at 9-12 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation number of hospitalisations at 9-12
months in the control groups was
0.88

The mean healthcare utilisation - number
of hospitalisations at 9-12 months in the
intervention groups was
0.32 lower
(0.82 lower to 0.18 higher)

Healthcare utilisation - Number of
medications now taken at 9-12 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation number of medications now taken at 912 months in the control groups was
0.56

The mean healthcare utilisation - number
of medications now taken at 9-12
months in the intervention groups was
0.27 lower
(0.49 to 0.05 lower)

Healthcare utilisation - Number of
treatment visits at 9-12 months

103
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation number of treatment visits at 9-12
months in the control groups was
0.52

The mean healthcare utilisation - number
of treatment visits at 9-12 months in the
intervention groups was
0.14 lower
(0.51 lower to 0.23 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 304: mindfulness versus usual care/waiting list in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Mindfulness
versus UC/waiting list (95% CI)

Pain severity (McGill 0-78) ≤4 months

124
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (McGill 078) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
20.0

The mean pain severity (McGill 0-78
)≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
5.55 lower
(11.7 lower to 0.08 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

37

LOWa,c

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24)

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

groups was
0.94

Psychological interventions
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imprecision

months in the intervention groups
was
1.20 lower
(4.55 lower to 2.15 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 global health
composite, 0-100) ≤4 months

37
(1 study)

LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life - SF-36
global health composite in the
control groups was
42.9

The mean quality of life - SF-36
global health composite in the
intervention groups was
1.8 higher
(4.56 lower to 8.16 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental health
composite, 0-100) ≤4 months

124
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life - SF-36
mental health composite in the
control groups was
33.3

The mean quality of life - SF-36
mental health composite in the
intervention groups was
4.74 higher
(2.87 to 6.62 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 pain scale, 0-100) ≤4
months

37
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life - SF-36
pain scale in the control groups
was
38.8

The mean quality of life - SF-36 pain
scale in the intervention groups was
1.1 higher
(4.07 lower to 6.27 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical function
scale, 0-100)- ≤4 months

37
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life - SF-36
physical function scale in the
control groups was
44.5

The mean quality of life - SF-36
physical function scale in the
intervention groups was
1.2 higher
(5.04 lower to 7.44 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical health
composite, 0-100) ≤4 months

124
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life - SF-36
physical health composite in the
control groups was
32.1

585

The mean quality of life - SF-36
physical health composite in the
intervention groups was
3.69 higher
(2.59 to 4.80 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 2 increments because of heterogeneity, I 2=75%, p=0.05, unexplained by subgroup analysis
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

≤4 months in the control groups
was
10.6

Psychological interventions

due to risk of bias,
imprecision

NICE, 2016

(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Usual care/ waiting list

Risk difference with Cognitive versus (95% CI)

63
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months physical function in the control
groups was
6

The mean quality of life >4 months - physical
function in the intervention groups was
6.7 higher
(2.01 lower to 15.41 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role
function, 0-100) >4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months role function in the control groups
was
18.1

The mean quality of life >4 months - role
function in the intervention groups was
9.1 higher
(57.12 lower to 75.32 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily
pain, 0-100) >4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months bodily pain in the control groups was
12.6

The mean quality of life >4 months - bodily pain
in the intervention groups was
8.9 higher
(2.63 lower to 20.43 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General
health, 0-100) >4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months general health in the control groups
was
-2.9

The mean quality of life >4 months - general
health in the intervention groups was
5 higher
(1.12 lower to 11.12 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality, 0100) >4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months vitality in the control groups was
3.9

The mean quality of life >4 months - vitality in
the intervention groups was
12.6 higher
(2.44 to 22.76 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social
function, 0-100) >4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months social function in the control groups
was
9.5

The mean quality of life >4 months - social
function in the intervention groups was
1.9 higher
(9.43 lower to 13.23 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role
emotional, 0-100) >4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months role emotional in the control groups
was
11.5

The mean quality of life >4 months - role
emotional in the intervention groups was
14 higher
(7.44 lower to 35.44 higher)

586

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
function, 0-100) >4 months

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
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Table 305: Cognitive therapy versus usual care/ waiting list in low back pain without sciatica

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 Mental
health, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
5.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36 Mental health, 0100) >4 months in the intervention groups was
6.8 higher
(0.7 lower to 14.3 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Health
transition, 0-100) >4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 Health
transition, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
23.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36 Health transition,
0-100) >4 months in the intervention groups was
5.6 higher
(13.43 lower to 24.63 higher)

Pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

63
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months
(no sciatica) in the control groups was
-1

The mean pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months (no
sciatica) in the intervention groups was
1.09 lower
(2.202 lower to 0.22 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months

63
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the control groups was
-1.6

587

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.9 lower
(3.84 lower to 0.04 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 306: Cognitive therapy versus usual care/waiting list in low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Usual care/ waiting list

Risk difference with Cognitive versus (95% CI)

Pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months

34
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months
in the control groups was
4.806

The mean pain (VAS, 0-10) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.12 lower
(2.51 lower to 0.28 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI, 063) ≤4 months

34
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress(BDI,
0-63) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
7.22

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 0-63) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.53 higher
(2.63 lower to 5.69 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

63
(1 study)
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Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
health, 0-100) >4 months

34
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Usual care/ waiting list

Risk difference with Cognitive versus (95% CI)

The mean function (sickness impact
profile, 0-68) ≤ 4 months in the
control group was
9.64

The mean function (sickness impact profile, 068) ≤ 4 months in the intervention group was
1.69 lower
(7.34 lower to 3.96 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 307: Cognitive therapy versus exercise (biomechanical + aerobics) in low back pain without sciatica

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
function, 0-100) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months physical function in the control groups
was
6.5

The mean quality of life >4 months physical function in the intervention groups
was
6.2 higher
(2.51 lower to 14.91 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role
function, 0-100) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months - role
function in the control groups was
30.8

The mean quality of life >4 months - role
function in the intervention groups was
3.6 lower
(26.21 lower to 19.01 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily
pain, 0-100) >4 months -

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months bodily pain in the control groups was
14.7

The mean quality of life >4 months - bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
6.8 higher
(4.4 lower to 18 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General

64

VERY LOWa,b

The mean quality of life >4 months -

The mean quality of life >4 months -

588
Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Exercise

Risk difference with Cognitive therapy
(95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function (Sickness impact
profile, 0-68) ≤ 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Psychological interventions
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

due to risk of
bias, imprecision

general health in the control groups was
0.9

general health in the intervention groups
was
1.2 higher
(5.45 lower to 7.85 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality, 0100) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months vitality in the control groups was
4

The mean quality of life >4 months - vitality
in the intervention groups was
12.5 higher
(4.02 to 20.98 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social
function, 0-100) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months social function in the control groups was
8.3

The mean quality of life >4 months - social
function in the intervention groups was
3.1 higher
(8.47 lower to 14.67 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Role
emotional, 0-100) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months - role
emotional in the control groups was
18.9

The mean quality of life >4 months - role
emotional in the intervention groups was
6.6 higher
(16.58 lower to 29.78 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
health, 0-100) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months mental health in the control groups was
4.7

The mean quality of life >4 months - mental
health in the intervention groups was
7.7 higher
(1.01 to 14.39 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Health
transition, 0-100) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life >4 months health transition in the control groups
was
26.6

The mean quality of life >4 months - health
transition in the intervention groups was
2.6 higher
(17.36 lower to 22.56 higher)

Pain (VAS 0-100 converted to 010, change score) >4 months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain (change score) - >4
months in the control groups was
-1.49

The mean pain (change score) - >4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.6 lower
(1.76 lower to 0.56 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months

64
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months
in the control groups was
-2.1

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.4 lower
(3.34 lower to 0.54 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(1 study)
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health, 0-100) >4 months

15.4.1

Low back pain without sciatica
Table 308: Psychological intervention (Behavioural therapy) + exercise (aerobic) compared to waiting list for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (McGill,
0-78) ≤4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

37
(1 study)
8 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with waiting list

Risk difference with Behavioural therapy +
exercise (aerobic) (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (McGill) ≤4
months in the control groups was
20.95

590

The mean pain severity (McGill) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
6.17 lower
(13.29 lower to 0.95 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 309: Psychological intervention (Behavioural therapy) + exercise (aerobic) compared to exercise (aerobic) for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (McGill,
0-78) ≤4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
39
(1 study)
8 weeks

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with exercise (aerobic)
The mean pain severity (McGill) ≤4
months in the control groups was
17.52

Risk difference with Behavioural therapy +
exercise (aerobic) (95% CI)

The mean pain severity (McGill) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.74 lower
(9.59 lower to 4.11 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 310: Psychological intervention (cognitive behavioural approaches) + exercise compared to exercise for low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with exercise

Risk difference with cognitive
behavioural approaches + exercise (95%
CI)

84
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (0-100 NRS
converted to 0-10 scale) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
3.98

The mean pain severity (0-100 NRS
converted to 0-10 scale) - ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.71 lower
(1.8 lower to 0.38 higher)

Pain severity (0-100 NRS converted to 010 scale) - >4 months

69
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (0-100 NRS
converted to 0-10 scale) - >4 months in
the control groups was
4.19

The mean pain severity (0-100 NRS
converted to 0-10 scale) - >4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.55 lower
(2.78 to 0.32 lower)

Function (Low back outcome scale
questionnaire 0-75 converted to 0-10) ≤4
months

84
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (low back outcome
scale questionnaire 0-75 converted to
0-10) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
6.8

The mean function (low back outcome
scale questionnaire 0-75 converted to 010) ≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.83 higher
(0.06 lower to 1.72 higher)

Function (Low back outcome scale
questionnaire 0-75 converted to 0-10) >4
months

69
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (low back outcome
scale questionnaire 0-75 converted to
0-10) >4 months in the control groups
was
6.79

591

Pain severity (0-100 NRS converted to 010 scale) - ≤4 months

The mean function (low back outcome
scale questionnaire 0-75 converted to 010) >4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.06 higher
(0.06 to 2.06 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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15.4.2

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with self-management

Risk difference with cognitive
behavioural approaches + selfmanagement (95% CI)

592

Pain severity (0-100 von Korff
converted to 0-10 scale) ≤4 months

545
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (0-100 von Korff
converted to 0-10 scale) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-0.54

The mean pain severity (0-100 von Korff
converted to 0-10 scale) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.68 lower
(1.06 to 0.3 lower)

Pain (0-100 von Korff converted to
0-10 scale) >4 months

598
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (0-100 von Korff
converted to 0-10 scale) >4 months in
the control groups was
-0.64

The mean pain severity (0-100 von Korff
converted to 0-10 scale) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(1.12 to 0.28 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

545
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
-1.1

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(1.63 to 0.17 lower)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) >4 months

598
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) >4
months in the control groups was
-1.1

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.3 lower
(2.12 to 0.48 lower)

Function (0-100 von Korff scale
converted to 0-10) ≤4 months

545
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (0-100 von Korff
scale converted to 0-10) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
-0.

The mean function (0-100 von Korff scale
converted to 0-10) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.43 lower
(0.85 to 0.01 lower)

Function (0-100 von Korff scale
converted to 0-10) >4 months

598
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (0-100 von Korff
scale converted to 0-10) >4 months in
the control groups was
-0.54

The mean function (0-100 von Korff scale
converted to 0-10) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.84 lower
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Psychological interventions
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Table 311: Psychological intervention (cognitive behavioural approaches) + self-management compared to self-management for low back pain with or
without sciatica

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (eq-5d, 0-1) ≤4
months in the control groups was
0.567

The mean quality of life (eq-5d, 0-1) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.06 higher
(0.01 to 0.11 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) >4
months.

490
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (eq-5d, 0-1) >4
months in the control groups was
0.592

The mean quality of life (eq-5d, 0-1) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(0.02 to 0.09 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 physical
component, 0-100) ≤4 months

545
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-12 physical
component, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was 46.4

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical
component, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.60 higher
(-1.47 to 2.67 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 physical
component, 0-100) >4 months

598
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-12 physical
component, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was47

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical
component, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.6 lower
(2.60 lower to 1.40 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 mental
component, 0-100) ≤4 months

545
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-12 mental
component, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was 39.1

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental
component, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.6 higher
(0.34 lower to 3.54 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 mental
component, 0-100) >4 months

598
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-12 mental
component, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental
component, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.3 higher
(1.29 to 5.31 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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(1 study)
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Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) ≤4
months

Psychological interventions
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(1.26 to 0.42 lower)
a
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15.5 Economic evidence
Published literature
Three economic evaluations were identified that included cognitive behavioural approach as a
comparator and have been included in this review.247,288,289,457 These are summarised in the economic
evidence profile below (Table 312) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
No studies were identified relating to behavioural therapies, cognitive therapies, mindfulness or
acceptance and commitment therapy.
Two studies relating to cognitive behavioural approach were identified but were selectively
excluded.381,390 These are reported in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
Finally, one additional economic evaluation (Critchley et al 2007)94 of a MBR programme which
included a psychological component was identified. This is presented in the MBR review (See Chapter
17).
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

NICE, 2016
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Jellema2007

Applicability
24

7

Partially
applicable (a)

(Netherlands)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

 With-RCT analysis (Jellema
2005248)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with or
without sciatica) (> 12 weeks
or exacerbation of mild
symptoms)
 Two comparators:
1. Usual care
2. Cognitive behavioural
approach (minimal
intervention strategy)
 Follow-up: 1 year

2-1: £4

 With-RCT analysis (Smeets
2006a461)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: mixed (with or
without sciatica) (> 3 months
resulting in disability (RDQ >3)
and ability to walk at least
100m)
 Three comparators:
1. Mixed modality exercise
2. Cognitive behavioural
approach
3. MBR (2 core elements:
physical, psychological).

2-1: saves
£908 (f)

(b)

595
Smeets
2009457
(Netherlands)

Partially
applicable (d)

Potentially
serious
limitations (e)

(c)

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2-1: 0.004
QALYs lost

Usual care
dominant
(lower costs
and more
QALYs)

 Uncertainty not reported for
cost effectiveness
 Cost 95% CI: -£45 to £51
 QALY CI not reported

2-1: 0.03
QALYs
gained

Cognitive
behavioural
approach is
dominant
(lower costs
and higher
QALYs)

 Uncertainty not reported for
cost effectiveness
 Cost and QALY CIs not reported

Uncertainty

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Study

Incremental
cost

Psychological interventions
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Table 312: Economic evidence profile: psychological interventions – cognitive behavioural approach

Limitations

Other comments
Combination of interventions
1 and 2.
 Follow-up: 62 weeks

Lamb
2010288,289
(UK)

Partially
applicable (g)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (Lamb
2012290)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with and
without sciatica) (> 6 weeks)
 Two comparators:
1. Self-management (active
management)
2. Self-management (active
management) + cognitive
behavioural approach
 Follow-up: 1 year

(h)

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty

2-1:£178 (i)

2-1: 0.099
QALYs
gained

2 versus 1:
£1786 per
QALY gained

Probability intervention 2 costeffective (£20K/30K threshold):
~99%/99%
Subgroup analysis by RMQ:
>4: £1524
≤4: Intervention 2 dominated by
intervention 1 (higher costs and
lower QALYs)

596

Subgroup analysis by gender, age
or duration of low back pain did
not greatly impact results.

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year
(a) Dutch resource use data (2001-2003) and unit costs (2002) may not reflect current NHS context. Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Jellema 2005 is 1 of 9 studies included in the clinical review for cognitive behavioural
approach. No exploration of uncertainty available relevant to guideline.
(c) 2002 Netherlands euros converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: Primary care (GP, intervention costs, physical therapist, manual therapist, exercise therapist, back
school, chiropractor, physiofitness program, professional home carer, psychologist), secondary care (outpatient appointments, hospitalization, surgery, radiograph, MRI scan),
medication.
(d) Dutch resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2003) may not reflect current NHS context. Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(e) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Smeets 2006a is 1 of 9 studies included in the clinical review for cognitive behavioural
approach.
(f) 2003 Netherlands euros converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: Interventions, GP, medical specialist including radiology, occupational physician, physiotherapist,
manual therapist, Cesar or Mensensieck therapist, psychologist, medication, hospitalisation, medical procedures.
(g) Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(h) A longer time horizon may be preferable if differences seen at 1 year persist beyond this time. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this
intervention; Lamb 2010 is 1 of 13 studies included in the clinical review for cognitive behavioural approach - although 1 of 7 compared to usual care / waiting list and the only one with
EQ5D data.
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Applicability

Psychological interventions

NICE, 2016

Study
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NICE, 2016

(i) Cost components incorporated: Intervention costs (contact time, non-contact time [e.g. writing notes, admin, travel], supervisory support time, consumables, equipment, training); other
NHS resource use (contacts with GPs, nurses, physiotherapists, psychologists, other health-care consultations, diagnostic tests (x-rays, MRI scans, CT scans, blood tests), A&E attendances,
hospital admissions; pharmacological treatments.
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Unit costs
The main cost of delivering psychological interventions will be the personnel costs. Psychological
interventions may be delivered by a psychologist or another health care professional trained to give
the therapy such as a nurse or physiotherapist.
Table 313: UK costs of a selection of healthcare professionals that might deliver psychological
interventions
Drug

Cost per hour client
contact (a)

Clinical psychologist, Band 8a

£138 (b)

Practice nurse, Band 7

£58

Physiotherapist (community), Band 7

£123(c)

Physiotherapist (hospital), Band 7

£125(c)

(a) Unit costs based on Unit Costs of Health and Social Care 2014, PSSRU,99 Some costs have been adapted to reflected
salary bands other than those used in publication. All unit costs include qualifications unless otherwise stated.
(b) Unit cost excludes qualification (not available)
(c) The ratio of face to face client contact to total working hours was not reported for physiotherapists and so was assumed
to be the same as for psychologists 1:2.25.

In addition, the PSSRU reports a cost per individual cognitive behavioural approaches session of £91.
This is based on a session lasting 55 minutes and conducted by a clinical psychologist, mental health
nurse or specialist doctor. Note this is based on costs estimated for a RCT of interventions for
adolescents with depression. 99

15.6 Evidence statements
15.6.1
15.6.1.1
15.6.1.1.1

Clinical
Cognitive behavioural approaches
Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
No clinical benefit was observed for people with low back pain with / without sciatica when cognitive
behavioural approaches was compared to sham or usual care or waiting list controls for the majority
of reported outcomes, with measures of pain and function being the most commonly reported
(moderate to very low quality; total of 7 studies; range of n = 47–458). The one exception was
function as measured by RMDQ at less or equal to 4 months in 2 studies, which showed a clinical
benefit of cognitive behavioural approaches compared with waiting list control (low quality; n = 240).
When cognitive behavioural approaches was compared to behavioural therapy, clinical benefit in
favour of cognitive behavioural approaches was seen at greater than 4 months when measured by
RMDQ, but not the Quebec back pain disability scale. No difference was seen between the
treatments in terms of pain at either time point (1 study, cognitive behavioural approaches (n=73;
low quality).
No data were available for the individual sciatica or low back pain populations.

15.6.1.2

Behavioural therapy
Evidence from one small study suggested a clinical benefit at short term of behavioural therapy (EMG
biofeedback) compared with sham biofeedback for improving pain in people with low back pain with
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or without sciatica (low quality; n = 24). No evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of
behavioural therapy in terms of quality of life, function or psychological distress in this population.
Two studies suggested no clinical benefit of behavioural therapy approach compared with waiting list
controls for pain intensity measured on the McGill scale (very low quality; n = 122). Evidence from 1
study showed clinical benefit of behavioural therapy in improving pain when compared to usual care
(very low quality; n = 20). One study also demonstrated no clinically important difference for function
or healthcare utilisation (very low quality; n = 103). No evidence was available to assess the clinical
benefit of behavioural therapy in terms of quality of life, or psychological distress in this population.
No data were available for the individual sciatica or low back pain populations.
15.6.1.3

Mindfulness
The evidence suggested that for people with low back pain with or without sciatica, there was no
clinically important benefit of a mindfulness intervention compared to waiting list control on pain (2
studies, very low quality, n=124), function (1 study, low quality, n=37) or the majority of quality of life
outcomes reported (very low to low quality, n=37) except for the quality of life composite measures
of mental health and physical health, which showed a clinical benefit of mindfulness (2 studies, very
low quality, n=124) at less or equal to 4 months. No evidence was available to assess the clinical
benefit of mindfulness in terms of psychological distress in this population.
No data were available for the individual sciatica or low back pain populations, nor for the
comparison of mindfulness with placebo or sham.

15.6.1.4
15.6.1.4.1

Cognitive therapies
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
There was evidence from 1 study suggesting a clinical benefit of cognitive therapy when compared to
usual care in terms of quality of life and pain at greater than 4 months but no difference for function
(very low quality; n = 63).
When compared with biomechanical plus aerobic exercise there was conflicting evidence on the
clinical benefit of cognitive therapy for the quality of life components. Clinical benefit favouring
cognitive therapy was observed on physical function, bodily pain, vitality, social function, role
emotional and mental health. However, clinical benefit in favour of exercise was observed on role
function, and no clinically important difference was seen for general health or health transition.
There was also no clinical benefit observed for function or pain (very low quality; n = 64). No
evidence was available to assess the clinical benefit of cognitive therapy in terms of psychological
distress in this population.

15.6.1.4.2

Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
One small study suggested clinical benefit of cognitive therapy compared with waiting list control in
terms of pain intensity, but no clinical difference on psychological distress or function assessed with
the sickness impact profile (very low quality; n = 34). No evidence was available to assess the clinical
benefit of behavioural therapy in terms of quality of life or pain in this population.
No data were available for the sciatica population, nor for the comparison of cognitive therapies with
placebo or sham.

15.6.1.5

Acceptance and commitment therapy
No RCT or cohort evidence were found for acceptance and commitment therapy.
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15.6.1.6
15.6.1.6.1

Combinations of non-invasive interventions with psychological therapy
Low back pain population (without sciatica)
One small study suggested no clinical benefit of psychological therapy (behavioural therapy) in
combination with aerobic exercise in terms of pain when compared to waiting list controls or aerobic
exercise alone (very low quality, n=37).

15.6.1.6.2

Mixed population (with or without sciatica)
Low quality evidence from a single study (n=84) comparing psychological therapy plus exercise
showed no clinical benefit in the short-term but benefit in the longer term for both pain and
function, compared to exercise alone. When combined with self-management, a benefit of cognitive
behavioural approaches was seen in terms of quality of life when assessed by EQ-5D and SF-12
mental component in the longer term, but not for the physical component of the SF12. No difference
between treatments in terms of pain and function were observed.

15.6.2

Economic
 One cost-utility analysis found that usual care was dominant (less costly and more effective)
compared to cognitive behavioural approach for the management of low back pain (with or
without sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.
 One cost utility analysis found that cognitive behavioural approach was dominant (less costly and
more effective) compared to mixed modality exercise for the management of low back pain (with
or without sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.
 One cost–utility analysis found that cognitive behavioural approach was dominant (less costly and
more effective) when compared to a 2-element MBR (physical, psychological) programme and
mixed manual therapy plus self-management for treating low back pain (with or without sciatica).
This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to behavioural therapy in people with
low back pain or sciatica.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to cognitive therapy in people with low
back pain or sciatica.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to mindfulness in people with low back
pain or sciatica.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified relating to acceptance and commitment
therapy in people with low back pain or sciatica.

15.7 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 19. Consider psychological therapies using a cognitive behavioural
approach for managing low back pain with or without sciatica but only
as part of a treatment package including exercise, with or without
manual therapy (spinal manipulation, mobilisation or soft tissue
techniques such as massage).
Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria for pain and function, healthcare utilisation and adverse events
were considered important to decision making, however mortality was not
considered to be a treatment related adverse event for this review and was not
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included as an outcome.
No evidence was identified for responder criteria or adverse events from the
included studies.
Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The GDG discussed the necessity of a body of evidence to show specific intervention
effects, that is, over and above any contextual or placebo effects. It was therefore
agreed that if placebo or sham-controlled evidence is available, this should inform
decision making in preference to contextual effects. However, if there was a lack of
placebo or sham-controlled evidence, evidence against usual care will be given
priority when decision making.
It was noted that the majority of evidence for this review was from mixed
populations with low back pain with or without sciatica. Some data were available
for people without sciatica for cognitive therapies and combinations of
interventions, noted below. A wide variation in length of interventions in the studies
included (from 3 weeks to 1 year) was noted.
Cognitive behavioural approaches
There was no clinical benefit for cognitive behavioural approaches compared to
sham cognitive behavioural approaches, usual care or waiting list controls observed
for any reported outcome with the exception of function at the longer term followup when compared to waiting list control. Six studies were meta-analysed for short
term pain outcome in people receiving cognitive behavioural approaches compared
to usual care or waiting list which, demonstrated no difference in outcomes, with
little uncertainty, albeit of very low quality overall. One study was included which
compared cognitive behavioural approaches to sham cognitive behavioural
approaches, but this did not demonstrate a meaningful difference between
treatments for pain or function. The GDG were aware that in some of the included
studies, the interventions were not provided by a qualified clinical psychologist. For
example, one study assessed cognitive behavioural approaches delivered by video
which the patient followed themselves. This was considered by the GDG to be a valid
method of delivering a cognitive behavioural approach. It was also considered that
cognitive behavioural approaches are rarely provided in isolation to other
treatments and is intended to be part of a package of care (see MBR, chapter 17).
The primary aim of a cognitive behavioural approach is not to directly improve pain
and function, but reduce the fear of pain, thus increasing people’s confidence in
undertaking physical rehabilitation and therefore the GDG considered it unsurprising
that meaningful effects were not seen in these outcomes.
Behavioural therapies
Although there was some evidence of benefit for behavioural therapy (EMG
biofeedback) versus sham biofeedback in improving pain, it was noted that this was
only from one small study of 24 participants. The evidence comparing behavioural
therapies to usual care or waiting list controls was conflicting when looking at the
benefit of behavioural therapy on improving pain at ≤4 months, with no clinically
important difference observed for function or healthcare utilisation when compared
to usual care. Three of the included studies compared the intervention to a group
acting as waiting list controls. As discussed elsewhere in this guideline, waiting list
controls may inflate intervention effect sizes due to a negative effect on people
randomised to wait, but knowing that they will receive treatment later. Additionally,
the lack of difference seen in these outcomes when compared to waiting list control
groups does not provide evidence that this intervention is effective for improving
function or reducing healthcare utilisation. A further study was included in this
review comparing cognitive behavioural approaches and behavioural therapy which
demonstrated no difference between treatments in terms of pain and mixed
evidence in terms of function (clinical benefit for cognitive behavioural approaches
when measured with RMDQ, no difference between treatments when measured
with Quebec pain disability scale) at longer term follow-up.
Mindfulness
Two small studies comparing mindfulness with waiting list control were included,
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however there was no clinically important benefit observed on pain, function or
quality of life, except for the two SF-36 composite measures of physical and mental
health, which showed clinical benefit of mindfulness at ≤ 4 months. The GDG
considered that there was insufficient evidence for this therapy from this evidence
review.
Cognitive therapies
There was some evidence from two small studies (one in people with low back pain
without sciatica, and one in people with or without sciatica) to suggest a clinical
benefit of cognitive therapy when compared to usual care or waiting list controls on
pain outcomes at ≤4 months and in one study for quality of life outcomes at ≤4
months, but not difference on psychological distress or function in either study. The
GDG considered that this evidence was too limited to inform a recommendation.
The GDG noted that only one of the included studies reported evidence on
psychological distress relevant to this review protocol, and therefore were unable to
determine whether this aspect may have improved. However, the lack of consistent
observed benefit in quality of life was suggestive that other aspects of wellbeing may
not have improved significantly. The GDG therefore agreed that there is no
consistent good quality evidence from this review to recommend that any of the
psychological therapies reviewed were effective for people with low back pain or
sciatica when delivered in isolation.
Combinations of non-invasive interventions
Evidence came mainly from a single large study, which looked at group cognitive
behavioural approaches in combination with self-management and did not show
clinical benefit to a change in pain and function. There was however, improvement in
terms of quality of life (SF-12 mental in the long term and EQ-5D in the short and
longer term). It was also noted that no difference was observed when cognitive
behavioural approaches was provided in combination with aerobic exercise,
compared to exercise alone, in people without sciatica but this evidence was from a
small study (n-34) which was at high risk of bias. The GDG noted that although it was
disappointing that there was not a bigger change in function, the positive evidence in
favour of cognitive behavioural approaches in combination with self-management
was from a large trial, and indicated there was some benefit of cognitive behavioural
approaches when provided alongside other interventions such as self-management.
Summary
The GDG highlighted that much of the evidence in this review is based on individual
studies for each comparison. It was consequently agreed that there was not enough
evidence to make any recommendations for the use of psychological therapies in
isolation.
The GDG discussed that the evidence suggests psychological therapies are of limited
effectiveness in isolation for low back pain or sciatica; however, there is an indication
from this review that in combination with other therapies such as self-management,
they may be of benefit. This is also reviewed in Chapter 17 where there was
evidence suggesting benefits from a package of treatment including a psychological
element. The evidence from Chapter 17, together with the evidence from this
review, supported the recommendation of a cognitive behavioural approach as
psychological element in the treatment package. The GDG did not feel that
psychological therapy should be a mandatory component of a treatment package,
but that it is one optional modality that might be considered alongside exercise.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Two economic evaluations of cognitive behavioural approach for low back pain were
included, whereas no studies were identified relating to behavioural therapies,
cognitive therapies, mindfulness or acceptance and commitment therapy.
The first cost-utility analysis found that usual care was dominant (less costly and
more effective) compared to cognitive behavioural approach for the management of
low back pain with or without sciatica (>12 weeks or exacerbation of mild
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symptoms).247 This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially
serious limitations. The second cost utility analysis found that cognitive behavioural
approach was dominant (less costly and more effective) compared to mixed modality
exercise for the management of low back pain with or without sciatica (> 3 months
resulting in disability (RMDQ >3) and ability to walk at least 100m).457 This analysis
was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations. Both studies
are within-trial analyses, each based on one of nine clinical studies included for this
comparator and so do not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison.
A third study which included a psychological intervention288,289 was a cost-utility
analysis which found that cognitive behavioural approach in combination with selfmanagement (active management) was cost-effective compared to selfmanagement alone (ICER £1,786 per QALY gained). This analysis was assessed as
partially applicable with potential serious limitations.
In addition, the NHS cost per session of individual cognitive behavioural approach
was also presented to the GDG.
The GDG considered this conflicting economic evidence and felt that there was too
much uncertainty regarding the clinical and cost-effectiveness of cognitive
behavioural approach as a standalone intervention to make a strong
recommendation. They acknowledged that the economic evidence showing
cognitive behavioural approach being more cost effective than mixed modality
exercise was based only on one RCT which showed cognitive behavioural approach
to be more effective than usual care in terms of pain severity, however this was in
conflict with the remaining body of evidence showing no difference between
cognitive behavioural approach and usual care. In addition, the comparison between
cognitive behavioural approach and mixed modality exercise in Smeets 2009 was
based on clinically insignificant effectiveness data, therefore the GDG did not believe
cognitive behavioural approach to be more clinically and cost effective than mixed
modality exercise. However cognitive behavioural approach was considered cost
effective if provided as part of a MBR programme or as part of a package of
combined physical and psychological treatments, based on the evidence in the MBR
review.
No economic evidence was identified relating to behavioural therapies, cognitive
therapies, mindfulness or acceptance and commitment therapy. The main cost of
delivering these psychological interventions would be the personnel costs. The unit
costs for a clinical psychologist or another health care professional trained to give
psychological therapy such as a nurse or physiotherapist was presented to the GDG
for consideration. In the absence of evidence on these specific interventions, the
GDG decided to only make a recommendation on interventions which have a
cognitive behavioural approach.
Quality of evidence

The quality of evidence in this review ranged from moderate to very low. Most of the
studies included were assessed as having serious or very serious risk of bias. A
contributing factor to the risk of bias rating is the difficulty of adequate blinding with
such interventions. Waiting list controls were used as comparator groups in a
number of the included studies which are not reflective of usual practice and often
lead to inflated estimates of effect sizes in the intervention groups due to the
negative effect on people randomised to delayed treatment. There was also a lack of
detail provided about the background care that the participants received apart from
the intervention, and therefore it was impossible to assess in some cases whether
the care in the two groups was comparable. This therefore renders the risk of
overestimating effects in subjective outcomes such as pain and function.
It was noted that for behavioural therapies, the included studies were all published
prior to 1990. The GDG agreed this was not unexpected as this treatment is now less
commonly used to treat people with low back pain.
The evidence for mindfulness was very limited (1 small study compared to waiting
list control, and 1 compared to sham which only reported data in graphical format
and therefore could not be analysed within this review). However, a search for
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observational studies in this area did not identify any additional studies.
Other considerations

For recommendations on Exercise therapies, Manual therapies and MBR, please see
chapters 9, 12, and 17, respectively.
The GDG noted that this evidence relates to psychological therapies for low back
pain and sciatica and not for co-morbid conditions such as anxiety or depression that
may be present in people with low back pain or sciatica. In these individuals other
relevant NICE guidance should apply (See Section 3.4.3).
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16 Pharmacological interventions
16.1 Introduction
A review of pharmacological interventions for back pain is important because of the ubiquitous
nature and tendency for back pain to persist or recur89,95, coupled with the high frequency and cost
of prescribing analgesics, and the potential harm associated with standard analgesic dosing.
Sciatica was included in the definition of radicular pain in the NICE clinical guideline for
pharmacological management of neuropathic pain (CG173) which covered oral and topical
pharmacological management of sciatica. 373 Therefore this review focused on pharmacological
management of back pain with or without sciatica. The management of sciatica with injections and
surgery are covered by other reviews in this guideline.
The main drug treatments used for low back pain are:
NSAIDs inhibit the activity of both cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2). It is
thought that inhibiting COX-2 leads to the anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects. NSAIDs and
selective COX-2 inhibitors may be regarded as a single drug class of ‘NSAIDs’ as they have been within
this review, although it is noted there are different side effect profiles.
Paracetamol has a spectrum of action similar to a weak NSAID. It inhibits COX-1 and COX-2 through
metabolism by the peroxidase function of these isoenzymes. The mode of action of paracetamol is
unclear. Its main effects appear to be exerted by interaction with neurotransmitters in the central
nervous system, although it may act in part by inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis in peripheral
tissues. 176
Opioids include natural and synthetic alkaloid derivatives of poppy plant resin. The principle mode of
action on pain relief is by binding to opioid receptors in the central and peripheral nervous system.
Opioids vary in potency and side-effects, based on the relative activation of different receptors and
pathways. The effect of opioids on non-cancer pain is limited by tolerance (decreasing effectiveness
of a given dose with repeated use), side-effects (typically constipation, nausea), dependence and
addiction.
Antidepressants are used for treating chronic and neuropathic pain; separate from their
antidepressant actions. The precise mechanism of analgesic action of antidepressants is unknown.
Antidepressants, such as amitriptyline, elevate synaptic concentrations of neurotransmitters such as
serotonin and noradrenaline, and indirectly affect opioid pathways. They also bind to other receptors
that may be important for therapeutic effects and side effects. Antidepressants are not currently
licenced for chronic low back pain or sciatica, but are prescribed off-ilcense for these conditions. This
review will look at selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), selective noradrenaline reuptake
inhibitors (SNRIs) and tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs).
Anticonvulsants are used for treating chronic and neuropathic pain; separate from their
anticonvulsant actions. The precise mechanism of analgesic action of anticonvulsants is unknown.
Anticonvulsants have diverse pharmacological properties including binding to sodium and calcium
ion channels and decreasing the release of neurotransmitters in the brain and spinal cord. The
principle drugs in this class are gabapentin and pregabalin, which are anticonvulsants that are
licenced for the treatment of neuropathic pain. Other anticonvulsants are not currently licenced for
chronic low back pain or sciatica, but are presecribed off-licence.
Skeletal muscle relaxants are used for treating chronic muscle spasm, which may also be painful.
These drugs bind to different receptors and exert their effect on muscles by central nervous system
mechanisms, and are distinct from the peripherally acting muscle relaxants used during general
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anaesthesia. Centrally acting muscle relaxants include diazepam, tizanidine and methocarbamol.
Orphenadrine is an anticholinergic with central and peripheral actions on skeletal muscles.
Diazepam, tizanidine and orphenadrine are not currently licensed for chronic low back pain or
sciatica, but are presecribed off-licence.
Vitamin D is term that covers a range of steroid-like compounds. Studies have linked low vitamin D
levels to back pain,475but the evidence of causation not clear.
Antibiotics have been used to treat chronic low back pain. However, it is not known whether it is the
antimicrobial or anti-inflammatory properties of antibiotics that are important clinically for this
purpose.

16.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
pharmacological treatment in the management of non-specific low
back pain?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 314: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

 People aged 16 years or above with non-specific low back pain.
 People aged 16 or above with sciatica
Note: Pharmacological therapies for management of sciatica will not be covered by this
guideline

Interventions

Pharmacological treatment (oral/sublingual, rectal, intra-muscular and transdermal but
not intravenous):
 Non-opioid analgesics (including paracetamol)
 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatories
 Opioid analgesics (including codeine, tramadol, tapentadol, fentanyl)
 Muscle relaxants
 Anti-depressants
1. SSRIs
2. SNRIs
3. Tricyclic antidepressants
 Anticonvulsants
1. Gabapentinoids
2. Others
 Antibiotics
 Vitamin D

Comparisons







Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)

Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline
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Important
 Responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. morbidity
2. mortality
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

16.3 Clinical evidence
16.3.1
16.3.1.1

Summary of included studies
Single interventions
A search was conducted for randomised trials comparing the effectiveness of pharmacological
treatment (antidepressants, anticonvulsants, opioids, paracetamol, non-steroidal antiinflammatories, muscle relaxants, antibiotics and vitamin D) versus placebo, usual care treatment
and other non-invasive interventions for people with low back pain. Where there was very limited or
no RCT evidence, the search was widened to include cohort studies.
Fifty five studies were included in the review.9,10,13,21-23,30,38,39,44,58,86,103,114,120,171,172,191193,239,240,251,259,263,264,293,322,333,339,353,362,366,369,398,399,401,403,428,432,441,443,446,453-455,470,471,478,481,525,526,533,548,553

Evidence from these studies is summarised in the clinical evidence summary tables below (Section
16.3.1.2). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H
forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
No relevant clinical studies comparing vitamin D with placebo were identified.
Outcomes could not be extracted for Alcoff 198210 and Nadler 2002366 in this review.
Studies included populations with low back pain only, mixed populations of people with low back
pain with and without sciatica and populations with low back pain and sciatica. Although
pharmacological treatment of sciatica is excluded from this review, this population has been included
where data on low back pain only was limited to inform on low back pain treatment. Where back
pain and leg pain was reported by the study, only back pain outcomes have been reported in this
review.
Randomised controlled trial evidence for pharmacological treatments compared to other noninvasive interventions was found and has been reported in other chapters, comparing NSAIDS to
acupuncture (chapter 13) and NSAIDs to manipulation/mobilisation (chapter 16).
A further search for cohort studies on antidepressants, anticonvulsants, muscle relaxants,
paracetamol antibiotics and vitamin D was carried out due to insufficient randomised trial evidence.
One cohort study was identified for anticonvulsants compared to usual care,353 however no relevant
studies comparing the other pharmacological interventions against placebo or usual care were
found.
16.3.1.2

Combinations of interventions – pharmacological adjunct
Two studies looking at combinations of non-invasive interventions (with pharmacological therapy as
the adjunct) were also included in this review. 322,446 These are summarised in Table 315 below.
Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence
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summary below (section 16.3.4). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study
evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded
studies list in Appendix L.
Ten Cochrane reviews were identified but could not be included for the following reasons:
 The stratification of the population, i.e. low back pain only, low back pain with or without sciatica
and low back pain with sciatica, did not match that of the review protocol.68,512-514
 The population did not meet the requirement of the review protocol; included people with
sciatica,422,423,502 osteoarthiritis435, included people with non-cancer and breakthrough pain but
not limited to the low back.368
 The review focussed on vitamin E as the intervention.475
However the studies included in the Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they matched
the review protocol criteria.

16.3.2

Summary of included studies
Table 315: Antidepressants versus placebo
Intervention and
comparison

Study

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Tricyclic
antidepressants
versus placebo

Low back pain
with/without
n=50
USA

No outcomes to
report

Concomitant
treatment not
specified
Study length 8
weeks

Atkinson
199822

Tricyclic
antidepressants
versus placebo

Low back pain
with/without
n=78
USA
Radicular pain: 19%

Pain severity
[Descriptor
Differential Scale
(DDS)]
Psychological
distress (BDI, STAI)
Adverse events

Ongoing use of nonopioids (e.g. aspirin,
NSAIDs) was
permitted.
Study length 8
weeks

Atkinson
199921

SSRIs versus placebo
(diphenhydramine
hydrochloride up to
37.5 mg daily)

Low back pain
with/without
n=103
USA
Radicular pain: 14%

Pain severity (DDS)

Ongoing use of nonopioids (e.g. aspirin,
NSAIDs) was
permitted.
Study length 8
weeks

Atkinson
200723

SSRIs versus placebo
(Benztropine
mesylate 0.5 mg daily)

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=121
USA
Radicular pain: 49%

Pain severity (DDS)
Adverse events

Concurrent use of
non-opioids (e.g.
NSAIDs) was
permitted.
Study length 12
weeks

Dickens
2000114

SSRIs versus placebo

Low back pain
with/without
n=98
UK

Pain severity (DDS)
Function (ODI)
Psychological
distress (MADRS)

Combined
analgesics (i.e.
codeine-related
drugs with
acetaminophen like
drugs), simple
analgesics and
NSAIDs were
allowed.
Study length 56 days

Alcoff 1982

10
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Goodkin
1990172

Tricyclic
antidepressants
versus placebo

Low back pain
with/without
n=42
USA

Pain severity (VAS)
Psychological
distress (BDI)

Subjects taking a
narcotic or NSAID
either discontinued
or agreed a fixed
daily dose. Other
medications,
physical treatments
and therapies were
maintained at
baseline level, but
new forms of
treatment were
proscribed.
Study length 6
weeks.

Jenkins
1976251

Tricyclic
antidepressants
versus placebo

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=59
UK

Pain severity (VAS)a
Psychological
distress (BDI)a

Analgesics only
prescribed when
essential; only
psychotropic drugs
used were
hypnotics. All
patient had a
therapeutic
program of exercise
(groups and
individual), together
with physio-,
occupational and
hydrotherapy.
Study length 4
weeks

Skljarevski
2009454
(NB 3 linked
studies)

SNRIs versus placebo

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=404
USA
Radicular pain: 26%

Quality of life (EQ5D, SF-36)
Pain severity (BPIseverity)
Function (BPI)
Adverse events

Patients who
entered the trial
taking stable doses
of NSAIDs/receiving
physical therapy
were allowed to
continue. Rescue
therapy/‘Episodic
use’ (≤3 consecutive
days, ≤20 total days)
of short-acting
analgesics was
allowed.
Study length 13
weeks

Skljarevski
2010455

SNRIs versus placebo

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=401
Multiple countries
Radicular pain: 13%

Quality of life (EQ5D, SF-36)
Pain severity (BPIseverity)
Function (RMDQ)
Responder criteria
(pain reduction of at

Rescue therapy of
short acting
analgesics allowed
including ibuprofen,
acetaminophen and
naproxen (≤3
consecutive days,
≤20 total days).
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Study

Skljarevski
2010453

Intervention and
comparison

SNRIs versus placebo

Population

Outcomes
least 30%)
Adverse events

Comments
Study length 13
weeks

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=236
Multiple countries
Radicular pain: 34%

Quality of life (EQ5D, SF-36) (a)
Pain severity (BPIseverity)
Function (BPI)
Healthcare
utilisation (at least 1
treatment emergent
adverse event)
Responder criteria
(pain reduction of at
least 30%)

Patients regularly
using (for ≥14 days
per month for 3
months) therapeutic
doses of NSAID or
acetaminophen at
the time of study
entry were allowed
to continue with
fixed dosage.
Continuation of long
term, regular, nonpharmacological
treatments such as
physical/ relaxation
therapy was
allowed. Rescue
therapy of shortacting analgesics (≤3
consecutive days,
≤20 total days) was
allowed.
Study length 13
weeks

(a) Outcomes reported inadequately for meta-analysis

Table 316: Anticonvulsants versus placebo/usual care
Study
McCleane
2001333

Moreradominguez
2010353
(cohort
study)

Intervention and
comparison
Gabapentinoids.
Dosage increasing
from 300 mg to 1200
mg per day over a
period of 6 weeks
versus placebo

Anticonvulsants
(mean (SD) dose
189.9 (141.7)
mg/day)
versus usual care
(participants added

Population

Outcomes

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=65
Patients were
eligible for
inclusion if they
had lumbar and
associated leg pain.
Those with features
of neuropathic pain
(shooting pain,
paraesthesia,
numbness,
allodynia) in either
back or leg were
excluded.

Pain severity (VAS
pain at rest and on
movement)
Adverse events

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=683

Quality of life (SF12)
Pain severity (BPI)
Psychological
distress (HADS)
Responder criteria
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Concomitant
treatment
Patients were allowed
to continue their
normal analgesics
providing they did not
change the
preparation over the
study period.
Study length 10 weeks

Drugs such as antiepileptics other than
pregabalin, anxiolytic
and antidepressant
drugs were permitted.
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Intervention and
comparison
an analgesic other
than pregabalin to
their previous
treatment)

Study

Muehlbache
r 2006362

Topiramate versus
placebo

Population

Outcomes
(pain reduction of
at least 50%)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=96
Germany
Radicular pain: 10%

Concomitant
treatment
Study length 12 weeks

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain severity
(McGill)
Function (ODI)
Adverse events

Current antidepressant
medication was
allowed.
Study length 6 weeks.

Table 317: Muscle relaxants versus placebo/ usual care
Study
Basmajian
197830

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Muscle relaxants
versus placebo
(Diazepam 5mg up to
6 times a day)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=76
Canada

Muscle spasms

Patients were put
through a timemotion-study program:
they were seated at a
table and performed a
series of 12 simple
standardised manual
tasks which require
twisting of the torso.
The tasks were carried
out first with the right
hand and then the left
hand, each time with
2.5 kg weight attached
to the wrist of the
hand being used.
Study length: 2 weeks

Berry 1988

39

Tizanidine 4 mg three
times a day versus
placebo
Control arm: placebo
plus ibuprofen
400mg three times
daily

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=51
100% have some
form of sciatica:
(none/mild: 70%,
moderate/severe:
30%)

Pain severity (VAS)
Adverse events

Berry 198838

Tizanidine 4 mg three
times a day versus
placebo

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=59
Sciatica: 53%

Pain severity (VAS)
Adverse events

Consumption of aspirin
tablets, taken as
‘rescue’ medication,
was recorded.
Study length 7 days

Dapas
1985103

Baclofen 80 mg per
day versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=100

Pain severity (VAS)
Adverse events

Patients wearing a
back brace or support
or receiving physical
therapy at the time the
study began
maintained the same
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
regimen throughout
the study period.
Study length 14 days

Pareek
2009399

Tizanidine 2 mg
versus usual care
(paracetamol 100
mg)

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=197

Pain severity (VAS
pain on movement,
at rest, at night)
Adverse events

Patients in the
intervention group
receiving Tizanidine
also received 100 mg
paracetamol.
Study length 7 days

Tervo
1976481

Muscle relaxant
(Initial intramuscular
injection of 60 mg
orphenadrine citrate
followed by
combined tablet of
35 mg orphenadrine
citrate and 450 mg
paracetamol to take
two 3 times a day)
versus placebo
(Initially given a
saline injection,
followed by two 450
mg paracetamol
tablets 3 times a
day).

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Function (disability
scores) (a)

n=50

Concomitant
treatment not
reported

Finland

Study length 21 days

(a) Outcomes reported inadequately for meta-analysis

Table 318: Opioids versus placebo
Study
Buynak
201058,58,264

Intervention and
comparison
Oxycodone dose per
day ranging from 20
to 50mg versus
placebo

Population

Outcomes

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=334

Pain (VAS)
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Concomitant
treatment
During the titration
period, acetaminophen
was permitted
(≤1000mg/day as
needed) as rescue
medication except for
the last 3 days.
During the study,
analgesic medication
only allowed for nonlow back pain
(acetaminophen
≤1000mg/day), for 3
consecutive days.
TENS, acupuncture,
physical therapy,
packs, massages and
other interventional
adjunctive therapy was
permitted during the
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Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Buynak
201058,264

Tapentadol 100-250
mg (determined
versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=321

Pain (BPI)

As for above.

Chu 201286

Sustained acting
morphine 15 mg
versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=69
Eligible patients:
chronic nonmalignant, nonradicular low-back
pain.
Exclusion criteria:
pain outside the
lower back

Function (RMDQ),
Pain (VAS)

Patients currently on
low-dose opioid
therapy(≤30mg) were
allowed to continue;
however they were
instructed to refrain
from taking their daily
medication at least 10
hours before any pain
testing sessions.

Study

Concomitant
treatment
study if patients
started the treatment
≥14 days prior to
enrolment and
continued on the same
regimen. Patients with
diagnosed psychiatric
or neurological
conditions were
allowed medications,
such as SSRIs, at a
controlled, stable dose
for ≥3 months prior to
randomisation.
Study length 12 weeks

Study length 1 month
Hale 2005

193

Oxycodone versus
placebo
Active control:
placebo and
oxycodone controlled
release.

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=80
Exclusion: acute
nerve root
compression,
severe lower
extremity weakness
or numbness.
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Pain (VAS), adverse
events

Rescue medication
with oral morphine
sulphate (15mg q46hr) was permitted
unlimited for first 4
days of the doubleblind phase. Rescue
medication of 30mg/d
thereafter.
Adjunctive therapies
for back pain, such as
physical therapy, and
doses of
benzodiazepines,
antidepressants,
anticonvulsants,
sedatives, or
tranquilizers were
required to remain
unchanged during the
study, Over-thecounter NSAIDs,
aspirin or
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Study

Hale
2010191,192,36
9

Katz
2015A263

Intervention and
comparison

Concomitant
treatment
acetaminophen were
permitted as needed
for relief of symptoms
other than pain.
Study length 18 days

Population

Outcomes

Hydromorphone
extended release
versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=134
Exclusion criteria:
severe or
progressive lower
extremity weakness
or numbness
Non-neuropathic
low back pain:
64.5%, neuropathic
low back pain
35.5%.

Function (RMDQ),
adverse events
(just for the
subgroup of nonneuropathic pain
only patients and
so this data was not
extracted) (pain
reported as
graphically
therefore could not
be analysed)

Hydromorphone
immediate release (IR)
(2, 4 and 8 mg) was
allowed as rescue
medication. Rescue
medication was
unrestricted for the
first 3 days and then
restricted to two
tablets per day after
day 3 of the
conversion/titration
phase.
All patients were
required to be on daily
opioid with >60 mg
oral morphine
equivalent (>12 mg
hydromorphone) per
day within 2 months
prior to the screening
visits, and on stable
doses of all prior
analgesics for at least
2 weeks prior to the
screening visit but
these were
discontinued at
screening with the
exception of aspirin
≤325mg/d for
cardiovascular
prophylaxis.
Study length 12 weeks

Oxycodone (Xtampza
ER ≥40 to ≤160 mg)
versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=389
Exclusion criteria:
Patients known to
be refractory or
intolerant to the
analgesic effects of
opioids or who had
failed previous
opioid therapy or
had a known
contraindication to
any opioid or
paracetamol,

Quality of life (SF12)
Pain (NRS)
Function (RMDQ)
Responder criteria
(pain reduction of
at least 30%)
Adverse events)

Any adjunct therapy
for back pain such as
physical therapy,
biofeedback therapy,
transcutaneous
electrical nerve
stimulation,
acupuncture,
nutraceuticals, herbal
remedies, and water
aerobics remained
unchanged through
the end-of-study or
early discontinuation
visit per protocol. Use
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Study

Ruoff
2003428

Schnitzer
2000443

Intervention and
comparison

Combination of
Tramadol
37.5mg/APAP
325mg, versus
placebo

Tramadol 200-400
mg/day versus
placebo

Population
including allergy or
hypersensitivity.
Patients with any
chronic pain
condition other
than CLBP who, in
the investigator's
opinion, would
have interfered
with the
assessment of CLBP

Outcomes

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=162
Patients not
enrolled if they had
severe pain in a
location other than
the lower back or
had neurological
deficits in the lower
extremities.

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS, McGill)
Quality of life (SF36)

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=127
Exclusion:
neurological
deficits in the lower
extremities, severe
pain in a location
other than the
lower back.

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)
Adverse events

Concomitant
treatment
of paracetamol up to
2000 mg/day was also
permissible.

Rescue medication was
allowed on days 1 to 6
of the double blind
phase and consisted of
up to 2000mg APAP
(provided the patient
was not taking
>6 tablets of the study
medication per day).
Study length 3 months
Rescue medication
(any short acting
analgesic) was
permitted during dose
titration. No rescue
medication was
permitted during the
double blind phase.
Physiotherapy started
before entry into the
open label phase was
continued throughout
both the open label
and double blind
phases of the study.
Study length 4 weeks

Steiner
2011339,471,55
3

Buprenorphine
(BTDS) 10 or 20
mcg/hour versus
placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=539
Exclusion: radicular
symptoms, surgery
to treat their back
pain within 6
months of
screening or had
planned to have
surgery during the
study period.

NICE, 2016
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Pain (BPI)
Adverse events

Rescue medication for
all patients was
provided. Immediaterelease oxycodone for
supplementary
analgesia during the
first six days following
randomisation. Weeks
2-12 use of
paracetamol was
permitted (500 mg
every six hours up to a
maximum of 2g/day)
or ibuprofen 200 mg
every six hours up to a

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Pharmacological interventions

Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Concomitant
treatment
maximum of 800
mg/day. Downgrade of
dosage was permitted
once if analgesia was
deemed inadequate.
Study length 4 weeks

Vondrackov
a 2008525

Oxycodone 10 or 20
mg PR every 12 hours
versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=151

Adverse events (no
data for pain
outcome reported
in the study)

During the screening
period, patients could
receive OxyNorm q46hr when necessary as
rescue medication at a
quarter of the dose of
their previous total
daily opioid
medication, and again
during the trial at a
quarter of their total
daily opioid
medication.
Study length 12 weeks

Vorsanger
2008526

Tramadol 300
mg/day versus
placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=128

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)

Patients were
permitted to use low
dose aspirin
(≤325 mg/day) for
cardiovascular
prophylaxis or
acetaminophen
2,000mg/day for
reasons other than
chronic pain for no
more than three
consecutive days.
Study length 3 months

Vorsanger
2008526

Tramadol 200
mg/day versus
placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=129

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)

Patients were
permitted to use low
dose aspirin
(≤325 mg/day) for
cardiovascular
prophylaxis or
acetaminophen
2000 mg/day for
reasons other than
chronic pain for no
more than three
consecutive days.
Study length 3 months

Webster
2006533

Oxycodone (titrated
to a dose between
10-80 mg/day) versus

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=206

NICE, 2016
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Pain severity (11point numeric diary
pain intensity scale)

Tricyclic
antidepressants, SSRIs,
glucosamine/chondroit

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Pharmacological interventions
Intervention and
comparison
placebo

Study

Population

Outcomes
Adverse events
(discontinuation
due to adverse
events)

Concomitant
treatment
in or St John’s worth
were allowed if doses
were stable for 4
weeks before study
entry.
Study length 12 weeks

(a) Outcomes reported inadequately for meta-analysis

Table 319: Paracetamol versus placebo
Intervention and
comparison

Study
Nadler
2002366

Williams
2014548

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Paracetamol 2
tablets 4 times a day,
total dose of 4000
mg/day versus
placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=113

Pain outcomes only
presented
graphically
therefore data
could not be
analysed

Concomitant
treatment not
reported

Paracetamol 2 times
665 mg tablets 3
times a day versus
placebo

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=1097
Radicular pain: 20%

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)
Quality of life (SF12)
Adverse events

Rescue medication was
2 day supply of
naproxen 250 mg (two
tablets initially, then
one tablet every 68 hours as needed).
Concomitant medicine
and treatment use was
allowed and included a
wide range of
treatments.

Study length 4 days

Study length 4 weeks
(a) Outcomes reported inadequately for meta-analysis

Table 320: NSAIDS versus placebo
Intervention and
comparison

Study
Amlie 1987

13

Pirioxicam 40 mg of
for the first 2 days,
followed by 20 mg
for the remaining 5
days versus placebo

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=140
Exclusion criteria
included radicular
symptoms.

Pain (results
represented in
graphical format,
therefore not
extracted)
Adverse events

Paracetamol 500 mg
tablets were provided
as rescue medication
up to 1000 mg (two
tablets) three or four
times daily. In very few
cases, a combination
of paracetamol and
codeine was permitted
for more severe pain.
Study length 7 days

Birbara
200344

Etoricoxib 60 mg
once a day versus
placebo

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=103

Etoricoxib 90 mg

Low back pain with

NICE, 2016
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Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)
Quality of life (SF12)

Paracetamol (up to
1950 mg daily) was
provided as rescue
medication.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
once daily versus
placebo

Population
or without sciatica
n=107

Outcomes

Comments

Adverse events

Muscle relaxants,
physical therapy and
chiropractic or
alternative therapy
(such as acupuncture)
were permitted, if
their use was stable for
the month preceding
the screening visit and
was expected to
remain stable for the
duration of the study.
Study length 12 weeks

Dreiser
2003120

Goldie
1968171

Diclofenac maximum
of 6 tablets of 12.5
mg per day (1/2
tablets every 4-6
hours) versus
placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=124
Inclusion criteria:
pain not due to an
associated
radiculalgia i.e.
Lasègue sign absent
or superior to 90o;
not radiating below
the gluteal fold.

Ibuprofen maximum
of 6 tablets of 200
mg per day (1/2
tablets every 4-6
hours) versus
placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=122

Indomethacin 3x 25
mg a day, total of 75
mg/day versus
placebo

Low back pain with
sciatica
n=25
Sciatica: 100%

Pain (VAS)
Adverse events

Rescue medication
consisted of 1 or 2
tablets of paracetamol
(500 mg per tablet)
taken only in case of
moderate-to-severe
pain, not earlier than
2 hours after the initial
dose of study
medication. The use of
rescue medication
terminated the
participation of the
patient in the trial.
Study length 7 days

Adverse events

Concomitant
treatment not
reported
Study length 14 days

Nadler
2002366

Pallay
2004398

Ibuprofen 2 tablets 4
times a day, total
dose of 1200 mg/day
versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=106
Exclusion: any
evidence or history
of radiculopathy.

Outcomes only
presented as
graphs therefore
data could not be
analysed.

Concomitant
treatment not
reported

Etoricoxib 60 mg
daily versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=109

Etoricoxib 90 mg per
day versus placebo

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=106

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)
Quality of life (SF12)
Adverse events

Muscle relaxants,
physical therapy,
chiropractic or
alternative therapy
(such as acupuncture)
were permitted if their
use was stable for the
month preceding the
screening visit and was
expected to remain
stable for the duration

NICE, 2016
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Study length 4 days
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Intervention and
comparison

Study

Population

Outcomes

Comments
of the study.
Paracetamol (up to
1,950mg daily) was
provided as rescue
medication, as needed,
and was discontinued
at least 12h prior to an
efficacy visit.
Study length 12 weeks

Szpalski
1994478

Non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs
versus placebo
(20 mg
tenoxicam/saline
intramuscular
injection on day 1,
followed by 20 mg
oral
tenoxicam/placebo
for the next 13 days)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica

Pain severity (VAS)

n=73

7 days of bed rest
followed by 7 days of
light activity prescribed
to all. Other
medications such as
analgesics were not
allowed.
Study length 2 weeks

Table 321: Antibiotics versus placebo
Intervention and
comparison

Study
Albert 2013

9

Amoxicillinclavulanate
(500mg/125 mg)
(Bioclavid) tablets
three times a day.
n=45 patients took
one tablet. n=45 took
two tablets.
Versus placebo

Population

Outcomes

Low back pain
n=90

a

Pain (0-10 cale),
functiona (RMDQ),
EQ-5Da, healthcare
utilisation, adverse
events

Comments
All patients were
allowed to take their
usual antiinflammatory and pain
relieving medication
(treatment as usual).
Study length 100 days

(a) Data for these outcomes only reported as median and IQR, therefore could not be meta-analysed.

Table 322: Head to head comparisons
Study
Innes
1998240

Intervention and
comparison
Paracetamol/codeine
(600 mg/60 mg)
60 mg versus
Ketorolac
tromethamine10mg

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Acute low back
pain with or
without sciatica
n=123

Pain (VAS)
Adverse events

Ketorolac
tromethamine group:
patients requiring a
5th or 6th dose of
analgesic in any 24hour period were given
paracetamol 650 mg
per dose in 2 optional
doses. Otherwise, all
patients in this study
were instructed to
avoid all
contraindicated

NICE, 2016
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Intervention and
comparison

Study

Population

Outcomes

Comments
medications.
Study length7-9 days
follow-up. Results
recorded at 6 hours
and 1 week, but only
pain reported at 6
hours and adverse
events at 1 week.

Kalita
2014259

Nadler
2002366

Perrot
2006403

Pregabalin 75 mg
twice a day for 2
weeks, 150 mg for
4 weeks then 300 mg
twice daily versus
amitriptyline 12.5 mg
for 2 weeks, 25 mg
for 4 weeks then
50 mg.

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=200
Radiculopathy:
47.5%

Paracetamol 2
tablets 4 times a day,
total dose of
4000 mg/day versus
Ibuprofen 2 tablets 4
times a day, total
dose of 1200 mg/day

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=229

Paracetamol/
tramadol (325
mg/37.5 mg) versus
tramadol 50mg

Low back pain
without sciatica

Pain (VAS)
Adverse events

All the patients advised
to do back extension
exercise for 10-15
minutes daily.
14 week follow-up

Outcomes only
presented in graphs
therefore could not
be analysed.

Concomitant
treatment not
reported.
Study length 4 days

Pain (VAS) (a)
Adverse events

Any physical and
adjunctive therapies as
well as any analgesic
concomitant
medications were
prohibited.
10 days follow-up.

Stein 1996

470

Amitriptyline 150mg
versus paracetamol
2000mg

Acute low back
pain with or
without sciatica

Pain (VAS)
Psychological
distress (STAI, BDI)

No other medications
were allowed during
the study period.
5 weeks follow-up.

(a) Data could not be meta-analysed as standard deviations were not reported.

Table 323: Combined pharmacological treatments versus placebo
Intervention and
comparison

Study
Hyup lee 2013

239

Opioid plus
paracetamol versus
placebo (Extended
release tramadol
hydrochloride 75
mg /paracetamol
650 mg)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=245
South Korea

Quality of life
(Korean SF-36)
Function (Korean
ODI)
Adverse events
Responder criteria
(at least 30%
reduction in pain)

All patients were
receiving a stable
dose of NSAID or
COX-2-selective
inhibitor that they
had been using for
pain relief
throughout the
trial.

NICE, 2016
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Study length 4
weeks
Lasko 2012293

Peloso 2004401

Opioid plus
paracetamol versus
placebo (tramadol
(2x75 mg)/Paracet
amol (650 mg)
controlled release)

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=277

Opioid plus
paracetamol versus
placebo
(tramadol/paraceta
mol
(37.5 mg/325 mg)
Max of 2 tablets
QID and minimum
of 3 tablets/day)

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=336

Pain severity (time
to onset:
perceptible pain
relief, meaningful
pain relief; time to
remedication)
Adverse events

No rescue
medication
allowed.

Quality of life (SF36)
Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Adverse events

Rescue medication
(paracetamol
500mg up to 4
tablets daily)
during the first 6
days of the double
blind phase,
provided the
patient was taking
no more than
6 tablets of study
medication daily.
After the first 6
days, paracetamol
at a max of
100 mg/day for
2 consecutive days
was allowed for
non-low back
related pain.
Patients were
allowed to
continue taking
prophylactic doses
of aspirin for
cardiovascular
protection.

Study length
2.5 days (double
blind phase)

Study length
91 days
Schiphorst preuper
2014441

Opioid plus
paracetamol versus
placebo
(tramadol/paraceta
mol
(37.5 mg/325 mg)
per capsule
(titrated from
1 capsule 2 times
per day to max of
2 capsules 3 times
per day).

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=50

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Adverse events

Concomitant
treatment not
reported.
Study length
2 weeks

NICE, 2016
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Table 324: Combined pharmacological treatments versus monotherapy
Intervention and
comparison

Study
432

Sakai 2015

Opioid plus
paracetamol (2
tablets per day;
tramadol 75 mg
and
acetaminophen
650 mg per day)
versus
anticonvulsant
(pregabalin, 75 mg
before bedtime)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain
n=65
Inclusion criteria:
Neuropathic or
nociceptive low
back pain

Number of people
discontinued due
to adverse events

Run-in of NSAIDs
for 1 month and 714 day washout of
prior analgesics.

NICE, 2016
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(Data were
reported for other
outcomes but only
as graphs so was
unable to be
included in this
review.)

Study length 4
weeks

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Table 325: Combinations of interventions – pharmacological adjunct
Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Majchrzycki
2014322

 Pharmacological
treatment
(NSAID) +
Manual therapy
(massage)
 Manual therapy
(massage)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=59
2 weeks
intervention
Poland

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (RMDQ,
ODI)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated.

Shankar 2011446

 Pharmacological
(NSAID) +
exercise
 Acupuncture

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=60
3 weeks
intervention
India
Chronic low back
pain (>6 months);
30-50 years;
moderate-severe
intensity nonradiating low back
pain; without
apparent
neurological deficit
or prior history of
acupuncture
therapy

Pain severity (VAS)

Concomitant
treatment: not
stated.

NICE, 2016
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Table 326: Summary of results for Tervo 1976: Muscle relaxants versus placebo/sham at ≤4 months – low back pain with or without sciatica
Intervention

Comparator

Outcome

Mean (SD) days

No. analysed

Mean (SD) days

No. analysed

Risk of bias

Duration of disability,

8.6 (0.6)

25

12.9 (1.2)

25

Very high

Table 327: Summary of results for Jenkin 1976: tricyclic antidepressants versus placebo/sham at ≤4 months – low back pain with or without sciatica
Intervention

Comparator

624

Outcome

Result reported

No. analysed

Result reported

No. analysed

Risk of bias

Pain (VAS)

Mean (SD): 3.42 (10)

11

Mean: 4.18 (no SD
reported)

9

Very high

Psychological distress
(BDI)

Median: 5

-

Median: 10

-

Very high

Table 328: Summary of results for Skljarevski 2010: SNRI versus placebo at ≤4 months – low back pain with or without sciatica
Risk of bias
Outcome
Reduction in pain intensity

Result
EQ-5D did not change significantly in patient treated with duloxetine as
compared with placebo, but numerical improvement was observed. Amongst
the 8 subscales of SF-36, only bodily pain (duloxetine vs placebo: least-squares
mean change of 1.58 vs 1.04, P=0.038), general health (duloxetine vs placebo:
least-squares mean change of 1.90 vs 0.87, P=0.041), and vitality (duloxetine vs
placebo: least-squares mean change of 1.46 vs 0.43, P=0.040) were significantly
improved in the duloxetine group compared with placebo. However, all other
subscales of SF-36 were numerically improved with duloxetine compared with
placebo.

Very high

Table 329: Summary of results for Alberts 2013: Antibiotics versus placebo at ≤4 months and >4 to 12 months- low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcome

Antibiotic group

Placebo group

Risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Data that could not be meta-analysed

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

16.3.3

Median (lower, upper
quartile)

No. analysed

Function (RMDQ 0-24)

11.5 (7, 14)

76

14 (11, 18)

67

High

Back pain (0-10)

5 (2.7, 6.7)

76

6.3 (3.7, 7.7)

67

High

EQ-5D (0-100)

65 (40, 79)

76

60 (40, 75)

67

High

Function (RMDQ 0-24)

7 (4, 11)

77

14 (8, 18)

67

High

Back pain (0-10)

3.7 (1.3, 5.8)

77

6.3 (4, 7.7)

67

High

EQ-5D (0-100)

75 (54, 90)

77

60 (39, 74)

67

High

≤4 months

>4 months – 1 year

Table 330: Summary of results for Hale 2010: Opioids versus placebo-low back pain≤4 months
Risk of bias
Outcome

625

Reduction in pain intensity

Result
Hydromorphone ER significantly reduced pain intensity compared to placebo
(p≤0.001). A significantly higher proportion of hydromorphone ER (60.6%)
versus placebo (42.9%) patients had at least a 30% reduction in diary NRS pain
score from screening to endpoint (p≤0.001).

Very high

Table 331: Summary of results for Perrot 2006:Opioid plus non-opioid versus opioid at ≤4 months – low back pain without sciatica
Opioid+non-opioid

Opioid

Outcome

Mean

No. analysed

Mean

No. analysed

Risk of bias

VAS (0-10)

2.79

51

2.48

48

High

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

No. analysed

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

Median (lower, upper
quartile)

Antidepressants
Table 332: SSRIs versus placebo –low back pain with or without sciatica

Pain severity (low back pain
population)
DSS. Scale from: 0 to 20.

53
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (low back pain
population) in the control groups was
6.2

The mean pain severity (low back pain
population) in the intervention groups
was
0.90 higher (0.63 lower to 2.43 higher)

Pain severity (low back pain with or
without sciatica population) - SMD

162
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEc
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean pain severity (low back pain
with or without sciatica population) in
the intervention groups was
0.05 standard deviations higher (0.26
lower to 0.36 higher)

Function (ODI) (low back pain with
or without sciatica population)
Scale from: 0 to 100.

92
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) in the control
groups was
52.4

The mean function (ODI) in the
intervention groups was
2.2 lower (8.11 lower to 3.71 higher)

Psychological distress, MADRS
Scale from: 0 to 60. (low back pain
with or without sciatica population)

92
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEc
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress,
MADRS in the control groups was
23.3

The mean psychological distress, MADRS
in the intervention groups was
0.1 lower (3.64 lower to 3.44 higher)

Adverse events (low back pain
population)

69
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 3.22
(1.04 to
10.01)

115 per 1000

256 more per 1000 (from 5 more to 1000
more)

Adverse events (low back pain with
or without sciatica population)

54
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEc
due to risk of
bias

RR 0.94
(0.81 to
1.09)

969 per 1000

58 fewer per 1000 (from 184 fewer to 87
more)
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Outcomes

No. of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with SSRIs versus
placebo (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

16.3.4.1

Clinical evidence summary tables

Pharmacological interventions
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16.3.4

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Tricyclic
antidepressants versus placebo (95% CI)

627

Pain severity
(DSS 0-20 and VAS 0-10)

116
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity in the control
groups was
5.88

The mean pain severity in the
intervention groups was
0.24 standard deviations higher (0.13
lower to 0.6 higher)

Psychological distress
BDI. Scale from: 0 to 63.5

118
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean psychological distress in the
control groups was
11.84

The mean psychological distress in the
intervention groups was
1.75 higher (0.05 lower to 3.56 higher)

Psychological distress
STAI. Scale from: 20 to
80.

78
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWb,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress in the
control groups was
-0.62

The mean psychological distress in the
intervention groups was
2.59 higher (1.28 lower to 6.46 higher)

Adverse events

81
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,e
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

725 per 1000

14 more per 1000 (from 160 fewer to 239
more)

RR 1.02
(0.78 to
1.33)

(a) Downgraded by one increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(c) Downgraded by 1increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 334:

SNRIs versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain severity
(BPI 0-10)_

1004
(3 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with SNRIs versus
placebo (95% CI)

The mean pain severity in the
control groups was

The mean pain severity in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Table 333: Tricyclic antidepressants versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica
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* Control rate not given, only mean difference reported
(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
-1.603

Risk difference with SNRIs versus
placebo (95% CI)
0.7 lower (0.99 to 0.4 lower)

628

Function (mean change)

1004
(3 studies)
≤4 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Responder criteria (pain reduction
>30%)

630
(2 studies)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

EQ-5D
Scale from: 0 to 1.

742
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Healthcare utilisation

357
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

RR 0.57
(0.44 to
0.76)

Moderate
479 per 1000

206 fewer per 1000
(from 115 fewer to 268 fewer)

1041
(3 studies)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.39
(1.17 to
1.65)

197 per 1000

77 more per 1000 (from 34 more to 128
more)

Adverse events

The mean function (mean change)
in the control groups was
-1.4067
RR 1.22
(1.05 to
1.43)

The mean function (mean change) in
the intervention groups was
0.66 lower
(0.91 to 0.41 lower)

Moderate
442 per 1000

97 more per 1000
(from 22 more to 190 more)

The mean eq-5d in the control
groups was
0.075

The mean eq-5d in the intervention
groups was
0.05 higher (0.01 to 0.09 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 335: SNRIs (Duloxetine 60mg) versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) Mental component

300
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with SNRI (60 mg) versus
placebo (low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) mental component in the control groups

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) mental component in the intervention

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
≤4 months

300
(1 study)
≤4 months

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) Bodily pain
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

629

Risk with Control
was
0.64

Risk difference with SNRI (60 mg) versus
placebo (low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)
groups was
2.25 higher (0.17 to 4.33 higher)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias and
imprecision

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) physical component in the control
groups was
4.1

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) physical component in the intervention
groups was
1.24 higher (0.89 lower to 3.37 higher)

588
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) bodily pain in the control groups was
10.912

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) - bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
0.66 higher (0.13 to 1.2 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) Mental health
Scale from: 0 to 100.

541
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) mental health in the control groups was
0.3325

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) mental health in the intervention groups
was
1.02 higher (0.09 to 1.96 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) General health
Scale from: 0 to 100.

588
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) general health in the control groups was
2.52

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) general health in the intervention groups
was
0.69 higher (0.1 lower to 1.49 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) Physical functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.

585
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) physical functioning in the control
groups was
5.205

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) physical functioning in the intervention
groups was
0.53 higher (0.47 lower to 1.54 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) - Roleemotional
Scale from: 0 to 100.

561
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) role-emotional in the control groups was
2.235

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) - roleemotional in the intervention groups was
0.12 higher (0.13 lower to 0.37 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) - Rolephysical
Scale from: 0 to 100.

561
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) role-physical in the control groups was
4.46

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) - rolephysical in the intervention groups was
0.01 higher (0.4 lower to 0.43 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) Social functioning

588
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) social functioning in the control groups

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) - social
functioning in the intervention groups was
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SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) Physical component
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias and
imprecision

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
Scale from: 0 to 100.

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
≤4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

SF-36 (Duloxetine 60 mg) Vitality
Scale from: 0 to 100.

538
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
was
4.005
The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) vitality in the control groups was
2.77

Risk difference with SNRI (60 mg) versus
placebo (low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)
0.01 higher (0.42 lower to 0.44 higher
The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 60 mg) vitality in the intervention groups was
0.75 higher (0.2 lower to 1.7 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 336: SNRIs (Duloxetine 20) versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

630

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) Bodily pain
Scale from: 0 to 100.

162
(1 study)
≤4 months

SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) General health
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with SNRIs versus placebo
(low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) bodily pain in the control groups was
1.36

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) - bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
0.15 higher (0.5 lower to 0.8 higher)

162
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) general health in the control groups was
0.66

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) general health in the intervention groups
was
0.04 higher (0.94 lower to 1.02 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) Mental health
Scale from: 0 to 100.

162
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) mental health in the control groups was
0.38

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) - mental
health in the intervention groups was
0.17 lower (1.35 lower to 1.01 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) Physical functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.

162
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) physical functioning in the control
groups was
2.23

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) physical functioning in the intervention
groups was
0.43 lower (1.68 lower to 0.82 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) - Roleemotional

162
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) role-emotional in the control groups was

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) - roleemotional in the intervention groups was
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Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
Scale from: 0 to 100.

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
≤4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) - Role
physical
Scale from: 0 to 100.

162
(1 study)
≤4 months

SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) Social functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.
SF-36 (Duloxetine 20mg) Vitality
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
0.08

Risk difference with SNRIs versus placebo
(low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)
0.02 higher (0.27 lower to 0.31 higher)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) - role
physical in the control groups was
0.8

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) - role
physical in the intervention groups was
0.01 higher (0.5 lower to 0.52 higher)

162
(1 study)
≤4 days

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) social functioning in the control groups
was
0.5

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) - social
functioning in the intervention groups was
0.25 higher (0.26 lower to 0.76 higher)

162
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) vitality in the control groups was
0.91

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 20mg) - vitality
in the intervention groups was
0.22 lower (1.42 lower to 0.98 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
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Table 337: SNRIs (Duloxetine 120mg) versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No. of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) Bodily pain
Scale from: 0 to 100.

209
(1 study)
≤4 months

SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) General health
Scale from: 0 to 100.
SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) Mental health
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Relative
effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with SNRIs versus placebo
(low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) bodily pain in the control groups was
1.36

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) bodily pain in the intervention groups was
0.75 higher (0.21 to 1.29 higher)

209
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) general health in the control groups was
0.66

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) general health in the intervention groups
was
0.15 higher (0.67 lower to 0.97 higher)

209
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) mental health in the control groups was
0.38

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) mental health in the intervention groups
was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
Scale from: 0 to 100.

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
≤4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) Physical functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.

210
(1 study)
≤4 months

SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) - Roleemotional
Scale from: 0 to 100.

632

Risk with Control

Risk difference with SNRIs versus placebo
(low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)
0.08 higher (0.9 lower to 1.06 higher)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) physical functioning in the control
groups was
2.23

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) physical functioning in the intervention
groups was
0.32 higher (0.72 lower to 1.36 higher)

209
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) role-emotional in the control groups
was
0.08

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) role-emotional in the intervention groups
was
0.06 higher (0.19 lower to 0.31 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) - Role
physical
Scale from: 0 to 100.

209
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) role physical in the control groups was
0.08

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) - role
physical in the intervention groups was
0.05 higher (0.37 lower to 0.47 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) Social functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.

209
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) social functioning in the control groups
was
0.5

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) social functioning in the intervention
groups was
0.12 lower (0.55 lower to 0.31 higher)

SF-36 (Duloxetine 120 mg) Vitality
Scale from: 0 to 100.

209
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) vitality in the control groups was
0.91

The mean SF-36 (duloxetine 120 mg) vitality in the intervention groups was
0.47 lower (1.47 lower to 0.53 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias

16.3.4.2

Anticonvulsants
Table 338: Clinical evidence summary: gabapentinoids versus placebo – low back pain with sciatica

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Gabapentinoids versus
placebo (low back pain with sciatica) (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95%
CI)

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No. of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Gabapentinoids versus
placebo (low back pain with sciatica) (95% CI)

Back pain at rest
VAS. Scale from: 0 to
10.

65
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean back pain at rest in the
control groups was
6.52

The mean back pain at rest in the intervention
groups was
0.21 lower
(1.22 lower to 0.8 higher)

Back pain on
movement
VAS. Scale from: 0 to
10.

65
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean back pain on movement in
the control groups was
7.34

The mean back pain on movement in the
intervention groups was
0.33 lower
(1.15 lower to 0.49 higher)

Adverse events

65
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

382 per 1000

229 more per 1000
(from 15 fewer to 639 more)

RR 1.60
(0.96 to
2.67)
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(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 339: Clinical evidence summary: gabapentinoid versus usual care – low back pain with sciatica (cohort study)

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain intensity
Scale from: 0 to 10.
≤4 months

683
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity in the control
groups was
-2

The mean pain intensity in the intervention
groups was
1.4 lower
(1.81 to 0.99 lower)

HADS- anxiety
Scale from: 0 to 21.
≤4 months

683
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean HADS- anxiety in the control
groups was
-1.9

The mean HADS- anxiety in the intervention
groups was
1.8 lower
(2.42 to 1.18 lower)

HADS- depression
Scale from: 0 to 21.

683
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,

The mean HADS- depression in the
control groups was

The mean HADS- depression in the
intervention groups was

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Anticonvulsants versus
usual care (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

imprecision

-2.1

1.9 lower
(2.58 to 1.22 lower)

SF-12 physical
Scale from: 0 to
100.
≤4 months

683
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-12 physical in the control
groups was
5.8

The mean SF-12 physical in the intervention
groups was
3.9 higher
(2.21 to 5.59 higher)

SF-12 mental
Scale from: 0 to
100.
≤4 months

683
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-12 mental in the control
groups was
2

The mean SF-12 mental in the intervention
groups was
5.3 higher
(3.71 to 6.89 higher)

Responder (pain
reduction >50%)
≤4 months

683
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

370 per 1000

244 more per 1000
(from 111 more to 414 more)

RR 1.66
(1.3 to
2.12)

(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1MID
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Table 340: Clinical evidence summary: other anticonvulsants versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Other anticonvulsants
versus placebo (low back pain ± sciatica)
(95% CI)

Function
ODI. Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean function in the control
groups was
38.9

The mean function in the intervention groups
was
4.9 lower (7 to 2.8 lower)

Pain severity
McGill pain questionnaire.
Scale from: 0 to 78.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity in the control
groups was
34.3

The mean pain severity in the intervention
groups was
11.4 lower
(12.16 to 10.64 lower)

SF-36 - Physical function
Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 - physical function in
the control groups was
57.1

The mean SF-36 - physical function in the
intervention groups was
8 higher
(5.07 to 10.93 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

12 weeks

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 - role-physical in the
control groups was
55

The mean SF-36 - role-physical in the
intervention groups was
7.5 higher
(4.42 to 10.58 higher)

SF-36 - Bodily pain
Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 - bodily pain in the
control groups was
55.5

The mean SF-36 - bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
2.1 higher
(0.49 lower to 4.69 higher)

SF-36 - General health
perceptions
Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 - general health
perceptions in the control groups
was
54.2

The mean SF-36 - general health perceptions
in the intervention groups was
3.5 higher
(0.88 to 6.12 higher)

SF-36 - Vitality
Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 - vitality in the
control groups was
53.6

The mean SF-36 - vitality in the intervention
groups was
6.2 higher
(2.88 to 9.52 higher)

SF-36 - Social functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 - social functioning
in the control groups was
69.4

The mean SF-36 - social functioning in the
intervention groups was
3.2 higher
(0.66 to 5.74 higher)

SF-36 - Role-emotional
Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean SF-36 - role-emotional in
the control groups was
77.1

The mean SF-36 - role-emotional in the
intervention groups was
2.6 higher
(0.53 to 4.67 higher)

SF-36 - Mental health
Scale from: 0 to 100.

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 - mental health in
the control groups was
67.5

The mean SF-36 - mental health in the
intervention groups was
5.4 higher
(3.14 to 7.66 higher)

Adverse events

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

208 per 1000

167 more per 1000
(from 15 fewer to 519 more)

RR 1.80
(0.93 to
3.49)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016
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SF-36 - Role-physical
Scale from: 0 to 100.

Table 341: Muscle relaxants versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Pain at night
VAS. Scale from: 0 to
10.

193
(2 studies)
≤4 months

Pain at rest
VAS. Scale from: 0 to
10.

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

636

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Muscle relaxants versus
placebo (low back pain with sciatica) (95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain at night in the
control groups was
18

The mean pain at night in the intervention groups
was
0.26 lower (0.99 lower to 0.48 higher)

193
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain at rest in the
control groups was
19

The mean pain at rest in the intervention groups was
0.11 lower (0.90 lower to 0.69 higher)

Pain walking
VAS. Scale from: 0 to
10.

193
(2 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain walking in the
control groups was
18

The mean pain walking in the intervention groups
was
0.19 higher (0.56 lower to 0.95 higher)

Muscle spasms
Scale from: 1 to 5.

35
(1 study)
13 - 18 days
≤4 months

VERY LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean muscle spasms in the
control groups was
-1.1

The mean muscle spasms in the intervention groups
was
0.10 higher (0.03 to 0.17 higher)

Adverse events

412
(3 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

279 per 1000

271 more per 1000 (from 148 more to 430 more)

RR 1.97
(1.53 to
2.54)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

16.3.4.4

Muscle relaxants versus usual care
Table 342: Muscle relaxants versus usual care – low back pain
Outcomes

No. of

Quality of the

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Muscle relaxants versus placebo

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

16.3.4.3

Pain - Pain on
movement
Scale from: 0 to 10.

185
(1 study)
≤4 months

Pain - Pain at rest
Scale from: 0 to 10.

effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Muscle relaxants versus
usual care (95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain - pain on movement in
the control groups was
-3.98

The mean pain - pain on movement in the
intervention groups was
2.11 lower (2.72 to 1.5 lower)

185
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain - pain at rest in the
control groups was
-4.35

The mean pain - pain at rest in the
intervention groups was
1.53 lower (2.16 to 0.9 lower)

Pain - Pain at night
Scale from: 0 to 10.

185
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain - pain at night in the
control groups was
-4.4

The mean pain - pain at night in the
intervention groups was
1.36 lower (1.98 to 0.74 lower)

Adverse effects

197
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

125 per 1000

7 fewer per 1000 (from 71 fewer to 116
more)

OR 0.94
(0.4 to
2.22)
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(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(c) Downgraded by 2 increment if the confidence interval crossed 2 MIDs

16.3.4.5

Opiods
Table 343: Opioids versus placebo-low back pain without sciatica
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life (Physical
component Score, PCS,0-100)< 4
months

389
(1 study)
<4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (physical
component score, pcs,0-100)< 4 months
in the control groups was
3.62

The mean quality of life (physical
component score, pcs,0-100)< 4 months
in the intervention groups was
3.9 higher
(1.95 to 5.85 higher)

Quality of life (Mental
component Score, MCS,0-100)< 4

389
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean quality of life (mental
component score, mcs,0-100)< 4 months
in the control groups was

The mean quality of life (mental
component score, mcs,0-100)< 4 months
in the intervention groups was

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Opioid analgesics
versus placebo (LBP population) (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

evidence
(GRADE)

Pharmacological interventions

NICE, 2016

Participants
(studies)
Follow up

bias

0.67

3.22 lower
(5.37 to 1.07 lower)

Function(RMDQ, 0-24)<4 months

1510
(7 studies)
<4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(rmdq, 0-24)<4
months in the control groups was
10.2

The mean function(rmdq, 0-24)<4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.32 lower
(1.88 to 0.75 lower)

Pain intensity (<4 months) (VAS
0-10)

3268
(12 studies)
<4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain intensity (<4 months)
(vas 0-10) in the control groups was
4.93

The mean pain intensity (<4 months) (vas
0-10) in the intervention groups was
0.59 lower
(0.61 to 0.56 lower)

Responder ≥30%in pain intensity
on NRS scale

389
(1 study)
<4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

RR 1.48
(1.16 to
1.9)

332 per 1000

159 more per 1000
(from 53 more to 298 more)

Responder ≥50%in pain intensity
on NRS scale

389
(1 study)
<4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

RR 1.57
(1.16 to
2.12)

245 per 1000

140 more per 1000
(from 39 more to 274 more)

Adverse events

1804
(7 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

RR 2.39
(1.46 to
3.92)

151 per 1000

210 more per 1000
(from 70 more to 442 more)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months Physical functioning

296
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months physical functioning in the control
groups was
0

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months physical functioning in the intervention
groups was
0.7 lower
(6.92 lower to 5.52 higher)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months Role - physical

295
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months physical functioning in the control
groups was
53.3

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months role - physical in the intervention groups
was
10.1 higher
(0.6 to 19.6 higher)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months -

297

LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months -

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months -

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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months

bias, imprecision

role - physical in the control groups was
39.7

bodily pain in the intervention groups was
4.4 higher
(0.49 lower to 9.29 higher)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months Vitality

296
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months bodily pain in the control groups was
43.4

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months vitality in the intervention groups was
0.3 higher
(4.65 lower to 5.25 higher)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months Social functioning

297
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months vitality in the control groups was
46.9

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months social functioning in the intervention
groups was
2 higher
(4.13 lower to 8.13 higher)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months Role - emotional

297
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months social functioning in the control groups
was
70.3

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months role - emotional in the intervention
groups was
13.1 higher
(3.89 to 22.31 higher)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months Mental health

296
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months role - emotional in the control groups
was
58.9

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months mental health in the intervention groups
was
0 higher
(0.74 lower to 7.34 higher)

Quality of life (Individual domain
scores, SF36, 0-100) < 4 months General health

290
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months mental health in the control groups was
71.9

The mean quality of life (individual
domain scores, sf36, 0-100) < 4 months general health in the intervention groups
was
0.4 lower
(5.28 lower to 4.48 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Bodily pain

Adverse events

309
(1 study)

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

OR 1.02
(0.65 to
1.59)

Risk with Placebo (LBP with sciatica
population)

Risk difference with Opiod analgesics
(95% CI)

525 per 1000

5 more per 1000
(from 107 fewer to 112 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

16.3.4.6

Paracetamol
Table 345: Paracetamol versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

640

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain intensity
VAS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

1011
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain intensity in the control
groups was
1.3

The mean pain intensity in the intervention
groups was
0.1 lower
(0.38 lower to 0.18 higher)

Function
RMDQ. Scale from: 0 to
24.

1007
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function in the control groups
was
2.4

The mean function in the intervention groups
was
0 higher
(0.57 lower to 0.57 higher)

SF-12 Physical score
Scale from: 0 to 100.

495
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-12 physical score in the
control groups was
54.7

The mean SF-12 physical score in the
intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(1.33 lower to 1.73 higher)

SF-12 Mental score
Scale from: 0 to 100.

495
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean SF-12 mental score in the
control groups was
44.7

The mean SF-12 mental score in the
intervention groups was
0.9 higher

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Paracetamol versus
placebo (low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
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Table 344: Opioids versus placebo-low back pain without sciatica

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

1065
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

RR 1.00
(0.78 to
1.29)

Risk with Control
185 per 1000

Risk difference with Paracetamol versus
placebo (low back pain ± sciatica) (95% CI)
(0.05 lower to 1.85 higher)
0 fewer per 1000
(from 41 fewer to 54 more)

(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

16.3.4.7

NSAIDs versus placebo
Table 346: NSAIDs versus placebo – low back pain without sciatica and low back pain with or without sciatica

641

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a, c

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with NSAID versus
placebo (low back pain ± sciatica) (95%
CI)

Ibuprofen - Pain (change from
baseline) ≤ 4 months low back
pain without sciatica
VAS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

195
(1 study)
7 days

LOW
due to risk of
bias and
imprecision

The mean pain (change from baseline) ≤
4 months low back pain without sciatica
in the control groups was
-3.75

The mean pain (change from baseline) ≤ 4
months low back pain without sciatica in
the intervention groups was
1.13 lower (1.85 to 0.41 lower)

Diclofenac - Pain (change from
baseline) ≤ 4 months low back
pain without sciatica
VAS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

199
(1 study)
7 days

LOWa, c
due to risk of
bias and
imprecision

The mean pain (change from baseline) ≤
4 months low back pain without sciatica
in the control groups was
-3.75

The mean pain (change from baseline) ≤ 4
months low back pain without sciatica in
the intervention groups was
1.09 lower (1.83 to 0.35 lower)

Pain intensity ≤4 months NSAID
20 mg with or without sciatica
Scale from: 0 to 10.

68
(1 study)
14 days

LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity ≤4 months
NSAID 20 mg with or without sciatica in
the control groups was
0.79

The mean pain intensity ≤4 months NSAID
20 mg with or without sciatica in the
intervention groups was
0.23 lower (0.76 lower to 0.3 higher)

Pain (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID

427
(2 studies)
12 weeks

MODERATEb
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the

The mean pain (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Adverse events

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

intervention groups was
1.03 lower (1.57 to 0.70 lower)

642

Pain (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID
90mg)
VAS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

422
(2 studies)
12 weeks

LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg) in the
control groups was
0 Not reported

The mean pain (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg) in the
intervention groups was
1.02 lower (1.45 to 0.59 lower)

Function (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID
60mg)
RMDQ. Scale from: 0 to 24.

427
(2 studies)
12 weeks

LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (mean difference) ≤
4 months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the
control groups was
0 Not reported

The mean function (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the
intervention groups was
2.64 lower (3.61 to 1.67 lower)

Function (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID
90mg)
RMDQ. Scale from: 0 to 24.

422
(2 studies)
12 weeks

LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (mean difference) ≤
4 months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg) in the
control groups was
0 Not reported

The mean function (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg) in the
intervention groups was
2.23 lower (3.19 to 1.26 lower)

HRQoL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID
60mg)
SF-12 Physical component. Scale
from: 0 to 100.

427
(2 studies)
12 weeks

MODERATEb
due to risk of
bias

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the
control groups was
0 Not reported

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the
intervention groups was
2.31 higher (0.61 to 4.02 higher)

HRQoL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID
90mg)
SF12 - Physical component. Scale
from: 0 to 100.

422
(2 studies)
12 weeks

MODERATEb
due to risk of
bias

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg) in the
control groups was
0 Not reported

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg) in the
intervention groups was
2.80 higher (1.10 to 4.49 higher)

HRQoL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID
60mg)
SF-12 Mental component. Scale

427
(2 studies)
12 weeks

MODERATEb
due to risk of
bias

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the
control groups was
0 Not reported

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 60mg) in the
intervention groups was
0.49 higher (1.06 lower to 2.05 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

control groups was
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60mg)
VAS. Scale from: 0 to 10.

422
(2 studies)
12 weeks

MODERATEb
due to risk of
bias

Adverse events
≤4 months low back pain without
sciatica

1025
(4 studies)
1-12 weeks

LOWc,d
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Adverse events
≤4 months low back pain with or
without sciatica

319
(1 study)
12 weeks

LOWc,d
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

643

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

16.3.4.8

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg)) in the
control groups was
0 Not reported

The mean HRQOL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without with or
without sciatica (NSAID 90mg) in the
intervention groups was
0.07 lower (1.62 lower to 1.47 higher)
(MID 5.475)

RR 1.07
(0.87 to
1.31)

239 per 1000

17 more per 1000
(from 31 fewer to 74 more)

RR 1.18
(0.93 to
1.49)

468 per 1000

84 more per 1000
(from 33 fewer to 299 more)

Unclear randomisation and allocation concealment.
Differential rates of missing data between groups in 1 study, 1 study reported differences between groups in rescue medication taken (paracetamol).
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
Downgraded by 1increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias

Antibiotics versus placebo
Table 347: Antibiotics versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica
No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Healthcare utilisation (Dr consultation
for back pain)

144
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.56
(0.34 to
0.92)

418 per 1000

184 fewer per 1000
(from 33 fewer to 276 fewer)

Adverse events (GI complaints)

162
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

RR 2.78
(1.79 to
4.32)

236 per 1000

420 more per 1000
(from 187 more to 784 more)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Antibiotics versus
placebo (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

HRQoL (mean difference) ≤ 4
months low back pain without
with or without sciatica (NSAID
90mg)
SF12 - Mental component. Scale
from: 0 to 100.
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from: 0 to 100.

Head to head comparisons
Anti-epileptic versus antidepressant (TCA)
Table 348: Anti-epileptic versus antidepressants – low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes
Adverse events
≤4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)

200
(1 study)
6 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
Antidepress
ant

RR 1.71
(1.02 to 2.87)

Moderate
175 per 1000

Risk difference with Anti-epileptic versus antidepressant
(TCA) (95% CI)
124 more per 1000
(from 3 more to 327 more)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

644

16.3.4.9.2

Antidepressant (TCA) versus paracetamol
Table 349: Antidepressants versus paracetamol- low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain (VAS 0-15)
VAS. Scale from: 0 to 15.
≤4 months

39
(1 study)
5 weeks

Psychological distress
Beck depression inventory. Scale from:
0 to 63.
≤4 months
Psychological distress
STAI-state. Scale from: 20 to 80.

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Paracetamol

Risk difference with TCSA versus
paracetamol (95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-15) in the
control groups was
4.48

The mean pain (VAS 0-15) in the
intervention groups was
1.83 lower (3.66 lower to 0 higher)

39
(1 study)
5 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean psychological distress in
the control groups was
9.42

The mean psychological distress in the
intervention groups was
2.17 lower (7.35 lower to 3.01 higher)

39
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to

The mean psychological distress in
the control groups was

The mean psychological distress in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Anticipated absolute effects

Psychological distress
STAI-trait. Scale from: 20 to 80.
≤4 months

39
(1 study)
5 weeks

LOWa
due to
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Paracetamol
35.26

Risk difference with TCSA versus
paracetamol (95% CI)
2.31 lower (8.16 lower to 3.54 higher)

The mean psychological distress in
the control groups was
37.80

The mean psychological distress in the
intervention groups was
1.3 lower (10.91 lower to 8.31 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

16.3.4.9.3

Opioid + paracetamol versus opioid
Table 350: Opioid + paracetamol versus opioid- low back pain without sciatica

645

Outcomes
Adverse events
≤4 months

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

119
(1 study)
10 days

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to imprecision

RR 0.69
(0.52 to 0.93)

Risk with
Opioid

Risk difference with Opioid + paracetamol versus opioid (95%
CI)

Moderate
384 per 1000

119 fewer per 1000
(from 27 fewer to 184 fewer)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

16.3.4.9.4

Opioid + paracetamol versus NSAIDs
Table 351: Opioid plus paracetamol versus NSAIDs- without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain intensity (VAS)
Scale from: 0 to 10.

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
113
(1 study)
1 weeks

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
HIGH

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with NSAIDs
The mean pain intensity (VAS) in the
control groups was
6.16

Risk difference with Opioids + paracetamol versus
NSAIDs (95% CI)
The mean pain intensity (VAS) in the intervention
groups was
0.05 higher
(0.81 lower to 0.91 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision
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Outcomes
≤4 months

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
5 weeks

16.3.4.9.5

121
(1 study)
1 weeks

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

HIGH

RR 1.9
(1.28 to
2.83)

Risk with NSAIDs
339 per 1000

Risk difference with Opioids + paracetamol versus
NSAIDs (95% CI)
305 more per 1000
(from 95 more to 620 more)

Combined pharmacological treatments
Table 352: Clinical evidence summary: opioid plus paracetamol versus placebo – low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

646

Time to onset: perceptible
pain relief
≤4 months

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
277
(1 study)
3 days

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
HR 1.22
(0.92 to
1.62)

Risk with Control
Study population
699 per 1000

Time to onset: meaningful
pain relief
≤4 months

277
(1 study)
3 days

LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

HR 1.57
(1.05 to
2.35)

70 more per 1000 (from 30 fewer to 158 more)

Moderate
0 per 1000

a,b

Risk difference with Combination (opioid and
paracetamol) ≤4 months, low back pain only
(95% CI)

-

Study population
331 per 1000

137 more per 1000 (from 13 more to 280
more)

Moderate
0 per 1000
Time to remedication
≤4 months

280
(1 study)
3 days

a,c

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

HR 0.93
(0.47 to
1.84)

Study population
125 per 1000

Adverse events
≤4 months

613
(2 studies)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

RR 3.48
(2.06 to

8 fewer per 1000 (from 64 fewer to 93 more)

Moderate
0 per 1000

a

-

-

Study population
98 per 1000

244 more per 1000 (from 104 more to 437

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Adverse events

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

more)

647

SF McGill Pain questionnaire
Scale from: 0 to 78.
≤4 months

325
(1 study)
91 days

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF McGill pain
questionnaire in the control groups
was
17.7

The mean SF McGill pain questionnaire in the
intervention groups was
2.2 lower (4.64 lower to 0.24 higher)

Pain VAS (0-10)
Scale from: 0 to 10.
≤4 months

336
(1 study)
91 days

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain VAS (0-100) in the
control groups was
62.9

The mean pain VAS (0-100) in the intervention
groups was
1.55 lower (2.47 lower to 0.63 lower)

SF-36 bodily pain
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 bodily pain in the
control groups was
34.1

The mean SF-36 bodily pain in the intervention
groups was
6.4 higher (2.09 to 10.71 higher)

SF-36 general health
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 general health in the
control groups was
57.9

The mean SF-36 general health in the
intervention groups was
3.5 higher (0.94 lower to 7.94 higher)

SF-36 mental health
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 mental health in the
control groups was
65.2

The mean SF-36 mental health in the
intervention groups was
2.6 higher (1.8 lower to 7 higher)

SF-36 physical functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 physical functioning
in the control groups was
41

The mean SF-36 physical functioning in the
intervention groups was
3.8 higher (1.83 lower to 9.43 higher)

SF-36 reported health
transition
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean SF-36 reported health
transition in the control groups was
54

The mean SF-36 reported health transition in
the intervention groups was
2.2 lower (7.42 lower to 3.02 higher)

SF-36 role-emotional
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 role-emotional in the
control groups was
55.2

The mean SF-36 role-emotional in the
intervention groups was
1.3 higher (8.02 lower to 10.62 higher)

SF-36 role-physical
Scale from: 0 to 100.

327
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of

The mean SF-36 role-physical in the
control groups was

The mean SF-36 role-physical in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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2.5 days

bias, imprecision
a,c

23.5

3.8 higher (4.03 lower to 11.63 higher)

SF-36 social functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean SF-36 social functioning in
the control groups was
61.1

The mean SF-36 social functioning in the
intervention groups was
0.7 lower (6.2 lower to 4.8 higher)

SF36 health survey - SF-36
vitality
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean sf36 health survey - SF-36
vitality in the control groups was
42.2

The mean sf36 health survey - SF-36 vitality in
the intervention groups was
1.3 higher (3.16 lower to 5.76 higher)

Function (RMDQ 0-24)
Scale from: 0 to 24.
≤4 months

327
(1 study)
91 days

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) in
the control groups was
13.7

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) in the
intervention groups was
0.9 lower (2.16 lower to 0.36 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(c) Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 353: Clinical evidence summary: opioid plus paracetamol versus placebo – low back pain with or without sciatica

648
Outcomes

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
RR 1.57
(1.31 to
1.89)

Study population

RR 1.4
(1.03 to
1.91)

Study population

Adverse events
≤4 months

295
(2 studies)
≤4 months

HIGH

Responder criteria (pain reduction
>30%)
≤4 months

175
(1 study)
2 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

Function (Korean ODI 0-100)
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

Korean Short Form-36 Bodily pain

170

Risk with Control
490 per 1000

Risk difference with Combination (opioid
and paracetamol) ≤4 months, low back
pain with or without sciatica (95% CI)
279 more per 1000
(from 152 more to 436 more)

411 per 1000

164 more per 1000
(from 12 more to 374 more)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function (Korean ODI 0-100)
in the control groups was
7.178

The mean function (Korean ODI 0-100) in
the intervention groups was
4.04 higher
(0.16 to 7.91 higher)

LOWa

The mean Korean short form-36

The mean Korean short form-36 bodily
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≤4 months

due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

bodily pain in the control groups was
17.69

pain in the intervention groups was
1.6 higher
(3.54 lower to 6.74 higher)

Korean Short Form-36 General
health
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Korean short form-36
general health in the control groups
was
2.77

The mean Korean short form-36 general
health in the intervention groups was
4.59 higher
(0.52 to 8.66 higher)

Korean Short Form-36 health
survey (change scores) - Mental
health
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Korean short form-36
health survey (change scores) - mental
health in the control groups was
18.39

The mean Korean short form-36 health
survey (change scores) - mental health in
the intervention groups was
2.09 higher
(5.1 lower to 9.28 higher)

Korean Short Form-36 Physical
functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean Korean short form-36
physical functioning in the control
groups was
6.67

The mean Korean short form-36 physical
functioning in the intervention groups was
3.15 higher
(2.03 lower to 8.33 higher)

Korean Short Form-36 Reported
health transition
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean Korean short form-36
reported health transition in the
control groups was
-6.9

The mean Korean short form-36 reported
health transition in the intervention
groups was
11.17 lower
(19.63 to 2.71 lower)

Korean Short Form-36 Role
emotional
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Korean short form-36 role
emotional in the control groups was
7.47

The mean Korean short form-36 role
emotional in the intervention groups was
0.66 higher
(7.94 lower to 9.26 higher)

Korean Short Form-36 Role physical
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean Korean short form-36 role
physical in the control groups was
8.69

The mean Korean short form-36 role
physical in the intervention groups was
7.35 higher
(0.35 to 14.35 higher)

Korean Short Form-36 Social
functioning
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean Korean short form-36 social
functioning in the control groups was
6.61

The mean Korean short form-36 social
functioning in the intervention groups was
5.14 higher
(1.88 lower to 12.16 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

The mean Korean short form-36
vitality in the control groups was
5.82

The mean Korean short form-36 vitality in
the intervention groups was
5.32 higher
(0.63 lower to 11.27 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(b) Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed 2 MIDs

Table 354: Clinical evidence summary: opioid plus paracetamol versus anticonvulsants – low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Adverse events
≤4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

No. of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

60
(1 study)
4 weeks

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

RR 1.50
(0.27 to
8.34)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Combination (opioid and
paracetamol) ≤4 months, low back pain only
(95% CI)

Study population
67 per 1000

34 more per 1000 (from 49 fewer to 492 more)

650

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

16.3.4.10
16.3.4.10.1

Combination of interventions – pharmacological adjunct
Low back pain without sciatica
Table 355: Pharmacological therapy (NSAID) + manual therapy (massage) compared to manual therapy (massage) for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with massage

Risk difference with Massage + NSAID
(95% CI)

Pain severity (VAS , 0-10) ≤4
months

54
(1 study)
2 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (VAS 0-100 converted to
0-10) - ≤4 months in the control groups
was
4.22

The mean pain (VAS 0-100 converted to 010) - ≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.16 lower
(2.31 to 0.01 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4

54

VERY LOWa,b

The mean function (roland morris) - ≤4

The mean function (roland morris) - ≤4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

170
(1 study)
2 weeks

Pharmacological interventions
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Korean Short Form-36 Vitality
Scale from: 0 to 100.
≤4 months

Function (ODI) ≤4 months

54
(1 study)
2 weeks

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with massage
months in the control groups was
6.4
The mean function (oswestry disability
index) - ≤4 months in the control groups
was
21

Risk difference with Massage + NSAID
(95% CI)
months in the intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(2.7 lower to 2.1 higher)
The mean function (oswestry disability
index) - ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
4.4 lower
(11.06 lower to 2.26 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed one MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 356: Pharmacological therapy (NSAID) + exercise (biomechanical) compared to electroacupuncture for low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS, 010) ≤4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

60
(1 study)
3 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with electroacupuncture
The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4 months in
the control groups was
3.3

Risk difference with NSAID + exercise
(biomechanical) (95% CI)
The mean pain (VAS 0-10) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.9 higher
(0.04 to 1.76 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes
months

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95%
CI)

Pharmacological interventions
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No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)
2 weeks
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16.4 Economic evidence
16.4.1

Pharmacological treatment (usual care/placebo studies)
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified that compared gabapentinoid anticonvulsants (pregabalin)
to usual care and was included in this review.353 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile
below and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
No relevant economic evaluations were identified comparing other pharmacological treatments with
no treatment in people with low back pain.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

NICE, 2016
652

MoreraDomingu
ez
2010353
(Spain)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

653

Limitations

Other comments

Potential
serious
limitations

 Within-cohort study analysis
(same paper)
 Cost consequence analysis
(various health outcomes)
 Population: low back pain (with
sciatica) (>6 months)
 Two comparators:
1. Usual care
2. Care including pregabalin
(mean dose 189.9 mg/day, SD
141.7) (gabapentinoid
anticonvulsant)
 Time horizon: 12 weeks

(b)

Incremental effects

2 versus
1: saves
£68 (b)

From clinical review (2 versus 1):
 Pain (BPI): MD -1.40
 Quality of life (SF-12 physical
summary score): MD 3.90
 Quality of life (SF-12 mental summary
score): MD 5.30
 Psychological distress (HADS anxiety): MD -1.80
 Psychological distress (HADS depression): MD -1.90

Cost
effective
ness
n/a

Uncertainty
95% CI cost 2 versus
1: saved £280 to
£145
See clinical review
for uncertainty on
effectiveness

Abbreviations: BPI: brief pain index, 0-100; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval; HADS: hospital anxiety and depression scale, 0-21; ICER = incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; MD = mean
difference; NR: not reported; QALYs: quality-adjusted life years; SF-12: short-form 12, 0-100.
(a) Spanish resource use data (2006-7) and unit costs (2007) may not reflect current NHS context. QALYs were not used as the health outcome measure. Study does not

include all non-invasive treatment options.
(b) Analysis is based on a cohort study. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Morera-Dominguez is 1 of 2 studies

included in the clinical review for gabapentinoid anticonvulsants; 1 cohort and 1 RCT. No exploration of uncertainty. The analysis was funded by the manufacturer of
pregabalin.
(c) 2007 Spanish Euros converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: pharmacological treatment, non-pharmacological treatment, medical visits and hospital admissions and
complementary tests (for example, CT and MRI). Does not include any cost of adverse events of drugs.
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Table 357: Economic evidence profile: pharmacological treatment (usual care/placebo studies)
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16.4.2

Pharmacological treatment (head to head studies)
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified that compared various pharmacological treatments and has
been included in this review.544 This was a cost-utility analysis model comparing duloxetine (SNRI),
two NSAIDs, pregabalin (gabapentinoid anticonvulsant) and four opioid analgesics. In addition, one
economic evaluation was identified that compared paracetamol to ibuprofen and has been included
in this review.314 This was a within-trial analysis based on the associated clinical paper Nadler 2002366,
with modelled post-trial extrapolation. These are summarised in the economic evidence profile
below (Table 358) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
No relevant economic evaluations were identified that included muscle relaxants, SSRI
antidepressants, tricyclic antidepressants, non-gabapentinoid anticonvulsants, antibiotics or vitamin
D as a comparator.
One economic evaluation relating to NSAIDs, opioid analgesics and muscle relaxants was identified
but was selectively excluded due to a combination of applicability and methodological limitations.149
One economic evaluation relating to duloxetine (SNRI), two NSAIDs, two opioids, amitriptyline
(tricyclic antidepressant) and pregabalin (gabapentinoid anticonvulsant) was excluded due to limited
applicability.543 These are listed in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

NICE, 2016
654

Lloyd
2004314
(UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicable(a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potential
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis (Nadler
2002366) with modelled post-trial
extrapolation
 Population: low back pain
(without sciatica) (acute)
 Three comparators (one
excluded as non-protocol):
1. Paracetamol,1000mg 4x daily
for 2 days
2. Ibuprofen (NSAID) 400mg 3x
daily
 Time horizon: ~4 days

(b)

655
Wielage
2013544
(USA)

Partially
applicable (d)

Potential
serious
limitations
(e)

 Probabilistic decision analytic
model, incorporating differences
in QOL (mapping of pain scores),
adverse events, discontinuation
and mortality
 Population: low back pain (with
or without sciatica) (>3 months)
post paracetamol
 Eight comparators (max duration
1 year):
1. Duloxetine (SNRI), 60-120mg
2. Celecoxib (NSAID), 200mg
once daily
3. Naproxen (NSAID), 500mg
twice daily

Costs

Effects

Increment
al effects

2 versus
1: £1.84

2 versus 1:
-0.08
proportion
successfull
y treated

©

Cost
effective
ness
Paraceta
mol
dominat
es
ibuprofe
n

Costs(f)

QALYs:

Incremental analysis:(g)(h)

4. £35,842

4. 12.1884

Dominated (2 has lower costs and
greater effects)

2. £35,213

2. 12.1887

Dominated (3 has lower costs and
greater effects)

3. £34,989

3. 12.1899

Baseline

5. £36,188

5. 12.1973

Dominated (8 has lower costs and
greater effects)

6. £36,876

6. 12.1974

Dominated (8 has lower costs and
greater effects)

7. £38,090

7. 12.2029

Dominated (8 has lower costs and
greater effects)

Uncertainty
PSA was not
conducted.
Sensitivity analyses
did not change
conclusion although
differences were
small and no CIs
were reported for
this comparison.

PSA was not
conducted for full
incremental analysis.
Probability costeffective (£20K/30K
threshold):
Intervention 1
versus 3: 0%/10%(i)
One way sensitivity
analyses conducted
for 1 (duloxetine)
versus 3 (naproxen).
When the
probabilities of CV
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Table 358: Economic evidence profile: pharmacological treatment (head to head studies)

Limitations

656

Other comments
4. Pregabalin (gabapentinoid
anticonvulsant), 300mg twice
daily
5. Oxycodone/acetaminophen
(opioid/ paracetamol),
7.5/325-15/650mg every 6
hours
6. Oxycodone ER (opioid), 1030mg twice daily
7. Tapentadol ER (opioid), 300600mg once daily
8. Tramadol immediate release
(opioid), 200-300mg once daily
 Time horizon: lifetime

Cost
effective
ness

Costs

Effects

8. £35,758

8. 12.2043

Extendedly dominated (the ICER
for 8 versus 3 is higher (£53,402)
than for 1 versus 3)

1. £35,920

1. 12.2123

£931

0.0224
QALYs

£41,521
per QALY

Uncertainty
adverse events
associated with
NSAIDs were
increased or when
the start age in the
model was increased
to 65 years,
duloxetine was cost
effective compared
to naproxen at
£20,000 per QALY.

Abbreviations: AE = adverse event; EQ-5D = Euroqol 5 dimensions (scale: 0.0 [death] to 1.0 [full health], negative values mean worse than death); ICER = incremental cost-effectiveness ratio;
pa = probabilistic analysis; NSAID = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; OA = osteoarthritis; SNRI = serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; QALYs = quality-adjusted life years.
(a) Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options; resource use data (pre-1999) and unit costs (2001/2) may not reflect current NHS context. QALYs were not used as the health
outcome measure.
(b) Modelled extrapolation of within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence: 1 of 1 study identified in clinical review directly comparing ibuprofen and
paracetamol (although no protocol outcomes available); however, a number of placebo controlled studies are available for ibuprofen and paracetamol and so indirect evidence is
available that is not incorporated. Downstream resource use rates based on estimates, although validated with UK data. PSA was not undertaken.
(c) Cost components incorporated: Initial prescription costs (NHS price of treatment, plus dispensing charge, corrected for patient contribution; assuming non-exempt patients (76%) buy OTC
and so zero cost to NHS), GP reconsultation for AE or unsuccessful treatment, referral to physiotherapy for unsuccessful treatment, paracetamol prescription costs for those not referred
to physiotherapy initial treatment was unsuccessful.
(d) Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options. USA unit costs from 2011 and resource use from various time points may not reflect current NHS context. Utilities obtained by
converting pain scores to EQ-5D with a US preference weight, other utilities were included in the model and methods were unclear. Costs and health effects were discounted at a nonreference case rate (3%), although similar.
(e) Important outcomes may not be captured by model. Adverse events included were symptomatic ulcer, complicated GI bleed, myocardial infarction, stroke, heart failure, fracture,
dyspepsia, nausea, diarrhoea, constipation, insomnia, pruritus, vomiting, dizziness, somnolence and opioid abuse adverse events omitted were renal failure, opioid misuse related
mortality, bleeding, hepatotoxicity and suicidality. Full effect of treatment may not be captured as a result of mapping pain scores only (for example, impact of disability and mental
distress). Relative treatment effects for QoL were based on a meta-analysis of low back pain RCTs: Skljarevski 2009, 2010A and 2010B are 3 of 10 studies comparing antidepressants to
placebo; Pallay 2004 and Birbara 2003 are 2 of 6 studies comparing NSAIDs to placebo; Peloso 2004 is 1 of 4 studies comparing opioid combinations to placebo; Buynak 2009, Ruoff 2003
and Webster 2006 are 3 of 9 studies comparing opioids to placebo. Four studies were used in the model, which were excluded from the clinical review (Skljarevski 2010C, Binsfield 2010,
Wild 2010, Hale 2009). AE rates for all comparators with the exception of duloxetine were from a different patient population; efficacy data for five of the comparators were based on
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(f)
(g)
(h)

assumptions: celecoxib and naproxen assumed to have same efficacy as pooled efficacy of etoricoxib and naproxen, equivalent efficacies were assumed for tramadol and
tramadol/acetaminophen, and for oxycodone/ acetaminophen and oxycodone, pregabalin was assumed to have same efficacy as placebo effect seen in placebo arms of the other RCTs.
Discontinuation rates in subsequent 3 months based on expert opinion. PSA results were not reported for the full incremental analysis. Study funded by Eli Lilly (manufacturer of
duloxetine).
2011 US dollars converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: drug costs and medical utilisation for management of adverse events, titration and discontinuation.
Total cost/effect in order of least to most effective intervention.
Full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has lower costs) or subject to extended
dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and so it would never be the most cost
effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by comparing each to the next most effective
option.
Estimated from graph
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Unit costs
Relevant unit costs for a selection of commonly prescribed pharmacological treatments are provided
in Table 359 to aid consideration of cost effectiveness.

NICE, 2016
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Class

Drug

Preparation

mg/
units

Units/
pack

Cost/pack
(£)

Cost/
unit (£)

Cost/
mg (£)

Units/
day

mg/day

Cost/
day (£)

Cost/
year (£)

Non-opioid
analgesics

Paracetamol

Tablets

500

100

2.75 (a)

0.03

0.00

n/a

4000 (b)

0.22

80

Opioid
analgesic/nonopioid analgesic
combination

Co-codamol
(8/500)

Tablets

8/500

30

1.11 (a)

0.04

n/a

8.00

n/a

0.30

108

Co-codamol
(30/500)

Capsules

30/500

100

3.95 (a)

0.04

n/a

8.00

n/a

0.32

115

Non-steroidal
antiinflammatories

Ibuprofen

Tablets

400

24

0.95 (a)

0.04

0.00

n/a

1600 (b)

0.16

58

(a)

0.09

32

Opioid analgesics

Diclofenac sodium

Gastro-resistant
tablets

50

28

0.81

Naproxen

Tablets

500

28

1.9 (a)

Codeine

659

Tramadol

Tablets
Capsules

30
50

100
100

5.21

(a)

4.23

(a)

(b)

0.03

0.00

n/a

150

0.07

0.00

n/a

1000 (b)

0.05
0.04

0.00
0.00

n/a
n/a

0.14

50

240

(b)

0.42

152

400

(b)

0.34

123

(b)

1.78

650

(a)

0.89

0.01

n/a

200

Tapentadol

Modified-release
tablets

100

56

49.82

Morphine

Modified-release
tablets

30

60

12.47 (a)

0.21

0.01

n/a

60 (b)

0.42

152

Morphine

Tablets

30

60

8.30 (a)

0.14

0.00

n/a

60 (b)

0.28

101

(b)

1.79

653

Oxycodone

Modified-release
tablets

20

56

50.08

Buprenorphine

20micrograms/hour
transdermal patches

n/a

4

Fentanyl

25micrograms/hour
transdermal patches

n/a

Muscle relaxants

Diazepam

Tablets

Antidepressants

Amitriptyline

Tablets

(a)

0.89

0.04

n/a

40

57.46 (a)

14.37

n/a

1 patch
every 7
days (b)

n/a

2.05

749

5

17.99 (a)

3.60

n/a

1 patch
every 72
hours (b)

n/a

1.54

563

2

28

0.86 (a)

0.03

0.02

n/a

6 (b)

0.09

34

25

28

0.86 (a)

0.03

0.00

n/a

75 (b)

0.09

34
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Table 359:

Preparation

mg/
units

Units/
pack

Cost/pack
(£)

Cost/
unit (£)

Cost/
mg (£)

Units/
day

mg/day

Cost/
day (£)

Cost/
year (£)

Nortriptyline

Tablets

25

100

24.02 (b)

0.24

0.01

n/a

75 (b)

0.72

263

Anticonvulsants
(gabapentinoids)

Pregabalin

Capsules

300

56

64.40 (a)

1.15

0.00

n/a

600 (b)

2.30

839

Gabapentin

Tablets

600

100

9.81 (a)

0.10

0.00

n/a

3600 (b)

0.59

215

Antibiotics

Augmentin (coamoxiclav 250/125)

Tablets

375

21

4.19(b)

0.20

0.00

3 (b)

n/a

0.60

218

(a) Source: NHS Drug Tariff August 2014383
(b) Maximum recommended dosage; Source: BNF 67256
(c) Maximum dose commonly prescribed for chronic low back pain.
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16.5 Evidence statements
16.5.1

Clinical
All of the available data were reported at the short-term follow-up.

16.5.1.1

Antidepressants versus placebo
No clinically important difference was observed for any of the reported critical outcomes for SSRIs or
TCAs compared with placebo (1 or 2 studies; very low to moderate quality; range of n = 53-162).
Similar results were observed for SNRIs compared with placebo, where no difference was observed
in terms of pain (3 studies; moderate quality; n = 1004), function (3 studies; moderate quality; n =
1004), or quality of life on SF-36 (1 or 2 studies; low and moderate quality; range of n = 162-588), but
a benefit of SNRIs was seen for quality of life measured on EQ-5D in 2 studies (moderate quality; n =
742). In terms of adverse events, a clinically important harm of both SSRIs (1 study; very low quality;
n = 69) and SNRIs (3 studies; n = 1041; low quality) was seen compared with placebo.
No data were available for the comparison with usual care.

16.5.1.2

Anticonvulsants versus placebo or usual care
There was inconsistent evidence for the impact of gabapentinoids on pain intensity. Evidence from 1
randomised, placebo-controlled RCT demonstrated no clinical benefit (low quality; n = 65), while 1
observational study demonstrated a clinically important improvement compared with usual care
(very low quality; n = 683). RCT evidence also demonstrated a clinically significant harm in terms of
increased risk of adverse events with gabapantinoids (low quality; n = 65), while evidence from the
observational study showed no clinical benefit for depression or anxiety and a clinical harm for
quality of life on SF-12 (very low quality; n = 683).
One further RCT compared topiramate with placebo, evidence showed a clinically important benefit
of topiramate for pain severity and quality of life on SF-36, no clinically important difference for
function but a harm in terms of increased rate of adverse events (low and moderate quality; n = 96).

16.5.1.3

Muscle relaxants versus placebo or usual care
The majority of the evidence was for tizanidine, with single studies for diazepam, baclofen and
orphenadrine citrate, and no data were available for quality of life, function or psychological distress.
There was conflicting evidence in relation to pain intensity on tizanidine, with evidence from 2
placebo controlled studies showing no clinical benefit (moderate quality; n = 193) and 1 study
compared with usual care showing clinical benefit (low to very low quality; n = 185). Conversely,
there was evidence of a clinically relevant increased incidence of adverse events in the groups
treated with muscle relaxants compared with placebo (3 studies; moderate quality; n = 412), but not
compared with usual care (1 study; very low quality; n = 197).

16.5.1.4

Opioids versus placebo
Evidence from 1 study (low quality, n = 389) demonstrated a clnical benefit favouring opiods in terms
of both physical and mental quality of life, and responder criteria for improvement in pain severity.
Consistent evidence across a large number of studies suggested that there was no clinically
important benefit in terms of pain (12 studies; moderate quality; n = 3268) or function (7 studies;
moderate quality; n = 1510) for opioids compared with placebo but a clinically important harm in
terms of increased adverse events with opioids (8 studies; very low quality; n = 2113).
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No data were available for psychological distress, nor for the comparison with usual care.
16.5.1.5

Paracetamol versus placebo
Evdence from 1 study showed no clinical benefit for any of the reported outcomes – pain (low
quality; n = 1011), function (low quality; n = 1007), quality of life (low quality; n = 495) or adverse
events (very low quality; n = 1065).
No data were available for psychological distress, nor for the comparison with usual care.

16.5.1.6

NSAIDs versus placebo
Evidence from 2 studies demonstrated a clinical benefit of etoricoxib in terms of pain severity at both
analysed doses (60 and 90mg) and in terms of function at the lower dose (low to moderate quality; n
= 427 and 422), while there was a clinical benefit for quality of life on the physical subscale of the SF12 at both doses but this was not seen for the mental subscale (moderate quality; n = 427 and 422).
Evidence from 5 studies showed no clinical difference of etoricoxib, pirioxicam, diclofena or
indomethacin in the rate of adverse events (low quality; n = 1344). Further evidence from individual
studies also found a benefit of ibuprofen or diclofenac compared with placebo for pain intensity (low
quality; n = 195 and 200), but not for tenoxicam 20 mg (low quality; n = 68).
No data were available for psychological distress, nor for the comparison with usual care.

16.5.1.7

Antibiotics versus placebo
There was evidence from 1 RCT of the use of antibiotics in people with MRI confirmed disc prolapse.
This evidence suggested an improvement in health care utilisation, but also an increase in adverse
events (low and moderate quality; n = 162).
No data were available for quality of life, pain severity, function or psychological distress, nor for the
comparison with usual care.

16.5.1.8

Head-to-head comparisons
Limited data were available. A clinical harm in terms of increased adverse events with anti-epileptics
compared with anti-depressants was demonstrated in evidence from a single study (low quality; n =
200), while a further study suggested antidepressants to be clinically beneficial compared with
paracetamol for improving pain intensity (moderate quality; n = 39), but no clinical difference for
psychological distress was observed (low and moderate quality; n = 39).
No data were available for quality of life, pain severity or function.

16.5.1.9

Combinations of drugs versus placebo
The only available evidence for combinations of pharmacological therapies was for opioids combined
with paracetamol. In people with low back pain (without sciatica) evidence from 1 study was
inconsistent, with some measures suggesting there was clinically important benefit of placebo when
compared with opioid plus paracetamol for the health related quality of life (SF-36 domains of bodily
pain, general health, physical function, and physical role), while other measures showed no clinical
difference for these outcomes (pain on the McGill score and SF-36 mental health, health transition,
emotional role, social function and vitality domains) (low and moderate quality; n = 327). Clinical
benefit in pain measured by VAS was reported for the combination treatment (low quality, n=327).
No clinical benefit was seen for function (low quality; n = 327) but there was a clinical harm for
increased adverse events (2 studies; moderate quality; n = 613). Similarly, in the mixed population no
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benefit was seen for function and only some quality of life domains showed a clinical benefit (general
health, physical function, physical role, social function and vitality, but not emotional role, health
transition, mental health or bodily pain) (low and moderate quality; n = 170) and there was a clinical
harm for increased adverse events (2 studies; high quality; n = 295).
16.5.1.10

Combinations of drugs versus other interventions
The only available evidence for combinations of pharmacological therapies was for opioids combined
with paracetamol versus an anticonvulsant. In people with low back pain (without sciatica) evidence
from 1 study only reported adverse events and showed no clinical difference between the groups
(moderate quality; n = 60).

16.5.1.11

Combinations of non-invasive interventions – pharmacological adjunct
There was evidence from one RCT showing that when pharmacological therapy (NSAIDs) were
combined with manual therapy (massage) there was a clinical benefit for pain and function in the
short-term, compared to manual therapy (massage) alone (very low quality, n=54). When combined
with exercise (biomechanical) the evidence from one RCT showed clinical benefit (very low quality,
n=60). However, there was no evidence available for any of the other outcomes.

16.5.2

Economic
 One cost–consequence analysis found that care including pregabalin was less costly and more
effective than care excluding pregabalin for low back pain with sciatica (£68 more per patient,
pain (BPI): MD -1.40, quality of life (SF-12 physical summary score): MD 3.90, quality of life (SF-12
mental summary score): MD 5.30, psychological distress (HADS - anxiety): MD -1.80 and
psychological distress (HADS - depression): MD -1.90 per patient). This analysis was assessed as
partially applicable with potential serious limitations.
 One cost-effectiveness analysis found that paracetamol was dominant (less costly and more
effective) compared to ibuprofen for acute low back pain (without sciatica). This analysis was
assessed as partially applicable with potential serious limitations.
 One cost–utility analysis found that duloxetine was dominant (less costly and more effective)
compared to pregabalin, celecoxib, oxycodone/acetaminophen, oxycodone, tapentadol and
tramadol for treating low back pain (with or without sciatica) post paracetamol. It also found that
duloxetine was not cost effective compared to naproxen treatment (ICER: £41,521 per QALY
gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potential serious limitations.
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified that included muscle relaxants, SSRI
antidepressants, tricyclic antidepressants, non-gabapentinoid anticonvulsants, antibiotics or
vitamin D as a comparator for the management of low back pain.

16.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 20.For recommendations on pharmacological management of sciatica, see
NICE’s guideline on neuropathic pain in adults.
21.Consider oral non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for
managing low back pain, taking into account potential differences in
gastrointestinal, liver and cardio-renal toxicity, and the person’s risk
factors, including age.
22.When prescribing oral NSAIDs for low back pain, think about
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appropriate clinical assessment, ongoing monitoring of risk factors, and
the use of gastroprotective treatment.
23.Prescribe oral NSAIDs for low back pain at the lowest effective dose for
the shortest possible period of time.
24.Consider weak opioids (with or without paracetamol) for managing
acute low back pain only if an NSAID is contraindicated, not tolerated or
has been ineffective.
25.Do not offer paracetamol alone for managing low back pain.
26.Do not routinely offer opioids for managing acute low back pain (see
recommendation 24).
27.Do not offer opioids for managing chronic low back pain.
28.Do not offer selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, serotonin–
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors or tricyclic antidepressants for
managing low back pain.
29.Do not offer anticonvulsants for managing low back pain.
Research
recommendations

2. What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of codeine with and without
paracetamol for the acute management of low back pain?
3. What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of benzodiazepines for the
acute management of low back pain?

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (for pain and function) adverse events and healthcare utilisation
were also considered as important.
In this review, antidepressants were the only intervention studies that had evidence
for all the critical and important outcomes, whereas there was no evidence for any
of the critical outcomes for diazepam.
The available evidence comparing combinations of pharmacological therapies to
placebo reported time to pain relief as well as pain severity as a continuous variable.
The GDG agreed that the time taken until pain relief was achieved was of less
importance than whether or not any change in pain had occurred and therefore
considered that this was of less value for decision making.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The evidence for pharmacological agents for low back pain is discussed below; note
that pharmacological management for sciatica is covered by the NICE neuropathic
pain guideline CG173.373
Antidepressants
No clinically important difference was observed for any of the reported outcomes for
SSRIs versus placebo with the exception of adverse events which were seen to
increase in the intervention group. Similar results were observed for TCAs where no
difference was observed in terms of pain, psychological distress or adverse events,
and SNRIs where there was no difference for any of the outcomes except for an
increase in adverse events in the intervention group and a benefit of SNRIs on EQ5D.
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The GDG considered that consistent evidence from these RCTs for each of the
antidepressant classes reviewed was sufficient to warrant a recommendation to
advise against the use of SSRIs, SNRIs and TCAs in this population.
Anticonvulsants
The only available evidence for gabapentinoids versus placebo or usual care was
from 1 small placebo controlled RCT (n=65) and 1 observational cohort study which
compared gabapentinoids to usual care. Both studies included people with low back
pain with sciatica. It was agreed that this should be included to inform treatment for
low back pain, in the absence of evidence from a population without sciatica. It was
noted that the population in the cohort study had a low mean baseline value on the
HADs scale, indicative of a ‘non-anxious’ population. The GDG highlighted that
changes in this scale were not of clinical relevance in this population as there was no
scope for improvement. A clinically important improvement in pain was observed in
the intervention group, however, this was not consistent with the RCT evidence
which indicated no clinically important difference in any outcome apart from an
increase incidence of adverse events in the intervention group. The GDG agreed this
conflicting evidence in 2 studies was insufficient to base a recommendation on. The
cohort study had a large sample size but was considered at high risk of bias in part
due to being an un-blinded study.
The only available evidence for other anticonvulsants was 1 RCT comparing
topiramate and placebo. The GDG considered that although there were differences
that could be considered clinically important for both function and pain severity for
topiramate, this is a drug that is not commonly used for low back pain and has a
significant side effect profile, and therefore did not consider this sufficient evidence
to recommend for people with low back pain.
Muscle relaxants
Evidence identified was for tizanidine, baclofen and orphenadrine citrate. The only
outcome that could be assessed was pain severity and occurrence of adverse events.
There was conflicting evidence in relation to pain with one study versus placebo
showing no clinical benefit and one study versus usual care showing clinical benefit.
There was evidence of an increased incidence of adverse events in the group treated
with muscle relaxants compared to placebo. The GDG agreed that this was sufficient
evidence to recommend that muscle relaxants should not be used for the
management of low back pain.
The GDG highlighted that it was surprising the only available evidence for diazepam,
which is widely prescribed for people with low back pain, was from 1 small RCT (n =
76), which only reported change in muscle spasms. The GDG were aware of an RCT
published in German which was not included in this review due to being a nonEnglish language study.346,346 It was noted that even had this study been included, it
would remain a very weak evidence base for a drug that is widely used. The GDG
were also aware of the potential for dependence and the risk of toxicity such as
drowsiness and impairment of driving ability. Therefore it was considered important
to write a research recommendation for the use of diazepam in the management of
low back pain.
Opioids
The review protocol defined that opioids would be pooled unless heterogeneity was
observed. Therefore strong and weak opioids were combined within this review. It
was noted that there was no heterogeneity in the pooled data. It was noted that all
the evidence was drawn from people with chronic low back pain. The evidence
therefore suggests that there was no reason to believe different strength opioids
would have different clinical effectiveness in a population with chronic low back
pain. There was some evidence of a small benefit in terms of pain and function
versus placebo, but these effects were not judged to be clinically important. The
GDG noted that the meta analysis included a large number of trials, and the effects
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were very consistent across these trials. Evidence from 1 study reported clinical
benefit for opioids in physical and mental component scores of the quality of life
measure SF-12. There was no evidence found for the use of opioids in acute low back
pain or for the management of acute episodes of low back pain and therefore the
effectiveness of opioids alone for the management of acute low back pain could not
be determined from this review.
There was an increase in adverse events observed in those receiving opioids as a
single agent. The GDG concluded that the potential harms of opioid treatment for
chronic low back pain when used as a single agent outweighed the benefits and
agreed a recommendation that opioids should not be used in the management of
chronic low back pain. The GDG considered making a research recommendation
regarding the use of opioids without paracetamol in acute low back pain, however
did not do so because they were aware of an ongoing placebo-controlled trial in this
population.
Paracetamol
There was no clinical benefit observed in any of the reported outcomes, however the
GDG noted that the treatment period in the RCT analysed was only of 4 weeks
duration whereas the follow-up period analysed in this review was at 12 weeks. At
the 12 week time point, the GDG felt it would be unlikely to expect benefits to
remain after a short course of treatment. The GDG considered that although this was
from a large RCT the point estimates for pain intensity could not reliably inform
whether paracetamol may be of some benefit in the management to people with
low back pain. The study did include outcomes for pain and function at 4 weeks, and
Kaplan-Meier curves for sustained recovery by treatment group, adjusted for
baseline pain score, which did not show any significant differences in recovery over
time between the groups receiving paracetamol or placebo. This data was only
reported graphically so could not be included in the review, but the GDG agreed it
was important to note. Furthermore, despite having large numbers of participants at
12 weeks for the assessment of pain severity and function, the number of
participants analysed for the health related quality of life outcomes had more than
halved in number across both arms. The GDG acknowledged that the evidence only
considered the short-term efficacy of paracetamol, however, the GDG felt that there
was no evidence to support paracetamol for the management of acute low back
pain. In addition, the GDG felt that a recommendation not to use paracetamol longterm was justified given the lack of evidence of clinical benefit.
NSAIDs
The included evidence was for piroxicam, etoricoxib, diclofenac, ibuprofen and
indomethacin as oral preparations and tenoxicam by intramuscular injection. NSAIDs
were pooled for analysis and no heterogeneity was observed. Short-term
effectiveness in terms of pain severity and function was demonstrated. One study of
etoricoxib analysed 2 doses (60 and 90mg). The GDG noted that although there was
a clinical benefit at both doses for pain and quality of life, function was only
improved at the 60mg dose. Further evidence demonstrating benefit of pain was
seen when NSAIDs were combined with massage, however this was from a single
small study.
The GDG agreed there was sufficient evidence of benefit of NSAIDS on which to base
a recommendation. Although this evidence review did not demonstrate any increase
in adverse events in those receiving NSAIDs, the GDG noted that the side-effect
profile of NSAIDs varied between drugs, and therefore although the efficacy could be
considered similar across the class, the side effect profile should be considered when
determining which drug was most appropriate for the individual. The GDG were
aware of the considerable toxicity of NSAIDs and that the randomised controlled
trials reviewed were not likely to pick up long term complications, toxicity due to comorbidities or drug interactions.
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Antibiotics
There was evidence from 1 RCT of the use of antibiotics in people with MRI
confirmed disc prolapse, subsequent vertebral end plate oedema and chronic low
back pain of more than 6 months duration. Although evidence indicated an
improvement in health care utilisation, there was also an increase in adverse events.
Data were only reported as median and interquartile range for pain, function and
quality of life and therefore conclusions on the efficacy based on these outcomes
could not be made with any degree of certainty. The GDG considered the external
validity of this trial, specifically due to the recruitment. The study reported very
limited detail of how participants were recruited, and the GDG expressed concern
that the population included within this trial was highly selected and very specific
and consequently may not be a representative sample. It was agreed that no
recommendation could be based on this single study.
Combinations of drugs
The only available evidence for combinations of pharmacological therapies was for
opioids combined with paracetamol. There was some evidence suggesting a clinically
important benefit of a strong opioid plus paracetamol for the critical outcome pain
severity when compared to placebo. However, as this was based on a single study,
the GDG agreed that this was not enough evidence to base a recommendation on.
Evidence from the same study reported clinical benefit for placebo for some quality
of life domains of the SF-36 and no difference between treatments in some domains
as well as in function. Evidence from another study comparing co-codamol with
ketorolac in acute low back pain showed no difference in pain outcomes at less than
4 months, but adverse events were more common in the co-codamol group. The
GDG discussed that there was a need to provide an alternative treatment for people
with acute back pain where an NSAID could not be used, or had been ineffective or
poorly tolerated, and therefore agreed on this basis that this study provided
sufficient evidence of equivalent effect of weak opioid with or without paracetamol
to NSAID, despite the adverse event profile, to base a recommendation on for this
specific group of people.
There was also evidence available for opioid plus paracetamol compared to an
anticonvulsant, however the only outcome data available was for adverse events
(which showed no clinical difference between the groups). Due to the lack of
effectiveness data the GDG were unable to weigh up the benefits and harms of this
comparison, and therefore agreed that there was not enough evidence to make a
recommendation.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Three economic evaluations of pharmacological interventions for low back pain were
included and unit costs of a selection of commonly prescribed pharmacological
treatments were presented to the GDG.
One cost-utility analysis found that naproxen (NSAID) was cost effective compared to
duloxetine (SNRI), celecoxib (NSAID), pregabalin (gabapentinoid anticonvulsant) and
four opioid analgesics in the management of low back pain post first line treatment
with paracetamol.544 This analysis was partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations. A cost-effectiveness analysis found that paracetamol was dominant (less
costly and more effective) compared to ibuprofen (NSAID). 314 This analysis was
assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
The GDG considered both studies and although they conflicted with regards to the
cost-effectiveness of NSAIDs, the GDG agreed that, when considering the limitations
of these analyses, the unit cost of NSAIDs and the clinical evidence for etoricoxib
(NSAID), NSAIDs could be cost-effective for the treatment of low back pain and
therefore they should be considered. Although the clinical evidence did not report
an increase in adverse events, the GDG noted that the side-effect profile should be
considered when determining which drug was most appropriate for the individual.
The economic evidence for opioids (Wielage et al 2013) indicated that these were
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not cost-effective for the management of low back pain. As with the clinical
evidence, this study was based on clinical evidence of people with chronic low back
pain. The GDG agreed to not offer opioids for this particular population. No
economic evidence for opioid use for the management of acute low back pain was
identified and so the GDG decided not to recommend them as a first line option for
this group. However, the GDG discussed the possible alternative for people with
acute back pain that cannot use NSAIDs and agreed that weak opioids (with or
without paracetamol) could be a cost effective option as they would provide pain
relief at an acceptable cost.
The GDG considered Wielage et al 2013 study alongside the clinical evidence for
antidepressants, which demonstrated a lack of clinical benefit and increase in
adverse events, and agreed to not offer SSRIs, SNRI or TCAs for the management of
low back pain.
One cost-consequence analysis demonstrated that there was uncertainty regarding
the costs and effects of a gabapentinoid anticonvulsant (pregabalin) when compared
to usual care. This analysis was partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.353 The GDG considered that both the economic and clinical evidence was
insufficient to make a recommendation for the use of anticonvulsants in the
management of low back pain.
No economic studies were found for muscle relaxants however there would of
course be a cost associated with providing this drug and given the conclusion of lack
of clinical benefit and increased incidence of adverse events observed in the clinical
evidence the GDG agreed to not offer muscle relaxants for the management of low
back pain.
Quality of evidence

For the majority of evidence in this review, the quality ranged from a GRADE rating
of moderate to very low. This was due to the high number of drop outs in some of
the included studies, resulting in a high risk of bias rating, as well as the imprecise
nature of the results extracted and analysed in this review. Evidence for opioid plus
paracetamol versus placebo in a low back pain with or without sciatica population
had a high quality GRADE rating for the adverse events outcome and opioid plus
paracetamol versus NSAIDs in a Low back pain only population had a high quality
GRADE rating for the pain severity and adverse events outcome. The high quality
GRADE rating for these outcomes was due to the low risk of bias in the study
outcomes and the precision of the results.

Other considerations

The studies included in this review varied considerably in terms of allowed
concomitant treatment and rescue medication, and the reporting of use of these
treatments was poor. The GDG noted that this should be a consideration in
interpreting the evidence, but is a confounding factor that applies to the majority of
evidence in this condition.
The GDG noted that the pharmacological interventions reported critical and
important outcomes in the short term (less than or equal to four months) but no
studies reported outcomes or adverse events beyond four months. The GDG also
noted that the populations for pharmacological interventions were drawn from both
those with acute and those with chronic low back pain, and that the data was not
analysed separately on this basis.
It was noted that although some of the included evidence has populations with low
back pain and sciatica, these pharmacological recommendations apply to the
management of low back pain only. For the pharmacological treatment of sciatica,
NICE clinical guideline 173: Neuropathic pain – pharmacological management: The
pharmacological management of neuropathic pain in adults in non-specialist settings
should be followed.
The GDG discussed at what point in the treatment pathway NSAIDs should be
considered. Given the evidence from placebo controlled trials and the relatively low
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cost of the intervention it was concluded that NSAIDs were an appropriate first line
treatment option and suitable for use throughout the treatment pathway for
patients with low back pain. The GDG considered they were appropriate for use asneeded for chronic low back pain, subject to considering toxicity and drug
interactions.
The GDG were aware of the guidance in the British National Formulary (BNF) that
cautioned that NSAIDs should be used at the lowest effective dose for the shortest
possible period of time. The GDG agreed to reflect the BNF guidance by
recommending that health professionals take into account the differing toxicity of
different NSAIDs and the person’s risk factors, including age, when choosing an
agent. The GDG were aware of the recommendations to withdraw NSAIDs in patients
presenting with upper gastrointestinal bleeding (NICE Guideline on acute upper
gastrointestinal bleeding CG141) and the recommendation to regularly monitor renal
function in people taking NSAIDs (NICE Guidelines on chronic kidney disease CG182).
The GDG agreed to adapt the recommendations regarding the use of NSAIDs from
the NICE Osteoarthritis Guideline (CG177) and incorporated the advice to consider
the use of gastroprotective agents and to use the lowest dose of an NSAID for the
shortest possible period of time to reduce the risk of toxicity. The GDG were also
aware that there were a limited number of studies looking at the effect of opioids on
acute low back pain. The GDG noted there was only one study including codeine with
paracetamol, one of the most commonly prescribed analgesics in England. With the
known side effects of NSAIDs, the GDG acknowledged the need for an alternative
treatment option for people with contraindications to NSAIDS use. The GDG
therefore decided, on consensus to consider offering codeine (with or without
paracetamol) alongside a research recommendation.
The GDG agreed that BNF guidance should be followed for all pharmacological
recommendations, including considerations for pregnant women, and therefore did
not consider that separate recommendations were required for pregnant women.
Research recommendations
Codeine with and without paracetemol
Codeine, often in combination with paracetamol, is commonly prescribed in primary
care to people presenting with acute low back. This is often the case for people who
cannot tolerate NSAIDs or for whom there are contra-indications to these
medications. Whilst there is evidence that opioids are not effective in chronic low
back pain, there are relatively few studies that look at the acute low back pain
scenario that is commonly experienced in primary care. In addition it is not known
whether the addition of paracetamol to codeine has a synergistic effect in the
treatment of back pain.
Benzodiazepenes
Guidelines from many countries have advocated that muscle relaxants be considered
for short-term use in patients with low back pain when the paraspinal muscles are in
spasm. The evidence for this mainly comes from studies on medications that are not
licenced for this use in the United Kingdom. The 2009 NICE guideline makes the
recommendation to consider prescribing diazepam as a muscle relaxant in this
scenario, but the evidence base to support this particular drug is extremely small.
Benzodiazepines are not without risk of harm even in the short-term. There is
therefore a need to determine whether diazepam is cost-effective in the
management of acute low back pain.
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17 Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation
(MBR) programmes
17.1 Introduction
Low back pain, with or without sciatica is a complex, poorly understood, multi-factorial phenomenon
which impacts on people’s ability to undertake normal activities of daily living, social function and
affects their mood and confidence. People are often given broad descriptions for their symptoms,
rather than a definitive diagnosis. This makes it difficult to define a clear treatment plan, causing
further stress. Many people find the idea of intermittent or long term pain, that cannot be easily
controlled by medication alone, difficult to accept and may continue seeking diagnoses and
treatments, both within traditional health services and within alternative or complementary
therapies. For people who develop chronic pain, there is often a difficult transition from curative
medicine, into the unknown territory of ‘living well’ and ‘managing’ with a long term health
condition.
The rehabilitation process requires professionals working in a specialist pain service to work
together, to give a consistent message to people who have been thoroughly investigated and treated
without resolution; that their pain is long term or chronic and therefore requires management,
rather than further investigation or long-term ‘passive’ treatments. The quality of life for people with
any long term or chronic health condition depends less on the average 3 hours per year they have
interacting with health professionals and more on the ability of the person to undertake selfmanagement.108,477,523 People therefore require support, knowledge, skills and confidence to do this.
A recent Cochrane review by Kamper et al. adopted the broad term ‘multidisciplinary biopsychosocial
rehabilitation’ or MBR as a basis for reviewing the evidence.261
The MBR approach combines education and physiotherapy, with different forms of cognitivebehavioural psychology to address participants’ unhelpful beliefs about their pain, reduce ‘fearavoidance’ behaviours and catastrophic thinking and improve mood, thus decreasing disability and
improving function.
The definition of MBR programmes that has been used for the purposes of this review has been
adapted from the 2014 Cochrane review261 which defines these as follows: MBR was defined as an
intervention that involves a physical component (such as specific exercise modalities, mobilisation,
massage) and at least one other element from a biopsychosocial approach, that is psychological or
social and occupational or educational (defined educational intervention e.g. education on anatomy,
psychology, imaging, coping, medication, family, work and social life). The intervention program had
to have been delivered by clinicians from different disciplines, that is a minimum of two healthcare
professionals from different professional backgrounds had to be involved in the intervention
delivery. The different components of the intervention had to be offered as an integrated
programme involving communication between the providers responsible for the different
components.
As noted in this review, there is no consensus regarding the definition of multidisciplinary treatment.
Further discussion with the GDG agreed that these programmes may in fact include various
components delivered by one individual, and that the multi-disciplinary aspect can apply to the
interventions included in the package (across disciplines), not to the number of people / disciplines
delivering this. For this reason, the included interventions in this review were agreed as falling into 3
main categories, which would be analysed as separate strata, but may be delivered by one or a
number of people:
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 MBR with 3 main components: physical, psychological and educational
 MBR with 2 main components: physical and psychological
 MBR with 2 main components: physical and educational.

17.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of MBR
programmes in the management of non-specific low back pain and
sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 360: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain.
People aged 16 or above with sciatica.

Interventions

 Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation programmes
1. Uni-disciplinary programmes including combined concepts: where it is one
profession (usually Physio) who may be using cognitive - behavioural principles or a
cognitive - behavioural approach, alongside exercise / education.
2. Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial programmes. Multidisciplinary defined as:
'multidisciplinary biopsychosocial programmes that target factors from the
different domains (physical, psychological and social).
- Irrespective of the number of people who deliver the programme
- Must have a physical component plus at least 1 other core elements
(psychological/educational):
3 core elements: Physical + psychological + educational
2 core elements: Physical + psychological
2 core elements: Physical + educational
- Tailored components are acceptable as long as these components are described,
and must be given in addition to a defined component (eg. acupuncture +
tailored vs. tailored = acceptable; tailored vs. tailored = exclude)

Comparisons







Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index)
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. Morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
 Return to work

Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

17.3 Clinical evidence
17.3.1

Summary of clinical evidence
Twenty-two studies (found in 27 papers) were included in the review; these are summarised in Table
361 below. 32,33,40,94,105,121,162,255,257,266,273,294,343,349-351,384,385,402,409,413,420,421,456-461,518 Evidence from these
studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile / clinical evidence summary below. One
Cochrane review260,262 was identified but it was excluded as the definition of MBR programme was
different, requiring a minimum of two healthcare professionals from different professional
backgrounds, and the review included studies comparing MBR to surgery, however the studies
included in this Cochrane review where individually assessed and included if they matched the
review protocol.. Pengel 2007 402 was included, however no outcome could be extracted as data was
reported in a way that could not be analysed in this review. Smeets et al.457-461 looked at 4 different
intervention arms: MBR, exercise, cognitive behavioural approaches and waiting list. Only data for
the MBR comparisons have been reported in this review (as the others were not relevant). However,
the other comparisons can be found in the exercise and psychological chapters (See chapters 9 and
15). A comparison between a 3-element MBR program and disc replacement can be found in the disc
replacement chapter (see chapter 26). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study
evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded
studies list in Appendix L.
Table 361: Summary of studies included in the review
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

MBR with 3 CORE ELEMENTS: physical + psychological + educational
Bendix
1995 and
Bendix
199831,33

Critchley
200794

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(occupational
therapist;
clinical
psychologist;
physicians,
therapists,
psychologists,
a social
worker, a
nutritionist)

MBR 2
element
physical +
psychologica
l

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team

Combination
of
intervention
s (manual +
selfmanagemen
t exercises +

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=75
6 weeks
Treatment +
follow ≤4
months
Denmark

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (0-30
scale)
Healthcare
utilisation
(contact with
healthcare
systems)

MBR 3 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise
(aerobic +
biomechanical)
Psychological =
behavioural + APT
Educational =
1hr/week class
MBR 2 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise
(aerobic +
biomechanical)
Psychological = pain
management

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=212
18 months
follow-up
UK

NICE, 2016
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Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of life
(EQ-5D)

MBR 3 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise
(aerobic +
biomechanical)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention
(physiotherapi
sts)

Comparison
education advice)

Population

Outcomes

Single
intervention
:
biomechanic
al exercise

Comments
approaches
Educational = back
pain education
Combination
interventions:
Manual therapy
(manipulation,
mobilisation, soft
tissue technique –
massage)
Self-management
(home exercises)
Education (back care
advice)
Single intervention
group ineligible due
to inadequate details
of exercise
programme

Johnstone
2002255

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team
(physiotherapi
sts)

MBR 2
element:
physical +
education

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=12
4 weeks
treatment
(most
participants
completed in
this time)
UK

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

MBR 3 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical) +
manual
(manipulation)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Education = basic
anatomy and
biomechanics of the
spine, postural advice
and bending and
lifting techniques
MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical) +
manual
(manipulation)
Education = basic
anatomy and
biomechanics of the
spine, postural advice
and bending and
lifting techniques

Keller
1997266

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a

Waiting list

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=65
5 weeks

NICE, 2016
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Pain (NRS)
Function
(functional
capacity
questionnaire -

MBR 3 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical) +
postural
Psychological =

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention
multidisciplina
ry team
(physicians;
physiotherapis
ts)

Comparison

Population
Treatment + 6
months followup
Germany

Outcomes
Kohlmann)

Comments
cognitive (pleasant
activity scheduling
and distraction)
Education =
information about
pain, pain
medication,
avoidance,
demoralisation and
dysphoric mood, how
the Treatment
methods would help
gain self-control over
pain and pain-related
behaviour
Control
Waiting list

Lau
2008294

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team
(physiotherapi
sts)

Single
intervention
: exercise

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=110
4 weeks
Treatment + up
to 6 months
follow-up
Hong Kong

Pain severity
(NRS)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of life (SF12)

Concurrent
medication/care:
On discharge from
A&E, standard
physiotherapy in
outpatient
department
twice a week
including education,
reassurance, pain
management and
interferential therapy
according to findings
of examination.
discharged when
70% reduction in
pain.

MBR 3 element:
Physical = aerobic
exercise (walking)
Psychological =
cognitive (coping
with pain, skills in
self-management)
Education = session
with Back Care
booklet (information
on conservative
management of
acute low back pain,
correct spinal
posture during ADL,

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
harmful effect of
prolonged bed rest,
advice to stay active
Also received
electrotherapy
(inferential)
Single intervention:
Aerobic exercise
(walking).

Moffett
1999343

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team
(physiotherapi
st)

Usual care

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=187
4 week
Treatment + 1
year follow-up
UK

Pain severity
(Aberdeen Pain
scale)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of life
(EQ-5D)

MBR 3 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise
(aerobic +
biomechanical;
stretching and
strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Education =
educational message
encouraging selfreliance was
delivered at each
class
Usual care:
May have been
referred to
physiotherapy, one
consultant used
manipulation as
usual care.

Monticone
2015 349

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiatrists;
psychologist;
physiotherapis
ts)

Combination
of
intervention
s: exercise +
manual
therapy +
postural
therapy +
selfmanagemen
t

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=150
5 weeks
treatment + 2
years follow up
Italy

Pain severity
(NRS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of life (SF36)

MBR 3 element:
Physical = mixed
modality group
exercise
(biomechanical +
aerobic)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Education =
education on nature
of pain and
physiology,
ergonomic advice,
education booklet
Combination

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
interventions:
Exercise
(biomechanical
exercise)
Manual therapy
(passive mobilization)
Postural therapy
(postural control)
Self-management
(education booklet)
Concomitant
treatment: no other
treatments nor major
pharmacological
agents (opioids,
steroids,
anticonvulsants and
antidepressant
analgesics) allowed
other than mild
analgesics and
NSAIDs.

Nicholas
1991 384

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiotherapi
sts;
psychologist)

MBR
physical +
education

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
5 weeks
treatment, 12
months followup
N=62
Australia

Two different
MBRs
delivered: one
with a
cognitive
psychological
component,
the other with
a behavioural
psychological
element

Pain severity
(pain rating chart,
0-5)
Function (sickness
impact profile)
Psychological
distress (STAI;
BDI)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication
intake)

MBR 3 element:
Physical =
biomechanical
exercise
Psychological =
cognitive and
behavioural
Education = selfmanagement and
advice to stay active
MBR 2 element:
Physical =
biomechanical
exercise
Education = selfmanagement and
advice to stay active
Concomitant
treatment: Subjects
recorded medication
intake at weekly
assessments.
Medication types
recorded included:
narcotic analgesics,
non-narcotic
analgesics, nonsteroidal anti-

NICE, 2016
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Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
inflammatory drugs,
antidepressants and
sedatives/hypnotics.

Nicholas
1992 385

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiotherapi
sts;
psychologist)

MBR
physical +
education

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
5 weeks
treatment, 6
months followup
N=20
Australia

Pain severity
(pain rating chart,
0-5)
Function (sickness
impact profile)
Psychological
distress (BDI)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication
intake; additional
treatments)

MBR 3 element:
Physical =
biomechanical
exercise
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Education = selfmanagement and
advice to stay active
MBR 2 element:
Physical =
biomechanical
exercise
Education = selfmanagement and
advice to stay active
Concomitant
treatment: Subjects
recorded medication
intake at weekly
assessments.
Medication types
included narcotic
analgesics, nonnarcotic analgesics,
non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs
antidepressants and
sedatives/hypnotics.

Pengel
2007402

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ education
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team
(physiotherapi
sts)

MBR
physical +
psychologica
l+ sham
educational

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=259
6 weeks
treatment + up
to 1 year followup
Australia / NZ

Pain severity
(NRS)
Function (RMDQ)

MBR 3 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise
(aerobic +
biomechanical;
stretching and
strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Education = advice
on activity and low
back pain
MBR 2 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise

NICE, 2016
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
(aerobic +
biomechanical;
stretching and
strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Sham education =
Participants were
given the
opportunity to talk
about their low back
pain. The
physiotherapist
responded in a warm
and empathetic
manner, but did not
give advice about the
low back pain
No outcome was
extracted as data
could not be
analysed

Skouen
2002456

MBR physical
+
psychological
+ educational
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiotherapi
st; nurse;
psychologist)

Usual care

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
4 weeks
Treatment + up
to 24 months
N=195
Norway

No relevant
outcomes

MBR 3 element:
Physical =
biomechanical
exercise
(strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Education =
anatomy, pain
mechanism, exercise,
and mental coping
strategies applied at
work and daily life
Usual care:
GP administered
medication and
referral to either
physiotherapists or
chiropractors

MBR with 2 CORE ELEMENTS: physical + psychological
Gatchel
2003162

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(nurse;

Usual care

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=70
3 weeks
treatment + 12

NICE, 2016
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Pain severity
(characteristic
pain inventory, 0100)
Return to work

MBR 2 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise
(aerobic +
biomechanical)
Psychological =

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention
physician)

Comparison

Population
months follow
up
USA

Outcomes

Comments
psychosocial
approaches

Usual care:
Aerobic exercise +
biomechanical
exercise
Jousset
2004257
420,421

Khan
2014A273

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiotherapi
st; physiatrist;
psychologist)

Single
intervention
: exercise
(individual
biomechanic
al)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=86
5 weeks
intervention + 6
months followup
France

Pain severity
(VAS)
Psychological
distress (HAD)
Return to work

Concomitant
treatment: not stated

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team (physical
therapist)

Single
intervention
: exercise
(mixed
modality –
aerobic +
biomechanic
al)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=54
12 weeks follow
up
Pakistan

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (RMDQ)

MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(mixed modality –
aerobic +
biomechanical)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches

Pain severity ≤ 4
months was in a
format that could not
be analysed.

Single intervention:
Exercise (mixed
modality – aerobic +
biomechanical)
Concomitant
treatment: selfmanagement
(education)
Monticone
2013351

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiatrists;
psychologist;
physiotherapis
ts)

Combination
of
intervention
s
(biomechani
cal exercise
+ manual)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=90
12 months
treatment + 12
and 24 months
follow-up
Italy

Pain severity
(NRS)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of life (SF36)

Concurrent
medication:
Patients not offered
any other treatment
once enrolled
including analgesia
other than NSAIDS
and mild analgesia.
MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical –
stretching and
strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural

NICE, 2016
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Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
approaches
Combination class
interventions:
Exercise
(biomechanical –
stretching and
strengthening)
Manual therapy
(passive mobilisation)

Monticone
2014 350

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiatrists;
psychologist;
physiotherapis
ts)

Combination
of
intervention
s (manual
therapy +
exercise +
postural
therapy)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=20
6-8 weeks
treatment + 3
months follow
up
Italy

Pain severity
(NRS)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of life (SF36)
Healthcare
utilisation
(medication use)

MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(motor control)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Combination class
interventions:
Manual therapy
(passive mobilisation)
Exercise (stretching,
muscle
strengthening)
Postural therapy
(postural control)
Concurrent
treatment: No other
treatments offered
once the patients
had been accepted
for the programme;
no major
pharmacological
agents allowed (mild
analgesics and
NSAIDs permitted)

Rasmussen
-Barr
2003413

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team
(physiotherapi
st)

Combination
of
intervention
s (manual +
selfmanagemen
t)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=47
6 weeks
treatment + 3
months and 12
months followup
Sweden

NICE, 2016
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Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (ODI)

MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical –
stretching and
strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches
Combination
interventions:
Manual therapy
(passive mobilisation)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
Self-management

Smeets
2008/2008
A/2009457-

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
multidisciplina
ry team
(physiotherapi
sts; clinical
psychologist
or social
worker)

Single
intervention
:
psychologica
l.
Mixed
modality
exercise.
cognitive
behavioural
approaches.

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica*
(overall 35.6%
with radiation
above the knee,
50.6% with
radiation below
the knee)
N = 223
10 weeks
treatment + 1
year follow up
Netherlands

Pain severity
(VAS)
Psychological
distress (BDI)
Function (RMDQ)
Healthcare
utilisation
(number visits to:
GP, medical
specialist care,
radiology,
occupational
physician,
psychologist and
number of
therapist sessions
(physiotherapist,
manual therapy,
Cesar or
Mensendieck)
Quality of life
(outcome
reported as
QALYs only)

MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical –
stretching and
strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive behavioural
approaches

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (BDI;
STAI)

Both groups:
Paracetamol 500mg
every 6 hours if
necessary

459

Original/m
ain RCT is
Smeets
2006
/2006A
460,461

NOTE: data
for the
comparisons
of exercise
versus
cognitive
behavioural
approaches
or waiting
list, and
cognitive
behavioural
approaches
versus
waiting list
have been
reported in
the exercise
and
psychologica
l therapies
reviews.

Sousa
2009105

MBR physical
+
psychological.
Delivery of the
programme
was unclear

Waiting list

*NOTE: the
population in
this study has
been classified
as low back pain
‘with or without
sciatica’
because they
have included
leg pain, with
no way of
knowing
whether or not
the patients
have nerve root
entrapment (the
study says it has
excluded people
with nerve root
involvement but
does not specify
if this was
determined on
the basis of
MRI).
Low back pain
without sciatica
N=60
8 weeks
treatment
Brazil

NICE, 2016
681

Single intervention:
Psychological
(cognitive
behavioural
approaches)
Mixed modality
exercise (aerobic and
biomechanical)
Concomitant
treatment: patients
were allowed to
continue medication
prescribed at
baseline, but other
co-interventions
were discouraged.

MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical –
stretching and
strengthening)
Psychological =
cognitive

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
restructuring
Waiting list = waiting
list control

Vibe
Fersum
2013518

MBR physical
+
psychological
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team
(physiotherapi
sts)

Combination
of
intervention
s
(biomechani
cal exercise
+ manual
therapy +
selfmanagemen
tunsupervise
d exercise)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N = 169
12 weeks
treatment + 12
months followup
Norway

Pain severity
(NRS)
Function (ODI)
Healthcare
utilisation
(number of
treatments since
intervention)

MBR 2 element:
Physical = postural
therapy + aerobic
exercise
Psychological =
cognitive therapy
Combination
interventions:
Manual therapy
Biomechanical
exercise
Self-management
(unsupervised
exercise)
Concomitant
treatment: not
specified.

MBR with 2 CORE ELEMENTS: physical + educational
Bertocco
200240

MBR physical
+ education.
Delivery of the
programme
was unclear

Single
intervention
:
electrothera
py

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=21
3 weeks
treatment
Italy

Pain severity
(VAS)

Concurrent
medication/care:
Specific hypocaloric
diet; no drugs;
walked every day for
about 1 hour, 5 times
a week for 3 weeks
MBR 2 element:
Physical = exercise
(biomechanical)
Educational =
keeping patient
informed about
changes in spine
physiology, pain and
posture related to
obesity and other risk
factors
Single intervention:
electrotherapy
(Laser +/- ultrasound)

Dufour
2010121

MBR physical
+ education
delivered by a
multidisciplina

Single
intervention
:
biomechanic

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=286

NICE, 2016
682

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of life (SF-

MBR 2 element:
Physical = mixed
modality exercise
(aerobic +

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
Study

Intervention
ry team
(physiotherapi
st; educational
therapist)

Comparison
al exercise

Population
12 weeks
treatment + 2
years follow-up
Denmark

Outcomes
36)

Comments
biomechanical)
Educational=
biweekly lessons on
anatomy, postural
techniques and pain
management, on
back care and lifting
techniques
Single intervention:
biomechanical
exercise (core
stability)

Preyde
2000409

MBR physical
(manipulation
+ exercise) +
education
MBR physical
(exercise) +
education
delivered by a
unidisciplinary
team
(physiotherapi
sts)

Sham
electrothera
py (low level
laser)
Manual
therapy
(manipulatio
n)

Low back pain
with or without
sciatica
N=104
1 month
intervention + 1
month follow
up
Canada

Pain severity
(McGill)
Function (RMDQ)
Psychological
distress (STAI)

Concomitant
treatment: patients
asked not to seek
additional therapy
for low back pain for
duration of study,
those taking antiinflammatory
medications asked to
refrain on test days
Sham electrotherapy:
this comparison was
not eligible as not
including sham
treatment of an
intervention not
included in the other
arms of the study
and was therefore
excluded

NICE, 2016
683

Table 362: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological + education versus usual care for low back pain with or without sciatica (>4 months)
Study
Skouen 2002

456

Outcome

Intervention results

Return to work
(number of months
at work after end of
treatment at 12
months)

Mean (SD): Men 7.6
(4.3); and women 5.9
(4.8) n=40.

Intervention group
(n)
Men: 17
Women:40

Comparison results
Mean (SD): Men 5.1
(4.7) and women: 5.6
(4.6)

Comparison group
(n)
Men: 31
Women: 55

Risk of bias
Very high

Table 363: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological + education versus MBR programme 2 elements: Physical and Cognitive in low back
pain without sciatica

684

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Median (IQR): 16.1
(11-19)

36

Very high

41

Median (IQR): 2.8
(0.4-4.6)

36

Very high

Median (IQR): 2.7
(1.4-4.3)

41

Median (IQR): 5.6
(3.8-7.6)

36

Very high

Function (0-30) > 4
months

Median (IQR): 10 (614)

40

Median (IQR): 17 (921)

34

Very high

Bendix 199533

Healthcare utilisation
(contact with
healthcare systems)
> 4 months

Median (IQR): 5 (019)

40

Median (IQR): 21 (334)

34

Very high

Bendix 199533

Back pain severity

Median (IQR): 3 (2-6)

40

Median (IQR): 6 (4-8)

34

Very high

Study

Intervention group
(n)

Outcome

Intervention results

Function (0-30) ≤4
months

Median (IQR): 8.5 (515)

41

Bendix 199533

Healthcare utilisation
(contact with
healthcare systems)
≤4 months

Median (IQR): 0.5 (02.4)

Bendix 199533

Back pain severity
(visual box scale 010) ≤4 months

Bendix 199533

Bendix 1995

33

Comparison results

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Data not suitable for meta-analysis

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

17.3.2

Intervention results

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Table 364: MBR programme 3 elements versus MBR programme 2 elements: Physical and Education (time-point not specified) in low back pain without
sciatica
Study
Johnstone 2002

255

Johnstone 2002255

Intervention group
(n)

Outcome

Intervention results

Function (RMDQ, 024)

Median (range): -5
(6)

6 (unclear)

Pain severity (VAS 010)

Median (range): 1.5
(2)

6 (unclear)

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Median (range): -3.5
(6)

6 (unclear)

Very high

Median (range): -2.5
(5)

6 (unclear)

Very high

Comparison results

Table 365: MBR programme 2 elements: Physical + Cognitive versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica (≤4 months)

685

Outcome

Intervention results

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

162

Average of self-rated
most ‘intense pain’ at
3 month follow up
(Characteristic Pain
Inventory 0-100)

Mean: 26.8

22

Mean: 43.1

48

Very high

Gatchel 2003162

Average of self-rated
most ‘intense pain’ at
12 month follow up
(Characteristic Pain
Inventory 0-100)

Mean: 46.4

22

Mean: 67.3

48

Very high

Study
Gatchel 2003

Table 366: MBR programme 2 elements: Physical + Cognitive versus single intervention (biomechanical exercise) in low back pain with or without
sciatica (≤4 months)
Study

Outcome

Intervention results

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcome
(visual box scale 010) > 4 months

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Study

Intervention results

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Jousset 2004257

Pain severity (VAS 010)

Change score: -1.9

68

Change score: -1.5

64

Very high

Table 367: MBR programme 2 elements: Physical + Education versus single intervention (laser therapy) in low back pain without sciatica (≤4 months)
Study
Bertocco 2002

40

Outcome

Intervention results

Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

Pain severity (VAS 010)

Mean: 2.35

11

Mean: 2.08

10

Very high

Table 368: MBR programme 2 elements: Physical + Cognitive versus combined intervention (mobilisation or traction with unsupervised exercise) in low
back pain with or without sciatica
Intervention group
(n)

Comparison results

Comparison group
(n)

Risk of bias

686

Study

Outcome

Intervention results

Rasmussen-barr
2003413

Function (Disability
rating index 0-10) ≤4
months

Median (25, 75
percentile): 1.2 (0.7,
2.3)

17

Median (25, 75
percentile): 2.8 (0.8,
3.9)

16

Very high

Rasmussen-barr
2003413

Function (ODI 0-100)
≤4 months

Median (25, 75
percentile): 6 (4, 10)

17

Median (25, 75
percentile): 13 (3, 20)

16

Very high

Rasmussen-barr
2003413

Pain severity (VAS 010) ≤4 months

Median (25, 75
percentile): 1.4 (0.3,
2.2)

17

Median (25, 75
percentile): 2.2(0.7,
4.5)

16

Very high

Rasmussen-barr
2003413

Function (ODI 0-100)
> 4 months

Median (25, 75
percentile): 8 (2, 10)

17

Median (25, 75
percentile): 8 (6, 19)

14

Very high

Rasmussen-barr
2003413

Function (Disability
rating index 0-10) > 4
months

Median (25, 75
percentile): 1.3 (0.6,
2.9)

17

Median (25, 75
percentile): 2.3 (1.13.3)

14

Very high

Rasmussen-barr
2003413

Pain severity (VAS 010) > 4 months

Median (25, 75
percentile): 1.3 (0.5,
2.3)

17

Median (25, 75
percentile): 1.8 (0.9,
3.8)

14

Very high

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcome

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Study

Table 369: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological + education versus usual care/waiting list control for low back pain with or without
sciatica

Outcomes
Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
52
(1 study)
>4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

a

LOW
due to risk of
bias

Risk with Usual care/waiting list control
The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
5.6

VERY LOWa,b
The mean function (ODI, 0-100)>4
due to risk of
months in the control groups was
bias,
66.7
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
Function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months

53
(1 study)
>4 months

Risk difference with MBR programme 3
elements: physical + psychological +
education (95% CI)
The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
2.5 lower
(3.65 to 1.35 lower)
The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
16.4 higher
(7.06 to 25.74 higher)

687

NB. All comparators were waiting list control

Table 370: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological + education versus single intervention (aerobic exercise) for low back pain with or
without sciatica
Anticipated absolute effects

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of life (SF-12 physical, 0100) ≤4 months
Exercise (aerobic)

99
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical
0-100) ≤4 months - exercise (aerobic) in
the control groups was
47

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical 0100) ≤4 months - exercise (aerobic) in the
intervention groups was
1.0 lower
(4.76 lower to 2.76 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 physical, 0100) >4 months

99
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical
0-100) >4 months - exercise (aerobic) in

The mean quality of life (sf-12 physical 0100) >4 months - exercise (aerobic) in the

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 3
elements: physical + psychological +
education (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Clinical evidence summary tables

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

17.3.3

the control groups was
46

intervention groups was
1 lower
(4.81 lower to 2.81 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 mental, 0100) ≤4 months
Exercise (aerobic)

99
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental 0100) ≤4 months - exercise (aerobic) in
the control groups was
50

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental 0-100)
≤4 months - exercise (aerobic)in the
intervention groups was
1 higher
(2.55 lower to 4.55 higher)

Quality of life (SF-12 mental, 0100) >4 months
Exercise (aerobic)

99
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental 0100) >4 months - exercise (aerobic) in
the control groups was
53

The mean quality of life (sf-12 mental 0-100)
>4 months - exercise (aerobic) in the
intervention groups was
1 higher
(1.97 lower to 3.97 higher)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) ≤4
months
Exercise (aerobic)

99
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤4
months - exercise (aerobic) in the
control groups was
2.3

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤4
months - exercise (aerobic) in the
intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.87 lower to 0.87 higher)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) > 4
months
Exercise (aerobic)

99
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,d
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) >4
months - exercise (aerobic) in the
control groups was
1.6

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) >4
months - exercise (aerobic) in the
intervention groups was
0
(0.72 lower to 0.72 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months
Exercise (aerobic)

99
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months - exercise (aerobic) in the
control groups was
3.8

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months
- exercise (aerobic) in the intervention
groups was
0.5 lower
(2.02 lower to 1.02 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months
Exercise (aerobic)

99
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) (>4
months)- exercise (aerobic) in the
control groups was
2.8

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) (≤4
months) - exercise (aerobic) in the
intervention groups was
0.10 lower
(1.49 lower to 1.29 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

bias,
imprecision

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

>4 months

688

Exercise (aerobic)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (back performance
scale 0-15) ≤4 months - exercise
(aerobic) in the control groups was
5.1

The mean function (back performance scale
0-15) ≤4 months - exercise (aerobic) in the
intervention groups was
0 higher
(1.1 lower to 1.1 higher)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 371: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological + education versus combined intervention (manual therapy + exercise + postural
therapy + self-management; manual therapy + exercise + self-management) for low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

689

a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Combined intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 3
elements: physical + psychological +
education (95% CI)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) ≤4
months
Manual + exercise +postural
therapy + self-management

150
(1 study)

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
4.5

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
3.10 lower
(3.59 to 2.61 lower)

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months
Manual therapy + exercise +
advice

101
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months - manual + exercise + advice in
the control groups was
4.2

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months - manual + exercise + advice in
the intervention groups was
0.40 lower
(1.51 lower to 0.71 higher)

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) >4
months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) >4
months - manual + exercise + postural
therapy + self-management in the
control groups was
4.2

The mean pain severity (NRS 0-10) >4
months - manual + exercise + postural
therapy + self-management in the
intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(2.3 to 1.3 lower)

Function (ODI 0-100) ≤4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +

150
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
months - manual + exercise + postural

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
months - manual + exercise + postural

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

100
(1 study)
≤4 months

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Function (Back performance
scale, 0-15) ≤4 months
Exercise (aerobic)

bias

therapy + self-management in the
control groups was
25.3

therapy + self-management in the
intervention groups was
9.8 lower
(11.45 to 8.15 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months
Manual therapy + exercise +
advice

101
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months - manual + exercise + advice in
the control groups was
8.1

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months - manual + exercise + advice in
the intervention groups was
2.3 lower
(4.51 to 0.09 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4
months - manual + exercise + postural
therapy + self-management in the
control groups was
27.7

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4
months - manual + exercise + postural
therapy + self-management in the
intervention groups was
15.8 lower
(17.48 to 14.12 lower)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
functioning 0-100) ≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36- physical
functioning 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
63.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - physical
functioning 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
20.8 higher
(17.49 to 24.11 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Emotional
role 0-100) ≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
53.9

The mean quality of life (SF-36- emotional
role 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
21.8 higher
(15.3 to 28.3 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - General
health 0-100) ≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general
health 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
57.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general
health 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
16.7 higher
(12.74 to 20.66 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
health 0-100) ≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36- mental
health 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was

The mean quality of life (SF-36- mental
health 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
23.8 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

≤4 months

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016
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postural therapy + selfmanagement

(20.34 to 27.26 higher)

691

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical pain
0-100) ≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36- physical
pain 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
55.2

The mean quality of life (SF-36- physical
pain 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
17.8 higher
(13.06 to 22.54 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical role
0-100) ≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36- physical
role 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
61.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36- physical
role 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
22.5 higher
(16.9 to 28.1 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social
functioning 0-100)≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36- social
functioning 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
63.4

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - social
functioning 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
18.4 higher
(14.8 to 22 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality 0100) ≤ 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
≤ 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - vitality
0-100) ≤ 4 months in the control groups
was
63.8

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - vitality 0100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
15.2 higher
(11.09 to 19.31 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
functioning 0-100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - physical
functioning 0-100) > 4 months in the
control groups was
60.1

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - physical
functioning 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
27.6 higher
(24.64 to 30.56 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Emotional
role 0-100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) > 4 months in the
control groups was
45.6

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
34.4 higher
(28.87 to 39.93 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 General

150

LOWa

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

62.5

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
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postural therapy + selfmanagement

due to risk of
bias

health 0-100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
55.7

health 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
25.9 higher
(21.93 to 29.87 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Mental
health 0-100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - mental
health 0-100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
64.4

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - mental
health 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
25.5 higher
(22.13 to 28.87 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical pain
0-100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36- physical
pain 0-100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
49.3

The mean quality of life (SF-36- physical
pain 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
27 higher
(22.68 to 31.32 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical role
0-100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - physical
role 0-100) > 4 months in the control
groups was
60.3

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - physical
role 0-100) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
25.8 higher
(20.96 to 30.64 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Social
functioning 0-100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - social
functioning 0-100) > 4 months in the
control groups was
61.4

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - social
functioning 0-100) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
22.7 higher
(19.08 to 26.32 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Vitality 0100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

150
(1 study)
> 4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36- vitality
0-100) > 4 months in the control groups
was
61.4

The mean quality of life (SF-36- vitality 0100) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
23 higher
(19.36 to 26.64 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, -0.5 to 1.0)
>4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
advice

101
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEb
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (eq-5d -0.5 to
1.0) >4 months in the control groups
was
0.72

The mean quality of life (eq-5d -0.5 to 1.0)
>4 months in the intervention groups was
0.00 higher
(0.11 lower to 0.11 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(1 study)
> 4 months
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health 0-100) > 4 months
Manual therapy + exercise +
postural therapy + selfmanagement

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months

106
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

*

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.82 lower
(1.64 lower to 0.00 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

106
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
2.56 lower
(4.27 to 0.85 lower)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
>4 months

106
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

*

The mean psychological distress, BDI (>4
months) in the intervention groups was
0.04 higher
(1.71 lower to 1.79 higher)

Return to work >4 months

70
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

693

RR 1.32
(1.05 to
1.67)

Risk with Usual care/waiting list
control

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)

Moderate
688 per 1000

* No control rate reported in study, only mean difference given
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1MID
(c) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

220 more per 1000
(from 34 more to 461 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Table 372: MBR programme 2 elements: physical + psychological versus usual care/waiting list control for low back pain with or without sciatica

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
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(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)

694

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

54
(1 study)
12 weeks

LOW
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
5.25

The mean pain (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.59 lower
(3.28 to 1.90 lower)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

107
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
0.472

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(0.88 lower to 0.92 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤4
months
Psychological - cognitive
behavioural approaches

110
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) (4
months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
1.025

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) (4
months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
0.53 lower
(1.42 lower to 0.35 higher)

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

104
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
0.231

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
0.80 lower
(1.71 lower to 0.1 higher)

Pain severity (VAS, 0-10) > 4
months
Individual biomechanical exercise

112
(1 study)
> 4 months

VERY LOWb,C
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months – individual biomechanical
exercise in the control groups was
-1

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
0.70 lower
(1.61 lower to 0.21 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
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Table 373: MBR programme 2 elements: physical + psychological versus single intervention (psychological (cognitive behavioural approaches); mixed
modality exercise (aerobic and biomechanical exercise); individual biomechanical exercise) for low back pain with or without sciatica

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)

695

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months
Psychological - cognitive
behavioural approaches

105
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
0.315

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
0.89 lower
(1.79 lower to 0.02 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

54
(1 study)
12 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control group was
9.88

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
4.55 lower
(5.77 to 3.33 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

107
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
2.42

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
0.05 higher
(1.68 lower to 1.78 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months
Psychological - cognitive
behavioural approaches

110
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean The mean function (RMDQ, 024) ≤4 months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
3.04

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
0.57 lower
(2.26 lower to 1.12 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

212
(2 studies)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
3.25

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
1.19 lower
(2.43 lower to 0.04 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4

213

LOWa,b

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention
months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
3.50

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)
months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
1.44 lower
(2.64 to 0.24 lower)

696

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
≤4 months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

105
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) ≤4 months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
2.86

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) ≤4 months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
2.17 lower
(4.13 to 0.21 lower)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
≤4 months
Psychological - cognitive
behavioural approaches

110
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) ≤4 months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
2.31

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) ≤4 months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
1.62 lower
(3.56 lower to 0.32 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
>4 months
Psychological - cognitive
behavioural approaches

105
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) >4 months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
2.08

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) >4 months - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
0.09 higher
(1.88 lower to 2.06 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
>4 months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

104
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) >4 months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
3.23

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) >4 months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
1.06 lower
(3.04 lower to 0.92 higher)

Psychological distress (HADS, 0-

83

VERY LOWb,c

The mean Psychological distress (HADS,

The mean Psychological distress (HADS, 0-

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes
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Outcomes
months
Psychological - cognitive
behavioural approaches

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
(2 studies)
>4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention
0-21) >4 months – individual
biomechanical exercise in the control
groups was
13.4

697

Return to work ≤4 months
Individual biomechanical exercise

75
(1 study)
> 4 months

VERY LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.04
(0.76 to
1.42)

Moderate

Return to work >4 months
Individual biomechanical exercise

112
(1 study)
> 4 months

VERY LOWb,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.10
(0.96 to
1.25)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation, number of
GP visits >4 months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

Healthcare utilisation (number of
medical specialist visits) >4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
radiology visits) >4 months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic

667 per 1000

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)
21) >4 months - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
0.70 lower
(3.63 lower to 2.23 higher)
27 more per 1000
(from 160 fewer to 280 more)

854 per 1000

85 more per 1000
(from 34 fewer to 214 more)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of GP visits (>4 months) - mixed
modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the control groups
was
2.99

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of GP visits (>4 months) - mixed modality
exercise (aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
0.87 lower
(2.52 lower to 0.78 higher)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of medical specialist visits (>4 months) mixed modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the control groups
was
1.7

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of medical specialist visits (>4 months) mixed modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the intervention groups
was
0.15 lower
(1.18 lower to 0.88 higher)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of radiology visits (>4 months) - mixed
modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the control groups

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of radiology visits (>4 months) - mixed
modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the intervention groups

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

(1 study)
> 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
21) >4 months
Individual biomechanical exercise

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention
was
0.06

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)
was
0.20 higher
(0.19 lower to 0.59 higher)

698

Healthcare utilisation (number of
occupational physician visits) >4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of occupational physician visits (>4
months) - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
0.1

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of occupational physician visits (>4
months) - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the
intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(0.15 lower to 0.19 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
psychologist visits) >4 months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of psychologist visits (>4 months) mixed modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the control groups
was
0.57

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of psychologist visits (>4 months) - mixed
modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the intervention groups
was
0.23 lower
(1.14 lower to 0.68 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
therapist sessions) >4 months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of therapist sessions (>4 months) mixed modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the control groups
was
4.41

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of therapist sessions (>4 months) - mixed
modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the intervention groups
was
2.95 higher
(4.17 lower to 10.07 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
alternative therapist visits) >4
months
Mixed modality exercise (aerobic
+ biomechanical)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of alternative therapist visits (>4
months) - mixed modality exercise
(aerobic + biomechanical) in the control
groups was
1.85

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of alternative therapist visits (>4 months)
- mixed modality exercise (aerobic +
biomechanical) in the intervention groups
was
1.32 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
+ biomechanical)

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)
(2.15 lower to 4.79 higher)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of GP visits (>4 months) - psychological
(cognitive behavioural approaches) in
the control groups was
3.29

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of GP visits (>4 months) - psychological
(cognitive behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
1.17 lower
(2.58 lower to 0.24 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
medical specialist care visits) >4
months
Psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of medical specialist care visits (>4
months) - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
1.12

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of medical specialist care visits (>4
months) - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
0.43 higher
(0.44 lower to 1.3 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
radiology visits) >4 months
Psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of radiology visits (>4 months) psychological (cognitive behavioural
approaches) in the control groups was
0.16

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of radiology visits (>4 months) psychological (cognitive behavioural
approaches) in the intervention groups
was
0.10 higher
(0.31 lower to 0.51 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
occupational physician visits) >4
months
Psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of occupational physician visits (>4
months) - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
0.24

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of occupational physician visits (>4
months) - psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the
intervention groups was
0.12 lower
(0.41 lower to 0.17 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
psychologist visits) >4 months

108
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of psychologist visits (>4 months)-

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of psychologist visits (>4 months)-

699

Healthcare utilisation (number of
GP visits) >4 months
Psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Healthcare utilisation (number of
therapist visits) >4 months
Psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of therapist visits (>4 months)psychological (cognitive behavioural
approaches) in the control groups was
9.03

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of therapist visits (>4 months)psychological (cognitive behavioural
approaches) in the intervention groups
was
1.67 lower
(9.97 lower to 6.63 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (number of
alternative therapist visits) >4
months
Psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches)

108
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of alternative therapist visits (>4
months)- psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches) in the control
groups was
1.5

The mean healthcare utilisation, number
of alternative therapist visits (>4 months)psychological (cognitive behavioural
approaches) in the intervention groups
was
1.67 higher (1.67 lower to 5.01 higher)

Outcomes
Psychological (cognitive
behavioural approaches)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Single intervention
psychological (cognitive behavioural
approaches) in the control groups was
0.29

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)
psychological (cognitive behavioural
approaches) in the intervention groups
was
0.05 higher
(0.42 lower to 0.52 higher)

700

a Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
b Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
c Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(c) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias

Table 374: MBR programme 2 elements: physical + psychological versus combined intervention (exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy; exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy + postural therapy) for low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of

Relati

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
>4 months

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation + manipulation)

94
(1
studies)
≤4
months

MODERATE

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) >4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) >4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation + manipulation)

Risk with Combined intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)

701

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (≤4
months) - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
control groups was
4.96

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (≤4
months) - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was
2.27 lower
(2.74 to 1.8 lower)

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (≤4
months) - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +
manipulation) in the control groups
was
3.8

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (≤4
months) - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +
manipulation) in the intervention
groups was
2.10 lower
2.83 to 1.37 lower

VERY
LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (≤4
months) - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) +
postural therapy (postural control) in
the control groups was
3

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (≤4
months) - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) +
postural therapy (postural control) in
the intervention groups was
1 lower
(2.39 lower to 0.39 higher)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

MODERATE

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (>4
months)- exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
control groups was
5.33

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (>4
months)- exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was
3.95 lower
(4.42 to 3.48 lower)

94
(1 study)
>4

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (>4
months)- exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +

The mean pain severity, NRS 0-10 (>4
months)- exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +

a

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Pain severity (NRS 0-10) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation).

ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

the
evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

702

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation + manipulation)

94
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

Risk with Combined intervention
manipulation) in the control groups
was
3.8

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)
manipulation) in the intervention
groups was
1.50 lower
(2.33 to 0.67 lower)

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
control groups was
11.04

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was
6.0 lower
(6.89 to 5.11 lower)

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +
manipulation) in the control groups
was
18.5

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +
manipulation) in the intervention
groups was
10.90 lower
(13.94 to 7.86 lower)

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) +
postural therapy (postural control) in
the control groups was
15

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) +
postural therapy (postural control) in
the intervention groups was
7 lower
(11.16 to 2.84 lower)

MODERATE

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-100) >4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
control groups was

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-100) >4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was

a

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
months

94
(1 study)
>4
months

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +
manipulation) in the control groups
was
19.7

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4
months - exercise (biomechanical) +
manual therapy (mobilisation +
manipulation) in the intervention
groups was
9.80 lower
(14.21 to 5.39 lower)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning 0100) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning 0-100) ≤4 months
- exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
57.44

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was
21.00 higher
(12.78 to 29.22 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning 0100) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning 0-100) ≤4 months
- exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
control groups was
67

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
intervention groups was
17 higher
(9.77 to 24.23 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation).

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the

a

703

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

Risk with Combined intervention
11

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)
9.69 lower
(10.44 to 8.94 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation + manipulation)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Combined intervention
groups was
55.56

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)
intervention groups was
21.33 higher
(9.49 to 33.17 higher)

704

Quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
control groups was
57

The mean quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
intervention groups was
20 higher
(5.98 to 34.02 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 general health 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general health 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
44.22

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general
health 0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
29.00 higher
(21.82 to 36.18 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 general health 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general health 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
control groups was
55

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general
health 0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy
(postural control) in the intervention
groups was
16 higher
(10.15 to 21.85 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental health 0-100) ≤4
months

90
(1 study)

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general health 0-100) ≤4 months -

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general
health 0-100) ≤4 months - exercise

a
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Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias

Risk with Combined intervention
exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
55.47

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
26.31 higher
(20.84 to 31.78 higher)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general health 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
control groups was
67

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - general
health 0-100) ≤4 months exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy
(postural control) in the intervention
groups was
21 higher
(11.32 to 30.68 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
44

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was
24.36 higher
(18 to 30.72 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

VERY
LOWb,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
control groups was
55

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
intervention groups was
10 higher
(1.39 to 18.61 higher)
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Quality of life (SF- 36 mental health 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

a

due to risk
of bias
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Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
≤4
months

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

Quality of life (SF-36 physical role 0-100) ≤4
months)
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control).

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

Quality of life (SF-36 social functioning 0-100)
≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

Quality of life (SF-36 social functioning 0-100)
≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Combined intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)

706

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
50.56

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was
21.66 higher
(9.83 to 33.49 higher)

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
control groups was
59

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical role 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
intervention groups was
21 higher
(8.97 to 33.03 higher)

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36- social
functioning 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
63.06

The mean quality of life (SF-36- social
functioning 0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
22.77 higher
(15.96 to 29.58 higher)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - social
functioning 0-100) ≤4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) + postural
therapy (postural control) in the
control groups was
61

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - social
functioning 0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy
(postural control) in the intervention
groups was
20 higher

a

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

Quality of life (SF-36 physical role 0-100) ≤4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of life (SF-36 vitality 0-100) ≤4
monthsExercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - vitality
0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the control groups
was
51.89

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - vitality
0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
25.33 higher
(19.01 to 31.65 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 vitality 0 -100) ≤4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWb
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - vitality
0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy
(postural control) in the control groups
was
62

The mean quality of life (SF-36 - vitality
0-100) ≤4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy
(postural control) in the intervention
groups was
20 higher
(11.57 to 28.43 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning 0100) >4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning 0-100) >4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
62.11

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
23.56 higher
(15.49 to 31.63 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 emotional role 0-100) >4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36
emotional role 0-100) >4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was

The mean quality of life (SF-36
emotional role 0-100) >4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the
intervention groups was
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a

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

Risk with Combined intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)
(13.86 to 26.14 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of life (SF-36 general health 0-100) >4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general
health 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the control groups
was
56.44

The mean quality of life (SF-36 general
health 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
28.56 higher
(22.41 to 34.71 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental health 0-100)>4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
health 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the control groups
was
54.13

The mean quality of life (SF-36 mental
health 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
35.65 higher
(30.5 to 40.8 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100) >4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
pain 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the control groups
was
52.02

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
pain 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
26.96 higher
(20.57 to 33.35 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical role 0-100) >4
months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
role 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the control groups
was

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
role 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
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a

due to risk
of bias

a

due to risk
of bias

Risk with Combined intervention
58.52

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)
32.59 higher
(26.52 to 38.66 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of life (SF-36 social functioning 0-100)
>4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning 0-100) >4 months exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (mobilisation) in the control
groups was
54.44

The mean quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning 0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
36.56 higher
(32.05 to 41.07 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 vitality 0-100) >4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation)

90
(1 study)
>4
months

MODERATE

The mean quality of life (SF-36 vitality
0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the control groups
was
55.33

The mean quality of life (SF-36 vitality
0-100) >4 months - exercise
(biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) in the intervention
groups was
34.67 higher
(29.98 to 39.36 higher)

Healthcare utilisation, care-seeking after
intervention >4 months
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(manipulation + mobilisation)

94
(1 study)
>4
months

LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation, careseeking after intervention (>4 months)exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (manipulation + mobilisation)
in the control groups was
10.6

The mean healthcare utilisation, careseeking after intervention (>4 months) exercise (biomechanical) + manual
therapy (manipulation + mobilisation)
in the intervention groups was
8.50 lower
(12.74 to 4.26 lower)

Healthcare utilisation, medicine use (≤4
months)
Exercise (biomechanical) + manual therapy
(mobilisation) + postural therapy (postural
control)

20
(1 study)
>4
months

VERY
LOWb,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

a
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due to risk
of bias

RR
0.07
(0 to
1.03)

Risk with Combined intervention
60.33

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological
(95% CI)
25.78 higher
(17.85 to 33.71 higher)

Moderate
-

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

NICE, 2016
Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Single intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + education (95% CI)

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
1.12

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.53 higher
(0.05 lower to 1.11 higher)

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS 0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
0.86

The mean pain severity, VAS 0-10 (>4
months) in the intervention groups was
0.66 higher
(0.09 to 1.23 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
1.5

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.5 higher
(0.34 to 2.66 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the control groups was
1.2

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
2.10 higher
(0.81 to 3.39 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning,
0-100) ≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
6

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
6.20 higher
(1.53 to 10.87 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 emotional role, 0-

272
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
emotional role, 0-100) ≤4 months in the

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
emotional role, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
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Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4 months
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Table 375: MBR programme 2 elements: physical + education versus single intervention (biomechanical exercise – core stability) for low back pain with
or without sciatica

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(c) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Single intervention
control groups was
4.3

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + education (95% CI)
intervention groups was
3.10 higher
(7 lower to 13.2 higher)

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 general
health, 0-100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
1.4

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 general
health, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.29 lower
(5.69 lower to 3.11 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental health, 0100) ≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
health, 0-100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
6.2

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
health, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.10 lower
(4.75 lower to 4.55 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical pain 0-100)
≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
pain 0-100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
9.5

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
pain 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.70 higher
(0.61 to 10.79 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical role, 0-100)
≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
role, 0-100) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
13.5

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
role, 0-100) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.2 higher
(5.75 lower to 12.15 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 social functioning, 0200) ≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning, 0-200) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
7.3

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning, 0-200) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.40 higher
(5.08 lower to 5.88 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) ≤4

272

LOWa

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 vitality,

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 vitality, 0-
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Quality of life (SF-36 general health, 0100) ≤4 months
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Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias,
imprecision

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes
100) ≤4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
≤4 months

Quality of life (SF-36 physical component
summary score, 0-100) ≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score, 0-100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
2.8

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score, 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.20 higher
(0.41 to 3.99 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 mental component
summary score, 0-100) ≤4 months

272
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score, 0-100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
2.5

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component summary score, 0-100) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.40 lower
(2.89 lower to 2.09 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical functioning,
0-100) >4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
2

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
10.10 higher
(4.92 to 15.28 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 emotional role, 0100) >4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
emotional role, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
8.6

The mean Quality of life (SF-36
emotional role, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.30 higher
(2.82 lower to 19.42 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 general health, 0100) >4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 general
health, 0-100) >4 months in the control
groups was
2.4

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 general
health, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.34 lower
(6.47 lower to 1.79 higher)

Outcomes
months

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Single intervention
0-100) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
8

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + education (95% CI)
100) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.00 higher
(2.04 lower to 8.04 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias
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Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)
≤4 months

Quality of life (SF-36 mental health, 0100) >4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
health, 0-100) >4 months in the control
groups was
4.7

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 mental
health, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.90 higher
(2.07 lower to 7.87 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical pain, 0-100)
>4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
pain, 0-100) >4 months in the control
groups was
9.8

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
pain, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.80 higher
(0.42 lower to 10.02 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical role, 0-100)
>4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
role, 0-100) >4 months in the control
groups was
16.9

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
role, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
8.30 higher
(1.14 lower to 17.74 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 social functioning, 0100) >4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning, 0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
4.2

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 social
functioning, 0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.40 higher
(1.97 lower to 10.77 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 vitality, 0-100) >4
months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 vitality,
0-100) >4 months in the control groups
was
5.1

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 vitality, 0100) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
6.50 higher
(0.86 to 12.14 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 physical component
summary score, 0-100) >4 months

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score, 0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
1.9

The mean Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component summary score, 0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
3.20 higher

Outcomes

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Single intervention

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + education (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

272
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Single intervention
The mean Quality of life (SF-36- mental
component summary score, 0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
2.2

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + education (95% CI)
(1.32 to 5.08 higher)
The mean Quality of life (SF-36- mental
component summary score, 0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.60 higher
(1.1 lower to 4.3 higher)

(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(c) Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 376: MBR programme 2 elements: physical (exercise + manipulation) + education versus single intervention (manual therapy - manipulation) for
low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with massage

Risk difference with 2-MBR physical
(manipulation + exercise) + education
(95% CI)

Pain (McGill Present Pain Intensity 05) ≤ 4 months

46
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill present pain
intensity 0-5) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
1.18

The mean pain (McGill present pain
intensity 0-5) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.76 lower
(1.43 to 0.09 lower)

Pain (McGill Pain Rating Index 0-78 ≤
4 months

46
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill pain rating index
0-78) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
4.55

The mean pain (McGill pain rating index 078) ≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
2.26 lower
(5.17 lower to 0.65 higher)

Function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤ 4 months

46
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the control groups was

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Quality of life (SF-36- mental component
summary score, 0-100) >4 months

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

46
(1 study)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision
VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with massage
2.86

Risk difference with 2-MBR physical
(manipulation + exercise) + education
(95% CI)
1.32 lower
(2.84 lower to 0.2 higher)

The mean psychological distress
(anxiety, stai 20-80) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
30.73

The mean psychological distress (anxiety,
stai 20-80) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
6.94 lower
(11.31 to 2.57 lower)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 377: MBR programme 2 elements: physical (exercise) + education versus single intervention (manual therapy - manipulation) for low back pain
with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Pain (McGill Present Pain Intensity 05) ≤ 4 months

43
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill present pain
intensity 0-5) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
1.18

The mean pain (McGill present pain
intensity 0-5) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.15 higher
(0.56 lower to 0.86 higher)

Pain (McGill Pain Rating Index 0-78) ≤
4 months

43
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (McGill pain rating index
0-78) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
4.55

The mean pain (McGill pain rating index
0-78) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.64 higher
(2.37 lower to 3.65 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

43

VERY LOWa,b

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control

Risk difference with 2-MBR physical (ex)
+ education (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Psychological distress (Anxiety, STAI
20-80) ≤ 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

43
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Control
months in the control groups was
2.86

Risk difference with 2-MBR physical (ex)
+ education (95% CI)
months in the intervention groups was
2.85 higher
(0.42 to 5.28 higher)

The mean psychological distress
(anxiety, stai 20-80) ≤4 months in the
control groups was
30.73

The mean psychological distress (anxiety,
stai 20-80) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.92 lower
(7.02 lower to 3.18 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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Table 378: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological (cognitive) + education versus MBR programme 2 elements: physical + education for
low back pain with or without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with MBR program 2 elements:
physical + education

Risk difference with MBR program 3
elements (psych=cognitive) (95% CI)

Pain Intensity (pain rating chart,
0-5) ≤4 months

35
(2 studies)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity, pain rating
chart (≤4 months) in the control
groups was
2.89

The mean pain intensity, pain rating chart
(≤4 months) in the intervention groups
was
0.18 higher
(0.33 lower to 0.69 higher)

Pain Intensity (pain rating chart,
0-5) >4 months

29
(2 studies)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity, pain rating
chart (>4 months)in the control
groups was
2.73

The mean pain intensity, pain rating chart
(>4 months)in the intervention groups was
0.34 higher
(0.32 lower to 1 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
≤4 months

35
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (≤4 months) in

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (≤4 months) in the

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Psychological distress (Anxiety, STAI
20-80) ≤ 4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

intervention groups was
3.95 higher
(0.31 lower to 8.2 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
>4 months

32
(2 studies)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (>4 months)in
the control groups was
14.53

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (>4 months)in the
intervention groups was
0.36 lower
(5.21 lower to 4.48 higher)

Psychological distress (State-Trait
Inventory: State) ≤4 months

17
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress,
state-trait inventory: state (≤4
months) in the control groups was
48.89

The mean psychological distress, statetrait inventory: state (≤4 months) in the
intervention groups was
2.24 higher
(9.18 lower to 13.66 higher)

Psychological distress (State-Trait
Inventory: State) >4 months

15
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress,
state-trait inventory: state (>4
months) in the control groups was
46.56

The mean psychological distress, statetrait inventory: state (>4 months) in the
intervention groups was
0.61 higher
(14.94 lower to 16.16 higher)

Function (Sickness Impact Profile)
≤4 months

35
(2 studies)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Function, sickness impact
profile (≤4 months) in the control
groups was
25.71

The mean Function, sickness impact
profile (≤4 months) in the intervention
groups was
3.23 lower
(10.84 lower to 4.39 higher)

Function (Sickness Impact Profile)
>4 months

32
(2 studies)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Function, sickness impact
profile (>4 months) in the control
groups was
22.13

The mean Function, sickness impact
profile (>4 months) in the intervention
groups was
1.95 lower
(10.02 lower to 6.11 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (medication
use) ≤4 months

17
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean medication use (≤4 months)
in the control groups was
1.23

The mean medication use (≤4 months) in
the intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(0.96 lower to 1 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (medication
use) >4 months

15
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of

The mean medication use (>4 months)
in the control groups was

The mean medication use (>4 months) in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

the control groups was
14.28

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

bias,
imprecision
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≤4 months

Table 379: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological (behavioural) + education versus MBR programme 2 elements: physical + education
for low back pain (with or without sciatica)

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with MBR program 2 elements:
physical + education

Risk difference with MBR program 3
elements (psych=behavioural) (95% CI)

718

Pain Intensity (pain rating chart,
0-5) ≤4 months

17
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity, pain rating
chart (≤4 months) in the control
groups was
3.03

The mean pain intensity, pain rating chart
(≤4 months) in the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(1.47 to 0.13 lower)

Pain Intensity (pain rating chart,
0-5) >4 months

13
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain intensity, pain rating
chart (>4 months) in the control
groups was
2.7

The mean pain intensity, pain rating chart
(>4 months) in the intervention groups was
0.14 lower
(1.17 lower to 0.89 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
≤4 months

17
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (≤4 months) in
the control groups was
12.11

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (≤4 months) in the
intervention groups was
5.02 higher
(2.52 lower to 12.56 higher)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
>4 months

15
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (>4 months) in
the control groups was
10.56

The mean psychological distress, beck
depression inventory (> 4 months) in the
intervention groups was
8.11 higher
(0.61 lower to 16.83 higher)

Psychological distress (StateTrait Inventory: State) ≤4 months

17
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress,
state-trait inventory: state (≤4
months) in the control groups was
48.89

The mean psychological distress, state-trait
inventory: state (≤4 months) in the
intervention groups was
1.49 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

0.23 higher
(1.03 lower to 1.49 higher)

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

bias,
1.44
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed either the MID for benefit or the MID for harm
(c) Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both the MID for benefit and the MID for harm
>4 months

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress,
state-trait inventory: state (> 4
months) in the control groups was
46.56

The mean psychological distress, state-trait
inventory: state (> 4 months) in the
intervention groups was
3.73 lower
(14.38 lower to 6.92 higher)

Function, Sickness Impact Profile
(≤4 months)

17
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Function, sickness impact
profile (≤4 months) in the control
groups was
25.34

The mean Function, sickness impact profile
(≤4 months) in the intervention groups was
7.2 lower
(17.52 lower to 3.12 higher)

Function, Sickness Impact Profile
(>4 months)

15
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Function, sickness impact
profile (>4 months) in the control
groups was
18.94

The mean Function, sickness impact profile
(>4 months) in the intervention groups was
4.91 higher
(8.12 lower to 17.94 higher)

Healthcare utilisation
(medication use) ≤4 months

17
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean medication use (≤4
months) in the control groups was
1.23

The mean medication use (≤4 months) in
the intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(1.08 lower to 1.12 higher)

VERY LOWa,c
The mean medication use (>4
months) in the control groups was
due to risk of
1.44
bias,
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed either the MID for benefit or the MID for harm
(c) Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both the MID for benefit and the MID for harm

The mean medication use (>4 months) in
the intervention groups was
0.27 lower
(1.53 lower to 0.99 higher)

Healthcare utilisation
(medication use) >4 months

15
(1 study)
>4 months–
1 year

Table 380: MBR programme 3 elements: physical + psychological + education versus usual care/waiting list control for low back pain (without sciatica)
Outcomes

Pain severity (Aberdeen pain
scale, 0-100, higher scores

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

179
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Usual care/waiting list
control

Risk difference with MBR programme 3
elements: physical + psychological +
education (95% CI)

The mean pain severity, Aberdeen pain
scale 0-100 (≤4 months) in the control

The mean pain severity, Aberdeen pain
scale 0-100 (≤4 months) in the

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

15
(1 study)
>4 months
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Psychological distress (StateTrait Inventory: State) >4 months

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

(9.58 lower to 12.56 higher)
a,c

bias,
imprecision

groups was
-8.99

intervention groups was
2.59 higher
(0.37 to 4.81 higher)

Pain severity (Aberdeen pain
scale, 0-100, higher scores
indicate worse outcome) >4
months

171
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity, Aberdeen pain
scale 0-100 (>4 months)in the control
groups was
-8.48

The mean pain severity, Aberdeen pain
scale 0-100 (>4 months)in the
intervention groups was
4.44 higher
(1.01 to 7.87 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months

179
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
-1.94

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.92 higher
(0.02 lower to 1.86 higher)

LOWa,b
The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
due to risk of
months in the control groups was
bias,
-1.77
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.42 higher
(0.29 to 2.55 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months

171
(1 study)
>4 months

720

Table 381: MBR programme 2 elements: physical + psychological versus usual care/waiting list control for low back pain (without sciatica)

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care/waiting list
control

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)

Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63)
≤4 months

52
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Psychological distress (BDI,
0-63) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
12.6

The mean Psychological distress (BDI, 063) ≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.52 lower
(7.37 lower to 6.33 higher)

Psychological distress (STAI state)
≤4 months

52
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Psychological distress (STAI
state) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
40.84

The mean Psychological distress (STAI
state) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
5.3 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

≤4 months

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

indicate worse outcome) ≤4
months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care/waiting list
control

Risk difference with MBR programme 2
elements: physical + psychological (95%
CI)
(9.32 to 1.28 lower)

Psychological distress (STAI trait)
≤4 months

52
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Psychological distress (STAI
trait) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
45.4

The mean Psychological distress (STAI
trait) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.82 lower
(9.88 lower to 2.24 higher)

Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months

52
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
4.76

The mean Pain severity (VAS 0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.41 lower
(2.85 lower to 0.03 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
due to risk of
months in the control groups was
bias,
8.16
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months

721

52
(1 study)
≤4 months

The mean Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
2.85 lower
(5.88 lower to 0.18 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Anticipated absolute effects
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NICE, 2016

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s
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17.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
Two economic evaluations were identified that included an MBR programme as a comparator and
have been included in this review. 94,457 These are summarised in the economic evidence profile
below (Table 382) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
Following the economic evidence profile, if available, results from an employer perspective are also
presented for this intervention. This is on the basis that employers may wish to provide return to
work interventions. While specific return to work interventions have been analysed separately the
GDG noted the overlap with MBR programmes because the distinction between them was not
always clear and MBR programs may well include a return to work aspect.
Four economic evaluations relating to MBR programmes were identified but were excluded due to
limited applicability.162,343,372,456 These are listed in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

NICE, 2016
722

Critchley
200794 (UK)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (c)

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-RCT analysis
(same paper)
 Population: Low back pain
mixed population (with
and without sciatica) (>12
weeks)
 Three comparators in full
analysis
1. Biomechanical exercise
2. Combination: Mixed
manual therapy plus
self-management.
3. MBR programme (3
elements: physical,
psychological,
education)
 Follow-up: 18 months

3. £165

3. 1.00
QALYs

Baseline

Probability cost
effective at £20k
per QALY
threshold: 67%

1. 0.90
QALYs

Dominated by 3

Probability cost
effective at £20k
per QALY
threshold:: ~0%/
~0%

2. 0.99
QALYs

Dominated by 3

Probability cost
effective at £20k
per QALY
threshold::
~33%/~35%

 With-RCT analysis
(Smeets
2008a459/2006460)
 Cost-utility analysis
(QALYs)
 Population: mixed (with
and without sciatica) (> 3
months resulting in
disability (RDQ >3) and
ability to walk at least
100m)

2.
£1182

2. 0.723
QALYs

Baseline

Probability cost
effective at £20k
per QALY
threshold:: NR

1. 0.693
QALYs

Dominated by 2 (higher costs and lower
QALYs. 1-2: £908; -0.03 QALYs))

Probability cost
effective at £20k
per QALY
threshold:: NR
Cost and QALY
CIs NR

723
Partially
applicable (f)

Potentially
serious
limitations
(g)

(e)

1. £379
(e)

2. £474
(e)

(b)

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Other comments

(d)

Smeets
2009457
(Netherlands)

Incremental
costs (b)

Limitations

(h)

1.
£2089
(h)

Uncertainty

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Study

Increment
al effects

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Table 382: Economic evidence profile: MBR programmes

Limitations

Other comments
 Three comparators in full
analysis
1. Mixed modality
exercise
2. cognitive behavioural
approaches
3. MBR (2 core elements:
physical, psychological).
Combination of
interventions 1 and 2.
 Follow-up: 62 weeks

Cost (a)

Effects (a)

3.
£2618

3. 0.679
QALYs

(b)

Cost
effectiveness (b)

Dominated by 2 (higher costs and lower
QALYs. 3-2: £1433; -0.045 QALYs)

(h)

Uncertainty
Probability cost
effective at £20k
per QALY
threshold:: NR
(3-2 CI: £1166 to
£1688; -0.119 to
0.029 QALYs)

724

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; NR = not reported; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; Prob. CE= Probability intervention is costeffective at a £20,000/£30,000 threshold.
(a) Cost/effect in order of least to most costly intervention.
(b) Full incremental analysis of available strategies: first strategies are ruled out that are dominated (another strategy is more effective and has lower costs) or subject to extended
dominance (the strategy is more effective and more costly but the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is higher than the next most effective option and so it would never be the most cost
effective option); incremental costs, incremental effects and incremental cost effectiveness ratios are calculated for the remaining strategies by comparing each to the next most effective
option.
(c) Resource use data (2002-2005) and unit costs (2003/3) may not reflect the current NHS context. EQ-5D tariff used is not stated (although as UK study judged likely to be UK tariff). Study
does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(d) Time horizon may not be sufficient to capture all benefits and costs if benefits persist beyond 18 months. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of

available evidence for this intervention; Critchley 2007 is 1 of 19 studies included in the clinical review for MBR.
(e) Cost components incorporated: interventions, primary care contacts (GP, practice nurse, physiotherapist, other), secondary care contacts (hospital admissions and outpatient
appointments).
(f) Dutch resource use data (2002-2004) and unit costs (2003) may not reflect current NHS context. Study does not include all non-invasive treatment options.
(g) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for these interventions; Smeets 2006/2008a is 1 of 9 studies included in the clinical review for

cognitive behavioural therapy and 1 of 19 included for MBR programmes.
(h) 2003 Netherlands euros converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: Interventions, GP, medical specialist including radiology, occupational physician,
physiotherapist, manual therapist, Cesar or Mensensieck therapist, psychologist, medication, hospitalisation, medical procedures. Note: paper reported societal
perspective, here only healthcare costs have been presented
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Applicability

Increment
al effects

Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation (MBR) programmes

NICE, 2016

Study

Incremental
costs (b)
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Costs from an employer perspective are presented below. These typically consider the cost to the
employer of lost productivity. When interpreting productivity costs based on days taken off work
there are a number of issues to consider including:
 The actual productivity loss to the employer will not necessarily equate to the number of sick days
taken by the employee. Time taken off work may be compensated for in some way: for example,
another colleague may be able to undertake the tasks the absent employee would have been
doing or the employee may be able to make up the time off when back at work within their
contracted hours. The ability to compensate will depend on the type of work.
 Employees who return to work may not necessarily be fully productive if still suffering symptoms.
Table 383: MBR programmes – employer perspective
Interventio
n cost

Study
457

Smeets 2009
(Netherlands)

NR

Productivity savings with MBR programme
Total lost productivity costs (based on absence from paid work):
Compared to mixed modality exercise: MBR saved £1137 (95% CI: £6706 to £4511; p=NR)
Compared to cognitive behavioural approaches: MBR increased costs
£3051 (95% CI: -£2933 to £8862; p=NR)

Interventions costs exploration
Following GDG discussion of the MBR programmes review the GDG felt that the clinical evidence for
benefit of MBR programmes primarily came from the Vibe Fersum, Monticone et al 2013 and
Monticone et al 2015 RCTs. The only evidence of MBR being cost effective was from the Critchley
RCT. The GDG noted that there were differences in intensity, and thus potential cost, of these
interventions and so it was agreed to look at this in more detail to help inform GDG decision making.
Table 384 below contains more details about the intervention resource use and costs reported in the
Critchley et al. RCT that included an economic evaluation. Note that while hours of treatment are
highest for MBR, costs are lowest; this is because MBR treatment is delivered entirely in group
sessions and so personnel costs are reduced. Note that before the trial started all patients
underwent a clinical assessment but this cost is not included in the intervention cost below.
Table 384: MBR programmes: Critchley et al. intervention costs in detail
Actual sessions(b)

Estimated hours of
treatment(c)

Average
cost (d)
(2003/4
)

Comparators
(a)

Intervention resource
use description

Individual

Group

Individual

Group

Total

MBR (3
element)

 Delivery period not
specified
 Maximum 8 group
sessions (group
size not specified)
 Sessions = 90
minutes
 Supervised by a
senior
physiotherapist
and physiotherapy
assistant

0

5.66

0.00

8.49

8.49

£75

Biomechanical
exercise

 Delivery period not
specified

0.98

4.94

0.49

7.41

7.90

£80

NICE, 2016
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Comparators
(a)

Intervention resource
use description
1 individual
training session
followed by
maximum 8 group
sessions (group
size not specified)
 Individual sessions
= length not
specified; group
sessions = 90
minutes
 Individual sessions:
personnel not
specified; group
sessions:
supervised by
senior
physiotherapist
and physiotherapy
assistant.

Combination:
MT + ex

 Delivery period not
specified
 Maximum 12
individual sessions
 Sessions = 30
minutes
 Delivered by
physiotherapist
(details of
personnel not
specified i.e.
unclear if senior
physiotherapist
alone or with
assistant)

Actual sessions(b)

Estimated hours of
treatment(c)

5.36

2.68

0.19

0.29

Average
cost (d)
(2003/4
)

2.97

£90

(a) For descriptions of intervention see Table 361:
Summary of studies included in the review
(b) As reported by Critchley et al 200794
(c) Calculated based on the number of sessions reported and the session lengths described by Critchley et al 94. The length of
the individual sessions in the biomechanical exercise group was not reported and so it has been assumed here that they
were 30 minutes as reported for the combination group.
(d) As reported by Critchley et al 200794; 2003 unit costs reported as used for trial physiotherapy in costing were: individual
sessions £24 per hour £12; group session £6 per hour.

Table 385 below summarises the resource use for delivering the MBR interventions in the studies
from the clinical review reported by Vibe Fersum et al, Monticone et al 2013, and Monticone et al
2015. As economic evaluations have not been published relating to these trials estimates of
intervention costs are presented calculated based on these descriptions and national unit costs. Note
that these costs may not include all costs for example administration, supervision of the staff
delivering the interventions, specialist training costs in delivering the intervention, patient transport.
Table 385: MBR programmes: resource use and cost estimates based on selected trials

Trial

MBR
category

Intervention resource use description
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Estimated cost
per patient (2014)
(a)
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Trial
Vibe 2013518

Monticone
2013351

Monticone 2015

MBR
category
2 CORE
ELEMENTS:
physical +
psychologica
l

2 CORE
ELEMENTS:
physical +
psychologica
l

3 CORE
ELEMENTS:
physical +
psychologica
l+
educational

Intervention resource use description

Estimated cost
per patient (2014)
(a)

 Delivered over 12 weeks
 Weekly sessions for 2 or 3 weeks, followed by a
session every 2-3 weeks (equates to 4 – 6
sessions)
 Session type not specified, assumed individual
for calculations
 Sessions = 1 hour (initial), 30-45 minutes
(follow-up)
 Delivered by experienced physiotherapists

Total hours:
 Physiotherapis
t (band 7) =
3.25 to 4.75

 Delivered over 12 months
Psychological element
 16 cognitive behavioural approach sessions
(once a week for 5 weeks, then monthly for rest
of year)
 Session type: individual
 Sessions = 60 minute
 Delivered by psychologist
Physical element
 10 sessions (over initial 5 weeks), then advised
to continue at home for rest of year with
monthly telephone encouragement
 Session type not specified, assumed individual
for calculations
 Sessions = 60 minute; duration of
encouragement calls unspecified, assumed 15
minutes per call for calculations
 Physiotherapist (under supervision of physiatrist
- a doctor specialising in rehabilitation; time
input not specified, physiotherapist are
professionally autonomous in UK, therefore cost
of supervision not included)
Other
 GP asked to actively support compliance and
inform staff if any difficulty was encountered
(time input not described, therefore cost not
currently included)

Total hours:
 Psychologist
(band 8a) = 16
 Physiotherapis
t (band 6) =
12.75

 Delivered over 5 weeks
Psychological element
 5 cognitive behavioural approach sessions (once
a week for 5 weeks)
 Session type: small group of five patients
 Sessions = 60 minute
 Delivered by a psychologist
Physical element
 10 sessions over 5 weeks, then advised to
continue at home (time frame not specified).
 Session type: individually planned exercises
performed in a small group of five patients.
 Sessions = 60 minutes

Total hours:
 Psychologist
(band 8a) = 1
 Physiotherapis
t (band 6) = 2
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Cost:
£400 to £584

Costs:
 Psychologist =
£2,208
 Physiotherapis
t = £1,301
 Total = £3,509

Costs:
 Psychologist =
£138
 Physiotherapis
t = £204
 Total = £342
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Trial

MBR
category

Intervention resource use description

Estimated cost
per patient (2014)
(a)

 Delivered by a physiotherapist
Educational element
 Education on nature of pain and physiology.
This was delivered alongside the psychological
element of the programme, therefore no
additional cost incurred.
(a) Unit costs based on Unit Costs of Health and Social Care 2014, PSSRU100 (some costs have been adapted to reflected
salary bands other than those used in publication, the ratio of face to face client contact to total working hours was not
reported for physiotherapists and so was assumed to be the same as for psychologists 1:2.25): community
physiotherapist (band 7) £123/hour client contact (including qualifications); community physiotherapist (band 6)
£102/hour client contact (including qualifications); community clinical psychologist (band 8a) £138/hour of client
contact (excluding qualification (not available)

A threshold analysis was conducted using the quality of life measures reported in two papers. Both
Monticone et al. 2013 and Monticone et al. 2015 determined quality of life using the validated Italian
SF-36 survey and presented the scores across eight sub-scales. To determine the utility gain using
NICE’s preferred measure of quality of life (EQ-5D), the SF-36 scores were converted using an
algorithm (model 4) from Ara et al. 2008 19 into EQ-5D scores.
For Monticone et al. 2013 the mapping results showed a utility gain for a two element MBR
programme (physical, cognitive) compared with the combination of biomechanical exercise and
manual therapy of 0.27 at 12 months follow up, and 0.22 at 24 months follow up. This allowed for
threshold analyses to be undertaken to determine the maximum additional cost a treatment can
incur relative to its comparator for it to be a cost-effective option (at £20,000 cost/QALY gain
threshold) given the utility gain that it provides. The threshold analysis determined that the addition
of the cognitive behavioural approach would be cost-effective up to incurring an additional cost of
£5,405 at 12 months, and £4,419 at 24 months. The intervention cost analysis shown above
estimates that the cost of the psychological element is £2,284 for the 12 months of treatment. This is
below the cost identified in the threshold analysis, suggesting that the two element MBR programme
is cost-effective unless it increases the use of other health care resources.
For Monticone et al. 2015 the mapping results showed a utility gain for three-element MBR (physical,
cognitive, educational) treatment compared with the combination of exercise, manual therapy,
postural therapy and self-management of 0.22 at 12 months follow up and 0.24 at 24 months follow
up. The threshold analysis determined that the three-element MBR programme would be costeffective up to incurring an additional cost of £4,428 at 12 months, and £4,705 at 24 months. Both
groups in the study received the same amount of time of physical training, and education was
delivered alongside the psychological element of the MBR programme, therefore the difference in
personnel cost between these two programmes is the additional cost of the clinical psychologist. This
cost is estimated in the intervention costing analysis above to be an additional £138. This lies below
the cost identified in the threshold analysis, suggesting that the three-element MBR programme is
cost-effective unless it increases the use of other health care resources up to over £4,000.

17.5 Evidence statements
17.5.1

Clinical
The majority of the evidence was from people with low back pain with or without sciatica. However,
there were two comparisons that were conducted in people with low back pain without sciatica.
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These were: 3-element MBR versus usual care, and 2-element MBR (physical and psychological
components) versus waiting list control.
17.5.1.1

3-element MBR programmes (physical, psychological and education elements)
Evidence from one study (low to very low quality; n=53) comparing 3-element MBR to usual
care/waiting list control suggested clinical benefit of 3-element MBR for pain severity, but benefit of
usual care/waiting list for function at > 4 months. The mixed results were not confirmed in people
with low back pain without sciatica, with a single study (low quality, n=179) suggesting no clinical
difference between interventions for pain and function both at short and long term.
A single study (very low to moderate quality; n=100) comparing 3-element MBR to single
intervention (biomechanical exercise) found no clinical difference between the two interventions for
quality of life (SF-12), pain severity and function outcomes both ≤ 4 and >4 months.
Evidence from 2 studies comparing 3 element MBR to combined intervention (manual + selfmanagement; exercise + manual therapy +/- postural therapy + self-management) showed mixed
results. The studies could not be meta-analysed because one study (n=150) included postural therapy
as a comparator and there was marked heterogeneity in the outcomes. One study showed benefit
for the MBR programme for pain and quality of life (SF-36) in the short and long term, but no
difference in function(low quality, n=150). The other study showed no clinical benefit in function,
pain or quality of life in the long term (low quality; n=101).

17.5.1.2

2-element MBR programmes (physical and psychological elements)
Evidence from 2 studies comparing 2-element MBR (physical and psychological elements) to usual
care/waiting list control showed clinical benefit of MBR for Function (waiting list control; moderate
quality; n=106) and return to work (usual care control; very low quality; n=70) at > 4 months, but no
clinical difference for pain or psychological distress outcomes (waiting list control; very low to low
quality; n= 106). Evidence in the population with low back pain without sciatica (one study; very low
quality, n=52) suggested clinical benefit for pain, function and psychological distress (by STAI state)
when compared to waiting list control.
When a 2-element MBR was compared to single intervention (mixed modality exercise or
psychological intervention - cognitive behavioural approaches), there was mixed evidence for pain
severity and function (2 studies; moderate to low quality; n=107, n=54), with 1 study showing
evidence of clinical benefit of MBR ≤ 4 months. Further evidence from 2 studies showed no clinical
difference between interventions for functional outcomes >4 months (low quality; n=213, n=212). No
clinical difference was reported for psychological distress (2 studies, very low to moderate quality,
n=105, n=104) and some healthcare utilisation outcomes. There was evidence of both clinical harm
and clinical benefit for the healthcare utilisation (number of therapist sessions) outcome when MBR
was compared to exercise and psychological intervention, respectively (1 study, both comparisons
n=108). When a 2-element MBR was compared to individual biomechanical exercise, there was no
clinical benefit for pain or psychological distress in the longer term (>4 months) or return to work in
either the short or long term (very low quality; range of n=75-112).
Three studies (very low to moderate quality; n=20, n=90, n=94) compared a 2-element MBR
programme to a combination of interventions (manual therapy + exercise + postural therapy; manual
therapy + biomechanical exercise). Clinical benefit of MBR was observed for pain severity, function,
quality of life, and healthcare utilisation outcomes both ≤ 4 and >4 months.

17.5.1.3

2-element MBR programmes (physical and education elements)
Evidence from a single study comparing 2-element MBR (physical and education elements) to single
intervention (biomechanical exercise) showed mixed results. There was no clinical difference
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between the two interventions for pain severity at either short or long term. There was evidence of
harm of the MBR programme for function and quality of life (SF-36 general health domain) at > 4
months. Clinical benefit was shown for most of the quality of life outcome subdomains (physical
functioning, pain, physical role, vitality and physical component summary score both at ≤ 4 and > 4
months; emotional role, mental health, social functioning at > 4 months) (very low to low quality,
n=286).
A single study comparing 2-element MBR (physical and education elements) to manual therapy
(manipulation) found clinical benefit in pain severity in the short term, when the physical component
of MBR comprised both exercise and manipulation, and clinical benefit favouring spinal manipulation
in function when it comprised only exercise (very low quality, n=43-46). No clinical difference was
reported in psychological distress in either case.
17.5.1.4

3 element MBR programmes versus 2 element MBR programmes (physical + education)
Evidence from 2 studies) comparing a 3-element MBR programme with a cognitive component to a
2-element MBR programme (physical + education) showed no clinical benefit for any of the
outcomes reported (pain intensity, psychological distress, function, healthcare utilisation) both at
short and long term (very low quality; n=29, n=35.
Two studies compared a 3-element MBR programme with a behavioural component to a 2-element
MBR programme (physical + education). Clinical benefit of 3-element MBR for pain intensity at ≤ 4
months but the two interventions showed no clinical difference at > 4 months. Some evidence of
clinical benefit favouring the two-element MBR programme was observed in psychological distress
(BDI) at > 4 months (very low quality; range of n=15-35). There was no clinical difference in function
and healthcare utilisation outcomes.

17.5.2

Economic
One cost–utility analysis found that a 3-element MBR (physical, psychological, education) programme
was dominant (less costly and more effective) compared to biomechanical exercise and a
combination of mixed manual therapy plus self-management for treating low back pain (with or
without sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.
One cost–utility analysis found that a 2-element MBR (physical, psychological) programme was
dominated (more costly and less effective) compared to cognitive behavioural approaches and mixed
manual therapy plus self-management for treating low back pain (with or without sciatica). This
analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations
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17.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 30.Consider a combined physical and psychological programme,
incorporating a cognitive behavioural approach (preferably in a group
context that takes into account a person’s specific needs and
capabilities), for people with persistent low back pain or sciatica:
 when they have significant psychosocial obstacles to recovery (for
example, avoiding normal activities based on inappropriate beliefs
about their condition) or
 when previous treatments have not been effective.
Research
recommendation

4. What is the cost-effectiveness of providing long term support (>12
months) for people with chronic, low back pain with or without sciatica,
in reducing health care utilization?

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (>30% for pain and function), adverse events, healthcare
utilisation and return to work were also considered as important.
In this review, there was evidence for all the critical outcomes for all 3-element and
2-element MBR programmes.
Of the important outcomes, there was only evidence for health care utilisation for
both the 3-element MBR programmes, and for the programmes containing the two
core elements of physical and psychological. Studies included for the two core
element physical and psychological MBR programmes, also provided evidence for
return to work. There was no evidence for any of the important outcomes in the
studies included for the MBR programmes with the two core elements of physical
and education.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The GDG discussed the necessity of a body of evidence to show specific intervention
effects, that is, over and above any contextual or placebo effects. It was therefore
agreed that if placebo or sham-controlled evidence is available, this should inform
decision making in preference to contextual effects. However, if there was a lack of
placebo or sham-controlled evidence, evidence against usual care will be given
priority when decision making.
The GDG noted that there was very little evidence for usual care comparisons and no
studies were identified that could be classified as a placebo/sham comparison.
3-element MBR programmes (physical, psychological and educational elements)
Compared to waiting list control in people with or without sciatica, there was
evidence of long-term clinical benefit for pain, but benefit of comparator for function
(> 4 months). There was no difference in pain or function between interventions in
people without sciatica. The GDG considered these improvement in pain (for the
waiting list control comparison) to be of some value, but noted that the evidence
was low and very low quality and from a small single study (n=65). The GDG also
noted that a waiting list control comparison would be likely to overestimate the
benefit of the MBR programmes because of the negative effect on people
randomised to wait.
There was no evidence of benefit when 3-element MBR was compared to single
intervention (biomechanical exercise). When compared to combined intervention,
two studies showed mixed results. There was some evidence of clinical benefit of 3element MBR for pain outcomes in the short and long term, but no difference in
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function. The GDG observed that 3-element MBR was clinically beneficial in terms of
quality of life in the short and long term, compared to combined intervention
(manual therapy in combination with exercise, postural therapy and selfmanagement) (n=150), but no effect was seen in another study that compared 3element MBR to a combined intervention without postural advice (n=101).
2-element MBR programmes (physical and psychological elements)
The GDG noted that mixed evidence for 2 element programmes (physical and
psychological) was from a single study compared to waiting list control. Another
study comparing 2-element MBR (physical and psychological) versus usual care
showed a clinical benefit for functional outcome and return to work in the longer
term (> 4 months) (n=106), but not for pain outcomes.
Mixed evidence was also available for pain and function outcomes when the 2element MBR was compared to single intervention (psychological; exercise). There
was evidence of both clinical harm and clinical benefit for the healthcare utilisation
(number of therapist sessions) outcome when MBR was compared to exercise and
psychological intervention, respectively.
When compared to combinations of interventions (biomechanical exercise and
manual therapy; biomechanical exercise with manual therapy and postural therapy),
there was clinical benefit in favour of MBR in terms of most of the outcomes (pain,
function, quality of life, and healthcare utilisation) reported in both the short-term
and longer term follow-up. Pain levels were noted to be higher at 12 months than at
3 months, but the GDG discussed that this may reflect that the intervention time for
one of the studies was shorter (12 weeks) than the final follow-up period (12
months) and could be related to a failure to build on the initial improvements
because of the difficulties in generalisation outside an intensive treatment setting.
Data came from 3 studies of very different treatment intensity. All studies were of
people with chronic low back pain (>3 months duration), however one consisted of a
12 week intervention, with weekly sessions for the first 2-3 weeks then 1 session
every 2-3 weeks; another featured 6-8 weeks intervention followed by 3 months
follow up, whereas the third one was in a specialised rehabilitation centre with 1
individual cognitive behavioural approaches session per week for 5 weeks followed
by once a month for 11 months, accompanied by 10 exercise sessions over 5 weeks
and encouragement to continue for the rest of the year by telephone. All studies
demonstrated improvements in outcomes in favour of MBR programmes. For the
more intensive programme results have been reported at 1 year in this review, and
the study reported that benefits remained at 3 years. The GDG noted that one of the
shorter studies created subgroups within the participants and tailored both the
exercise and cognitive-behavioural components to movements that were painful. It
was consequently not possible to determine exactly which element in this study was
responsible for the effects, however, it was considered that that tailoring the
approach would be reflective of how the treatment would be delivered in clinical
practice. The GDG discussed that the year-long programme would not be feasible to
implement in a UK NHS setting, but the shorter programmes, which also
demonstrated benefits, would be feasible in an NHS setting.
The GDG considered that the benefits seen in multiple outcome measures when
using a 2-element MBR programme, involving physical and psychological elements
(compared to usual care and to combinations of interventions), outweighed the
small harms seen in healthcare use when compared to a single intervention.
2-element MBR programmes (physical and education elements)
The GDG noted that there was no evidence for 2 element (physical and education)
MBR programmes with a usual care or waiting list control comparison. All evidence
came from a single large study and only looked at single intervention comparisons
(biomechanical exercise). The evidence was mixed, showing some benefit of this
type of MBR programme for several outcomes (most of the SF-36 domains).
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However there was evidence of clinical harm of MBR for function (RMDQ) and one
quality of life (SF-36) domain at >4 months.
The GDG noted the mixed evidence in terms of benefits, harms or lack of effect for
each of the outcome measures, and were therefore unable to recommend that an
educational component should be part of an MBR programme.
3 element MBR programmes versus 2 element MBR programmes (physical and
education)
When the 3 element MBR programme (using a cognitive approach) was compared to
the 2 element MBR programmes (physical and education), the evidence showed no
clinical benefit for any of the outcomes reported. Another study with a 3 element
MBR programme (using a behavioural approach) was compared to a 2 element MBR
programme (physical and education). However, the evidence for these comparisons
was very low quality and from single small studies so the GDG were unable to draw
any conclusions from this.
Summary
In summary, the GDG found the evidence for MBR programmes to be mixed with
clinical benefits seen for some comparisons, but also many instances where no
benefit was observed and a few where the comparator was favoured over MBR. In
addition interpretation was complicated by the variety of comparators used in the
studies. However, the quantity, quality and applicability of the evidence where a
benefit for MBR was observed, was considered higher by the GDG. This was mostly
from three studies consisting of 3-element MBR containing physical, psychological
and educational elements, 2-element MBR with physical and psychological elements
and 2-element MBR with physical and psychological elements. The GDG considered
this evidence alongside the evidence from the individual non-invasive intervention
reviews discussed earlier in this guideline involving cognitive behavioural
approaches, and agreed that MBR programmes should be recommended. It was not
clear from the evidence reviewed if 3-element MBR offered benefits over the 2element MBR. However the GDG noted that the consistent components of the
programmes with benefit were physical and psychological components. The
recommendation was therefore made for MBR with a physical and psychological
element. The majority of the evidence for the psychological element in this review
and in the combination and single reviews was for a cognitive behavioural approach
and so the GDG felt the psychological element of a combined programme should
incorporate a cognitive behavioural approach.
The GDG noted that evidence was mixed for the 2 element programmes which
included education, but also noted that the 3 element programme compared to a 2
element programme which included education showed no difference. The GDG were
unable to determine which aspect of the educational intervention was important
and chose not to make a recommendation in this regard.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Two within-trial economic analyses were included. The first, in a low back pain with
or without sciatica population, included three comparators: 3-element MBR, a
combination of mixed manual therapy and self-management, and biomechanical
exercise.94 MBR had the lowest costs and highest QALYs and so was found to be the
most cost effective option. Uncertainty was assessed and there was found to be a
67% probability that MBR was the most cost effective option at a £20,000 per QALY
threshold. In this study patients received up to 8 group sessions of 90 minutes in the
MBR group (mean 5.66) and the biomechanical exercise group (mean 4.94), plus the
exercise group received an additional initial individual session. The mixed manual
therapy and self-management group received up to 12 individual 30 minute sessions
(mean 5.36). This analysis only included three treatment options and ideally
assessment of cost effectiveness would be based on an analysis of all clinical
treatment options. The GDG noted that this evidence related to one course of
treatment and it was unknown if treatment effectiveness and thus cost effectiveness
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would be the same if repeated. In addition, in this study the EQ-5D and pain
outcomes were not clinically important. In a probabilistic analysis where uncertainty
over the mean values is taken into account, MBR was cost effective only in 67% of
the simulations, which shows a high uncertainty.
The second included economic analysis, in a mixed population with or without
sciatica included 3 comparators: 2-element MBR (physical + psychological); mixed
modality exercise and cognitive behavioural approaches. In contrast to the first
analysis MBR was not the most cost effective option – cognitive behavioural
approaches had the lowest costs and highest QALYs and so was found to be the most
cost effective option.457
Taking into account the overall body of clinical effectiveness evidence for 2-element
MBR (physical and psychological) the GDG concluded that the evidence for a clinical
benefit (which largely came from 2 RCTS)349,351,518 was more compelling than the
evidence of no benefit from other studies which included the RCT used to inform the
economic analysis in this review.
These 3 RCTs349,351,518 did not have associated economic analyses however MBR
intervention costs were estimated using the intervention descriptions from these
trials. The two-element (physical and psychological) MBR programme in the Vibe
Fersum study equated to 4-6 sessions over 12 weeks (initial session 1 hour,
subsequent sessions 30-45 minutes) delivered by physiotherapists. Assuming these
were individual sessions this equated to a personnel cost estimate of £400-£584.
The two-element MBR programme (physical + psychological) in the study by
Monticone et al. 2013 was much more intensive with an estimated 16 hours with a
psychologist (individual sessions) and 13 hours with a physiotherapist (assumed to
be individual sessions) delivered over a year. This equated to a personnel cost
estimate of £3,509. The GDG noted that while the cost of the supervising physician
referred to in Monticone et al. 2013 was not incorporated in the cost estimate based
on described resource use, due to insufficient information, this probably would not
apply to the UK setting where physiotherapists operate with more autonomy. In
addition, it was noted that while the cost of GP support was also not incorporated
into the cost estimate, due to insufficient information, again this is unlikely to form
part of clinical practice if implemented. In addition the GDG noted that for both
interventions there may also be additional costs in practice such as patient transport
and specialist training for staff delivering the interventions. These costs are both
higher than in MBR intervention costs reported in the Critchley et al. analysis (£75) –
this is because the programme was delivered in group sessions. However, the clinical
benefits observed in Vibe Fersum et al. and Monticone et al. 2013 were also much
greater (although EQ5D was not reported for direct comparability).
The three-element MBR programme (physical + psychological + educational) in the
study by Monticone et al 2015 was again intensive with ten hours with a
physiotherapist and five hours with a psychologist delivered in five weeks. However,
both elements were delivered in a small group of five patients and therefore this
equated to a personnel cost estimate of only £342. It was noted that the GDG
considered the physical and psychological components in this study to be similar to
what the GDG were considering for recommendation. For this reason, a threshold
analysis was conducted on this paper as well as on the 2013 study.
Both Monticone et al. 2013 and Monticone et al. 2015 reported SF-36 scores which
were mapped to estimate equivalent EQ-5D scores in order to carry out threshold
analysis. For Monticone et al. 2013 the threshold analysis determined that the two
element MBR programme would be cost-effective up to incurring an additional cost
of £5,405 at 12 months, and £4,419 at 24 months when compared to the
combination of biomechanical exercise and manual therapy (same as the physical
element of the MBR programme). The estimated additional cost of the psychological
element for Monticone et al.2013 lay below the cost identified in the threshold
analysis at £2,238. This suggests that the 2 element MBR programme is cost-
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effective unless the programme increases the use of other health care resources to a
cost greater than this threshold.
For Monticone et al.2015 the threshold analysis determined that the three-element
MBR programme would be cost-effective compared with the combination of
exercise, manual therapy, postural therapy and self-management up to incurring an
additional cost of £4,428 at 12 months, and £4,705 at 24 months. Both groups in the
study received the same amount of time of physical training, and the educational
element was delivered alongside the psychological element of the MBR, therefore
the difference in personnel cost between these two programmes is the addition of
the clinical psychologist. This cost is estimated in the intervention costing analysis to
be an additional £138. This lies below the cost identified in the threshold analysis,
suggesting that the three-element MBR programme is cost-effective unless it
increases the use of other health care resources up to over £4,000.
The GDG also noted that there may be specialist training costs associated with
delivering the specific approaches used in the MBR programmes in the trials and
these may vary depending on the specific approach implemented. For example, a
weekend training course is available on the approach used in Vibe Fersum et al. In
addition, ongoing mentoring may be required from more experienced practitioners.
It was noted that the intervention costs above do not take account of the possibility
that MBR might be offered as an alternative to another active treatment option – if
this were the case then the incremental cost would be the difference between MBR
and the cost of the other active treatment, which would be less than the cost of
MBR.
Taking into account the overall body of clinical effectiveness evidence for MBR
programmes the GDG concluded there was mixed evidence of its effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness, in particular in the economic study showing MBR to be cost
effective the EQ5D and pain outcomes were not clinically important. However, based
on the considerations already discussed in the ‘Trade-off between clinical benefits
and harms’ section, the GDG considered MBR to be likely to be cost effective. If MBR
is effective, upfront intervention costs may be offset by downstream cost savings
due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified due to the benefits to the
patient. The Vibe study found a benefit in terms of healthcare utilisation with care
seeking reduced after the intervention, suggesting that downstream costs may be
reduced. Given this and the evidence of clinical benefit for 2-element MBR
programmes with a physical and psychological element the GDG concluded that it
was sufficiently likely that an intervention based on that reported in Vibe Fersum et
al. would be cost effective and therefore support a recommendation.
Quality of evidence

The evidence included in the review ranged from a GRADE quality rating of moderate
to very low. This was due to the high risk of bias within the studies included as a
result of inadequate blinding and high drop-out rates. The best quality evidence
available in this review was from active treatment comparisons (which was mostly
rated as moderate or low quality).
The GDG noted that one of the studies informing the recommendation reported a
high drop-out rate and used per protocol analysis. It is therefore possible that these
factors might have underestimated the effect of the MBR programme and had more
people continued in the trial, or an intention to treat analysis been used, that the
results may have differed. The population recruited was also very specific (low back
pain where the pain could be provoked and relieved with specific postures,
movements or activities, and where the movement behaviours had a clear
association with their pain disorder), for which the classification based-cognitive
functional therapy intervention was designed. The GDG therefore considered this
narrow population and risk of bias limits the applicability of this evidence to clinical
practice. However as benefits were observed in trials that included less specific
populations, it was considered that the benefit of this type of MBR programme
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might be transferable.
One of the other key studies informing the recommendation was a 3-yearlong study
with a 1 year treatment period. It was noted that there were no reported drop-outs
from this study. The population recruited in the study was considered by the GDG to
be applicable to clinical practice as patients were low back pain lasting >3 months,
and all causes of specific low back pain were excluded. However, this potential bias
was accounted for in the quality rating of the in the outcomes reported and the
evidence remained as moderate quality.
Other considerations

For recommendations on Exercise therapies, Manual therapy, and Psychological
interventions, please see chapters 9, 12, and 15, respectively.
The GDG noted that interpreting the evidence in terms of when and which people
should be offered MBR was complicated. The group discussed tailoring treatments
for individual patients or selecting populations of patients to receive specific
treatments, including a psychosocial approach. The GDG noted that the papers
included in this review did not stratify people on the basis of severity but noted that
evidence from the risk stratification review (see chapter 6) informed
recommendations for identifying people who might benefit from a combined
physical and psychological approach. However, the GDG acknowledged that an MBR
programme is usually undertaken by people with chronic low back pain.
Furthermore, the GDG debated whether people who had undertaken a course of
MBR should have repeated treatment if their back pain didn’t resolve or recurred.
They highlighted that trials often excluded people who had the intervention before
and so did not address this key clinical issue.
For all interventions it was agreed important to note that the person delivering the
therapy would have a large effect on the outcome of treatment. The GDG discussed
that in practice the psychological element of this type of intervention may be
delivered by a psychologist or by another healthcare professional trained in these
techniques. It was considered important that the individual was appropriately
trained with the competency to deliver the intervention. It was considered that this
may have been a factor in the studies included in the review. The GDG felt strongly
that where a psychologist was not delivering the intervention directly, services
should to set up such that the team included a psychologist to train and support
those delivering the intervention, as was generally the case in the trials where this
occurred. The GDG commented that the delivery of the cognitive behavioural
approaches programmes reviewed required clinical expertise in health-related
psychology rather than in treating psycho-pathology.
The GDG debated whether a psychological intervention in the context of an MBR
programme would have an impact on people who do not show fear-avoidance
behaviours or psychosocial distress. It was noted that the studies included in the
review did not consider stratification of participants on a psychological basis. The
GDG also pointed out the low scores on the Tampa scale for Kinesiophobia reported
in by the relevant study. The GDG noted that the psychological aspects of low back
pain should be considered and a group psychological intervention should be
favoured where possible. Furthermore, the GDG felt that a psychologically informed
physiotherapy or rehabilitation programme would be particularly useful for people
with chronic pain and psychosocial distress, i.e. people with low back pain or sciatica
and significant psychosocial obstacles to recovery (for example, avoidance of normal
activities based on inappropriate beliefs about their condition). However, the GDG
advised that main focus for their recommendation for combined physical and
psychological treatments was for people with psychosocial distress resulting from
chronic low back pain and sciatica, rather than people presenting with pain and
additional psychological problems. The GDG therefore felt that people who have not
responded to previous treatments, for example when they have failed to improve
pain adequately, or have not helped enough to enable people to return to normal
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activity of daily life, including work, would also benefit from a psychologically
informed rehabilitation programme, as part of a risk assessment-based, stepped care
approach.
The GDG noted that the Cochrane review 261 reached similar conclusions that
patients with chronic low back pain receiving MBR will experience less pain related
disability than those receiving usual care or exercise treatment.
The GDG noted that the intensity of the interventions where clinical benefits were
seen varied and it was not clear whether the more intensive interventions produced
better results – although this was not studied directly.
Research recommendation
Chronic low back pain is a very common, potentially disabling, long-term health
condition and by definition not amenable to curative medical treatment. In the
absence of effective self-management strategies people with long-term conditions
are likely to disengage from their normal roles, becoming increasingly disabled and
dependent on health and social care.
The Kings Fund 2013 long term conditions report cites evidence that
multidisciplinary rehabilitation programmes (MBR), in the form of self-management
support, have been shown to reduce unplanned hospital admissions for other long
term conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma and to
improve adherence to treatment and medication, but evidence that this translates
into cost savings, particularly in reduced healthcare utilization is unclear. 380
Further the cost effectiveness of providing long term support beyond MBR
programmes for people with low back pain is unknown.
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18 Return to work programmes
18.1 Introduction
Back problems and employment are often closely linked in the minds of patients, employers, other
stakeholders and the general public. Low back pain or sciatica commonly begins in people of working
age, and a high proportion of people are in employment at the time that they develop back
problems. Employment-related factors might contribute to the onset of back symptoms, and onset of
symptoms might occur during or shortly after engagement in activities undertaken in the course of
employment.
Low back pain and sciatica are common causes of work disability, leading not only to absenteeism,
but also impaired productivity in those who continue to work (presenteeism). Back problems pose
challenges to both patient and employer due to disability and the unpredictability of recurrent
episodes. Inability to work contributes to poverty through loss of income, and work and
socioeconomic status are the main drivers of social gradients in health. Loss of employment can
contribute to altered self-image, psychological distress and social exclusion.
Presentation to health care providers with back problems might sometimes be an indication of other
difficulties at work such as conflicts with management or low job satisfaction. Therefore, an
inappropriate return to employment might adversely affect both physical and psychological health.
However, for many people, an early return to work might be an effective means of encouraging
physical activity and increasing fitness, reducing the risk of chronic disability from low back problems.
Return to work is an important outcome for many people with low back problems, and might
mediate improvements in pain and other aspects of health, quality of life and well-being. The shifts
from work to sickness absence to unemployment can occur over short time frames and return to
work might be more difficult for those who have already lost their employment.
Return to work programmes are structured interventions with the specific aim of facilitating return
to gainful employment. They share much with programmes designed to improve clinical outcomes,
often being multidisciplinary and including components of exercise and education, as well as
commonly addressing psychological factors. However, their primary focus is on vocational
rehabilitation and engaging corresponding specialised skills.

18.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
return to work programmes in the management of non-specific low
back pain and sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 386: PICO characteristics of review question
Population
Interventions

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain.
People aged 16 or above with sciatica.
 Interventions/multidisciplinary programmes with a specified return to work focus (or
including ergonomic interventions):
1. Uni-disciplinary programmes including combined concepts
2. Multidisciplinary biopsychosocial programmes
Inclusion criteria
- RTW must be the main focus of the intervention
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- Including any combinations of interventions or ‘programmes’
- Irrespective of the number of people who deliver the intervention
- Tailored components are acceptable as long as these components are described,
and must be given in addition to a defined component (eg. acupuncture +
tailored versus tailored = acceptable; tailored versus tailored = exclude). Tailored
studies will be analysed separately (different strata).
- Irrespective of whether patients are sick listed
Exclusion criteria
- If the study does not clearly describe the interventions used (it must specify the
modality as well as the class)
- If the intervention or comparison group contains an invasive intervention (eg.
surgery, epidurals, facet-joint blocks/injections)
- Studies where all the interventions are tailored
Comparisons







Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index)
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
 Return to work
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
1. morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

Placebo/Sham/Attention control
Usual care/waiting list
To each other
Any other non-invasive interventions in the guideline
Combination of interventions: any combination of the non-invasive interventions in
the guideline

18.3 Clinical evidence
Eight RCTs (reported in a total of 12 papers) were included in the review; these are summarised in
Table 387 below. Six studies reported multidisciplinary programmes.14,190,292,465,505,542 In Anema et al.,
participants were first randomised to a multidisciplinary return to work programme or usual care
(primary randomisation); people who were still sick-listed at 8 weeks were re-randomised to a
unidisciplinary graded activity programme or usual care (secondary randomisation). 15 Two further
studies described unidisciplinary programmes.253,297
Four further papers were found reporting data from 2 studies described above:
 Steenstra 2006467 and Steenstra 2006A468 are part of the Anema 2007 study.
 Hlobil 2005222 and Hlobil 2007223 are part of the Staal 2004 study.
Most studies provided programmes to individuals;14,252,253,292,296,465,542 two provided therapy in both
group and individual formats.190,505
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One further study was identified which met the inclusion criteria in terms of the population (people
sick listed for 8-12 weeks for low back pain), interventions (brief intervention plus exercise),
comparator (brief intervention only) and outcomes (return to work).417 However, this paper was
excluded from our review because the outcome data for the 2 arms was combined, rather than
reported separately for each group.
One Cochrane review on return to work programmes was identified but it was not included as it
included studies in people with back pain but not specifically low back pain, and therefore did not
meet the review protocol438,438. The studies included in this Cochrane review were individually
assessed and included if they matched the review protocol.
Evidence from the included studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile / clinical
evidence summary below. See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence
tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list
in Appendix L.
Table 387: Summary of studies included in the review
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Multidisciplinary
programme with
a return to work
focus (individual
workplace
intervention)
plus usual care

Usual care
following the
Dutch
occupational
guideline on low
back pain.

Low back pain with
or without sciatica.
All participants
were sick-listed
due to their low
back pain.
n=196
Length of study: 12
months
The Netherlands

Function
(RMDQ)
Pain (NRS)
Return to
work
Quality of life
(EQ-5D)
Healthcare
utilisation (GP
visits, manual
therapist
visits,
occupational
physician
consultations,
physiotherap
y sessions).

Concomitant
treatments
not stated.

Unidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(individual
counselling,
workplace visit
by occupational
physician)

Usual care: Brief
instruction in
exercises, or
readmission to
GP for further
contact with
physiotherapist
or chiropractic

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=300
Length of study: 3
months
Denmark

Pain (NRS)
Function
(RMDQ)
Quality of life
(SF-36)
Sick leave >8
weeks

Concomitant
care: not
stated.

Individual programme
Anema
2007
(Steenstra
2006)
Steenstra
2006A14,467,4
68

Jensen
2012b253
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This study
had 2
randomisatio
n stages:
first
randomisatio
n occurred at
2 weeks for
all recruited
participants
into the two
intervention
groups,
second
randomisatio
n was at 8
weeks for
only those
people who
were still off
work due to
their back
pain.
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Study

Intervention

Comparison
treatment

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Lambeek
2010a292

Multidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(individual
workplace
intervention and
graded activity
programme)

Usual care:
Patients
allocated to the
usual care group
received the
usual treatment
from their
medical
specialist,
occupational
physician,
general
practitioner,
and/or allied
health
professionals.

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=134
Length of study: 12
months.
The Netherlands

Healthcare
utilisation
(occupational
physician, GP,
physiotherapi
st, graded
activity
therapist,
manual
therapist,
cesar
therapist,
physiotherapi
st,
psychologist,
alternative
therapist,
medical
specialist,
diagnostic
tests, drugs
for back pain)
Pain (VAS)
Function
(RMDQ)
Quality of
life(a)

Concomitant
care:
additional
treatments
including
physiotherap
y and a range
of alternative
care was
received by
the
multidisciplin
ary return to
work
participants.

Lee
2013a297

Unidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(individual
cognitive
behavioural
approaches/grad
ed activity by
physio) versus
conventional
physiotherapy

Combination of
interventions:
Physiotherapists:
individual
treatment. The
treatment in the
conventional
treatment group
was broadly
based on the
patients’
symptoms at
presentation and
on their response
to treatment. It
was normally a
combination of
treatment,
including
electrophysical
agents for pain
relief such as
interferential
therapy,
transcutaneous
electrical nerve

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=47
Length of study: 3
months
Hong Kong China

Pain (pain
level 0-10)
Function
(RMDQ)

Concomitant
care: not
stated.
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Study

Intervention

Comparison
stimulation,
lumbar traction,
manual therapy,
and exercise
therapy.

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Staal 2004
Hlobil 2005
Hlobil
2007222,223,46

Multidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(individual
graded activity,
case
management)
and usual care

Usual care: Usual
care and
guidance from
occupational
physician. GPs
could treat
according to
Dutch College of
General
Practitioners
guidelines

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=134
Length of study: 6
months
The Netherlands

Return to
work
Function
(RMDQ)
Pain (NRS) (3
months data
from Staal
2004 and 12
months data
from Hlobil
2005)
Healthcare
utilisation
(consultations
with GP, with
occupational
physician,
with
specialist,
alternative
therapist,
CT/MRI scans,
X-ray,
physio/param
edical
therapy, pain
medication,
visits to
manual
therapist)
(Hlobil 2007)

Concomitant
care:
Multidisciplin
ary return to
work team
also received
usual care as
described for
the usual care
group;
furthermore
some of the
participants
used nonsteroidal antiinflammatory
drugs and
other
analgesics for
pain relief.

Multidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(individual
physical and
behavioural
therapy, some
patients had
work transition)

Usual care:
Standard care
(no further
details)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=142
Length of followup: 12 months.
USA

Return to
work
Pain (VAS)
Psychological
(BDI)

Concomitant
treatment:
not stated.
Participants
randomised
into 3 groups:
early
intervention
(n=47), early
intervention
plus work
transition
(n=43) or
standard care
(n=52). Early
intervention
and early
intervention

5

Whitfill
2010542
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Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
plus work
transition
groups
combined in
analysis
(called
Treatment
group T) and
compared
with standard
care. Results
of return to
work shown
for only
42/142
patients.
Quality of life
outcome was
not eligible as
reported as
SF-36 overall
score.

Group and individual return to work programme
Haldorsen
1998190

Multidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(multi-modal
cognitive
behavioural
approaches,
partly group and
partly individual)

Usual care:
Followed up by
GP without any
feedback or
advice on
therapy; given
usual care e.g.
physiotherapy

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=223
Length of study: 12
months
Norway

Return to
work

Concomitant
treatment:
not stated

Van Den
Hout
2003505

Multidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(graded activity +
problem solving:
GAPS)

Multidisciplinary
return to work
programme
(graded activity
and group
education:
GAGE)

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=84
Length of study: 12
months
The Netherlands

Return to
work

Concomitant
treatments:
All
participants
agreed to
stop any
other ongoing
treatments
for back
disorders.

(a) EQ-5D was collected but not reported by the study apart from as QALYs in the economic analysis
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Table 388: Individually delivered return to work programme (multidisciplinary) versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica

Quality of life (EQ-5D 0-1, change score) ≤
4 months

186
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean quality of life (eq-5d 0-1,
change score) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
0.26

The mean quality of life (eq-5d 0-1,
change score) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.05 lower
(0.13 lower to 0.03 higher)

Pain (NRS 0-10, change score) ≤ 4 months

188
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (NRS 0-10, change
score) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
-2.66

The mean pain (NRS 0-10, change score)
≤ 4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.21 higher
(0.55 lower to 0.97 higher)

Pain (NRS 0-10) >4 months

117
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) >4 months
in the control groups was
1.85

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.21 lower
(0.34 to 0.8 lower)

Pain (NRS 0-10) >4 months

141
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) >4 months
in the control groups was
5.07

The mean pain (NRS 0-10) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.16 lower
(2.12 to 0.2 lower)

Function (RMDQ 0-24, change score) ≤ 4
months

188
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24,
change score) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
-8.75

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24, change
score) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.91 higher
(0.8 lower to 2.62 higher)

Function (RMDQ 0-24, change score) >4

117

LOWb

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24,

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24, change
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
multidisciplinary RTW programme (95%
CI)
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18.3.1

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress
(BDI, 0-63) > 4 months in the control
groups was
10.11

The mean psychological distress (BDI, 063) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.3 lower
(4.71 lower to 2.11 higher)

Days to return to work (final value) ≤ 4
months

196
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean days to return to work
(final value) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
130.12

The mean days to return to work (final
value) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
29.98 lower
(53.6 to 6.36 lower)

Return to work >4 months

42
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.39
(0.96 to
2.02)

Moderate

57
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

HR 1.7
(1.2 to
2.41)

Moderate

Absenteeism from unpaid work (hours) >
4 months

196
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Healthcare utilisation (occupational

134

LOWb

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
due to
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

RR 0.64

Risk with Usual care
change score) >4 months in the
control groups was
4.43

667 per 1000

Risk difference with Individual
multidisciplinary RTW programme (95%
CI)
score) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
2.73 higher
(2.47 to 2.99 higher)

260 more per 1000
(from 27 fewer to 680 more)

0 per 1000

-

The mean absenteeism from unpaid
work (hours) > 4 months in the
control groups was
225.8

The mean absenteeism from unpaid
work (hours) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
16 higher
(52.36 lower to 84.36 higher)

Moderate

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

141
(1 study)

Return to work >4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
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Psychological distress (BDI, 0-63) > 4
months
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Outcomes
months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

134
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.94
(0.43 to
2.06)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (physiotherapist, n
of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.56
(0.39 to
0.82)

Study population

Healthcare utilisation (graded activity
therapist, n of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

RR
114.31
(7.21 to
1813.19)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (manual therapist, n
of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

HIGH

RR 0.31
(0.13 to
0.72)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (cesar therapist, n
of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.62
(0.15 to
2.48)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (physiotherapist, n
of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.41
(0.08 to
2.05)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (psychologist, n of
patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.41
(0.08 to
2.05)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (alternative
therapist, n of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

LOWb
due to

RR 0.77
(0.4 to

Moderate

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
due to
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
(0.32 to
1.31)

Risk with Usual care
235 per 1000

162 per 1000

618 per 1000

Risk difference with Individual
multidisciplinary RTW programme (95%
CI)
85 fewer per 1000
(from 160 fewer to 73 more)
10 fewer per 1000
(from 92 fewer to 172 more)
272 fewer per 1000
(from 111 fewer to 377 fewer)
-

294 per 1000

74 per 1000

74 per 1000

74 per 1000

235 per 1000

203 fewer per 1000
(from 82 fewer to 256 fewer)
28 fewer per 1000
(from 63 fewer to 110 more)
44 fewer per 1000
(from 68 fewer to 78 more)
44 fewer per 1000
(from 68 fewer to 78 more)
54 fewer per 1000
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Healthcare utilisation (GP, n of patients) >
4 months
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Outcomes
physician, n of patients) > 4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Healthcare utilisation (medical specialist,
n of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.46
(0.26 to
0.81)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (diagnostic tests, n
of patients) > 4 months

134
(1 study)

HIGH

RR 0.49
(0.33 to
0.73)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (drugs for back pain,
n of patients)

134
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.7
(0.49 to
0.99)

Moderate

Healthcare utilisation (consultations with
GP) >4 months

57
(1 study)

Healthcare utilisation (consultation with
occupational physician, minutes) >4
months

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)
1.51)

Risk with Usual care

426 per 1000

647 per 1000

Risk difference with Individual
multidisciplinary RTW programme (95%
CI)
(from 141 fewer to 120 more)
230 fewer per 1000
(from 81 fewer to 315 fewer)
330 fewer per 1000
(from 175 fewer to 433 fewer)

588 per 1000

176 fewer per 1000
(from 6 fewer to 300 fewer)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultations with GP) >4 months in
the control groups was
1.8

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultations with GP) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(1.76 to 0.04 lower)

57
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultation with occupational
physician, minutes) >4 months in the
control groups was
110.4

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultation with occupational
physician, minutes) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.5 higher
(22.22 lower to 23.22 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (physio/paramedical
therapy) > 4 months

57
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physio/paramedical therapy) > 4
months in the control groups was
13.2

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physio/paramedical therapy) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
3.2 lower
(8.58 lower to 2.18 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (Visits to manual
therapist) >4 months

57
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean healthcare utilisation
(visits to manual therapist) >4

The mean healthcare utilisation (visits to
manual therapist) >4 months in the
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Individual
multidisciplinary RTW programme (95%
Outcomes
Risk with Usual care
CI)
months in the control groups was
intervention groups was
2.2 lower
4.1
(5.29 lower to 0.89 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 389: individually delivered return to work programme (multidisciplinary) versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relativ
e
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Individual
multidisciplinary RTW programme (95%
CI)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10 change score) ≤
4 months

124
(1 study)

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (NRS, 0-10
change score) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
-2.5

The mean pain severity (NRS, 0-10
change score) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.30 lower
(1.22 lower to 0.62 higher)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10 change score) >
4 months

119
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (NRS, 0-10
change score) > 4 months in the control
groups was
-2.7

The mean pain severity (NRS, 0-10
change score) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.20 lower
(1.3 lower to 0.9 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4 months

126
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
-4.9

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.4 lower
(3.66 lower to 0.86 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4 months

120
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the control groups was

The mean function (RMDQ, 0-24) > 4
months in the intervention groups was
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

0.6 lower
(2.88 lower to 1.68 higher)

134
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultation with GP) > 4 months in
the control groups was
4.5

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultation with GP) > 4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.3 lower
(4.22 to 0.38 lower)

Healthcare utilisation (Consultation with
occupational physician) >4 months

134
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultation with occupational
physician) >4 months in the control
groups was
4.8

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultation with occupational
physician) >4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.9 lower
(2.19 lower to 0.39 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (CT scans/MRI
scans) >4 months

134
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation (CT
scans/MRI scans) >4 months in the
control groups was
0.03

The mean healthcare utilisation (CT
scans/MRI scans) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.17 higher
(0.05 lower to 0.39 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (X-ray lumbar back)
>4 months

134
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean healthcare utilisation (x-ray
lumbar back) >4 months in the control
groups was
0.4

The mean healthcare utilisation (x-ray
lumbar back) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.1 higher
(0.43 lower to 0.63 higher)

Healthcare utilisation
(Physio/paramedical therapy) >4 months

134
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physio/paramedical therapy) >4
months in the control groups was
27.6

The mean healthcare utilisation
(physio/paramedical therapy) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
7.5 higher
(5.29 lower to 20.29 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (Consultations to
specialist) >4 months

134
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultations to specialist) >4 months
in the control groups was
1.4

The mean healthcare utilisation
(consultations to specialist) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.36 lower to 0.36 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (Consultations to

134

HIGH

The mean healthcare utilisation

The mean healthcare utilisation
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Healthcare utilisation (consultation with
GP) > 4 months
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bias

Healthcare utilisation (Pain medication)
>4 months

134
(1 study)

(consultations to alternative therapist)
>4 months in the control groups was
0.3

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

(consultations to alternative therapist)
>4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.7 lower
(2.38 lower to 0.98 higher)

The mean healthcare utilisation (pain
medication) >4 months in the control
groups was
1.6

The mean healthcare utilisation (pain
medication) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.2 lower to 0.4 higher)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 390: Individually delivered return to work programme (unidisciplinary) versus usual care in low back pain without sciatica

Quality of life (SF-36 Bodily Pain, 0100) ≤ 4 months

224
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily
pain, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the control
groups was
7.3

The mean quality of life (SF-36 bodily pain,
0-100) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
6.2 higher
(0.79 to 11.61 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 Physical
functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

224
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
4.8

The mean quality of life (SF-36 physical
functioning, 0-100) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.6 higher
(1.48 to 9.72 higher)

Pain (NRS 0-10, change score) ≤ 4
months

224
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (NRS 0-10, change score)
≤ 4 months in the control groups was
-1.9

The mean pain (NRS 0-10, change score) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(1.46 lower to 0.06 higher)
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with RTW individual
unidisciplinary (95% CI)
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(1 study)

Return to work programmes
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alternative therapist) >4 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24, change
score) ≤ 4 months in the control groups
was
-2.2

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24, change
score) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
1 lower
(2.3 lower to 0.3 higher)

LOWa,b
RR 0.59 193 per 1000
79 fewer per 1000
due to risk of
(0.34 to
(from 128 fewer to 4 more)
bias,
1.02)
imprecision
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
Sick leave ≤ 4 months

300
(1 study)

Table 391: individually delivered return to work programme (multidisciplinary) versus combination of interventions in low back pain without sciatica

Pain (NRS 0-10, final value) ≤ 4
months

47
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain (NRS 0-10, final value) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
3.14

The mean pain (NRS 0-10, final value) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.72 lower
(1.96 lower to 0.52 higher)

Function (RMDQ 0-24, final
value) ≤ 4 months

47
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24, final
value) ≤ 4 months in the control groups
was
6.59

The mean function (RMDQ 0-24, final
value) ≤ 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.76 lower
(3.65 lower to 2.13 higher)
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Combination of interventions

Risk difference with Return to work
programme (individual) (95% CI)

(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 392: mixed group and individually delivered return to work programme versus usual care in low back pain with or without sciatica
Outcomes

No of

Quality of the

Relative

Anticipated absolute effects
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(1 study)
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Function (RMDQ 0-24, change score)
≤ 4 months

effect
(95% CI)

223
(1 study)

MODERATEa

RR 0.86
(0.67 to 1.1)

Risk with
usual care

Risk difference with Return to work programme (group
and individual) (95% CI)

580 per 1000

81 fewer per 1000
(from 191 fewer to 58 more)

a Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID

Table 393: mixed group and individually delivered return to work programme (graded activity, cognitive behavioural approaches and education)
(versus return to work programme (graded activity and education) in low back pain without sciatica

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

LOWa,b
RR 1.36
due to risk of bias,
(1.02 to
imprecision
1.8)
(a) Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of evidence was at high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
Return to work >4 months

752

76
(1 study)

Risk with RTW
programme

Risk difference with RTW (group and individual,
multidisciplinary) (95% CI)

629 per 1000

226 more per 1000
(from 13 more to 503 more)
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evidence
(GRADE)
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Return to work >4 months

Participants
(studies)
Follow up
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18.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
Three economic evaluations were identified that included a return to work intervention as a
comparator and have been included in this review.223,291 468 These are summarised in the economic
evidence profile (Table 394) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
Following the economic evidence profile, if available, results from an employer perspective are also
presented for this intervention. This is on the basis that employers may wish to provide such
interventions.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Applicability

Incremental
effects

Limitations

Other comments

2-1: saves £60

Cost effectiveness

Uncertainty

From clinical
review:
 Pain (VAS): 0.20 (CI: 1.30, 0.90)
 Function
(RMDQ): 0.06 (CI: 2.88, 1,68)

n/a

Cost 95% CI: -£336
to £181

Hlobil 2007
(Netherlands)

Partially
applicable (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations (b)

 Within-RCT analysis (Staal
2004465)
 Cost-consequence analysis
(various health outcomes)
 Population: Low back pain
(without sciatica) (> 4 weeks
and sick listed)
 Two comparators:
1. Usual care
2. Graded activity programme
(return to work intervention)
 Follow-up: 1 year

Lambeek 2010291
(Netherlands)

Partially
applicable (d)

Potentially
serious
limitations (e)

 Within-RCT analysis
(Lambeek2010A292)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Low back pain
(with or without sciatica) (>12
weeks and on sick leave)
 Two comparators:
1. Usual care
2. Integrated care return to
work intervention
 Follow-up: 1 year

2-1: £271(f)

2-1: 0.09
QALYs

£3011 per QALY
gained

Prob CE: NR
Cost 95% CI: NR
QALY 95% CI: 0.01
to 0.16

Steenstra 2006468
(Netherlands)

Partially
applicable (g)

Potentially
serious
limitations (h)

 Within-RCT analysis
(Anema200714)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Low back pain with
or without sciatica (on sick

2-1: £228 (j)

2-1: -0.04
QALYs

Usual care
dominates usual
care plus
multidisciplinary
programme with a

Probability costeffective NR
Cost 95% CI: -£116
to £557
QALY 95% CI: -

223

(c)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s

Study

Incremental
costs

Return to work programmes
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Table 394: Economic evidence profile: combination interventions – return to work interventions
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Limitations

Other comments
leave 2-6 weeks)
 Two comparators (i):
1. Usual care
2. Usual care plus
multidisciplinary programme
with a return to work focus
 Follow-up: 1 year

Incremental
costs

Incremental
effects

Cost effectiveness
return to work
focus (lower costs
and higher QALYs)

Uncertainty
0.12 to 0.04

95% CI = 95% confidence interval; ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; n/a = not available; NR = not reported; RCT = randomised clinical trial; QALY = quality-adjusted life year; Prob.
CE= Probability intervention is cost-effective at a £20,000/£30,000 threshold.
(a) Dutch resource use data (1999-2002) and unit costs (1999) may not reflect current NHS context. QALYs were not used as the health outcome measure.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison. Staal 2004 is 1 of 8 studies included in the clinical review for return to

work interventions. Limited sensitivity analyses were undertaken.
(c) 1999 Netherlands euros converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: intervention, physiotherapy, scans, x-rays, consultations (GP, specialist, alternative

therapist), pain medication.
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(d) Dutch resource use data (2005-2009) and unit costs (2009) may not reflect current NHS context. Dutch EQ5D tariff used (time-trade off method).
(e) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison. Lambeek2010A is 1 of 8 studies included in the clinical review for return

to work interventions. Although uncertainty was explored in the analysis, no sensitivity analyses were available for the healthcare perspective relevant to the guideline.
(f) 2007 Netherlands euros converted to UK pounds by authors using purchasing power parities. Cost components incorporated: GP, physiotherapist, occupational physician, manual

therapy, psychologist, clinical occupational physician, diagnostic tests, hospital stay, medical specialist.
(g) Dutch resource use (2000-2003) and unit cost (year not stated) data may not reflect current NHS context. The CUA ICER is calculated as the difference in EQ5D utility

between baseline and last follow-up rather than using the time spent at different EQ5D levels to calculate QALYs. There is a significant difference in baseline EQ5D
between two of the arms.
(h) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Amena2007 is 1 of 8 studies included in the clinical review for return to
work interventions. Limited sensitivity analyses.
(i) Note, this study has 2 randomisation stages; first randomisation occurred at 2 weeks for all recruited participants into the two intervention groups, second randomisation was at 8 weeks
for only those people who were still off work due to their back pain. In this second randomisation they were re-randomised to either graded activity or usual care. Only the first
randomisation is presented here.
(j) 2002 Netherlands Euros converted to UK pounds.394 Cost components incorporated: intervention costs, additional healthcare visits (GP, manual therapist, physiotherapist,

medical specialist, other healthcare professionals), prescription medication, professional home care and hospitalisation. Note: paper reported societal perspective; here
only healthcare costs have been presented.
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Costs from an employer perspective are presented below on the basis that employers may wish to
provide return to work interventions. These typically consider the cost of lost productivity to the
employer. When interpreting productivity costs based on days taken off work there are a number of
issues to consider including:
 The actual productivity loss to the employer will not necessary equate to the number of sick days
taken by the employee. Time taken off work may be compensated for in some way: for example,
another colleague may be able to undertake the tasks the absent employee would have been
doing or the employee may be able to make up the time off when back at work within their
contracted hours. The ability to compensate will depend on the type of work.
 Employees who return to work may not necessarily be fully productive if still suffering symptoms.
Table 395: Return to work interventions – employer perspective
Interventio
n cost

Study
223

Productivity savings compared to usual care

Hlobil 2007
(Netherlands)

£342

Gross lost productivity over 3 years (total days workers were
completely or partially sick listed)
 Saves 79.2 days (95% CI: -23.8 to 192.3)
 Saves £5455 (95% CI: -£2,347 to £12,483)
Net lost productivity (percentage work absence, that is accounting for
partial lost days; assuming 100% productivity during hours of partial
work resumption)
 Saves 12.0 days (95% CI:--50.2 to 64.9)
 Saves £1195 (95% CI: -£2989 to £4974; p=NR)

Lambeek 2010291
(Netherlands)

£1077

Lost productivity over 1 year (assuming 100% productivity during
hours of partial work resumption)
 Saves 41.9 days (95% CI NR)
 Saves £5527 (95% CI:-£10,042 to -£391)

Steenstra
2006468(Netherlands
)

NR

Lost productivity over 1 year (net days on sick leave)
 Saves £467 (95% CI: -£1,381 to £495)

95% CI = 95% confidence interval; NR = not reported.

18.5 Evidence statements
18.5.1

Clinical
The majority of the evidence was from populations of people with low back pain with or without
sciatica. However, there was also evidence from populations of people with low back pain without
sciatica.

18.5.1.1

Individually delivered, multidisciplinary return to work programme versus usual care in low back
pain with or without sciatica
Evidence from 1 study suggested clinical harm of a multidisciplinary programme with a return to
work focus for quality of life, when compared to usual care (high quality; n=186). There was no
evidence of clinical difference in pain at short and long term (3 single studies; low to moderate
quality; n=188, n=117, n=141) and psychological distress at > 4 months (1 study; moderate quality;
n=141,). Benefit in favour of usual care compared to return to work programmes was observed for
function in the longer term follow up (1 study, n=117, low quality) but not at short term (1 study;
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moderate quality; n=188). Other evidence was mixed for days to return to work, absenteeism from
unpaid work (very low quality; n=196), return to work (2 single studies, low to very low quality) and
healthcare utilisation outcomes (2 single studies; very low to moderate quality; n=134, n=57).
18.5.1.2

Individually delivered, multidisciplinary return to work programme versus usual care in low back
pain without sciatica
Evidence from a single study demonstrated no clinical difference of the multidisciplinary programme
for pain and function, both at short term and long term follow ups (low to high quality; n=124-134).
There was also evidence of no clinical difference for all healthcare utilisation outcomes at longer
term follow up, with the exception of physio/paramedical therapy which was increased in the group
receiving the multidisciplinary programme. There was no evidence available for psychological
distress or quality of life in this population.

18.5.1.3

Individually delivered, unidisciplinary return to work programme versus usual care in low back pain
without sciatica
Evidence from a single study suggested clinical benefit of a return to work programme for quality of
life (SF-36 bodily pain and physical functioning subscales) and sick leave at short term, when
compared to usual care (low quality; n=224). However, there was no clinical difference in terms of
pain or function in the short term. There was no evidence available for psychological distress for this
comparison.

18.5.1.4

Individually delivered return to work programme versus combination of interventions in low back
pain without sciatica
Evidence from a small, single study showed no clinical difference between return to work
programme and combination of interventions for pain and function outcomes at less than 4 months
(low quality; n=47). No evidence was available for quality of life or psychological distress.

18.5.1.5

Mixed group and individually delivered return to work programme versus usual care in low back
pain with or without sciatica
No clinical difference between intervention and usual care was found in return to work at greater
than 4 months follow-up (1 single study; moderate quality; n=223).

18.5.1.6

Mixed group and individually delivered return to work programme (graded activity, cognitive
behavioural approaches and education) versus return to work programme (graded activity and
education) in low back pain without sciatica
Evidence from a single study (low quality; n=76) showed no clinical difference between 2 return to
work programmes in return to work at the long term follow up. No available evidence was found for
any other critical outcomes.

18.5.2

Economic
 One cost–utility analysis found that a return to work intervention was cost effective compared to
usual care for treating low back pain (with or without sciatica) (ICER: £3,011 per QALY gained).
This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 One cost-utility analysis found that usual care was dominant (less costly and more effective)
compared to return-to-work interventions for the management of low back pain (with or without
sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
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 One cost–consequence analysis found that a return to work intervention was less costly and more
effective than usual care for low back pain (without sciatica) (saves £60 per patient, pain [VAS]:
0.20 lower, disability [RMDQ] 0.06 lower). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with
potential serious limitations.

18.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations

31. Promote and facilitate return to work or normal activities of daily living
for people with low back pain with or without sciatica.

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG considered return to work, in addition to health related quality of life, pain
severity, function and psychological distress as critical outcomes for decision making
in this review. Health care utilisation, responder criteria and adverse events were
considered as important outcomes.
In this review however there was no evidence available for the outcomes responder
criteria or adverse events.
Return to work was noted as reported by included studies, including number of
people returned to work as well as number of days absent from work to capture all
of the available evidence informing this outcome relevant to work participation.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Low back pain with or without sciatica
The majority of evidence included in this review reported no clinically important
difference of individually delivered, multidisciplinary programmes with a specific
return to work focus when compared to usual care. There was also some evidence
reporting clinically important differences in favour of the comparator intervention in
terms of quality of life and function, and mixed evidence of benefit and harm in
terms of return to work (number of people returning to work; number of days to
return to work for a sick-listed population during an 8 week intervention period).
Some evidence of benefit was seen in healthcare utilisation outcomes at 12 months
follow-up.
No clinical difference was seen in return to work when a mixed group and
individually delivered programme with a specific return to work focus was compared
to usual care.
Low back pain without sciatica
Some clinical benefit of an individually delivered unidisciplinary programme with
return to work focus was seen compared to usual care in terms of quality of life and
return to work (number of people on sick leave for greater than 8 weeks during a 3
month intervention period). The return to work intervention programme consisted
of counselling sessions delivered by an occupational physician with work place
visits/assessments. No clinical difference was seen in pain, function or healthcare
utilisation outcomes (with the exception of an increase in physiotherapy and
paramedical therapy) when an individually delivered multidisciplinary return to work
programme was compared to usual care. No clinical difference was seen in either
pain or function when an individually delivered programme with focus on return to
work was compared to a combination of interventions, or in return to work outcome
when compared to a different return to work programme.
The GDG discussed that the evidence from Van der Hout et al comparing two mixed
group and individually delivered return work programmes was not very informative
on the benefit of a return to work focussed programme, as it had a return to work
element in both intervention arms. Rather it demonstrated a clinically important
benefit of having a cognitive behavioural therapy element on the outcome return to
work at 12 months in a low back pain population.
Summary
The GDG considered that many people with low back pain will return to work
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following a period of sick leave without an intervention with a specific focus on
occupational health. However, there was no known evidence to support the use of a
tool to predict the need for a return to work intervention. Therefore any return to
work programme eventually offered would need to be available to all people with
low back pain unable to undertake their usual activities. The GDG accepted this may
not be feasible.
It was noted that most of the included studies used tailored intervention
programmes that were too intensive to be relevant to the UK healthcare context.
Two of the studies were from the Netherlands however, and the GDG considered
that this is a comparable population in terms of sick leave rates. Of these, it was
considered that the study featuring a programme delivered by a single practitioner
consisting of individual counselling and a workplace visit by an occupational
physician, would be most relevant to the UK healthcare setting.
The GDG discussed that although the evidence from the review was not compelling,
there was some evidence of benefit from certain programmes suggesting a need for
treatment programmes to be tailored to the individual. The GDG were also aware of
a government research report suggesting that returning to work has many benefits
for people.529 The benefits of returning to work for those who were away due to
sickness or disability included promoting recovery and rehabilitation, better health
outcomes, improved quality of life and a reduction in the harmful physical and
mental long-term side effects of absence. For these reasons the GDG agreed that
facilitation of returning patients to work, where applicable, should be encouraged
and this should be considered in consultation with people with low back pain to
suggest this as one of the goals of treatment. However, they felt that specific return
to work programmes separate from other clinical interventions should not be
recommended for the NHS. The GDG also considered whether to make a
recommendation that employers should consider providing such interventions.
However, they felt that while the goals and benefits to employers were much more
clear-cut, the evidence they had considered for specific programmes was still not
sufficiently compelling to make such a recommendation.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Three economic evaluations of return to work interventions were included. All
evaluated different return to work interventions but overall the evidence about cost
effectiveness relevant to an NHS (health care cost) perspective was mixed; one study
showed little difference in costs or health outcomes;223 although mean differences
suggested a cost saving and health improvement, the magnitude of effect was small
and there was uncertainty with the confidence interval crossing the line of no effect).
Another study showed a return to work intervention to be cost effective 292 while a
different study showed usual care to be more cost effective than the return to work
interventions.468
Evidence was also presented from an employer’s perspective to allow the GDG to
consider whether a recommendation for employers might be appropriate. In line
with the NHS perspective, Lambeek et al. found a saving in terms of productivity
costs, while Hlobil et al. reported possible savings but high uncertainty with a wide
confidence interval spanning no difference. The results from Steenstra et al. were
also uncertain with confidence intervals spanning no difference. The limitations in
the assessment of productivity costs were also noted.
The GDG concluded that it was difficult to come to a conclusion regarding the cost
effectiveness of return to work interventions (from either an NHS or employer
perspective) based on this evidence. The GDG decided not to recommend specific
return to work programmes separate from other clinical interventions as they may
not be cost effective; however they considered that encouraging people who are
absent from work due to their low back pain and/or sciatica to return to work or
usual activities could be done as part of usual care and therefore unlikely to incur
additional costs to the NHS, therefore this would be cost effective and should be
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recommended.
Quality of evidence

For the majority of evidence in this review, the quality ranged from a GRADE rating
of high to very low. This was due to the high number of drop outs and lack of
blinding in some of the included studies resulting in high risk of bias ratings, as well
as the imprecise nature of the results. Evidence for individually delivered
programmes with specific return to work focus versus usual care had high quality
GRADE ratings for the outcomes quality of life at up to 4 months in a low back pain
with or without sciatica population, and healthcare utilisation over 4 months in both
people with low back pain without sciatica with or without sciatica. High quality
GRADE rating was also seen in evidence for mixed group and individually delivered
programmes with specific return to work focus versus usual care for the outcome
return to work at longer term follow-up in a low back pain with or without sciatica
population.
The design of the study by Anema et al. was discussed. The GDG noted that this
study had two randomisation stages; the first randomisation took place for all the
sick-listed participants into either the return to work programme or usual care arm.
The second randomisation at 8 weeks was only for those participants who still hadn’t
returned to work. The second randomisation split participants into 4 arms; return to
work programme, return to work programme with a graded activity programme,
usual care and usual care with a graded activity programme. Most of the results from
the second randomisation were presented as pooled outcomes of both the return to
work arms and both the usual care arms, and therefore could not be included in this
review. However, where separated, data for people who had not switched groups
was reported. This places uncertainty in the reliability of the results from the longer
term follow-up (post second randomisation) as not all of the randomised participants
are included in the analysis.
The economic evidence was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.

Other considerations

When setting out the protocol for this review the GDG highlighted a priori the
difficulty isolating ‘return to work’ interventions and their effect given that many
general rehabilitation programmes will address peoples individual goals which might
include returning to work although this may not be explicitly specified or the primary
goal of the intervention. As such they felt it should be clear that a lack of evidence
from this particular review does not negate the importance of returning to work per
se as they felt this was well-established to be valued by people with low back pain
and the general population.
The GDG discussed that although the aim of returning to work was of importance to
a large proportion of the population suffering with low back pain, there was equally
a large proportion would not be working, either due to not being of working age, or
for other reasons such as caring for a child, or family member, disability, amongst
others. It was noted that these people also should be considered and return to usual
activities was equally important, the recommendation was drafted to take this into
account.
It was noted that there are different types of programmes which would not be
included by this evidence review, such as ‘stay at work’ programmes. The GDG are
unable to comment on these programmes from this evidence review. The GDG were
also aware that recently the Department for Work and Pensions is introducing a
scheme called Fit for Work with the aim of helping people on long-term sick leave
return to work. People can be referred by their GP if they have been off work for 4
weeks or more. Once referred, they are assessed by an occupational health
professional and will receive a plan to help them return to work. While this is not low
back pain specific the GDG felt it was important that GPs knew about and were
confident to refer into this existing service.
The GDG were aware of existing NICE public health guidance for Managing long-term
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sickness and incapacity for work https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ph19 which,
while not directly relevant to this review, should also be considered in those who are
unable to return to work for a prolonged period.
Due to the lack of evidence for a specific intervention or programme that could be
recommended to enable people to return to work and the existing services available,
alongside the broader evidence highlighting benefits of enabling people to return to
work or their usual activities, the GDG agreed that a consensus recommendation
should be made for this to be encouraged as part of all treatment for people with
low back pain and/or sciatica.
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20 Acronyms and abbreviations
Acronym or abbreviation

Description

ACT

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

ADL

Activities of daily living

ALBP

Aberdeen Low Back Pain

ALBPSQ

Acute low back pain screening questionnaire (alternative name for OMPQ)

APTA

American Physical Therapy Association

ATEAM

Alexander technique lessons, technology and massage

AUC

Area under curve

BDI

Beck depression inventory

BPI

Brief Pain Inventory

CFT

Compassion Focused Therapy

CI

Confidence interval

CPG

Clinical Practice Guidelines

CPR

Clinical prediction rule

CTIP

Cognitive treatment of illness perception

CUA

Cost-utility analysis

DRAM

Distress and Risk Assessment Method

EIFEL

French version of the Roland Morris disability questionnaire

EMG

Electromyographic

FABQ

Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire

FRI

Functional Rating Index

GDG

Guideline Development Group

GHQ

General Health Quality

GPR

Global Posture Re-education

HADS

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale

HILT

High Intensity Laser Therapy

HTA

Health Technology Assessment

ICER

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio

iLSO

Inextensible lumbosacral orthotics

IQR

Interquartile range

LBP

Low back pain

MET

Muscle energy technique

MBR

Multi-disciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation

MBSR

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction

MCS

Mental Component Score

MID

Minimum important difference

MODI

Modified Oswestry disability index

MPQ

McGill Pain Questionnaire

MVAS

Million Visual Analogue Scale

NICE

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

NIOSH

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
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Acronym or abbreviation

Description

NRS

Numeric pain rating scale

NR

Not reported

NRS

Numeric rating scale

NSAID

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug

ODI

Oswestry disability index

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

ÖMPQ

Örebro musculoskeletal pain questionnaire

OMSQ

Modified Orebro Musculoskeletal Screening Questionnaire

PACE

Paracetamol for Low Back Pain

PCS

Physical Component Score

PDI

Pain disability index

PENS

Percutaneous electrical nerve stimulation

PGIC

Patient’s global impression of change

PICO

Population, intervention, comparator, outcome

PT

Physical therapists

QALY

Quality-adjusted life year

QBPDQ

Quebec Back Pain Disability Questionnaire

QOL

Quality of life

RCT

Randomised controlled trial

RMDQ

Roland Morris disability questionnaire

ROC

Receiver operator characteristic

SBT

STarT Back Screening Tool

SFI

Spine functional index

SIP

Sickness impact profile

SR

Systematic review

STAI

State –Trait Anxiety Inventory

TENS

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation

TSK

Tampa scale of kinesiophobia

UC

Usual care

VAS

Visual analogue scale
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21 Glossary
The NICE Glossary can be found at www.nice.org.uk/glossary.

21.1 Guideline-specific terms
Term

Definition

Acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT)

An empirically-based psychological intervention that uses acceptance and
mindfulness strategies, with commitment and behaviour change strategies,
to increase psychological flexibility.

Acupuncture

Acupuncture is a treatment derived from ancient Chinese medicine in which
fine needles are inserted at certain sites in the body for therapeutic or
preventative purposes

Acute

Symptoms with a duration of less than 3 months.

Behavioural therapies

Treatment to help change potentially self-destructing behaviours in people
with chronic low back pain.

Cognitive behavioural
approaches

Cognitive approaches are aimed at altering unhelpful or inappropriate beliefs
as a basis for changing behaviour, such as fear-avoidance.

Disc replacement

Also known as spinal arthroplasty, disc replacement is a surgical procedure to
relieve low back pain. It involves replacing invertebral units with artificial
discs that can act as a functional prosthetic replacement. The pain relief
stems from removal of the painful disc.

Effectiveness

A term used broadly within the guideline to include efficacy. All of the
evidence reviews look to determine both efficacy and effectiveness.

Electrotherapies

Umbrella term consisting of TENS, PENS, interferential therapy, LLLT, and
therapeutic ultrasound, involving the application of forms of energy to the
body with the goal of improving symptoms or recovery of low back pain.

Epidural injections

An injection into the epidural space within the spine, using either
corticosteroids or anti-TNF agents for their anti-inflammatory and
immunosuppressant properties.

Exercise therapies

A wide variation of physical exercise to prevent or treat low back pain. These
can be performed on a one-to-one basis or in a group environment. The
guideline covers biomechanical, aerobic, mind-body and mixed modality
exercise.

Imaging

Radiographic techniques to produce images of the spinal column to assist
clinical decision-making when assessing people with low back pain with or
without sciatica. These are defined in the guideline by X-rays, CT scans and
MRI scans.

Manual therapies

Active or passive movements delivered to the neuromusculoskeletal system
focussing on joints and soft tissues to improve mobility and function, and to
decrease pain. Mobilisation and soft tissue techniques are performed by a
wide variety of practitioners; whereas spinal manipulation is usually
performed by chiropractors or osteopaths, and by doctors or
physiotherapists who have undergone additional training in manipulation.
Manual therapies are reviewed in the guideline by soft tissue techniques,
traction, manipulation or mobilisation and mixed modality manual therapy.

Mindfulness therapy

Therapy to make patient aware of the present moment, and nonjudgmentally to the unfolding of experience moment by moment to alter
behaviours towards low back pain.

Multidisciplinary
biopsychosocial

An intervention that involves a physical component (such as specific exercise
modalities, mobilisation, massage) and at least one other element from a
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Definition

rehabilitation programmes

biopsychosocial approach, that is psychological or social and occupational or
educational (defined educational intervention e.g. education on anatomy,
psychology, imaging, coping, medication, family, work and social life). The
different components of the intervention had to be offered as an integrated
programme involving communication between the providers responsible for
the different components. These programmes may include various
components delivered by one individual, or by a number of people, such as
the multi-disciplinary aspect applies to the interventions included in the
package (across disciplines), not to the number of people / disciplines
delivering this.

Multimodal treatment
package

Exercise alongside at least one of: self-management, manual therapy or

Non-specific low back pain

Pain in the back between the bottom of the rib cage and the buttock creases.

Orthotics and appliances

Generic or bespoke insoles, corsets, belts or supports aiming to reduce the
impact or provide support to the lower back and pelvic muscles.

Pharmacological
interventions

Oral/sublingual, rectal, intra-muscular and transdermal drug treatments to
relieve low back pain with or without sciatica. This does not include
pharmacological treatment for the management of sciatica alone.

Postural therapies

Postural therapies aim to prevent or reduce low back pain by focusing on the
correction of postures that are theorised to be suboptimal and place
excessive or damaging loads upon the spine.

Radiofrequency denervation

A minimally invasive and percutaneous procedure performed under local
anaesthesia or light intravenous sedation. Radiofrequency energy is
delivered along an insulated needle in contact with the target nerves to
denature the nerve.

Risk assessment tools

Tools developed to support clinical decision-making. These include: the
Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire (ÖMSPQ), the STarT
Back Screening Tool and the Distress and Risk Assessment Method (DRAM).

Risk stratification

Risk stratified care strategies were developed in order to avoid a ‘one size fits
all’ approach. There are many different stratifications and it is appreciated
that there can be overlap between groups.

Self-management

Programmes to assist people with low back pain and sciatica returning to
normal activities. This includes education and advice for staying active.

Spinal decompression

Removal of pressure from the nervous structures within the spinal column.
This guideline covers the following procedures: laminectomy, discectomy,
facetectomy, foraminotomy, fenestration, spinal decompression,
sequestration and laminotomy.

Spinal fusion

Spinal fusion is an operation performed to achieve solid bone union between
spinal vertebrae to prevent movement, using either the patient’s own bone
or artificial bone substitutes.

Spinal injections

Variations of injected agents which aim to either reduce inflammation in
tissue or induce inflammation to stimulate healthy tissue regrowth. These
include facet joint injections, medial branch blocks, intradiscal therapy and
prolotherapy.

psychological therapy (for example, cognitive behavioural therapy).
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Abstract

Summary of a study, which may be published alone or as an introduction to
a full scientific paper.

Algorithm (in guidelines)

A flow chart of the clinical decision pathway described in the guideline,
where decision points are represented with boxes, linked with arrows.

Allocation concealment

The process used to prevent advance knowledge of group assignment in an
RCT. The allocation process should be impervious to any influence by the
individual making the allocation, by being administered by someone who is
not responsible for recruiting participants.

Applicability

How well the results of a study or NICE evidence review can answer a
clinical question or be applied to the population being considered.

Arm (of a clinical study)

Subsection of individuals within a study who receive one particular
intervention, for example placebo arm.

Association

Statistical relationship between 2 or more events, characteristics or other
variables. The relationship may or may not be causal.

Base case analysis

In an economic evaluation, this is the main analysis based on the most
plausible estimate of each input. In contrast, see Sensitivity analysis.

Baseline

The initial set of measurements at the beginning of a study (after run-in
period where applicable), with which subsequent results are compared.

Bias

Influences on a study that can make the results look better or worse than
they really are. (Bias can even make it look as if a treatment works when it
does not.) Bias can occur by chance, deliberately or as a result of
systematic errors in the design and execution of a study. It can also occur
at different stages in the research process, for example, during the
collection, analysis, interpretation, publication or review of research data.
For examples see selection bias, performance bias, information bias,
confounding factor, and publication bias.

Blinding

A way to prevent researchers, doctors and patients in a clinical trial from
knowing which study group each patient is in so they cannot influence the
results. The best way to do this is by sorting patients into study groups
randomly. The purpose of ‘blinding’ or ‘masking’ is to protect against bias.
A single-blinded study is one in which patients do not know which study
group they are in (for example whether they are taking the experimental
drug or a placebo). A double-blinded study is one in which neither patients
nor the researchers and doctors know which study group the patients are
in. A triple blind study is one in which neither the patients, clinicians or the
people carrying out the statistical analysis know which treatment patients
received.

Carer (caregiver)

Someone who looks after family, partners or friends in need of help
because they are ill, frail or have a disability.

Clinical effectiveness

How well a specific test or treatment works when used in the ‘real world’
(for example, when used by a doctor with a patient at home), rather than
in a carefully controlled clinical trial. Trials that assess clinical effectiveness
are sometimes called management trials.
Clinical effectiveness is not the same as efficacy.

Clinician

A healthcare professional who provides patient care. For example, a
doctor, nurse or physiotherapist.

Cochrane Review

The Cochrane Library consists of a regularly updated collection of evidencebased medicine databases including the Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews (reviews of randomised controlled trials prepared by the Cochrane
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Collaboration).

Cohort study

A study with 2 or more groups of people – cohorts – with similar
characteristics. One group receives a treatment, is exposed to a risk factor
or has a particular symptom and the other group does not. The study
follows their progress over time and records what happens. See also
observational study.

Comparability

Similarity of the groups in characteristics likely to affect the study results
(such as health status or age).

Confidence interval (CI)

There is always some uncertainty in research. This is because a small group
of patients is studied to predict the effects of a treatment on the wider
population. The confidence interval is a way of expressing how certain we
are about the findings from a study, using statistics. It gives a range of
results that is likely to include the ‘true’ value for the population.
The CI is usually stated as ‘95% CI’, which means that the range of values
has a 95 in a 100 chance of including the ‘true’ value. For example, a study
may state that “based on our sample findings, we are 95% certain that the
‘true’ population blood pressure is not higher than 150 and not lower than
110”. In such a case the 95% CI would be 110 to 150.
A wide confidence interval indicates a lack of certainty about the true
effect of the test or treatment – often because a small group of patients
has been studied. A narrow confidence interval indicates a more precise
estimate (for example, if a large number of patients have been studied).

Control group

A group of people in a study who do not receive the treatment or test
being studied. Instead, they may receive the standard treatment
(sometimes called ‘usual care’) or a dummy treatment (placebo). The
results for the control group are compared with those for a group receiving
the treatment being tested. The aim is to check for any differences.
Ideally, the people in the control group should be as similar as possible to
those in the treatment group, to make it as easy as possible to detect any
effects due to the treatment.

Cost-consequences analysis
(CCA)

Cost-consequences analysis is one of the tools used to carry out an
economic evaluation. This compares the costs (such as treatment and
hospital care) and the consequences (such as health outcomes) of a test or
treatment with a suitable alternative. Unlike cost-benefit analysis or costeffectiveness analysis, it does not attempt to summarise outcomes in a
single measure (like the quality-adjusted life year) or in financial terms.
Instead, outcomes are shown in their natural units (some of which may be
monetary) and it is left to decision-makers to determine whether, overall,
the treatment is worth carrying out.

Cost-effectiveness analysis
(CEA)

Cost-effectiveness analysis is one of the tools used to carry out an
economic evaluation. The benefits are expressed in non-monetary terms
related to health, such as symptom-free days, heart attacks avoided,
deaths avoided or life years gained (that is, the number of years by which
life is extended as a result of the intervention).

Cost-effectiveness model

An explicit mathematical framework, which is used to represent clinical
decision problems and incorporate evidence from a variety of sources in
order to estimate the costs and health outcomes.

Cost-utility analysis (CUA)

Cost-utility analysis is one of the tools used to carry out an economic
evaluation. The benefits are assessed in terms of both quality and duration
of life, and expressed as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). See also utility.

Discounting

Costs and perhaps benefits incurred today have a higher value than costs
and benefits occurring in the future. Discounting health benefits reflects
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individual preference for benefits to be experienced in the present rather
than the future. Discounting costs reflects individual preference for costs to
be experienced in the future rather than the present.

Dominance

A health economics term. When comparing tests or treatments, an option
that is both less effective and costs more is said to be ‘dominated’ by the
alternative.

Drop-out

A participant who withdraws from a trial before the end.

Economic evaluation

An economic evaluation is used to assess the cost-effectiveness of
healthcare interventions (that is, to compare the costs and benefits of a
healthcare intervention to assess whether it is worth doing). The aim of an
economic evaluation is to maximise the level of benefits – health effects –
relative to the resources available. It should be used to inform and support
the decision-making process; it is not supposed to replace the judgement
of healthcare professionals.
There are several types of economic evaluation: cost-benefit analysis, costconsequences analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, cost-minimisation
analysis and cost-utility analysis. They use similar methods to define and
evaluate costs, but differ in the way they estimate the benefits of a
particular drug, programme or intervention.

Effect
(as in effect measure,
treatment effect, estimate of
effect, effect size)

A measure that shows the magnitude of the outcome in one group
compared with that in a control group.
For example, if the absolute risk reduction is shown to be 5% and it is the
outcome of interest, the effect size is 5%.
The effect size is usually tested, using statistics, to find out how likely it is
that the effect is a result of the treatment and has not just happened by
chance (that is, to see if it is statistically significant).

Effectiveness

How beneficial a test or treatment is under usual or everyday conditions,
compared with doing nothing or opting for another type of care.

Efficacy

How beneficial a test, treatment or public health intervention is under ideal
conditions (for example, in a laboratory), compared with doing nothing or
opting for another type of care.

EQ-5D (EuroQol 5
dimensions)

A standardised instrument used to measure health-related quality of life. It
provides a single index value for health status.

Evidence

Information on which a decision or guidance is based. Evidence is obtained
from a range of sources including randomised controlled trials,
observational studies, expert opinion (of clinical professionals or patients).

Exclusion criteria (literature
review)

Explicit standards used to decide which studies should be excluded from
consideration as potential sources of evidence.

Exclusion criteria (clinical
study)

Criteria that define who is not eligible to participate in a clinical study.

Extended dominance

If Option A is both more clinically effective than Option B and has a lower
cost per unit of effect, when both are compared with a do-nothing
alternative then Option A is said to have extended dominance over Option
B. Option A is therefore cost-effective and should be preferred, other
things remaining equal.

Extrapolation

An assumption that the results of studies of a specific population will also
hold true for another population with similar characteristics.

Follow-up

Observation over a period of time of an individual, group or initially defined
population whose appropriate characteristics have been assessed in order
to observe changes in health status or health-related variables.
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Generalisability

The extent to which the results of a study hold true for groups that did not
participate in the research. See also external validity.

GRADE, GRADE profile

A system developed by the GRADE Working Group to address the
shortcomings of present grading systems in healthcare. The GRADE system
uses a common, sensible and transparent approach to grading the quality
of evidence. The results of applying the GRADE system to clinical trial data
are displayed in a table known as a GRADE profile.

Harms

Adverse effects of an intervention.

Health economics

Study or analysis of the cost of using and distributing healthcare resources.

Health-related quality of life
(HRQoL)

A measure of the effects of an illness to see how it affects someone’s dayto-day life.

Heterogeneity
or Lack of homogeneity

The term is used in meta-analyses and systematic reviews to describe when
the results of a test or treatment (or estimates of its effect) differ
significantly in different studies. Such differences may occur as a result of
differences in the populations studied, the outcome measures used or
because of different definitions of the variables involved. It is the opposite
of homogeneity.

Imprecision

Results are imprecise when studies include relatively few patients and few
events and thus have wide confidence intervals around the estimate of
effect.

Inclusion criteria (literature
review)

Explicit criteria used to decide which studies should be considered as
potential sources of evidence.

Incremental analysis

The analysis of additional costs and additional clinical outcomes with
different interventions.

Incremental cost

The extra cost linked to using one test or treatment rather than another. Or
the additional cost of doing a test or providing a treatment more
frequently.

Incremental costeffectiveness ratio (ICER)

The difference in the mean costs in the population of interest divided by
the differences in the mean outcomes in the population of interest for one
treatment compared with another.

Indirectness

The available evidence is different to the review question being addressed,
in terms of PICO (population, intervention, comparison and outcome).

Intention-to-treat analysis
(ITT)

An assessment of the people taking part in a clinical trial, based on the
group they were initially (and randomly) allocated to. This is regardless of
whether or not they dropped out, fully complied with the treatment or
switched to an alternative treatment. Intention-to-treat analyses are often
used to assess clinical effectiveness because they mirror actual practice:
that is, not everyone complies with treatment and the treatment people
receive may be changed according to how they respond to it.

Intervention

In medical terms this could be a drug treatment, surgical procedure,
diagnostic or psychological therapy. Examples of public health
interventions could include action to help someone to be physically active
or to eat a more healthy diet.

Length of stay

The total number of days a participant stays in hospital.

Licence

See ‘Product licence’.

Life years gained

Mean average years of life gained per person as a result of the intervention
compared with an alternative intervention.

Likelihood ratio

The likelihood ratio combines information about the sensitivity and
specificity. It tells you how much a positive or negative result changes the
likelihood that a patient would have the disease. The likelihood ratio of a
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positive test result (LR+) is sensitivity divided by (1 minus specificity).

Long-term care

Residential care in a home that may include skilled nursing care and help
with everyday activities. This includes nursing homes and residential
homes.

Loss to follow-up

A patient, or the proportion of patients, actively participating in a clinical
trial at the beginning, but whom the researchers were unable to trace or
contact by the point of follow-up in the trial

Meta-analysis

A method often used in systematic reviews. Results from several studies of
the same test or treatment are combined to estimate the overall effect of
the treatment.

Multivariate model

A statistical model for analysis of the relationship between 2 or more
predictor (independent) variables and the outcome (dependent) variable.

Observational study

Individuals or groups are observed or certain factors are measured. No
attempt is made to affect the outcome. For example, an observational
study of a disease or treatment would allow ‘nature’ or usual medical care
to take its course. Changes or differences in one characteristic (for
example, whether or not people received a specific treatment or
intervention) are studied without intervening.
There is a greater risk of selection bias than in experimental studies.

Odds ratio

Odds are a way to represent how likely it is that something will happen (the
probability). An odds ratio compares the probability of something in one
group with the probability of the same thing in another.
An odds ratio of 1 between 2 groups would show that the probability of the
event (for example a person developing a disease, or a treatment working)
is the same for both. An odds ratio greater than 1 means the event is more
likely in the first group. An odds ratio less than 1 means that the event is
less likely in the first group.
Sometimes probability can be compared across more than 2 groups – in
this case, one of the groups is chosen as the ‘reference category’, and the
odds ratio is calculated for each group compared with the reference
category. For example, to compare the risk of dying from lung cancer for
non-smokers, occasional smokers and regular smokers, non-smokers could
be used as the reference category. Odds ratios would be worked out for
occasional smokers compared with non-smokers and for regular smokers
compared with non-smokers. See also confidence interval, risk ratio.

Opportunity cost

The loss of other healthcare programmes displaced by investment in or
introduction of another intervention. This may be best measured by the
health benefits that could have been achieved had the money been spent
on the next best alternative healthcare intervention.

Outcome

The impact that a test, treatment, policy, programme or other intervention
has on a person, group or population. Outcomes from interventions to
improve the public’s health could include changes in knowledge and
behaviour related to health, societal changes (for example, a reduction in
crime rates) and a change in people’s health and wellbeing or health status.
In clinical terms, outcomes could include the number of patients who fully
recover from an illness or the number of hospital admissions, and an
improvement or deterioration in someone’s health, functional ability,
symptoms or situation. Researchers should decide what outcomes to
measure before a study begins.

P value

The p value is a statistical measure that indicates whether or not an effect
is statistically significant.
For example, if a study comparing 2 treatments found that one seems
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more effective than the other, the p value is the probability of obtaining
these results by chance. By convention, if the p value is below 0.05 (that is,
there is less than a 5% probability that the results occurred by chance) it is
considered that there probably is a real difference between treatments. If
the p value is 0.001 or less (less than a 1% probability that the results
occurred by chance), the result is seen as highly significant.
If the p value shows that there is likely to be a difference between
treatments, the confidence interval describes how big the difference in
effect might be.

Placebo

A fake (or dummy) treatment given to participants in the control group of a
clinical trial. It is indistinguishable from the actual treatment (which is given
to participants in the experimental group). The aim is to determine what
effect the experimental treatment has had – over and above any placebo
effect caused because someone has received (or thinks they have received)
care or attention.

Postoperative

Pertaining to the period after patients leave the operating theatre,
following surgery.

Power (statistical)

The ability to demonstrate an association when one exists. Power is related
to sample size; the larger the sample size, the greater the power and the
lower the risk that a possible association could be missed.

Preoperative

The period before surgery commences.

Primary care

Healthcare delivered outside hospitals. It includes a range of services
provided by GPs, nurses, health visitors, midwives and other healthcare
professionals and allied health professionals such as dentists, pharmacists
and opticians.

Primary outcome

The outcome of greatest importance, usually the one in a study that the
power calculation is based on.

Probabilistic analysis

In economic evaluation, this is an analysis that uses a probability
distribution for each input. In contrast, see Deterministic analysis.

Product licence

An authorisation from the MHRA to market a medicinal product.

Prognosis

A probable course or outcome of a disease. Prognostic factors are patient
or disease characteristics that influence the course. Good prognosis is
associated with low rate of undesirable outcomes; poor prognosis is
associated with a high rate of undesirable outcomes.

Publication bias

Publication bias occurs when researchers publish the results of studies
showing that a treatment works well and don’t publish those showing it did
not have any effect. If this happens, analysis of the published results will
not give an accurate idea of how well the treatment works. This type of
bias can be assessed by a funnel plot.

Quality of life

See ‘Health-related quality of life’.

Quality-adjusted life year
(QALY)

A measure of the state of health of a person or group in which the benefits,
in terms of length of life, are adjusted to reflect the quality of life. One
QALY is equal to 1 year of life in perfect health.
QALYS are calculated by estimating the years of life remaining for a patient
following a particular treatment or intervention and weighting each year
with a quality of life score (on a scale of 0 to 1). It is often measured in
terms of the person’s ability to perform the activities of daily life, freedom
from pain and mental disturbance.

Randomisation

Assigning participants in a research study to different groups without
taking any similarities or differences between them into account. For
example, it could involve using a random numbers table or a computer-
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generated random sequence. It means that each individual (or each group
in the case of cluster randomisation) has the same chance of receiving each
intervention.

Randomised controlled trial
(RCT)

A study in which a number of similar people are randomly assigned to 2 (or
more) groups to test a specific drug or treatment. One group (the
experimental group) receives the treatment being tested, the other (the
comparison or control group) receives an alternative treatment, a dummy
treatment (placebo) or no treatment at all. The groups are followed up to
see how effective the experimental treatment was. Outcomes are
measured at specific times and any difference in response between the
groups is assessed statistically. This method is also used to reduce bias.

RCT

See ‘Randomised controlled trial’.

Receiver operated
characteristic (ROC) curve

A graphical method of assessing the accuracy of a diagnostic test.
Sensitivity is plotted against 1 minus specificity. A perfect test will have a
positive, vertical linear slope starting at the origin. A good test will be
somewhere close to this ideal.

Reference standard

The test that is considered to be the best available method to establish the
presence or absence of the outcome – this may not be the one that is
routinely used in practice.

Reporting bias

See ‘Publication bias’.

Retrospective study

A research study that focuses on the past and present. The study examines
past exposure to suspected risk factors for the disease or condition. Unlike
prospective studies, it does not cover events that occur after the study
group is selected.

Review question

In guideline development, this term refers to the questions about
treatment and care that are formulated to guide the development of
evidence-based recommendations.

Risk ratio (RR)

The ratio of the risk of disease or death among those exposed to certain
conditions compared with the risk for those who are not exposed to the
same conditions (for example, the risk of people who smoke getting lung
cancer compared with the risk for people who do not smoke).
If both groups face the same level of risk, the risk ratio is 1. If the first
group had a risk ratio of 2, subjects in that group would be twice as likely to
have the event happen. A risk ratio of less than 1 means the outcome is
less likely in the first group. The risk ratio is sometimes referred to as
relative risk.

Secondary outcome

An outcome used to evaluate additional effects of the intervention deemed
a priori as being less important than the primary outcomes.

Selection bias

Selection bias occurs if:
a) The characteristics of the people selected for a study differ from the
wider population from which they have been drawn, or
b) There are differences between groups of participants in a study in terms
of how likely they are to get better.

Sensitivity

How well a test detects the thing it is testing for.
If a diagnostic test for a disease has high sensitivity, it is likely to pick up all
cases of the disease in people who have it (that is, give a ‘true positive’
result). But if a test is too sensitive it will sometimes also give a positive
result in people who don’t have the disease (that is, give a ‘false positive’).
For example, if a test were developed to detect if a woman is 6 months
pregnant, a very sensitive test would detect everyone who was 6 months
pregnant, but would probably also include those who are 5 and 7 months
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pregnant.
If the same test were more specific (sometimes referred to as having
higher specificity), it would detect only those who are 6 months pregnant,
and someone who was 5 months pregnant would get a negative result (a
‘true negative’). But it would probably also miss some people who were 6
months pregnant (that is, give a ‘false negative’).
Breast screening is a ‘real-life’ example. The number of women who are
recalled for a second breast screening test is relatively high because the
test is very sensitive. If it were made more specific, people who don’t have
the disease would be less likely to be called back for a second test but
more women who have the disease would be missed.

Sensitivity analysis

A means of representing uncertainty in the results of economic
evaluations. Uncertainty may arise from missing data, imprecise estimates
or methodological controversy. Sensitivity analysis also allows for exploring
the generalisability of results to other settings. The analysis is repeated
using different assumptions to examine the effect on the results.
One-way simple sensitivity analysis (univariate analysis): each parameter is
varied individually in order to isolate the consequences of each parameter
on the results of the study.
Multi-way simple sensitivity analysis (scenario analysis): 2 or more
parameters are varied at the same time and the overall effect on the
results is evaluated.
Threshold sensitivity analysis: the critical value of parameters above or
below which the conclusions of the study will change are identified.
Probabilistic sensitivity analysis: probability distributions are assigned to
the uncertain parameters and are incorporated into evaluation models
based on decision analytical techniques (for example, Monte Carlo
simulation).

Specificity

The proportion of true negatives that are correctly identified as such. For
example in diagnostic testing the specificity is the proportion of non-cases
correctly diagnosed as non-cases.
See related term ‘Sensitivity’.
In terms of literature searching a highly specific search is generally narrow
and aimed at picking up the key papers in a field and avoiding a wide range
of papers.

Stakeholder

An organisation with an interest in a topic that NICE is developing a clinical
guideline or piece of public health guidance on. Organisations that register
as stakeholders can comment on the draft scope and the draft guidance.
Stakeholders may be:
 manufacturers of drugs or equipment
 national patient and carer organisations
 NHS organisations
 organisations representing healthcare professionals.

Systematic review

A review in which evidence from scientific studies has been identified,
appraised and synthesised in a methodical way according to
predetermined criteria. It may include a meta-analysis.

Time horizon

The time span over which costs and health outcomes are considered in a
decision analysis or economic evaluation.

Transition probability

In a state transition model (Markov model), this is the probability of
moving from one health state to another over a specific period of time.

Univariate

Analysis which separately explores each variable in a data set.
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Utility

In health economics, a 'utility' is the measure of the preference or value
that an individual or society places upon a particular health state. It is
generally a number between 0 (representing death) and 1 (perfect health).
The most widely used measure of benefit in cost–utility analysis is the
quality-adjusted life year, but other measures include disability-adjusted
life years (DALYs) and healthy year equivalents (HYEs).
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Full list of recommendations
The term 'low back pain’ is used to include any non-specific low back pain which is not due to cancer,
fracture, infection or an inflammatory disease process.
1.

Consider using risk stratification (for example, the STarT Back risk assessment
tool) at first point of contact with a healthcare professional for each new
episode of low back pain with or without sciatica to inform shared decisionmaking about stratified management.

2.

Based on risk stratification, consider:


simpler and less intensive support for people with low back pain with or
without sciatica likely to improve quickly and have a good outcome
(for example, reassurance, advice to keep active and guidance on
self-management)



more complex and intensive support for people with low back pain with
or without sciatica at higher risk of a poor outcome (for example,
exercise programmes with or without manual therapy or using a
psychological approach).

3.

Do not routinely offer imaging in a non-specialist setting for people with low
back pain with or without sciatica.

4.

Explain to people with low back pain with or without sciatica that if they are
being referred for specialist opinion, they may not need imaging.

5.

Consider imaging in specialist settings of care (for example, a musculoskeletal
interface clinic or hospital) for people with low back pain with or without
sciatica only if the result is likely to change management.

6.

Think about alternative diagnoses when examining or reviewing people with
low back pain, particularly if they develop new or changed symptoms.
Exclude specific causes of low back pain, for example, cancer, infection,
trauma or inflammatory disease such as spondyloarthritis. If serious
underlying pathology is suspected, refer to relevant NICE guidance on:

7.

8.



Metastatic spinal cord compression in adults



Spinal injury



Spondyloarthritis



Suspected cancer

Provide people with advice and information, tailored to their needs and
capabilities, to help them self-manage their low back pain with or without
sciatica, at all steps of the treatment pathway. Include:


information on the nature of low back pain and sciatica



encouragement to continue with normal activities.

Consider a group exercise programme (biomechanical, aerobic, mind–body
or a combination of approaches) within the NHS for people with a specific
episode or flare-up of low back pain with or without sciatica. Take people’s
specific needs, preferences and capabilities into account when choosing the
type of exercise.
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9.

Do not offer belts or corsets for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

10.

Do not offer foot orthotics for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

11.

Do not offer rocker sole shoes for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

12.

Do not offer traction for managing low back pain with or without sciatica.

13.

Consider manual therapy (spinal manipulation, mobilisation or soft tissue
techniques such as massage) for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica, but only as part of a treatment package including exercise, with or
without psychological therapy.

14.

Do not offer acupuncture for managing low back pain with or without
sciatica.

15.

Do not offer ultrasound for managing low back pain with or without sciatica.

16.

Do not offer percutaneous electrical nerve simulation (PENS) for managing
low back pain with or without sciatica.

17.

Do not offer transcutaneous electrical nerve simulation (TENS) for managing
low back pain with or without sciatica.

18.

Do not offer interferential therapy for managing low back pain with or
without sciatica.

19.

Consider psychological therapies using a cognitive behavioural approach for
managing low back pain with or without sciatica but only as part of a
treatment package including exercise, with or without manual therapy (spinal
manipulation, mobilisation or soft tissue techniques such as massage).

20.

For recommendations on pharmacological management of sciatica, see
NICE’s guideline on neuropathic pain in adults.

21.

Consider oral non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) for managing
low back pain, taking into account potential differences in gastrointestinal,
liver and cardio-renal toxicity, and the person’s risk factors, including age.

22.

When prescribing oral NSAIDs for low back pain, think about appropriate
clinical assessment, ongoing monitoring of risk factors, and the use of
gastroprotective treatment.

23.

Prescribe oral NSAIDs for low back pain at the lowest effective dose for the
shortest possible period of time.

24.

Consider weak opioids (with or without paracetamol) for managing acute low
back pain only if an NSAID is contraindicated, not tolerated or has been
ineffective.

25.

Do not offer paracetamol alone for managing low back pain.

26.

Do not routinely offer opioids for managing acute low back pain (see
recommendation 24).

27.

Do not offer opioids for managing chronic low back pain.

28.

Do not offer selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, serotonin–
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors or tricyclic antidepressants for managing
low back pain.
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29.

Do not offer anticonvulsants for managing low back pain.

30.

Consider a combined physical and psychological programme, incorporating a
cognitive behavioural approach (preferably in a group context that takes into
account a person’s specific needs and capabilities), for people with persistent
low back pain or sciatica:


when they have significant psychosocial obstacles to recovery (for
example, avoiding normal activities based on inappropriate beliefs
about their condition) or



when previous treatments have not been effective.

31.

Promote and facilitate return to work or normal activities of daily living for
people with low back pain with or without sciatica.

32.

Do not offer spinal injections for managing low back pain.

33.

Consider referral for assessment for radiofrequency denervation for people
with chronic low back pain when:


non-surgical treatment has not worked for them and



the main source of pain is thought to come from structures supplied by
the medial branch nerve and



they have moderate or severe levels of localised back pain (rated as 5 or
more on a visual analogue scale, or equivalent) at the time of
referral.

34.

Only perform radiofrequency denervation in people with chronic low back
pain after a positive response to a diagnostic medial branch block.

35.

Do not offer imaging for people with low back pain with specific facet join
pain as a prerequisite for radiofrequency denervation.

36.

Consider epidural injections of local anaesthetic and steroid in people with
acute and severe sciatica.

37.

Do not use epidural injections for neurogenic claudication in people who
have central spinal canal stenosis.

38.

Do not allow a person’s BMI, smoking status or psychological distress to
influence the decision to refer them for a surgical opinion for sciatica.

39.

Do not offer disc replacement in people with low back pain.

40.

Do not offer spinal fusion for people with low back pain unless as part of a
randomised controlled trial.

41.

Consider spinal decompression for people with sciatica when non-surgical
treatment has not improved pain or function and their radiological findings
are consistent with sciatic symptoms.

Key research recommendations
1.

What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of codeine with and without
paracetamol for the acute management of low back pain?

2.

What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of benzodiazepines for the acute
management of low back pain?
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3.

What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of image-guided compared with nonimage-guided epidural injections for people with acute sciatica?

4.

What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of radiofrequency denervation for
chronic low back pain in the long term?

5.

Should people with low back pain be offered spinal fusion as a surgical option?
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22 Spinal injections
22.1 Introduction
There are many different types of spinal injections performed for low back pain. There are a variety
of different techniques, and many are used in conjunction with other therapies, for example, fitness,
stretching and exercise programmes. Many injections can be used. Usually the injected agents aim to
sooth inflamed tissue or calm excessive nerve activity, but some (sclerosants) aim to induce
inflammation and stimulate healthy new tissue growth. Whilst prolotherapy and trigger point
injections are not spinal injections as such, these were considered as they can also be used for low
back pain. This chapter excludes epidural injections and facet joint radiofrequency denervation,
which are considered elsewhere.
Facet joint injections target the small joints linking the spinal vertebrae, known as the facet joints.
Each vertebra has 2 connections below, one each side, and 2 above. Injections of local anaesthetic or
steroid into selected joints are used to try to temporarily reduce or stop back pain. It is usually used
in conjunction with an exercise programme. It is unlikely that the substances injected would remain
for long.
Medial branch blocks are injections of local anaesthetic on to the medial branch nerves that supply
the facet joints. It is usually done to define those who would respond to radiofrequency denervation
of the positive tested levels.
Intradiscal therapy is aimed at treating internal disc disruption (IDD), which some therapists believe
can be a cause of low back pain. Both steroids and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs have been
injected into the disc in an attempt to suppress inflammation and reduce pain.
Prolotherapy (also known as proliferation therapy or regenerative injection therapy) involves
injecting tissue with an irritant solution. This may be a joint, ligament or tendon insertion, or injected
into connective tissue or muscle.
Trigger Point Injections use various mixtures of local anaesthetics and a steroid, or botulinum toxin.
A trigger point is argued to be a painful or irritable knot in a muscle. Injections are usually carried out
in an outpatient setting, and repeated at intervals.
The GDG agreed that the main area of uncertainty that this review would address was the
effectiveness of various agents, rather than the route or mode of administration.

22.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
spinal injections in the management of non-specific low back pain?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 1:

PICO characteristics of review question

Population

People aged 16 years or above with non-specific low back pain.
 Populations with low back pain only and low back pain with or without sciatica will be
pooled for analysis.

Interventions

Agents (alone and in combination):
 Steroid
 Local anaesthetic
 Sclerosants (prolotherapy, phenol, hypertonic glucose, dextrose, glycerol)
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 Botulinum toxin
 Hyaluronans
Strata:
 Image guided facet joint injections
 Other image guided injections
 Prolotherapy/sclerosants
 Other non-image guided injections (for example, trigger point injections)
Comparison(s)

Interventional agents to be compared versus each other (across class comparisons) and
versus other treatments below:
 Sham (needle alone)/placebo/saline
 Usual care
 Other treatment (non-invasive and invasive treatments being considered by the
guideline)

Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
o morbidity
o mortality
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found (for strata rather than agent), non-randomised studies will be
included.

22.3 Clinical evidence
Thirty one studies were included in the review (several studies were published in multiple
papers).9,20,22,27,33,41,49,62,68,76,78,80,83,90,96,98,104,106-108,110,111,113,115,116,118,128,130,151,158,180
The search was extended to cohort studies for all comparisons due to insufficient evidence and 2
studies were identified that met the inclusion criteria.23,71
A combined search for the epidurals injections for sciatica review and the spinal injections review
identified four Cochrane reviews 31,162,163,174. One of them163 was not included as it included studies in
people with neuropathic pain syndromes and not low back pain. The other reviews31,162,174 were not
included as the stratification of people with low back pain, low back pain with or without sciatica and
sciatica was unclear. The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and
included if they matched the review protocol. The included studies have been summarised in Table
2, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE
clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below (Table 7 to Table 16). See also the study
selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K,
GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
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22.3.1

Heterogeneity
For the comparison of steroid versus saline within the “other image guided injection” strata, there
was substantial heterogeneity between the studies when they were meta-analysed for pain and
function at both time points reported. Pre-specified subgroup analyses were performed on these
outcomes (splitting the studies by different agents that were injected). The subgroup analysis
explained the heterogeneity for pain and function, in both the short and long term. However, it could
not be applied as people the injection agents were the same in both Cao 2011-1 and Cao 2011-1
populations. 20 These studies remained pooled together in the subgroup analyses as a result.
Table 2:

Summary of studies included in the review: strata of image-guided facet joint injections

Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Monotherapy
Carette
199122

Steroid (20 mg, 1 ml
methylprednisolone
mixed with 1 ml saline)
Saline (2 ml)

n=97
Single injection
with 6 months
follow-up
Canada

Pain (VAS)
Function-Mean
Sickness Impact
Profile (MSIP)-less
known scale
(study
downgraded)

Fluoroscopic guided.
Injections in the lower 2
lumbar facet joints (L4-L5
and L5-SI).
Initial testing of facet joint
etiology, using prior image
guided injections of local
anaesthetic; if this
reduced pain then a facet
joint etiology was
confirmed. These
participants were then
eligible for study if the
pain returned within 2
weeks at a severity of at
least 50% of their original
pain.
Letter sent to referring
physician and explained to
patients that concurrent
treatment needed to be
limited. At each visit,
patients were given supply
of acetaminophen and
information on intake and
other treatment was
recorded.

Fuchs 200549

Steroid (10 mg
triamcinolone
acetonide in 1 ml
crystalline suspension)
Hyaluronan (10 mg
sodium hyaluronate in
a 1 ml buffer)

n=60
Multiple
injections at
weekly intervals
for 3 weeks
with 6 months
follow-up
Germany

Pain (VAS)
Function
(ODI/RMDQ/
LBOS)

CT guided
Intra-articular Injections
given in the facet joints at
the three levels in the
lower lumbar spine( L5-S1,
L5-L4 AND L4-L3).
No concurrent treatment
details reported.

Jackson
199262

Anaesthetic (1%
Lidocaine, 1 ml)
Saline (1 ml)

n=25
Single injection
with 1 year
follow-up

Function (Mean
Motion Pain
Assessment
(MPA)Score)differences in

Fluoroscopic guided (facet
joint arthrograms).
Unilateral intra-articular
injection of the L4-L5 and
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population
USA

Outcomes
MPA scores
termed as “pain
relief”, however
scores reported
for ten specific
movements
which rendered
data un-usable

Comments
L5-SI facet joints
corresponding to the side
and site of pain.
No concurrent treatment
reported.

Combination therapy
Lilius 198996
Lumbar
Facet Joint
Syndrome
trial

Steroid + anaesthetic:
into joints (6 ml/30 mg
bupivacaine mixed
with 2 ml/80 mg
methylprednisolone –
injection into the 2
facet joints)
Steroid + anaesthetic:
pericapsularly around
joints (6 ml/30 mg
bupivacaine mixed
with 2 ml/80 mg
methylprednisolone –
injection to the 2 facet
joints)
Saline: into joints (8 ml
into the 2 facet joints)

n=109
Single injection
(in each of the 2
facet joints)
with 3 month
follow-up
Finland

Pain (subjective
pain scale, 0100)results
reported
graphically so
data un-usable)

Fluoroscopy guided.
Pericapsular injections in
the facet joints at L3/L4
and L4/L5 in 15 patients
and L4/L5 and L5/SI in 94
patients.
No concurrent treatment.

Mayer
2004118

Combined
biomechanical
exercise/injectionSteroid + anaesthetic)
+ (1ml 0.5%
bupivacaine and 1ml of
a depot corticosteroid
preparation mixed
with 1 ml 2% lidocaine)
Biomechanical exercise
only controls

n=70
Single injection
with 24 months
follow-up
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (Million
Visual Analog
Scale (MVAS))
Responder
criteria (pain
relief >50%)
Responder
criteria
(improvement in
disability>50%)

Fluoroscopic guided.
Intra-articular injections
into 1 to 3 levels
bilaterally.
Prior to treatment facet
blocks were given to
confirm a facet joint
etiology.
Other invasive and noninvasive treatments: both
groups received home
exercise programme of
stretches, taught at the
pre-treatment assessment
session and subsequently
supervised by a
physiotherapist at each
successive visit. In
between follow-up
measures patients were
also supervised twice a
week and advised on
exercises as part of the
stretching programme. In
the final week there were
daily sessions.
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comparison

Study

Kawu 201171

Table 3:

Steroid plus
anaesthetic: into facet
joints (0.5ml (20 mg) of
Methylprednisolone
acetate and 0.5ml of
0.25% Bupivacaine
Biomechanical Exercise
(McKenzie regimen)

Population

Outcomes

Comments
No concurrent treatment
reported.

n=18
unclear how
many injections
with a 6 month
follow-up
Nigeria

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

X-Ray guided.
Facet joint infiltrated and
levels to be injected were
selected by tenderness
elicited over the joint
which correlated to MRI
findings.
No concurrent treatment
reported.

Summary of studies included in the review: strata of other image guided injections

Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Monotherapy
Cao 2011-120

Steroid
(betamethasone,
3 ml)
Saline (3 ml)

n=60
Single injection
with 6 months
follow-up
China

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

CT guided
Intradiscal injections
n=60 with type 1 Modic
changes to endplates. 60
patients randomised to 3
subgroups, each with 20
patients each. One
subgroup consisting of 20
patients not included in
review as had nonprotocol treatment
(herbal remedy).
No concurrent treatment
reported.

Cao 2011-220

Steroid
(betamethasone,
3ml)
Saline (3ml)

n=60
Single injection
with 6 months
follow-up
China

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)

CT guided.
Intradiscal injections
n=60 with type 2 Modic
changes to endplates. 60
patients randomised to 3
subgroups, each with 20
patients each. One
subgroup consisting of 20
patients not included in
review as had nonprotocol treatment
(herbal remedy).
No concurrent treatment
reported.

Khot 200476

Steroid
(Methylprednisolone
acetate 40 mg in 1
ml)
Saline (1ml)

n=120
Single injection
with 1 year
follow-up
UK

Function (ODI)

Fluoroscopic guided.
Intradiscal injections.
No concurrent treatment
reported.

Simmons

Steroid(Methylpredni

n=25

Pain (VAS– graph

Fluoroscopic guided.
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Study
1992153

Yu 2012180

Intervention and
comparison
solone(Depo-Medrol)
Anaesthetic(1.5ml)
(Bupivacaine 0.5%)

Discography +Steroid
( 5 mg of
dexamethasone)
Discography +Saline

Population
Unclear how
many injections
with a follow-up
of 10-14 days
US

Outcomes
results reported
so data was
unusable)
Function(ODI–
graph results
reported so data
was unusable)

Comments
Intradiscal injections.
No concurrent treatment
reported.

n=45
Single injection
with 24 months
follow-up
China

Pain (VAS 0-10)
Function (ODI)

CT-guided.
Interdiscal injections.
All patients had
discography prior to the
injection treatment.
No concurrent treatment
reported.

Combination therapy
Kader 201268

Steroid + anaesthetic
(methylprednisolone
80mg and
bupivacaine 1-2 ml of
0.5%)
Other mixed
modality exercise
(Back education and
standard
physiotherapy - pain
talk, ergonomics
advise, anatomy
teaching and goal
setting. Warm up on
bike, pain relief via
heat/ice, US, IFC or
PSWD, McKenzie,
Maitland or Mulligan
exercise/manual
therapy. Some
retraining of
transversus/multifidu
s without a gym ball
and daily home
exercise programme
-20 minutes
swimming or
walking)

n=63
Single injection
with 10 weeks
follow-up
UK

Pain (McGill)
Function (ODI)
QoL (EQ-5D)

Image-intensifier guided.
Perifacet injections at L4/5
and L4/SI levels bilaterally.
Type and frequency of
analgesic intake was
recorded and reported.
Authors report that daily
analgesic had been cut
down/stopped at the end
of the intervention in the
majority of patients who
had physiotherapy
compared to perifacet
injections.

Manchikanti
2007101,113
(Manchikanti
2008101,115,
Manchikanti
2010101,116)

Steroid + anaesthetic
(betamethasone at
0.15 mg/ml mixed
with bupivacaine)
Anaesthetic
(bupivacaine 0.25%)

n=30
Single injection
with 12 months
follow-up
USA

Pain (NRS 0-10)
Function (ODI)
Responder
criteria (pain
relief >50%)

Fluoroscopy guided nerve
blocks.
Injected in the indicated
medial branches at L1-L4
levels and L5 dorsal ramus
Diagnostic blocks using 1%
lidocaine. Patients with
lidocaine-positive results
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Study

Manchikanti
2008C101,110
(Manchikanti
2011101,111,
Manchikanti
2012101,104)

Intervention and
comparison

Steroid + anaesthetic
(betamethasone
6 mg, or nonparticulate
betamethasone
6 mg, or
methylprednisolone
40 mg mixed with
lidocaine 0.5% 10 ml)
Anaesthetic
(lidocaine 0.5%
10 ml)

Population

Outcomes

Comments
were further studied using
0.25% bupivacaine on a
separate occasion, usually
3 to 4 weeks after the first
injection.
Concurrent treatment:
opioid and non-opioid
analgesics, adjuvant
analgesics as prescribed
prior to treatment. If
significant improvements
and there was no medical
necessity for these drugs
to be continued,
medications were stopped
or doses decreased. If
required, doses were also
increased. Patients also
continued previously
directed exercise
programs.

n=120
Single injection
with 24 months
follow-up
USA

Pain (NRS 0-10)
Function (ODI)

Fluoroscopy guided.
Caudal epidural injections.
All participants received
facet joint nerve blocks
with lidocaine (0.5 ml 1%);
blockade of facet joint
nerve was conducted with
0.25% bupivacaine.
Repeat caudal epidural
injections were performed
when increased levels of
pain were reported with
deteriorating relief below
50%. Non-responsive
participants treated with
conservative management
were followed without
further epidural injections
with medical
management. Nearly all
participants were
undergoing conservative
management before
joining the study i.e.
analgesic (opioid/nonopioid) or exercise, drug
dosages were
decreased/stopped if no
longer needed and
increased if needed.
Exercise and job
attendance was
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Study

Population

Outcomes

Comments
continued.

Manchikanti
2010C101,107
(Manchikanti
2012101,106,
Manchikanti
2013101,108)

Steroid + anaesthetic
(6mg non particulate
betamethasone
mixed with 5ml
lidocaine)
Anaesthetic (6ml
lidocaine
hydrochloride 0.5%)

n=120
Single injection
with 24 months
follow-up
USA

Pain (NRS 0-10)
Function (ODI)
Adverse events
(mortality)

Fluoroscopy guided.
Interlaminar space
injection.
Preceded by diagnostic
facet nerve block tests to
exclude facet joint
etiology.
Concurrent treatment:
continuation of previously
directed structured
exercise programs,
employment, and medical
therapy.

Carrasco
200323

Botox (12.5 units in 1
ml volume at each of
the 8 sites for a total
of 100 units per
patient)
Steroid (2mg/ml-1.5
ml to each of the 4-6
sites) +anaesthetic
(bupivacaine 0.5%)

n=51
multiple
injections with
unclear followup
USA

Pain (VAS)- study
reported change
in pain scores
from pretreatment values
narratively

EMG guided.
Trigger-point injections.
Patients were selected
from a list of patients that
had all received Botox
treatment in the 3 month
preceding data collection
in this retrospective
cohort study.
No concurrent treatment
reported.

Table 4:

Summary of studies included in the review: strata of prolotherapy/sclerosants

Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

n=15
Single injection
with 1 month
follow-up
Finland

Pain (VAS)

Fluoroscopy guided.
Intradiscal injection
into 1 disc interspace.
No concurrent
treatment.

n=74
3 injections
once/week with 6
months follow-up
UK

Pain (McGill)
Function (ODI)

Non-image guided.
All injections were
made from a single
insertion into the
following sites: tip of
the spinous process of
L4 and L5, and
associated
supraspinous and
interspinous ligaments,
apophyseal joint
capsules at L4-5 and
L5-SI; attachment of

Monotherapy
Kotilainen
199783

Sclerosant (1 ml of
50% glycerol)
Anaesthetic (2 ml of
0.5% Bupivacaine)

Combination therapy:
Dechow
199933

Sclerosant +
anaesthetic (solution
of 5 ml of dextrose
25%, glycerine 25%
and phenol 2.4%
made up to 100 ml
with sterile water
combined with 5 ml
of 1% Lignocaine)
Anaesthetic (normal
saline solution
combined with 5 ml
of 1% lignocaine)
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
the iliolumbar
ligaments at the
transverse processes
of the L5;attachment
of the iliolumbar and
dorsolumbar fascia to
the iliac crest; and
attachments of the
long and short fibres of
the posterior sacroiliac
ligaments and the
sacral and iliac
attachments of the
interosseous sacroiliac
ligaments.
Outcomes reported as
general and not metaanalysed.

Klein
199379,80

Sclerosant +
anaesthetic (30mls
total: dextrose,25%;
glycerine, 25% and
phenol 2.4% made up
to 100% with
pyrogen-free water.
15 ml of this solution
was combined with
15 ml of 0.5%
lidocaine)
Anaesthetic (30 ml
total: 15 ml of 0.5%
lidocaine and 15 ml
saline)

n=79
Multiple injections
(1 every week for 6
weeks) with 6
months follow-up
USA

Pain (VAS 0-8)
Function (RMDQ)

Fluoroscopy guided
Injection was directed
at the following
structures: apophyseal
joint capsules and
laminae at L4-5 and L5S1, iliolumbar
ligaments and
dorsolumbar fascia,
posterior sacroiliac and
interosseous sacroiliac
ligaments, L4-5
supraspinous and
interspinous ligaments,
and the interspinous
ligaments and
decussating tendons of
the erector spinae L5SI.
Concurrent treatment:
6 patients were taking
narcotics (codeine or
Percodan) at entry into
the study and 57%
were using pain
medications or muscle
relaxants.

Ongley
1987130

Sclerosant +
anaesthetic
(Dextrose 25%,
Glycerine 25%,
phenol 2.5% and
pyrogen-free water
to 100%. Solution
was diluted with an

n=82
Multiple injections
with 6 months
follow-up
USA

Pain (VAS 0-7.5)
Function (RMDQ)

Non-image guided
Injection was directed
at the following
structures: apophyseal
joint capsules and
laminae at L4-5 and L5S1, iliolumbar
ligaments and
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Spinal injections
Intervention and
comparison
equal volume of 0.5%
plain Lignocaine to
make comparable to
the placebo
injection) and single
forceful manipulation
on first day of
treatment
Saline (0.9%) and less
forceful manipulation
(compared to
intervention group)
on first day of
treatment.

Study

Table 5:

Population

Outcomes

Comments
dorsolumbar fascia,
posterior sacroiliac and
interosseous sacroiliac
ligaments, L4-5
supraspinous and
interspinous ligaments,
and the interspinous
ligaments and
decussating tendons of
the erector spinae L5SI.
Concurrent treatment:
patients were advised
to stop all treatments
apart from
paracetamol and avoid
any other treatments
during course of study.

Summary of studies included in the review: strata of other non-image guided injections

Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

n=31
Injection at each of
the 5 lumbar sites
at 8 weeks followup
USA

Responder criteria
(≥50%
improvement in
pain)

Non-image guided
Injections were
given at 5 lumbar
(L1 to L5) or if pain
involved the upper
sacral region,
lumbosacral (L2 to
S1) sites; each site
received 40 units
(total 200 units). All
patients were
injected only once
unilaterally on the
side of the pain or
pain
predominance.
Concomitant
treatment: variety
of analgesic and
antispasmodic
medications,
including baclofen,
NSAIDs,
antidepressants,
and muscle
relaxants. No
numbers reported.

n=57

Responder criteria

Non-image guided

Monotherapy
Foster
200141

Botox (100U/ml in saline
– 40units given at each
site)
Saline

Combination therapy
Bourne

Steroid+ Anaesthetic -
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Spinal injections

Study
19849

Intervention and
comparison
methylprednisolone
40mg/ml 0.25 ml water
for injection 0.75 ml +
2% lignocaine
hydrochloride solution
1.0 ml)
Steroid + Anaesthetic triamcinolone 10 mg/ml
1 ml + 2% lignocaine
hydrochloride injection
Anaesthetic (1%
Lignocaine
hydrochloride, 2ml)

Population
Multiple injections
at various average
period of
treatments(range
:3.6-5.6) and a 2
week follow-up
UK

Outcomes
(but definition does
not meet protocol
inclusion criteria)

Comments
No concurrent
treatment
reported.
No baseline values
reported.

Colhado
201327

Steroid + anaesthetic
(methylprednisolone
acetate 80mg + 5ml
levobupivacaine + 3 ml
Saline)
Steroid (80 mg
methylprednisolone
mixed with 8 ml saline)

n=60
2 epidural blocks
per group with a 24
hours follow-up
Brazil

Pain (VAS and NRS
0-100)

Non-image guided.
Epidural injections.
All patients
underwent 2
epidural blocks
separated by an
interval of 15 days
but were
randomised
according to agent
given. Hence the
study is shown to
have four arms to
reflect each group
at the first and
second epidural
block.
No concurrent
treatment
reported.

Sonne
1985158

Steroid + Anaesthetic (1
ml of
Methylprednisolone
mixed with 5 ml of 1%
Lignocaine)
Saline (5 ml of isotonic
saline)

n=30
Max of three
injections given at 1
week intervals 2
weeks follow-up
Denmark

Pain (VAS – graph
results reported so
data was unusable)
Responder criteria
(definition not
given so data was
unusable)

Non-image guided
Injected at the site
of iliolumbar
ligament.
No concurrent
treatment
reported.

Serrao
1992151

Steroid + Sclerosant (80
mg of
methylprednisolone
suspended in 10 ml
normal saline + 3 ml 5%
dextrose )
Anaesthetic + Sclerosant
(10 ml of normal saline
and 2 mg midazolam
dissolved in 3 ml 5%
dextrose)

n=28
Single injection
with 2 months
follow-up
UK

Pain (VAS– graph
results reported so
data was unusable)
Pain (McGill-–
graph results
reported so data
was unusable)
Psychological
distress (HADSnarrative
description that
neither treatment

Steroid +
sclerosant: steroid
injected into
lumbar epidural
space and
sclerosant injected
into the lumbar
intrathecal space.
Anaesthetic +
Sclerosant: saline
injected into the
lumbar epidural
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population
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Outcomes
improved the
depression scores
at 2 months when
compared with pretreatment values)

Comments
space; steroid +
sclerosant mixture
injected into the
lumbar intrathecal
space.
Concurrent
treatment: patients
were instructed not
to change their selfmedication
attitudes but to
adjust to their
doses according to
their normal
custom.

Table 6: Other image guided injections: Botox versus saline
Study
Carrasco 2003

22.3.3

22.3.3.1

23

Outcome

Intervention results

Risk of bias

Pain (Scale not specified), at >4
months - 1 year

Significant decrease in pain (no scale specified) with a mean reduction of
0.83 points from pre-treatment baseline. Conversely no significant
difference in pain scores with anaesthetic/steroid injection (mean decrease
of 0.50 points from baseline).

Very high

Pain (Margolis Pain Scale), at >4
months - 1 year

There was no significant difference in either treatment group with the
Margolis pain scale though Botox injections were slightly more effective
than standard anaesthetic/steroids in reducing pain scale scores from the
pre-treatment baseline (mean decrease of 0.58 ± 0.46 points with Botox
compared with 0.48±0.74 points with steroids).

Very high

Adverse events

Both therapies were safe and well tolerated although mild flu like
symptoms lasting 3-4 days were noted.

Very high

Clinical evidence summary tables
Image-guided facet joint injections
Table 7:

Evidence Summary table: Steroid versus saline

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Saline

Risk difference with Image-guided FJI:
Steroid (95% CI)

Pain Severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

96
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
4.7

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.2 lower
(1.14 lower to 0.74 higher)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months

95

VERY LOW a,b

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Data unsuitable for meta-analysis

Spinal injections
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22.3.2

Function (MSIP, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

96
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOW1
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(msip) ≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
9.8

The mean function(msip) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(2.72 lower to 1.72 higher)

Function (MSIP, 0-100) >4 months

95
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean function(msip) >4 months
in the control groups was
10.8

The mean function(msip) >4 months in
the intervention groups was
3 lower
(6.16 lower to 0.16 higher)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Image-guided FJI:
Steroid (95% CI)
months in the intervention groups was
1 lower
(1.94 to 0.06 lower)

Risk with Saline
months in the control groups was
5.0

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 8: Evidence Summary table: Steroid versus hyaluronans
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain Severity (VAS,
0-10) ≤ 4 months

59
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
3.01

The mean pain severity(VAS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.07 higher
(0.18 lower to 2.32 higher)

Pain Severity (VAS,
0-10) >4 months

59
(1 study)
>4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS, 0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
3.34

The mean pain severity(VAS, 0-10) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.46 higher
(0.73 lower to 1.65 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-

59

LOWa

The mean function (ODI) ≤ 4 month in

The mean function (ODI) ≤ 4 month) in the

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Risk with Hyaluronans

Risk difference with Image-guided FJI:
Steroid (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects

Spinal injections
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No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)
>4 months

59
(1 study)
>4 months - 1
year

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (ODI)>4 months in
the control groups was
6.50

The mean function (ODI)>4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.20 lower
(2.37 lower to 1.97 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 024) ≤ 4months

59
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (RMDQ) ≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
7.2

The mean function (RMDQ) ≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.20 higher
(1.48 lower to 3.88 higher)

Function (RMDQ, 024) >4 months

59
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(RMDQ) >4 months
in the control groups was
8.32

The mean function (RMDQ) >4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.22 lower
(3.83 lower to 1.39 higher)

Function (LBOS, 075) ≤4 months

59
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa.b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function(LBOS) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
31.3

The mean function(LBOS ) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(30.53 lower to 31.33 higher)

Function (LBOS, 010) >4 months

59
(1 study)

VERY LOWa.b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function(LBOS) >4 months in
the control groups was
30.9

The mean function(LBOS) >4 month in the
intervention groups was
1.9 lower
(32.39 lower to 28.59 higher)

Risk difference with Image-guided FJI:
Steroid (95% CI)
intervention groups was
0.95 higher
(1.41 lower to 3.31 higher)

a Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 9:
Outcomes

Evidence Summary table: Steroid plus biomechanical exercise versus biomechanical exercise
No of

Quality of

Relativ

Anticipated absolute effects

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Function (ODI, 0100) >4 months

Risk with Hyaluronans
the control groups was
6.15

Spinal injections
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Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of bias

Outcomes
100) ≤4 month

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

No of Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(1 study)
≤4 months

Pain severity (VAS,0-10) ≤ 4 months

70
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
5.9

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(1.38 lower to 0.38 higher)

Function (MVAS,0-150) ≤ 4 months

70
(1 study)
6 weeks

VERY LOWa.b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function(mvas,0-150) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
92.2

The mean function(mvas,0-150) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
6.6 lower
(17.58 lower to 4.38 higher)

Positive Responders (Pain VAS>50%)
≤4 months

70
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
1.06
(0.67 to
1.67)

Moderate

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
1.07
(0.78 to
1.45)

Moderate

Positive Responders (Disability
MVAS>50%) ≤4 months

70
(1 study)

e
effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Biomechanical Exercise

500 per 1000

Risk difference with Image-guided FJI:
steroid+ biomechanical exercise (95% CI)

30 more per 1000
(from 165 fewer to 335 more)

677 per 1000

47 more per 1000
(from 149 fewer to 305 more)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID

Table 10: Evidence Summary table: Steroid plus anaesthetic versus biomechanical exercise (cohort)

Outcomes
Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) ≤4
months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

18
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Biomechanical Exercise

Risk difference with Image guided FJI: cohort:
Steroid plus anaesthetic (95% CI)

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
5.5

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.2 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

the evidence
(GRADE)

Spinal injections
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Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Biomechanical Exercise

Risk difference with Image guided FJI: cohort:
Steroid plus anaesthetic (95% CI)
(2.55 lower to 0.15 higher)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months

18
(1 study)
>4 months 1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year in the control groups
was
5.0

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
1 lower
(2.45 lower to 0.45 higher)

Function(ODI, 0-100) ≤4
months

18
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI,0-100) ≤4
months in the control groups was
46.2

The mean function(ODI,0-100) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
5.6 lower
(11.63 lower to 0.43 higher)

18
VERY LOWa
The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4 months in
(1 study)
due to risk of
months in the control groups was
the intervention groups was
>4 months - bias
6.1 lower
46.2
1 year
(14.47 lower to 2.27 higher)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID
Function(ODI, 0-100) >4
months

Other image-guided injections
Table 11: Evidence Summary table: Steroid versus saline

Outcomes
Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
125
(3 studies)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
LOWá
due to risk of
bias

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Saline
The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4
months in the control groups was
6.81

Risk difference with Other Imageguided Injections: Steroid (95% CI)
The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
4.19 lower
(4.55 to 3.82 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Spinal injections
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22.3.3.2

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the control groups
was
6.9

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the intervention
groups was
5.2 lower
(5.66 to 4.74 lower)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) ≤4 months Injection agent: Dexamethasone

45
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the control groups
was
6.72

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) ≤4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the intervention
groups was
2.44 lower
(3.04 to 1.84 lower)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months

125
(3 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
6.81

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
3.38 lower
(3.76 to 3.01 lower)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months Injection agent: Betamethasone

80
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa, c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the control groups
was
6.95

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the intervention
groups was
4.76 lower
(5.2 to 4.31 lower)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months Injection agent: Dexamethasone

45
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the control groups
was
6.67

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10) >4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the intervention
groups was
0.28 lower
(0.95 lower to 0.39 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months

125
(3 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI), 0-100 ≤4
months in the control groups was
42.18

The mean function(ODI), 0-100 ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
21.4 lower
(24.09 to 18.71 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

80
(2 studies)

Spinal injections
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Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) ≤4 months Injection agent: Betamethasone

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean function(ODI), 0-100 ≤4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the control groups
was
37.65

The mean function(ODI), 0-100 ≤4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the intervention
groups was
27.95 lower
(31.72 to 24.19 lower)

Function(ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months Injection agent: Dexamethasone

45
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI), 0-100 ≤4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the control groups
was
46.7

The mean function(ODI), 0-100 ≤4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the intervention
groups was
14.6 lower
(18.44 to 10.76 lower)

Function(ODI, 0-100) >4 months

223
(4 studies)

VERY LOWa.b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
46.63

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
12.02 lower
(14.79 to 9.24 lower)

Function(ODI, 0-100) >4 months Injection agent: Betamethasone

80
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the control groups
was
39.1

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months - injection agent:
betamethasone in the intervention
groups was
24.06 lower
(28.13 to 20 lower)

Function(ODI, 0-100) >4 months Injection agent: Methyprednisolone
acetate

98
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months - injection agent:
methyprednisolone acetate in the
control groups was
49.8

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months - injection agent:
methyprednisolone acetate in the
intervention groups was
1.1 lower
(7.11 lower to 4.91 higher)

Function(ODI, 0-100) >4 months Injection agent: Dexamethasone

45
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the control groups
was
51.0

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4
months - injection agent:
dexamethasone in the intervention
groups was
1.8 lower
(6.7 lower to 3.1 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

80
(2 studies)

Spinal injections
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Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4 months Injection agent: Betamethasone

Table 12: Evidence Summary table: Steroid plus anaesthetic versus anaesthetic

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Pain Severity(NRS,0-10)≤ 4
months

270
(3 studies)
<4 months

Pain Severity(NRS,0-10) >4
months

Function(ODI,0-100) ≤ 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with

Risk difference with Other image-guided
injections: Steroid+ Anaesthetic (95% CI)

MODERATE
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity(NRS,0-10)≤ 4
months in the control groups was
3.7

The mean pain severity(NRS,0-10)≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.19 lower
(0.49 lower to 0.1 higher)

248
(3 studies)
>4 months

LOWa,c
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity(NRS,0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
3.8

The mean pain severity(NRS,0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.24 lower
(0.59 lower to 0.12 higher)

270
(3 studies)
<4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(odi,0-100) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
14.9

The mean function(odi,0-100) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.41 lower
(1.67 lower to 0.85 higher)

248
(3 studies)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean function (odi,0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
14.9

The mean function (odi,0-100) >4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.00 higher
(1.4 lower to 1.4 higher)

Pain improvement(>50%) ≤ 4
months

150
(2 studies)
<4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Pain improvement(>50%) >4
months

150
(2 studies)
>4 months

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months

a

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
inconsistency

RR 0.95
(0.84 to
1.09)

Moderate

RR 0.97
(0.81 to
1.16)

Moderate

850 per 1000

758 per 1000

43 fewer per 1000
(from 136 fewer to 77 more)
23 fewer per 1000
(from 144 fewer to 121 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because of Heterogeneity, I 2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis
c
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID
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a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with

Risk difference with Other image-guided
injections: Steroid+ Anaesthetic (95% CI)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because heterogeneity, I2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.
C Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID

Table 13: Evidence Summary table: Steroid plus anaesthetic versus mixed modality exercise

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with mixed modality exercise

Risk difference with Image-guided FJI:
Steroid + anaesthetic (95% CI)

Quality of life (EQ5D, 0-1)

36
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean QoL(EQ5D) in the control
groups was
0.32

The mean QoL(EQ5D) in the intervention
groups was
0.02 lower
(0.55 lower to 0.51 higher)

Pain Severity (McGill, 0-78)
≤4 months

36
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain severity(McGill) ≤ 4
months in the control groups was
23

The mean pain severity(McGill) ≤ 4 months
in the intervention groups was
7.6 lower
(16.22 lower to 1.02 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤4
month

36
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa
due to risk of bias

The mean function(ODI) ≤ 4 month in
the control groups was
23.9

The mean function(ODI) ≤ 4 month in the
intervention groups was
3.5 higher
(5.23 lower to 12.23 higher)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID
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Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Prolotherapy injections
Table 14: Evidence Summary table: Sclerosant versus anaesthetic

Outcomes
Pain Severity (VAS,010)≤ 4 months

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

11
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Anaesthetic

Risk difference with Prolotherapy
Injections: Sclerosant (95% CI)

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months in the control groups was
5.0

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-10)≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
0.10 lower
(8.06 lower to 7.86 higher)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID

Table 15: Evidence Summary table: Sclerosant plus anaesthetic versus saline
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-7.5) ≤4
months

81
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b due to
risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-7.5)≤ 4
months in the control groups was
2.93

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-7.5)≤ 4
months in the intervention groups was
1.16 lower
(1.81 to 0.51 lower)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-7.5)>4
months

81
(1 study)
>4 months

LOWa.,b due to
risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-7.5)>4
months in the control groups was
3.08

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-7.5)>4
months in the intervention groups was
1.58 lower
(2.26 to 0.9 lower)

Function (RMDQ,0-33)≤ 4
months

81
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

The mean function(RMDQ)≤ 4 months
in the control groups was
8.49

The mean function(RMDQ)≤ 4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.79 lower
(6.28 to 1.3 lower)

Function (RMDQ, 0-33)>4

81

MODERATEb

The mean function (RMDQ)>4 months

The mean function (RMDQ)>4 months in the

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Saline

Risk difference with Prolotherapy
Injections: Sclerosant + anaesthetic (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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22.3.3.3

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Prolotherapy
Outcomes
Risk with Saline
Injections: Sclerosant + anaesthetic (95% CI)
months
in the control groups was
intervention groups was
4.86 lower
8.29
(7.44 to 2.28 lower)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 16: Evidence Summary table: Sclerosant plus anaesthetic versus anaesthetic
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-8) >4
months

79
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-8)>4
months in the control groups was
2.85

Function (RMDQ, 0-24) >4
months

79
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

The mean function(RMDQ)>4 months in
the control groups was
4.38

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk difference with Prolotherapy
Injections: Sclerosant + anaesthetic (95% CI)

Risk with Anaesthetic

The mean pain severity(VAS,0-8)>4 months
in the intervention groups was
0.56 lower
(1.34 lower to 0.22 higher)

The mean function(RMDQ)>4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.34 lower
(2.05 lower to 1.37 higher)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

22.3.3.4

Other non-image guided injections
Table 17: Evidence Summary table: Botox versus saline

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with
Saline

Risk difference with Other Non-Image
guided Injections: Botox (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to
imprecision
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow-up
(1 study)
>4 months

30
(1 study)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to imprecision

RR 4.50
(1.16 to
17.44)

Moderate

133 per
465 more per 1000
1000
(from 21 more to 1000 more)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 18: Evidence Summary table: Steroid+ anaesthetic versus steroid

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow-up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Steroid

Risk difference with Other Non-Image
guided Injections: Steroid + anaesthetic
(95% CI)

Pain Severity (First Block NRS,0-10)
≤4 month

60
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(first block
NRS,0-10) ≤4 month in the control
groups was
2.6

The mean pain severity(first block NRS,010) ≤4 month in the intervention groups
was
0.44 higher
(0.72 lower to 1.6 higher)

Pain Severity (Second Block NRS,010) ≤4 month

60
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(second block
NRS,0-10) ≤4 month in the control
groups was
2.057

The mean pain severity(second block
NRS,0-10) ≤4 month in the intervention
groups was
0.44 higher
(0.77 lower to 1.66 higher)

Pain Severity (First Block VAS,0-10)
≤4 month

60
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(first block
VAS,0-10) ≤4 month in the control
groups was
2.79

The mean pain severity(first block VAS,010) ≤4 month in the intervention groups
was
0.57 higher
(0.61 lower to 1.75 higher)

Pain Severity (Second Block VAS,010) ≤4 month

60
(1 study)
≤4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(second block
VAS,0-10) ≤4 month in the control
groups was
2.13

The mean pain severity(second block
VAS,0-10) ≤4 month in the intervention
groups was
0.25 higher
(0.94 lower to 1.44 higher)
a
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
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risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
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22.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
No relevant economic evaluations were identified.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
Unit costs
The unit cost for image-guided injections would be based either on intermediate or major pain
procedures: £521 (HRG code: AB05Z) and £714 (HRG code: AB04Z), respectively (NHS reference costs
2013-2014).36

22.5 Evidence statements
22.5.1
22.5.1.1

Clinical
Image guided facet joint injections
In people with low back pain there was clinical benefit for steroid injections compared with saline
demonstrated in evidence from 1 study for both pain and function greater than 4 months (very low
quality, n=95), but no clinically important difference at equal to or less than 4 months.
Clinical benefit for steroid compared to hyaluronans was seen in pain in the short term (very low
quality; 1 study; n=59) with no clinically important difference between treatments in any other
outcome reported at either short or long term.
There was no clinically important difference seen when a steroid injection was given in combination
with biomechanical exercise compared to biomechanical exercise. Clinical benefit was seen however
in pain at short and long term, but not in function, when injections of steroid and anaesthetic plus
biomechanical exercise were compared to biomechanical exercise in a nonrandomised study (very
low quality; n=18).

22.5.1.2

Other image-guided injections
Evidence from 3 studies showed a clinical benefit in terms of improving pain and function in the
group receiving a steroid injection (bethametasone or dexamethasone) versus saline in the short
term (low quality, range of n = 45-80). Evidence from 2 studies also showed clinical benefit of steroid
injections (betamethasone) for pain and function in the long term (very low quality; n=80), but this
was not observed when dexamethasone (low quality; n=45), or methylprednisolone acetate in the
case of function (low quality; n=98), was used as injectate.
Evidence from 3 studies showed that there was no clinically important difference between
treatments for all outcomes reported when steroid plus anaesthetic was injected compared to
anaesthetic injection alone irrespective of route of administration being caudal epidural, medial
branch blocks or interlaminar injections( moderate quality, n=270). Evidence from 1 study comparing
steroid plus anaesthetic versus mixed modality exercise reported no benefit of injection for quality of
life, pain or function in the short term (low quality; n=36).
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22.5.1.3

Prolotherapy injections
There was no clinically important difference between treatments for outcomes reported when a
sclerosant was injected compared to anaesthetic (1 study; very low quality; n=11) or an injection of
sclerosant in combination with an anaesthetic was compared to anaesthetic (1 study; moderate
quality; n=79). However, evidence from a single study demonstrated a clinical benefit favouring the
injection of sclerosant plus anaesthetic compared to saline for pain and function in both the short
and long term (low to moderate quality; n=81).

22.5.1.4

Other non-image-guided injections
Evidence from 1 study for the comparison of botulinum toxin versus saline showed clinical benefit of
botulinum toxin for responder criteria in pain (moderate quality; n=30). Evidence from 1 study for
the comparison of steroid in combination with anaesthetic versus steroid alone demonstrated no
clinically important difference between the treatments for pain (first or second block) at either short
or long term (very low quality; n=60).

22.5.2

Economic
 No relevant economic evaluations were identified.

22.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 32.Do not offer spinal injections for managing low back pain.
Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain or function), adverse events, and
healthcare utilisation were also considered as important.
Evidence was reported for all of outcomes except for psychological distress and
healthcare utilisation.
For image guided facet joint injections, evidence was only available for pain, function
and responder criteria. There was no evidence for any of the other outcomes. For
other image guided injections, evidence was only available for pain, function, quality
of life (EQ-5D) and for responder criteria. Evidence for prolotherapy injections was
only available for pain and function and for other non-image guided injections,
evidence was found for pain and responder criteria only. The majority of outcomes
described in other non-image guided stratum were in a format that rendered the
data un-suitable for meta-analysis.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Image guided facet joint injections
Steroid versus saline
A clinical benefit in pain (VAS) was observed in the long term (greater than 4 months
- 1 year) although no clinically important difference was seen short term (less than 4
months). A similar effect was also seen for function (MSIP), however, it was noted
that the baseline values were very low and therefore it was unlikely that much
improvement could be demonstrated from this baseline. The GDG noted that the
lack of short term effect with some evidence of a long term effect raised some doubt
on the long term effect being solely due to the injection. The authors of the study
stated that there was no pharmacological/biological reason for the observed effect
and were uncertain about the validity of the results. The GDG noted that image
guided facet joint injections of steroid are widely used but there is a paucity of
evidence to support their ongoing use. It was noted that there was no evidence of
clinical harm from the studies reviewed.
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Steroid versus hyaluronans
Very low quality evidence demonstrated that steroids were more effective at
improving pain (assessed by VAS) than hyalurons in the short term although no
clinically important difference between treatments was seen long term. It was noted
that use of hyalurons may cause inflammation and therefore an increase in pain,
although both groups did improve from their baseline pain levels. Three different
measures of function were reported (ODI, RMDQ and Low Back Pain Outcome Score
(LBOS)); all of which showed no clinically important difference between treatments.
Steroid plus biomechanical exercise versus biomechanical exercise
No clinically important difference in pain, function or responder criteria was
observed at the short term follow ups. As there was uncertainty around the effects
reported from this single trial, the GDG considered that no clear conclusion could be
made about the benefits of steroid injections compared to biomechanical exercise
from this very low quality evidence.
Steroid plus anaesthetic versus biomechanical exercise
Very low quality non randomised evidence for this comparison came from a very
small trial and demonstrated a clinical benefit in pain (VAS) in both the short and
long term although no clinically important difference was observed for function
(assessed by ODI) at any time point.
Other image guided injections
Steroid versus saline
An overall clinical benefit in pain (assessed by VAS) and function (assessed by ODI)
favouring the use of steroid injected intra-discally was seen in the short term and
long term. Subgroup analysis by injection agent to address heterogeneity revealed
no clinically important difference in pain in the long term from low quality evidence
at high risk of bias taken from 1 small trial. The results for function in the long term
were more heterogeneous; subgroup analysis by injection agent showed benefit
favouring steroid was only maintained in the long term in results taken from 1 trial.
This very low quality evidence at high risk of bias reported inconsistent results
separately for 2 distinct populations with or without modic changes. There was
concern raised by the GDG that the inpatient population set in a hospital in China
was not reflective of current UK practise and did not have confidence in the effects
reported as a result.
The potential risk of harm for intra-discal injections was also highlighted including
risk of infection and risk of prolapse (although this risk is not captured by RCTs).
Given the applicability issue and risk of potential harm, the GDG concluded that the
evidence in this area was inadequate to base a recommendation on.
Steroid in combination with anesthetic versus anesthetic
Moderate quality evidence from 3 studies showed no clinically important difference
in pain (assessed by VAS), function (assessed by ODI) and responder criteria for pain
improvement exceeding 50% in either the short or long term irrespective of the
route of administration of the injection.
Steroid in combination with anesthetic versus combined treatment
One study included assessed the effects of steroid plus anaesthetic versus a
combination package of self-management (back education and home exercise),
biomechanical exercise (McKenzie and stability), manual therapy
(manipulation/mobilisation, Maitland and Mulligan), electrotherapy (ultrasound) and
heat/ice. There was no clinical benefit seen in terms of any of the outcomes reported
in this study. The GDG noted that the study was a very small trial and that the
baseline scores for all outcomes were different between groups and both groups
were in the ‘normal’ range at baseline, and therefore it would be unlikely to observe
a meaningful change over the course of the trial. It was however also highlighted
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that the comparator arm consisted of a 10 week intensive rehabilitation programme
-is a very active intervention. The GDG discussed that the lack of a difference
observed between arms could be indicative of positive evidence for both injections
of steroid and anaesthetic as well as the combination of education and
physiotherapy. However, the limitations of the single small study precluded firm
conclusions being drawn.
Prolotherapy Injections
Sclerosant versus anaesthetic
The only evidence identified for this comparison was from a very small trial that
reported only 1 outcome relevant to the review protocol (pain assessed by VAS). This
showed no difference between treatments in the short term with considerable
uncertainty in the direction of the effect.
Sclerosant plus anaesthetic versus saline
Evidence from 1 study indicated that injection of sclerosant and anaesthetic was
more effective than saline in improving pain (assessed by VAS) and function
(assessed by RMDQ) in both the short and long term. The GDG expressed caution
with the interpretation of these results as people in the intervention group received
a forceful manipulation, concurrent to the injection on the first day of treatment,
whereas those in the saline group received non-forceful manipulation. The GDG
were unable to be certain that the clinical benefit in pain and function was directly
attributable to the spinal injections.
Sclerosant plus anaesthetic versus anaesthetic
No clinically important difference was seen between treatments in terms of pain
(assessed by VAS) and function (assessed by RMDQ) in the long term. No data was
presented for short term results.
Other non-image guided injections
Botulinum toxin versus saline
A clinical benefit in responder criteria for pain improvement exceeding 50% was seen
in favour of botulinum toxin in the short-term. However, as this was from a single
small trial (15 patients in each arm) and was not in a critical outcome measure, the
GDG felt that this was insufficient evidence to make a recommendation.
Steroid plus anaesthetic versus steroid
Evidence from 1 study demonstrated no short-term clinically important difference
between treatments in terms of pain (NRS) between injections of steroid and
anaesthetic or steroid alone. The evidence was from a study which stratified
participants according to how many diagnostic blocks they had received, however
the outcome was the same for each strata. The GDG expressed concern with the
interpretation of the study as the description provided suggested the population
may be people with sciatica although the study specifically stated it was for
treatment of low back pain. In addition, the study only looked at the immediate
short term effect of the diagnostic blocks up till a maximum of 24 hours which the
GDG did not feel was very useful information.
It was noted that in the studies included in this review, no data were available on
adverse events. The GDG noted that they are aware of studies/clinical reports (that
did not meet inclusion criteria for this review) reporting serious adverse effects of
spinal injections although these were relatively rare.
Summary
Overall the GDG agreed that there was no consistent good quality evidence to
recommend the use of spinal injections for the management of low back pain. There
was minimal evidence of benefit from injections, and reason to believe that there
was a risk of harm, even if rare. The GDG consequently agreed that it was
appropriate to recommend against the use of spinal injections for people with low
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back pain.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. Use of
injections for low back pain will be associated with costs relating to the drugs,
consumables and equipment (e.g. imaging) used and the personnel time required to
deliver the therapy. Intervention costs will also depend on the number of injections
given. If effective, upfront intervention costs may be offset by downstream cost
savings due to reduced healthcare utilisation or may be justified due to the benefits
to the patient. However, given the GDG’s conclusions that there was a lack of
evidence of clinical benefit for injections (for any of the agents or modalities
reviewed), intervention costs were not considered justified.

Quality of evidence

Image guided facet joint injections
Low to very low quality evidence for this stratum came from 4 studies of which 2
reported data graphically and the third was a small trial comparing steroid and
hyaluronan. The weight of evidence rested on 1 main RCT, in which Mean Sickness
Impact Profile (MSIP) was used to assess improvement in function. However, the
GDG were unclear as to what magnitude of change could be considered meaningful
and therefore were unable to place much significance on this outcome.
Other image guided injections
The evidence for this stratum was rated as low or very low quality, mainly due to risk
of bias (and sometimes due to additional imprecision). The majority of evidence for
the comparison steroid versus saline came from a reasonably sized trial which
reported outcomes separately for 2 very distinct populations with or without modic
changes. The results reported were often inconsistent and there was concern that
the study population wouldn’t be entirely representative of the guideline population,
however the GDG agreed that the same response would be expected in either case.
There was concern that the results reported in this study had not been reproducible
in other similar studies and whilst they may be clinically important, there was
considerable doubt regarding their validity. The applicability of this study to a UK
setting was also questioned as this study population were all in-patients.
The GDG did not consider the study Manchikanti 2007 to be suitable for inclusion in
the image guided facet joint strata despite the study classifying the injections as
facet joint injections. This was because the agents were administered to the medial
branches at L1-L4 levels and L5 dorsal ramus which the GDG did not feel qualified as
a facet joint injection. The study was therefore included in the ‘other image guided
injections’ strata. The small study population received numerous injections during
the study period which further compromised the quality of the outcomes reported;
the GDG did not feel they could make accurate judgement of clinical importance for
these reasons.
Prolotherapy injections
The majority of evidence in this stratum was of low quality as there was serious
imprecision attached to all the effects reported. One trial reported the inclusion of
forceful manipulation in the treatment arm which the GDG considered to be a risk of
bias affecting interpretation of the evidence. They did not feel they could make
accurate judgement of clinical importance from this evidence as the manipulation
could have compromised the clinical benefit shown for the combination treatment
for both the outcomes pain and function in the short and long term periods.
Other non-image guided injections
Overall low quality evidence for this stratum reported came from 2 studies. One of
these trials had a very small sample size which made judging clinical importance for
the outcome responder criteria pain (VAS) exceeding 50% improvement difficult for
the GDG. There was also considerable polarity of opinion in the GDG regarding the
second trial. One concern was that the study might include sciatica patients as some
included patients had nerve compression and also reported 2 diagnostic blocks for
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each group with short follow up of 6, 12 and 24 hours. The GDG felt that this trial
was largely irrelevant and did not have much confidence in the outcomes reported.
Other considerations

The GDG noted that many sclerosants were not licensed as injection agents for the
treatment of low back pain in the UK but were licensed for other indications,
however they did not agree that there was evidence to recommend these injections
for low back pain.
The GDG were aware of existing NICE interventional procedure guidance for
Therapeutic endoscopic division of epidural adhesions (IPG333) recommending
special arrangements for clinical governance, consent, audit and research.124 This
procedure was therefore excluded from this review and if its use is considered for
people with low back pain, existing guidance should be followed.
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23 Radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain
23.1 Introduction
Some people who are given a diagnosis of low back pain may have pain arising from 1 or more spinal
structures where nociceptive/pain innervation has been established, for example, muscles, joints,
ligaments and discs. There are no reliable clinical or radiological features to discriminate between
these potential sources of low back pain. The evidence to support the idea of back pain arising from
discrete structures comes from studies using precisely targeted local anaesthetic blockade.147
The lumbar facet joints are pairs of joints that stabilize and guide motion in the spine. These joints
are well innervated by the medial branches of the dorsal rami. The prevalence of facet joint pain in
heterogeneous populations using local anaesthetic nerve blockade (medial branch block), where 75–
100% pain relief is used as a criterion standard, is thought to be 25–40%.101,102
In current clinical practice, people with low back pain may be offered local anaesthetic facet joint
nerve blockade to determine the presence or absence of a facet joint pain component. Those who
experience significant but short term relief may then be offered a neurodestructive procedure called
‘radiofrequency denervation’ in an attempt to achieve longer term pain relief.
Radiofrequency denervation has evolved as a treatment for spinal pain over the last 40 years and is a
minimally invasive and percutaneous procedure performed under local anaesthesia or light
intravenous sedation. Radiofrequency energy is delivered along an insulated needle in contact with
the target nerves. This focussed electrical energy heats and denatures the nerve. This process may
allow axons to regenerate with time requiring the repetition of the radiofrequency procedure.
Radiofrequency denervation is not an appropriate treatment of people who have sciatica without
back pain.

23.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain in the management
of non-specific low back pain?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 19: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 years or above with non-specific low back pain.
 Populations with low back pain only and low back pain with/without sciatica will be
pooled for analysis.
NOTE: low back pain with sciatica is excluded

Interventions

 Radiofrequency denervation of facet joint medial branch
NOTE: pulsed radiofrequency is excluded

Comparisons

 Placebo/sham
 Usual care/waiting list
 Other treatment within guideline scope

Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
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Study design

disability index)
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
o morbidity
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

23.3 Clinical evidence
Eight RCTs were included in the review; these are summarised in Table 20 below. 3,24,50,87,123,165,172,173
Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence
summary below. All the studies compared radiofrequency denervation with a placebo/sham
procedure, except for 1 which used medial nerve block as the comparison intervention.24 All studies
(except Civelek et al. 2012) randomised patients who had responded favourably to either an initial
diagnostic nerve block,50,123,165,172 or an intra-articular (IA) joint injection.87,173 See also the study
selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K,
GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Two Cochrane reviews were identified but could not be included. One review included studies in
people with neck as well as back pain.127 The other review included people with low back pain other
than facet joint pain.99 The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed
and included if they matched the review protocol. One study was included but could not be analysed
as no relevant outcomes were reported.3
Table 20: Summary of studies included in the review
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Civelek
201224

Radiofrequency
denervation

Medial
branch nerve
block

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=100
Immediate + 1,
6 and 12
months followup
Turkey

Quality of life
(EQ-5D)
Pain severity
(VNS)

No diagnostic nerve
block given prior to
randomisation
Anaesthetic:
lidocaine 1% in
injection group only.
None given to RF
group.
Responders (1 week
after the procedure)
were then placed in
a spine
rehabilitation
programme for 4-6
weeks to maximise
the functional gains.
Partial or nonresponders were
offered surgery or
physical therapy.
Does not specify if
this was done for 1
or both arms of the

80oC lesion for
120 seconds

Medial
branch block
with
methylpredni
solone and
bupivacaine
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Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
study.

Gallagher
199450

Radiofrequency
denervation

Placebo/sham

Low back pain
with/without
sciatica
n=30
Immediate + 1
month and 6
months followup
UK

Pain severity
(VAS and McGill)

True diagnostic
nerve block given;
responders were
randomised
Anaesthetic:
lignocaine 2%
(0.5 ml).

Placebo/sham

Low back pain
with/without
sciatica
n=70
Immediate + 12
weeks followup
Canada

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (RMDQ
and ODI)

Not true diagnostic
nerve block given (
IA joint injection);
responders were
randomised
Anaesthetic:
lidocaine 1% (2 ml).

Placebo/sham

Low back pain
with/without
sciatica
n=70
Immediate + 6
months followup
Sweden

Pain severity
(VAS)
Healthcare
utilisation
(analgesic
consumption)

True diagnostic
nerve block given;
responders were
randomised
Had 2 diagnostic
blocks: 1. Screening
block (patients with
at least 80% relief
went to have second
block); 2. Second
block (patients with
at least 80% relief
and able to
participate in the
trial were
randomised.
Anaesthetic
bupivacaine 0.5% (2
ml).

Placebo/sham

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=60 (N=40 in
the 2 relevant
arms to this
review)
Immediate +
post-operation
+ 6 months and

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (ODI)
Healthcare
utilisation
(analgesic use)
Adverse events
(complications)

True diagnostic
nerve block given;
responders were
randomised
Anaesthetic
prilocaine 2%
(0.5 ml) or 0.5%
bupivacaine (0.5 ml)
given to sham

80oC lesion for
90 seconds

Leclaire
200187

Radiofrequency
denervation
80oC lesion for
90 seconds
2 neurotomies
performed for
each nerve (1
at proximal
portion, and 1
at distal of the
articular facet
nerve).

Nath
2008123

Radiofrequency
denervation
85oC lesion for
60 seconds
Multiple lesions
made (6 lesions
in total, lateral
and medial to
the first 2
lesions).

Tekin
2007165

Radiofrequency
denervation
(conventional)
80oC lesion for
90 seconds
Lesions made
at the levels
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Study

Van Kleef
1999172

Intervention
concerned

Radiofrequency
denervation

Comparison

Population
1 year followup
Turkey

Outcomes

Placebo/sham

Low back pain
with/without
sciatica
n=31
Immediate + 8
weeks followup
Netherlands

Pain severity
(VAS)
Function (ODI)
Healthcare
utilisation
(analgesic use)
Responder
criteria (≥50%
pain reduction)

True diagnostic
nerve block given;
responders were
randomised
Anaesthetic
lignocaine 1% (1 ml).

Placebo/sham

Low back pain
with/without
sciatica
n=81
Immediate + 3
months and 1
year follow-up
Netherlands

Pain severity
(VAS)
Quality of life
(SF-36)
Healthcare
utilisation
(analgesic use)
Responder
criteria (back
pain reduction
>50%)
Adverse events

Not true diagnostic
nerve block given (
IA joint injection);
responders were
randomised
Anaesthetic
mepivacaine 2%
(0.5 ml)

80oC lesion for
60 seconds
Lesion made on
1 or both sides
Van Wijk
2005173

Radiofrequency
denervation
80oC lesion for
60 seconds
Lesion made on
1 or both sides
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Comments
group.
NOTE: the trial has 3
arms. The pulsed RF
arm does not meet
our review inclusion
criteria and so
results from this arm
have not been
included.

Table 21: Radiofrequency denervation versus placebo/sham for lower back pain
Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Back pain (VAS 0-10), change from
baseline at ≤4 months

MD: -2.1

40

MD: -1.6

41

Very high

Van wijk 2005173

HC utilisation: mean analgesic intake
over past 2 weeks (change from
baseline) at ≤4 months

MD: -0.1

40

MD: -0.2

41

Very high

Tekin 2007165

HC utilisation: analgesic use, %
patients at >4 months

40%

20

95%

20

Very high

Study
Van wijk 2005

23.3.2

Outcome
173

Clinical evidence summary
Table 22: Radiofrequency denervation compared with placebo/sham for low back pain

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with placebo/sham

Risk difference with RF denervation
(95% CI)

Pain (VAS) 0-10 ≤ 4 months

96
(4 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean pain (VAS) 0-10 - <4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.46 lower
(2.06 to 0.86 lower)

Pain (VAS) 0-10 - >4 months

160
(3 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

*

The mean pain (VAS) 0-10 - >4 months
in the intervention groups was
1.57 lower
(2.2 to 0.95 lower)

Pain (McGill) ≤ 4 months

30
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of

*

The mean pain (McGill) - <4 months in
the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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23.3.1

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Risk with placebo/sham

Risk difference with RF denervation
(95% CI)
7 lower
(14.11 lower to 0.11 higher)

Pain (McGill) >4 months

30
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain (McGill) - >4 months in
the intervention groups was
5 lower
(20.43 lower to 10.43 higher)

Function ODI 0-100 (change and final values) ≤ 4
months

66
(3 studies)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function ODI 0-100 (change
and final values) - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
4.38 lower
(7.31 to 1.45 lower)

Function ODI 0-100 (change and final values) >4
months

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function ODI 0-100 (change
and final values) - >4 months in the
intervention groups was
5.6 lower
(9.59 to 1.61 lower)

Function RMDQ 0-100 (change and final values≤ 4
months

70
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function RMDQ 0-100
(change and final values) - <4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.6 higher
(6.21 lower to 11.41 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) - General health ≤ 4 months

81
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (sf36) - general health - <4
months in the control groups
was
-1.3

The mean quality of life (sf-36) general health - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.1 higher
(3.72 lower to 9.92 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) - Mental health ≤ 4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

81
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean quality of life (sf36) - mental health - <4
months in the control groups

The mean quality of life (sf-36) - mental
health - <4 months in the intervention
groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of life (SF-36) - Pain ≤ 4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

81
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf36) - pain - <4 months in the
control groups was
11.6

The mean quality of life (sf-36) - pain <4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.2 higher
(9.29 lower to 9.69 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) - Physical functioning
≤ 4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

81
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf36) - physical functioning - <4
months in the control groups
was
7.8

The mean quality of life (sf-36) physical functioning - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
3.1 lower
(11.09 lower to 4.89 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) - Social functioning ≤ 4
months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

81
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf36) - social functioning - <4
months in the control groups
was
2.6

The mean quality of life (sf-36) - social
functioning - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.7 higher
(11.7 lower to 17.1 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) - Vitality ≤ 4 months
Scale from: 0 to 100.

81
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf36) - vitality - <4 months in
the control groups was
-2.4

The mean quality of life (sf-36) - vitality
- <4 months in the intervention groups
was
7.7 higher
(0.64 to 14.76 higher)

AEs: treatment related pain (moderate or severe) no. of patients ≤ 4 months

78
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.64
(1 to
2.69)

Moderate

AEs: change of sensibility (irritating or evident
dysaesthesia or allodynia) - no. of patients ≤ 4
months

79
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

RR 5.13
(0.25 to
103.45)

Moderate

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk with placebo/sham
was
0.7

359 per 1000

†

Risk difference with RF denervation
(95% CI)
2 higher
(9.07 lower to 13.07 higher)

230 more per 1000
(from 0 more to 607 more)

†

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

AEs: loss of motor function (irritating or evident
motor loss) - no. of patients ≤ 4 months

79
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

HC utilisation: analgesic use (no. of tablets/4 days)
≤ 4 months

31
(1 study)

HC utilisation: analgesic use (global perception of
improvement, 0-6) - >4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

RR 0.36
(0.02 to
8.55)

Risk with placebo/sham

Risk difference with RF denervation
(95% CI)

Moderate
24 per 1000

15 fewer per 1000
(from 24 fewer to 181 more)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean hc utilisation: analgesic use
(no. of tablets/4 days) - <4 months in
the intervention groups was
3.24 lower
(6.6 lower to 0.12 higher)

40
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

*

The mean hc utilisation: analgesic use
(global perception of improvement, 06) - >4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.8 lower
(1.56 to 0.04 lower)

Responder criteria (percentage of patients with
>50% pain reduction - global perceived effect) ≤ 4
months

31
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

OR 9.53
(1.05 to
86.28)

Moderate

Responder criteria (number of patients with >50%
back pain or pain reduction - global perceived
effect) ≤ 4 months

111
(2 studies)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 1.74
(1.15 to
2.63)

Moderate

Responder criteria (number of patients with >50%
back pain or pain reduction - global perceived
effect) ≤ 4 months

31
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 3.73
(0.92 to
15.21)

Moderate

Responder criteria (number of patients with >50%

81

LOWb

RR 0.95

Moderate

†

390 per 1000

390 per 1000

†

289 more per 1000
(from 58 more to 636 more)
341 more per 1000
(from 10 fewer to 1000 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to
imprecision

Risk with placebo/sham
341 per 1000

Risk difference with RF denervation
(95% CI)
17 fewer per 1000
(from 167 fewer to 260 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
* Control rate not reported in study only mean difference given
†Not estimable. No events in control group.

Table 23: Radiofrequency denervation compared with medial branch block for low back pain

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
medial branch
block

Risk difference with RF denervation (95% CI)

Pain (VNS) 0-10 - <4 months

100
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain (VNS) 0-10 - <4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(1.79 to 0.61 lower)

Pain (VNS) 0-10 - >4 months

100
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean pain (VNS) 0-10 - >4 months in the
intervention groups was
2.3 lower
(3.42 to 1.18 lower)

Quality of life (EQ-5D) 5-15 scale <4 months

100
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,
indirectness, imprecision

*

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) 5-15 scale - <4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(0.97 lower to 0.17 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D) 5-15 scale >4 months

100
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b,c
due to risk of bias,

*

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) 5-15 scale - >4
months in the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Outcomes
back pain reduction - VAS) ≤ 4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)
(0.51 to
1.76)

Radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Quality of the evidence
(GRADE)
indirectness, imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with
medial branch
block

Risk difference with RF denervation (95% CI)
1.3 lower
(2.87 lower to 0.27 higher)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs
c
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because of Heterogeneity, I 2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.
* Control rate not reported in study only mean difference given

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

a

Anticipated absolute effects

Radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
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23.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
One economic evaluation was identified that included radiofrequency denervation as comparator
and has been included in this review. 173 This is summarised in the economic evidence profile below
(Table 24) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F
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(b)

(c)
(d)

Limitations

Other comments

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty

2-1: £186
See clinical
n/a
No relevant analyses available.
 With-RCT analysis (same
review van
paper)
Wijk 2005
 Cost-consequence analysis
(b)
(SF-36,
(various health outcomes)
VAS-back,
 Population: Low back pain
global
population (with/without
perceived
sciatica) (> 6 months with focal
effect on
tenderness over the facet
back pain,
joints)
analgesic
 Two comparators in full
intake).
analysis:
1. Sham lesion
2. Radiofrequency lesion
Follow-up: 3 months (c)
Dutch resource use data (1996-1999) and unit costs (year not reported, assumed to be 2003) may not reflect current NHS context. QALYs were not used as the health
outcome measure (SF-36 reported, however QALYs were not calculated).
A longer time horizon may be preferable if effects may persist beyond 3 months. Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this
comparison; van Wijk 2005 is 1 of 7 studies included in the clinical review for radiofrequency denervation versus placebo sham. No sensitivity analyses undertaken.
Source of unit costs unclear.
1 year data was supposed to be reported by the study, however at this time-point most patients were unblinded and there was loss-to follow-up.
Cost components incorporated: Intervention costs (including staff time, materials, overheads, administration, accommodation and day care facilities), additional
medical consumption over 3 month follow-up (medical, paramedical, and pharmaceutical treatment). Intervention costs were the same for both interventions. Study
reported the cost of sham lesion to be equal to radiofrequency denervation. Including the cost of a sham was deemed inappropriate and was excluded here

Van Wijk
2005173
(Netherlands)

(a)

Applicability

Incremental
effects

Partially
applicable (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations

(d)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Study

Incremental
cost

Radiofrequency denervation for facet joint pain
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Table 24: Economic evidence profile: radiofrequency denervation – placebo/sham comparison only
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New cost-effectiveness analysis
An original economic analysis was prioritised and conducted for this question. A summary is reported
below, while the full description is reported in Appendix N.
Model overview/Methods
The model compares radiofrequency denervation to usual care, defined as active management in
primary care. The overall structure of the model is shown in the figure below:
Figure 1: Pathway in the model
Population entering model: LBP of suspected facet joint
origin who have failed to respond to conservative
treatments

Single diagnostic block

Usual care

Positive

Negative: no
denervation

Prolonged
response

Delayed
radiofrequency
denervation

Decline
radiofrequency
denervation

Repeat
radiofrequency
denervation

No
prolonged
response

Receive
radiofrequency
denervation

Repeat
radiofrequency
denervation

The model begins at the point of referral for people with low back pain, suspected to be originating
from facet joint pain, where non-invasive management has been unsuccessful. In the radiofrequency
denervation arm the person is given an initial diagnostic block to see if they are likely to respond to
radiofrequency denervation. Those who have a negative response to this injection do not receive
radiofrequency denervation, and directly receive usual care. A positive response can be temporary or
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prolonged. Those who do not have a prolonged positive response receive radiofrequency
denervation immediately unless they decline the treatment, in which case they receive usual care. If
the diagnostic block has a prolonged effect there is a delay in radiofrequency denervation treatment,
or again the patient could decline radiofrequency denervation and after this delayed period move to
usual care. Sensitivity analysis included repeat radiofrequency denervation procedures.
A time horizon of 28 months was implemented to reflect the duration of the treatment effect for
both the diagnostic block and 1 radiofrequency denervation procedure. This is extended to 52
months in the sensitivity analysis to include the possibility of a second radiofrequency denervation
procedure. A UK NHS/PSS perspective was taken.
A Markov model with a 1 month cycle was developed to account for natural mortality and additional
radiofrequency denervation procedures and was evaluated by cohort simulation. Both costs and
outcomes were discounted at 3.5% (and 1.5% for the sensitivity analysis), consistent with the NICE
reference case.
The clinical review data for this question provided a cohort population to be analysed that were 35%
male, with a mean pain score greater than 4. The entry age into the model was 52 years old.
Key data and assumptions
Probability data:
The probability of a positive response to the diagnostic block was based on a study included in the
clinical review.123 Due to a lack of data, all other probability data in the model were based on GDG
opinion. Threshold sensitivity analysis was undertaken to account for this.
Table 25 - Base case probability inputs
Input

Point estimate

Source

Probability of a positive diagnostic block

69%

Nath 2008123

Probability of declining radiofrequency denervation after a
positive block

10%

GDG opinion

Probability of a prolonged response to diagnostic block

15%

GDG opinion

Proportion of patients repeating radiofrequency denervation
after the effect of the first radiofrequency denervation
wears off

10%

GDG opinion

Effectiveness data:
Change in pain score measured on the VAS was the intermediate outcome obtained from the
systematic review of clinical evidence conducted for the guideline. In this review radiofrequency
denervation was compared to sham and the change in pain score was estimated for both at follow
up. However in the economic model radiofrequency denervation was compared to usual care,
therefore the placebo effect which could be influencing the outcome in the sham arm of the RCTs
should be removed from the effectiveness of the usual care arm. To do this, the pain score in the
usual care intervention was assumed to be the same as the weighted pain score at baseline in the
radiofrequency denervation arm of the RCTs included in the meta-analysis, as patients in the usual
care arm do not receive any intervention, while the pain score after patients receive radiofrequency
denervation was the same as that observed at follow-up in the radiofrequency denervation arm of
the same RCTs (weighted average).
Using the baseline pain score in the usual care intervention would overestimate the effectiveness of
radiofrequency denervation as in reality some patients would also have some spontaneous
improvement in pain score over time. For this reason, the base case assumption was varied in a
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sensitivity analysis where the effectiveness from the sham arm of the RCTs at follow up was used to
estimate the effectiveness of usual care and the incremental change with the radiofrequency
denervation arm was used to estimate the intervention effectiveness.
There is also the possibility of false positive results from the diagnostic block. However this is taken
into account in the mean reduction of pain score in the radiofrequency denervation arm, which
would be greater if false positives were minimised.
The model also included an assumption that there is no improvement from the baseline pain score
observed in the radiofrequency denervation arm of the included RCTs to account for the fact that the
economic model radiofrequency denervation is compared to usual care while in the clinical review
the comparator was sham.
Lastly, there was no evidence on the duration of the effectiveness of radiofrequency denervation and
was therefore decided by GDG opinion.
Utilities:
No direct data was available to estimate quality of life. Therefore, HRQoL values were determined by
using a mapping study by Mueller et al. (2013)120 to translate the pain scores from the data available
from the clinical review conducted for this guideline question into EQ-5D scores using a US tariff. For
further detail see Appendix N.
An assumption was made that the pain score and subsequent utility value associated with a
prolonged response to diagnostic block is equal to the score/utility of radiofrequency denervation.
Table 26 - Effectiveness data used in the base case model
Usual care

Prolonged diagnostic
block

Radiofrequency
denervation

Pain score

5.7

3.6

3.6

Associated EQ-5D

0.5992

0.6846

0.6846

Duration of pain relief
(months)

NA

4

24

Cost data:
All costs included in the model were 2013/14 NHS reference costs, as shown in the table below. An
assumption was made that patients receiving usual care will not incur additional costs compared to
patients who received radiofrequency denervation or prolonged response diagnostic block. This is a
very conservative assumption and was therefore varied in sensitivity analysis.
Table 27 - Base case cost inputs
Input

Cost

Source

Initial outpatient
appointment

£168

Based on a Consultant-led outpatient appointment, First NonAdmitted Face to Face Attendance, Service: Pain management (NHS
reference costs 2013/2014)

Diagnostic block

£521

Based on HRG code: AB05Z Intermediate Pain Procedures (NHS
reference costs 2013/2014)

Follow-up appointment
(telephone/face-toface)

£121

Based on non-Consultant-led outpatient appointment, Follow-up
Non-Admitted Non-Face to Face Attendance, Service: Pain
management / Consultant-led outpatient appointment, Follow-up
Non-Admitted Face to Face Attendance, Service: Pain management
(NHS reference costs 2013/2014)
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Input

Cost

Source

Radiofrequency
denervation

£640

Based on HRG code: AB08Z - Pain Radiofrequency Treatments (NHS
reference costs 2013/2014)

Sensitivity analysis:
Both probabilistic and deterministic sensitivity analysis were undertaken to account for model
uncertainty. For more information on the distribution used for each parameter in the probabilistic
sensitivity analysis see Appendix N.
[Deterministic] sensitivity analysis undertaken:
 A repeat denervation after the first wears off
 Pain score using sham data from meta-analysis
 Pain score excluding Leclaire 2001
 A positive diagnostic block assumed to be less effective than radiofrequency denervation
 Using the cost of referral to an interface clinic (around 80% of consultant)
 Threshold analysis on the probability of positive diagnostic block
 Two-way sensitivity analysis where the duration of effects for both radiofrequency denervation
and block were decreased to 0 and 4 months respectively.
 Threshold analysis for the proportion of people declining radiofrequency denervation
 Threshold analysis for the proportion of people repeating radiofrequency denervation within SA1
 After the effect of the first radiofrequency denervation wears off patients receive another and the
duration of effect of radiofrequency denervation is varied in a threshold analysis.
 Costs and effects discounted at 1.5%.
Results
The model was run 10,000 times using different parameter values chosen from the distribution
assigned to each of the parameters to account for the uncertainty in the model. The table below
shows that in this base-case analysis radiofrequency denervation is cost effective.
Table 28 - Base case results (probabilistic analysis)

Strategy

Mean cost
per patient
(£)

Usual care

0

radiofreque
ncy
denervation

1282

Incremental
costs (£)
1282

Incremental
QALYs

ICER (£
per QALY
gained)

Probability that
strategy is most
cost-effective [£20k
per QALY]

2.1402

0

0

30%

2.2549

0.1147

11,178

70%

Mean
QALYs per
patient

Radiofrequency denervation remains cost-effective at a threshold of £20,000 per QALY in all
sensitivity analyses, except if the duration of radiofrequency denervation is less than 16 months, if
the probability of declining radiofrequency denervation is greater than 50% and if the probability of a
positive diagnostic block is less than 40%.
Limitations and interpretation
The model was built around some important assumptions such as the duration of pain relief after a
prolonged response to diagnostic block and radiofrequency denervation.
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There were also some deviations from the NICE reference case, such as the use of mapping functions
to estimate EQ5D values from an intermediate outcome and the use of the USA EQ5D tariffs. The
uncertainty around the EQ5D scores could not be captured in the probabilistic model as the software
did not allow us to link probabilistic value of the pain score to a distribution around the relevant
utility value.
Another important limitation of the model is the quality of the clinical evidence around the
effectiveness of radiofrequency denervation; these studies were low to moderate quality and their
limitations are explained in section 23.3. As there was no data on radiofrequency denervation versus
usual care and there was the assumption that people in the usual care arm would maintain the initial
pain score, in reality there could be an improvement over time. This was however addressed in a
sensitivity analysis where data from the placebo arm were used instead.
The GDG considered the various limitations of the model together with the main results and
concluded that although radiofrequency denervation is a cost effective intervention in the base case
analysis and in various sensitivity analyses, there is not enough confidence to make a firm
recommendation for this intervention. In addition, as the low back pain population is wide, there are
concerns on the potential cost impact of a firm recommendation if many people were eligible for the
intervention.
Unit costs
The breakdown of the cost for radiofrequency denervation in a person who responds positively to a
diagnostic block and then receives radiofrequency denervation is detailed below and in Table 29.
For radiofrequency denervation, the process from referral would usually be:
1. Initial outpatient appointment, usually with a pain medicine consultant.
2. Diagnostic block - based on HRG code: AB05Z Intermediate Pain Procedures.
3. Radiofrequency denervation dependent on diagnostic block – based on HRG code: AB08Z Pain
Radiofrequency Treatments.
4. Follow up appointment, usually a telephone consultations with a nurse specialist.
Table 29: Radiofrequency denervation: unit costs
Component

Unit cost

Source/notes

Cost if diagnostic block is positive and radiofrequency denervation undertaken
Initial outpatient
appointment

£168

Based on a Consultant-led outpatient appointment, First NonAdmitted Face to Face Attendance, Service: Pain management (NHS
reference costs 2013/2014)34,35

Diagnostic block

£521

Based on HRG code: AB05Z Intermediate Pain Procedures (NHS
reference costs 2013/2014)34,35

Radiofrequency
denervation

£640

Based on HRG code: AB08Z Pain Radiofrequency Treatments (NHS
reference costs 2013/2014)34,35

Follow-up appointment

£121

Based on non-Consultant-led outpatient appointment, Follow-up
Non-Admitted Non-Face to Face Attendance, Service: Pain
management (NHS reference costs 2013/2014)34,35

Total cost per patient

£1,450
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23.5 Evidence statements
23.5.1
23.5.1.1

Clinical
Radiofrequency denervation compared with placebo/sham for low back pain
Evidence from 4 studies demonstrated clinical benefit in pain for radiofrequency denervation
compared to placebo/sham at both the short and long term follow-ups of less than and greater than
4 months (low to moderate quality, n=160). In contrast there was no difference in function between
treatments at any time point. Conflicting evidence from 1 study for quality of life at less than 4
months follow up showed clinical benefit for radiofrequency denervation compared to placebo/sham
for the SF-36 domains of general health and vitality. Radiofrequency denervation was inferior to
sham for the domains of mental health, pain and social function. There was no difference between
treatments for the domain physical function (low quality, n=81). Evidence from a single study
reporting adverse events at less than 4 months follow up demonstrated an increase in adverse
effects for radiofrequency denervation in terms of the number of patients with moderate or severe
treatment related pain( low quality, n=79). There was no difference in other adverse events (change
of sensibility and loss of motor function) at short term follow up when radiofrequency denervation
was compared to placebo/sham in the same study (very low quality). Additionally when compared
with placebo/sham, benefit for radiofrequency denervation in responders to pain reduction
measured by global perceived effect was demonstrated by 2 studies at both the less than and greater
than 4 months follow up time points although this was not seen for pain reduction measured by VAS
at less than 4 months reported by a single study (low quality, n=111).

23.5.1.2

Radiofrequency denervation versus medial branch block
Evidence from a single study demonstrated clinical benefit in terms of pain for radiofrequency
denervation compared to medial branch blocks at both the short and long term follow-ups of less
than and greater than 4 months (very low quality, n=100).

23.5.2

Economic
One cost-consequence analysis found that radiofrequency denervation was more costly and more
effective (£186 more per patient, SF-36 general health and vitality and global perception of reduction
in back pain and pain responder criteria) compared to sham for treating low back pain (with or
without sciatica). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.
One original economic model found that radiofrequency denervation was cost effective compared to
usual care for treating low back pain suggestive of facet joint origin that has not resolved despite
non-invasive management (ICER £11,178). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with
potentially serious limitations.

23.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations

33.Consider referral for assessment for radiofrequency denervation for
people with chronic low back pain when:
 non-surgical treatment has not worked for them and
 the main source of pain is thought to come from structures supplied
by the medial branch nerve and
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 they have moderate or severe levels of localised back pain (rated as
5 or more on a visual analogue scale, or equivalent) at the time of
referral.
34.Only perform radiofrequency denervation in people with chronic low
back pain after a positive response to a diagnostic medial branch block.
35.Do not offer imaging for people with low back pain with specific facet
join pain as a prerequisite for radiofrequency denervation.
Research
recommendations

5. What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of radiofrequency
denervation for chronic low back pain in the long term?

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (>30% for pain and function), adverse events, and healthcare
utilisation were also considered as important.
Evidence was reported for all of the critical outcomes except for psychological
distress, and there was evidence for all of the outcomes that were considered
important for this review.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Radiofrequency denervation versus placebo/sham
Pain relief (VAS) was seen in studies in both the short term (up to 4 months) and
long term (greater than 4 months). However, there was no clinical benefit seen in
terms of function (for both ODI and RMDQ). The GDG noted that the baseline ODI
scores reported in the study informing this outcome were different between groups
and both groups were in the ’minimal disability’ range post intervention. The RMDQ
scale reported by 1 study was not reported in a standard way and had been
converted to a 0-100 scale by the authors, with higher scores indicating benefit,
rather than the standard 0-24 scale where higher scores indicate decline in function.
Therefore the GDG were not able to place much confidence in these outcomes.
For quality of life (SF-36), evidence from a single study showed clinical benefit for
the domains of general health and vitality. However, in terms of physical function,
the benefit was in favour of the placebo group. It was noted however that there
were large baseline differences for physical function between the intervention and
sham groups, with the intervention groups being 10 points worse at baseline, and
that this data showing benefit to the placebo group was not considered reliable. The
GDG therefore agreed that the benefits seen in quality of life outweighed the harm.
The GDG also noted that 1 study selectively reported domains of SF-36; for role
physical and role emotional scales, the results were reported in terms of ‘number of
patients who went up or down by 1 or more classes’ rather than mean differences,
which is not standard reporting of SF-36 data and therefore were not able to be
included in this systematic review.
The GDG noted there was limited data on adverse events from the included
evidence, and they considered it alongside their expert opinion and knowledge to
inform decision making. Only 1 study reported adverse event data, and reported no
adverse events (in terms of complications) in either the placebo or the
radiofrequency arms. However the GDG noted that there was clinically significant
harm for the radiofrequency group in terms of treatment-related pain (graded as
moderate/severe) at the short term. It was noted that there was some treatmentrelated harm in the sham group as well, so both groups experienced pain that was
considered to be related to the procedure. Data were only reported for less than 4
months but the GDG noted that one would not expect any treatment-related pain
to occur beyond 4 months. The study reported 2 adverse events (5%) which were
change of sensibility (dysaesthesia or allodynia) in the radiofrequency denervation
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group. The GDG noted that these particular adverse events were important
outcomes to the patient, although the event rate in the study was very small, it was
higher than expected (based on the GDG’s clinical experience). However the size of
the study itself was very small (n=79) and only reported this outcome at less than 4
months. The group therefore agreed that although the effect size for these adverse
events was considered clinically important, because of the concerns noted, they did
not have confidence in extrapolating this data to clinical practice. The GDG also
considered that although allodynia may occur, it is likely to only affect a small
number of patients. They concluded that as the risk is low and the 5% seen in the
evidence is higher than would be expected, the benefits observed in terms of pain
and quality of life outweighed this risk of harm. The study additionally reported ‘loss
of motor function’ as an adverse event. The event rate was extremely small (zero
events versus 1 event in the radiofrequency group and placebo/sham group
respectively). This was considered as clinically important, but again due to the study
having a small sample size, short duration of follow up, and low event rate, this risk
of harm was also not considered to outweigh the benefits. The GDG considered that
although there was limited data from the included studies on adverse events, there
are no case reports that the GDG are aware of reporting serious complications (such
as paralysis or death) from radiofrequency denervation.
Several studies looked at analgesic use following the procedure at less than four
months. There was no detail provided regarding number of treatments per day or
what the baseline medication intake was. The GDG considered that there was no
clinically important difference between groups, but this could not be accurately
interpreted from the data reported. Patient perception of their global improvement
of analgesic use rated on a 0-6 scale, at greater than 4 months was reported by 1
study. This was noted as a small effect on a scale that was difficult to interpret or
determine whether there was benefit or not and did not consider it informative for
decision making.
The GDG considered the evidence for responder criteria (≥50% reduction in pain)
which was reported by several studies. There was clinical benefit at both short and
long term follow up for global perception of reduction in back pain and pain;
however there was no difference in the short-term in reported peak pain on VAS
(median of 4 measurements). It was noted that this was from the same study, but as
the study only reported ‘peak pain’ the global perception of pain reduction may be
more informative.
The GDG noted that 2 of the studies included in the review did not include a true
diagnostic medial branch block and this may have resulted in an unselected patient
population. The majority of studies used 1 diagnostic medial branch block. The GDG
were mindful that had all studies included a true medial branch block, the effect size
may have been larger.
Radiofrequency denervation versus medial branch block
One study compared radiofrequency denervation with medial branch block (with a
local anaesthetic and steroid). The GDG noted that the study only looked at 2
outcomes relevant to this review; pain and quality of life assessed by EQ-5D. There
were no data reported for adverse events.
Pain assessed on a VNS was lower in the group receiving radiofrequency
denervation at both short and long-term follow-ups, and this reduction was
considered clinically important. The quality of life data (EQ-5D) showed no clinical
difference between interventions but the GDG noted that the EQ-5D data was
incompletely reported, and had not been analysed in the typical format that is
appropriate for EQ-5D (i.e. summarised as a scale of 0-1; it was not weighted or in a
linear scale). They were therefore unable to interpret the EQ-5D data and so it was
not considered to be useful for decision-making.
Trade-off between

One cost-consequence analysis was identified that compared radiofrequency
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net clinical effects
and costs

denervation with sham. This study reported higher cost with radiofrequency
denervation (£186 when cost of sham is excluded as not real world treatment
option). This within-trial analysis was 1 of seven studies included in the clinical
review for radiofrequency denervation. It was the only study reporting adverse
events and health related quality of life. However, unlike the other studies, it does
not report function or pain outcomes (with the exception of responder criteria) and
therefore it is difficult to determine whether or not this study reflects the wider
body of evidence.
A detailed summary of the clinical outcomes are summarised in the ‘Trade-off
between clinical benefits and harms’ section above. This study was judged by the
GDG to show benefit for radiofrequency denervation with regards to health related
quality of life and the global perception of reduction in back pain and pain
responder criteria. The reported change of sensibility (adverse event) for
radiofrequency denervation was considered by the GDG, and they felt it did not
outweigh the benefits. As QALYs weren’t calculated it is not possible to judge if it is
cost effective. It was noted that in this study participants did not receive a
diagnostic block but rather an intra-articular injection and therefore the selection of
eligible patients for radiofrequency denervation may not reflect current practice.
Furthermore, the GDG highlighted that the intervention cost outlined in the study
(£197) is lower than current practice. Finally, the GDG noted that this procedure
would require a follow-up appointment either in person or by telephone. This was
not detailed in the study.
The unit cost of radiofrequency denervation was estimated to be £1,450 per person
who had a positive response to a diagnostic block and went on to receive
radiofrequency denervation (NHS reference costs 2013-201435). This cost includes
an initial consultant-led outpatient appointment with the pain management service,
a diagnostic block (HRG code AB05Z: intermediate pain procedure), radiofrequency
denervation (HRG code AB08Z: pain radiofrequency treatments) and a nonconsultant-led non-face to face outpatient appointment.
Given that radiofrequency denervation reduces pain it is plausible that downstream
healthcare utilisation (such as other interventions) might also be reduced however
there was very little evidence regarding this.
An original economic model was built for this guideline; this was based on pain
score reported in the clinical review conducted for this guideline and also on some
expert opinion for duration of treatment effects. The population in the model
reflects the population included in the RCTs, who were people with a pain score of 5
or more. The model showed that radiofrequency denervation is cost effective in the
base case compared to usual care. The pain score at baseline was used for the usual
care arm instead of the pain score in the placebo arm of the trials to reflect what
would happen in real life. This was varied in a sensitivity analysis which showed that
radiofrequency denervation was still cost effective if pain score for usual care was
obtained from the placebo arm. The results were sensitive to the duration of the
intervention; in the base case it was assumed that the pain relief from
radiofrequency denervation would last for 24 months; when this was less than 16
months radiofrequency denervation was not cost effective anymore as the ICER
would go above the £20,000 per QALY threshold.
No imaging before the procedure was considered in the model as the GDG experts
advised this would not be required and therefore would be an inefficient use of NHS
resources.
The GDG considered the various limitations of the model together with the main
results and concluded that although radiofrequency denervation is a cost effective
intervention in the base case analysis and in various sensitivity analyses, there was
not enough confidence to make a strong (‘offer’) recommendation for this
intervention. In addition, as the low back pain population is potentially very large,
the GDG expressed concern about the potential cost impact of a strong
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recommendation.
The committee agreed the recommendation should include the criteria that should
be met before radiofrequency denervation should be considered. It was noted there
were several criteria limiting the likelihood of radiofrequency denervation being
carried out and therefore, even in the context of the guideline as a whole, they did
not expect this recommendation to generate a significant resource impact.
Quality of evidence

In this review, most of the studies reported evidence for radiofrequency
denervation versus placebo/sham and 1 study compared radiofrequency
denervation to medial branch block.
Seven RCTs relevant to the review protocol were identified. The GDG deemed this
sufficient evidence to base a recommendation on and therefore the search was not
extended to cohort studies. The GDG noted that the favourable (clinically
important) evidence of radiofrequency for improvement of pain, quality of life and
responder criteria (in terms of pain) was mostly moderate and low quality. Although
a number of the trials were small, the data for pain came from 4 trials.
The GDG did not place much confidence in the study comparing radiofrequency
denervation with medial branch block. This was because although the study met the
inclusion criteria of the review, the methods used did not follow current clinical
practice (diagnostic medial branch block was not performed on any of the
participants prior to randomisation), but rather, all participants were randomised to
radiofrequency denervation or a medial branch block (which would not pre-select
those who were most likely to respond to treatment). Additionally, people in both
groups were given additional therapy in the form of a rehabilitation programme if
they showed a post-intervention response.
The GDG highlighted limitations that could be drawn from the study by LeClaire et
al. It was noted that a letter to the editors was published by the authors
acknowledging some of the methodological limitations. 86 In particular the criteria
used to select patients, as the study was carried out prior to medial branch blocks
being commonly used for diagnostic purposes. This resulted in the study enrolling
94% of back pain patients from a pain clinic. The GDG estimate and are aware of
research showing that the proportion of back pain patients whose pain is related to
the facet joint is approximately 40-60% in clinical practice, and therefore this study
likely includes a large proportion of patients who would not have facet joint pain
and would not be expected to benefit from this treatment.
For function (ODI), the GDG noted that post intervention value for the
radiofrequency denervation group was very low (and was 10 points lower for
physical function than the control group). This meant that the modest improvement
seen may be as a consequence of the ‘ceiling effect’. The quality of the evidence
was therefore downgraded to reflect this.
Some quality of life characteristics were only reported as numbers up and numbers
down, which further reduced the quality of the data. The same study additionally
reported baseline differences between the groups for a few of the quality of life
domains, and the evidence for this outcome was therefore downgraded as a result.
The GDG recognised that many of the studies of radiofrequency denervation are
compared with placebo/sham rather than usual care or waiting list control, which
was the most common comparison with other non-invasive interventions reviewed
in the guideline.
It was also noted that the study reporting analgesic use ended blinding at 3 months
and did not provide a definition of whether the analgesic use measured was
prescribed or not. The GDG noted that in the study comparing radiofrequency
denervation with a medial branch block, responders 1 week after treatment (in both
arms) were entered into a rehabilitation programme which may affect subjective
outcomes, but as this was for both arms, this was not considered to be a limitation
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to the study.
The economic evaluation was assessed as partially applicable with potentially
serious limitations.
Other considerations

The GDG highlighted that all of the evidence came from populations with chronic
pain (ranging from 2 to 3 years duration or longer) who had failed to respond to
conservative treatment. The mean pain scores in the studies reviewed was >5 and
the GDG considered that this would reflect the population for which RF might be
appropriate. It was agreed that the recommendation should emphasize that this
treatment should be considered only for that population (people with chronic pain
with a score of 5 or more on a visual analogue scale, or equivalent) and not for all
people with low back pain.
The GDG noted that current clinical practice is to administer a single initial
diagnostic medial branch block to identify the population who might respond to
radiofrequency denervation, and that the majority of the studies included in this
review conformed to this practice. The GDG also agreed that patients who
experienced prolonged pain relief from medial branch blocks (i.e. an analgesic effect
outlasting the expected duration of local anaesthesia) should be offered
radiofrequency denervation rather than repeated medial branch blocks when
seeking further treatment.
The GDG agreed that this recommendation would equally apply for pregnant
women and this should be considered on a case by case basis.
The GDG were concerned about the potential for re-referrals as some nerve
regrowth may be expected after the procedure. The GDG were aware of a study
finding that of 55 patients, 17 had repeat procedures. It was noted that the
subgroup involved would have been patients that had not responded well to any
other intervention.
The health economic model suggests that radiofrequency denervation is cost
effective over usual care provided the duration of pain relief exceeds 16 months.
However, the GDG did not review the evidence for repeat radiofrequency
denervation. The GDG were aware of the recent development of a National Spinal
Radiofrequency Registry and would encourage clinicians performing this
intervention to submit patient outcome information to this database. The GDG
agreed that clinicians should be cautious about recommending repeat denervation
procedures until longer term effectiveness data becomes available. They agreed
that a research recommendation was required to inform long terms outcomes from
radiofrequency ablation, beyond the timeframe of evidence in this review.' In terms
of cost and implementability, the GDG noted that it would be helpful for clinicians
to be able to identify patients who may be suitable for this intervention. Although
no reliable clinical features or physical signs identify ‘facet joint pain’ accurately, a
recent UK based consensus group have published clinical features suggestive of a
facet joint pain component.117 The GDG agreed that the features identified by the
consensus group might be helpful in identifying those patients who may benefit
from a radiofrequency denervation.
 The features include: Increased pain unilaterally or bilaterally on lumbar paraspinal palpation
 Increased back pain on 1 or more of the following:
o extension (more than flexion)
o rotation
o extension/side flexion
o extension/rotation
AND
 No radicular symptoms
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AND
 No sacroiliac joint pain elicited using a provocation test.
Radiofrequency denervation is a technically demanding procedure and should only
be performed by appropriately trained clinicians.
Research recommendation
The lumbar facet joints are pairs of joints that stabilize and guide motion in the
spine. These joints and periarticular structures are well innervated by the medial
branches of the dorsal rami. The prevalence of pain thought to be arising from the
facet joints and periarticular structures in heterogeneous populations using local
anaesthetic nerve blockade (medial branch block), where 75–100% pain relief is
used as a criterion standard, is thought to be 25–40%. (Manchikanti, 2000102).
The current guidance recommends that for people with low back pain who have
failed to respond to conservative management, local anaesthetic medial branch
nerve blockade to determine the presence or absence of a pain arising from the
facet joints and periarticular structures may be offered. Those who experience
significant but short term relief may then be offered a neurodestructive procedure
called ‘radiofrequency denervation’ in an attempt to achieve longer term pain relief.
Radiofrequency denervation has evolved as a treatment for spinal pain over the last
40 years and is a minimally invasive and percutaneous procedure performed under
local anaesthesia or light intravenous sedation. Radiofrequency energy is delivered
along an insulated needle in contact with the target nerves. This focussed electrical
energy heats and denatures the nerve. This process may allow axons to regenerate
with time requiring the repetition of the radiofrequency procedure.
The duration of pain relief following radiofrequency denervation is uncertain. Data
from randomised controlled trials suggests relief is maintained for at least 6-12
months but no study has reported longer term outcomes. Pain relief for more than
2 years would not be an unreasonable clinical expectation.
The de novo economic model undertaken for this guideline for radiofrequency
denervation suggested that the treatment is likely to be cost effective provided the
duration of effect exceeds 16 months.
If radiofrequency denervation is repeated, we do not know whether the outcomes
and duration of these outcomes are similar to the initial treatment. If repeated
radiofrequency denervation is to be offered, we need to be more certain that this
intervention is both effective and cost effective.
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24 Epidural injections for sciatica
24.1 Introduction
The epidural space lies within the spinal canal, outside the dura mater, and contains the spinal nerve
roots, fat, connective tissue and blood vessels. An epidural injection is an injection of a therapeutic
substance into this canal. Administration may involve a caudal injection at the base of the spine, in
the midline between the vertebral laminae (interlaminar epidural) or laterally, through the
intervertebral foramen (transforaminal epidural, nerve root injection, dorsal root ganglion injection).
The most commonly used epidural injectate for the management of sciatica is corticosteroid, with or
without local anaesthetic. The immunosuppressant and anti-inflammatory effects of corticosteroids
provide a theoretical basis and rationale for epidural injection. However, some studies suggest that
local anaesthetic epidural injection alone may also be therapeutic. Recent studies have also
examined the role of anti-TNF (Tumour Necrosis Factor) agents into the epidural space on the
premise of a TNF-α mediated inflammatory mechanism.
Although performed widely since the 1950s, the administration of steroids into the epidural space
remains unlicensed. HES data from 2010–2011 estimates that nearly 79,000 epidural and nerve root
injections were performed in England.125
Currently there are areas of uncertainty beyond the effectiveness of epidural injections to be
considered, including the ideal route of administration, the use of imaging to improve accuracy, the
timing of injection and the safety profile.

24.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
epidural injections in the management of people with sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 30: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

Interventions

People aged 16 or above with sciatica and:
 Primarily (≥70%) disc prolapse (likely to be confirmed by imaging), other spinal
pathologies may or may not also be present.
 Primarily (≥70%) not disc prolapse (confirmed by imaging).
 Mixed population / unclear spinal pathology (no clinical diagnosis);
o Trial participants required to have pathology confirmed by imaging but could have
either disc prolapse or other spinal pathology for inclusion.
o Pathology not confirmed (may or may not have had imaging).
 Steroid (including steroid and saline)
 Local anaesthetic
 Anti-tumour necrosis factor (TNF)
 Combination: local anaesthetic and steroid

Comparisons






Outcomes

Critical

Sham (needle alone) / placebo / saline
Usual care
Each other (including head to head comparisons between strata)
Other treatment (non-invasive and invasive treatments being considered by the
guideline for sciatica)
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Study design

 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
o morbidity
o mortality
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit, surgery)
RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

24.3 Clinical evidence
24.3.1

Clinical evidence summary: Image guided epidurals
Twenty RCTs were included in the image-guided epidurals part of the review, of which 3 were
reported in 7 studies, giving a total of 24 studies; these are summarised in Table 31
below.2,11,25,26,42,43,52,53,56,69,70,82,84,100,103,105,109,112,114,121,126,142,143,164 Karppinen 2001 was also reported in
Karppinen 2001A, Manchikanti 2008 was also reported in Manchikanti 2012B and 2012I and Riew
2000 was also reported in Riew 2006. Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE
clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below. See also the study selection flow chart in
Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in
Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
There was no RCT data that could be incorporated in this review for the comparison of steroid versus
placebo/sham. The search was therefore widened to look for cohort study data for this comparison;
however no relevant cohort studies were identified. A combined search for the epidurals injections
for sciatica review and the spinal injections review identified four Cochrane reviews 31,162,163,174. One
of them163 was not included as it included studies in people with neuropathic pain syndromes and
not low back pain. The others reviews31,162,174 were not included as the stratification of people with
low back pain, low back pain with or without sciatica and sciatica was unclear, however any relevant
studies included in the reviews were included and re-extracted in this review where appropriate. The
studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they matched
the protocol.

24.3.1.1

Heterogeneity
For the comparison of steroid and anaesthetic versus anaesthetic (>70% prolapse), there was
substantial heterogeneity between the studies when they were meta-analysed for pain, responder
criteria for pain (>50% reduction in pain) at both short and long term follow-ups, and for responder
criteria for function at less than 4 months. Pre-specified subgroup analyses, by route of
administration were performed on these outcomes which mostly explained the heterogeneity for
pain at longer term follow-up and responder criteria for pain at both time points. Heterogeneity
remained for pain and responder criteria for function at less than 4 months however. A random
effects meta-analysis was therefore applied to these 2 outcomes, and the evidence was downgraded
for inconsistency in GRADE.
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For the comparison of steroid and anaesthetic versus anaesthetic (mixed population / unclear spinal
pathologies), there was substantial heterogeneity between the studies when they were metaanalysed for pain at and function (ODI) at less than 4 months. Pre-specified subgroup analyses were
performed on these outcomes however it did not explain the heterogeneity for pain, and could not
be applied to because all of the studies used the same route of administration. A random effects
meta-analysis was therefore applied to these 2 outcomes, and the evidence was downgraded for
inconsistency in GRADE.
Table 31: Summary of studies included in the review: image- guided
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Steroid versus placebo/sham/usual care
Saline
Steroid
Kraemer
(triamcinolone –
199784
10mg)

Koc 200982

Steroid(10 mL of
solution containing
60 mg of
triamcinolone
acetonide (1.5 mL),
15 mg of 0.5%
bupivacaine
hydrochloride (3
mL), and 5.5 mL of
physiologic saline
(0.9% NaCl)

Usual care
(homebased
therapeutic
exercise
program
consisting of
stretching
exercises for
the hip
flexors,
hamstrings
and lumbar
paraspinal
muscles, and
strengthenin
g exercises
for
abdominal
and gluteal
muscles to
be
performed
twice daily
for a period
of 6 months,
and oral
diclofenac
sodium 75
mg twice a

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Intractable
sciatica
(hospitalised
patients)
All had disc
protrusion
N=49
Immediate
(single
injection);
unclear
follow-up
Germany

Major adverse
events

Data was not
included in this
review because
the outcomes
reported were
graphically
presented only.

Spinal stenosis
N=34
Immediate
(single
injection);
6 month
follow up
Turkey

Pain (VAS; data
reported as
medians)
Function (physical
mobility, data
reported as
medians)

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic
Concomitant
treatment:
Patients used a
home-based
therapeutic
exercise program
consisting of
stretching
exercises for the
hip flexors,
hamstrings and
lumbar paraspinal
muscles, and
strengthening
exercises for
abdominal and
gluteal muscles to
be performed
twice daily for a
period of 6
months, and oral
diclofenac sodium
75 mg twice a day
for 2 weeks.
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Intervention

Comparison
day for 2
weeks.

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Lumbar
radicular pain
Hernia
N=150 in all 5
arms
Immediate (up
to 3
injections) + 1
year follow-up
Australia

Pain
Responder
criteria (>50%
reduction in pain)
Healthcare use:
surgery

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Unilateral
sciatica
Hernia
N=160
Immediate
(single
injection) + 2
year follow-up
Europe

No relevant
outcomes
reported, so this
study was
included, but no
data extracted.

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Lumbar
radicular pain
Hernia
N=150 in all 5
arms
Immediate (up
to 3
injections) + 1
year follow-up
Australia

Pain
Responder
criteria (>50%
reduction in pain)
Healthcare use:
surgery

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Anaesthetic versus placebo/sham
Ghahrema
n 201052

Anaesthetic
0.75ml of 0.5%
bupivacaine
Transforaminal
injection

Saline

NOTE: This study
also had 2
additional arms
which did not
meet our protocol,
and so the data
were not extracted
for these (IM
steroid and IM
saline). The
additional steroid
+ anaesthetic arm
data has been
extracted
elsewhere in this
review.

Concomitant
treatment: rescue
therapy
(analgesics,
surgery or openlabel steroids)

Steroid + anaesthetic versus placebo/sham
Autio
20042

Ghahrema
n 201052

Steroid +
anaesthetic
(methylprednisolon
e 40mg/ml
+bupivacaine
5mg/ml)
Periradicular
infiltration

Saline

Steroid +
anaesthetic (1.75
ml of triamcinolone
40mg/L + 0.75ml of
0.5% bupivacaine).
Transforaminal
injection

Saline

NOTE: This study
also had 2
additional arms
which did not meet
our protocol, and
so the data were
not extracted for
these (IM steroid
and IM saline). The
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Concomitant
treatment: rescue
therapy
(analgesics,
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Intervention
additional
anaesthetic arm
data has been
extracted
elsewhere in this
review.

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Karppinen
2001 /
2001A 69,70

Steroid +
anaesthetic
(methylprednisolon
e 40mg/mL +
5mg/mL
bupivacaine).
Periradicular
(transforaminal)
infiltration

Saline

Lumbrosacral
radicular pain
Mostly hernia
N=160
Immediate
(single
injection) + 3
and 6 months
and 1 year
follow-up
Finland

Pain
Function: ODI
NOTE: pain data
reported as the
mean difference
in the study was
found to be
incorrect and so
the data has been
calculated as a
change from
baseline. No SDs
were given for
the baseline
values and
therefore these
scores cannot be
meta-analysed
and so have been
reported
narratively in this
review.

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Unilateral
radiating pain
dermatomally
from the back
to below the
knee
Hernia
N=24
Immediate (1
or 2 injections
depending
how many
levels
affected) + 3
and 6 months
follow-up
USA

Pain (NRS)
Function: ODI
Healthcare use (%
reduction in
medication)
Adverse events

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Lumbrosacral
radicular pain
Hernia
N=160
2 injections,( 2
weeks apart)+
26 weeks

Pain
Function: ODI
Adverse events

Image guidance
method: contrast
flow/ fluoroscopic

Concomitant
treatment: both
groups received
back school
instructions; if
pain was
persistent
patients received
pain medication
and traditional
physiotherapy.

Anti-TNF versus placebo
Cohen
200925

Freeman
201342

3 arms of different
doses: 2mls of
etanercept mixed
in sterile water –
doses of 2mg, 4mg,
and 6mg
Transforaminal
epidural

Saline, 2mls.

3 arms of different
doses: Etanercept
0.5mg, 2.5mg, and
12.5mg
Transforaminal
epidural

Placebo
(details not
reported)
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Concomitant
treatment: both
groups could
receive rescue
medication
(NSAID or
tramadol) if they
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pain.

Concomitant
treatment: none
mentioned
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Intervention

Comparison

Population
follow-up
Europe

Outcomes

Comments

Anaesthetic
(0.75ml of
0.5%
bupivacaine)

Lumbar
radicular pain
Hernia
N=150 in all 5
arms
Immediate (up
to 3
injections) + 1
year follow-up
Australia

Pain
Responder
criteria (>50%
reduction in pain)
Healthcare use:
surgery

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Lumbosacral
radiculopathy
Hernia or
annular tear
(% not given)
N=84
Immediate (1
or 2
injections); 1,
3 and 6
months
follow-up.
USA

Pain (NRS)
Function: ODI
Responder
criteria (>50%
improvement in
pain)
Adverse events

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Lumbosacral
radiculopathy
Hernia or
annular tear
(% not given)
N=84
Immediate (1
or 2
injections); 1,
3 and 6

Pain (NRS)
Function: ODI
Responder
criteria (>50%
improvement in
pain)
Adverse events

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Steroid versus anaesthetic
Ghahrema
n 201052

Steroid (1.75 ml of
triamcinolone
40mg/L)
Transforaminal
injection

NOTE: This study
also had 2
additional arms
which did not meet
our protocol, and
so the data were
not extracted for
these (IM steroid
and IM saline). The
additional placebo
epidural arm has
been compared to
each of the
interventions in
another part of this
review

Concomitant
treatment: rescue
therapy
(analgesics,
surgery or openlabel steroids)

Anti-TNF + anaesthetic versus anaesthetic
Cohen
201226

Anti-TNF +
anaesthetic (4mg
etanercept + 0.5%
bupivacaine)

Anaesthetic(
0.5%
bupivacaine)
+ saline

NOTE: The
additional steroid +
anaesthetic
epidural arm has
been compared to
each of the
interventions in
another part of this
review.

Concomitant
treatment: both
groups could
receive rescue
medication
(opioid increase,
or NSAID or
tramadol) if they
had debilitating
pain.

Steroid + anaesthetic versus anaesthetic
Cohen
201226

Steroid +
anaesthetic (60 mg
methylprednisolon
e + 0.5%
bupivacaine)
Transforaminal
injection
NOTE: The

Anaesthetic(
0.5%
bupivacaine)
+ saline
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Intervention
additional anti-TNF
+ anaesthetic
epidural arm have
been compared to
each of the
interventions in
another part of this
review.

Comparison

Population
months
follow-up.
USA

Outcomes

Comments
or NSAID or
tramadol) if they
had debilitating
pain.

Friedly
201443

Steroid +
anaesthetic (1-3ml
/60-120mg
triamcinolone or 612mg
betamethasone or
8-10mg
dexamethasone or
60-120mg
methylprednisolon
e + 1-3ml /0.25% 1% lidocaine)
Lumbar
transforaminal
epidural

Anaesthetic
(1-3ml
/0.25% - 1%
lidocaine)

Central
lumbar spinal
stenosis
N=400
Immediate
(single
injection) + 6
weeks followup
USA

Quality of life
(EQ-5D)
Pain
Function: RMDQ
Responder
criteria (>30%
improvement in
pain and in
RMDQ)
Serious AEs

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Steroid +
anaesthetic (1.75
ml of triamcinolone
40mg/L + 0.75ml of
0.5% bupivacaine).
Transforaminal
injection

Anaesthetic
(0.75ml of
0.5%
bupivacaine)

Lumbar
radicular pain
Hernia
N=150 in all 5
arms
Immediate (up
to 3
injections) + 1
year follow-up
Australia

Pain
Responder
criteria (>50%
reduction in pain)
Healthcare use:
surgery

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Sciatica on
MRI
Hernia
N=69
Immediate (1
or >1
injection) + 1
year follow-up

Pain (NRS)
Function (ODQ)
Responder
criteria (>50%
pain relief)
Adverse events
(complications)
Healthcare use

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic (Carm)

Ghahrema
n 201052

NOTE: This study
also had 2
additional arms
which did not meet
our protocol, and
so the data were
not extracted for
these (IM steroid
and IM saline). The
additional placebo
arm data has been
extracted
elsewhere in this
review.
Ghai
201553

Steroid +
anaesthetic (80 mg,
2 mL of
methylprednisolon
e /6 mL of 0.5%
lidocaine)
parasagittal
interlaminar (PIL)

Anaesthetic
(8ml of 0.5%
lidocaine)
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treatment: none
reported

Concomitant
treatment: rescue
therapy
(analgesics,
surgery or openlabel steroids)

Concomitant
treatment:
conservative
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Intervention
approach

Comparison

Population
India

Outcomes
(additional
injections)

Comments
management
including
analgesics and/or
exercise program.
Job attendance
continued.
Patients were
encouraged to
engage in physical
activities. No
additional
occupation/physi
cal therapy or any
other
interventions
were offered
beyond the
protocol.

Hagihara
200956

Steroid +
anaesthetic
(betamethasone
1ml /4mg
+lidocaine 2ml)
Unclear rout of
administration of
the epidural

Anaesthetic
(3ml
lidocaine)

Sciatica on
MRI
Underlying
pathology not
stated
N=69
Immediate (1
or >1
injection) + 1
week followup
Japan

Pain (VAS and
PPI)
Surgery

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Steroid +
anaesthetic (1ml
nonparticulate
betamethasone,
6mg + 9ml
lidocaine 0.5%)
Caudal epidural

Anaesthetic
(lidocaine
0.5%)

Spinal stenosis
with radicular
pain
N=100
Immediate (at
least 1
injection) + 2
year follow-up
USA

Pain
Function: ODI
Responder
criteria (>50%
improvement in
pain and ODI)
Healthcare use:
opioid dose
Major AEs

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Steroid +
anaesthetic (6mg
betamethasone or
40mg
methylprednisolon
e +lidocaine 0.5%)
Caudal epidural

Anaesthetic
(lidocaine
0.5%)

Lumbar disc
herniation and
radiculitis
Hernia
N=88
Immediate
(single
injection) + 2
year follow-up
USA

Pain
Function: ODI
Responder
criteria (>50%
improvement in
pain)
Healthcare use:
morphine dose

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic
20 patients in the
combination arm
each received 1 of
3 steroids :
betamethasone
(brand name or
non-particulate)
or

Manchikan
ti
2008/2012
B/2012I
100,105,109

Manchikan
ti 2012H114
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Concomitant
treatment: both
groups continued
with previous
exercise
programs, drug
therapy, and
work.
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Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
methylprednisolo
ne
Concomitant
treatment: both
groups continued
with previous
exercise
programs, drug
therapy, and
work.

Manchikan
ti 2014B112

Manchikan
ti 2015C103

Steroid +
anaesthetic (3mg or
0.5ml
betamethasone +
lidocaine 1%)
Lumbar
transforaminal
epidural

Anaesthetic
(lidocaine
1%, 1.5ml)

Steroid +
anaesthetic (1ml or
6mg
betamethasone +
0.5% lidocaine
5mls)
Lumbar
interlaminar
epidural

Anaesthetic
(lidocaine
0.5%, 6 mL)

Lumbar disc
herniation and
unilateral
radiculitis
Hernia
N=120
Immediate
(single
injection at
each nerve
root level) + 2
year follow-up
USA

Pain
Function: ODI
Responder
criteria (>50%
improvement in
pain and in ODI)
Healthcare use:
opioid dose

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Central spinal
stenosis with
radicular pain
N=120
Immediate
(single
injection at
each nerve
root level) + 2
year follow-up
USA

Pain
Function: ODI

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic
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Concomitant
treatment: both
groups were
given structured
exercise
programs.
Employed people
continued
working. Drug
therapy was
decreased or
stopped if
required; if
increase in opioid
therapy then the
patient was
withdrawn.

Concomitant
treatment: both
groups were
given structured
therapeutic
exercise program
along with
medical therapy,
and continued
employment.
Majority of
patients were
taking opioids,
non-opioid
analgesics and
adjuvant
analgesics.
Repeat
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Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
procedures were
performed in
patients with
deterioration of
pain relief and/or
functional status
below 50%.

Ng 2005126

Steroid +
anaesthetic
(methylprednisolon
e 40mg/ml
+bupivacaine
0.25%)
Periradicular
infiltration
(transforaminal)

Anaesthetic
(bupivacaine
0.25%)

Unilateral leg
pain (chronic
radicular pain)
Hernia and
spinal stenosis
(49% hernia)
N=88
Immediate
(single
injection) + 12
weeks followup
UK

Pain
Function: ODI

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Steroid +
anaesthetic
(betamethasone,
1ml of 6mg/ml
+bupivacaine 1ml
of 0.25%)
Periradicular
infiltration
(transforaminal)

Anaesthetic
(1 ml
bupivacaine
0.25%)

Lumbar
radicular pain
Hernia and
spinal stenosis
(75% hernia)
N=55
Immediate (1
or >1
injection) +
mean 13
months, range
13-28 months
follow-up
USA

Surgery

Steroid +
anaesthetic (2ml
methylprednisolon
e 40mg/
bupivacaine
0.25%))
Periradicular
infiltration epidural
(transforaminal)

Anaesthetic
(2ml
bupivacaine
0.25%)

Sciatica/nerve
root
compression
on MRI
Hernia and
spinal stenosis
(51% hernia)
N=150
Immediate (1
injection) + 12
weeks and 1
year follow-up
UK

Pain (VAS)
Function: ODI
Surgery

Riew 2000
and -Riew
2006142,143

Tafazal
2009164

Concomitant
treatment: none
reported

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic
Concomitant
treatment: none
reported

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic
Concomitant
treatment: not to
alter their oral
analgesic
medication during
the follow-up
period and did
not have any
additional
treatments such
as physiotherapy.

Steroid + anaesthetic versus combination of non-invasive interventions
Murakibha
vi 2011121

Epidural injections
20mls normal

Combination
of non-

Low back pain
+ unilateral or
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Concomitant
treatment not
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Intervention
saline, 2 ml of 2 %
xylocaine, 2 ml
triamcinolone
acetate
Repeated every 2-3
weeks for 3 months
as required.

Comparison
invasive
intervention
s (defined as
a
combination
of
pharmacolo
gical +
manual
therapy +
electrothera
py +
biomechanic
al exercise:
Tizanidine
(6-12 mg/24
hours),
Diclofenac
50100mg/24
hours,
Amitriptylin
e 10-50mg
ON,
Bilateral skin
traction,
Physiothera
py,
TENS,
Short wave
diathermy
and
Back
extension
exercises )

Population
bilateral
sciatica >3
months not
responding to
rest
+analgesics
MRI evidence
of disc
herniation/de
gernation
N=102
1 year followup
India

Outcomes
intensity, NPI)
Pain (VAS)
Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)
Psychological
distress (Beck
depression scale)
Responder
criteria (complete
relief of pain)

Comments
reported

Lumbosacral
radiculopathy
Hernia or
annular tear
(% not given)
N=84
Immediate (1
or 2
injections); 1,
3 and 6
months
follow-up.
USA

Pain (NRS)
Function: ODI
Responder
criteria (>50%
improvement in
pain)
AEs

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Steroid + anaesthetic versus anti-TNF + anaesthetic
Cohen
201226

Steroid +
anaesthetic (60 mg
methylprednisolon
e + 0.5%
bupivacaine)
NOTE: The
additional
anaesthetic
epidural arm has
been compared to
each of the
interventions in
another part of this
review.

Anti-TNF +
anaesthetic(
4mg
etanercept +
0.5%
bupivacaine)

Steroid versus other treatments
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Concomitant
treatment: both
groups could
receive rescue
medication
(opioid increase,
or NSAID or
tramadol) if they
had debilitating
pain.
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Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Bronfort
200412

Steroid (details of
dose and regimen
not reported)

Selfmanagemen
t (self-care
education)

Unilateral or
bilateral
radiating pain
of lumbar
origin
Underlying
pathology not
reported.
N=32
Up to 3
injections,(ove
r 12 weeks) +
52 weeks
follow-up
USA

Data was not
included in this
review because it
was not reported
for each group
separately, only
for all patients as
a whole.

Image guidance
method:
fluoroscopic

Manual
therapy mixed
modality
(manipulatio
n/mobilisati
on +
massage +
heat/cold)

24.3.2

Concomitant
treatment: both
groups were
allowed
prescription
strength rescue
medication during
the 12-week
treatment period
if they
experienced
severe pain.

Clinical evidence summary: Non image guided epidurals
Fifteen RCTs were included in the review; these are summarised in Table 32 below.
1,16,21,29,30,37,81,85,141,146,161,170
Evidence from these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence
profile/clinical evidence summary below. All the studies compared non image guided epidurals of
either steroid, anaesthetic agents, or a combination of both.
No studies comparing the use of anti TNF were identified.
See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest
plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
Table 32: Summary of studies included in the review: non image- guided
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Steroid versus placebo/sham/usual care
Carette
199721

Epidural
injections of
80mg methyl
prednisolone
mixed with 8
mls of normal
saline
Repeated at 3
and 6 weeks if
required

Epidural
injection of 1
ml of normal
saline
Repeated at 3
and 6 weeks if
required

First or
recurrent of
unilateral or
bilateral
sciatica, with
CT evidence of
disc herniation
Duration 1-12
months
N= 158
Canada

Function (ODI)
Pain (VAS)
Pain (McGill
score: present
pain intensity)
Pain (McGill score
: pain rating
index)
AE- morbidity
(minor
complications)

Concomitant
treatment:
acetaminophen
tablets (325mg)

Klenerman
198481

20 mls
Bupivacaine
0.25% (made up
in normal
saline)

20 mls Normal
saline

Unilateral
sciatica +/objective
neurological
signs.

N/A

Data was not
included in this
review because
there were no
relevant outcome
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Intervention

Comparison
Needling into
the
intraspinous
ligament but
no injection

Population
Less than 6
months
duration.
Never had
hospital
treatment
No diagnostic
imaging
N=74
UK

Outcomes

Comments
data reported.

Spijkerhuig
es 2014
and
2015160,161

Segmental
epidural steroid
injection of
80mg
triamcinolone in
10mls normal
saline + usual
care

Usual care
provided by
the GP

Lumbosacral
radicular
syndrome
Between2-4
weeks
duration
N=73
Netherlands
No diagnostic
imaging
Netherlands

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (NRS back
pain)
Pain (NRS leg
pain)
Pain (NRS pain
during day)
Pain (NRS pain
during night)
Pain (NRS total
pain)
Quality of Life (SF36)

Concomitant
treatment was
usual care provided
by the GP

Snoek
1977157

Lumbar
extradural
injection of
80mg methyl
prednisolone
acetate at level
of the disc
lesion

Lumbar
extradural
injection of 2
mls of normal
saline at level
of the disc
lesion

Sciatic or
femoral nerve
pain
+neurological
deficit
correlating
with
compression
of 4/5th or
lumbar, or 1st
sacral nerve
root, and
myelographic
findings
No diagnostic
imaging.
N=51
Norway

Healthcare use:
Discontinuance of
analgesic
consumption

Concomitant
treatment included
bed rest for first 7
days of
hospitalisation
standardised
physiotherapy
programme and in
patient admission
for 14 +/-4 days.
Patients not
improved referred
for neurosurgical
opinion.

Valat 2003

3 x epidural
injections (2 day
intervals) of
50mg
prednisolone

3 x epidural
injections (2
day intervals)
of 2 mls
normal saline

Inpatients
referred for
sciatica lasting
between 15180 days
All patients
with causes
other than
herniated disc
were
excluded.

Function (RMDQ)
Pain (VAS)
AE- morbidity
(minor
complications)

Concomitant
treatment: NSAIDs
>20 days from first
injection. Non
opioid analgesics,
bed rest, mild
lumbar tractions
and lumbar belts
authorised.

170
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Intervention

Comparison

Population
N=42
France

Outcomes

Comments

Anaesthetic versus placebo/sham/usual care
Coomes
196129

Outpatient
epidural into
the sacral
region: 50mls
0.5% Procaine.
Advised to take
any oral
analgesia, no
advice on bed
rest given

Bed rest at
home on a
fracture board
+/- inpatient
admission for
analgesia

Sciatica not
controlled by
simple
analgesia, and
only
comfortable in
bed rest
UK

N/A

Data was not included
in this review because
there were no
relevant outcome
data reported.

Klenerman
198481

20 mls
Bupivacaine
0.25% (made
up in normal
saline)

20 mls Normal
saline

Unilateral
sciatica +/objective
neurological
signs.
Less than 6
months
duration.
Never had
hospital
treatment
No diagnostic
imaging
N=74
UK

Healthcare
utilisation
(number of
patients that
had back
surgery at
follow-up)

Concomitant
treatment: after
epidurals if the pain
was still severe (not
defined) then patients
were offered
physiotherapy

Needling into
the
intraspinous
ligament but
no injection

Steroid + anaesthetic versus placebo/sham
Arden
20051

3 x lumbar
epidurals of
10mls of 0.25%
bupivacaine and
80mg
triamcinolone
acetonide at
weeks 0, 3 and
6.

3 x epidurals
of 2 mls
normal saline
into the
intraspinous
ligament at
weeks 0, 3
and 6.

Unilateral
sciatica 1-18
months
duration
N=228
UK
No diagnostic
imaging
UK

Function (ODI)
Pain (VAS leg
pain)
Pain (VAS back
pain)
Responder
criteria:
improvement on
leg pain, and back
pain (Likert scale)
Healthcare use:
Analgesic use
Surgery
Further
physiotherapy
Pain management
referrals
Other injection
techniques
AE morbidity
(minor)

Concomitant
treatment: All
patients received a
standardised
physiotherapy
package before the
study focusing
mainly on
education and
exercise regimens.
They had access to
analgesics and antiinflammatory
medicines as
required.

Cuckler

Epidural

Epidural

Radicular pain,

Responder

Concomitant
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
Epidural injections for sciatica
Study
1985 30

Intervention
injections into
3rd and 4th
vertebral space,
of 2 mls sterile
water, 80mg of
methyl
prednisolone,
and 5 mls of 1 %
procaine

Comparison
injections into
3rd and 4th
vertebral
space of 2 mls
of saline, 5mls
of 1%
procaine

Population
either disc
herniation, or
spinal stenosis
who had failed
>2 weeks of
conservative
treatment.
Results
presented
separately for
disc herniation
N=73
USA

Outcomes
criteria:
Improvement of
symptoms

Comments
treatment of mild
analgesics only.

Steroid + Anaesthetic versus pharmacological therapy
Dincer
200737

Caudal
injection: 40mg
methyl
prednisolone,
7mls 2%
prilocaine HCL,
10ml NaCL

Pharmacologic
al
interventionsNSAIDS:
diclofenac
sodium 75mg,
sustained
release, oral,
twice daily for
14 days

Sub-acute or
chronic (1-12
months) low
back pain +
radicular pain
with MRI
imaging
confirming
lumbar disc
herniation
Turkey

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Healthcare use
(use of
paracetamol)

Concomitant
treatment:
lumbopelvic
mobilisation and
lumbar
stabilisation
exercises daily.
After 15 days both
groups allowed
paracetamol only if
needed.

Laiq 200985

 Epidural
injection of
80mg methyl
prednisolone
and 3 mls of
2% xylocaine
diluted to
8mls with
normal saline
Ibuprofen
400mg if
needed

Combined
pharmacologic
al therapy:
Pharmacologic
al
interventions
(NSAIDS,
Opioids+
Muscle
relaxant)+
Selfmanagement
 Ibuprofen
400mg TDS
during 1st
month
 Tramadol SR
100mg OD
during 1st 2
months
 Tinizidine 2
mg BD for
1st 3 months
 Famotadine
40mg
throughout
treatment
Bed rest for 1st

Lumbar
radicular pain
>2 weeks
duration
MRI evidence
of disc
herniation
N=52
Pakistan

Pain (VAS)
AE- morbidity
(minor
complications)

Concomitant
treatment:
analgesics when
needed after 3
months
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
Epidural injections for sciatica
Study

Intervention

Comparison
Population
Outcomes
month
Steroid + Anaesthetic versus combination of non-invasive interventions
Buchner
200016

3 x Epidural
injections of
100mg
methylprednisol
one in 10 mls
0.25%
bupivacaine
within 14 days
of admission
+
Combination
of
interventions
(same as the
interventions
in the
comparison
arm)

 Combinatio
n of noninvasive
intervention
s (defined as
combination
of selfmanagemen
t+
pharmacolo
gical +
mixed
modality
exercises +
electrothera
py + manual
therapy +
postural
therapy:
Bed rest,
administrati
on of
analgesic
(worst pain
treated with
tramadol)
and nonsteroidal
antiinflammator
y drugs for
the initial
pain period.
After initial
improveme
nt the
patients
received a
standard
program of
graded
rehabilitatio
n including
hydrotherap
y,
electroanlag
esia,
postural
exercise
classes
(back
school) and
later spinal

Inpatients
with radicular
pain
MRI evidence
of disc
herniation
N= 36
Germany
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Pain (VAS)

Comments

Concomitant
treatment, usual
care / combination
of interventions
(defined as bed
rest, administration
of analgesics
(NSAIDS and
tramadol for worst
pain). After initial
improvement both
groups had
standard program
of graded
rehabilitation
including
hydrotherapy,
electroanalgesia,
postural exercise
classes (back
school) and later
spinal mobilising
physiotherapy)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
Epidural injections for sciatica
Study

Intervention

Comparison
mobilising
physiothera
py (soft
tissue and
joint
mobilisation
, muscle
stabilisation
program,
strengtheni
ng by
dynamic
and static
exercises)
Steroid + anaesthetic versus. anaesthetic

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Beliveau
19714

Epidural of
40mls of
procaine 0.5%
in normal saline,
with 2 mls of
methylprednisol
one

Epidural of 42
mls of
procaine 0.5%
in normal
saline

Moderate to
severe
unilateral
sciatica +/neurological
signs
N=48
UK

No relevant
outcomes
reported.

Data was not
included in this
review because
there were no
relevant outcome
data reported.

Breivik
197610

Epidurals of
20mls
bupivacaine
0.25% with
80mg depot
methyl
prednisolone

Epidurals of
20mls
bupivacaine
0.25%
followed by
100mls saline

Chronic low
back pain +
sciatica
unresponsive
to
conservative
treatment
>several
months
duration
N=35
Norway

N/A

11 patients had
already undergone
surgery for
prolapsed
intervertebral discs
Data was not
included in this
review because
there were no
relevant outcome
data reported.
Concomitant
treatment of
medical and
physical therapy

Datta
201132

Caudal epidural
of 10-15mls of
0.125%
bupivacaine and
80mg methyl
prednisolone

Caudal
epidural of 1015mls of
0.125%
bupivacaine

Recurrent
episodes of
sciatica >4
weeks and
less than 1
year
CT evidence of
herniated disc
corresponding
to symptoms
N=207

Pain (VAS)
Healthcare use
Use of NSAIDS
Use of
physiotherapy

Concomitant
treatment of
NSAIDS

Caudal epidural
of 10-15mls of
0.125%
bupivacaine and
80mg
triamcinolone
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Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
Epidural injections for sciatica
Study

Intervention

Comparison

Population
India

Outcomes

Comments

Caudal epidural
of 10-15mls of
0.125%
bupivacaine and
15mg
dexamethasone
El Zahaar
1991181

Epidural
injection of
2mls of 4%
carbocaine and
5mls of
hydrocortisone
(concentration
not given) made
up to 30mls

Epidural
injection of
2mls of 4%
carbocaine
made up to
30mls

Patients with
both disc
herniation and
spinal stenosis
+ clinical
diagnosis of
sciatica were
included but
presented
separately
CT/Myelograp
hic
confirmation
of diagnosis
N=63
Egypt

Responder
outcome ( preinjection
symptoms)- this
has been grouped
as responder
criteria for
radicular pain
from inference in
the study
Healthcare use:
spinal surgery

Concomitant
treatment: Not
listed

Rogers
1992146

Epidural
injection of 14
mls of
lignocaine 2%,
80mg methyl
prednisolone
and 2 mls
normal saline

Epidural
injection of
14mls of
lignocaine 2%,
with normal
saline 6mls

Diagnosis of
sciatica +
positive
straight leg
test
No diagnostic
imaging
N= 30
UK

Healthcare use
(analgesic use)
Healthcare use
(surgery)

6 patients had
already had
epidural steroid
injections for
episodes of sciatica
Concomitant
treatment not
reported

20 mls
Bupivacaine
0.25% (made
up in normal
saline)

Unilateral
sciatica +/objective
neurological
signs.
Less than 6
months
duration.
Never had
hospital
treatment
No diagnostic
imaging
N=74
UK

Healthcare use
(surgery)

Concomitant
treatment: after
epidurals if the
pain was still
severe (not
defined) then
patients were
offered
physiotherapy

Steroid versus anaesthetic
Klenerman
198481

80 mg of Depromedrone in
normal saline
made up to 20
ml
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Table 33: Image-guided steroid + anaesthetic versus usual care lumbar spinal stenosis
Study
Koc 2009

Outcome
82

Koc 200982

Intervention
results

Interventio
n group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Pain (VAS, 0-10), change from
baseline at ≤4 months (3 months)

Image-guided steroids + anaesthesia Median= 2.05; Usual care median =
2.77
Results reported as percentages (medians). Patients analysed: image-guided
steroids + anaesthetics =10; usual care =9.

VERY HIGH

Pain (VAS, 0-10), change from
baseline at >4 months (6 months)

Image-guided steroids + anaesthesia Median= 2.30; Usual care median =
2.01
Results reported as percentages (medians) and are change scores. Patients
analysed: image-guided steroids + anaesthetics -=10; usual care=9.

VERY HIGH

Function (RMDQ,0-24), change from
baseline at ≤4 months (3 months)

Image-guided steroids + anaesthetics Median= 31.2; usual care Median=31.0
Results reported as percentages (medians) and are change scores. Patients
analysed: image-guided steroids + anaesthetics -=10; usual care = 9.

VERY HIGH

Function (RMDQ,0-24), change from
baseline at >4 months (6 months)

Image-guided steroids + anaesthetics Median= 31.2; usual care Median=31.0
Results reported as percentages (medians) and are change scores. Patients
analysed: image-guided steroids + anaesthetics -=10; usual care = 9.

VERY HIGH

Table 34: Image-guided steroid + anaesthetic versus placebo/sham for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse
Study
KARPPINEN 2001

Outcome
69

Intervention
results

Interventio
n group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Pain (NRS 0-10), change from
baseline at >4 months

Mean difference: 0.12 (favouring sham/placebo)*

VERY HIGH

Pain (NRS 0-10), change from
baseline at >4 months

Mean difference: 0.39 (favouring sham/placebo)*

VERY HIGH

*Data calculated from that provided in the study. Study did not report SD at baseline and therefore only the MD without SD could be calculated. The MDs reported in the
paper itself at follow-up were found to be incorrect.

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Data unsuitable for meta-analysis
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24.3.3

GHAI 2015

Outcome
53

Intervention
results

Interventio
n group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Pain (NRS 0-10) at ≤4 months

Statistically significant difference between groups (favours steroid +
anaesthetic); p=0.002

VERY HIGH

Leg Pain (NRS 0-10) at >4 months

Statistically significant difference between groups (favours steroid +
anaesthetic); p=0.001

VERY HIGH

Function (ODQ 0-100) at ≤4 months

Statistically significant difference between groups (favours steroid +
anaesthetic); p=0.02

VERY HIGH

Function (ODQ 0-100) at >4 months

Statistically significant

VERY HIGH

difference between groups (favours steroid + anaesthetic); p=0.007
Note: Results of the table to be reviewed during consultation as data has been mislabelled in the study (confirmed by authors) and effect should favour anaesthetic treatment. Erratum to be
published soon and data can be changed to reflect this before publication.

Table 36: Image-guided anti-TNF versus placebo/sham for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse
Intervention
results

Interventio
n group (n)

Leg Pain (NRS 0-10) at ≤4 months

Final score: 0.78
(SD 1.16)

6

Leg Pain (NRS 0-10) at >4 months

Final score: 0.96
(SD 1.4)

6

FREEMAN 201342

Function (ODI 0-100) at ≤4 months

The anti-TNF 0.5 mg group showed a statistically significant reduction in
mean and % change in ODI from baseline to week 4. At 3 months,
consistently maintained a ≥10 point change from baseline and a ≥30%
reduction above the placebo group.

VERY HIGH

COHEN 200925

Function (ODI 0-100) at ≤4 months

Final score: 14.3

VERY HIGH

Study

Outcome

COHEN 200925

6

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

3.0
No SD or 95% CI given;
data from 1 patient
only

1

VERY HIGH

4.0
No SD or 95% CI given;
data from 1 patient
only

1

VERY HIGH

Comparison results

22.0

1

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Study

Epidural injections for sciatica
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Table 35: Image-guided steroid + anaesthetic versus anaesthetic for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Function (ODI 0-100) at >4 months

Final score: 15.0
(SD 9.7)

6

FREEMAN 201342

Surgery at >4 months

5/49 patients (across all groups) underwent surgery. Percentage of patients
undergoing surgery was similar in all the groups (exact numbers not
reported).

VERY HIGH

COHEN 200925

HC use: reduction in medication
(mean % change) at ≤4 months

72% (range 10100)

17

17% (range 0-50)

5

VERY HIGH

HC use: reduction in medication
(mean % change) at >4 months

72% (range 10100)

17

17% (range 0-50)

5

VERY HIGH

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

1

VERY HIGH

No SD or 95% CI given;
data from 1 patient
only
42.0
No SD or 95% CI given;
data from 1 patient
only

Table 37: Non image guided: Steroid + anaesthetic versus combinations of non-invasive interventions for Sciatica caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

24.3.4

Study

Outcome

Intervention
results

Interventio
n group (n)

Buchner 200016

Pain >4 months (VAS)
At 6 months

Final score: 3.29
(range 0-8.5)

17

Comparison results
Final score: 3.92 (range
0-10)
No SD or 95% CI given;

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

19

VERY HIGH

Clinical evidence summary: Image-guided epidurals
Table 38: Image guided: Anaesthetic versus sham/placebo for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Anaesthetic versus
sham/placebo (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Interventio
n group (n)

Outcome
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Intervention
results
(SD 12.4)

Study

Leg pain (0-10, final value) ≤4 months

64
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
≤4 months

64
(1 study)

LOWb
due to
imprecision

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

RR 0.39
(0.09 to
1.74)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Anaesthetic versus
sham/placebo (95% CI)

The mean leg pain (0-10,
final value) ≤4 months in
the control groups was
5.5

The mean leg pain (0-10, final value) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
1.2 higher
(0.15 lower to 2.55 higher)

Moderate
189 per 1000

115 fewer per 1000
(from 172 fewer to 140 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.

Table 39: Image guided: Anti-TNF (mean of 3 doses) versus sham/placebo for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Mean daily worst leg pain (0-10, change
score) ≤4 months

37
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Adverse events ≤4 months

24
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

Not
estima
ble

*

Adverse events >4 months

24
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias

Not
estima
ble

*

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control
The mean daily worst leg
pain (0-10, change score) ≤4
months in the control
groups was
5.42

Risk difference with Anti-TNF (mean of 3 doses)
versus sham/placebo (95% CI)
The mean daily worst leg pain (0-10, change score)
≤4 months in the intervention groups was
1.32 lower
(3.3 lower to 0.66 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk difference with Anti-TNF (mean of 3 doses)
versus sham/placebo (95% CI)

Risk with Control

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.
* Zero events in both arms

Table 40: Image guided: Steroid + and anaesthetic versus Sham/placebo for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Intensity of leg pain - Intensity of leg pain
≤4 months

65
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

*

The mean intensity of leg pain - intensity of leg
pain ≤4 months in the intervention groups was
1.40 lower
(2.79 to 0.01 lower)

Function - ODI ≤4 months

160
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

*

The mean function - ODI ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
1.3 lower
(8.6 lower to 6 higher)

Function - ODI >4 months

160
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

*

The mean function - ODI >4 months – 1 year in the
intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(7 lower to 6.2 higher)

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
≤4 months

65
(1 study)

HIGH

a

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

RR 2.83
(1.34 to
6.0)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
Sham/placebo (95% CI)

Moderate
189 per 1000

346 more per 1000 (from 64 to 945 more)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
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the
evidence
(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Image guided: Steroid and anaesthetic versus anaesthetic for sciatica primarily caused by >70% disc prolapse
No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) ≤4 months
transforaminal epidural

233
(3 studies)
≤4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain (0-10,
change/final scores) ≤4 months
transforaminal epidural in the
control groups was
3.78

The mean pain (0-10, change/final scores) <4
months transforaminal epidural in the
intervention groups was 0.52 lower
(1.04 lower to 0 higher)

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) ≤4 months
caudal epidural

353
(1 study)
≤4 months

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain (0-10,
change/final scores) ≤4 months
caudal epidural in the control
groups was
4.1

The mean pain (0-10, change/final scores) <4
months caudal epidural in the intervention
groups was 0.70 lower
(1.33 to 0.07 lower)

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) >4 months
- transforaminal approach

120
(1 study)

HIGH

The mean pain (0-10,
change/final scores) >4 months
- transforaminal approach in
the control groups was
4.0

The mean pain (0-10, change/final scores) >4
months - transforaminal approach in the
intervention groups was 0.2 higher
(0.37 lower to 0.77 higher)

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) >4 months
- caudal epidural

120
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,

The mean pain (0-10,
change/final scores) >4 months
- caudal epidural in the control
groups was

The mean pain (0-10, change/final scores) >4
months - caudal epidural in the intervention
groups was
0.6 lower

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid+ anaesthetic
versus anaesthetic (>70% prolapse) (95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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No of
Anticipated absolute effects
Participant Quality of
Relativ
s
the
e effect
(studies)
evidence
(95%
Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
Outcomes
Risk with Control
Follow up
(GRADE)
CI)
Sham/placebo (95% CI)
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.
*No control rate reported in study, only mean difference

240
(3 studies)

Function (ODI) (0-100, final score) >4
months

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control
4.2

Risk difference with Steroid+ anaesthetic
versus anaesthetic (>70% prolapse) (95% CI)
(1.24 lower to 0.04 higher)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean ODI score (0-100,
change/final score) <4 months
in the control groups was
16.5

The mean ODI score (0-100, change/final score)
≤4 months in the intervention groups was
2.46 lower
(4.16 to 0.75 lower)

240
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean ODI score (0-100,
final score) >4 months in the
control groups was
15.25

The mean ODI score (0-100, final score) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.4 lower
(3.16 lower to 0.36 higher)

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
≤4 months - transforaminal approach

233
(3 studies)

VERY
LOWa,b,c
due to risk
of bias,
inconsistenc
y,
imprecision

RR 1.29
(1.06 to
1.57)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
≤4 months - caudal epidural

120
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.04
(0.86 to
1.26)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
≤4 months - interlaminar (parasagittal
approach)

69
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.71
(1.19 to
2.46)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
>4 months - transforaminal approach

178
(2 studies)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 0.84
(0.64 to
1.10)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain

120

LOWa,b

RR 1.08

Moderate

767 per 1000

767 per 1000

650 per 1000

650 per 1000

222 more per 1000
(from 46 more to 437 more)

31 more per 1000
(from 107 fewer to 199 more)

462 more per 1000
(from 124 more to 949 more)

92 fewer per 1000
(from 208 fewer to 58 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Function ODI (0-100, change/final score)
≤4 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)
(0.83 to
1.40)

Risk with Control
650 per 1000

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
>4 months - interlaminal (parasagittal)
approach

69
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 1.51
(1.11 to
2.04)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in ODI
≤4 months - transforaminal approach

120
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.91
(0.73 to
1.14)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in ODI
≤4 months - caudal epidural

120
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 1.19
(0.93 to
1.53)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in ODI
>4 months

240
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

RR 1.03
(0.86 to
1.23)

Moderate

HC use: Surgery >4 months

55
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.43
(0.23 to
0.82)

Moderate

HC use: opioid intake, mg dose in last 12
months ≤4 months

240
(2 studies)

HC use: opioid intake, mg dose in last 12
months >4 months

240
(2 studies)

650 per 1000

750 per 1000

617 per 1000

658 per 1000

Risk difference with Steroid+ anaesthetic
versus anaesthetic (>70% prolapse) (95% CI)
52 more per 1000
(from 111 fewer to 260 more)

331 more per 1000
(from 72 more to 676 more)

67 fewer per 1000
(from 202 fewer to 105 more)

117 more per 1000
(from 43 fewer to 327 more)
20 more per 1000
(from 92 fewer to 151 more)

667 per 1000

380 fewer per 1000
(from 120 fewer to 514 fewer)

MODERATEa
due to risk
of bias

The mean hc use: opioid
intake, mg dose in last 12
months <4 months in the
control groups was
40.7

The mean hc use: opioid intake, mg dose in last
12 months ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
4.73 lower
(13.53 lower to 4.08 higher)

MODERATEa
due to risk

The mean hc use: opioid
intake, mg dose in last 12

The mean hc use: opioid intake, mg dose in last
12 months >4 months in the intervention

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision
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Outcomes
>4 months - caudal epidural

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

HC use: number of patients having
additional injections>4 months

69
(1 study)
>4 months

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.84
(0.58 to
1.22)

Risk with Control
months >4 months in the
control groups was
37.85

Risk difference with Steroid+ anaesthetic
versus anaesthetic (>70% prolapse) (95% CI)
groups was
3.98 lower
(12.8 lower to 4.84 higher)

Moderate
667 per 1000

107 fewer per 1000
(from 280 fewer to 147 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.
c
Downgraded by 1 increment for inconsistency if I2 between 50% and <75%. Downgraded by 2 increments if I2 >75%.

Table 42:

Image guided: Steroid + anaesthetic versus anaesthetic for sciatica primarily caused by non-disc lesion

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life (EQ-5D) ≤4 months

386
(1 study)

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) ≤4 months

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) >4 months

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk with Anaesthetic

Risk difference with Steroid+ anaesthetic
(95% CI)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (eq-5d)
<4 months in the control groups
was
0.68

The mean quality of life (eq-5d) ≤4 months in
the intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(0.02 lower to 0.06 higher)

606
(3 studies)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (0-10,
change/final scores) <4 months
in the control groups was
3.7

The mean pain (0-10, change/final scores) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.06 lower
(0.40 lower to 0.28 higher)

220
(2 studies)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain (0-10,
change/final scores) >4 months
in the control groups was

The mean pain (0-10, change/final scores) >4
months in the intervention groups was
0.08 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias
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No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

(0.57 lower to 0.41 higher)

RMDQ score (0-24, change score) ≤4
months

386
(1 study)

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

ODI score (0-100, change/final score) ≤4
months

100
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean ODI score (0-100,
change/final score) <4 months
in the control groups was
25

The mean ODI score (0-100, change/final
score) ≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.18 lower
(2.12 lower to 1.76 higher)

ODI score (0-100, final score) >4 months

100
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean ODI score (0-100,
final score) >4 months in the
control groups was
25

The mean ODI score (0-100, final score) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.34 lower
(8.59 lower to 0.91 higher)

Responder criteria: >30% reduction in pain
≤4 months

386
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

RR 1.01
(0.83 to
1.24)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
≤4 months

100
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.94
(0.7 to
1.26)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in pain
>4 months

100
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.05
(0.67 to
1.65)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >30% reduction in
RMDQ ≤4 months

386
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.85
(0.64 to
1.12)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in ODI
≤4 months

100
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.86
(0.6 to
1.24)

Moderate

492 per 1000

660 per 1000

420 per 1000

373 per 1000

580 per 1000

The mean RMDQ score (0-24, change score)
≤4 months in the intervention groups was
1.1 lower
(2.21 lower to 0.01 higher)

5 more per 1000
(from 84 fewer to 118 more)
40 fewer per 1000
(from 198 fewer to 172 more)

21 more per 1000
(from 139 fewer to 273 more)

56 fewer per 1000
(from 134 fewer to 45 more)

81 fewer per 1000
(from 232 fewer to 139 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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a,b

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

HC use: opioid intake, mg dose in last 12
months ≤4 months

100
(1 study)

HC use: opioid intake, mg dose in last 12
months >4 months

SAEs ≤4 months

SAEs >4 months

RR 1.1
(0.7 to
1.71)

Moderate
420 per 1000

42 more per 1000
(from 126 fewer to 298 more)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean hc use: opioid intake,
mg dose in last 12 months <4
months in the control groups
was
33.3

The mean hc use: opioid intake, mg dose in
last 12 months ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.2 lower
(12.69 lower to 12.29 higher)

100
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean hc use: opioid intake,
mg dose in last 12 months >4
months in the control groups
was
35.7

The mean hc use: opioid intake, mg dose in
last 12 months >4 months in the intervention
groups was
3.2 lower
(18.6 lower to 12.2 higher)

500
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.8
(0.22 to
2.94)

Moderate

100
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Not
estima
ble

*

13 per 1000

3 fewer per 1000
(from 10 fewer to 25 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.
*
Zero events in both arms

Table 43:

Image guided: Steroid + anaesthetic versus anaesthetic for sciatica primarily caused by mixed population/ unclear spinal

pathologies

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) ≤4 months

332

VERY

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Anaesthetic
The mean pain <4 months-

Risk difference with Steroid+
anaesthetic (95% CI)
The mean pain (0-10, change/final

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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(1 study)
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Responder criteria: >50% reduction in ODI
>4 months

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Anaesthetic
transforaminal epidural in the control
groups was
-0.03

Risk difference with Steroid+
anaesthetic (95% CI)
scores) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.06 lower
(0.30 lower to 0.19 higher)

Pain, PPI (0-5, change score) ≤4 months

69
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain <4 months-approach
not specified in the control groups
was
4.17

The mean pain, ppi (0-5, change score)
≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.04 higher
(0.35 lower to 0.43 higher)

ODI score (0-100, change/final score) ≤4
months

263
(3 studies)

VERY
LOWa,b,c
due to risk
of bias,
inconsistenc
y,
imprecision

The mean function score ≤4 months
in the control group was
12.3

The mean ODQ score (0-100,
change/final score) ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was
0.01 lower
(2.83 lower to 2.85 higher)

HC use: Surgery ≤4 months

127
(2 studies)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.79
(0.36 to
1.74)

Moderate

129
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.65
(0.3 to
1.4)

Moderate

58
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 1.3
(0.8 to
2.11)

Moderate

HC use: Surgery >4 months

HC use: medication reduction (>20%
opioid use or cessation non-opioids) ≤4
months

183 per 1000

215 per 1000

467 per 1000

38 fewer per 1000
(from 117 fewer to 135 more)

75 fewer per 1000
(from 150 fewer to 86 more)

140 more per 1000
(from 93 fewer to 518 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
LOWa,b,c
due to risk
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imprecision
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
(4 studies)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Anaesthetic

HC use: medication reduction (>20%
opioid use or cessation non-opioids) >4
months

24
(1 study)

MODERATEb
due to
imprecision

RR 1.22
(0.85 to
1.77)

Moderate

Adverse events: complications >4 months

129
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

Not
estima
ble

*

Adverse events: complications ≤4 months

124
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

Not
estima
ble

*

750 per 1000

Risk difference with Steroid+
anaesthetic (95% CI)
165 more per 1000
(from 112 fewer to 577 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.
c
Downgraded by 1 increment for inconsistency if I2 between 50% and <75%. Downgraded by 2 increments if I2 >75%.
* Zero events in both arms

Table 44: Image guided: steroid and anaesthetic epidural versus combinations of non-invasive interventions for Sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%)
disc prolapse

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic
versus combination of non-invasive
interventions (95% CI)

Quality of life(HRQoL -Numerical pain
intensity, NPI)>4 months

100
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

The mean hrqol in the control
groups was
5.58

The mean hrqol in the intervention groups
was
2.24 lower
(2.76 to 1.72 lower)

Pain (VAS,0-10) >4 months

100
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean pain in the control
groups was

The mean pain in the intervention groups was
3.39 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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the
evidence
(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

ODI score (0-100) >4 months

100
(1 study)
> 4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function in the
control groups was
24.87

The mean function in the intervention groups
was
12.59 lower
(13.42 to 11.76 lower)

Psychological distress
BDI >4 months

100
(1 study)
>4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological
distress in the control groups
was
13.26

The mean psychological distress in the
intervention groups was
4.67 lower
(5.44 to 3.9 lower)

Responder criteria (complete relief of
pain) >4 months

102
(1 study)
>4 months

HIGH

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

RR 3.45
(2.07 to
5.73)

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic
versus combination of non-invasive
interventions (95% CI)
(3.65 to 3.13 lower)

Risk with Control
6.08

Study population
240 per 1000

588 more per 1000
(from 257 more to 1000 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 45:

Image guided: Anti-TNF + anaesthetic versus anaesthetic for sciatica primarily caused by >70% disc prolapse

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain (0-10, change/final scores) ≤4
months

56
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

ODI score (0-100, final score) ≤4 months

56
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control
The mean pain (0-10,
change/final scores) <4
months in the control
groups was
3.78
The mean ODI score (0100, final score) <4
months in the control

Risk difference with Anti-TNF + anaesthetic versus
anaesthetic (95% CI)
The mean pain (0-10, change/final scores) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.22 lower
(1.76 lower to 1.32 higher)
The mean ODI score (0-100, final score) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
10.26 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of the
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(GRADE)
bias

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
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No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
> 4 months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

56
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 1.38
(0.48 to
4.01)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in
pain ≤4 months

56
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 0.98
(0.53 to
1.79)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in
pain >4 months

56
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 0.96
(0.5 to
1.85)

Moderate

HC use: medication reduction (>20%
opioid use or cessation non-opioids) ≤4
months

56
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 0.74
(0.39 to
1.42)

Moderate

HC use: medication reduction (>20%
opioid use or cessation non-opioids) >4
months

23
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 0.85
(0.49 to
1.48)

Moderate

Outcomes

HC use: Surgery ≤4 months

a

Risk with Control
groups was
30
167 per 1000

433 per 1000

400 per 1000

467 per 1000

750 per 1000

Risk difference with Anti-TNF + anaesthetic versus
anaesthetic (95% CI)
(0.69 to 19.83 higher)

63 more per 1000
(from 87 fewer to 503 more)
9 fewer per 1000
(from 204 fewer to 342 more)
16 fewer per 1000
(from 200 fewer to 340 more)
121 fewer per 1000
(from 285 fewer to 196 more)
112 fewer per 1000
(from 382 fewer to 360 more)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 46:

Image guided: Steroid + anaesthetic versus Anti-TNF + anaesthetic for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Outcomes
Pain (0-10) ≤4 months

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

54
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control
The mean pain (0-10) <4
months in the control

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
Anti-TNF + anaesthetic (95% CI)
The mean pain (0-10) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)
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No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk with Control
groups was
3.56
The mean ODI score (0100, final score) <4
months in the control
groups was
40.26

ODI score (0-100, final score) ≤4 months

54
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in
pain ≤4 months

54
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 1.18
(0.66 to
2.11)

Moderate

Responder criteria: >50% reduction in
pain >4 months

54
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 0.74
(0.35 to
1.59)

Moderate

HC use: Surgery ≤4 months

54
(1 study)

LOWa
due to
imprecision

RR 0.93
(0.34 to
2.52)

Moderate

HC use: medication reduction (>20%
opioid use or cessation non-opioids) ≤4
months

54
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

RR 1.75
(0.96 to
3.22)

Moderate

HC use: medication reduction (>20%
opioid use or cessation non-opioids) >4
months – 1 year

23
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to
imprecision

RR 1.44
(0.89 to
2.32)

Moderate

a

423 per 1000

385 per 1000

231 per 1000

346 per 1000

636 per 1000

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
Anti-TNF + anaesthetic (95% CI)
1.02 lower
(2.63 lower to 0.59 higher)
The mean ODI score (0-100, final score) ≤4 months
in the intervention groups was
16.16 lower
(26.15 to 6.17 lower)

76 more per 1000
(from 144 fewer to 470 more)
100 fewer per 1000
(from 250 fewer to 227 more)
16 fewer per 1000
(from 152 fewer to 351 more)
259 more per 1000
(from 14 fewer to 768 more)
280 more per 1000
(from 70 fewer to 840 more)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Table 47: Non image guided: steroid epidural versus placebo for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid versus
placebo/sham (95% CI)

Pain (VAS)
VAS

174
(2 studies)
3-4 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

The mean pain (VAS) in the control
groups was
3.58

The mean pain (VAS) in the intervention groups
was
0.19 lower
(1.09 lower to 0.71 higher)

Pain McGill: present
pain intensity
McGill scale

156
(1 study)
3 months

HIGH

The mean pain McGill: present pain
intensity in the control groups was
1.9

The mean pain McGill: present pain intensity in
the intervention groups was
0 higher
(0.49 lower to 0.49 higher)

Pain (McGill score:
pain rating index)
McGill score

156
(1 study)
3 months

HIGH

The mean pain (McGill score: pain
rating index) in the control groups was
1.9

The mean pain (McGill score: pain rating index)
in the intervention groups was
0 higher
(5.93 lower to 5.93 higher)

Function
ODI/RMDQ

221
(2 studies)
3-12 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean function in the control
groups was
36.25

The mean function in the intervention groups
was
0.1 standard deviations lower
(0.37 lower to 0.16 higher)

Adverse eventsmorbidity
no of minor adverse
events

232
(2 studies)
3-12 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

132 per 1000

48 more per 1000
(from 25 fewer to 172 more)

a

RR 1.36
(0.81 to
2.3)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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24.3.5

Healthcare use –
discontinuation of analgesics

51
(1 study)
8-20
months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias, imprecision

2.44
(0.9 to
6.67)

Risk with Control
167 per 1000

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)
240 more per 1000
(from 17 fewer to 945 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 49: Non image guided: steroid epidural versus usual care with sciatica in a population with unclear spinal pathology

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Mental composite

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - mental composite in the
control groups was
61.2

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - mental composite in the
intervention groups was
3.8 higher
(2.65 lower to 10.25 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Physical composite

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - physical composite in the
control groups was
59.4

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - physical composite in the
intervention groups was
9.5 higher
(2.32 to 16.68 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Physical functioning

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - physical functioning in
the control groups was

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - physical functioning in the
intervention groups was

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)
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Table 48: Non image guided: steroid epidural versus placebo for sciatica in a population with unclear spinal pathology

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Physical role limitations

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - physical role limitations
in the control groups was
45.7

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - physical role limitations in the
intervention groups was
14 higher
(5.68 lower to 33.68 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Social functioning

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - social functioning in the
control groups was
44.5

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - social functioning in the
intervention groups was
4.4 higher
(3.32 lower to 12.12 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Emotional role limitations

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - emotional role
limitations in the control groups was
74

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - emotional role limitations in
the intervention groups was
13.5 higher
(2.69 lower to 29.69 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Emotional well-being

50
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - emotional well-being in
the control groups was
71

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - emotional well-being in the
intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(9.33 lower to 6.93 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Energy/fatigue

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - energy/fatigue in the
control groups was
56.7

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - energy/fatigue in the
intervention groups was
2.4 lower
(11.24 lower to 6.44 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Pain

50
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - pain in the control

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - pain in the intervention groups

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
79

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)
8.7 higher
(1.03 to 16.37 higher)
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months General health perceptions

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - general health
perceptions in the control groups was
66.7

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - general health perceptions in
the intervention groups was
6.8 higher
(0.72 lower to 14.32 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 ≤4 months Change in perceived help

50
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
≤4 months - change in perceived help
in the control groups was
55.3

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 ≤4
months - change in perceived help in the
intervention groups was
2.6 higher
(10.99 lower to 16.19 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Mental composite

50
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - mental composite in the
control groups was
65.2

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - mental composite in the
intervention groups was
1.8 higher
(4.92 lower to 8.52 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Physical composite

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - physical composite in the
control groups was
67.6

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - physical composite in the
intervention groups was
11.9 higher
(4.64 to 19.16 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Physical functioning

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - physical functioning in
the control groups was
87

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - physical functioning in the
intervention groups was
7.5 higher
(0.36 lower to 15.36 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months -

50

LOWa

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
groups was
48.4

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)
was
3.1 higher
(2.14 lower to 8.34 higher)
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Social functioning

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - social functioning in the
control groups was
47.1

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - social functioning in the
intervention groups was
4.6 higher
(3.26 lower to 12.46 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Emotional role limitations

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - emotional role
limitations in the control groups was
85.2

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - emotional role limitations in
the intervention groups was
9.1 higher
(7.57 lower to 25.77 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Emotional well-being

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - emotional well-being in
the control groups was
72.2

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - emotional well-being in the
intervention groups was
4.8 lower
(13.13 lower to 3.53 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Energy/fatigue

50
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - energy/fatigue in the
control groups was
57

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - energy/fatigue in the
intervention groups was
1.4 lower
(10.2 lower to 7.4 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Pain

50
(1 study)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - pain in the control
groups was
51.2

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - pain in the intervention groups
was
1.5 lower
(6.81 lower to 3.81 higher)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
>4 months – 1 year - physical role
limitations in the control groups was
63.2

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)
months - physical role limitations in the
intervention groups was
29.1 higher
(8.55 to 49.65 higher)
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Outcomes
Physical role limitations

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months General health perceptions

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - general health
perceptions in the control groups was
73.5

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - general health perceptions in
the intervention groups was
4.7 higher
(3.16 lower to 12.56 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36) 0-100 >4 months Change in perceived help

50
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100
>4 months - change in perceived help
in the control groups was
73.3

The mean quality of life (sf-36) 0-100 >4
months - change in perceived help in the
intervention groups was
14.5 higher
(0.53 to 28.47 higher)

Pain score ≤4 months - NRS leg pain

63
(1 study)
13 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
leg pain in the control groups was
2.7

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS leg
pain in the intervention groups was
1.1 lower
(2.42 lower to 0.22 higher)

Pain score ≤4 months - NRS back pain

63
(1 study)
13 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
back pain in the control groups was
3

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
back pain in the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(2.27 lower to 0.47 higher)

Pain score ≤4 months - NRS total pain

63
(1 study)
13 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
total pain in the control groups was
3.2

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
total pain in the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(2.02 lower to 0.62 higher)

Pain score ≤4 months - NRS pain during
night

63
(1 study)
13 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
pain during night in the control
groups was
2.6

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
pain during night in the intervention
groups was
0.9 lower
(2.27 lower to 0.47 higher)

Pain score ≤4 months - NRS pain during
day

63
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
pain during day in the control groups

The mean pain score ≤4 months - NRS
pain during day in the intervention

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
was
3.1

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)
groups was
0.7 lower
(2.09 lower to 0.69 higher)

Pain score >4 months - NRS leg pain

63
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS
leg pain in the control groups was
1.4

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS leg
pain in the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.44 lower to 0.64 higher)

Pain score >4months - NRS back pain
VAS

63
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score >4months - NRS
back pain in the control groups was
2

The mean pain score >4months - NRS
back pain in the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(1.92 lower to 0.52 higher)

Pain score >4 months - NRS pain during
day

63
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS
pain during day in the control groups
was
2.2

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS
pain during day in the intervention
groups was
1 lower
(2.27 lower to 0.27 higher)

Pain score >4 months - NRS pain during
night

63
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS
pain during night in the control
groups was
1.8

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS
pain during night in the intervention
groups was
1 lower
(2.19 lower to 0.19 higher)

Pain score >4 months - NRS total pain

63
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS
total pain in the control groups was
2.1

The mean pain score >4 months - NRS
total pain in the intervention groups was
0.8 lower
(2.07 lower to 0.47 higher)

Function ≤ 4 months
ODI

63
(1 study)
13 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function score - disability ≤
4 months in the control groups was
7.6

The mean function score - ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
2.3 lower
(5.32 lower to 0.72 higher)
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
13 weeks

63
(1 study)
52 weeks

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid versus usual
care (95% CI)

The mean function score >4 months
in the control groups was
4.1

The mean function score - >4 months in
the intervention groups was 1.8 lower
(4.35 lower to 0.75 higher)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 50: Non image guided: steroid and anaesthetic epidural versus placebo for sciatica in a population with unclear spinal pathology
No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain≤ 4 months - VAS leg pain
VAS

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

Pain≤ 4 months - VAS back pain
VAS

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus placebo (95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain> 4 months - VAS leg
pain in the control groups was
2

The mean pain> 4 months - VAS leg pain
in the intervention groups was 0.3 lower
(1.21 lower to 0.61 higher)

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain> 4 months - VAS back
pain in the control groups was
0.9

The mean pain> 4 months - VAS back pain
in the intervention groups was 0.1 lower
(0.93 lower to 0.73 higher)

Pain >4 months - VAS leg pain
VAS

228
(1 study)
12 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain ≤4 months - VAS leg
pain in the control groups was
1.8

The mean pain ≤4 months - VAS leg pain
in the intervention groups was 0.5 lower
(1.36 lower to 0.36 higher)

Pain >4 months - VAS back pain
VAS

228
(1 study)
12 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain ≤4 months - VAS back
pain in the control groups was
0.7

The mean pain ≤4 months - VAS back pain
in the intervention groups was 0.3 lower
(1.08 lower to 0.48 higher)

Function (ODI)≤4 months
ODI

228
(1 study)

MODERATEa,b
due to risk of

The mean function score - (ODI)≤4
months in the control groups was

The mean function score - (ODI)≤4
months in the intervention groups was

Outcomes
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Risk with Control
-12

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus placebo (95% CI)
0 higher
(5.22 lower to 5.22 higher)

Function - (ODI) >4 months
ODI

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function score - (ODI) >4
months in the control groups was
-14

The mean function score - (ODI) >4
months in the intervention groups was
2 lower
(8.12 lower to 4.12 higher)

Psychological distress ≤ 4months - HAD
anxiety
HAD

228
(1 study)
12 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean psychological distress ≤
4months - had anxiety in the control
groups was
-3

The mean psychological distress ≤
4months - had anxiety in the intervention
groups was 1 higher
(0.04 lower to 2.04 higher)

Psychological distress ≤ 4months - HAD
depression
HAD

228
(1 study)
12 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress ≤
4months - had depression in the
control groups was
-2

The mean psychological distress ≤
4months - had depression in the
intervention groups was 0 higher
(1.04 lower to 1.04 higher)

Psychological distress >4 months - HAD
depression
HAD

214
(1 study)
52 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress >4
months - had depression in the
control groups was
-3

The mean psychological distress >4
months - had depression in the
intervention groups was 0 higher
(1.21 lower to 1.21 higher)

Psychological distress >4 months - HAD
anxiety
HAD

203
(1 study)
52 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean psychological distress >4
months - had anxiety in the control
groups was
-2

The mean psychological distress >4
months - had anxiety in the intervention
groups was 0 higher
(1.38 lower to 1.38 higher)

Responder criteria - Improvement on
leg pain
75% improvement on leg pain likert

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.18
(0.92 to
1.53)

472 per 1000

86 more per 1000
(from 43 fewer to 208 more)

Responder criteria - Improvement on
back pain

228
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

RR 1.11
(0.84 to

435 per 1000

47 more per 1000
(from 78 fewer to 177 more)
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Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
12 weeks

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus placebo (95% CI)

Healthcare utilisation (further
physiotherapy)
No. undertaking further physiotherapy
>4 months

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.23
(0.88 to
1.81)

250 per 1000

59 more per 1000
(from 50 fewer to 194 more)

Healthcare utilisation (referral to pain
management services)
No. referred to pain management >4
months

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Peto
odds
ratio
0.12
(0.01 to
1.94)

19 per 1000

17 fewer per 1000
(from 19 fewer to 17 more)

Healthcare utilisation (further
epidurals)
No. referred for further epidurals >4
months

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.32
(0.68 to
2.53)

120 per 1000

37 more per 1000
(from 40 fewer to 166 more)

Healthcare utilisation (analgesics) - ≤4
months
Mean analgesic use/week

228
(1 study)
12 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(analgesics) - ≤4 months in the
control groups was
16

The mean healthcare utilisation
(analgesics) - ≤4 months in the
intervention groups was 7 lower
(16.26 lower to 2.26 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (analgesics) - >4
months – 1 year
Mean analgesic use/week

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(analgesics) - >4 months – 1 year in
the control groups was
16

The mean healthcare utilisation
(analgesics) - >4 months – 1 year in the
intervention groups was 2 lower
(12.35 lower to 8.35 higher)

Healthcare utilisation (surgery)
75% improvement on back pain likert

228
(1 study)
52 weeks

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

RR 1.08
(0.57 to
2.04)

139 per 1000

11 more per 1000
(from 62 fewer to 131 more)

Adverse events- morbidity
minor adverse events

228
(1 study)

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

RR 0.9
(0.41 to

102 per 1000

10 fewer per 1000
(from 60 fewer to 101 more)
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Outcomes
75% improvement on back pain likert

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
52 weeks

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus placebo (95% CI)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 51: Steroid +anaesthetic epidural versus combination of non-invasive interventions for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Outcomes
Pain ≤4 months
VAS

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
139
(1 study)
2 weeks

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

MODERATEa
due to risk of bias

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
pharmacological treatment (NSAIDS) (95% CI)

The mean pain ≤4 months in the
control groups was
4.39

The mean pain ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 0.97 lower
(11.95 lower to 10.01 higher)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Table 52: Non image guided: steroid and anaesthetic epidural versus pharmacological treatment (NSAIDS) for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc
prolapse
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain ≤4 months
VAS

64
(1 study)
3 months

Function ≤4 months
ODI

64
(1 study)

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
pharmacological treatment (NSAIDS) (95% CI)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain ≤4 months in the
control groups was
4.1

The mean pain ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 0.8 lower
(1.49 to 0.11 lower)

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,

The mean function ≤4 months in
the control groups was

The mean function ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 4.1 lower
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No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up
52 weeks

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

64
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

RR 0.55
(0.20 to
1.50)

Risk with Control
20.3
267 per 1000

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
pharmacological treatment (NSAIDS) (95% CI)
(8.9 lower to 0.7 higher)
121 fewer per 1000
(from 218 fewer to 108 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 53: Non image guided: steroid and anaesthetic epidural versus pharmacological treatment (combination) for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%)
disc prolapse
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain - ≤ 4 months
VAS

50
(1 study)
3 months

Pain -> 4 months
VAS
Adverse events morbidity

Outcomes

a

Anticipated absolute effects
Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid + anaesthetic versus
pharmacological treatment (combination) (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain - ≤ 4 months in the
control groups was
5

The mean pain - ≤ 4 months in the intervention groups
was 0.5 lower
(1.23 lower to 0.23 higher)

50
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain -> 4 months in the
control groups was
6.5

The mean pain -> 4 months in the intervention groups
was 0.5 lower
(1.26 lower to 0.26 higher)

50
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

160 per 1000

40 more per 1000
(from 99 fewer to 499 more)

RR 1.25
(0.38 to
4.12)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
3 months

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

a,b

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus anaesthetic (95%
CI)

Pain ≤ 4 months - Methyl prednisolone versus
bupivacaine
VAS

105
(1 study)
3 months

MODERATE
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain ≤ 4 months - methyl
prednisolone versus bupivacaine in
the control groups was
6.18

The mean pain ≤ 4 months - methyl
prednisolone versus bupivacaine in
the intervention groups was 1.28
lower
(1.69 to 0.87 lower)

Pain ≤4 months - Triamcinolone + Bupivicaine
versus anaesthetic
VAS

107
(1 study)
3 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain ≤4 months triamcinolone + bupivicaine versus
anaesthetic in the control groups
was
6.8

The mean pain ≤4 months triamcinolone + bupivicaine versus
anaesthetic in the intervention groups
was 1.38 lower
(1.71 to 1.05 lower)

Pain≤4 months - Dexamethasone +
Bupivicaine versus anaesthetic
VAS

105
(1 study)
3 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain≤4 months dexamethasone + bupivicaine
versus anaesthetic in the control
groups was
6.8

The mean pain≤4 months dexamethasone + bupivicaine versus
anaesthetic in the intervention groups
was 0.98 lower
(1.47 to 0.49 lower)

Responder criteria (>75% improvement in
pain subjectively) ≤4 months:

33
(1 study)
1 days

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.03
(0.67
to
1.58)

714 per 1000

21 more per 1000
(from 236 fewer to 414 more)

Responder criteria(>75% improvement in pain
subjectively) >4 months:

33
(1 study)
20.8
months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.9
(0.52
to
1.56)

643 per 1000

64 fewer per 1000
(from 309 fewer to 360 more)

Healthcare utilisation- surgery:
N= had surgery at follow up

33
(1 study)
20.8
months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.23
(0.35
to
4.02)

214 per 1000

49 more per 1000
(from 139 fewer to 647 more)

Healthcare utilisation- physiotherapy - Methyl

81

LOWa,b

RR 0.51

452 per 1000

223 fewer per 1000
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
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Table 54: Non image guided: steroid and anaesthetic epidural versus anaesthetic epidural for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) disc prolapse

Healthcare utilisation- physiotherapy Tiamcinoline + Bupivicaine versus anaesthetic
No. referred for further physiotherapy

84
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.37
(0.17
to
0.78)

452 per 1000

287 fewer per 1000
(from 96 fewer to 383 fewer)

Healthcare utilisation- physiotherapy Dexamethasone + Bupivicaine versus
anaesthetic
No. referred for further physiotherapy

82
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.66
(0.37
to
1.18)

452 per 1000

152 fewer per 1000
(from 304 fewer to 64 more)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus anaesthetic (95%
CI)
(from 13 fewer to 348 fewer)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 55: Non image guided: Steroid and anaesthetic epidural versus anaesthetic for sciatica primarily caused by (≥70%) spinal stenosis

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus anaesthetic (95%
CI)

Responder criteria (>75% improvement in
pain subjectively) ≤4 months: spinal stenosis

30
(1 study)
1 days

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.11
(0.55
to
2.24)

500 per 1000

55 more per 1000
(from 225 fewer to 620 more)

Responder criteria (>75% improvement in
pain subjectively) >4 months – 1 year: spinal
stenosis

30
(1 study)
20.8
months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.17
(0.43
to
3.13)

333 per 1000

57 more per 1000
(from 190 fewer to 710 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)
(0.26
to
0.99)
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Outcomes
Prednisolone + Bupivicaine versus anaesthetic
No. referred for further physiotherapy

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)
3 months

Healthcare utilisation- surgery: spinal stenosis
N= had surgery at follow up

30
(1 study)
20.8
months

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.76
(0.38
to
1.54)

Risk with Control
583 per 1000

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus anaesthetic (95%
CI)
140 fewer per 1000
(from 362 fewer to 315 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 56: Non image guided: steroid and anaesthetic epidural versus anaesthetic epidural for sciatica in a population with unclear spinal pathology
No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Outcomes

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Steroid +
anaesthetic versus anaesthetic (95%
CI)

Healthcare utilisation - analgesics - Reduced
drug intake
No. reduced analgesia at follow-up

29
(1 study)
1 months

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1.24
(0.58 to
2.68)

429 per 1000

359 fewer per 1000
(from 168 fewer to 672 more)

Healthcare utilisation - surgery
No. referred for surgery
Follow-up: mean 1 months

30
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 1
(0.31 to
3.28)

267 per 1000

267 more per 1000
(from 83 fewer to 876 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 57:
Outcomes

Non image guided: steroid epidural versus anaesthetic epidural for sciatica in a population with unclear spinal pathology
No of

Quality of the evidence

Relative effect

Anticipated absolute effects
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Anticipated absolute effects
Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

35
(1 study)
1 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

(95% CI)

peto odds ratio
0.11
(0.01 to 1.77)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with
Anaesthetic versus steroid
(95% CI)

0 per 1000

*

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
*Not estimable as zero events in 1 treatment arm

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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Healthcare utilisation
(surgery)
no. referred for surgery

Participants
(studies)
Follow up
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24.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
Two economic evaluations were identified that included epidural injections for sciatica as a
comparator and have been included in this review.141,159 These are summarised in the economic
evidence profiles below (Table 58, Table 59) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
Five economic evaluations were selectively excluded due to a combination of applicability and
methodological limitations.40,93,137,160,169 These studies are listed in Appendix M, with reasons for
exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Price 2005
(UK)

141

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Partially
applicable
(a)

Potentially
serious
limitations
(b)

 With-RCT analysis (associated
clinical paper Arden 2005)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Adults with low
back pain and sciatica (unclear
spinal pathology).
 Two comparators in full
analysis: (c)
1.Placebo (injection of 2ml of
normal saline into the
interspinous ligament)
2. Steroid plus local anaesthetic
epidural, non-image guided
(lumbar epidural injection of
80mg triamcinolone acetonide
and 10ml of 0.125%
bupivacaine)
 Follow-up: 1 year

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2−1: £265
(d)

2−1:
0.0059350
QALYs (e)

2 vs 1:
£44,701 per
QALY gained

Uncertainty
No bootstrapping undertaken.
A sensitivity analysis was
conducted where the costs were
adjusted assuming only 1 epidural
injection was administered and
the impact on QALYs is assumed
to be unchanged. ICER = £25,746.
Additional sensitivity analyses
were undertaken, where the
maximum healthcare professional
resource use reported in the trial
were used to estimate
intervention costs and where the
patient is assumed to require an
overnight stay. In both cases this
increased the total cost of
intervention 2 and therefore the
ICER.

(a) UK resource use data (1999-2002) and unit costs (2002/3) may not reflect current NHS context. Non-NICE reference case utility measure used to estimate QALYs (SF-6D), unclear if UK
population valuations were used.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Arden 2005 is 1 of 3 studies included in the clinical review for steroid epidurals + local
anaesthetic versus placebo (non-image guided). Limited sensitivity analyses undertaken.
(c) All participants received a standard physiotherapy package prior (education and exercise) and analgesia as required. Injections were repeated at 3 and 6 weeks in relation to response.
The indication for repeat injection was less than a 75% improvement in Oswestry Disability Questionnaire from the baseline visit.
(d) 2002-2003 UK pounds. Cost components incorporated: For those receiving intervention 2 only: assessment and review by clinician, medical and nursing time incurred during procedure,
nursing time on recovery post-procedure, drug and equipment use associated with procedure and pathology and radiology use.
(e) QALYs were calculated using patient-level SF-36 data, converted to SF-6D utility, collected at baseline, 3, 6, 12, 26 and 52 weeks. At 12 weeks the average scores converged for
intervention 1 and 2. The area under the curve approach was used to calculate incremental QALYs
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Table 58: Economic evidence profile: Steroid plus local anaesthetic (non-image guided) versus placebo

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Spijker-Huiges
2014159
(Netherlands)

Partially
applicable
(a)

Potentially
serious
limitations
(b)

 With-RCT analysis (associated
clinical paper Spijker-Huiges
2014A)
 Cost-effectiveness analysis
(health outcome: 1point
improvement in NRS back pain
score)
 Population: Adults with sciatica
(unclear spinal pathology).
 Two comparators in full
analysis:
1. Usual care provided by GP
(pain treatment with
analgesics, advice to maintain
normal activities and referral if
necessary)
2. Steroid epidural, non-image
guided (segmental epidural
injection of 80mg of
triamcinolone in normal saline)
 Follow-up: 1 year

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty

2−1: £58 (c)

2−1: 0.97
mean
change in
NRS back
pain score
(d)

£60 per 1
point
improvement
in NRS back
pain

Bootstrapping undertaken but
only from a societal perspective
which is not presented here. No
other sensitivity analyses were
conducted.

(a) Dutch resource use data (2005-2007) and unit costs (date unclear) may not reflect current NHS context. QALYs were not used as the health outcome measure.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Spijker-Huiges 2014A is 1 of many studies included in the clinical review for steroid
epidurals versus usual care (non-image guided). No sensitivity analyses undertaken.
(c) Year unclear, assumed to be 2007 Euros converted using 2007 purchasing power parities 131.Cost components incorporated: Intervention cost (for intervention 2 only), GP care, hospital
care, additional examinations, medication, physiotherapy, alternative therapies and home help visits.
(d)

Mean change in NRS back pain score calculated from point estimate for the ICER reported in the study
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Table 59: Economic evidence profile: Steroid (non-image guided) epidural versus usual care
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The study by Spijker-Huiges 2015160 was not combined with the previous one as the costs were
reported only from a societal perspective and the QALYs calculated did not match with the results of
the previous study and the individual SF36 scores reported for each intervention, ie while the
individual SF36 scores show an improvement in the group receiving epidural, the QALY estimates
were in favour of the control group.

24.5 Evidence statements
24.5.1
24.5.1.1

Clinical
Image guided epidurals versus sham/placebo (primarily caused by >70% disc prolapse)
In people with sciatica there was clinical benefit of an anti-TNF epidural compared with placebo for
leg pain demonstrated in evidence from 1 study at up to 4 months (very low quality, n=37). When the
epidural was a steroid combined with an anaesthetic, there was clinical benefit favouring the
intervention arm for leg pain and number of responders with greater than or equal to 50% reduction
in pain, but no difference for function (n=65, moderate quality).When anaesthetic only was
administered, no difference between anaesthetic or sham was observed for pain or number of
responders. No evidence was available for the other critical outcomes or for steroid mono-therapy.

24.5.1.2

Image guided epidurals versus active control
In people with sciatica primarily caused by >70% prolapse, non-disc lesion, or unclear spinal
pathologies, there was no clinical benefit of a steroid plus anaesthetic epidural compared with
anaesthetic alone for pain and function at either short or longer term follow up (only data for up to 4
months was available for the unclear spinal pathologies evidence). The evidence ranged from very
low to high quality, and from 1 to 4 studies, n=69 to 606. When anti-TNF was combined with
anaesthetic (in sciatica primarily caused by >70% prolapse), there was no benefit compared to
anaesthetic alone observed for pain or function at ≤4 months (1 study, low and moderate quality,
n=56). No evidence was available for the other critical outcomes or for other interventions.
In people with sciatica primarily caused by >70% prolapse, there was clinical benefit of a steroid
combined with anaesthetic epidural compared with combinations of non-invasive interventions or
compared with anti-TNF with anaesthetic for leg pain or function at less than or equal to 4 months (1
study, moderate quality, n=100 and n=54 for the different comparisons respectively). There was also
clinical benefit for quality of life for the comparison with non-invasive combinations. No evidence
was available for the other critical outcomes or interventions.

24.5.1.3

Non image guided epidurals versus sham/placebo
In people with sciatica primarily caused by >70% prolapse, there was no clinical benefit of a steroid
compared with placebo for function at greater than 4 months follow-up (low quality, 2 studies,
n=221), and pain at up to 4 months (moderate quality, 2 studies, n=174). There was no evidence for
this comparison for any of the critical outcomes in the population with an unclear pathology. When
steroid was combined with anaesthetic (in sciatica with an unclear pathology) there was no clinical
benefit for pain or function demonstrated by 1 study at both short and long term follow-ups
(moderate and low quality, n=228).

24.5.1.4

Non image guided epidurals versus active control
In people with sciatica with an unclear pathology, there was a clinical benefit of steroid compared to
usual care for leg pain and function demonstrated in evidence from 1 study at up to 4 months but
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not at greater than 4 months and most of the quality of life domains at both short and long term
follow up (low quality, n=63).
In people with sciatica primarily caused by >70% prolapse, there was no clinical benefit of steroid
combined with anaesthetic compared with pharmacological treatment (NSAIDs) for pain and
function demonstrated in evidence from 1 study at up to 4 months (low quality, n=64), or for pain
when compared with a combination of pharmacological interventions at both short and long term
follow up (1 study, low and very low quality, n=50).
In people with sciatica primarily caused by >70% prolapse, there was clinical benefit of steroid
combined with anaesthetic compared with anaesthetic demonstrated in evidence from 1 study for
pain at up to 4 months when using a combination of methylprednisolone or triamcinolone in
combination with bupivacaine (moderate quality, n=105). However there was no benefit when
dexamethasone and bupivacaine were used (moderate quality, n=105). There was no evidence for
any of the critical outcomes for this comparison in the sciatica caused by spinal stenosis or unclear
pathology populations.

24.5.2

Economic
 One cost-utility analysis found that non-image guided epidural injections of steroid plus
anaesthetic was not cost effective compared to placebo for adults with low back pain and sciatica
(ICER: £44,701 per QALY gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially
serious limitations.
 One cost-effectiveness analysis found that non-image guided steroid epidural was more costly
and more effective than placebo for adults with sciatica (ICER: £60 per 1 point improvement in
NRS back pain score). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.

24.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 36.Consider epidural injections of local anaesthetic and steroid in people
with acute and severe sciatica.
37.Do not use epidural injections for neurogenic claudication in people who
have central spinal canal stenosis.
Research
recommendations

6. What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of image guided compared to
non-image guided epidural injections for people with acute sciatica?

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Adverse events (mortality and morbidity), and healthcare utilisation were also
considered as important.
For image-guided epidurals, evidence was reported for all of the critical outcomes,
but there were limited data for quality of life. For non-image-guided epidurals there
was no evidence for quality of life.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

The GDG agreed that there was sufficient RCT evidence for all comparisons except
for image-guided epidurals versus placebo/sham. However, there was no relevant
cohort data found to address this.
The GDG agreed that the evidence for the effectiveness of epidurals was conflicting.
They noted that sciatic symptoms usually improve over the course of a few months
in the majority of people without treatment. The placebo-controlled trials did show
some evidence of an effect for epidurals, particularly for the combination of steroid
plus anaesthetic. The evidence suggested the important component was the steroid,
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but there was no evidence of benefit of steroid alone or anaesthetic alone when
compared to placebo/sham for any critical outcome. As a responder analysis
suggested a 35% increase in the probability that people obtain substantial pain relief
following epidural injections (steroid plus anaesthetic) compared to placebo, it was
agreed that epidural injection of local anaesthetic and steroid should be considered
as a treatment option. Most of the RCT evidence in the review came from people
with acute and moderately severe sciatica, and the GDG considered that this would
be the population most likely to benefit from epidural injection.
The group discussed the evidence for anti-TNF. There was no evidence found for
non-image guided anti-TNF, but there was evidence for image-guided anti-TNF
epidurals. Despite the evidence showing a positive effect of image-guided anti-TNF
epidurals on pain and function, the GDG noted that the evidence was limited as it
came from three studies which could not be pooled together because different
comparisons were used. The group discussed the risks associated with the different
routes of administration of an epidural. The opinion of the group was that serious
complications are very rare. The most common adverse event was a temporary
increase in pain which the GDG considered could be outweighed by the potential
benefits.
The group discussed that there is some guidance in the UK suggesting epidurals
should be given under image-guidance based on safety grounds, although there was
limited evidence for a difference in effectiveness of image guided compared to nonimage guided epidural injections from this review. It was therefore agreed that a
recommendation for future research should be drafted to ascertain the evidence
base for safety and effectiveness for image guided and non- image guided epidural
injections.
Summary
Overall, the GDG considered that epidural injection, whether administered under
image guidance or without, is a relatively safe and routinely used procedure, and had
some evidence demonstrated by placebo-controlled trials for effectiveness in pain
relief for epidurals of local anaesthetic and steroid. There was insufficient/ lack of
evidence for effectiveness to support epidural injections using anti-TNF.
The studies were conducted in small populations who had at least moderately severe
sciatica and did not have further treatment options available to them (other than
surgery). The evidence reviewed by the GDG suggests that epidural injection of local
anaesthetic and steroid may reduce the number of people who would require
surgical intervention. This evidence was reinforced by evidence from 2 trials that
were included in the spinal decompression review (See Chapter 28) that compared
decompression to epidurals showing that 50% of people who had an epidural did not
go on to have surgery. The group therefore agreed that in acute, severe sciatica
where patients would otherwise be offered surgery, an epidural injection of local
anaesthetic and steroid should be considered.
The group discussed the evidence that had been conducted in sciatica patients with
central spinal canal stenosis. The populations studied comprised people with
neurogenic claudication primarily. There was insufficient evidence that epidural
injections of local anaesthetic and steroid were effective in this group of people and
it was noted that current opinion also reflects this. The group therefore agreed to
make a recommendation against using epidurals in people with claudicant leg
symptoms caused by central spinal canal stenosis.
The GDG discussed that the purpose of this review had been to determine efficacy of
different injectates, rather than comparing image guided to non-image guided
injections. However, the stratification of the review by those delivered under image
guided to those that weren’t did not demonstrate a clear indication of improved
efficacy of image guided epidurals over non-image guided. They therefore agreed
that a research recommendation was warranted in this area.
Trade-off between

Two economic evaluations were included comparing non-image guided epidural with
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net clinical effects
and costs

either usual care or placebo in a population of adults with sciatica. 141, 159 In particular
the study by Price et al. (2005)141 was a cost-utility analysis comparing the
intervention with placebo which concluded that epidural increased costs and
improved health (increased QALYs), with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of
£44,701 per QALY gained. In sensitivity analysis where the costs were adjusted
assuming only 1 epidural injection was administered and the impact on QALYs was
assumed to be unchanged, the ICER went down to £25,746. The group noted that as
the recommendation for epidurals was for the acute sciatica population (most likely
to be defined as having symptoms for <3 months), then multiple injections would
not usually be performed within this short period of time.
The GDG discussed the likely higher effectiveness observed with placebo as opposed
to no treatment and concluded that if epidural was compared to no treatment or
usual care it would probably be associated with a higher QALY gain, and therefore it
would be more cost effective. In the same study no cost was attached to the placebo
arm while in reality patients could incur the cost of other treatments such as
medications and the cost of their side effects.
The GDG noted that the studies from which the cost effectiveness data was derived
did not have a diagnosis of sciatica confirmed by imaging. The GDG felt that clinical
diagnosis alone may overestimate the numbers of patients with true sciatica and
lower their confidence in the results.
There was evidence suggesting that epidural injection may reduce the number of
people with severe sciatica requiring surgical intervention; this would generate some
cost savings.
For these reasons, the GDG decided not to make a strong recommendation on
epidural injections but they concluded that they may be cost effective for some
patients and therefore it should be considered.

Quality of evidence

The quality of the evidence for both image guided and non-image guided epidurals
was mostly low or moderate (due to risk of bias usually caused by selection or
performance bias, small sample sizes and imprecision) across all of the outcomes and
comparisons in the review.
There was evidence to show an effect of anti-TNF (image-guided), however this was
only from single studies, which mostly had small sample sizes. Some of the studies
had incomplete reporting of outcome data (for example, no standard deviations
were reported for some outcomes and 1 study only had data for 1 participant in the
comparison arm). This also meant that the evidence was rated as being at high risk
of bias and so overall the group did not have confidence in the findings.
The GDG had more confidence in the evidence for epidurals in sciatica patients with
spinal stenosis (steroid was given as an adjunct) because the main study contributing
to the meta-analysis was conducted in 400 participants. The group were less
confident in the results of the other contributing study, since it was smaller and
although it was also conducted in spinal stenosis patients, it differed considerably to
the other studies in the review. The population consisted of chronic sciatica patients
with over 100 months of pain, and patients could be given as many epidural
injections as they needed (the average given was 4). The GDG felt that this did not
reflect clinical practice.

Other considerations

The group discussed the effectiveness of giving multiple / subsequent epidural
injections. The group noted that as the recommendation for epidurals was for the
acute sciatica population (most likely to be defined as having symptoms for <3
months), then multiple injections would not usually be performed within this short
period of time.
The GDG agreed that this recommendation would equally apply for pregnant women
and should be considered alongside BNF guidance.
The GDG were aware of existing NICE interventional procedure guidance for
Therapeutic endoscopic division of epidural adhesions (IPG333) recommending
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special arrangements for clinical governance, consent, audit and research. 124 This
procedure was therefore excluded from this review and if it’s use is considered for
people with sciatica, existing guidance should be followed.
Research recommendation
Why this is important: Epidural injection of therapeutic substances that include
corticosteroids is commonly offered to people with sciatica. Epidural injection might
improve symptoms, reduce disability and speed up return to normal activities.
Several different procedures have been developed for epidural delivery of
corticosteroids. Some practitioners inject substances through the caudal opening to
the spinal canal in the sacrum (caudal epidural), whereas others direct the injection
through the foraminal space at the presumed level of nerve root irritation
(transforaminal epidural). There is a rationale that transforaminal epidurals might be
most effective, by ensuring delivery of corticosteroids directly to the region in which
the nerve root might be compromised. However, transforaminal epidural injection
requires imaging, usually within a specialist setting, potentially limiting treatment
access and increasing costs. Caudal epidural injection might be undertaken without
imaging, or with ultrasound guidance in a non-specialist setting, but, it has been
argued, the drug might not reach the affected nerve root and therefore this
approach might not be as effective as would be transforaminal injection. Empirical
evidence that 1 approach is clearly superior to the other is currently lacking. Access
to the two procedures varies between healthcare providers, and people who do not
respond to caudal corticosteroid injection might subsequently receive image guided
epidural injection. People with sciatica might therefore currently experience
unnecessary symptoms at unnecessary cost to the NHS than would be the case if the
most cost effective modes of delivering epidural corticosteroid injections were used.
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25 Surgery and prognostic factors
25.1 Introduction
Surgery for low back pain and sciatica is most commonly carried out when more conservative
treatments have failed. As with most major invasive procedures, surgery to manage back pain and
sciatica carries with it an inherent risk of serious harm.
For surgery in people with low back pain, a number of prognostic factors are thought to be linked to
better or worse response to surgery. These include a history of previous spinal fusion surgery,
smoking status, BMI and psychological distress. The likelihood of successful surgery may be
important therefore to help inform the clinical decision to refer a person for surgery. In people with
suspected sciatica however, the prognostic factors for response to surgery are thought to be distinct
and may be more affected by the presence of radicular symptoms and presence of pathology on
imaging.
This review intends to ascertain the evidence for whether these prognostic factors are indicative of
response to surgical intervention in people with low back pain or sciatica.

25.2 Review question: Does history of previous fusion surgery, smoking
status, BMI or psychological distress predict response to surgery in
people with non-specific low back pain?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 60: Characteristics of review question (low back pain)
Population

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain (with/without sciatica) or low
back pain without sciatica who have failed to respond to appropriate conservative
therapy.

Prognostic
variable/s under
consideration






Confounding
factors
Outcomes

Duration of symptoms

Study design

 Prospective and retrospective cohorts (with multivariate analysis adjusted for key

History of previous fusion surgery
Smoking
BMI >30
Psychological distress

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
 Adverse events
o Mortality
o Morbidity
o Re-operation rate
Important
 Surgery conversion rate
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confounders (if none are identified those with multivariate analysis adjusted for other
confounders will be included)
 Randomised trials (if appropriate) with multivariate analysis adjusted for key
confounders (if none are identified those with multivariate analysis adjusted for other
confounders will be included)
 Systematic reviews of the above

25.3 Review question: Does image concordant pathology or presence of
radicular symptoms predict response to surgery in people with
suspected sciatica?
Table 61: Characteristics of review question (Sciatica)
Population

People aged 16 or above with sciatica who have failed to respond to appropriate
conservative therapy.

Prognostic
variable/s under
consideration

 Image concordant pathology (diagnosis supported by imaging - i.e. MRI or CT. To see
if compression is present or not)
 Radicular symptoms (pain that extends to leg vs. pain in back/buttock only)

Confounding
factors
Outcomes

 Duration of symptoms

Study design

 Prospective and retrospective cohorts (with multivariate analysis adjusted for key
confounders (if none are identified those with multivariate analysis adjusted for other
confounders will be included)
 Randomised trials (if appropriate) with multivariate analysis adjusted for key
confounders (if none are identified those with multivariate analysis adjusted for other
confounders will be included)
 Systematic reviews of the above

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
 Adverse events
o Mortality
o Morbidity
o Re-operation rate
Important
 Surgery conversion rate

25.4 Clinical evidence
A.1.1

Low back pain
Four studies were included in the review.89,132,135,148,152,168 Evidence from these are summarised in the
clinical evidence profile below (table 63) See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, forest
plots in Appendix K, Grade tables in Appendix J, study evidence tables in Appendix H and exclusion
list in Appendix L.
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We searched for studies with multivariable analysis for all the prognostic factors included in the
review protocol. Although the four included studies carried out multivariable analyses, they all
adjusted for different confounding variables (defined in table 63).
Table 62: Summary of studies included in the review

Study

Population

Ostelo
2005132
(Prospecti
ve study
conducte
d within
the
framewor
k of RCT)

Single cohort
of people with
low back pain
with/without
sciatica
recruited from
multicentre in
the
Netherlands
N=105
Type of
surgery= no
details
provided

Single cohort
with spinal
stenosis
(with/without
sciatica)
recruited from
multicentre in
the United
States
N=634

Pearson
2012135
(combine
d
prospectiv
e RCT and
observati
onal
cohort)

Type of
surgery=
standard open
decompressive
laminectomy
compared to
the nonoperative
treatment of
usual care.

Prognostic
variable(s)

Confounders

Outcomes

Limitations

BMI, Psychological
distress-negative
affectivity
(Negative
Emotionality subscale of the Multidimensional
Personality
Questionnaire)NEM
>1-≤4 vs NEM ≤1
(reference)and
NEM >4 vs NEM
≤1(reference)
(High is worse
outcome)
Radicular
symptoms (pain
that extends to leg
vs. pain in
back/buttock only)Preoperative-LP
(VAS
>43)

Duration of
complaints before
surgery, age,
gender, BMI,
whether or not
pain medication
was taken at
baseline because
the residual
complaints,
number of days in
hospital following
the surgery,
severity of pain in
back and leg
(both on VAS),
pain
catastrophising
(Pain
Catastrophising
Scale, PCS), fear
of movement
(Tampa scale for
Kinesiophobia,
TSK)

Recovered
Function
(RMDQ≤4)
Recovered
Back Pain
(VAS ≤10
mm),
Recovered
Leg Pain (VAS
≤10 mm)

High risk of bias.
Cross- sectional
study design. Key
confounder
defined in the
protocol
adjusted for in
the multivariate
analysis.
Variables
showing a
promising
relationship in
the univariate
analysis were
included in the
multivariate
analysis.

BMI, Smoking
status

Duration of
symptoms, age,
gender, centre,
baseline ODI
score income,
treatment
preference,
compensation
status, baseline
Stenosis
Bothersomeness
Index, joint
problems,
stomach
problems and
bowel problems

Treatment
Effect =
change in
Function ODI
(surgery)change in
Function ODI
(nonoperative)
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Follow-up=
12 months

Follow-up=
4 years

Very high risk of
bias.
Combination of
RCT and crosssectional study
design; high rate
of protocol nonadherence and
the consistency
of findings in RCT
and key
confounder
defined in the
protocol
adjusted for in
the multivariate
analysis.
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Study

Population

Silverplats
2010152
(Prospecti
ve cohort)

Single cohort,
consecutive
patients with
low back pain
with/without
sciatica
recruited in
Sweden
N=171

Prognostic
variable(s)

Confounders

Outcomes

Limitations

Radicular
Symptoms (VAS Leg
Pain),
Smoking,
Psychological
distress (Zung
Depression Scale,
ZDS)

Duration of pain,
age
gender, level of
disc hernia, use of
analgesics, time
on sick leave,
baseline leg and
back pain, ZDS
and ODI

Pain (VAS)

Very high risk of
bias. Crosssectional study
design. Key
confounder
defined in the
protocol
adjusted for in
the multivariate
analysis. All
predictors that
showed a
potential
influence in the
initial bivariate
analyses were
included. Results
were only
reported
narratively with
no statistics
(apart from pvalues given)

Psychological
Distress (Dallas Pain
Questionnaire)

Duration of pain,
age
gender

Function
(Dallas Pain
Questionnair
e)

Follow-up=2
years

Type of
surgery=midlin
e approach to
dissect the
paravertebral
muscles down
to the laminae
and the
interlaminar
was resected.
Partial
laminotomy
performed
when required
Trief
2000168
(Prospecti
ve cohort)
study in
patients
with low
back pain

Single cohort
of patients
with low back
pain recruited
in the USA
N=159
Type of
surgery=Lumba
r spine surgery.
Majority
(67.7%
underwent
fusion)
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Very high risk of
bias. The study
reported other
data/outcomes
which did not
meet the criteria
set in the
protocol. The
statistic reported
for the data that
met the inclusion
criteria is not
interpretable
and does not
answer the
question posed
in this review.
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A.1.2

Sciatica
Two studies were included in the review.28,89 Evidence from these are summarised in the clinical
evidence profile below (table 63) See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, forest plots in
Appendix K, Grade tables in Appendix J, study evidence tables in Appendix H and exclusion list in
Appendix L.
We searched for studies with multivariable analysis for all the prognostic factors included in the
review protocol. Although the 2 included studies carried out multivariable analyses, they all adjusted
for different confounding variables (defined in table 63). There was no evidence found for image
concordant pathology as a prognostic factor in people with sciatica.
Table 63: Summary of studies included in the review

Study

Population

Cook
2015
28
(Retrosp
ective
cohort
study)

Single cohort
recruited from
multicentre
spine
outcomes
registry in the
USA
N=1108
Type of
surgery=discec
tomy

Lee 2010
89
(Retrosp
ective
cohort
study)

Single cohort
recruited in
South Korea
N=40
Type of
surgery=discec
tomy

Prognostic
variable(s)

Confounders

Outcomes

Limitations

Radicular
symptoms (pain
that extends to leg
vs. pain in
back/buttock only)Preoperative-LP
VAS,
Leg pain greater
than back pain

Age, BMI, gender,
previous back
surgery history,
baseline ODI,
baseline back
pain VAS,
baseline SF-12
PCS and MCS
scores,
presence/absenc
e of
complications,
levels of surgery
and diagnosis.

Function
(ODI>10)

Very high risk of
bias. Key
confounder
defined in the
protocol not
adjusted for in
the multivariate
analysis. Results
found significant
with p values
0.10 in the
univariate
analysis were
included in four
distinct MVA
models

Radicular
symptoms (pain
that extends to leg
vs. pain in
back/buttock only)Preoperative-LP
VAS

Duration of pain,
age, gender, BMI,
smoking, surgical
levels and
whether the
surgery was a
revision
operation or the
primary
operation.

Percentage
change in
pain (VAS)
Percentage
change in
function
(ODI)
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Followup=23.5
months
(range 12-49
months)

Follow-up= 1
year

Very high risk of
bias. Crosssectional study
design. Key
confounder
defined in the
protocol
adjusted for in
the multivariate
analysis. Results
found significant
in the univariate
analysis were
included in the
MVA although
there was poor
reporting of the
rationale for
inclusion of the
prognostic
factors.

Table 64: Clinical evidence summary: Smoking (surgery: open decompressive laminectomy)
Risk factors/outcomes/population
Smoking versus non-smoking for
predicting the treatment
effect(TE=change in ODI(surgery) –
Change in ODI(non-operative) at 4
years on patients with spinal stenosis
(low back pain and/or Sciatica
population)

Number of
studies

Mean difference
and SE in single study

Imprecision

GRADE

1

Adjusted Mean Difference[Standard Error]:
10.1 (3.055)a, b

No serious
imprecision

LOW

a Methods

multivariable analysis, including key covariates used in analysis to assess if smoking versus non-smoking is an independent risk factor. Key covariates included: Duration of
symptoms, Age, Gender, Centre, Baseline ODI score income, treatment preference, compensation status, baseline Stenosis Bothersomeness Index, joint problems, stomach problems and
bowel problems
b ANCOVA results

Table 65: Clinical evidence summary: BMI >30 (surgery not defined)
Risk factors/outcomes/population
BMI>30 versus BMI< 25 for predicting
the effect on recovered Function
(RDQ≤4) at 3 months (patients with
back or leg pain)

Number of
studies
1

OR
Effect and CI in single study
Adjusted OR : 0.79 [0.21, 2.94]

Imprecision
Serious

b

GRADE
VERY LOW

a

95% CI around the median crosses null line.
Note: Methods multivariable analysis, including key covariates used in analysis to assess if BMI>30 versus BMI< 25 is an independent risk factor. Duration of complaints before surgery, age,
gender, BMI, whether or not pain medication was taken at baseline because the residual complaints, number of days in hospital following the surgery, severity of pain in back and leg (both
on VAS), pain catastrophising (Pain Catastrophising Scale, PCS), fear of movement (Tampa scale for Kinesiophobia, TSK)

Table 66: Clinical evidence summary: Psychological Distress (surgery not defined)
Risk factors/outcomes/population

Number of
studies

OR
Effect and CI in single study

Imprecision

GRADE

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Low back pain
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25.4.1

Psychological Distress (Negative
Affectivity (NEM>1-≤4 versus NEM ≤1 )
on Back Pain (VAS≤10mm) at 3 months
(patients with back or leg pain)
NEM scale:1-5, high is poor outcome

1

Psychological Distress (Negative
Affectivity (NEM>4 versus NEM ≤1 ) on
Back Pain (VAS≤10mm) at 3 months
(patients with back or leg pain)
NEM scale:1-5, high is poor outcome

1

Risk factors/outcomes/population

Imprecision

GRADE

Adjusted OR : 0.55 [0.19, 1.61]

No serious
imprecision

LOW

Adjusted OR : 0.21 [0.06, 0.78]

Seriousb

VERY LOW

a

95% CI around the median crosses null line.
Note: Methods multivariable analysis, including key covariates used in analysis to assess Negative Affectivity (NEM>1-≤4/NEM >4 versus NEM ≤1 is an independent risk factor. Duration of
complaints before surgery, age, gender, BMI, whether or not pain medication was taken at baseline because the residual complaints, number of days in hospital following the surgery,
severity of pain in back and leg (both on VAS), pain catastrophising (Pain Catastrophising Scale, PCS), fear of movement (Tampa scale for Kinesiophobia, TSK)

25.4.2

Sciatica
Table 67: Clinical evidence summary: Radicular symptoms (continuous outcome) (surgery: open decompressive laminectomy)

Risk factors/outcomes/population
Pre-op predominant Leg Pain
(Bothersomeness Scale,0-6 point
Likert-type scale) versus pre-op
predominant Back Pain
(Bothersomeness Scale,0-6 point
Likert-type scale predicting the
treatment effect (TE=change in
ODI(surgery) – Change in ODI(nonoperative)) at 4 years on patients with
spinal stenosis (low back pain and/or

Number of
studies

OR
Effect and CI in single study

Imprecision

GRADE

1

Adjusted Mean Difference(Standard Error): 4.2 (1.088)

No serious
imprecision

VERY LOW

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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Number of
studies

OR
Effect and CI in single study

Imprecision

GRADE

Note: Methods multivariable analysis, including key covariates used in analysis to assess if Pre-op radicular pain to leg is an independent risk factor. Key covariates included: Duration of
symptoms, Age, Gender, Centre, Baseline ODI score income, treatment preference, compensation status, baseline Stenosis Bothersomeness Index, joint problems, stomach problems and
bowel problems.

Table 68: Clinical evidence summary: Radicular symptoms (surgery not defined)
Number of
studies

OR
Effect and CI in single study

Pre-operative leg pain (VAS >43) versus
Leg Pain (VAS ≤43)on leg pain VAS≤10
mm) at 3 months (patients with back or
leg pain)

1

Pre-operative leg pain (VAS >43) versus
leg pain (VAS ≤43) on leg pain (VAS≤10
mm) at 12 months (patients with back
or leg pain)

1

Risk factors/outcomes/population

Imprecision

GRADE

Adjusted OR : 0.24 [0.10, 0.58]

No serious
imprecision

VERY LOW

Adjusted OR : 0.38 [0.16, 0.75]

No serious
imprecision

VERY LOW

Note: Methods multivariable analysis, including key covariates used in analysis to assess if Pre-operative Leg Pain (VAS >43) versus Leg Pain (VAS ≤43 is an independent risk factor. Duration
of complaints before surgery, age, gender, BMI, whether or not pain medication was taken at baseline because the residual complaints, number of days in hospital following the surgery,
severity of pain in back and leg (both on VAS), pain catastrophising (Pain Catastrophising Scale, PCS), fear of movement (Tampa scale for Kinesiophobia, TSK)

Table 69: Clinical evidence summary: Radicular symptoms (categorical outcome) (surgery: dissection of the paravertebral muscles down to the
laminae and resection of the interlaminar)
Risk factors/outcomes/population
Effects of Pre-op leg pain (VAS) on
Function (ODI>10) at 1 year (patients
with Sciatica
a

Number of
studies
1

OR
Effect and CI in single study
Adjusted OR : 0.523 [0.135, 2.028]

Imprecision
Serious

b

GRADE
VERY LOW

95% CI around the median crosses null line.
Note: Methods multivariable analysis, including key covariates used in analysis to assess if pre-op Leg Pain (VAS) is an independent risk factor. Key covariates included: Duration of pain, age,
gender, BMI, smoking, surgical levels and whether the surgery was a revision operation or the primary operation.
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Risk factors/outcomes/population
Sciatica population.

OR
Effect and CI in single study

Leg pain greater than back pain on 50%
improvement in pain in 1 year

1

Leg pain greater than back pain on 30%
improvement in function assessed by
ODI in 1 year
Leg pain greater than back pain on 50%
improvement in function assessed by
ODI in 1 year

Imprecision

GRADE

Adjusted OR : 1.02 [0.70, 1.48]

No serious
imprecision

LOW

1

Adjusted OR : 1.71 [1.18, 2.47]

No serious
imprecision

LOW

1

Adjusted OR : 1.93 [1.35, 2.77]

No serious
imprecision

LOW

Methods multivariable analysis, including key covariates used in analysis to assess if leg pain greater than back pain is an independent risk factor. Key covariates included: Age, BMI, gender,
previous back surgery, history, baseline ODI, baseline back pain VAS, baseline SF-12 PCS and MCS scores, presence/absence of complications, levels of surgery and diagnosis
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Table 70: Clinical evidence summary: Radicular symptoms (surgery: discectomy)
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25.5 Economic evidence
Published literature
No relevant economic evaluations were identified.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.

25.6 Evidence statements
25.6.1
25.6.1.1

Clinical
Low back pain
Smoking
Low quality evidence from a single cohort study with a multivariable analysis, showed smoking
status was a prognostic factor after adjusting for duration of symptoms in predicting
improvement in function after surgery, favouring not smoking, in people with low back pain
(n=634).
BMI >30
Very low quality evidence from a single cohort study with multivariable analysis gave some
indication that a BMI greater than 30 may be a prognostic factor in predicting poorer response
to surgery in terms of improving function in people with low back pain (n=105) after adjusting
for duration of complaints before surgery. This was highly imprecise with an adjusted odds
ratio of 0.79 [0.21, 2.94].
Psychological Distress
Low-very low quality evidence from a single cohort study with multivariable analysis,
suggested that psychological distress was a prognostic factor in predicting response to surgery
in terms of improving back pain after adjusting for duration of complaints before surgery, with
lower levels of distress predicting better outcome, in people with low back pain or sciatica
(n=105).
History of previous fusion surgery
No relevant evidence was identified.

25.6.1.2

Sciatica
Radicular symptoms
Very low quality evidence from a single cohort study with multivariable analysis suggested
presence of radicular symptoms was a prognostic factor for predicting the response to surgery
at less than or equal to 4 months after adjusting for duration of symptoms (n=105). Low- very
low quality evidence from 4 cohort studies with multivariable analyse is, suggested presence of
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radicular symptoms was a prognostic factor in predicting response to surgery at greater than 4
months in people with sciatica (n=1782) after adjusting for duration of symptoms, duration of
complaints before surgery and duration of pain. This evidence indicated that greater radicular
symptoms / higher leg pain scores indicated better response to surgery.
Image-concordant pathology
No relevant evidence was identified

25.6.2

Economic
No relevant economic evaluations were identified.
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25.7 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations

38.Do not allow a person’s BMI, smoking status or psychological distress to
influence the decision to refer them for a surgical opinion for sciatica.

Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity; function,
psychological distress and adverse events (mortality, morbidity and re-operation
rate) were the outcomes that were critical for decision making. Surgery conversion
rate was also considered as important.
Evidence was reported for all prognostic factors that were pre-specified in the
protocol except for history of fusion surgery for people with low back pain and
image concordant pathology in the sciatica population.
Low back pain
Evidence for the prognostic factors smoking, BMI >30 and psychological distress was
available for the outcomes of pain and function only. There was no evidence for any
of the other outcomes.
Sciatica
Evidence for the prognostic factor radicular symptoms (pain that extends to leg
versus pain in back/buttock only) was available for the outcome of pain and function
only, and no evidence was found for any of the other outcomes.

Trade- off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Overall, there was a paucity of evidence to effectively explore the effect of
prognostic factors on the outcomes of people with low back pain or sciatica
following surgery. It was acknowledged by the GDG that in the low quality, evidence
identified in this review, there was a trend towards worse outcomes in the groups of
people who had prognostic factors identified-for example; smoking and high BMI.
Low back pain
There was evidence that non-smokers had a greater improvement in function
following surgery compared to smokers. Other evidence reported negative effects
on pain and function outcomes following surgery in people with a higher BMI or with
psychological distress. The strength of this evidence was weak however and the GDG
agreed that this carried significant uncertainty. There was scant evidence supporting
better surgical outcome in people who did not have a prognostic factor identified
(for example, there were no trials investigating the surgical outcomes of patients
post smoking cessation).
Sciatica
The evidence suggested better outcomes for patients for patients with predominant
leg pain following surgery for sciatica. The GDG noted that the evidence for leg pain
prior to surgery was in a population undergoing surgery for sciatica and therefore
would be expected to have a more favourable outcome from surgery. The GDG
considered that the influence of predominant leg pain on the treatment effect seen
at 4 years could be as a result of the long follow up time adopted in this study given
that sciatica has a generally favourable prognosis over the long term.
Summary
The type of surgery carried out was different in each study and not defined in the
case of 2 trials. Therefore, differences in surgical outcome could possibly be due to
the surgical technique adopted rather than the prognostic factor, despite the
adjustments for confounders in the multivariate analyses. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to statistically explore this difference due to lack of data.
The GDG agreed that there was insufficient evidence to suggest that smoking and
obesity reliably impacted the prognosis for patients undergoing surgical treatment. It
was however acknowledged that weight loss and smoking cessation have public
health benefits and therefore should be encouraged. (See the NICE guideline for
obesity and smoking cessation for more information). It was noted that these
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prognostic factors may increase the risk of surgery, but do not appear to affect the
outcome, and the benefits of surgery in some may outweigh the risks. It was agreed
that the prognostic factors identified should not preclude a surgical opinion where
the benefits of surgery might outweigh the potential risks.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

No economic evaluations were identified from the published literature. The GDG
considered whether making a recommendation to not base decision for referral for a
surgical opinion on these prognostic factors may lead to additional referrals for
surgery if CCGs are currently refusing referrals for surgery on the basis of these
factors, which in turn could result in an increase in the number of people having
surgery. The GDG noted however that this recommendation was unlikely to impact
sciatica surgery referrals as people are not currently being denied referral for
surgical opinion on the basis of their BMI, smoking status or psychological distress,
however the recommendation has been made specific to sciatica because the
evidence reviewed elsewhere in this guideline has led to surgery only being
recommended for sciatica rather than low back pain.

Quality of evidence

The evidence was from 5 prospective cohort and 1 retrospective cohort studies and
ranged from low to very low quality mainly due to high risk of bias due to selection
and attrition bias.
For the prognostic factors of BMI, psychological distress and radicular symptoms,
data came from a single, relatively small (N=105) trial, and the evidence was graded
as very low quality with serious imprecision. Evidence was only available at short
follow up time of 3 months for the majority of outcomes. The GDG noted that it may
have been beneficial if the categories of obesity had been stratified further in the
study rather than just the 2 cut-offs that were considered (i.e. <25 and >30) as this
might reveal further differences in prognosis. A referent of BMI <25 was used in the
study and data for the BMI=25-30 group reported separately compared to this
referent (in addition the BMI>30 group of interest).
The evidence for the prognostic factors of smoking and radicular symptoms was of
overall very low quality due to selection bias demonstrated by unclear confounding
of all the key confounders that could influence outcomes in the MVA and an >10%
group differential attrition bias related to outcomes with no appropriate imputation
in the studies.

Other considerations

The GDG discussed the ethical issues around shared decision making regarding spinal
surgery and using information based on limited prognostic factors to decide
treatment for patients. They agreed that using the limited evidence to deny
treatment to certain people would be unethical.
The GDG noted that the recommendation was based upon the prognostic factors
identified in the protocol and there may be other factors, for example, age and the
presence of co-morbidities.
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26 Disc replacement
26.1 Introduction
Disc replacement, or spine arthroplasty, is an operation carried out to treat spinal pain. The
indications and rationale are similar to those of spinal fusion. The procedure involves replacing
intervertebral units with artificial discs that can act as a functional prosthetic replacement. The pain
relief stems from removal of the painful disc. Single discs can be replaced, or alternatively, several
levels can be replaced during the same surgery. Some clinicians consider that the advantage of disc
arthroplasty over spinal fusion is that it preserves movement, which may have some benefits. Other
clinicians have the view that the movement confers no significant clinical advantage.
The specific selection procedures mean that only a small number of people are suitable for surgery,
and the surgical approach inevitably carries with it risks of serious harm. Since it was first introduced,
the frequency of use of this procedure appears to have fallen.

26.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost-effectiveness of disc
replacement surgery in people with non-specific low back pain?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C
Table 71: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain.
 Populations with low back pain only and low back pain with/without sciatica will be
pooled for analysis

Intervention

Disc replacement surgery

Comparisons

 Usual care
 Other treatment (interventions listed in our guideline review protocols)

Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Responder criteria (> 30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
o morbidity
o mortality
 Revision rate
 Failure rate
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
Outcomes to be recorded at:
 Short term (≤ 4 months) (8 weeks to 4 months)
 Long-term:
o >4 months - 1 year (4 months to 1 year) for all outcomes
o 0-2 years for critical outcomes
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o 0-10 years for failure rates and revision rates.

Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

26.3 Clinical evidence
A search was undertaken for randomised trials comparing the clinical and cost effectiveness of
performing disc replacement surgery in people with low back pain. Five randomised controlled trials
were included in the review; 2 of the studies were published as multiple papers: Berg 2009A,6-8,44,154
Gornet 2011,55 Hellum 2011,59-61,65,66 Li 2013,94,95 Sasso 2008.149,150
All studies included people with low back pain with or without sciatica, and compared disc
replacement to other treatment. Four studies compared disc replacement to spinal fusion,7,55,95,150
while 1 compared disc replacement to a 3-element MBR programme.61
The search was extended to cohort studies due to insufficient evidence and 2 further studies were
included .92,122,144
Berg2009A,6-8,44,154 Gornet201155 and Lee2015 91,92 are also included in the Spinal fusion chapter (See
Chapter 27).
One Cochrane review63,64 was identified but was not included as the stratification of the people with
low back pain, low back pain with/without sciatica and sciatica was unclear. The studies included in
the Cochrane review were individually assessed and included if they matched the protocol.
The included studies are summarised in Table 72 below. Evidence from these studies is summarised
in the clinical evidence summary below (Table 74, Table 74 and Table 75). See also the study
selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K,
GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.

26.3.1

Summary of included studies
Table 72: Summary of studies included in the review
Intervention and
comparison

Study
Berg 2009A
8,44,154

6-

Total disc
replacement
(Charite, ProDisc,
Maverick)
Spinal fusion
(posterolateral
fusion or posterior
lumbar interbody
fusion)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=152
5 years follow up
Sweden

Health-related
quality of life (EQ5D)
Pain severity (Back
pain VAS, leg pain
VAS)
Function (ODI)
Reoperations
(number of
patients; devicerelated, number of
events)

All smokers were
encouraged to give up
smoking before
treatment
Postoperatively, patients
in both groups increased
their activities as quickly
as they could tolerate
and were instructed to
be as mobile as possible
without restriction
(though sport and heavy
lifting were to be
avoided for 6 weeks and
3 months, respectively).
Walking, together with a
small programme to
activate back and trunk
muscles, were
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
recommended
Postoperatively, all
patients were referred
to outpatient
physiotherapy
Postoperatively, a soft
lumbar orthosis was
used for 6 weeks in the
total disc replacement
group, as recommended
by some suppliers
Part of the evidence was
reported in a format that
could not be analysed in
this report, and has been
presented in Table 73

Gornet
201155

Total disc
replacement
(Maverick)
Spinal fusion
(stand-alone
anterior lumbar
interbody fusion)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=577
2 years follow up
United States of
America

Health-related
quality of life (SF36)
Pain severity (Back
pain NRS, leg pain
NRS)
Function (ODI)
Reoperations
(number of
patients)
Adverse events
(number of
patients: any
reported; possibly
device-related)

No details given of any
concomitant treatment
or post-operative
instructions/advice
One patient was
randomised to the
investigational group but
received control
treatment and was
analysed in the control
group
Adverse events were
reported at the unclear
‘operative’ time point
and were therefore
extracted as ≤ 4 months
outcome
Adverse events were
reported for the
intervention group only;
this format that could
not be analysed in this
report and has been
presented in Table 73

Hellum
201159-61,65,66

Total disc
replacement
(ProDisc II)
3-elements MBR
(multidisciplinary
biopsychosocial
rehabilitation
programme:
cognitive, physical
and education
components)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=173
2 years follow up
Norway

Health-related
quality of life (EQ5D, SF-36)
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Adverse events
(morbidity)

Intervention group: no
major postoperative
restrictions; patients
were not referred for
post-operative
physiotherapy, but at 6
weeks follow up they
could be referred if
required.
Control group: no details
given of any
concomitant treatment
or post-operative
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Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes

Comments
instructions/advice

Total disc
replacement
(ProDisc-L)
Spinal fusion (TLIF)

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=74
5 years follow up
Singapore

No relevant
outcomes reported
(time-point of
revision surgery
was unclear
therefore this
outcome was not
extracted)

No details given of any
concomitant treatment
or post-operative
instructions/advice

Li 201394,95

Total disc
replacement
(Aesculap Activ-L)
Spinal fusion
(arthrodesis spinal
fusion of facet
joints with
autograft bones)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=68
3 years follow up
China

No relevant
outcomes reported
(responder
outcome was not
defined as pain or
function but only as
generic
symptomatic
improvement
mainly including
low back pain,
therefore it was not
extracted)

Review condition
defined as ‘Lower
lumbar pain during
activities with or without
radicular leg pain’
Early rehabilitation was
implemented in both
groups.

Nabhan
2007122

Disc replacement
(Aesculap AG)
Spinal fusion (Xia II
Spinal System with
TLIF-PEEK Cage)

Low back pain
N=24
1 year follow up
Germany

No relevant
outcomes reported

Intervention group: if
foraminal stenosis was
identifies on
preoperative MRI, this
was removed. In case
where posterior
longitudinal ligament
was ossified, this was
released
Control group: no details
given of any
concomitant treatment
or post-operative
instructions/advice

Sasso
2008150

Total disc
replacement
(FlexiCore)
Spinal fusion
(circumferential
fusion with
posterior pedicle
screw
instrumentation; 1
patient received
anterior fusion with
LT cages)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=76
2 years follow up
United States of
America

Pain severity (VAS)
Function (ODI)

No details given of any
concomitant treatment
or post-operative
instructions/advice
Evidence was reported
in a format that could
not be analysed in this
report, and has been
presented in Table 73

Lee 2015
91,92
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Sasso 2008

150

Hellum 201159-61,65,66

Outcome

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4 months

Mean: 3.9

39

Mean: 3.3

19

Risk of bias
Very high

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) >4 months
(1 year)

Mean: 1.8

35

Mean: 2.6

17

Very high

Pain severity (NRS, 0-10) > 4 months
(2 years)

Mean: 1.6

11

Mean: 2.0

8

Very high

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

Mean: 30

39

Mean: 32

19

Very high

Function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months (1
year)

Mean: 24

35

Mean: 32

18

Very high

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months (2
Mean: 6
11
Mean: 12
7
years)
Adverse events (morbidity) > 4 months (2 years): total number of complications in the disc replacement group at 2
years follow-up: 26/77 (34%). Complications included: 1 intimal lesion in left common iliac artery; 1 arterial
thrombosis of dorsalis pedis artery; 4 blood loss > 1500 ml; 1 retrograde ejaculation; 1 abdominal hernia; 1
superficial hematoma; 1 ileus; 2 temporary warm left foot; 1 temporary nausea at 1 year follow-up; 2 sensory loss; 2
radicular pain. ‘1 patient had a serious complication: at 3 month follow-up, the polyethylene inlay was found to be
dislodged. During revision surgery, injury to the left common iliac artery led to compartment syndrome resulting in a
lower leg amputation’.

Very high
Very high

Table 74: Clinical evidence summary: Disc replacement versus spinal fusion in low back pain (low back pain with/without sciatica)

Outcomes
Quality of life (SF-36 - mental component
summary score (MCS), 0-100) ≤ 4 months

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

559
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Spinal fusion

Risk difference with Disc replacement
(95% CI)

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) ≤ 4 months - mental component
summary score (mcs) in the control
groups was
48.5

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) ≤ 4 months - mental component
summary score (mcs) in the intervention
groups was
2.8 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Study

Intervention
results

Disc replacement
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Table 73: Disc replacement versus spinal fusion: data unsuitable for meta-analysis

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Spinal fusion

Risk difference with Disc replacement
(95% CI)
(0.65 to 4.95 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - physical component
summary score (PCS), 0-100) ≤ 4 months

559
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) ≤ 4 months - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
control groups was
36.9

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) ≤ 4 months - physical component
summary score (pcs) in the intervention
groups was
4.5 higher
(2.75 to 6.25 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - mental component
summary score (MCS), 0-100) >4 months (1
year)

556
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in
the control groups was
49.3

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in the
intervention groups was
2 higher
(0.09 lower to 4.09 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - physical component
summary score (PCS), 0-100) >4 months (1
year)

556
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
control groups was
41.6

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
intervention groups was
3.1 higher
(0.96 to 5.24 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - mental component
summary score (MCS), 0-100) > 4 months
(2 years)
SF-36 mental component summary score.
Scale from: 0 to 100.

524
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in
the control groups was
50

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in the
intervention groups was
1.4 higher
(0.71 lower to 3.51 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - physical component
summary score (PCS), 0-100) > 4 months (2
years)

524
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
control groups was

The mean health related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Disc replacement
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Spinal fusion
42.1

Risk difference with Disc replacement
(95% CI)
3 higher
(0.68 to 5.32 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) >4 months (1
year)

152
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean health related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months in the control
groups was
0.63

The mean health related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.08 higher
(0.01 lower to 0.17 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) > 4 months (2
years)

152
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean health related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months - 2 years in the
control groups was
0.69

The mean health related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months - 2 years in the
intervention groups was
0.02 lower
(0.11 lower to 0.07 higher)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

559
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
32

The mean function (ODI) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
8.6 lower
(11.76 to 5.44 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months (1 year)

708
(2 studies)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) >4 months (1
year) in the control groups was
25.1

The mean function (ODI) >4 months (1
year) in the intervention groups was
5.9 lower
(8.87 to 2.92 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months (2 years)

676
(2 studies)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months (2
years) in the control groups was
23.9

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months (2
years) in the intervention groups was
4.69 lower
(7.86 to 1.52 lower)

Pain severity (Back pain NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months

559
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (back pain NRS)
≤ 4 months in the control groups was
2.7

The mean pain severity (back pain NRS)
≤ 4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.92 lower
(1.35 to 0.49 lower)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Disc replacement
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Spinal fusion

Risk difference with Disc replacement
(95% CI)

Pain severity (Back pain VAS/NRS, 0-10) >4
months (1 year)

708
(2 studies)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (back pain
VAS/NRS) >4 months (1 year) in the
control groups was
2.9

The mean pain severity (back pain
VAS/NRS) >4 months (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
0.73 lower
(1.15 to 0.31 lower)

Pain severity (Back pain VAS/NRS, 0-10) > 4
months (2 years)

676
(2 studies)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (back pain
VAS/NRS) > 4 months (2 years) in the
control groups was
5.28

The mean pain severity (back pain
VAS/NRS) > 4 months (2 years) in the
intervention groups was
0.51 lower
(0.96 to 0.06 lower)

Pain severity (Leg pain NRS, 0-10) ≤ 4
months

559
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain NRS) ≤
4 months in the control groups was
1.74

The mean pain severity (leg pain NRS) ≤
4 months in the intervention groups was
0.06 higher
(0.37 lower to 0.49 higher)

Pain severity (Leg pain VAS/NRS, 0-10) >4
months (1 year)

708
(2 studies)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain
VAS/NRS) >4 months (1 year) in the
control groups was
2.02

The mean pain severity (leg pain
VAS/NRS) >4 months (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
0.57 lower
(0.97 to 0.18 lower)

Pain severity (Leg pain VAS/NRS, 0-10) > 4
months (2 years)

676
(2 studies)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain
VAS/NRS) > 4 months (2 years) in the
control groups was
4.02

The mean pain severity (leg pain
VAS/NRS) > 4 months (2 years) in the
intervention groups was
0.38 lower
(0.82 lower to 0.05 higher)

Adverse events (number of patients) ≤ 4
months (operative)

577
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
1.67
(0.98
to
2.86)

Moderate
87 per 1000

58 more per 1000
(from 2 fewer to 162 more)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Disc replacement
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

577
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
2.13
(0.10
to
44.15)

Moderate

Reoperations (number of patients) > 4
months (2 years)

676
(2 studies)
2 years

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
0.97
(0.59
to
1.57)

Moderate

Reoperations (number of patients) > 4
months (5 years)

152
(1 study)
5 years

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
0.75
(0.24
to
2.35)

Moderate

Device-related reoperations (number of
events) > 4 months (5 years)

152
(1 study)
5 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
0.41
(0.2 to
0.83)

Moderate

Risk with Spinal fusion
0 per 1000

100 per 1000

83 per 1000

278 per 1000

Risk difference with Disc replacement
(95% CI)
0 fewer per 1000

3 fewer per 1000
(from 41 fewer to 57 more)

21 fewer per 1000
(from 63 fewer to 112 more)

164 fewer per 1000
(from 47 fewer to 222 fewer)

(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID
(c) Downgraded by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs

Table 75: Clinical evidence summary: Disc replacement versus 3-elements MBR in low back pain (low back pain without sciatica)

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with 3-elements MBR

Risk difference with Disc replacement
(95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Adverse events (possibly device-related;
number of patients) ≤ 4 months (operative)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Disc replacement
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months in the control
groups was
0.55

The mean health-related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months in the intervention
groups was
0.13 higher
(0.03 to 0.23 higher)

Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) > 4 months (2
years)

172
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean health-related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months - 2 years in the
control groups was
0.63

The mean health-related quality of life
(eq-5d) > 4 months - 2 years in the
intervention groups was
0.06 higher
(0.03 lower to 0.15 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - mental component
summary score (MCS, 0-100) >4 months
(1 year)

172
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in the
control groups was
49.2

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in the
intervention groups was
1 higher
(2.77 lower to 4.77 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36 - physical component
summary score (PCS), 0-100) >4 months (1
year)

172
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
control groups was
37.3

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) >4 months (1 year) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
intervention groups was
5.5 higher
(2.03 to 8.97 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36, mental component
summary score (MCS), 0-100) > 4 months
(2 years)

172
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in the
control groups was
48.6

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - mental
component summary score (mcs) in the
intervention groups was
2.1 higher
(1.55 lower to 5.75 higher)

Quality of life (SF-36, physical component
summary score, 0-100 > 4 months (2
years)

172
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
control groups was
37.7

The mean health-related quality of life
(sf-36) > 4 months (2 years) - physical
component summary score (pcs) in the
intervention groups was
5.6 higher
(2.33 to 8.87 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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(1 study)
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Disc replacement
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Quality of life (EQ-5D, 0-1) >4 months (1
year).

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (VAS) >4
months (1 year) in the control groups
was
5.32

The mean pain severity (VAS) >4 months
(1 year) in the intervention groups was
1.76 lower
(2.61 to 0.91 lower)

Pain severity (Back pain VAS, 0-10) > 4
months (2 years)

172
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS) > 4
months (2 years) in the control groups
was
4.97

The mean pain severity (VAS) > 4 months
(2 years) in the intervention groups was
1.43 lower
(2.29 to 0.57 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) ≤ 4 months

172
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) ≤ 4 months in
the control groups was
30.6

The mean function (ODI) ≤ 4 months in
the intervention groups was
9.1 lower
(13.17 to 5.03 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) >4 months (1 year)

172
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months in
the control groups was
29.2

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months in
the intervention groups was
8.9 lower
(13.88 to 3.92 lower)

Function (ODI, 0-100) > 4 months (2 years)

172
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months - 2
years in the control groups was
26.7

The mean function (ODI) > 4 months - 2
years in the intervention groups was
6.9 lower
(11.57 to 2.23 lower)

(a) Downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
(b) Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1MID

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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(1 study)
1 year

Disc replacement
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Pain severity (Back pain VAS, 0-10) >4
months (1 year)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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26.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
Two economic evaluations were identified with the relevant comparison and have been included in
this review.44,66 These are summarised in the economic evidence profile below (Table 76) and the
economic evidence tables in Appendix I.
One economic evaluation relating to this review question was identified but was excluded5,8 as it was
based on the same data reported in the included study by Fritzell et al (2011).44,45 This is listed in
Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Fritzell
201144,45
(Sweden)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-trial (RCT, associated
clinical paper Berg 2011)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Adults with low
back pain with/without
sciatica.
 Two comparators in full
analysis:
1. Total disc replacement
surgery
2.Fusion(either ALIF or PLIF
according to surgeon
preference)
 Follow-up: 2 years

(b)

Saves
£1,587 (c)

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

(d)

Intervention 1
dominates
intervention 2
(lower costs
and higher
QALYs)

0.01

Uncertainty
Bootstrapping of ICER conducted
but only from a societal
perspective not a health care
provider perspective. Therefore
this is not reported here.
Two additional sensitivity analyses
were conducted.
- The costs were discounted at 3%;
this did not impact the total cost
difference between the 2
comparators.
- Reoperation costs were excluded
from total healthcare costs. The
total costs (mean per patient)
were:
Intervention 1: £9,710
Intervention 2: £10,235
Incremental (2−1): £525
(95% CI: -£827 to £1,710; p=NR)

Abbreviations: ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY: quality-adjusted life years; RCT: randomised controlled trial
(a) Swedish resource use data (2002-2005) and unit costs (2006) may not reflect current NHS context. No discounting applied in base case analysis, discounting of costs at 3% applied in
sensitivity analysis, however this is not in line with NICE reference case.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Berg 2009 is 1 of the studies included in the clinical review for disc replacement surgery.
Bootstrapping of ICER not undertaken from a healthcare payer perspective. Potential conflict of interest, study funded by manufacturers of surgical devices.
(c) 2006 Swedish Krona converted using 2006 purchasing power parities131. Cost components include: Intervention cost (index procedure for surgery), post-surgery hospital cost (including reoperation costs), primary care costs (including private care) and back-related drug costs.
(d) EQ-5D collected pre-operatively, 1 year and 2 years follow-up. QALYs were calculated using the area under the curve approach adjusted for baseline utility.
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Table 76: Economic evidence profile: Total disc replacement versus fusion

Johnsen
201466,67
(Norway)

Applicability
Partially
applicable (a)

Limitations

Other comments

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-trial (RCT, associated
clinical paper Hellum 2011)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Adults with chronic
low back pain for more than 1
year and degenerative changes
in lumbosacral intervertebral
discs
 Two comparators in full
analysis:
1. Total disc replacement
surgery
2. 3-elements MBR
(multidisciplinary
biopsychosocial rehabilitation
programme: cognitive, physical
and education components)
 Follow-up: 2 years

(b)

£3,245

(c)

Incremental
effects
(QALYs)
0.34

(d)

Cost
effectiveness
£9544 per
QALY gained

Uncertainty
Bootstrapping analysis was
conducted using a societal
perspective and therefore the 95%
CI around the ICER is not reported.
Using the intention to treat
analysis total disc replacement
was more costly but also more
effective, however the costs
included the societal perspective
therefore results are not reported.
Where missing data were not
inputted but dropped, the
effectiveness of total disc
replacement was lower, however
the costs included the societal
perspective therefore results are
reported.
When SF-6D instead of EQ5D was
used, the incremental QALY gain
was 0.11, and the ICER was
£29,500.

Abbreviations: ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY: quality-adjusted life years; RCT: randomised controlled trial
(a) Norwegian resource use data (2004-2007) and unit costs may not reflect current NHS context. No discounting conducted.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison. Bootstrapping of ICER not undertaken.
(c) 2012 euros converted using 2012 purchasing power parities131. Cost components include: Intervention cost, hospital follow up (reoperations, admissions, visits), GP consultations, physical
therapist consultations, visits to complementary practitioners, medications.
(d) EQ-5D collected at baseline, 6 weeks, and 3, 6, 12, 24 months follow-up. QALYs constructed through area under the curve method
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Incremental
cost

Disc replacement
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The 2 included studies compared total disc replacement with another type of surgery44,45 or with a
non-invasive intervention66,67 and they both concluded that total disc replacement is cost effective in
the base case. However the real extent of uncertainty around this conclusion could not be assessed
as the probabilistic sensitivity analyses were conducted using societal costs.
In addition, the comparator in Fritzell 201144,45 44,4545,4644,45 is not recommended in this guideline as it
is not considered cost effective. Therefore in this study disc replacement has been compared to a
cost-ineffective intervention, which could explain why it is cost effective.
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26.5 Evidence statements
26.5.1
26.5.1.1

Clinical
Disc replacement versus spinal fusion (Low back pain with/without sciatica)
Evidence from 1 study comparing disc replacement to anterior lumbar interbody fusion suggested
clinical benefit of disc replacement for quality of life (SF-36 mental component) both at short and
long term, but this was not demonstrated for the SF-36 physical component summary score (low to
very low quality; n=577). Clinical benefit of disc replacement compared to posterior lumbar
interbody fusion for quality of life (EQ-5D) at 1 year was also observed ; however, this was not
demonstrated at 2 years (1 study, low to very low quality; n=152). Evidence from the 2 studies also
demonstrated no clinical difference between disc replacement and spinal fusion for pain (back and
leg pain VAS) or function (ODI) at both short and long term (low to very low quality; n=577, n=152).
Further evidence informing these outcomes, could not be analysed as the results were inadequately
reported for analysis.
In terms of adverse events, evidence from a single study showed greater numbers of adverse events
for disc replacement compared to spinal fusion below 4 months (low to very low quality; n=577).
There was no clinical difference between the 2 procedures for the reoperation outcome at 2 years (2
studies; low to very low quality; n=577, n=152) and at 5 years (1 study; low to very low quality;
n=152), while there was evidence of clinical benefit favouring disc replacement for device-related
reoperations at 5 years (1 RCT; low to very low quality; n=152).

26.5.1.2

Disc replacement versus 3-MBR (low back pain without sciatica)
Evidence from 1 study demonstrated a clinically important benefit of disc replacement when
compared to 3-element MBR for quality of life (EQ-5D and SF-36 physical component) in the longterm but this was not demonstrated for the SF-36 mental component. A benefit of disc replacement
was also shown for back pain severity in the long-term. There was no clinical difference for function
in the short or longer term (low to very low quality; n=173).

26.5.2

Economic
 One cost-utility analysis found that total disc replacement was dominant (less costly and more
effective) compared to spinal fusion in people with low back pain with or without sciatica. This
study was partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 One cost-utility analysis found that total disc replacement was cost-effective compared to 3element MBR (ICER: £9,544 per QALY gained). This study was partially applicable with potentially
serious limitations.

26.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 39.Do not offer disc replacement in people with low back pain.
Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria (for pain and function), adverse events, revision rate, failure rate
and healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit) were also considered as important outcomes.
In this review, there was no evidence for the psychological distress for any of the
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comparisons. There was also no evidence identified for responder criteria, failure
rate or healthcare utilisation for disc replacement versus spinal fusion.
Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Disc replacement versus spinal fusion for low back pain with/without sciatica
The GDG noted that evidence for the comparison was limited, with outcomes
analysed from 2 RCTs only. Although the majority of outcomes demonstrated no
clinical difference between disc replacement and spinal fusion, some clinical benefit
for disc replacement was observed in terms of quality of life. The GDG were
concerned that the benefits observed came mainly from a study comparing disc
replacement to anterior lumbar interbody fusion (BAK cages technique). The GDG
was aware that anterior procedures in the lumbar spine for back pain are not
commonly performed in the UK setting, and that the BAK cages technique shows a
low fusion rate and would not be considered appropriate for a stand-alone anterior
fusion in clinical practice. The GDG had serious concerns about the high number of
severe adverse events associated with disc replacement in comparison to spinal
fusion. When compared to posterior lumbar interbody fusion, disc replacement
demonstrated a clinical benefit in the number of device related reoperations.
However, the GDG emphasised the complexity of revision disc replacement
procedures in patients, resulting in surgeons applying a much higher threshold for
carrying out reoperations. For 1 of the intervention trials, insufficient data were
reported for pain and function to be meta-analysed and therefore conclusions could
not be drawn with any degree of certainty although the GDG noted that the
magnitude of the between group differences appeared small.
Disc replacement versus 3 element -MBR for low back pain without sciatica
The GDG observed that the comparison between disc replacement and 3-element
MBR could be inappropriate, as people with low back pain would often take part in a
MBR programme before undergoing surgery. The GDG noted that evidence for this
comparison came from a single RCT. Although there was some benefit observed in
the outcomes reported, the GDG expressed concerns over the serious adverse
events related with disc replacement, in particular 1 lower leg amputation and four
cases of considerable blood loss (greater than 1500 ml) out of 80 participants. It was
noted that this is a high occurrence of adverse events in studies not powered to
detect harm. GDG opinion was that this rate was reflective of the risk observed in
practice.
Summary
The GDG noted that there were some signs of benefit from disc replacement
compared to other interventions, but this evidence was very limited and not
consistent across outcomes. Furthermore the GDG felt the risk of harms associated
with disc replacement outweighed the potential benefits. The GDG were aware of
the lack of long term follow-up data for disc replacement surgery. The GDG
expressed their concerns about this, particularly as disc replacement is often
performed in younger age-groups in consideration of its claimed motion
preservation benefits. However, it was highlighted that there is currently limited
evidence of disc replacement benefits regarding motion and adjacent level
degeneration compared to other surgical procedures, and the reported risks of disc
replacement would often prevail over the benefits. As a result, the GDG agreed that
the limited evidence of effectiveness alongside the above concerns meant it was
appropriate to recommend against the use of disc replacement in people with low
back pain with/without sciatica.

Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Two cost–utility analyses were identified for disc replacement. The first analysis,
Fritzell 2011, was a within-trial analysis (associated RCT: Berg 2009) which found that
total disc replacement was dominant (less costly and more effective) compared to
spinal fusion in people with low back pain with or without sciatica. This study was
partially applicable with potentially serious limitations. It was noted that all cost
elements were higher for the spinal fusion group and that 1 of the key cost drivers
was the higher rate of re-operations in the spinal fusion surgery group.
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The second analysis, Johnsen 2014, was a within-trial analysis (associated RCT:
Hellum 2011) which found that total disc replacement was cost-effective compared
to 3-element MBR (ICER: £9,544 per QALY gained). This study was partially applicable
with potentially serious limitations.
The unit cost for spinal fusion surgery was estimated to be £7,337 per patient. This
cost is based on the weighted average for complications and co-morbidities of the
following HRG codes: Extradural Spine Major 2 with CC Score 5+ (HC01A); Extradural
Spine Major 2 with CC Score 2-4 (HC01B); Extradural Spine Major 2 with CC Score 0-1
(HC01C); Extradural Spine Major 1 with CC Score 5+ (HC02D); Extradural Spine Major
1 with CC Score 2-4 (HC02E); Extradural Spine Major 1 with CC Score 0-1 (HC02F).
The cost of total disc replacement surgery was also discussed by the GDG. This
surgical procedure is included in the same HRG codes as spinal fusion and therefore
the 2 surgeries do not differ in unit cost.
The GDG noted that the comparator in the first study may have affected the overall
conclusions as spinal fusion was found not to be a cost effective interventions itself.
Therefore, disc replacement could have been shown to be cost effective in the
studies only because it was compared to a cost ineffective intervention.
In the 2 economic studies a probabilistic sensitivity analysis was reported only using
the societal perspective, which is excluded in our guideline, therefore no evidence on
uncertainty around the mean ICER was available from them. One way sensitivity
analysis was undertaken in the study comparing disc replacement with 3-element
MBR, where SF6D was used as a quality of life measure instead of EQ5D.The ICER
was around £29,000 and the intervention was not cost effective anymore.
Overall, the GDG were concerned about the lack of evidence of effect and the safety
of the procedure. Taking into account the overall body of clinical effectiveness
evidence, the uncertainty around the cost effectiveness studies, and the concerns
around safety, the GDG decided to recommend against this procedure.
Quality of evidence

The evidence included in the review ranged from a GRADE quality rating of low to
very low. This was due to the high risk of bias within the studies included as a result
of incomplete blinding, high drop-out rates and baseline differences between the
groups for several characteristics including baseline values of outcomes considered
as critical for decision making in this review (leg pain, low back pain scores and SF-36
mental health sub score). The GDG expressed particular concern over the high
number of patients that dropped out of the disc replacement group during the trial
comparing 3-element MBR versus disc replacement (30% versus 17%). As the trial
featured ITT analysis with last value carried forward (assuming patients had no
improvement after dropout), this raised a concern about data interpretation. The
imprecise nature of the outcomes included in this review further contributed to
decreasing the GRADE quality rating.
As stated above, the GDG raised concerns about the comparators in the included
studies as they were either procedures without proven efficacy, or in the case of
MBR, would be expected to be offered earlier in the pathway as an option prior to
surgery.
The economic evidence was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious
limitations.

Other considerations

The GDG agreed there may be specific causes of low back pain for which disc
replacement might be an appropriate treatment which are beyond the scope of this
guideline.
The GDG were aware of NICE Interventional procedures guidance for Prosthetic
intervertebral disc replacement in the lumbar spine, IP306 which recommend
normal arrangements for clinical governance, consent and audit for this procedure.
However, evidence reviewed by this GDG suggests that there was very limited
evidence available of effectiveness of these procedures and this did not outweigh
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the risks and therefore the GDG agreed that it is appropriate to recommend against
the use of disc replacement techniques for this population.
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27 Spinal fusion
27.1 Introduction
Spinal fusion is an operation performed to achieve solid bone union between spinal vertebrae to
prevent movement. This involves using the patient’s own bone or artificial bone substitutes. The
procedure of spinal fusion is commonly carried out as a component part of many types of spinal
operation, such as operations to correct deformity, remove tumours and treat spinal fractures.
Sometimes a fusion is done as part of an operation to decompress the spinal neurological structures;
this is known as a decompression.
In clinical practice, spinal fusion is sometimes used to treat severe and constant low back pain that
has not resolved despite the use of other more conservative treatments. Screws, rods or other
implants may be used as an internal splint to stabilise the spine while the fusion is occurring.
There are different surgical approaches to the spine: from the back, the front or the side. The
outcomes from the different approaches are similar. However, the risks of harm vary according to
the approach and specific methods used. The risk of harm should be considered in terms of the
probability of benefit and the alternative treatments that are known to have a treatment effect.

27.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
spinal fusion/arthrodesis in people with non-specific low back pain?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 78: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 or above with non-specific low back pain.

Intervention
Comparisons

Spinal fusion/arthrodesis

Outcomes

Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)
Important
 Adverse events:
o post-operative complications (e.g. infection)
o increased risk of requiring surgery at adjacent segments
o Mortality.
 Revision rate
 Failure rate
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)

Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a






Usual care; waiting list
No surgery
Different type of surgery (e.g. anterior approach fusion versus disc replacement)
Other treatment (interventions listed in our guideline review protocols)
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recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

27.3 Clinical evidence
Nine studies were included in the review (found in 18 papers).6,7,13-15,39,44,46-48,55,72,73,88,129,145,154,156 As
there was only 1 RCT for the comparison of spinal fusion versus usual care, the search was extended
to cohort studies for this comparison as well as spinal fusion versus no surgery for which there were
no randomised trials. One cohort study was identified that met the inclusion criteria for fusion versus
usual care and was included in the review. One Cochrane review63,64 was identified but was not
included as the stratification of the people with low back pain, low back pain with/without sciatica
and sciatica was unclear, however the study included were individually assessed and included in this
review if they matched the review protocol.
One non-randomised study was identified comparing spinal fusion with spinal decompression; 77 data
for which is reported in chapter 28. Evidence for spinal fusion versus disc replacement can also be
found in Chapter 26.The included studies have been summarised in Table 79 below. Evidence from
these studies is summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below
(action flow chart in Appendix B, study evidence tables in Appendix H, forest plots in Appendix K,
GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.

27.3.1

Summary of included studies
Table 79: Summary of studies included in the review
Study

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Berg
20095,7,44,154

Fusion (either PLFd or
PLIFca according to
surgeon preference)
Total Disc
Replacement (TDR)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
n=152
1 + 2 year follow-up
(5 year follow up
for complications
and reoperations)
Sweden

Brix
200313,15,47,48

Posterolateral fusion
with transpedicular
screws
3 element MBR
program: duration of
supervised treatment
period was 1 week at
first, followed by 2
weeks at home and
another supervised
period of 2 weeks.
Average duration of
the rehabilitation
program was about
25 hours per week.
Patients stayed at a
patient hotel and
treatments were
conducted in the
outpatient clinic

Low back pain
without sciatica
n=64
1 year follow-up (4
year follow up data
reported for
combined results of
Brix 2003 and Brix
2006 trials)
Norway

,72,73
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Outcomes
Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of Life (SF36 and EQ-5D)
Averse eventscomplications
Reoperations

Comments
Single centre trial
Pain was assessed for
back and leg
separately; only back
pain was reported in
this review
No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI,
General Function
Score (GFS))
Reoperations(4
year)

Multi-centre trial
Concurrent treatment:
consumption of
analgesics,
anxiololytics,
hypnotics, sedatives,
antidepressants, antiinflammatory agents
and muscle relaxants
were recorded 1 week
before follow up and
daily till 1 year follow
up. Consumption of
each drug was
calculated and daily
doses defined.
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
during the day. Three
daily workouts were
performed; aerobics
or outdoor activities,
water gymnastics,
and individual
exercises. Endurance
and co-ordination
exercises were also
recommended.
Additionally,
individual
consultations, group
lessons and
discussions were
given.
During the first week,
a specialist in
physical medicine
gave a lecture to the
patients to describe
pain receptors in the
discs, facet joints and
muscles; the reflexive
interplay between
various structures
and the ability to
suppress and
reinforce various
peripheral stimuli.
Fear avoidance
techniques were
used to reinforce
that patients could
not harm the discs by
engaging in normal
activities; patients
were constantly
challenged in their
thoughts about
participation in
physical activities
previously labelled as
not recommended.

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Brix 200614

Posterolateral fusion
with transpedicular
screws
3 element MBR
program: same as
Brix 2003

Low back pain
without sciatica
N=57
Patients with
previous surgery
for disc herniation
1 year follow-up
Norway

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI, and
General Function
Score, GFS)

Multi-centre trial
No details reported of
concurrent treatment implies same as Brix
2003

Fairbank

Fusion (technique

Low back pain

Function (ODI)

Multi-centre trial
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Study
200539,145

Fritzell
200145,46

Intervention and
comparison
based on surgeon
preference)
3 element MBR
program: Intensive
rehabilitation
programme
modelled on a daily
outpatient
programme of
education and
exercise running 5
days per week for 3
weeks continuously.
Most centres offered
75 hours of
intervention (range
60-110 hours) with 1
day of follow-up
sessions at 1.2,6 or
12 months after
treatment. Program
was led by
physiotherapists and
clinical psychologists
as well as medical
support. Daily
exercise included
stretching of the
major muscle groups,
spinal flexibility
exercises, general
muscle
strengthening, spine
stabilisation exercise,
and cardiovascular
endurance exercise
using any mode of
aerobic exercise.
Hydrotherapy was
also used in all but 1
centre. Lastly,
principles of
cognitive behaviour
therapy was used to
identify and
overcome
fears/unhelpful
beliefs that many
patients develop
when in pain
Fusion (either ALIFa,
PLFd or PLIFc)
Usual Care: nonsurgical treatment

Population
without Sciatica
N=349
2 year follow up
UK

Outcomes
Quality of Life (SF36)
Quality of Life (EQ5D-data presented
in graphical format
and therefore has
was not able to be
used in this review)
Healthcare
Utilisation(hospitali
sation, health
professional visit,
prescriptions)

Comments
The patient population
included a proportion
of patients with
Spondylolisthesis
(<15% in each
treatment group)
A high number of
patients randomised to
rehabilitation
underwent surgical
stabilisation of the
spine-10 instead if
rehabilitation, 38 in
addition to
rehabilitation
contributing to a >40%
cross-over rate of
patients who had both
treatments
No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=294

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI, GFS,
and Million Visual
Analogue Scale,

Multi-centre trial
Less than 4 months
data was reported
graphically (shows
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
program. Main
component was
physical therapy
which could be
supplemented with
other forms of
treatment such as
information and
education, treatment
aimed at pain relief
(TENS, acupuncture,
injections), cognitive
and functional
training and coping
strategies

Population
2 year follow up
Sweden

Outcomes
MVAS)
Adverse eventsComplications
Reoperations

Comments
benefit for fusion).
However, this data was
therefore not
extractable.
No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Fusion
Lumbar Disc
Arthroplasty

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=577
3 month, 1 year
and 2 year followup
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of Life (SF36)
Adverse eventsMortality
Adverse eventsComplications

RCT
Groups were
comparable for
baseline values for
ODI, VAS and SF36. The
proportion of men and
medication use was
significantly higher in
the Disc Arthroplasty
group
No concurrent details
reported

Lee 201388,91

Fusion only
Decompression
(laminectomy with
flavectomy without
fusion)

Low back pain with
or without sciatica
N=50
6 month and 2 year
follow up
USA

Pain (VAS)-reported
as change with no
corresponding
statistics for metaanalysis
Function (ODI)reported as change
with no
corresponding
statistics for metaanalysis

Retrospective cohort
review
Groups were matched
for age, gender, race,
surgery date, surgery
level and the status of
spinal stenosis at the
surgery segment
No concurrent details
reported

Ohtori
2011129

Fusion (ALFb or PLFb)
Mixed modality
exercise treatment:
aerobic+
biomechanical. Daily
walking (30 minutes
x2 per day) and
muscle stretching
(body and leg)(15
minutes x 2 per day).
Instruction for daily
walking was made by
1 physician and was
performed
independently by the

Low back pain only
N=41
1 and 2 year followup
Japan

Pain (VAS, and
Japanese
Orthopaedic
Association Score,
JOAS)
Function (ODI)

Multi-centre trial
All patients underwent
discography and
discoblock for a
degenerated disc at
single level for strict
diagnosis of discogenic
low back pain
Concurrent treatment:
only non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs
were used in both
groups. Opioids were
not permitted

Gornet
201155
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Study

Smith
2014155,156

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Intervention and
comparison
patient at home.
Muscle stretching
was performed at 1
hospital by a
physiotherapist.
These treatments
were performed over
2 years and a
physician checked
monthly that both
treatments were
performed precisely
as instructed. If the
patients did not
perform the walking
and stretching as
instructed, the
patients were
excluded from study
Fusion (instrumented
lumbar fusion)
Usual care: nonoperative treatment
modalities including
physical therapy,
epidural injections,
and medications

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain
N=96
58-63 month
average follow-up
USA

Quality of life (SF12)
Pain (NRS)
Function (ODI)

Retrospective review
All patients had a
positive, concordant
lumbar discogram
No details reported of
concurrent treatment

ALIF-Anterior Lumbar Interbody Fusion
ALF- Anterior Lumbar Fusion
PLIF- Posterior Lumbar Interbody Fusion
PLF-Posterior Lumbar Fusion
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Data unsuitable for meta-analysis
Table 80: Fusion versus decompression for spinal stenosis
Study
Lee 2013

88,91

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Outcome

Intervention results

Risk of bias

Back pain (VAS) at 6 months
follow up

The decrease in back pain score after treatment was greater in the Fusion group compared to
the Decompression group. Back pain VAS score improved from 7.4 to 2.7 over the first 6
months in the Fusion Group (change= 4.7) and improved from 5.6 to 2.1 (change=3.5) in the
Decompression Group

Very high

Back pain (VAS) at 24
months follow up

The decrease in back pain score after treatment was greater in the Fusion group compared to
the Decompression group. Back pain VAS score improved from 7.4 to 2.8 over 24 months in
the Fusion Group ( change =4.6) and from 5.6 to 3.4 (change=2.2) in the Decompression Group

Very high

Leg pain (VAS) at 6 months
follow up

The decrease in leg pain score after treatment was greater in the Fusion group compared to
the Decompression group. Leg pain VAS score improved from 7.9 to 2.0 over the first 6 months
in the Fusion Group (change= 5.9) and improved from 6.6 to 1.7 (change=4.9) in the
Decompression Group

Very high

Leg pain (VAS) at 24 months
follow up

The decrease in leg pain score after treatment was greater in the Fusion group compared to
the Decompression group. Leg pain VAS score improved from 7.9 to 2.0 over the first 6 months
in the Fusion Group (change= 5.9) and improved from 6.6 to 2.4 (change=4.2) in the
Decompression Group

Very high

Function (ODI) at 6 months
follow up

The decrease in ODI score after treatment was greater in the Decompression group compared
to the Fusion group. ODI score improved from 20.0 to 6.5 over the first 6 months in the Fusion
Group (change= 13.5) and improved from 25.4 to 11.0 (change=14.4) in the Decompression
Group

Very high

Function (ODI) at 24 months
follow up

The decrease in ODI score after treatment was greater in the Decompression group compared
to the Fusion group. ODI score improved from 20.0 to 11 over the first 6 months in the Fusion
Group (change= 9) and improved from 25.4 to 15.1 (change=10.4) in the Decompression Group

Very high

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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27.3.2

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects
Risk difference with Spinal Fusion (95%
CI)

Risk with Usual Care

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months

264
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months in the control groups was
5.83

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months in the intervention groups was
1.51 lower
(2.09 to 0.93 lower)

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months

264
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
45.6

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months in the intervention groups was
9.9 lower
(14.59 to 5.21 lower)

Function (General Function Score,
GFS,0-100) >4 months

264
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (general function
score,gfs,0-100) >4 months in the
control groups was
45.5

The mean function (general function
score,gfs,0-100) >4 months in the
intervention groups was 11.4 lower
(17.29 to 5.51 lower)

Function (Million Visual Analogue
Score,MVAS,0-100) >4 months

264
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (million visual
analogue score,mvas,0-100) >4
months in the control groups was
60.4

The mean function (million visual
analogue score,mvas,0-100) >4 months in
the intervention groups was 14.8 lower
(20.11 to 9.49 lower)

Adverse events-Complications (2 years)

283
(1 study)

LOW a
due to risk of
bias

OR 5
(2.45 to
10.19)

Study population

283
(1)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

OR 4.12
(1.3 to
13.1)

Study population

Reoperations (2 years)

a

0 per 1000

0 per 1000

*

*

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.
*Peto odds ratio reported as there is zero events in 1 treatment arm
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Table 81: Clinical evidence profile: Fusion versus Usual Care

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain Severity (NRS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year

96
(1 study)
>4 months 1 year

Function (ODI,0-100)>4 months 1 year

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion versus
Usual Care (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (NRS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year in the control groups
was
4.4

The mean pain severity (NRS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year in the intervention groups
was 0.8 lower
(1.94 lower to 0.34 higher)

96
(1 study)
>4 months 1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI,0-100)>4
months - 1 year in the control groups
was
34.2

The mean function (ODI,0-100)>4 months 1 year in the intervention groups was
1.1 higher
(7.87 lower to 10.07 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36 (PCS, 0-100)
>4 month

96
(1 study)
>4 months 1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36 (pcs, 0100) >4 month in the control groups was
43.8

The mean quality of life, sf-36 (pcs, 0-100)
>4 month in the intervention groups was
1.9 higher
(1.12 lower to 4.92 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36(MCS, 0-100)
>4 month

96
(1 study)
>4 months 1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36(mcs, 0100) >4 month in the control groups was
48.7

The mean quality of life, sf-36(mcs, 0-100)
>4 month in the intervention groups was
2.6 lower
(6.96 lower to 1.76 higher)

Outcomes

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MID’s.

Table 83: Clinical evidence summary: Fusion versus Other treatment

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effec
t
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Other Treatment

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion
(95% CI)
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Table 82: Clinical evidence profile: Fusion versus Usual Care (cohort)

Anticipated absolute effects

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months - 1 year (3
element MBR)

118
(2
studies)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year (3 element MBR) in
the control groups was
4.91

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year (3 element MBR) in
the intervention groups was
0.4 lower
(1.29 lower to 0.48 higher)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months - 1 year
(Mixed Modality: Aerobic+ biomechanical
exercise)

41
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year (mixed modality:
aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) in
the control groups was
5.6

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year (mixed modality:
aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) in
the intervention groups was
2.83 lower
(5.68 lower to 0.02 higher)

Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months - 2
year(Mixed Modality: Aerobic+ biomechanical
exercise)

41
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months - 2 year(mixed modality:
aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) in
the control groups was
4.7

The mean pain severity (VAS,0-10) >4
months - 2 year(mixed modality:
aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) in
the intervention groups was
3.06 lower
(6.08 to 0.04 lower)

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months - 3 element
MBR ( 1 year)

118
(2
studies)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months - 3 element MBR ( 1 year) in
the control groups was
19.4

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months - 3 element MBR ( 1 year) in
the intervention groups was 0.83
higher
(6.03 lower to 7.7 higher)

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months - Mixed
Modality (aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) (1
year)

41
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months - mixed modality (aerobic+
biomechanical exercise) (1 year) in the
control groups was
53.2

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months - mixed modality (aerobic
biomechanical exercise) (1 year) in the
intervention groups was 26.06 lower
(47.47 to 4.65 lower)

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months - 3 element

349

LOWa

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4

The mean function(ODI,0-100) >4

Risk with Other Treatment

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion
(95% CI)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Outcomes

Relati
ve
effec
t
(95%
CI)
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No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Other Treatment
months - 3 element MBR (2 year) in
the control groups was
36.1

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion
(95% CI)
months - 3 element MBR (2 year) in
the intervention groups was 2.1 lower
(6.47 lower to 2.27 higher)

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months - Mixed
Modality (aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) (2
year)

41
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months - mixed modality (aerobic+
biomechanical exercise) (2 year) in the
control groups was
40

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months - mixed modality (aerobic+
biomechanical exercise) (2 year) in the
intervention groups was 26.59 lower
(44.82 to 8.36 lower)

Function (GFS,0-100) >4 months (1 year)

118
(2
studies)
1 years

VERY
LOWa,b,c
due to risk
of bias,
inconsistenc
y,
imprecision

The mean function (gfs,0-100) >4
months (1 year) in the control groups
was
19.95

The mean function (gfs,0-100) >4
months (1 year) in the intervention
groups was
0.93 higher
(10.12 lower to 11.97 higher)

Function (Japanese Orthopaedic Association
Score, JOAS,0-3) >4 months - 1 year (Mixed
Modality: Aerobic+ biomechanical exercise)

41
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Japanese
orthopaedic association score, joas,03) >4 months - 1 year (mixed
modality: aerobic+ biomechanical
exercise) in the control groups was
0.9

The mean function (Japanese
orthopaedic association score, joas,03) >4 months - 1 year (mixed modality:
aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) in
the intervention groups was
0.96 higher
(0.36 to 1.56 higher)

Function (Japanese Orthopaedic Association
Score, JOAS,0-3) >4 months - 2 year(Mixed
Modality: Aerobic+ biomechanical exercise)

41
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (Japanese
orthopaedic association score,joas,03) >4 months - 2 year(mixed modality:
aerobic+ biomechanical exercise) in
the control groups was
1.2

The mean function (association
score,joas,0-3) >4 months - 1 year
(mixed modality: aerobic+
biomechanical exercise) in the
intervention groups was
1.16 higher

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias

Relati
ve
effec
t
(95%
CI)

Spinal fusion
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Outcomes
MBR (2 year)

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
(1 study)
2 years

Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - Physical
component score, PCS

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - physical component score,
pcs in the control groups was
27.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - physical component score,
pcs in the intervention groups was
1.2 higher
(2.5 lower to 4.9 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - Mental
component score, MSC

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - mental component score,
msc in the control groups was
48.1

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - mental component score,
msc in the intervention groups was
0.7 lower
(3.79 lower to 2.39 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainGeneral health perception

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-general health
perception in the control groups was
53.8

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-general health
perception in the intervention groups
was 3.9 higher
(2.12 lower to 9.92 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainPhysical functioning

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-physical
functioning in the control groups was
49.8

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-physical functioning
in the intervention groups was
0.2 higher
(6.92 lower to 7.32 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainRole limitation(physical)

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-role
limitation(physical) in the control
groups was
38.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-role
limitation(physical) in the intervention
groups was 1 higher
(9.61 lower to 11.61 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainRole limitation (emotional)

246
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-role

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-role

Risk with Other Treatment

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion
(95% CI)
(0.4 to 1.92 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Outcomes

Relati
ve
effec
t
(95%
CI)
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No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainPain

246
(1 study)
2 years

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainSocial functioning

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Other Treatment
limitation(emotional) in the control
groups was
65.4

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion
(95% CI)
limitation(emotional) in the
intervention groups was 0.2 lower
(10.98 lower to 10.58 higher)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-pain in the control
groups was
44.9

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-pain in the
intervention groups was 3.2 higher
(3.26 lower to 9.66 higher)

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-social functioning
in the control groups was
55.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-social functioning in
the intervention groups was 2 lower
(8.56 lower to 4.56 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainMental Health

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-mental health in
the control groups was
68.4

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-mental health in
the intervention groups was
1.9 lower
(7.48 lower to 3.68 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 (2 years) - DomainEnergy and vitality

246
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-energy and vitality
in the control groups was
46.4

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
(2 years) - domain-energy and vitality
in the intervention groups was
0.3 higher
(5.66 lower to 6.26 higher)

Healthcare Utilisation (unplanned hospital
admissions for spinal surgery)

349
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation(
unplanned hospital admissions for
spinal surgery) in the control groups
was
0.31

The mean healthcare utilisation(
unplanned hospital admissions for
spinal surgery) in the intervention
groups was 0.24 lower
(0.32 to 0.16 lower)

Healthcare Utilisation (GP consultations) (2
year)

349
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk

The mean healthcare utilisation(gp
consultations) (2 year) in the control

The mean healthcare utilisation (gp
consultations) (2 year) in the

Outcomes
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Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias

Relati
ve
effec
t
(95%
CI)
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No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
2 years

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Other Treatment
groups was
6.81

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion
(95% CI)
intervention groups was 0.57 higher
(1.29 lower to 2.43 higher)

Healthcare Utilisation (Practice Nurse
consultations) (2 year)

349
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean healthcare
utilisation(practice nurse
consultations) (2 year) in the control
groups was
0.62

The mean healthcare utilisation
(practice nurse consultations) (2 year)
in the intervention groups was 0.24
higher
(0.17 lower to 0.65 higher)

Healthcare Utilisation (GP home visits) (2 year)

349
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation (gp
home visits) (2 year) in the control
groups was
0.31

The mean healthcare utilisation (gp
home visits) (2 year) in the
intervention groups was 0.38 higher
(0.07 to 0.69 higher)

Healthcare Utilisation (Practise nurse home
visits) (2 year)

349
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean healthcare utilisation
(practise nurse home visits) (2 year) in
the control groups was
0.24

The mean healthcare utilisation
(practise nurse home visits) (2 year) in
the intervention groups was
0.37 higher
(0.02 to 0.72 higher)

Healthcare Utilisation (Prescriptions) (2 year)

349
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean healthcare utilisation
(prescriptions) (2 year) in the control
groups was
13.43

The mean healthcare utilisation
(prescriptions) (2 year) in the
intervention groups was
0.8 higher
(4.21 lower to 5.81 higher)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
c
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because of Heterogeneity, I 2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.
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Quality of
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(GRADE)
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow
up
2 years

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Different types of surgery

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion (95%
CI)

Pain Severity (VAS/NRS,0-10) <4 months
(3 months)

577
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (VAS/NRS,010) <4 months (3 months) in the
control groups was
1.78

The mean pain severity (VAS/NRS,0-10)
<4 months (3 months) in the
intervention groups was 0.92 higher
(0.5 to 1.34 higher)

Pain Severity (VAS/NRS,0-10) >4 months
(1 year)

729
(2 studies)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (VAS/NRS,010) >4 months (1 year) in the control
groups was
2.155

The mean pain severity (VAS/NRS,0-10)
>4 months (1 year) in the intervention
groups was 0.73 higher
(0.32 to 1.14 higher)

Pain Severity (VAS/NRS,0-10) >4 months
(2 years)

729
(2 studies)
2 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean pain severity (VAS/NRS,010) >4 months (2 years) in the control
groups was
3.94

The mean pain severity (VAS/NRS,0-10)
>4 months (2 years) in the intervention
groups was 0.1 lower
(0.89 lower to 0.69 higher)

Function (ODI,0-100) <4 months (3
months)

577
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI,0-100) <4
months (3 months) in the control
groups was
23.4

The mean function(ODI,0-100) <4
months (3 months) in the intervention
groups was 8.6 higher
(4.6 to 12.6 higher)

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months (1 year)

729
(2 studies)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months (1 year) in the control groups
was
19.35

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months (1 year) in the intervention
groups was 5.9 higher
(2.98 to 8.83 higher)

Function(ODI,0-100) >4 months (2 years)

729
(2 studies)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months (2 years) in the control groups
was
19.7

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months (2 years) in the intervention
groups was 4.75 higher
(1.74 to 7.77 higher)

Quality of life,SF-36 (Physical Component
Score,PCS,0-100) < 4 months

577
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life,sf-36(physical
component score,pcs,0-100)< 4
months in the control groups was
41.4

The mean quality of life,sf-36 (physical
component score,pcs,0-100)< 4 months
in the intervention groups was
4.5 lower
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Table 84: Clinical evidence summary: Fusion versus Different type of surgery

Quality of life,SF-36 (Physical Component
Score,PCS,0-100) > 4 months - 1 year

577
(1 study)
1 years

Quality of life,SF-36 (Physical Component
Score,PCS,0-100) > 4 months - 2 year

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Different types of surgery

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion (95%
CI)
(6.22 to 2.78 lower)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life,sf-36 (physical
component score,pcs,0-100)> 4
months - 1 year in the control groups
was
44.7

The mean quality of life,sf-36 (physical
component score,pcs,0-100) > 4 months
- 1 year in the intervention groups was
3.1 lower
(5.19 to 1.01 lower)

577
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life,sf-36 (physical
component score,pcs,0-100) > 4
months - 2 year in the control groups
was
45.1

The mean quality of life,sf-36 (physical
component score,pcs,0-100) > 4 months
- 2 year in the intervention groups was
3 lower
(5.16 to 0.84 lower)

Quality of life, SF-36(Mental Component
Score,MCS,0-100)< 4 months

577
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36(mental
component score,mcs,0-100)< 4
months in the control groups was
51.3

The mean quality of life, sf-36(mental
component score,mcs,0-100)< 4 months
in the intervention groups was
2.8 lower
(4.91 to 0.69 lower)

Quality of life,SF36(Mental Component
Score,MCS,0-100)> 4 months - 1 year

577
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life,sf36(mental
component score,mcs,0-100)> 4
months - 1 year in the control groups
was
51.3

The mean quality of life,sf36(mental
component score,mcs,0-100)> 4 months
- 1 year in the intervention groups was
2 lower
(4.05 lower to 0.05 higher)

Quality of life,SF36(Mental Component
Score,MCS,0-100)> 4 months - 2 year

577
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life,sf36(mental
component score,mcs,0-100)> 4
months - 2 year in the control groups
was
51.4

The mean quality of life,sf36(mental
component score,mcs,0-100)> 4 months
- 2 year in the intervention groups was
1.4 lower
(3.36 lower to 0.56 higher)

Quality of life,EQ-5D,0-1 >4 months - 1
year

152
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

The mean quality of life,eq-5d,0-1 >4
months - 1 year in the control groups
was

The mean quality of life,eq-5d,0-1 >4
months - 1 year in the intervention
groups was

Outcomes
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Quality of the
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(GRADE)
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effect
(95%
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No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Different types of surgery
0.71

Quality of life,EQ-5D,0-1 >4 months - 2
year

152
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

Adverse events-Mortality

577
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR
1.27
(0.13
to
12.16)

Moderate

729
(2 studies)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

RR
0.97
(0.9 to
1.05)

Moderate

152
(1 study)
5 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR
0.77
(0.35
to
1.69)

Moderate

Adverse events-surgery at adjacent level
at 2 years

152
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR
6.67
(0.82
to
54.06)

Moderate

Reoperations - 2 year

152
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,

RR
0.97
(0.37

Moderate

Adverse events-Complications - 2 year

Adverse events-Complications - 5 year

The mean quality of life,eq-5d,0-1 >4
months - 2 year in the control groups
was
0.67

6 per 1000

532 per 1000

163 per 1000

13 per 1000

100 per 1000

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion (95%
CI)
0.08 lower
(0.17 lower to 0.01 higher)
The mean quality of life,eq-5d,0-1 >4
months - 2 year in the intervention
groups was
0.02 higher
(0.07 lower to 0.11 higher)
2 more per 1000
(from 5 fewer to 67 more)

16 fewer per 1000
(from 53 fewer to 27 more)

37 fewer per 1000
(from 106 fewer to 112 more)

74 more per 1000
(from 2 fewer to 690 more)

3 fewer per 1000
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(GRADE)
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effect
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

a

152
(1 study)
5 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

Anticipated absolute effects

RR
0.86
(0.34
to 2.2)

Moderate

Risk with Different types of surgery

113 per 1000

Risk difference with Spinal Fusion (95%
CI)
(from 63 fewer to 155 more)

16 fewer per 1000
(from 75 fewer to 136 more)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
c
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because of Heterogeneity, I2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.
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Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
imprecision

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)
to
2.55)
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up
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27.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
Two economic evaluations were identified that included spinal fusion as a comparator and have been
included in this review. 44,145 These are summarised in the economic evidence profile below (Table 85
and Table 86) and the economic evidence table in Appendix I.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Fritzell
201144,45
(Sweden)

Partially
applicable (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-trial (RCT, associated
clinical paper Berg 2011)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Adults with low
back pain with/without
sciatica.
 Two comparators in full
analysis:
1. Total disc replacement
surgery
2. Fusion(either ALIF or PLIF
according to surgeon
preference)
 Follow-up: 2 years

(b)

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2−1: £1,587

2−1: -0.01
QALYs (d)

Intervention 1
dominates
intervention 2
(lower costs
and higher
QALYs)

(c)

Uncertainty
Bootstrapping of ICER conducted
but only from a societal
perspective not a health care
provider perspective. Therefore
this is not reported here.
Two additional sensitivity analyses
were conducted.
- The costs were discounted at 3%,
this did not impact the total cost
difference between the 2
comparators.
- Reoperation costs were excluded
from total healthcare costs. The
total costs (mean per patient)
were:
Intervention 1: £9,710
Intervention 2: £10,235
Incremental (2−1): £525
(95% CI: -£827 to £1,710; p=NR)

(a) Swedish resource use data (2002-2005) and unit costs (2006) may not reflect current NHS context. No discounting applied in base case analysis, discounting of costs at 3% applied in
sensitivity analysis, however this is not in line with NICE reference case.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Berg 2009 is 1 of 2 studies included in the clinical review for spinal fusion versus other
surgery. Bootstrapping of ICER not undertaken from a healthcare payer perspective. Potential conflict of interest, study funded by manufacturers of surgical devices.
(c) 2006 Swedish Krona converted using 2006 purchasing power parities131. Cost components include: Intervention cost (index procedure for surgery), post-surgery hospital cost

(including re-operation costs), primary care costs (including private care) and back-related drug costs.
(d) EQ-5D collected pre-operatively, 1 year and 2 years follow-up. QALYs were calculated using the area under the curve approach adjusted for baseline utility.

Table 86: Economic evidence profile: Spinal fusion versus other treatment (Intensive rehabilitation programme-3 element MBR programme)
Study

Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty
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Incremental
cost
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Table 85: Economic evidence profile: Spinal fusion versus other surgery (total disc replacement)

Limitations

Other comments

Rivero-Arias
2005145 (UK)

Partially
applicable (a)

Potentially
serious
limitations

 Within-trial (RCT, associated
clinical paper Fairbank 2005)
 Cost-utility analysis (QALYs)
 Population: Adults with chronic
low back pain
 Two comparators in full
analysis:
1. Intensive rehabilitation
programme-3 element MBR
programme (paced exercise
and education programme
based on cognitive behavioural
approaches).
2. Fusion(technique based on
surgeon preference)
 Follow-up: 2 years

(b)

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

2−1: £3,299

2−1: 0.068
QALYs (d)

£48,515 per
QALY gained

(c)

Uncertainty
Bootstrapping of ICER conducted
but only using a total costs
including patient-related costs
(broader perspective) not a NHS
perspective. Probability
Intervention 2 cost-effective
(£20K): ~5% (reading from graph)
Sensitivity analyses were
conducted assuming different
surgical technique costs:
- posterolateral technique (least
expensive procedure): ICER 2
versus 1 = £35,338 per QALY
- 360 degree fusion (most
expensive procedure): ICER 2
versus 1 = £60,765 per QALY
Further sensitivity analysis by
varying the time horizon to 4 years
(assuming treatment differences
for utilities were maintained): ICER
= £25,398 per QALY.
Finally, they examined impact of
patients receiving other
interventions subsequent to
allocated intervention (at 2 years
45 patients had received both
interventions) by assuming that
people in each arm continued to
receive both treatments in years
3,4 and 5 at rates observed in year
1 and 2: ICER =£16,824 per QALY.
The same sensitivity analysis was
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Study

Limitations

Other comments

Incremental
cost

Incremental
effects

Cost
effectiveness

Uncertainty
done but assuming half the rate
observed at year 1 and 2 applied:
ICER = £31,838 per QALY.
Note, these were all conducted
using the broader perspective
(including patient-related costs).

(a) UK NHS resource use data (1996-2002) and unit cost (2002-2003) may not reflect current NHS context.
(b) Within-trial analysis and so does not reflect full body of available evidence for this comparison; Fairbank 2005 is 1 of 4 studies included in the clinical review for spinal

fusion versus other treatments. Sensitivity analyses were conducted using a broader perspective which included patient-related costs.
(c) 2002/3 UK pounds. Cost components include: Intervention costs (including staff time and other resource use such as surgical implants and equipment) and other back

pain related NHS contacts up to 24 months (including surgical follow-up appointments, physiotherapy outpatient appointments, unplanned or other back-related
hospital admission, HCP contacts, prescriptions).
(d) EQ-5D collected baseline, 6, 12 and 24 months follow-up. QALYs were calculated using the area under the curve approach adjusted for baseline utility
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27.4.1

Unit costs
These HRG codes include the following spinal fusion procedures (OPCS codes):
HRG code HC01:
 V333: ALIF (>1 level)
 V336 + V551: ALIF + PLF (1 level)
 V385 + V551: PLIF (1 level)
 V386 + V551/2/3: TLIF
HRG code HC02:
 V402, V403, V404: Posterior instrumented fusion
 V333 + V551: ALIF (1 level)
Table 87: Spinal fusion surgery unit costs
Reference cost HRG

Activity

National average unit cost

Extradural Spine Major 2 with CC Score 5+
(HC01A); as recorded for Total HRG

273

£14,686

Extradural Spine Major 2 with CC Score 2-4
(HC01B); as recorded for Total HRG

1060

£8,968

Extradural Spine Major 2 with CC Score 0-1
(HC01C); as recorded for Total HRG

2428

£7,464

Extradural Spine Major 1 with CC Score 5+
(HC02D); as recorded for Total HRG

311

£13,028

Extradural Spine Major 1 with CC Score 2-4
(HC02E); as recorded for Total HRG

1300

£6,999

Extradural Spine Major 1 with CC Score 0-1
(HC02F); as recorded for Total HRG

2956

£5,518

Weighted for complications and co morbidities

8328

£7,337

Source: NHS reference costs

2013/201434,35

27.5 Evidence statements
27.5.1
27.5.1.1

Clinical
Fusion versus usual care
Evidence from 1 randomised study demonstrated clinical benefit of spinal fusion compared to usual
care for pain at greater than 4 months (very low quality, n=264) and for function measured by the
General Function Score (GFS) and Million VAS (MVAS) and in the long term (very low and low quality,
n=264). However, function measured by the ODI at greater than 4 months follow-up demonstrated
no clinical difference between fusion and usual care(very low quality, n=264). Evidence from a nonrandomised study for the same comparison suggested no clinical difference between fusion and
usual care for any of the reported outcomes for quality of life, pain and function (very low quality,
n=96).
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27.5.1.2

Fusion versus other treatment
Evidence from 3 studies showed there to be no clinical difference between spinal fusion and 3
element MBR in pain and function (low-very low quality, n=467). Overall, there was no clinical
difference between the 2 interventions for the majority of the quality of life domains of the SF-36 as
well as the composite mental and physical scores, however a clinical benefit favouring spinal fusion
was demonstrated in the domains of general health perception (low quality, n=246) and the domain
pain (low quality, n=246). In addition there was no difference between spinal fusion and 3 element
MBR in any reported healthcare utilisation measure (1 study, very low quality, n=349).
Evidence from a single study comparing spinal fusion with mixed modality exercise demonstrated
clinical benefit for fusion in both pain and function (measured by ODI and JOAS) at both the 4 months
to 1 year follow up and at 1 and 2 years (low to very low quality, n=41).

27.5.1.3

Fusion versus different type of surgery
Evidence from 2 studies comparing spinal fusion with disc replacement demonstrated spinal fusion
to be less effective than disc replacement in terms of improving quality of life measures such as EQ5D at greater than 4 months (1 study, very low quality, n=152) and the physical component score of
the SF-36 at the all follow-up points reported (1 study, low-very low quality, n=577). There was no
difference between the 2 surgical treatments for the mental component score of the SF-36 at any
follow-up period as well for EQ-5D at the 2 years follow up. Similarly, no clinical difference between
spinal fusion and disc replacement was reported for pain and function in either the short or long
term either (2 studies, low-very low quality, n=729).
There was slightly conflicting evidence for adverse events reported from 2 studies with the majority
of evidence demonstrating no clinical difference between spinal fusion and disc replacement for
mortality, complications and reoperation rates at 2 years and 5 year follow up for re-operation rate).
However, clinical benefit for fusion in comparison to disc replacement was reported for
complications at 5 years in evidence from a single study (low quality, n=152). In contrast, fusion was
demonstrated to result in more occurrences of surgery at adjacent level at 2 years compared to disc
replacement (1 study, very low quality, n=152).

27.5.2

Economic
 One cost–utility analysis found that spinal fusion was dominated (more costly and less effective)
compared to total disc replacement surgery for treating low back pain (with or without sciatica).
This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 One cost–utility analysis found that spinal fusion was not cost-effective compared to a 3-element
MBR programme for treating low back pain with or without sciatica (ICER: £48,515 per QALY
gained). This analysis was assessed as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.
 No economic analyses were identified comparing spinal fusion to no surgery or usual care.

27.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 40.Do not offer spinal fusion for people with low back pain unless as part of
a randomised controlled trial.
Research
recommendations

7. Should individuals with low back pain be offered spinal fusion as a
surgical option?

Relative values of

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
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different outcomes

Adverse events, revision rate, failure rate and healthcare utilisation were also
considered as important.
Evidence was reported for all of the critical outcomes except for psychological
distress. Failure rate was the only important outcome for which there was no
evidence from studies included in this review. The GDG felt there was sufficient
evidence for all of the outcomes that were considered important for this review.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Spinal fusion versus usual care
Low and very low quality randomised evidence from a single large trial suggested a
clinical benefit in favour of spinal fusion in terms of pain (VAS) in the longer term
follow up (4 months - 1 year) however there was uncertainty in this effect. The GDG
discussed that the difference in pain scores at the end of 2 years between the
surgical and non-surgical group was not very pronounced. However, this study
reported a marked decrease in pain severity in the first 6 months after surgery in
graphical form. The GDG considered this useful data although it could not be
included in this meta-analysis. The GDG discussed that the short term relief in pain
could be as a result of the application of a rigid plastic brace restricting the
individuals’ movement after surgery. A long term benefit in function (measured on
three different scales) was also shown to favour fusion. The GDG also noted the 17%
complication rate and 8% reoperation rate for spinal fusion and that there was
significant potential harm to patients.
Spinal fusion versus other treatment
Clinical benefit in pain (assessed by VAS and Japanese Orthopaedic Association Score
(JOAS)) and function (assessed by ODI and General Function Score) favouring spinal
fusion was observed in the longer term follow up with serious uncertainty. This long
term benefit in pain severity and function was observed in evidence from 1 small
study comparing minimally treated patients as the control group to surgery. It was
considered unlikely that improvements would be seen in the group receiving
minimal treatment. The 3 larger studies in this comparison incorporated more
rigorous MBR programmes as their comparator treatment; no clinically important
difference in either pain or function was observed with this comparator. The GDG
noted that 1 study had a very intensive MBR programme that involved 75 hours of
intervention per week compared to 25 hours per week in the other 2 studies.
However, evidence was consistent across all 3 studies, suggesting that the outcomes
for people receiving MBR programmes were no different those receiving surgery.
No clinically important difference in quality of life (assessed by SF-36) or healthcare
utilisation (with some uncertainty) was seen between treatments in the long term
follow-up for this comparison. The data for these 2 outcomes was taken from 1
study in which a high number of patients randomised to rehabilitation underwent
surgical stabilisation of the spine; 10 subjects opted for this instead of rehabilitation,
and 38 subjects in addition to rehabilitation, contributing to a >40% cross-over rate
for patients who had both treatments.
Overall it appeared that MBR programmes perform as well as spinal fusion in terms
of improving pain, function and quality of life, but are associated with a low risk of
harm.
Spinal fusion versus different types of surgery
Evidence from 2 large trials demonstrated no clinically important difference in either
pain (VAS) or function (ODI) between spinal fusion and disc replacement either in the
short or the long term follow-up.
A clinical benefit favouring disc replacement was demonstrated when assessed by
the physical component of the SF-36 in both the and long term. However, no
clinically important difference in the mental component of the SF-36 was observed
at any time point. Very low quality evidence suggested a clinical benefit favouring
disc replacement in terms of quality of life assessed by EQ-5D at the long term time
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point of 1 year which was not maintained at the 2 year follow-up.
No clinically important difference between spinal fusion and disc replacement was
seen in terms of adverse events (mortality and complications). The GDG noted that
there was a high rate of serious complications associated with both treatments, for
example 1 study reported that 345 out of 405 people experienced adverse events at
2 years following fusion surgery. However, it was noted that intraoperative rates of
serious complications differed at 14.6% for disc replacement compared to 8.7% for
spinal fusion; the higher rate in disc replacement possibly attributed to its more
invasive nature. The GDG understood there to be a roughly 10–20% rate of
complications across trials, with approximately 4-5% serious complications. As a
result, they did not feel that the clinical benefit favouring disc replacement assessed
by the physical component of the SF-36 in both the short term and long term was
significant enough to outweigh the potential harms associated with the procedure
despite the effect being maintained at 1 and 2 year follow-up.
Very low quality evidence demonstrated a clinical benefit favouring disc replacement
for further surgery required at an adjacent level at 2 years. However, the study did
not report treatment effect at different levels, so the GDG did not feel that this
information was useful for decision making. Furthermore, data from the same study
suggested no clinically important difference between spinal fusion and disc
replacement for revision rate (reoperations) at the long term time points of 2 and 5
years.
Summary
Overall the GDG considered that there was no consistent benefit of spinal fusion
over comparator treatments and evidence of potential harm. Given this and the
limited number of studies from which data could be evaluated, the GDG agreed that
there was a lack of evidence of clinical effectiveness to recommend spinal fusion for
people with low back pain other than in the context of a randomised controlled trial.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Two cost–utility analyses were identified for spinal fusion. The first analysis, Fritzell
2011, was a within-trial analysis (associated RCT: Berg 2009) which found that spinal
fusion was dominated (more costly and less effective) compared to total disc
replacement in people with low back pain with or without sciatica. This study was
partially applicable with potentially serious limitations. It was noted that all cost
elements were higher for the spinal fusion group and that 1 of the key cost drivers
was the higher rate of re-operations in the spinal fusion surgery group.
The second analysis, Rivero-Arias 2005, was a within-trial analysis (associated RCT:
Fairbank 2005) which found that spinal fusion was not cost-effective compared to a
3-element MBR programme (ICER: £48,515 per QALY gained). This study was
partially applicable with potentially serious limitations. The GDG discussed the high
cross-over between treatment arms reported in the trial, resulting in a large
proportion of the trial participants receiving both interventions by the end of the 2
year follow-up.
The unit cost for spinal fusion surgery was estimated to be £7,337 per patient. This
cost is based on the weighted average for complications and co-morbidities of the
following HRG codes: Extradural Spine Major 2 with CC Score 5+ (HC01A); Extradural
Spine Major 2 with CC Score 2-4 (HC01B); Extradural Spine Major 2 with CC Score 0-1
(HC01C); Extradural Spine Major 1 with CC Score 5+ (HC02D); Extradural Spine Major
1 with CC Score 2-4 (HC02E); Extradural Spine Major 1 with CC Score 0-1 (HC02F).
The cost of total disc replacement surgery was also discussed by the GDG. This
surgical procedure is included in the same HRG codes as spinal fusion and therefore
the 2 surgeries do not differ in unit cost.
Taking into account the overall body of clinical effectiveness evidence for spinal
fusion, the GDG concluded there was no consistent benefit of spinal fusion over
comparator treatments and there was considerable evidence of harm. When
combined with the cost-effectiveness evidence which indicated that spinal fusion
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was not a cost-effective intervention for the treatment of low back pain, the GDG
agreed that spinal fusion should not be routinely recommended for people with low
back pain.
Quality of evidence

Spinal fusion versus usual care
Evidence for this comparison was from 1 large study which reported pain, function,
adverse events and revision rate. The evidence was rated as low-very low quality due
to the risk of bias and uncertainty of the effect size. The population was recruited by
invitation to specialist spine centres and subsequent randomisation to more of the
same treatment (physiotherapy and advice), or surgery. The GDG discussed that the
control group appeared to be a severely disadvantaged group that had not been
offered a new treatment and had been selected on the grounds of strict inclusion
criteria of mandatory sick leave or equivalent disability for a year, as well as previous
failure of non-surgical treatments. The GDG felt that this could result in a risk of bias
due to a ‘negative contextual effect’ and also raised concerns that the study only
reported outcomes at 2 years. The surgical group in this study was also much larger
than the usual care group; 211 patients underwent surgery whereas 72 patients
usual care treatment. It was also noted that Million Visual Analogue Scale (MVAS)
used to measure function in the study reported a final score of 0-100 whereas
commonly the MVAS comprises of 15 questions with a scale of 0-150.
Spinal fusion versus other treatment
There were 4 studies included in this comparison and the majority of evidence was
of very low quality due to risk of bias and imprecision. “Other treatment” was
defined as an MBR programme of varying intensity in 3 studies and aerobic and
biomechanical exercise in 1 study. One study in particular was noted by the GDG to
be a very small trial and used a less intensive comparator than the other trials. The
GDG were not convinced by the small benefit in pain and function favouring spinal
fusion reported in this study, which was not observed in the larger studies with more
intensive comparator interventions.
Spinal fusion versus different types of surgery
Evidence for this comparison was from 2 large randomised studies which both
compared disc replacement to spinal fusion. Evidence was low-very low quality due
to very high risk of bias attributed to selection bias, lack of blinding and incomplete
data at follow-up. There was also imprecision on many of the results reported. The
larger of the 2 studies was an industry funded investigational device exemption trial
for an artificial lumbar disc and had an incomplete outcome data rate of 15.1% in the
control arm compared to 5.7% in the disc replacement group which cast doubt on
the results reported.

Other considerations

The GDG agreed there were causes of low back pain for which spinal fusion might be
an appropriate treatment which were beyond the scope of this guideline.
The GDG noted that if spinal fusion was being undertaken, patient outcome
information should be submitted to a national registry.
The GDG were aware of NICE Interventional procedures guidance for Non rigid
stabilisation techniques for the treatment of low back pain, IP366 which recommend
normal arrangements for clinical governance, consent and audit for this procedure.
The GDG were also aware of existing NICE interventional procedure guidance for
Transaxial interbody lumbosacral fusion (IPG 387) and Lateral (including extreme,
extra and direct lateral) interbody fusion in the lumbar spine (IPG321) which both
recommend special arrangement for clinical governance, consent, audit and
research. These procedures were excluded from the review and if considered for
people with low back pain, the existing guidance should be followed.
Research recommendation
Why this is important: Low back pain affects a large number of individuals in UK.
The condition has a huge cost to the individual, society and the country’s economy.
Over the past 2 decades, increasing number of procedures have been proposed for
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the surgical management of LBP. These include but are not limited to surgical
fixation with internal metal-work applied from the back, front, side or any
combination of the three routes. The costs of these operations have escalated, andas
well as the monetary cost, there are complications associated with the surgical
approaches with some studies reporting around 20% complication rate in the short
to medium term. There have been several studies looking at the clinical effectiveness
of spinal fusion versus usual care, no surgery, different surgeries, and other
treatments. The studies collectively fail to show clear advantage of fusion but do
show some modest benefit in some elements of pain, function and quality of life as
well a reduction in healthcare utilisation. It is not known what treatments should
have been tried prior to the consideration of surgery. Some patients who respond
positively to surgery demonstrate a large treatment effect and the ability to predict
responders would improve options available to patients. The studies generally suffer
from low number of patients, large cross over and in case selection bias. We
therefore propose a large, multi- centre randomized trial with sufficient power to
answer these important questions.
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28 Spinal decompression for sciatica
28.1 Introduction
Spinal decompression refers to removal of pressure from the nervous structures within the spinal
column. This circumferential structure consists of vertebral body, disc and ligaments at the front,
facet joints and foramen at the sides, and the lamina and ligaments at the back. Compression may be
due to an abnormality of any of these structures and their removal results in spinal decompression.
An example of spinal decompression, laminectomy, is the removal of the lamina either unilaterally
(hemi-laminectomy) or bilaterally, which is usually accompanied by the removal of the attached
yellow ligament (ligamentum flavum). This can also include enlarging the foramen (foraminotomy) or
undercutting facetectomy (trimming of the overgrown facets) and/or discectomy. The ultimate aim is
to make more room for the neural elements.
The most common cause of the narrowing of the spinal canal is degenerative lumbar disease
otherwise known as spondylosis. The symptoms associated with degenerative lumbar disease are leg
symptoms (often pain, but also numbness and weakness) usually made worse by prolonged standing
and walking. This is known as neurogenic claudication. At a very late stage of the condition people
can develop bladder and bowel incontinence. In contrast to this, disc prolapse usually causes leg pain
and sciatica. These 2 conditions often coexist in people suffering from back pain.
There have been several advances in the techniques of laminectomy and discectomy. With the
improvements in optics and illumination, surgical loops, microscopes and endoscopes, the
procedures are thought to be less invasive. There has also been the introduction of different
methods of removing disc material including laser, thermo-coagulation radiofrequency and many
others. Despite controversy surrounding the best method for discectomy, we have not reviewed the
comparative effectiveness of these methods and suggest that this be determined by the individual
surgeon and by clinical appropriateness.

28.2 Review question: What is the clinical and cost effectiveness of
spinal decompression in people with sciatica?
For full details see review protocol in Appendix C.
Table 88: PICO characteristics of review question
Population

People aged 16 or above with sciatica
 Populations with neurogenic claudication causing leg pain will be included

Intervention

Spinal decompression
 Laminectomy
 Discectomy

Comparisons

 Usual care
 Other treatment (interventions listed in our guideline review protocols)
Critical
 Health-related quality of life (for example, SF-12, SF-36 or EQ-5D).
 Pain severity (for example, visual analogue scale [VAS] or numeric rating scale [NRS]).
 Function (for example, the Roland-Morris disability questionnaire or the Oswestry
disability index).
 Psychological distress (HADS, GHQ, BPI, BDI, STAI)

Outcomes
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Important
 Responder criteria (>30% improvement in pain or function)
 Adverse events:
o Morbidity
o Mortality
 Revision rate
 Failure rate
 Healthcare utilisation (prescribing, investigations, hospitalisation or health
professional visit)
 Outcomes to be recorded at:
o Short term (≤4 months) (8 weeks to 4 months)
o Long-term:
- > 4 months (4 months to 1 year ) for all outcomes
- 1-2 years for critical outcomes
- 0-10 years for failure rates and revision rates (recurrence / repeat surgery at
adjacent segments or at the same segment, will be reported narratively only, for
GDG
Study design

RCTs and SRs will be included in the first instance. If insufficient RCT evidence to form a
recommendation is found, non-randomised studies will be included.

28.3 Clinical evidence
Nine RCT’s (published in 14 papers) were included in the review.17,18,38,51,119,133,138-140,166,167,171,175-178
The search was extended to cohort studies for comparisons where there was insufficient evidence
(specific forms of decompression versus a valid comparator) and 4 further studies were included
(published in 6 papers).19,74,75,77,97,136,176
Two Cochrane reviews were identified by searches but could not be included for the following
reasons:
 the review included studies on surgery techniques in disc prolapse and not just spinal
decompression 54;
 the review compared different types of spinal decompression techniques and was therefore not
relevant to the review protocol 134.
The studies included in these Cochrane reviews were individually assessed and included if they
matched the review protocol.
The included studies have been summarised in Table 89 below. Evidence from these studies is
summarised in the GRADE clinical evidence profile/clinical evidence summary below (Table 94 to
Table 101). See also the study selection flow chart in Appendix E, study evidence tables in Appendix
H, forest plots in Appendix K, GRADE tables in Appendix J and excluded studies list in Appendix L.
For the comparison of discectomy versus usual care, there was substantial heterogeneity between
studies when they were meta-analysed for the outcome leg pain severity at up to 4 months. Prespecified subgroup analyses to compare people who had discectomy as a procedure to those who
had laminectomy could not be applied as the only decompression procedure being investigated was
discectomy. A random effects meta-analysis was therefore applied to this outcome, and the evidence
was downgraded for inconsistency in GRADE.
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28.3.1

Summary of included studies
Table 89: Summary of RCTs included in the review
Study
Cao 2014

19

Retrospectiv
e cohort
study

Intervention and
comparison
Discectomy (interlaminar fenestration
and prolapse
removed)
Fusion

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Low back pain with
sciatica
Lumbar disc
herniation
N=91
18 months followup
China

Adverse events complications

No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Erginousakis
201138

Spinal
decompression (PDD)
Usual care: 6 weeks
planned of
supervised
conservative therapy
- actual mean
duration was 22 days
(analgesics, antiinflammatory drugs,
muscle relaxants, and
physiotherapy;
included counselling
and education.
Personal
communication
once/ week).

Sciatica (with or
without low back
pain)
Invertebral disc
herniation
n=62
1 year and 2 years
follow up
Greece

Pain (VAS)
Adverse eventsComplications

No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Gerszten
201051

Spinal
decompression
(using the Coblation
DLR or DLG Spine
Wand surgical
device)
Epidural steroid
injection (at the site
of disc protrusion.
Steroid used in most
patients was
methylprednisolone).

Sciatica
Lumbar disc
protrusion
N=90
6 months follow-up
USA

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Adverse events
(procedure-related)

Concurrent treatment:
both groups allowed to
receive additional
conservative therapies
including bed rest,
physical therapy,
narcotic analgesics or
NSAIDs at the
discretion of the
treating investigator

Kim 201577

Spinal
decompression
(microsurgical
extraforaminal
decompression /
discectomy)
Fusion (posterior
lumbar interbody
fusion) following the
decompression
procedures, including
laminectomy and

Sciatica
lumbar foraminal
stenosis
n=55
12 months followup
Korea

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of life (SF36)
Revision rate

No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Prospective
cohort study
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Study
Mcmorland
2010119

Intervention and
comparison
facetectomy
Microdiscectomy
(both
sequestrectomy and
intrannular
discectomy were
performed to ensure
adequate nerve root
decompression)
Combination noninvasive
interventions:
manual therapy+
biomechanical
exercise + selfmanagement.
Manual therapy
(spinal manipulation)
plus Cryotherapy or
thermotherapy was
used on as needed
basis during
treatment sessions to
increase patient
ability to tolerate
treatment. Patients
were moved from
passive care to active
and then finally selfdirected care. This
involved providing
patient with an
education/informatio
n pack and
introducing them to
rehabilitative
exercise. Patients
also participated in a
supervised
rehabilitative (core
stability) exercise
regimen. Treatments
typically required 2-3
treatments per week
for the first 4 weeks
reducing to 1-2 visits
per week for the next
3-4 weeks. At the 8
week mark, follow up
visits were scheduled
based on patients
symptoms and initial
treatment holiday
was given for 2

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Sciatica
Lumbar disc
herniation
N=40
1 year follow-up
Canada

Pain (McGill)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of life (SF36)

No details reported of
concurrent treatment
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
weeks, Upon follow
up if the patients
symptoms had not
deteriorated, no
treatment was given
at the follow up and
the next treatment
holiday time doubled
with another followup visit scheduled a
month later. If the
patient’s symptoms
had worsened at
follow-up, treatment
was administered
and another 2 week
holiday was
scheduled. This
process of treatment
withdrawal and
follow-up visits was
continued until the
patient’s symptoms
were deemed stable

Population

Outcomes

Comments

Osterman
2006133

Microdiscectomy
Usual care
(physiotherapeutic
instructions initially
and continued with
isometric exercises
after randomisation)

Sciatica
Herniated
invertebral disc
n=56
2 year follow-up
Finland

Pain (VAS)
Function (ODI)
Quality of Life (SF36)
Healthcare
utilisation
(additional
physiotherapy)
Revision rate
(reoperations)

39% of patients in the
control group crossed
over to surgery
eventually
Concurrent treatment:
analgesia was
prescribed according
to individual
requirements

Peul 2007140
(Peul
2007138, Peul
2008139)Van
denhout
2008171

Microdiscectomy
(herniation removed
by minimal unilateral
transflaval approach.
Annular fenestration,
curettage, and
removal of loose
degenerated disc
material from the
disc space, using a
rongeur, without
attempting to
perform a subtotal
discectomy)
Usual care
(Prolonged
conservative
treatment (surgery
offered at 6 months

Sciatica
Herniated disc
N=283
1 year and 2 year
follow-up
The Netherlands

Pain (VAS)
Function (RMDQ)
Quality of Life (SF36 and EQ-5D)
Responder criteria
(Recovery:
complete or nearly
complete
disappearance of
symptoms)

No details reported of
concurrent treatment
NOTE: if sciatica
persisted for 6 months
after the patient
underwent
randomisation,
discectomy was
offered. Surgery was
offered earlier than 6
months after
randomisation if
patients had increasing
leg pain not responsive
to medication, or
progressive neurologic
deficits.
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Study

Intervention and
comparison
if needed): intended
6 months of
conservative
treatment. provided
by GPs. informed
about their
favourable prognosis
and invited to visit
the trial website
(provided info about
the natural course of
their illness and the
expectation of
successful recovery,
irrespective of initial
intensity of pain).
Treatment aimed
mainly at enabling
patients to resume
daily activities. If
needed, prescription
of pain medication
was adjusted
according to clinical
guidelines. Patients
fearful of moving
were referred to a
physiotherapist.)

Population

Outcomes

Comments

SPORT trial:
Weinstein
2006A178

Discectomy
(standard, open)
Usual care (at least
physical therapy,
education and
counselling with
home exercise
instruction and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs if
tolerated. Physicians
were instructed to
individualise nonoperative treatment
and explore a wide
range of nonoperative options)

Sciatica
Intervertebral disc
herniation
N=1191 (3 studies)
1 year follow-up
USA

Pain (Sciatica
bothersomeness)
Function (ODI)
Quality of Life (SF36 and EQ-5D)-EQ5D data reported
graphically and as
QALY’s therefore
not usable for
reviewing purposes
Adverse events
(inadvertent
durotomy, wound
infection)

Back pain data from
analyses adjusted for
most key confounders
High rate of cross-over
from the control group
arm into the
discectomy group
No details reported of
concurrent treatment

SPORT trial:
Weinstein
2006176Pears
on 2008136
(Kerr 201574,
Lurie 201497
Tosteson
2008

As above for SPORT
trial

As above for SPORT
trial

Pain (Back pain
bothersomeness
Adverse events
(inadvertent
durotomy, wound
infection)
Healthcare
utilisation( number

Data from the
observational cohort
trial reported
separately as well as
combined with the RCT
data.
High rate of cross-over
from the control group
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Study
167
Tosteson
2008A166

Intervention and
comparison

Population

Outcomes
of physical therapy
visits and
medication use)

Comments
arm into the
discectomy group
No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Prospective
cohort study
SPORT trial:
Weinstein
2008177

Laminectomy(posteri
or decompressive
laminectomy)
Usual Care
(recommended to
include at least active
physical therapy,
education or
counselling with
home exercise
instruction, and the
administration of
non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs if
tolerated.

Sciatica
Lumbar spinal
stenosis at 1 or
more levels
N=654
2 year follow-up
USA

Pain (Sciatica
bothersomeness
and low back pain
bothersomeness)
Function (ODI)
Quality of Life (SF36)

High rate of crossover
in the study in both
treatment arms
No details reported of
concurrent treatment

Weber
1983175

Decompression
surgery (type not
specified)
Usual Care
(conservative
treatment)

N=567
N=1191 (3 studies)
1 year follow-up
USA

No outcomes of
interest reported in
the study

No details reported of
concurrent treatment
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Table 90: Discectomy versus usual care
Study

Outcome

Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

178

Adverse events(intraoperative
complications) at 2 year follow-up

The most common intraoperative complication was dural tear which
occurred in 4% of patients. There were 10 events of dural tear/spinal fluid
leak, 1 event of vascular injury and 2 events of other complications. There
were no complications reported in 230 patients (95%)

Very high

Weinstein 2006A178

Adverse events(postoperative
complications) at 2 year follow-up

There were 4 events of wound infection and 9 events of other
postoperative complications. No complications were reported in 226 (95%)
of patients.

Very high

Weinstein
2006A178Osterman
2006133

Reoperations at 1 year follow up

Weinstein 2006A reported 9 cases of additional surgery (4%) within 1 year
of initial surgery. These included 5 reoperations due to recurrent herniation
(2%) and 4 reoperations due to complication or other reasons (2%)

Very high

Weinstein 2006A

Osterman 2006 reported 2 reoperations because of recurring symptoms on
the same side and level. The reoperations took place at 6 weeks and 19
months after initial surgery
Weinstein 2006A178

Reoperations at 2 year follow up

There were 13 cases of additional surgery (5%) patients within 2 year of
initial surgery. These included 8 reoperations due to recurrent herniation
(3%) and 4 reoperations due to complication or other reasons (2%)

Very high

Weinstein 2006176

Adverse events(complications) at 2
year follow-up

The most common surgical complication was dural tear in 2% of cases

Very high

Weinstein 2006176

Reoperations at 1 and 2 year followup

Reoperation occurred in 7% of cases by 1 year and in 9% of cases at 2 years;
more than half were recurrent herniation at the same level

Very high

Pearson 2008136

Adverse events (complications) at 2
year follow-up

Inadvertent durotomy and wound infection were the most common
complications, occurring in 23 (3%) of patients and 18 (2%) of patients
respectively

Very high

Pearson 2008136

Reoperations at 1 year and 2 year
follow- up

36 patients underwent reoperation within 1 year including 26 for
reherniation. By 2 years, 48 patients had undergone reoperation, 38 of

Very high

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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Pearson 2008136

Reoperations at 8 year follow- up

Intervention
Intervention
results
group (n)
whom had suffered reherniation.

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

The rates of reoperation were bot significantly different between the
randomised and observational cohorts.87 of the 119 re-operations noted
the type of re-operation; approximately 85% of these (74/87) were listed as
recurrent herniation at the same level

Risk of bias
Very high

Table 91: Laminectomy versus usual care
Study

Outcome

Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

Weinstein 2008177

Adverse events

The most common surgical complication was dural tear in 9% of cases

Very high

Weinstein 2008177

Reoperations

At 2 years, reoperation had occurred in 8% of patients; fewer than half of
these operations were for recurrent stenosis

Very high

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Table 92: Percutaneous decompression versus usual care
Study
Erginousakis 2011

38

Outcome

Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

Adverse events

There were no adverse events in either the treatment groups

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias
Very high

Table 93: Discectomy versus fusion for sciatica
Study
Kim 2015

Outcome
77

Intervention
results

Intervention
group (n)

Comparison results

Comparison
group (n)

Risk of bias

Leg pain (VAS 0-10), at >4 months - 1
year

No significant difference between the 2 groups (p=0.909).

Very high

Kim 201577

Back pain (VAS 0-10), at >4 months 1 year

No significant difference between the 2 groups (p=0.626).

Very high

Kim 201577

Quality of life (SF-36 physical
component) at >4 months - 1 year

No significant difference between groups (p=0.643).

Very high

Kim 201577

Quality of life (SF-36 mental
component) at >4 months - 1 year

No significant difference between groups (p=0.818).

Very high

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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Study

Table 94: Discectomy versus Usual Care

Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,c

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual Care

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Bodily pain

690
(2
studies)
≤4 month

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-bodily pain in
the control groups was
41

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-bodily pain in
the intervention groups was
8.35 higher (7.87 to 8.83 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Physical functioning

690
(2
studies)
≤4
months

VERY LOWa,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-physical
functioning in the control groups
was
43.4

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-physical
functioning in the intervention groups
was 9.26 higher (8.84 to 9.68 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Social functioning

281
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-social
functioning in the control groups
was
67.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-social
functioning in the intervention groups
was 2.3 higher (1.76 to 2.84 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Physical role

281
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-physical role in
the control groups was
29.3

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-physical role in
the intervention groups was
0.2 higher (0.54 lower to 0.94 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Emotional role

281
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-emotional role
in the control groups was
66.2

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-emotional role in
the intervention groups was 3.1
higher (2.26 to 3.94 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Mental health index

281
(1 study)
≤4

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-mental health
index in the control groups was

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-mental health
index in the intervention groups was

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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28.3.3

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual Care
73.0

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)
9.1 higher (8.75 to 9.45 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Vitality

281
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-vitality in the
control groups was
57.1

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-vitality in the
intervention groups was 10.4 higher
(10 to 10.8 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-General health perception

281
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-general health
perception in the control groups was
65.2

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-general health
perception in the intervention groups
was 10.5 higher (10.14 to 10.86
higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-Bodily pain

696
(2
studies)
>4
months 1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-bodily
pain in the control groups was
54.85

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
3.3 higher (2.94 to 3.66 higher

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-Physical functioning

696
(2
studies)
>4
months 1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-physical
functioning in the control groups
was
56.4

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-physical
functioning in the intervention groups
was 1.5 higher (1.08 to 1.92 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-Social functioning

281
(1 study)
>4
months 1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-social
functioning in the control groups
was
82.4

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-social
functioning in the intervention groups
was 4.5 higher (4.07 to 4.93 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-Physical role

281
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk of

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-physical

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-physical

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up
months

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual Care
role in the control groups was
61.9

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)
role in the intervention groups was
7.2 higher (6.37 to 8.03 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-Emotional role

281
(1 study)
>4
months 1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domainemotional role in the control groups
was
81

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domainemotional role in the intervention
groups was 3.9 higher (3.23 to 4.57
higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-Mental health index

281
(1 study)
4 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-mental
health index in the control groups
was
80.5

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-mental
health index in the intervention
groups was 2.7 higher
(2.37 to 3.03 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-Vitality

281
(1 study)
>4
months 1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-vitality
in the control groups was
68.5

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-vitality in
the intervention groups was 3.2
higher (2.84 to 3.56 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
- Domain-General health perception

281
(1 study)
>4
months 1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-general
health perception in the control
groups was
71.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year - domain-general
health perception in the intervention
groups was 2.5 higher
(2.11 to 2.89 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (2
year) - Domain-Bodily pain

373
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months( 2 year) - domain-bodily
pain in the control groups was
37.1

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months( 2 year) - domain-bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
3.2 higher (2.07 lower to 8.47 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (2
year) - Domain-Physical functioning

373
(1 study)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months( 2 year) - domain-physical

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months( 2 year) - domain-physical

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Spinal decompression for sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up
>4
months 1 year

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual Care
functioning in the control groups
was
35.9

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)
functioning in the intervention groups
was 0 higher
(5.41 lower to 5.41 higher)

Quality of life, EQ-5D, 0-1 ≤4 months (3
months)

283
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, eq-5d, 0-1
≤4 months(3 months) in the control
groups was
0.57

The mean quality of life, eq-5d, 0-1 ≤4
months(3 months) in the intervention
groups was 0.06 higher
(0.01 to 0.11 higher)

Quality of life, EQ-5D, 0-1 >4 months - 1 year
(1 year)

283
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean quality of life, eq-5d, 0-1
>4 months - 1 year(1 year) in the
control groups was
0.82

The mean quality of life, eq-5d, 0-1 >4
months - 1 year(1 year) in the
intervention groups was
0.02 higher
(0.02 lower to 0.06 higher)

Leg Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) ≤4 months

333
(2
studies)
≤4
months

VERY LOW a,b,c
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency,
imprecision

The mean leg pain severity(VAS,010) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
2.195

The mean leg pain severity(VAS,0-10)
≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
1.39 lower
(2.39 to 0.39 lower)

Leg Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months - 1
year

333
(2
studies)
>4
months 1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean leg pain severity(VAS,010) >4 months - 1 year in the control
groups was
1.175

The mean leg pain severity(VAS,0-10)
>4 months - 1 year in the intervention
groups was
0.57 lower
(0.87 to 0.28 lower)

Leg Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months (2
years)

50
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean leg pain severity(VAS,010) >4 months( 2 year) in the control
groups was
1.5

The mean leg pain severity(VAS,0-10)
>4 months( 2 year) in the
intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(1.95 lower to 0.15 higher)

Back Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) ≤4 months

333

LOWa

The mean back pain severity(VAS,0-

The mean back pain severity(VAS,0-

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
bias,
imprecision

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)

Spinal decompression for sciatica
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up
2 years

332
(2
studies)
>4
months 1 year

Back Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months (2
year)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual Care
10) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
2.385

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)
10) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was
1.13 lower
(1.18 to 1.08 lower)

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean back pain severity(VAS,010) >4 months - 1 year in the control
groups was
1.74

The mean back pain severity(VAS,010) >4 months - 1 year in the
intervention groups was
0.23 lower
(0.28 to 0.18 lower)

50
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean back pain severity(VAS,010) >4 months ( 2 year) in the
control groups was
2.1

The mean back pain severity(VAS,010) >4 months ( 2 year) in the
intervention groups was
1 lower
(2.28 lower to 0.28 higher)

Pain Severity (Sciatica bothersomeness,
change score,0-6) ≤4 months

409
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-6)
≤4 months in the control groups was
-6.8

The mean pain severity(back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-6)
≤4 months in the intervention groups
was 2.2 lower
(3.46 to 0.94 lower)

Pain Severity (Sciatica bothersomeness,
change score,0-6) >4 months - 1 year (1 year)

413
(1 study)
1 years

LOW a,b
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity(back pain
bothersomeness,change score,0-6)
>4 months - 1 year ( 1 year) in the
control groups was
-8.7

The mean pain severity(back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-6)
>4 months - 1 year ( 1 year) in the
intervention groups was 1.6 lower
(2.86 to 0.34 lower)

Pain Severity (Sciatica bothersomeness,
change score,0-6) >4 months (2 years)

373
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity(back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-6)
>4 months ( 2 year) in the control
groups was

The mean pain severity(back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-6)
>4 months ( 2 year) in the
intervention groups was 1.6 lower

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Back Pain Severity (VAS,0-10) >4 months - 1
year

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk of
bias

Relati
ve
effect
(95%
CI)
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up
(2
studies)
≤4
months

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual Care
-8.5

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)
(2.92 to 0.28 lower)

Function (RMDQ, final score) ≤4 months

281
(1 study)
≤4
months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(RMDQ, final
score) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
9.2

The mean function(RMDQ, final
score) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 3.1 lower
(3.22 to 2.98 lower)

Function (RMDQ final score) >4 months - 1
year

281
(1 study)
>4
months 1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(RMDQ final
score) >4 months - 1 year in the
control groups was
4.8

The mean function(RMDQ final score)
>4 months - 1 year in the intervention
groups was 0.8 lower
(0.92 to 0.68 lower)

Function (ODI change score) ≤4 months

461
(2
studies)
≤4
months

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(,ODI change
score) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-17.65

The mean function(,ODI change
score) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 5.1 lower
(8.91 to 1.3 lower)

Function (ODI change score) >4 months - 1
year

467
(2
studies)
>4
months 1 year

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI change
score) >4 months - 1 year in the
control groups was
-19.2

The mean function(,ODI change
score) >4 months - 1 year in the
intervention groups was 2.58 lower
(6.47 lower to 1.3 higher)

Function (ODI change score) >4 months (2
years)

423
(2
studies)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean function(ODI change
score) >4 months (2 year) in the
control groups was
-19.85

The mean function(,ODI change
score) >4 months (2 year) in the
intervention groups was
3.38 lower
(7.33 lower to 0.58 higher)

Responder criteria (complete or nearly
complete disappearance of symptoms) ≤ 4
months (8 weeks)

281
(1 study)
8 weeks

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

RR
1.97
(1.49

Moderate
312 per 1000

303 more per 1000
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(GRADE)
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effect
(95%
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects

281
(1 study)
26 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR
1.38
(1.21
to
1.57)

Moderate

Healthcare Utilisation (Number of patients
with additional physical therapy visits) > 4
months (2 years)

50
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR
0.49
(0.26
to
0.95)

Moderate

Risk with Usual Care

660 per 1000

625 per 1000

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)
(from 153 more to 499 more)
251 more per 1000
(from 139 more to 376 more)

319 fewer per 1000
(from 31 fewer to 463 fewer)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 or 2 increments because of Heterogeneity, I 2=50%, p=0.04, unexplained by subgroup analysis.
c
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 95: Discectomy versus usual care (cohort and RCT+ cohort)
No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months (3
month) - Domain-Bodily pain

656
(1 study)
3 months

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months (3
month) - Domain-Physical functioning

656
(1 study)

Outcomes

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated disc- Discectomy (95% CI)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0100 ≤4 months( 3 month) - domainbodily pain in the control groups
was
25.3

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months (3 month) - domainbodily pain in the intervention
groups was 14.9 higher
(10.77 to 19.03 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0100 ≤4 months( 3 month) - domain-

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months (3 month) - domain-

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Responder criteria (complete or nearly
complete disappearance of symptoms) > 4
months (26 weeks)

Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
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effect
(95%
CI)
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Outcomes

No of
Participa
nts
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
(1 year) - Domain-Bodily pain

631
(1 study)
1 years

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months - 1 year
(1 year) - Domain-Physical functioning

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care
physical functioning in the control
groups was
26

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated disc- Discectomy (95% CI)
physical functioning in the
intervention groups was
15.4 higher
(11.53 to 19.27 higher)

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0100 >4 months - 1 year( 1 year) domain-bodily pain in the control
groups was
29.2

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year (1 year) domain-bodily pain in the
intervention groups was 10.8 higher
(6.5 to 15.1 higher)

631
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0100 >4 months - 1 year( 1 year) domain-physical functioning in the
control groups was
32

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year (1 year) domain-physical functioning in the
intervention groups was
15.1 higher
(10.9 to 19.3 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (2 years)
- Domain-Bodily pain

621
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0100 >4 months( 2 year) - domainbodily pain in the control groups
was
31.9

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months (2 years) - domain-bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
10.2 higher
(5.9 to 14.5 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (2 year) Domain-Physical functioning

621
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0100 >4 months( 2 year) - domainphysical functioning in the control
groups was
32.4

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months (2 years) - domainphysical functioning in the
intervention groups was
12 higher
(7.8 to 16.2 higher)

Pain Severity (Sciatica bothersomeness index,
change score,0-24) ≤4 months (3 months)

656
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(sciatica
bothersomeness index, change
score,0-24) ≤4 months ( 3 months)
in the control groups was

The mean pain severity (sciatica
bothersomeness index, change
score,0-24) ≤4 months (3 months) in
the intervention groups was

Outcomes

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias,
imprecision
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
3 months

Pain Severity (Sciatica bothersomeness index,
change score,0-24) >4 months - 1 year (1 year)

631
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (sciatica
bothersomeness index, change
score,0-24) >4 months - 1 year (1
year) in the control groups was
-8.6

The mean pain severity (sciatica
bothersomeness index, change
score,0-24) >4 months - 1 year (1
year) in the intervention groups was
2.6 lower
(3.67 to 1.53 lower)

Pain Severity (Sciatica bothersomeness index,
change score, 0-24) >4 months (2 year)

621
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (sciatica
bothersomeness index, change
score,0-24) >4 months (2 year) in
the control groups was
-8.7

The mean pain severity (sciatica
bothersomeness index, change
score,0-24) >4 months (2 year) in the
intervention groups was
2.1 lower
(3.17 to 1.03 lower)

Function (ODI change score) ≤4 months

656
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI change
score) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-20.9

The mean function (ODI change
score) ≤4 months in the intervention
groups was 15.2 lower
(18.6 to 11.8 lower)

Function (ODI change score) 4 months (1 year)

631
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function(ODI change
score) 4 months (1 year) in the
control groups was
-22.4

The mean function (ODI change
score) 4 months (1 year) in the
intervention groups was
15.3 lower
(19.03 to 11.57 lower)

Function (ODI change score) ≤4 months (2
years)

621
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI change
score) ≤4 months (2 years) in the
control groups was
-24.2

The mean function (ODI change
score) ≤4 months (2 years) in the
intervention groups was
13.4 lower
(17.13 to 9.67 lower)

VERY LOWa
due to risk

The mean pain severity (back pain
bothersomeness, 0-6) ≤4 months in

The mean pain severity (back pain
bothersomeness, 0-6) ≤4 months in

Outcomes

Pain Severity (Back Pain bothersomeness, 0-6) ≤4
months

1191
(1 study)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care
-7.5

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated disc- Discectomy (95% CI)
3.9 lower
(4.93 to 2.87 lower)
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No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with Usual care
the control groups was
-1.3

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated disc- Discectomy (95% CI)
the intervention groups was
0.9 lower
(0.91 to 0.89 lower)

Pain Severity (Back Pain bothersomeness, 0-6) >4
months - 1 year (1 year)

1191
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (back pain
bothersomeness, 0-6) >4 months 1 year ( 1 year) in the control
groups was
-1.4

The mean pain severity (back pain
bothersomeness, 0-6) >4 months - 1
year (1 year) in the intervention
groups was 0.7 lower
(0.71 to 0.69 lower)

Pain Severity (Back Pain bothersomeness, 0-6) >4
months (2 year)

1191
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (back pain
bothersomeness, 0-6) >4 months (
2 year) in the control groups was
-1.5

The mean pain severity (back pain
bothersomeness, 0-6) >4 months (2
year) in the intervention groups was
0.5 lower
(0.51 to 0.49 lower)

Healthcare Utilisation (Number of patients with
more reported diagnostic test use) > 4 months (2
years)

1191
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

RR
1.56
(1.34
to
1.81)

Moderate

Healthcare Utilisation (Number of patients with
additional physical therapy visits) > 4 months (2
years)

1191
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

RR
1.12
(0.99
to
1.28)

Moderate

Healthcare Utilisation (Number of patients with
reported healthcare visits) > 4 months (2 years)

1191
(1 study)
2 years

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

RR
1.02
(0.98
to
1.07)

Moderate

Healthcare Utilisation (Medication use ) > 4

1191

VERY LOWa

RR

Moderate

339 per 1000

440 per 1000

880 per 1000

190 more per 1000
(from 115 more to 275 more)

53 more per 1000
(from 4 fewer to 123 more)

18 more per 1000
(from 18 fewer to 62 more)
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Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Relativ Anticipated absolute effects
e effect
(95%
CI)
Risk with Usual care
1.08
889 per 1000
(1.04
to
1.12)

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated disc- Discectomy (95% CI)
71 more per 1000
(from 36 more to 107 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 96: Discectomy versus combination treatment (manual therapy+ biomechanical exercise + self-management)

Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Manual therapy+
biomechanical exercise + selfmanagement

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-Bodily pain

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-bodily
pain in the control groups was
47.1

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-bodily pain
in the intervention groups was
10.3 higher
(2.37 lower to 22.97 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-Physical role

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-physical
role in the control groups was
32.5

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-physical
role in the intervention groups was
3.7 lower
(27.1 lower to 19.7 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-Emotional role

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-emotional
role in the control groups was
74.5

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-emotional
role in the intervention groups was
9.5 lower
(34.49 lower to 15.49 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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Outcomes
months (2 years)

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up
(1 study)
2 years

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)

Risk with Manual therapy+
biomechanical exercise + selfmanagement

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-Vitality

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-vitality in
the control groups was
59.0

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-vitality in
the intervention groups was
8.20 higher
(3.37 lower to 19.77 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-Physical function

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-physical
function in the control groups was
73.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-physical
function in the intervention groups was
6.80 higher
(9.64 lower to 23.24 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-Social function

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-social
function in the control groups was
73.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-social
function in the intervention groups was
6.30 lower
(23.79 lower to 11.19 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-Mental health

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-mental
health in the control groups was
82.8

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-mental
health in the intervention groups was
0.40 higher
(5.61 lower to 6.41 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months
(12 weeks) - Domain-General health

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-mental
health in the control groups was
77.8

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months (12 weeks) - domain-mental
health in the intervention groups was
5.40 higher
(-3.40 lower to 14.20 higher)

Pain Severity(McGill, 0-78) ≤ 4 months
(12 weeks)

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (McGill, 0-78) ≤
4 months (12 weeks) in the control
groups was
19.4

The mean pain severity (McGill, 0-78) ≤ 4
months (12 weeks) in the intervention
groups was 6.4 lower
(15.9 lower to 3.1 higher)

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

40
(1 study)
12 weeks

Quality of
the evidence
(GRADE)
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Risk with Manual therapy+
biomechanical exercise + selfmanagement

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discDiscectomy (95% CI)

The mean function (RMDQ,0-24) ≤4
months in the control groups was
9.0

The mean function (RMDQ,0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(5.87 lower to 2.27 higher)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 97: Percutaneous disc decompression versus Usual Care

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)
a,b

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Usual Care

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral discPercutaneous disc decompression (95% CI)

Pain Severity (Leg Pain NVS,0-10)
≤4 months (3 months)

62
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOW
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (leg pain nvs,010) ≤4 months (3 months) in the control
groups was
6

The mean pain severity (leg pain nvs,0-10)
≤4 months (3 months) in the intervention
groups was 1.6 lower
(2.95 to 0.25 lower)

Pain Severity (Leg Pain NVS,0-10)
>4 months - 1 year (1 year)

62
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain nvs,010) >4 months - 1 year (1 year) in the
control groups was
-2.9

The mean pain severity (leg pain nvs,0-10)
>4 months - 1 year (1 year) in the
intervention groups was 2.8 lower
(4.02 to 1.58 lower)

Pain Severity (Leg Pain NVS,0-10)
>4 months (2 years)

62
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (leg pain nvs,010) >4 months (2 years) in the control
groups was
-2.8

The mean pain severity (leg pain nvs,0-10)
>4 months (2 years) in the intervention
groups was 3.10 lower
(4.45 to 1.75 lower)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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Outcomes

No of
Participan
ts
(studies)
Follow up

Outcomes

No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Relativ
e effect
(95%
CI)

Risk with Other treatment
(Transforaminal epidural steroid
injections)

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral disc- Plasma
disc decompression (95% CI)

Pain Severity (Leg Pain VAS,0-10) ≤4
months (3 months)

85
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (leg pain VAS, 010) ≤4 months (3 months) in the control
groups was
-1.8

The mean pain severity(leg pain VAS,010) ≤4 months (3 months) in the
intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(3.05 to 0.55 lower)

Pain Severity (Leg Pain VAS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year (6 months)

85
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (leg pain VAS,010) >4 months - 1 year(6 months) in the
control groups was
-1.6

The mean pain severity (leg pain VAS,010) >4 months - 1 year (6 months) in the
intervention groups was 1.8 lower
(3.05 to 0.55 lower)

Pain Severity (Back Pain VAS,0-10) ≤4
months (3 months)

85
(1 study)
3 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

The mean pain severity (back pain
VAS,0-10) ≤4 months (3 months) in the
control groups was
0.7

The mean pain severity (back pain VAS,010) ≤4 months (3 months) in the
intervention groups was 2.2 lower
(3.18 to 1.22 lower)

Pain Severity (Back Pain VAS,0-10) >4
months - 1 year (6 months)

85
(1 study)
6 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity (back pain
VAS,0-10) >4 months - 1 year (6
months) in the control groups was
0.02

The mean pain severity (back pain VAS,010) >4 months - 1 year (6 months) in the
intervention groups was 1.62 lower
(2.73 to 0.51 lower)

Function ODI, 0-100 ≤4 months (3
months)

85
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

The mean function ODI, 0-100 ≤4
months (3 months) in the control
groups was
0.2

The mean function ODI, 0-100 ≤4 months
(3 months) in the intervention groups
was 1.2 lower
(1.91 to 0.49 lower)
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No of
Anticipated absolute effects
Participant
Relativ
s
e effect
Quality of the
Risk difference with Sciatica due to
(studies)
evidence
(95%
herniated intervertebral discOutcomes
Risk with Usual Care
Follow up
(GRADE)
CI)
Percutaneous disc decompression (95% CI)
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Function (ODI,0-100) >4 months - 1
year (6 months)

85
(1 study)
6 months

MODERATEa
due to risk of
bias

Procedure related adverse events> 4
months – 1 year (6 months)

85
(1 study)
6 months

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of
bias,
imprecision

RR 0.63
(0.22 to
1.84)

Risk with Other treatment
(Transforaminal epidural steroid
injections)

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated intervertebral disc- Plasma
disc decompression (95% CI)

The mean function (ODI,0-100) >4
months - 1 year (6 months) in the
control groups was
0.4

The mean function (ODI, 0-100) >4
months - 1 year (6 months) in the
intervention groups was 1.6 lower
(2.31 to 0.89 lower)

Moderate
175 per 1000

65 fewer per 1000
(from 137 fewer to 147 more)

a

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.

Table 99: Discectomy versus fusion (cohort)

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Anticipated absolute effects
Quality of the
evidence
(GRADE)

Function (ODI 0-100) >4
months - 1 year

55
(1 study)
>4 months 1 year

VERY LOWa,b
due to risk of bias,
imprecision

Revision surgery >4
months - 1 year

55
(1 study)
>4 months 1 year

VERY LOWa
due to risk of bias

a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

OR 9.82
(0.97 to
99.53)

Risk with Fusion

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
herniated disc- Discectomy (95% CI)

The mean function (ODI 0-100) >4
months - 1 year in the control groups
was
27.2

The mean function (ODI 0-100) >4 months 1 year in the intervention groups was
1.52 lower
(8.76 lower to 5.72 higher)

Moderate
0 per 1000

-

Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
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(GRADE)
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Relativ
e effect
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No of
Participant
s
(studies)
Follow up

Outcomes

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
stenosis (foraminal and/or canal)Laminectomy versus Usual Care (95%
CI)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Bodily pain

251
(1 study)
3 months

LOW
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-bodily pain in
the control groups was
11.1

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months - domain-bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
2.5 higher
(4.16 lower to 9.16 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Physical functioning

251
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-physical
functioning in the control groups
was
11.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months - domain-physical functioning in
the intervention groups was
4.2 lower
(10.86 lower to 2.46 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months 1 year ( 1 year) - Domain-Bodily pain

246
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year ( 1 year) domain-bodily pain in the control
groups was
17.5

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year) - domain-bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
5.5 higher
(0.74 lower to 11.74 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months 1 year ( 1 year) - Domain-Physical
functioning

246
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year ( 1 year) domain-physical functioning in the
control groups was
16.4

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year) - domainphysical functioning in the intervention
groups was
1.6 higher
(4.64 lower to 7.84 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (
2 year) - Domain-Bodily pain

221
(1 study)
2 years

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months ( 2 year) - domain-bodily
pain in the control groups was
15.6

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months ( 2 year) - domain-bodily pain in
the intervention groups was
7.8 higher
(1.56 to 14.04 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (

221
(1 study)

LOWa
due to risk

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months ( 2 year) - domain-

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months ( 2 year) - domain-physical
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Table 100: Laminectomy versus usual care

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias

Pain Severity (Low Back Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months

251
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (low back
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-1

The mean pain severity (low back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.4 higher
(0.15 lower to 0.95 higher)

Pain Severity (Low Back Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year

246
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (low back
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) >4 months - 1 year in
the control groups was
-1.3

The mean pain severity (low back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year in the intervention
groups was
0 higher
(0.55 lower to 0.55 higher)

Pain Severity (Low Back Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year)

221
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (low back
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) >4 months ( 2 year) in
the control groups was
-1.6

The mean pain severity (low back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year) in the intervention
groups was
0.3 higher
(0.26 lower to 0.86 higher)

Pain Severity (Sciatica Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months

251
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (sciatica
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-1.2

The mean pain severity (sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
0.3 lower
(1.01 lower to 0.41 higher)

Pain Severity (Sciatica Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year)

246
(1 study)
1 years

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk

The mean pain severity (sciatica
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) >4 months - 1 year ( 1

The mean pain severity (sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year) in the

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
physical functioning in the control
groups was
17.1

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
stenosis (foraminal and/or canal)Laminectomy versus Usual Care (95%
CI)
functioning in the intervention groups
was
0 higher
(6.52 lower to 6.52 higher)
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2 year) - Domain-Physical functioning

No of
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(studies)
Follow up
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Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
of bias,
imprecision

Pain Severity (Sciatica Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year)

221
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity (sciatica
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) >4 months ( 2 year) in
the control groups was
-1.8

The mean pain severity (sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year) in the intervention
groups was
0.4 lower
(0.96 lower to 0.16 higher)

Function (ODI change score) ≤4 months

251
(1 study)
3 months

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI change
score) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-8.1

The mean function (ODI change score)
≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
0.5 higher
(5.05 lower to 6.05 higher)

Function (ODI change score) >4 months 1 year

246
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI change
score) >4 months - 1 year in the
control groups was
-12.7

The mean function (ODI change score)
>4 months - 1 year in the intervention
groups was
2.2 lower
(7.33 lower to 2.93 higher)

Function (ODI change score) >4 months
(2 year)

221
(1 study)
2 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI change
score) >4 months (2 year) in the
control groups was
-12.9

The mean function (ODI change score)
>4 months (2 year) in the intervention
groups was
3.5 lower
(8.63 lower to 1.63 higher)

a

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
year) in the control groups was
-1.7

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
stenosis (foraminal and/or canal)Laminectomy versus Usual Care (95%
CI)
intervention groups was
0.6 lower
(1.15 to 0.05 lower)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and downgraded by 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high
risk of bias
b
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Anticipated absolute effects

No of
Participants
(studies)
Follow up

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Bodily pain

691
(1 study)
3 months

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-bodily pain in
the control groups was
11.8

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months - domain-bodily pain in the
intervention groups was
16.1 higher
(12.91 to 19.29 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 ≤4 months Domain-Physical functioning

691
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
≤4 months - domain-physical
functioning in the control groups
was
10

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 ≤4
months - domain-physical functioning in
the intervention groups was
14.8 higher
(11.48 to 18.12 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months 1 year ( 1 year) - Domain-Bodily pain

532
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year ( 1 year) domain-bodily pain in the control
groups was
13.5

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year) - domain-bodily
pain in the intervention groups was
14.5 higher
(10.89 to 18.11 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months 1 year ( 1 year) - Domain-Physical
functioning

532
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months - 1 year ( 1 year) domain-physical functioning in the
control groups was
10.5

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year) - domainphysical functioning in the intervention
groups was
16 higher
(12.39 to 19.61 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (
2 year) - Domain-Bodily pain

533
(1 study)
2 years

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months ( 2 year) - domain-bodily
pain in the control groups was
13.3

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months ( 2 year) - domain-bodily pain in
the intervention groups was
13.6 higher
(9.99 to 17.21 higher)

Quality of life, SF-36, 0-100 >4 months (

448
(1 study)

VERY
LOWa,b

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100
>4 months ( 2 year) - domain-

The mean quality of life, sf-36, 0-100 >4
months ( 2 year) - domain-physical

Outcomes

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
stenosis (foraminal and/or canal)Laminectomy versus Usual Care (95%
CI)
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Table 101: Laminectomy versus usual care (cohort and RCT+ cohort)

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

Pain Severity(Low Back Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months

691
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity(low back
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-0.8

The mean pain severity(low back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(1.48 to 0.92 lower)

Pain Severity(Low Back Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year

532
(1 study)
1 years

LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity(low back
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) >4 months - 1 year in the
control groups was
1

The mean pain severity(low back pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year in the intervention
groups was
3.0 lower
(3.28 to 2.72 lower)

Pain Severity(Low Back Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year)

533
(1 study)
2 years

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(low back
pain bothersomeness, change
score,0-24) >4 months ( 2 year) in
the control groups was
-1.1

The mean pain severity(low back pain
bothersomeness change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year) in the intervention
groups was
0.9 lower
(1.18 to 0.62 lower)

Pain Severity(Sciatica Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months

691
(1 study)
3 months

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity(sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,024) ≤4 months in the control groups
was
-0.9

The mean pain severity(sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) ≤4
months in the intervention groups was
1.8 lower
(2.08 to 1.52 lower)

Pain Severity(Sciatica Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year)

532
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean pain severity(sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,024) >4 months - 1 year ( 1 year) in

The mean pain severity(sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months - 1 year ( 1 year) in the

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
physical functioning in the control
groups was
11.8

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
stenosis (foraminal and/or canal)Laminectomy versus Usual Care (95%
CI)
functioning in the intervention groups
was
11.2 higher
(6.76 to 15.64 higher)
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Anticipated absolute effects

Quality of
the
evidence
(GRADE)

Pain Severity(Sciatica Pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year)

533
(1 study)
2 years

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean pain severity(sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,024) >4 months ( 2 year) in the
control groups was
-1.4

The mean pain severity(sciatica pain
bothersomeness, change score,0-24) >4
months ( 2 year) in the intervention
groups was
1.1 lower
(1.38 to 0.82 lower)

Function (ODI change score) ≤4 months

691
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI change
score) ≤4 months in the control
groups was
-7.6

The mean function (ODI change score)
≤4 months in the intervention groups
was
13.8 lower
(16.44 to 11.16 lower)

Function (ODI change score) >4 months 1 year

532
(1 study)
1 years

VERY LOWa
due to risk
of bias

The mean function (ODI change
score) >4 months - 1 year in the
control groups was
-8.9

The mean function (ODI change score)
>4 months - 1 year in the intervention
groups was
12.5 lower
(15.41 to 9.59 lower)

Function (ODI change score) >4 months
(2 years)

533
(1 study)
2 years

VERY
LOWa,b
due to risk
of bias,
imprecision

The mean function (ODI change
score) >4 months (2 years) in the
control groups was
-9.3

The mean function (ODI change score)
>4 months (2 years) in the intervention
groups was
11.2 lower
(14.26 to 8.14 lower)

a
b

Relative
effect
(95% CI)

Risk with Control
the control groups was
-1.4

Risk difference with Sciatica due to
stenosis (foraminal and/or canal)Laminectomy versus Usual Care (95%
CI)
intervention groups was
1.2 lower
(1.48 to 0.92 lower)

Downgraded by 1 increment if the majority of the evidence was at high risk of bias, and 2 increments if the majority of the evidence was at very high risk of bias
Downgraded by 1 increment if the confidence interval crossed 1 MID or by 2 increments if the confidence interval crossed both MIDs.
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Anticipated absolute effects
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28.4 Economic evidence
Published literature
Three economic evaluations were identified with the relevant comparison and have been included in
this review.166,167,171 These are summarised in the economic evidence profile below and the economic
evidence tables in Appendix I.
Three economic evaluations relating to this review question were identified but selectively
excluded.57,58,169,179 This is reported in Appendix M, with reasons for exclusion given.
See also the economic article selection flow chart in Appendix F.
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Applicability

Limitations

Other comments

Increment
al cost (£)

Tosteson
2008167 (USA)

Partially
applicable(a)

Potentially
serious
limitations



Based on both randomised and
observational cohorts of the
SPORT trial combined and
analysed according to treatment
received using regression models.
Population: Adults with a diagnosis
of intervertebral disc herniation.
Two comparators in full analysis:
1. Standard open
laminotomy/laminectomy
with removal of the herniation
and examination of the
involved nerve root.
Surgeons only performed
other procedures when it was
deemed necessary.
2. Usual care as decided by the
physician
Follow-up was 2 years.

9,133

0.21

£43,490 per
QALY gained

Probabilistic analysis only
reported for total costs which
include indirect costs.
No other sensitivity analyses
conducted.

Based on both randomised and
observational cohorts of the
SPORT trial combined and
analysed according to treatment
received using regression models.
Population: Adults with symptoms
for at least 12 weeks and imageconfirmed diagnosis of spinal
stenosis without degenerative

6,661

0.17

£44,865 per
QALY gained

95% CI: 31,617 – 66,191
Indirect costs were included in
all the sensitivity analyses
conducted: observational and
randomised cohorts were
analysed separately and no
major difference between the 2
ICERs was observed; adjusting
for observed mortality
decreased the ICER only





Tosteson
2008A 166,167
(USA)

Partially
applicable(a)

Potentially
serious
limitations





Cost
effectiveness
(ICER)

Uncertainty
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Increment
al effects
(QALYs)
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Table 102: Economic evidence profile: surgery versus usual care

Limitations

Other comments
spondylolisthesis.
 Two comparators in full analysis:
1. Standard posterior
laminectomy.
2. Usual care as chosen by the
patient and physician
 Follow-up was 2 years.

Van den Hout
2008171
(Netherlands)

Partially
applicable(f)

Potentially
serious
limitations










Within-trial analysis (associated
clinical paper Peul 2008139,140)
Population: patients aged 18 to 65
with a radiologically confirmed disc
herniation and lumbosacral
radicular syndrome that had lasted
for 6 to 12 weeks.
Two comparators in full analysis:
1. Early surgery to remove
disc herniation.
2. Usual care - prolonged
conservative care
provided by the GP; if
sciatica persisted at 6
months, microdiscectomy
was offered.
Increasing leg pain not responsive
to drugs and progressive
neurological deficit were reasons
for performing surgery earlier than
6 months.
Follow-up was 1 year.

Cost
effectiveness
(ICER)

1,405

0.044

£31,932 per
QALY gained

Abbreviations: ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY: quality-adjusted life years; RCT: randomised controlled trial
(a) Study conducted in the USA; discount rate is 3%

Uncertainty
slightly; the ICER increased
when QALYs were estimated
with SF-6D and when higher
surgery cost was used.

95% CI: 10,817 – 332,249
When SF-6D was used as an
alternative utility measure the
QALY difference was 0.024,
resulting in an ICER of £58,541.
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Study

Increment
al cost (£)
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(b) Outcomes were based also on observational data, not on RCT only, it was not clear how many individuals were form the RCTs and how many from the observational study; costs from US
Medicare payments which may not reflect actual costs; resource use was based on patient-reported data which may not be accurate; unclear what parameters at baseline were used to
adjust EQ5D data; no sensitivity analyses were conducted and the 95% CI of the ICER was reported only for the total costs (direct and indirect too).
(c) 2004 US dollars converted to UK pounds.131 Cost components incorporated: surgery, health care visits, diagnostic test, medications, and other health care services. Indirect costs were
included but analysed separately and not reported here.
(d) QALYs estimated using the EQ5D US tariff.
(e) Outcomes were based also on observational data, not on RCT; costs from US Medicare payments which may not reflect actual costs; resource use was based on patient-reported data
which may not be accurate; sensitivity analyses were conducted using both direct and indirect costs.
(f) Study conducted in the Netherlands. Intervention not described in detail in this paper. Patients in the usual care group could have surgery after the initial 6 months and outcomes were
collected up to 1 year.
(g) Short time horizon; resource use was based on patient-reported data which may not be accurate; hospital prices were used.131 Cost components incorporated: surgery with admissions to
hospital, physical therapy, visits, homecare, drugs and aids.
(h) Indirect and societal costs were included but analysed separately and not reported here.
(i) QALYs estimated using the EQ5D UK tariff

Low back pain and sciatica in over 16s: assessment and management
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The studies from the USA reported a higher incremental cost for surgery compared to the study
conducted in the Netherlands. The unit cost of surgery used in the USA study was $12,754 for
surgery with no complications, which is equal to £8,071 using the purchasing power parities.131 This
figure is very high compared to the cost reported in the NHS Reference Cost (£3,582) for the HRG
code HC04F – Extradural Spine Intermediate 1, which includes spinal decompression surgery.
If a lower cost estimate for surgery was used in the analysis, the estimated ICER would be lower too.

28.5 Evidence statements
28.5.1
28.5.1.1

Clinical
Discectomy versus usual care
In people with sciatica due to herniated disc, there was clinical benefit for discectomy compared with
usual care for quality of life demonstrated in evidence from 2 studies at less than or equal to 4
months for the SF-36 domains of bodily pain and physical functioning (very low quality, n=696) as
well as in mental health, vitality and general health from 1 study (low quality, n=281). Evidence for
greater than 4 months’ time point of 1 year from 2 studies demonstrated a clinical benefit for
discectomy compared to usual care in quality of life for the majority of domains of the SF-36 apart
from physical functioning and mental health for which there was no clinical difference between
treatments. Evidence of quality of life measured by the SF-36 at the 2 year follow-up demonstrated a
clinical benefit for discectomy compared to usual care for the SF-36 domain bodily pain but not for
physical function(very low quality, n=373). Evidence for quality of life measured by the EQ-5D
demonstrated clinical benefit for discectomy compared to usual care at the less than 4 months’ and
no difference between treatments at 1 year (1 study, low quality, n=283).
Conflicting evidence demonstrated a clinical benefit of discectomy compared with usual care for both
leg and back pain measured by VAS in the short term but no difference between treatments at 1 and
2 years (2 studies, very low-low quality, n=333). Further evidence demonstrated no benefit in pain
measured by sciatica bothersomeness index at any time point (low quality, n=413). Benefit in
function measured by the RMDQ was seen for discectomy compared to usual care at less than four
months’ but not when assessed by the ODI. There was no difference in treatments in function
assessed by either scale in the long term.
Clinical benefit for discectomy compared to usual care was also demonstrated in evidence from 1
study for responders to complete disappearance of symptoms at both the less than and greater than
four month follow up.
Non-randomised evidence demonstrated clinical benefit for discectomy compared with usual care
for all quality of life domains measured by the SF-36 at both short and long term follow-up (1 study,
very low quality, n=631). Evidence from 2 non-randomised studies suggested clinical benefit in leg
pain measured by the sciatica bothersomeness index and back pain assessed with back pain
bothersomeness index for discectomy compared to usual care in the short term and long term
follow-up of 1 year but not at 2 years (very low quality, n=656 and n=1191). Additionally when
compared with usual care, benefit for discectomy for function on the ODI was demonstrated at both
short and long term follow up in 1 study (n=656, very low quality). There was non-randomised
evidence of a poorer outcome with discectomy when compared to usual care for healthcare
utilisation assessed by number of patients with more reported diagnostic test use but no clinical
difference between treatments for any other healthcare utilisation measure (1 study, low quality,
n=1191).
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28.5.1.2

Discectomy versus combination treatment (manual therapy + biomechanical exercise + selfmanagement)
Conflicting evidence from 1 study for quality of life at less than 4 months follow up showed clinical
benefit for discectomy compared to combination treatment for the SF-36 domains of bodily pain,
vitality and physical function but clinical harm for discectomy for the domains of physical role,
emotional role and social function. There was no difference between treatments for the domain of
mental health (very low quality, n=40). Evidence from the same study demonstrated no difference in
pain and function between discectomy and the combination treatment at the short term follow up of
less than 4 months (low quality, n=40).

28.5.1.3

Percutaneous disc decompression versus usual care
Evidence from 1 study demonstrated clinical benefit in pain for percutaneous disc decompression
when compared to usual care at both the short term and long term follow up (low to very low
quality, n=62).

28.5.1.4

Plasma disc decompression versus epidural steroid injection
Evidence from a single study demonstrated clinical benefit in both leg and back pain for plasma disc
decompression when compared to epidural steroid injections at both short term and long term
follow up (moderate to low quality, n=85). However, there was no clinical difference between
treatments for function (low to moderate quality, n=85) at any time point or procedure related
adverse events at the greater than 4 months follow up (very low quality, n=85).

28.5.1.5

Discectomy versus fusion (cohort)
Evidence from a single study showed no clinical benefit in function for discectomy when compared
with spinal fusion at the greater than 4 months follow up (very low quality, n=55).

28.5.1.6

Laminectomy versus usual care
Conflicting evidence from 1 study for quality of life at less than 4 months follow up showed
laminectomy to be less effective than usual care for the SF-36 domain of physical functioning but
clinical benefit with laminectomy compared to usual care was seen for the domain of bodily pain at
the long term follow up of 1 and 2 years (low quality, n=246). The same study demonstrated no
clinical difference in pain (both back pain and sciatica) and function when laminectomy was
compared to usual care at both the less than and greater than 4 months follow-ups low to very low
quality, n=251).
Non-randomised evidence from a single study demonstrated a clinical benefit of laminectomy
compared to usual care for quality of life assessed by the SF-36 in the domains of bodily pain and
physical functioning at both the short term and long term follow ups (very low quality, n=533). A
clinical benefit of laminectomy compared to usual care for back pain was seen at the greater than 4
month time point of 1 year but not at any other follow up period (low quality, n=691). There was no
difference between treatments in leg pain assessed by the sciatica bothersomeness index reported in
the same study. Additionally, when compared with usual care, a clinical benefit with laminectomy
was seen for function at both the less than and greater than 4 months follow up periods (1 study,
very low quality, n=532).
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28.5.2

Economic
 Three cost–utility analyses found that spinal decompression was not cost-effective compared to
usual care treating patients with disc herniation or spinal stenosis. These analyses were assessed
as partially applicable with potentially serious limitations.

28.6 Recommendations and link to evidence
Recommendations 41.Consider spinal decompression for people with sciatica when nonsurgical treatment has not improved pain or function and their
radiological findings are consistent with sciatic symptoms.
Relative values of
different outcomes

The GDG agreed that health related quality of life, pain severity, function and
psychological distress were the outcomes that were critical for decision making.
Responder criteria for pain and function, adverse events, revision rate, failure rate
and healthcare utilisation were also considered as important.
Evidence was reported for all of the critical outcomes except for psychological
distress. Failure rate was the only important outcome for which there was no
evidence from studies included in this review. The GDG felt there was sufficient
evidence for all of the other outcomes that were considered important for this
review.

Trade-off between
clinical benefits and
harms

Discectomy versus usual care
Overall, the evidence suggested a clinical benefit in favour of discectomy when
performed in people with sciatica due to a herniated intervertebral disc for quality of
life assessed by the SF-36 in the domains of bodily pain, physical functioning, mental
health index, vitality and general health perception in the short term. This benefit
was also supported by EQ-5D data at the short term follow-up. Some benefit for
discectomy was also seen at the long term follow up of 1 year in the SF-36 domains
of bodily pain, social functioning, physical/emotional role and vitality as well. As with
quality of life data, clinical benefit favouring discectomy was observed for both back
and leg pain in the short term. The GDG noted that although the benefits were
maintained in the long term, the between group difference was not. The GDG noted
that sciatic symptoms usually improve over the course of the first 3 months in the
majority of people without treatment but this evidence suggested people
undergoing discectomy improve quicker. The GDG agreed that in some individuals
the pain severity may warrant an earlier intervention.
In terms of function, the randomised evidence showed no difference between
treatments, although the non-randomised data suggested a clinically important
difference favouring discectomy in both the short and long term.
In terms of healthcare utilisation, there was no evidence for a difference other than
a suggestion that more diagnostic tests were required in those undergoing
discectomy; however the GDG agreed that this did not outweigh the possible short
term benefits observed.
The group noted that discectomy was a relatively safe procedure, and that the most
common surgical complication in the discectomy group was a dural tear. The GDG
thought this could possibly increase hospital length of stay, and that a tear may
result in CNS infection. Reoperation rates were low with discectomy, and mainly due
to recurrent disc herniation. The GDG noted that re-operations may not be
considered as adverse events following surgery, but may be a natural history of the
condition, since about 5% of patients will suffer from a recurrence of disc prolapse.
The GDG noted that there was a high rate of cross-over from the control group arm
into the discectomy group in the included trials, and those that crossed over had
high pain scores post usual care treatment. Results were usually reported as
intention to treat analysis and therefore the effects seen in the usual care group may
have been over-estimated. This was noted as an inevitable consequence of surgical
trials that do not utilise a placebo control. If cross-over isn’t offered as an option in a
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trial, a high drop-out rate from the usual care arm would also be expected. It was
also considered that had the people who crossed over to receive discectomy been
removed from the analysis, the effect size in favour of discectomy would likely have
been larger than observed, though the GDG recognised that this introduces a risk of
bias. There was also concern raised about the uncertainty surrounding the amount
of physiotherapy sessions received by the treatment groups in 1 study. It was unclear
if this treatment was offered at baseline or as additional sessions. Equally, It was not
possible to establish whether the proportion of patients referred for additional
physiotherapy was the same in the discectomy and the control groups. The GDG felt
this could have affected the outcomes of pain and function reported and therefore
did not have much confidence in the effects reported.
The GDG agreed that although there was concern about the reliability of the
evidence due to a high cross-over rate, the cross-over of patients was more
predominant in 1 arm of the trial (from the usual care group to surgery), and
occurred mostly after the short term outcome data was collected. This gave the GDG
some confidence in the results reported as the benefit seen in the discectomy group
would have been even larger had the usual care cross-over patients not been
considered in this arm. However as this very low quality evidence was from a single
trial with a small sample size, it did not contribute significantly to informing the
recommendation.
Discectomy versus combination treatment (manual therapy + biomechanical
exercise + self-management)
Contrasting results were seen amongst the individual domains of quality of life
(assessed by the SF-36) in the short term. There were no obvious baseline
differences between the arms for these domains that may have explained this.
Evidence for pain (assessed by McGill) and function (assessed by RMDQ) showed no
clinically important difference between the 2 groups. The GDG noted that the study
reported baseline pain scores and the “present pain intensity” values separately with
2 values for each group varying significantly from each other. The present pain
intensity scores were reported to be ~2.5 for both the discectomy and combination
treatment groups (baseline McGill scores were reported as ~30). The GDG
considered this to be an anomaly and therefore interpreted the results with caution.
Percutaneous disc decompression versus usual care
The evidence showed a clinically important difference favouring percutaneous disc
decompression for the outcome of pain in both the short term (≤ 4 months) and long
term ( > 4 months; at both 1 year and 2 year follow up). However as this finding
came from a single, low quality study with a small sample size, the GDG could not be
confident enough to make a recommendation based on this limited evidence.
Plasma disc decompression versus epidural steroid injection
A clinical benefit in pain (assessed by VAS) favouring decompression was reported
for both leg and back pain in the short term and long term. However, no clinically
important difference between treatments was seen in function (assessed by ODI) at
either time-point. The GDG noted that 1 of the criteria for inclusion in the trial was
that the participants had to have failed a previous epidural injection for the same
symptoms between 3 weeks to 6 months previously. They considered this to be a
serious flaw of the trial, which lowered their confidence in the evidence reported.
When weighing up the balance between benefits and harms, the GDG considered
the adverse events associated with plasma decompression. The evidence showed
that there was no clinically important difference in adverse events reported between
the 2 treatment groups. The group felt that the majority of adverse events reported
were not a cause for concern, except possibly increased weakness seen in the
decompression group. However, as this was a single event and there was no
additional information provided; the GDG could not derive conclusive evidence of
harm from the study.
Discectomy versus fusion
The GDG discussed that the majority of the evidence was in favour of discectomy in
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terms of quality of life and pain in the short term, however these effects were not
always maintained at long term followed up. The evidence also showed no clinically
important difference between the 2 surgical treatments for function (assessed by
ODI) in the long term.
Summary
The GDG considered that discectomy for people suffering from sciatica offered a
good prognosis and was successful in providing long-term pain relief. However, they
also noted that sciatic symptoms tend to improve naturally with time without
treatment. Despite the good long term prognosis with or without treatment, the
GDG felt that earlier symptom resolution with surgical intervention should be an
option for people. It was agreed that there was sufficient evidence to suggest that
discectomy should be considered for a subgroup of people with sciatica who had
failed to respond to conservative management of their symptoms.
Trade-off between
net clinical effects
and costs

Three economic studies were included which compared spinal decompression with
usual care.166,167,171 The first 2were USA studies based on both randomised and
observational cohorts of the SPORT trial; 166,167 in the first study the population was
adults with a diagnosis of intervertebral disc herniation, while in the second the
population was adults with spinal stenosis without degenerative spondylolisthesis
(the study presented results separately for people with and without degenerative
spondylolisthesis but we only focused on the latter). In both studies surgery was
more effective but more costly than usual care with a resulting ICER of more than
£40,000 per QALY. In the second study, a probabilistic sensitivity analysis resulted in
95% confidence interval around the ICER of £31,617 to £66,191 per QALY gained.
The third study was a within-trial analysis (associated clinical paper Peul 2008139)
conducted in the Netherlands on a population with disc herniation and lumbosacral
radicular syndrome where early micro-discectomy was compared to prolonged
conservative care provided by the GP followed by surgery if sciatica persisted at 6
months.171 However, people in the conservative care group could also receive
surgery earlier than 6 months if they had increasing leg pain that was not responsive
to drugs and progressive neurological deficit. Again, in this study surgery was more
effective but more costly than usual care, with an ICER of £31,932 per QALY gained.
The 95% confidence interval around the ICER was £10,817 to £332,249 per QALY
gained.
It was noted that in the first 2 studies conducted in the USA the cost of surgery was
significantly higher compared to the cost reported in the study from the
Netherlands. The unit cost of surgery in the USA studies (£8,071) was also compared
to the NHS Reference cost of spinal decompression surgery in the UK (£3,582).
Conducting a simple threshold analysis using the intervention cost of £3,582
reported in the NHS Reference Cost; spinal decompression surgery would need to
generate at least an additional 0.179 QALYs compared to no surgery for it to be
considered cost effective at the £20,000 per QALY threshold. The observed QALY
gain in the USA studies was 0.21 and 0.17. However, in the European study, the
effectiveness was much lower compared to the USA studies (0.044 QALYs). The GDG
discussed this evidence and concluded that this could be due to a high cross-over
between arms in this study: during the first year surgery was performed in 89% of
patients in the early surgery group and 40% of the prolonged conservative care
group. If the effectiveness was similar to that reported in the USA studies then spinal
decompression is likely to be cost-effective.
The GDG concluded that there was a high uncertainty around the conclusions of the
economic studies as the cost of surgery is overestimated in the USA studies and the
effectiveness is likely to be underestimated in the European study. Therefore overall
the GDG concluded that decompression surgery is likely to be cost effective in
patients with sciatica when other treatments have failed.

Quality of evidence

The evidence for all comparisons and all outcomes was rated as low or very low
quality, mainly due to risk of bias (and sometimes due to additional imprecision).
The evidence from randomised studies was considered to be at high risk of bias
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mainly due to lack of appropriate blinding to the key confounders that could
influence the outcome. However, the group noted that a limitation of surgery trials
that do not utilise a placebo control is that it is often not possible to carry out
adequate blinding, but that lack of blinding still would mean there is a risk of bias in
interpreting the results.
The majority of low quality evidence for the discectomy versus usual care
comparison was derived from 2 trials with large sample sizes. Both trials had a high
rate of cross-over in both arms, which the GDG agreed would affect their confidence
in interpreting the data that was reported. The evidence for all other comparisons in
the review was of low quality and came from single studies with relatively small
sample sizes.
The non-randomised evidence was rated as very low quality, due to inherent
selection bias in non-randomised studies as well as a lack of appropriate blinding.
This meant it was considered to be at serious risk of bias and therefore the group
placed low confidence in the effects reported.
Other considerations

The issue regarding optimal time to offer spinal decompression was discussed.
Whilst the GDG agreed that in the majority of cases, sciatic symptoms would
improve naturally with time, they recognised that the option for earlier pain relief
should be available for a subset of patients that suffer from severe, acute sciatic
pain. The group agreed that surgical intervention following a period of conservative
management for around 6 weeks would be reasonable. However, it was noted that
there was little evidence to support this time-point and that the 6 week conservative
treatment interval was largely historical and consensus based. The GDG agreed that
as non-surgical management should be pursued prior to surgery, this would negate
the need to specify a specific time point in the recommendation as it is likely that it
would be at least 3-6 months before surgery was offered.
The GDG discussed the need of imaging prior to spinal decompression. The GDG
observed that prior imaging was an inclusion criteria for all the studies included in
the review. The GDG was also aware that operating without concordant imaging
would carry a significant risk of harm, because such patients would be exposed to
the risks of surgery and general anaesthetics with little chance of any benefit. The
GDG decided it was therefore appropriate to restrict the use of spinal
decompression in people in whom radiological findings are concordant with sciatic
symptoms.
The GDG noted that if spinal decompression was being performed, patient outcome
information should be submitted to a national registry.
The GDG agreed that this recommendation would equally apply for pregnant women
and this should be considered on a case by case basis.
The GDG were aware of the NICE clinical guideline for pharmacological management
of neuropathic pain (CG173) which covers the pharmacological management of
sciatica and therefore was outside of the remit for this guideline to do a systematic
review of the evidence for this. Conservative management for sciatica should
therefore be guided by the recommendations set in CG173 before discectomy is
considered as an option.
It was also noted that in the non-randomised study included in the review, patients
had to pay for their own treatment which the group agreed was a serious limitation
of the trial, since the costs of spinal fusion far outweigh those of discectomy. This
could potentially skew the results in favour of the cheaper surgical option.
The GDG were aware of existing NICE interventional procedure guidance for
Interspinous distraction procedures for lumbar spinal stenosis causing neurogenic
claudication (IPG365) and Percutaneous intradiscal laser ablation in the lumbar spine
(IPG 357) which recommend normal arrangements for clinical governance, consent
and audit. This specific procedure was excluded from this review and therefore this
existing guidance should be followed for people with sciatica.
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Interventional procedure guidance also exists for Percutaneous intradiscal laser
ablation in the lumbar spine (IPG357) which recommends normal arrangements for
clinical governance, consent and audit, Automated percutaneous mechanical lumbar
discectomy (IPG141), Endoscopic laser foraminoplasty (IPG31) Insertion of an
annular disc implant lumbar discectomy (IPG506) and Percutaneous endoscopic
laser lumbar discectomy (IPG300) which all recommend special arrangements for
clinical governance, consent, audit and research. These procedures were excluded
from the review due to being inappropriate to pool with decompression techniques
in general, and therefore if being considered for people with sciatica, existing
guidance should be followed.
The GDG were also aware of IPG guidance for Percutaneous coblation of the
intervertebral disc for low back pain and sciatica (IPG543) which recommends
normal arrangements, however it was noted that this review considered different
evidence and followed different methodology to that included within this review.
At the time of consultation IPG300 was being updated. Information on the update is
available here: http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/indevelopment/gid-ip2806.
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30 Acronyms and abbreviations
Acronym or abbreviation

Description

ACT

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

ADL

Activities of daily living

ALBP

Aberdeen Low Back Pain

ALBPSQ

Acute low back pain screening questionnaire (alternative name for OMPQ)

APTA

American Physical Therapy Association

ATEAM

Alexander technique lessons, technology and massage

AUC

Area under curve

BDI

Beck depression inventory

BPI

Brief Pain Inventory

CFT

Compassion Focused Therapy

CI

Confidence interval

CPG

Clinical Practice Guidelines

CPR

Clinical prediction rule

CTIP

Cognitive treatment of illness perception

CUA

Cost-utility analysis

DRAM

Distress and Risk Assessment Method

EIFEL

French version of the Roland Morris disability questionnaire

EMG

Electromyographic

FABQ

Fear Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire

FRI

Functional Rating Index

GDG

Guideline Development Group

GHQ

General Health Quality

GPR

Global Posture Re-education

HADS

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale

HILT

High Intensity Laser Therapy

HTA

Health Technology Assessment

ICER

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio

iLSO

Inextensible lumbosacral orthotics

IQR

Interquartile range

LBP

Low back pain

MET

Muscle energy technique

MBR

Multi-disciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation

MBSR

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction

MCS

Mental Component Score

MID

Minimum important difference

MODI

Modified Oswestry disability index

MPQ

McGill Pain Questionnaire

MVAS

Million Visual Analogue Scale

NICE

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

NIOSH

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

NRS

Numeric pain rating scale
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Description

NR

Not reported

NRS

Numeric rating scale

NSAID

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug

ODI

Oswestry disability index

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

ÖMPQ

Örebro musculoskeletal pain questionnaire

OMSQ

Modified Orebro Musculoskeletal Screening Questionnaire

PACE

Paracetamol for Low Back Pain

PCS

Physical Component Score

PDI

Pain disability index

PENS

Percutaneous electrical nerve stimulation

PGIC

Patient’s global impression of change

PICO

Population, intervention, comparator, outcome

PT

Physical therapists

QALY

Quality-adjusted life year

QBPDQ

Quebec Back Pain Disability Questionnaire

QOL

Quality of life

RCT

Randomised controlled trial

RMDQ

Roland Morris disability questionnaire

ROC

Receiver operator characteristic

SBT

STarT Back Screening Tool

SFI

Spine functional index

SIP

Sickness impact profile

SR

Systematic review

STAI

State –Trait Anxiety Inventory

TENS

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation

TSK

Tampa scale of kinesiophobia

UC

Usual care

VAS

Visual analogue scale
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31 Glossary
The NICE Glossary can be found at www.nice.org.uk/glossary.

31.1 Guideline-specific terms
Term

Definition

Acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT)

An empirically-based psychological intervention that uses acceptance and
mindfulness strategies, with commitment and behaviour change strategies,
to increase psychological flexibility.

Acupuncture

Acupuncture is a treatment derived from ancient Chinese medicine in which
fine needles are inserted at certain sites in the body for therapeutic or
preventative purposes

Behavioural therapies

Treatment to help change potentially self-destructing behaviours in people
with chronic low back pain.

Cognitive behavioural
approaches

Cognitive approaches are aimed at altering unhelpful or inappropriate beliefs
as a basis for changing behaviour, such as fear-avoidance.

Disc replacement

Also known as spinal arthroplasty, disc replacement is a surgical procedure to
relieve low back pain. It involves replacing invertebral units with artificial
discs that can act as a functional prosthetic replacement. The pain relief
stems from removal of the painful disc.

Electrotherapies

Umbrella term consisting of TENS, PENS, interferential therapy, LLLT, and
therapeutic ultrasound, involving the application of forms of energy to the
body with the goal of improving symptoms or recovery of low back pain.

Epidural injections

An injection into the epidural space within the spine, using either
corticosteroids or anti-TNF agents for their anti-inflammatory and
immunosuppressant properties.

Exercise therapies

A wide variation of physical exercise to prevent or treat low back pain. These
can be performed on a one-to-one basis or in a group environment. The
guideline covers biomechanical, aerobic, mind-body and mixed modality
exercise.

Imaging

Radiographic techniques to produce images of the spinal column to assist
clinical decision-making when assessing people with low back pain with or
without sciatica. These are defined in the guideline by X-rays, CT scans and
MRI scans.

Low back pain

Pain in the back between the bottom of the rib cage and the buttock creases.

Manual therapies

Active or passive movements delivered usually by a GP to the
neuromusculoskeletal system focussing on joints and soft tissues to improve
mobility and function, and to decrease pain. These are reviewed in the
guideline by soft tissue techniques, traction, manipulation or mobilisation
and mixed modality manual therapy.

Mindfulness therapy

Therapy to make patient aware of the present moment, and nonjudgmentally to the unfolding of experience moment by moment to alter
behaviours towards low back pain.

Multidisciplinary
biopsychosocial
rehabilitation programmes

An intervention that involves a physical component (such as specific exercise
modalities, mobilisation, massage) and at least 1 other element from a
biopsychosocial approach, that is psychological or social and occupational or
educational (defined educational intervention e.g. education on anatomy,
psychology, imaging, coping, medication, family, work and social life). The
different components of the intervention had to be offered as an integrated
programme involving communication between the providers responsible for
the different components. These programmes may include various
components delivered by 1 individual, or by a number of people, such as the
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multi-disciplinary aspect applies to the interventions included in the package
(across disciplines), not to the number of people / disciplines delivering this.

Multi-modal treatment
package

Exercise alongside at least one of self-management, manual therapy or
psychological therapy (for example, cognitive behavioural therapy).

Orthotics and appliances

Generic or bespoke insoles, corsets, belts or supports aiming to reduce the
impact or provide support to the lower back and pelvic muscles.

Pharmacological
interventions

Oral/sublingual, rectal, intra-muscular and transdermal drug treatments to
relieve low back pain with or without sciatica. This does not include
pharmacological treatment for the management of sciatica alone.

Postural therapies

Postural therapies aim to prevent or reduce low back pain by focusing on the
correction of postures that are theorised to be suboptimal and place
excessive or damaging loads upon the spine.

Radiofrequency denervation

A minimally invasive and percutaneous procedure performed under local
anaesthesia or light intravenous sedation. Radiofrequency energy is
delivered along an insulated needle in contact with the target nerves to
denature the nerve.

Risk assessment tools

Tools developed to support clinical decision-making. These include: the
Örebro Musculoskeletal Pain Screening Questionnaire (ÖMSPQ), the STarT
Back Screening Tool and the Distress and Risk Assessment Method (DRAM).

Risk stratification

Risk stratified care strategies were developed in order to avoid a ‘one size fits
all’ approach. There are many different stratifications and it is appreciated
that there can be overlap between groups.

Self-management

Programmes to assist people with low back pain and sciatica returning to
normal activities. This includes education and advice for staying active.

Spinal decompression

Removal of pressure from the nervous structures within the spinal column.
This guideline covers the following procedures: laminectomy, discectomy,
facetectomy, foraminotomy, fenestration, spinal decompression,
sequestration and laminotomy.

Spinal fusion

Spinal fusion is an operation performed to achieve solid bone union between
spinal vertebrae to prevent movement, using either the patient’s own bone
or artificial bone substitutes.

Spinal injections

Variations of injected agents which aim to either reduce inflammation in
tissue or induce inflammation to stimulate healthy tissue regrowth. These
include facet joint injections, medial branch blocks, intradiscal therapy and
prolotherapy.

31.2 General terms
Term

Definition

Abstract

Summary of a study, which may be published alone or as an introduction to
a full scientific paper.

Algorithm (in guidelines)

A flow chart of the clinical decision pathway described in the guideline,
where decision points are represented with boxes, linked with arrows.

Allocation concealment

The process used to prevent advance knowledge of group assignment in an
RCT. The allocation process should be impervious to any influence by the
individual making the allocation, by being administered by someone who is
not responsible for recruiting participants.

Applicability

How well the results of a study or NICE evidence review can answer a
clinical question or be applied to the population being considered.

Arm (of a clinical study)

Subsection of individuals within a study who receive 1 particular
intervention, for example placebo arm.
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Association

Statistical relationship between 2 or more events, characteristics or other
variables. The relationship may or may not be causal.

Base case analysis

In an economic evaluation, this is the main analysis based on the most
plausible estimate of each input. In contrast, see Sensitivity analysis.

Baseline

The initial set of measurements at the beginning of a study (after run-in
period where applicable), with which subsequent results are compared.

Bias

Influences on a study that can make the results look better or worse than
they really are. (Bias can even make it look as if a treatment works when it
does not.) Bias can occur by chance, deliberately or as a result of
systematic errors in the design and execution of a study. It can also occur
at different stages in the research process, for example, during the
collection, analysis, interpretation, publication or review of research data.
For examples see selection bias, performance bias, information bias,
confounding factor, and publication bias.

Blinding

A way to prevent researchers, doctors and patients in a clinical trial from
knowing which study group each patient is in so they cannot influence the
results. The best way to do this is by sorting patients into study groups
randomly. The purpose of ‘blinding’ or ‘masking’ is to protect against bias.
A single-blinded study is one in which patients do not know which study
group they are in (for example whether they are taking the experimental
drug or a placebo). A double-blinded study is one in which neither patients
nor the researchers and doctors know which study group the patients are
in. A triple blind study is one in which neither the patients, clinicians or the
people carrying out the statistical analysis know which treatment patients
received.

Carer (caregiver)

Someone who looks after family, partners or friends in need of help
because they are ill, frail or have a disability.

Clinical effectiveness

How well a specific test or treatment works when used in the ‘real world’
(for example, when used by a doctor with a patient at home), rather than
in a carefully controlled clinical trial. Trials that assess clinical effectiveness
are sometimes called management trials.
Clinical effectiveness is not the same as efficacy.

Clinician

A healthcare professional who provides patient care. For example, a
doctor, nurse or physiotherapist.

Cochrane Review

The Cochrane Library consists of a regularly updated collection of evidencebased medicine databases including the Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews (reviews of randomised controlled trials prepared by the Cochrane
Collaboration).

Cohort study

A study with 2 or more groups of people – cohorts – with similar
characteristics. One group receives a treatment, is exposed to a risk factor
or has a particular symptom and the other group does not. The study
follows their progress over time and records what happens. See also
observational study.

Comparability

Similarity of the groups in characteristics likely to affect the study results
(such as health status or age).

Confidence interval (CI)

There is always some uncertainty in research. This is because a small group
of patients is studied to predict the effects of a treatment on the wider
population. The confidence interval is a way of expressing how certain we
are about the findings from a study, using statistics. It gives a range of
results that is likely to include the ‘true’ value for the population.
The CI is usually stated as ‘95% CI’, which means that the range of values
has a 95 in a 100 chance of including the ‘true’ value. For example, a study
may state that “based on our sample findings, we are 95% certain that the
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‘true’ population blood pressure is not higher than 150 and not lower than
110”. In such a case the 95% CI would be 110 to 150.
A wide confidence interval indicates a lack of certainty about the true
effect of the test or treatment – often because a small group of patients
has been studied. A narrow confidence interval indicates a more precise
estimate (for example, if a large number of patients have been studied).

Control group

A group of people in a study who do not receive the treatment or test
being studied. Instead, they may receive the standard treatment
(sometimes called ‘usual care’) or a dummy treatment (placebo). The
results for the control group are compared with those for a group receiving
the treatment being tested. The aim is to check for any differences.
Ideally, the people in the control group should be as similar as possible to
those in the treatment group, to make it as easy as possible to detect any
effects due to the treatment.

Cost-consequences analysis
(CCA)

Cost-consequences analysis is one of the tools used to carry out an
economic evaluation. This compares the costs (such as treatment and
hospital care) and the consequences (such as health outcomes) of a test or
treatment with a suitable alternative. Unlike cost-benefit analysis or costeffectiveness analysis, it does not attempt to summarise outcomes in a
single measure (like the quality-adjusted life year) or in financial terms.
Instead, outcomes are shown in their natural units (some of which may be
monetary) and it is left to decision-makers to determine whether, overall,
the treatment is worth carrying out.

Cost-effectiveness analysis
(CEA)

Cost-effectiveness analysis is one of the tools used to carry out an
economic evaluation. The benefits are expressed in non-monetary terms
related to health, such as symptom-free days, heart attacks avoided,
deaths avoided or life years gained (that is, the number of years by which
life is extended as a result of the intervention).

Cost-effectiveness model

An explicit mathematical framework, which is used to represent clinical
decision problems and incorporate evidence from a variety of sources in
order to estimate the costs and health outcomes.

Cost-utility analysis (CUA)

Cost-utility analysis is one of the tools used to carry out an economic
evaluation. The benefits are assessed in terms of both quality and duration
of life, and expressed as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). See also utility.

Discounting

Costs and perhaps benefits incurred today have a higher value than costs
and benefits occurring in the future. Discounting health benefits reflects
individual preference for benefits to be experienced in the present rather
than the future. Discounting costs reflects individual preference for costs to
be experienced in the future rather than the present.

Dominance

A health economics term. When comparing tests or treatments, an option
that is both less effective and costs more is said to be ‘dominated’ by the
alternative.

Drop-out

A participant who withdraws from a trial before the end.

Economic evaluation

An economic evaluation is used to assess the cost-effectiveness of
healthcare interventions (that is, to compare the costs and benefits of a
healthcare intervention to assess whether it is worth doing). The aim of an
economic evaluation is to maximise the level of benefits – health effects –
relative to the resources available. It should be used to inform and support
the decision-making process; it is not supposed to replace the judgement
of healthcare professionals.
There are several types of economic evaluation: cost-benefit analysis, costconsequences analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, cost-minimisation
analysis and cost-utility analysis. They use similar methods to define and
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evaluate costs, but differ in the way they estimate the benefits of a
particular drug, programme or intervention.

Effect
(as in effect measure,
treatment effect, estimate of
effect, effect size)

A measure that shows the magnitude of the outcome in one group
compared with that in a control group.
For example, if the absolute risk reduction is shown to be 5% and it is the
outcome of interest, the effect size is 5%.
The effect size is usually tested, using statistics, to find out how likely it is
that the effect is a result of the treatment and has not just happened by
chance (that is, to see if it is statistically significant).

Effectiveness

How beneficial a test or treatment is under usual or everyday conditions,
compared with doing nothing or opting for another type of care.

Efficacy

How beneficial a test, treatment or public health intervention is under ideal
conditions (for example, in a laboratory), compared with doing nothing or
opting for another type of care.

EQ-5D (EuroQol 5
dimensions)

A standardised instrument used to measure health-related quality of life. It
provides a single index value for health status.

Evidence

Information on which a decision or guidance is based. Evidence is obtained
from a range of sources including randomised controlled trials,
observational studies, expert opinion (of clinical professionals or patients).

Exclusion criteria (literature
review)

Explicit standards used to decide which studies should be excluded from
consideration as potential sources of evidence.

Exclusion criteria (clinical
study)

Criteria that define who is not eligible to participate in a clinical study.

Extended dominance

If Option A is both more clinically effective than Option B and has a lower
cost per unit of effect, when both are compared with a do-nothing
alternative then Option A is said to have extended dominance over Option
B. Option A is therefore cost-effective and should be preferred, other
things remaining equal.

Extrapolation

An assumption that the results of studies of a specific population will also
hold true for another population with similar characteristics.

Follow-up

Observation over a period of time of an individual, group or initially defined
population whose appropriate characteristics have been assessed in order
to observe changes in health status or health-related variables.

Generalisability

The extent to which the results of a study hold true for groups that did not
participate in the research. See also external validity.

GRADE, GRADE profile

A system developed by the GRADE Working Group to address the
shortcomings of present grading systems in healthcare. The GRADE system
uses a common, sensible and transparent approach to grading the quality
of evidence. The results of applying the GRADE system to clinical trial data
are displayed in a table known as a GRADE profile.

Harms

Adverse effects of an intervention.

Health economics

Study or analysis of the cost of using and distributing healthcare resources.

Health-related quality of life
(HRQoL)

A measure of the effects of an illness to see how it affects someone’s dayto-day life.

Heterogeneity
or Lack of homogeneity

The term is used in meta-analyses and systematic reviews to describe when
the results of a test or treatment (or estimates of its effect) differ
significantly in different studies. Such differences may occur as a result of
differences in the populations studied, the outcome measures used or
because of different definitions of the variables involved. It is the opposite
of homogeneity.

Imprecision

Results are imprecise when studies include relatively few patients and few
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events and thus have wide confidence intervals around the estimate of
effect.

Inclusion criteria (literature
review)

Explicit criteria used to decide which studies should be considered as
potential sources of evidence.

Incremental analysis

The analysis of additional costs and additional clinical outcomes with
different interventions.

Incremental cost

The extra cost linked to using one test or treatment rather than another. Or
the additional cost of doing a test or providing a treatment more
frequently.

Incremental costeffectiveness ratio (ICER)

The difference in the mean costs in the population of interest divided by
the differences in the mean outcomes in the population of interest for one
treatment compared with another.

Indirectness

The available evidence is different to the review question being addressed,
in terms of PICO (population, intervention, comparison and outcome).

Intention-to-treat analysis
(ITT)

An assessment of the people taking part in a clinical trial, based on the
group they were initially (and randomly) allocated to. This is regardless of
whether or not they dropped out, fully complied with the treatment or
switched to an alternative treatment. Intention-to-treat analyses are often
used to assess clinical effectiveness because they mirror actual practice:
that is, not everyone complies with treatment and the treatment people
receive may be changed according to how they respond to it.

Intervention

In medical terms this could be a drug treatment, surgical procedure,
diagnostic or psychological therapy. Examples of public health
interventions could include action to help someone to be physically active
or to eat a more healthy diet.

Length of stay

The total number of days a participant stays in hospital.

Licence

See ‘Product licence’.

Life years gained

Mean average years of life gained per person as a result of the intervention
compared with an alternative intervention.

Likelihood ratio

The likelihood ratio combines information about the sensitivity and
specificity. It tells you how much a positive or negative result changes the
likelihood that a patient would have the disease. The likelihood ratio of a
positive test result (LR+) is sensitivity divided by (1 minus specificity).

Long-term care

Residential care in a home that may include skilled nursing care and help
with everyday activities. This includes nursing homes and residential
homes.

Loss to follow-up

A patient, or the proportion of patients, actively participating in a clinical
trial at the beginning, but whom the researchers were unable to trace or
contact by the point of follow-up in the trial

Meta-analysis

A method often used in systematic reviews. Results from several studies of
the same test or treatment are combined to estimate the overall effect of
the treatment.

Multivariate model

A statistical model for analysis of the relationship between 2 or more
predictor (independent) variables and the outcome (dependent) variable.

Observational study

Individuals or groups are observed or certain factors are measured. No
attempt is made to affect the outcome. For example, an observational
study of a disease or treatment would allow ‘nature’ or usual medical care
to take its course. Changes or differences in one characteristic (for
example, whether or not people received a specific treatment or
intervention) are studied without intervening.
There is a greater risk of selection bias than in experimental studies.
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Odds ratio

Odds are a way to represent how likely it is that something will happen (the
probability). An odds ratio compares the probability of something in one
group with the probability of the same thing in another.
An odds ratio of 1 between 2 groups would show that the probability of the
event (for example a person developing a disease, or a treatment working)
is the same for both. An odds ratio greater than 1 means the event is more
likely in the first group. An odds ratio less than 1 means that the event is
less likely in the first group.
Sometimes probability can be compared across more than 2 groups – in
this case, one of the groups is chosen as the ‘reference category’, and the
odds ratio is calculated for each group compared with the reference
category. For example, to compare the risk of dying from lung cancer for
non-smokers, occasional smokers and regular smokers, non-smokers could
be used as the reference category. Odds ratios would be worked out for
occasional smokers compared with non-smokers and for regular smokers
compared with non-smokers. See also confidence interval, risk ratio.

Opportunity cost

The loss of other healthcare programmes displaced by investment in or
introduction of another intervention. This may be best measured by the
health benefits that could have been achieved had the money been spent
on the next best alternative healthcare intervention.

Outcome

The impact that a test, treatment, policy, programme or other intervention
has on a person, group or population. Outcomes from interventions to
improve the public’s health could include changes in knowledge and
behaviour related to health, societal changes (for example, a reduction in
crime rates) and a change in people’s health and wellbeing or health status.
In clinical terms, outcomes could include the number of patients who fully
recover from an illness or the number of hospital admissions, and an
improvement or deterioration in someone’s health, functional ability,
symptoms or situation. Researchers should decide what outcomes to
measure before a study begins.

P value

The p value is a statistical measure that indicates whether or not an effect
is statistically significant.
For example, if a study comparing 2 treatments found that one seems
more effective than the other, the p value is the probability of obtaining
these results by chance. By convention, if the p value is below 0.05 (that is,
there is less than a 5% probability that the results occurred by chance) it is
considered that there probably is a real difference between treatments. If
the p value is 0.001 or less (less than a 1% probability that the results
occurred by chance), the result is seen as highly significant.
If the p value shows that there is likely to be a difference between
treatments, the confidence interval describes how big the difference in
effect might be.

Placebo

A fake (or dummy) treatment given to participants in the control group of a
clinical trial. It is indistinguishable from the actual treatment (which is given
to participants in the experimental group). The aim is to determine what
effect the experimental treatment has had – over and above any placebo
effect caused because someone has received (or thinks they have received)
care or attention.

Postoperative

Pertaining to the period after patients leave the operating theatre,
following surgery.

Power (statistical)

The ability to demonstrate an association when one exists. Power is related
to sample size; the larger the sample size, the greater the power and the
lower the risk that a possible association could be missed.

Preoperative

The period before surgery commences.
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Primary care

Healthcare delivered outside hospitals. It includes a range of services
provided by GPs, nurses, health visitors, midwives and other healthcare
professionals and allied health professionals such as dentists, pharmacists
and opticians.

Primary outcome

The outcome of greatest importance, usually the one in a study that the
power calculation is based on.

Probabilistic analysis

In economic evaluation, this is an analysis that uses a probability
distribution for each input. In contrast, see Deterministic analysis.

Product licence

An authorisation from the MHRA to market a medicinal product.

Prognosis

A probable course or outcome of a disease. Prognostic factors are patient
or disease characteristics that influence the course. Good prognosis is
associated with low rate of undesirable outcomes; poor prognosis is
associated with a high rate of undesirable outcomes.

Publication bias

Publication bias occurs when researchers publish the results of studies
showing that a treatment works well and don’t publish those showing it did
not have any effect. If this happens, analysis of the published results will
not give an accurate idea of how well the treatment works. This type of
bias can be assessed by a funnel plot.

Quality of life

See ‘Health-related quality of life’.

Quality-adjusted life year
(QALY)

A measure of the state of health of a person or group in which the benefits,
in terms of length of life, are adjusted to reflect the quality of life. One
QALY is equal to 1 year of life in perfect health.
QALYS are calculated by estimating the years of life remaining for a patient
following a particular treatment or intervention and weighting each year
with a quality of life score (on a scale of 0 to 1). It is often measured in
terms of the person’s ability to perform the activities of daily life, freedom
from pain and mental disturbance.

Randomisation

Assigning participants in a research study to different groups without
taking any similarities or differences between them into account. For
example, it could involve using a random numbers table or a computergenerated random sequence. It means that each individual (or each group
in the case of cluster randomisation) has the same chance of receiving each
intervention.

Randomised controlled trial
(RCT)

A study in which a number of similar people are randomly assigned to 2 (or
more) groups to test a specific drug or treatment. One group (the
experimental group) receives the treatment being tested, the other (the
comparison or control group) receives an alternative treatment, a dummy
treatment (placebo) or no treatment at all. The groups are followed up to
see how effective the experimental treatment was. Outcomes are
measured at specific times and any difference in response between the
groups is assessed statistically. This method is also used to reduce bias.

RCT

See ‘Randomised controlled trial’.

Receiver operated
characteristic (ROC) curve

A graphical method of assessing the accuracy of a diagnostic test.
Sensitivity is plotted against 1 minus specificity. A perfect test will have a
positive, vertical linear slope starting at the origin. A good test will be
somewhere close to this ideal.

Reference standard

The test that is considered to be the best available method to establish the
presence or absence of the outcome – this may not be the one that is
routinely used in practice.

Reporting bias

See ‘Publication bias’.

Retrospective study

A research study that focuses on the past and present. The study examines
past exposure to suspected risk factors for the disease or condition. Unlike
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prospective studies, it does not cover events that occur after the study
group is selected.

Review question

In guideline development, this term refers to the questions about
treatment and care that are formulated to guide the development of
evidence-based recommendations.

Risk ratio (RR)

The ratio of the risk of disease or death among those exposed to certain
conditions compared with the risk for those who are not exposed to the
same conditions (for example, the risk of people who smoke getting lung
cancer compared with the risk for people who do not smoke).
If both groups face the same level of risk, the risk ratio is 1. If the first
group had a risk ratio of 2, subjects in that group would be twice as likely to
have the event happen. A risk ratio of less than 1 means the outcome is
less likely in the first group. The risk ratio is sometimes referred to as
relative risk.

Secondary outcome

An outcome used to evaluate additional effects of the intervention deemed
a priori as being less important than the primary outcomes.

Selection bias

Selection bias occurs if:
a) The characteristics of the people selected for a study differ from the
wider population from which they have been drawn, or
b) There are differences between groups of participants in a study in terms
of how likely they are to get better.

Sensitivity

How well a test detects the thing it is testing for.
If a diagnostic test for a disease has high sensitivity, it is likely to pick up all
cases of the disease in people who have it (that is, give a ‘true positive’
result). But if a test is too sensitive it will sometimes also give a positive
result in people who don’t have the disease (that is, give a ‘false positive’).
For example, if a test were developed to detect if a woman is 6 months
pregnant, a very sensitive test would detect everyone who was 6 months
pregnant, but would probably also include those who are 5 and 7 months
pregnant.
If the same test were more specific (sometimes referred to as having
higher specificity), it would detect only those who are 6 months pregnant,
and someone who was 5 months pregnant would get a negative result (a
‘true negative’). But it would probably also miss some people who were 6
months pregnant (that is, give a ‘false negative’).
Breast screening is a ‘real-life’ example. The number of women who are
recalled for a second breast screening test is relatively high because the
test is very sensitive. If it were made more specific, people who don’t have
the disease would be less likely to be called back for a second test but
more women who have the disease would be missed.

Sensitivity analysis

A means of representing uncertainty in the results of economic
evaluations. Uncertainty may arise from missing data, imprecise estimates
or methodological controversy. Sensitivity analysis also allows for exploring
the generalisability of results to other settings. The analysis is repeated
using different assumptions to examine the effect on the results.
One-way simple sensitivity analysis (univariate analysis): each parameter is
varied individually in order to isolate the consequences of each parameter
on the results of the study.
Multi-way simple sensitivity analysis (scenario analysis): 2 or more
parameters are varied at the same time and the overall effect on the
results is evaluated.
Threshold sensitivity analysis: the critical value of parameters above or
below which the conclusions of the study will change are identified.
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Probabilistic sensitivity analysis: probability distributions are assigned to
the uncertain parameters and are incorporated into evaluation models
based on decision analytical techniques (for example, Monte Carlo
simulation).

Specificity

The proportion of true negatives that are correctly identified as such. For
example in diagnostic testing the specificity is the proportion of non-cases
correctly diagnosed as non-cases.
See related term ‘Sensitivity’.
In terms of literature searching a highly specific search is generally narrow
and aimed at picking up the key papers in a field and avoiding a wide range
of papers.

Stakeholder

An organisation with an interest in a topic that NICE is developing a clinical
guideline or piece of public health guidance on. Organisations that register
as stakeholders can comment on the draft scope and the draft guidance.
Stakeholders may be:
 manufacturers of drugs or equipment
 national patient and carer organisations
 NHS organisations
 organisations representing healthcare professionals.

Systematic review

A review in which evidence from scientific studies has been identified,
appraised and synthesised in a methodical way according to
predetermined criteria. It may include a meta-analysis.

Time horizon

The time span over which costs and health outcomes are considered in a
decision analysis or economic evaluation.

Transition probability

In a state transition model (Markov model), this is the probability of
moving from one health state to another over a specific period of time.

Univariate

Analysis which separately explores each variable in a data set.

Utility

In health economics, a 'utility' is the measure of the preference or value
that an individual or society places upon a particular health state. It is
generally a number between 0 (representing death) and 1 (perfect health).
The most widely used measure of benefit in cost–utility analysis is the
quality-adjusted life year, but other measures include disability-adjusted
life years (DALYs) and healthy year equivalents (HYEs).
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